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INTRODUCTION

On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 
the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally 
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document 
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances, 
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a 
date considerably later than the one on which the document was 
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to 
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of 
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944, 
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939 
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned 
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under 
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been 
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference 
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified 
by the State Department, as well as those received from and 
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies. 
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as 
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and 
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents 
that remain classified have been removed from the file and 
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document 
and indicates the reason for its removal.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are 
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political 
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have 
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence 
series containing documents on relations between China and 
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the 
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls 
38-43 of M77) ; notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States 
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99) ; 
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 1843- 
1906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United 
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to 
matters concerning China are communications to special agents 
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of 
M77).

Several series of volumes contain material on relations 
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of 
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77) ; despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99); and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37) .

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence, 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

Class 0. General. Miscellaneous.
Class 1. Administration, Government of the United 

States.
Class 2. Extradition.
Class 3. Protection of Interests.
Class 4. Claims.
Class 5. International Congresses and Conferences. 

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Class 6. Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments.
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are 
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems. 
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records 
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in 
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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DECLASSIFIEDs E.o. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
A portion of this tele' Tokyogram must be closely
paraphrased before being from Dated December 14, 1938 
communicated to anyone.

Secretary of State,

Washington

783, December 14, 5 p.m

(delayed in transmission) (GRAY) Our 757, November 

30, 3 p.m., last sentence.

One. Absence of recent telegrams from China 

and the complete silence maintained by the Japanese 

press on this subject make it difficult for us to appraise 

recent events affecting the Japanese plans to set up a 

new central Chinese Government, (END GRAY) However 
the

yesterday/Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs informed us 

confidentially and off the record that the Foreign Office 

considers Yu Pei Fu’s refusal to head the proposed new 

government to be a blessing in disguise as the Foreign 

Office favors a federal form of government for China and 

not (repeat not) one which would have assimilated the 

Existing regimes at Peiping and Nanking. Sawada said 

that all negotiations with Yu have^ ceased, that r.ru is 

not popular in Central and South China and that there is 

available no Chinese who would receive as chief of 

Government general support in all Japanese occupied

parts

793.94/14501 
F/FG

r.ru


DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0 <^Î^_NARS, Date

5307

-2- #783, Dec Ember 14^ 5 from Tokyo.

parts of China. He further said that the ForEign 

Office envisages the Establishment of local governments 

additional to those already set up and the linking together 

of these governments by a "central committee" the members 

of which would Elect a chairman from among themselves.

(GRAY) Two, In view of the foregoing the decision 

to postpone indefinitely the proposed announcement (which 

was to have been made by the Prime Minister on December 11) 

with regard to the policy decided upon by the conference 

held on November 3Q in the presence of the Emperor may 

now be put down with a reasonable degree of certainty 

to drastic changes in the Japanese plans occasioned by 

Wu Pei Fu’s decision. (END GRAY)

RR

GREW



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By MRS. Date 11-/8-75

V

Confidential

P AS A P H H AS E

A telegram (No. 783) of December 14, 1938, from the 

American Ambassador at Tokyo reads substantially as 

follows:

Reference is made to Yoshizawa’s statement in regard 

to a public announcement of new Japanese policy mentioned 

in the Embassy’s telegram No. 757 of November 30. The 

absence of recent telegrams from China and the complete 

silence maintained by the Japanese press on this subject 

make it difficult for the Embassy to appraise recent events 

affecting the Japanese plans to set up a new central govern

ment. Nevertheless on December 13 the Embassy was informed 

in confidence and off the record by Sawada (Vice Minister 

for Foreign Affairs) that the Foreign Office has in mind the 

institution in China of local governments, in addition to 

the governments set up already, and the joining together 

of these governments by a central committee whose members 

would select from among themselves a chairman. Sawada 

said also that all negotiations with Wu Pei-fu, who is 

not popular in south and central China, have stopped and 

that no Chinese is available for the position of chief of 

government who would be supported generally in that posi

tion in all parts of China under Japanese occupation. 

According to Sawada, Wu’s refusal to head the proposed

new



□ o o :•

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10. 1972
By 0, NARS. Date H-/8-75

-2-

new government is regarded by the Japanese Foreign Office 

as a blessing in disguise for the reason that the Foreign 

Office prefers a federal form of government for China 

rather than a government which would have absorbed the 

present Nanking and Peiping regimes.

In view of the foregoing the decision to postpone 

indefinitely the proposed announcement (which was to have 

been made by the Prime Minister on December 11) with re

gard to the policy decided upon by the conference held 

on November 30 in the presence of the Emperor may now be 

put down with a reasonable degree of certainty to drastic 

changes in the Japanese plans occasioned by $ru Fel-fu’s 

decision.

793.94/14501

FE:?Æ:JPS
12-16-38



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
tor 0, ffùidk- _NARS, Date 11-18-7$

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 123 J 634/618 for Tel.#699 9««
.. .........................

CM
from China (Chungking) ( Peck } DATED 000,14,1988 q

TO NAME 1-1127 ero

REGARDING: Newspaper comment from CENTRAL DAILY NEWS regarding the
Ear Eastern situation and intent of Japan» in connection 
with possible action by US after consultât! on with Amlassador^
Johnson» W



DECLASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 „ __

0. —MARS, Date -----

Tokyo

5303

JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

Dated December 15, 1938

Washington

Secretary of State

Rec’d 9:30 a.ij».

786, December 15, 7 p*m.

UR I.ASTERH Aff AiftS
* n;c 15 19^

Oepiirimftni. a

One. During the last few days the Japanese papers

have given much space to despatches from London and

Washington to the effect that economic reprisals by the

United States and Great Britain against Japan are being

given active consideration and to feature articles

on this subject apparently as a result of the Foreign 

Office or some other official source as they contain 

points not mentioned in published press despatches.' 

References are being made to the return of Ambassadors 

Johnson and Kennedy, increased British export guarantees 

to cover war supplies to China, reported approaching 

American credit loan to China, et cetera, as indications 

of the trend of official American and British thought.

Two. The ASAHI which has shown itself to be 

unusually well informed states that the Department is 

now studying the possibility of restricting or £-•

xf 
Vi

excluding imports from Japan on the basis of section 

338 of the tariff act, that evidence is accumulating



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By MLfews 0, NARS. Date H-18-75

3309

-2- #786, December 15, 7 p.m., from Tokyo.

of Anglo-American discussions looking towards concErting 

rEprisal measures, and that thE JapanESE Ambassadors at 

'Washington and London havE bEEn instructed to ascertain 

the intentions of the American and British Governments , 

It furthEr states that the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

will shortly resume his conversations with CraigiE 

and me and that after further expounding the Japanese 

thesis he will urge "reconsideration of plans for 

Anglo-American economic sanctions against Japan".

Three. Although these articles stress that Japan 

will not completely close the door in China their tone 

is not (repeat not) compromising.

Repeated to Shanghai for Chungking and Peiping.

GREW

EDA:CSB



DECLASSIFIED: E«0. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0. cH —MARS, Date 12 -/$• 75

Confidential

PARAFERAS fi

A telegram. (No. 786) of December 15, 1938, from the 

American Ambassador at Tokyo reads substantially as 

follows :

Washington and London despatches to the effect that 

the United States and Great Britain are actively consid

ering the matter of economic reprisals against Japan and 

feature articles on this subject have, during the past 

few days, received much attention in Japanese newspapers. 

As the newspaper articles contain points which have not 

appeared in the published press despatches it seems that 

the interest of the Japanese papers in the matter has been 

inspired by the Japanese Foreign Office or some other of

ficial source. An article in the Asahi.which is exceptionally 

well informed, states that before long the Japanese Minis

ter for Foreign Affairs will again take up his conversa

tions with the American and British Ambassadors and that 

after explaining the Japanese viewpoint he will urge that 

plans for economic sanctions by Great Britain and the 

United States against Japan be reconsidered. The Asahi 

states also that there is growing evidence of discussion 

between Great Britain and the United States looking toward 

concerting measures of reprisal, that at the present time 

the Department of State has under study the possibility



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0, _NARS. Date 11-18*7$

2-

of excluding imports from Japan or restricting them, using 

Section 338 of the Tariff Act as a basis for this action, 

and that instructions have been sent to the Japanese 

Ambassadors in Washington and London to find out the in

tentions of the governments to which they are accredited. 

As signs of the trend of British and American thought in 

official circles, the Japanese newspapers are referring 

to such matters as a reported approaching American credit 

loan to China, the return to the United States of Ambassa

dors Kennedy and Johnson, and increased British export 

guarantees to cover the purchase of war supplies for China. 

The tone of the articles in the Japanese press is not 

compromising although they emphasize that the door in 

China will not be completely closed by Japan.

793.94/14503.

12-16-38



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 

Date -^’^75

_ TELEGRAM RECEIVEDJn
This t elegraïn, jnust ; 
closely paraphrased 
fore feeing coRïtàünic 
to anyone* (tor)

Secretary of States

Washington.

787, December

Our 786, Decei

tue-------- Tokyo
he
ated Dated

From
Rec*d

HORNBECKM//<^\

( DEC 161938 ))

16/ 3 p.m.

her 15, 7 p.m,

December 16> 1938 

6:53 a^m.

One. The press reports that the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs is to have a further conversation with 

Craigie and me on or about Tuesday, December 20.

Two. Does the Department desire, in the likely 

event of Arita initiating further discussion 

of the Japanese position, that I say anything more 
than to repeat the statements which I made to him at 

t> i / yt •>
our last interview (see our 773,/ Dec Etaber 8j 7 p.m*)?

Three* Craigie informs me that he is cabling his 

Government to ask whether he is to receive further 

instructions and to say that in the absence of 

instructions he will state to Arita. that the British

Government cannot assent to any abridgment of the 

principle of equality of opportunity or to any 

unilateral modification of the Nine. Power Treaty,

GREW



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972
By Date h-frlS

5311
F™T0FF1CE Telegram Sent TO BE TRANSMITTEDWILL INDICATE WHETHER i

_ , V CONFIDENTIAL CODE VCollect -----------—-----
NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Charge to 
5 . Washington, *BR*

----------- -------- ;~™-7“~|l938 DEC 16 PM 5 56 ~ 
i « . . .xt ?.dent>al Gee*. I December 16, 1938
Z « «*•)!'» *»m*'i*< *** ] ft p fA

-■-------- ----* COMMl '7‘OS S
AKO .)S 

AMEMBA33Y,

TOKYO (JAPAN)
J

Your 787, December 16, 3 p.m., paragraph two.

In the contingency mentioned, the Department de

sires that you continue to maintain the position of

this Government as expressed to the Japanese Govern

ment both in writing and orally.

Acting.

793.94/14504

FE; MMH: DT U

16 1938. PM

PA/H

Enciphered by... ...............

Sent by operator--------------------» 19__ ,

795.94/14504
 

F/FG

D. C.R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By 0, NARS< Date 12*48*75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
This mEssagE must bE 
closEly paraphrasEd bE- 
forE bEing communieatEd 
to anyonE. (Br)

Washington

From

Tsingtao via N. R

32, ÜECEmbEr 16, 10 a.m

SEcrEtary of StatE

DatEd DECEmbEr 16, 1938

Rsc’d 7 a.m

bEEn an influx again of*: .JapanESE

ialono 
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

ThErE has

troops. From a rEliablE sourcE the ConsulatE
lEarns that a division is ExpEctEd shortly.

SOKOBIN

793.94/
I 4505

WC :PEG

T1 
0«C



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(fî) and 5(Dj or
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0, ^-f^^^NARS, Date i2

Confidential

SASaphhase

A telegram (Ho. 32) of December 16, 1938, from the 

American Consul at Tsingtao reads substantially as follows:

Japanese soldiers have again been arriving and a 

division of Japanese troops Is expected soon, according 

to reliable information received by the Consulate.

793.94/14505

FE:E3C:JPS
12-16-38



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
Bv MLbUrx 0 Date U-/8‘75

CORRECTED COPY

From
This message must be Peiping via N. R.
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated Dated December 15, 1938,
to anyone, (Br)

Rec *d  7:43 p.m. 
Secretary of State, 4,—

jf Oiviefloo of -
Washington. Ztw!t^ AffA(tts Igy

1 |/DEC 1 7
722, December 15, 3 p.m. xy f

One, The Councilor of the Japanese Embassy 

volunteered last night the following statement to 

an officer of this Embassy:

(a) He hoped that the current conversations be

tween the Japanese Foreign Minister and our Ambassador 

in Tokyo would soon reach a solution; he felt that a 

solution would be possible if the American Government 

did not ’’hold too closely to the Stimson policy”.

(b) The Japanese military considered that policy 

intolerable and progress could be achieved only by 
"backing away from it somewhat".

(c) The Japanese Government had much appreciated 

American attitude in North China which was an area to
r 

which the Japanese attach great importance.- *¥
(d) When we were fairminded and patient in regard 

to happenings in North China the news spread very 

quickly



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
^z-lS-K 

S3J3

-2-» #722, December 15, 3 p.m. from Peiping via N. R, 

quickly and had a noticeable effect upon the Japanese 

military and others in Japan;
(e) Conversely a stiffer attitude would have an 

unfavorable effect;
(f) For example while he found it possible "to 

mitigate" the difficulties caused by incidents in

volving Japanese military and Americans he had failed 

to accomplish anything in respect to incidents in

volving British subjects because he had to inform the 

military that British diplomatic officers adopted an 

unbending attitude toward Anglo-Japanese problems.

Two, The Counselor also offered a long disser- 
« 

tation on economic and trade problems the burden of 

which was that trade control was absolutely necessary 

for China, but was not necessarily discriminatory. 

Three, In a separate conversation the Japanese 

first secretary stated to the American Secretary that 

(one) he was heartily sick of his work here; (two) he 

was no longer a diplomatic officer but an attache of 

the Japanese military.

Three. His Embassy had to consult the military 

in regard to every matter that arose between his Embassy 

and the American and British Embassies.

Four.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0, NAttS. Date U-&7S

531.4

-3- #722, December 15, 3 p.m. from Peiping via N, R,

Four, In addition various JapanESE military 

officers concocted ’’ridiculous economic schemes” 

with which they burdened the Japanese Embassy,

Five, For example, he himself was now wasting 

a great deal of time investigating at the insistence 

of the Japanese military, the means and cost of 

softening North China’s notoriously hard water.
Six, Foolishness of this sort found a co^rollary 

in the political field.

Seven. For example Japanese plans for a new 

Central Government for China, including the plan to 

make Wu Pei Fu President, were now topsy turvy and 

hopelessly confused.

Four. Repeated to Chungking. Code text being 

sent to Tokyo,

LOCKHART

RR:DDM



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10. 1972
By 0, UAHS. Date 12-18*7$

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR Ç-.
This tel Egram must"lTE clos Ely \araphras ed be
fore being communicated to anyone^ (br) FROM

\\
Secretary of à^ate,

Washington»\ 
\

722, December !'■{?, 3 p.m.
$\(or

OnE. ThE Councirpr of thE

Peiping via N. R.

Dated Dec Ember 15, 1938

Rec’d 7:43 p.m.

Japanese Embassy
volunteered last night ^e following statement to an 
officer of this Embassy* \

(a) He hoped that the\current conversations between 
thE Japanese Foreign MinisteAand our Ambassador in Tokyo 

would soon reach a solution; hà, felt that a solution 

would be possible if the America^ Government did not 
’’hold too closely to the Stimson \olicy".

(b) The Japanese military considered that policy 

intolerable and progress could be achieved only by 
"backing away from it somewhat". \

(c) The Japanese Government had\^uch appreciated 

American attitude in North China which \as an area to 

which the Japanese (?) ;
(d) ’7hen we were fairminded and patent in regard. 

\
to happenings in North China the news spread very o

\ t©
quickly and had a noticeable Effect upon the\Japanese 

\ 1
military (?) in Japan; \ ■

X

(C
Oi

(D

Ü1
O

(e) Conversely



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

-2- #722, Dec ember 15, 3 p.m, , from Peiping via N. R,

(e) Conversely a stiffer attitude would have an 

unfavorable Effect';
(f) For example while he found it possible "to 

mitigate" the difficulties caused by incidents involving 

Japanese military and Americans he had failed to accomplish 

anything in reaped^ to incidents involving British 

Subjects because he had to inform the military that 

British diplomatic officers adopted an unbending attitude 

toward Anglo-Japanese problems.

Two. The Counselor also offered a long 

dissertation on economic and trade problems the burden 

of which was (?) reaching an agreement (?) control 

was absolutely necessary for-China, but was not 

necessarily discriminatory.

Three, In a separate conversation the Japanese 

first secretary stated to the American Secretary that 

(one) he was heartily sick of his work here; (two) he 

was no longer a diplomatic officer but an attache of the 

Japanese military.

Three. His Embassy had to consult the military 

in regard to every matter that arose between his Embassy 

and the American and British Embassies.

Four. In addition various Japanese military officers 

concocted "ridiculous economic schemes" with which they 

burdened the Japanese Embassy.

Five. For
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(?)
Five. For example/was now wasting a great deal 

of time investigating, at the insistence of the Japanese 

military, the'means and cost of softening North China’s 

notoriously hard water.

Six. Foolishness of this sort found a cprrollary 

in the political field.

Seven. For example Japanese plans for a new 

Central Government for China, including the plan tp- 

make r’u Pei Fu President, were now topsy turvy and 

hopelessly confused.

Four. Repeated to Chungking. Code text being 

sent to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

RR;DDM
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

December 23, 1938.

Tsinan’s despatch no, 1 of November 22 
repeats telegraphic information to the ef
fect that Japan plans to extend her now very 
limited control of Shantung only gradually 
and without use of large military force 
(Tsinan’s telegram no. 4, November 20, at
tached). It also states that Shih Yu-san 
reportedly moved his 30,000 men from Taian 
tolchowfu (southern Shantung); that Shen 
Hung-lieh’s force of 2,000 was 28 miles 
north of the western section of the 
Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway; and that Germans 
have been unpopular with the guerrillas, 
one having been seized by them while 
transporting cotton from the interior.

793.94/14507
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Tainan, chlm, November Ê2, 1933.

A-M/C

ASSISTANT SECRETA! 
‘X« OF STATEit® I'ionof. foil

- œ Trailer Johnson^

— -Kserieaa AnbasoaCor

sir:

fslping, Chinn.

I have the honor to report that the coneulete has 

been reliably laforsed* that the Jap*.n«sc ho not hope 

for the speedy panification of ihantuA^» eut sat law te 

that it will require at least two year» to extend the 

power of the helping rftglae to include the whole province. 

To date, the i row id anal Goveramnt hes appointed «sais

ira to 30 of the 10? hslea cities (county su»ta) in 

.iiu ntuag, but co f«r, lu the absence of actual lapcnsse 

control, it ha» been lapoeaible for 14 of these mgis- 

tretea to proceed to their poets and take up their duties. 

Cf the 34 hsien cities to which the influence vf the Jforth 

ChiaA Govemmnt bee actually been extended, SÔ are on or 

in the imodi&te vicinity of the i.laochc«-Tsinan and Tlwn- 

tala-uhaw Railways.

Thus it will be seen that while Teinan wea ccmiplud 

by lapsnose forces on loeoMber ê?, 1V39, Tsin^two on isnu&ry 

_____.................................. IQ 
X. ""âSo. 'iwnsul&to’1» Ule^ss no. 4, of "WireiriÈsr to'," W a. ».
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10, 1933, &n£, Cfesfoo »»?>.✓ n -<,f tci'fea; aa, tte Jsj.rjae«e tuve 

aesd® very lltti? yrogrtdx beyond ths railway zines. hile 

It 380SS to have bc<?n the opinion of seat obsorve-re In 

■ Matai!* tfeftt when auffielent troop* eould be spared 

frosa »rs Importent activities, the Jepcnsse would engsge 

in iHr^e-seale w®oppin§ up” operations in this province, 

wuek, according to the eoaeulate’s informant, le not the 

pr^s^nt intention of the i'ftpeneec niiitery «ut he, rl ties. 

Th»'j pi®n wrutiy to roiu the railways, aines end. i«;ori

ent market towna «nd expect to be able to collect the 

nsjor portion of all taxes, wtien they eatlsw-.t*» *411 be 

flowing into their coffers et the rate of SO tail lion 

dollars annually by next autumn. By netting a good 

example to the populace through the mintsnsnee of pesos 

aad order and by levying ôisuitftblc taxât», they toe rrad- 

UGily to eztimd the authority of the nee ZUwth Chins 

,R>var£5?xut. Xha uau of force *111 b«* resorted to only 

uùoa tiwa above idethofi fails of the dealrad results, t*nd the 

nooeaoity for the use of Mlltery forças is not nn- 

tleip&lftd. The oonaalate’s Informât admits, hotovor, 

that a large >«ree4tuge nf th* proviso it. 1 r-ïrenue will be 

required for nllltary oxpanene for «otw 11*» to eowe.

.ihih Yu-xdn {* ) who, with e f<ir«e of «d'out 

SO,000 nen, has until recently beers in tb.<s region of 

lalan,^ 1» reported by the smaa source to h«ve neved to 

Xehowfu ), ln southern 'hentung, while hen

Euag-lioh ( 7?L/?.ijjJ. ), former Mayor of Tslaetao, with 

eoa® £,000 «retd followers, 1» ecid to be nt pohslng, 

23 miles north of Chowtsun. It U possible thot it 

was ths latter*» men who war® responsible for dap©glng 

g .... ' _ -.  tjho
F‘ÿ»e "psragrepfci 1 '"ot? eonïuïe'&'*» tale&raa no. 4, of*~ 
Novessbor 18, 12 noon.
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the railway Just this aida of cneateun on Koveaber 13th.

'«bile the ^ertums be th® taost favored westerner» 

in this district a© f : r j-.ft tie J-;,* v«* $re conc^rji^d,

they ere no langer popular with th® guerrillas in this 

r«glon. h ioeni G»man resident by the nast of ehseffer 

w&a on hovewber Ida by Chlnose orva.lryjr»n ne». r
Jh&agh© ( (^) ) sa^ taken to uutlngfu < A %-ft ), whore

he la etill being held. Mr. ^ehaeffcr encst^twi in 

W« ires a portât! cm of eotton frcus the interior to Tsl .u»n 

by zaotor truest» on which were flown the Caraiun fln^. It 

ia not felt here that anythin serious will occur to Kr. 

Jeheeffer beyond having hie tw true*» and their cere© 

eonfiacuted •

tiesjjeetfullj jours,

Carl C. Hawthorn®, 
«uaerlojtn Vice Consul.

000
CCH/fcCW
Original to -'.abnesy, Helping* 
Five copies to Oevarwent, 
Copy to Prîtes say, Chungking, 
Copy '«U Consulate, Tsingtao, 
Copy to Consulat», Chef00.
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Tokyo’s despatch no. 3489 of December 1, 
1938, entitled "Sino-Japanese Hostilities: State
ment of Mr. Tsurumi, Member of the Diet, concern
ing United States Views", summarizes a press re
port of statements made by Mr. Tsurumi on his 
return on November 29 to Japan from a visit to 
England and the United States. Mr. Tsurumi was 
reported as stating that American and British 
public sentiment had turned decidedly in Japan’s 
favor after the capture of Canton and Hankow; 
that, in his opinion, serious domestic difficul
ties facing the United States contributed to the 
changing sentiment; that the American note of 
protest against Japanese violations of the Open 
Door was only a gesture on the part of the Presi
dent to distract attention at home from domestic 
difficulties; that Mr. Tsurumi had been told by a 
State Department official that the United States 
has no intention of insisting on the Open Door in 
China by force; and that it was up to Japan to 
offer the United States Government some measure 
of assurance to enable that country to withdraw 
completely without losing face.

Mr. Tsurumi’s statements are illustrative 
of the probably intentional failure of Japanese 
returning to Japan from abroad to give to the 
Japanese people a true picture of foreign opinion 
respecting Japan.

793.94/14508
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No. 3489

SUBJECT: SINO-JAPANESE HOSTILITIES: STATEMENT OF 
MR. TSURUMI, MEMBER OF THE DIET, CONCERNING 
UNITED STATES VIEWS.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington

Sir:

I have the honor to report that Mr. Yusuke 

Tsurumi, a member of the Lower House of the Diet, 
returned on November 29 from a visit to England 

and the United States. As of possible interest, 

there is transmitted herewith a clipping from the 
JAPAN ADVERTISER of November 30, containing an 

interview by Mr. Tsurumi in which he states that « 
- à 

American *7;

793.94/14508 
F/FG 

"
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American and British public sentiment has turned 

decidedly in Japan’s favor since the capture of 

Canton and Hankow. He also states that, in his 

opinion, the serious domestic difficulties faced 

by the United States contribute to the changing 

American sentiment. According to Mr. Tsurumi, 

"the recent United States note protesting the 

alleged Japanese violations of the open door and 

equal opportunity principles of the Nine-Power 

Treaty was nothing more than a gesture on the 
part of the President to distract public attention 

at home from domestic difficulties."
He concludes by stating that it is up to Japan 

to offer the United States Government some measure 

of assurance to enable that country to withdraw 

completely without losing face.

710
ESC:mg
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Enclosure No. 1 , to despatch 
No. 3489 , dated Dec. 1 ,1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Advertiser.

Tokyo, Wednesday, November 30, 1938.

DIET MEMBER SEES 
SHIFT IN U.S. VIEWS

Attitude in Britain Also Has 
Changed Since Fall of Can

ton and Hankow

HOME CONDITIONS FACTOR'

Returning Traveler Says Amer
ican Note Only to Hide New 

Deal Failure

] American and British public senti- 
’ ment has turned decidedly in Japan's 
,i favor since the Japan e?e capture of 

. Canton and the Wuhan area, according
(to Mr. Yusuke Tsurumi, House of Re- 
j presentatives member, who returned 
’ yesterday from a visit in England and 
the United States by the Chiehibu 
Maru from San Francisco.

Whereas he found Americans ex
tremely hostile toward Japan because 
of the China conflict when he went to 
the United States in June, Kir. Tsuru
mi believed that the chief concern 
both in America and England at pre
sent is the protection of their respec
tive interests in China.

Mr. Tsurumi said he has many 
friends in America, including Govern
ment officials, businessmen, author? 
and newesoapermen, to whom he ex
plained Japan’s position in the Chin? 
incident A lot of them thought at 
first, apparently influenced by Chinese 
propaganda, that Japan could never 
win in China, it seemed to him, but 
they gradually have come to under
stand Japan better, especially since the 
capture of Canton and Hankow.

London Also Changed i
He encountered a similar change of ! 

heart, he said, in London, where many Î 
Britons now seek to court Japans fa
vor in order to maintain their holdings 
in China, as a result of the fall of
Canton and Hankow.

Br tain has come to realize, explain
ed Mr. Tsurumi, that it can never de- | 
fend its interests in the Far East by । 
force of arms against Japan. This re- | 
alization has been deepened with the j 
'recent displays of strength by Italy 
and Germany.

Mr. Tsurumi met high British Gov
ernment officials in London, including 
the Foreign Secretary, Lord Halifax. 
Most of them are certain of Japan’s 
victory in China, he reported, but are 
jkeptical about settlement of the in
Dident.

When questioned, Mr. Tsurumi said 
that he does not believe the capture 
of Canton and Hankow is the only 
factor in changing American senti
ment The United States at present is 
faced with serious domestic difficul
ties, he intimated.

New Deal Has Failed
President Roosevelt’s New Deal poli

cies have failed, averred Mr. Tsurumi, 
and both Republicans and Democrats 
now consider his policies as no good. 
With the United States under President 
Roosevelt spending §3,000,000,000 on 
unemployment relief every year, ac
cording to Mr. Tsurumi, the people 
have concluded that it will be better 
for them to steer clear of the Far 
East. This situation, said Mr. Tsurumi, 
has contributed toward the changed 
American attitude toward Japan.

IThe recent United States note pro
testing alleged Japanese violations of 
the open door and equal opportunity 
principles of the Nine-Power Treaty 
was, according to Mr. Tsurumi, nothing 
more than a gesture on the part of the 
President to distract public attention 
at home from domestic difficulties.

The United States Government also
wishes to keep hands off the Far East 
problem, said Mr. Tsurumi, but finds 
itself unable to do so until Japan offers 
some tangible evidence of sincerity in 

। its policy of respecting foreign rights 
in Çhiiur ^JMr. Tsurumprevealed he 4 
Kad^beentold'by a State Department 
official that the United States has no 
intention of insisting on ihe open door 
in China by force.

**Tt is up to Japan, concluded Mr. 
Tsurumi, to offer the'''United States

I Government some measure of assur- ; 
ance to enable that country to with- I 

[draw completely without losing face. 11|
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

DlWON OF 
^JWFAN AFFAIKb

DEC 27 1938
DEPARTMENT Of STAGS’’

This telegram must be Peiping via N, R,
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone. (br

I O.N.
/

Secretary of State, <=£>-—*-•

Dated December 16, 193g

Rec’d 5 a.m., 17th,

Washington

W^ision a PM 
fM 14STEBM ÂFF/liifâ5$ 
flDEC19193&U%

725, December 16, 3 p.m
One. According to information an officer of the

Soviet Embassy has stated to a reliable informant this 

Embassy that (a) according to information from Embassy 

in Tokyo interference by the Japanese Navy has been 

responsible for delay in, (1) formulation and execution 

of definite plans for establishment of the projected 
"central government" for China and, (2) active operation 

of the new East Asia Bureau; (b) the navy’s interference 

is due to, (1) its desire to obtain itsShare of credit 

for participation in the control of China affairs in 

general and to exert influence in those affairs, 

including the new federal regime, which the Japanese 

hope to establish and, (2) its opposition to Japanese ; 

military drive against the so-called "Red line" running 

south from West Suiyuan through Kansu.

Two»
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->2- #725, December 16, 3 p.m., from Peiping via N. R.

Two. In connection with the last consideration the 

Japanese Army is reportedly preparing for a drive 

through West Suiyuan and south from Wuyuan, Suiyuan 

through Ninghsia to Lanchow, as part of its effort 

to cut, (a) the channel of Chinese supplies from Soviet 

Russia via Sinkiang and Sian, and (b) an alleged 

channel recently opened from Urga. R cent air raids 

against Wuyuan and Ningyuan are cited by some foreign 

observers as preparatory activities in this connection 

and there have been other indications that such an 

offensive was being planned as an alternative to the 

projected drive against Sian from South Shansi which 

has so far failed to materialize because the Japanese 

forces have not (repeat not) been able after repeated 

attempts for three months to effect a crossing of the 

Yellow River (See Embassy’s 691, November 23^ 5 p.mlf 
paragraph three and 685, November 18, 4 p.m*).

Repeated to Chungking, code text by mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

PEG
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Confidential CONF ID ENT IAL

£H R A 3 E

A telegram (Nol 725) of December 16, 1938, from the 

American Embassy at Peiping reads substantially as follows:

The Embassy has received from a reliable source in

formation emanating from the Soviet Embassy (which obtained 

its information from the Soviet Embassy in Tokyo) to the 

following effect: Because of its opposition to a Japanese 

military drive against the so-called "Red line" running 

through Kansu Province south from west Suiyuan and because 

of its desire to get its share of credit for taking part 

in the control of Chinese affairs in general and to be 

influential in those affairs, including the new federal 

regime which the Japanese are hopeful of setting up, the 

Japanese Navy has by interference been responsible for 

delay in active operation of the new East Asia Bureau and 

in the planning end carrying out of definite arrangements 

for setting up the projected central government for China.

In connection with the Japanese Navy’s opposition 

to a military drive against the "Bed line" mentioned 

above it is reported that the Japanese Army is making 

ready for a drive through the western part of Suiyuan 

Province and south from Wuyuan (Suiyuan) to Lanchow 

through Ninghsia. Some foreign observers point to air 

raids made recently against Ningyuan and Wuyuan as ac

tivities preparatory to this drive which would be a part
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of the Japanese Army’s attempt to cut an alleged channel 

recently opened from Urga and to out the channel over 

which Chinese supplies are carried from Russia by way of 

Sinkiang and Sian. In addition to the air raids against 

Hingyuan and Wuyuan there have been other indications 

that the Japanese were planning an offensive such as that 

outlined above as an alternative to the projected offen

sive from southern Shansi against Sian. This latter 

offensive has not taken place up to the present time 

because, after trying for three months to cross the 

fellow River, the Japanese troops have been unable to 

effect a crossing.

793.94/14509

FE ;adb:Jts 
12-20-^8
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Department of state 

division of Far eastern Affairs

December 23, 1938.

Shanghai’s despatch No. 1830 of 
November 23, 1938, concerning conditions in 
Hangchow? reports Clerk McAllister’s personal 
observation that the Chinese population of 
Hangchow is confined to poorer classes eking 
out a bare existence; that Japanese merchants 
appear to be doing well; that the city is well 
fortified and patrolled but not heavily 
garrisoned; that movement about the city is 
not greatly restricted; that Chinese troops 
and bandits are active near the city; that 
American residents, engaged primarily in 
watching their properties, have been on 
moderately good terms with the Japanese and, 
except for the looting of Dr. Fitch’s house, 
have suffered little disturbance of their 
properties; that fair train service to 
Shanghai is functioning; and that Mr. 
McAllister was courteously treated by the 
Japanese and, together with an American 
missionary, found no difficulty in removing 
his personal effects from Hangchow.

The despatch states that Mr. McAllister’s 
observations agree in general with the 
Consulate General’s information from other 
sources.
(Note: In relation to Hangchow American property, 
it it pertinent to observe that Shanghai’s des
patch ofNov.22 reports Japanese disregard of
American interest in the telephone administrate^ 
FE:Chase:REK '
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL, /

Shanghai, China, 
November 23, 1938.

co

Sl^jECt: “ Memorandum Concerning Conditions 
in Hangchow, Chekiang Province.

depaktmfj

The honorable

The secretary of state,

WASHINGTON.

SIR:

DEC 19 1938
Oepsrtiwtt of

1/ I have the honor to submit with this despatch a

memorandum,prepared by Clerk David T. McAllister of 
this Consulate General, concerning conditions in 
Hangchow, Chekiang Province. Mr. McAllister visited 
Hangchow from October 25 to 30 and from November 2 to 
5, 1938 while on local leave from his duties in this 
Consulate General. Mr. McAllister’s memorandum is, 
in general, in agreement with the information the 
Consulate General has obtained from other sources con

cerning conditions in Hangchow.

ectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General/

Enclosure: 
1/ " Copy of memorandum prepared by 

Clerk David T. McAllister of 
Shanghai Consulate General.

1—1221

800
MH:fo
In Quintuplioate»
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Co-py to Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. /T^D , dated November 23, 1938, 
from C. E. Gauss, Consul General at Shanghai, China, on the subj 
of: ’’Memorandum Concerning Conditions in Hangchow, Chekiang 
Province.”

COPY
November 18, 1938.

M EMORANDUM

Subject: Conditions in Hangchow, Chekiang
October 25th to 30th and November 2nd to 5th.

The General Situation

VThen viewed superficially, the principal business and 
residential districts of Hangchow appear to have suffered 
little damage as a result of hostijitits and the Japanese 
occupation, except for the railway stat ons and immediate 
vicinities. More careful inspection she is that many small 
areas throughout the city have been dest. oyed by fire and 
that behind many of the walls, houses which were thoroughly 
looted are now crumbling rapidly, as timbers and flooring 
are removed for fire wood and temporary shelters. Most of 
the streets appear clean but deserted, although, I am told, 
many Chinese of the poorer classes are returning. The 
standard of living is very low among these, and there is 
little hope of improvement. Chinese shopkeepers are doing 
a meager business with remnants of stock which they were 
able to hide or remove to the country during the period of 
looting. They find it almost impossible to renew their 
supplies, as Chinese without Japanese backing, I understand, 
cannot ship in merchandise except at prohibitive rates. 
Japanese firms, which are growing in number, appear to have 
little difficulty. The Japanese Consul General informed 
me that there are about eight hundred Japanese civilians 
in Hangchow, among them many women and children, including 
his own family.

In areajs not under Japanese control, I am told, only 
land in relatively inaccessible places is being farmed, 
because of frequent raids by Chinese bandits. Most of the 
land visible from the railway is under cultivation, as all 
trees and buildings for several hundred yards on both sides 
of the roadbed have been destroyed, forts have been built at 
all the stations, and the line is carefully patrolled. Other 
forts have been built at strategic points in Hangchow itself, 
and a new fort is being completed at the base of the approach 
to the Chien Tang River Bridge. Cavalry, tanks, and small 
field guns as well as infantry took part in a series of 
parades celebrating the fall of Hankow; but there seems to 
be no large garrison in the city. Although all railway men 
wear Japanese military uniforms and Japanese military police 
supervise inspection of passes and baggage,the majority of the 
police on duty at the railway station and on the streets are 
Chinese. Movement about the city is not greatly restricted. 
Sentries are posted at a few places only, notably at the 
entrance to the Inner West Lake area where the Japanese 
Consulate is located. It is possible to drive as far as Ling 
Yin Temple on the north side of the lake and to Hangchow

Christian
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Christian College along the river. Chinese troops are still 
active on the south bank of the river and frequently fire 
across to the road on the north bank. On both of my return 
trips to Shanghai there was a wounded Japanese in the 
officers’ section of the second class coach.

Americans in Hangchow

Americans in Hangchow have been on moderately good 
terms with the Japanese authorities since the beginning of 
the occupation. The Americans with whom I was staying 
and those with whom I travelled about the city were treated 
with courtesy by all Japanese officers with whom we came in 
contact. I was approached politely whenever my pass and my 
baggage were.inspected; and on my return to Shanghai a 
military police officer gave me voluntary assistance in buying 
my ticket.

Araerican property has not been greatly disturbed; except 
for the looting of Dr. Robert Fitch’s house, which was not 
occupied by an American at the time of the arrival of the 
Japanese. The Northern Presbyterian Mission compound, where 
I formerly resided, was hurriedly looted once during the 
absence of the resident American. A few small articles 
were talc en.

The Americans now living in Hangchow are engaged pri
marily in keeping the various properties intact. A day 
school of about one hundred children of the neighborhood is 
being held informally on the Northern Presbyterian Mission 
compound. Religious text material — to which the Japanese 
authorities have made no objection — is being used exclusively. 
Americans are also cooperating with the C.M.3. Hospital 
(British) in its extensive medical work.

Train Service

Two regular trains carrying passengers run each day 
from the north station at Shanghai to the city station at 
Hangchow, and two trains leave Hangchow for Shanghai on a 
corresponding schedule. The early train leaves at 7:30 a.m. 
(8:30 a.m. Tokyo time, according to the schedule) and 
carries only second and third class passengers; the later 
train, leaving about noon, is a mixed train with third and 
fourth class coaches attached.

Second class consists of one coach, a large part of 
which is reserved for military officers. Civilian passengers 
are mostly Japanese, but include also- a few Chinese who 
appear to be on very friendly tex-ms with the Japanese. The 
fare to Hangchow is Yen 5.70. It seems to be unnecessary 
for second class passengers to arrive at the station more 
than forty-five minutes before train time, as ticket selling 
begins at about 7:00 a.m. and the line at the second class 
window is usually not long. Pass.s must be shown when 
tickets are purchased. Hand baggage in small quantities 
is permitted in the coaches; other baggage may be checked, 
apparently without limit, although there is a charge for

excess
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excess beyond a certain weight. All baggage is subject 
to inspection both at Shanghai and at Hangchow. Because 
of the crowds at the Shanghai station, it is difficult 
to check baggage at this end; at Hangchow it is much 
simpler. I have been informed that the International 
Guides Bureau now undertakes to sell tickets and hand]e 
baggage.

Third and fourth class traffic is heavy, but especi
ally so from Shanghai to Hangchow. Lines form in front 
of the ticket windows many hours before daybreak, often 
the night before, I am told. •

Removal of Personal Effects

Mr. J. H. Arthur of the American Presbyterian Mission, 
North (formerly located in Hangchow, now in Shanghai) and 
I found no difficulty in removing personal effects from 
Hangchow. We called at the Japanese Consulate General at 
Hangchow, where Mr. Domyo, the Consul General, and his 
assistant, Mr. Nihshino, received us personally. Mr. 
Domyo suggested that each of us write him a letter giving 
a list of the pieces to be shipped and a brief statement 
of the contents. In return, and without delay, we were 
each given a permit. Cur shipments left Hangchow a week 
apart, but in each case a Japanese transportation company 
trucked the goods to the railway station at Hangchow for 
a reasonable charge (Yen 5.00 for my 15 assorted pieces), 
the goods were brought to Shanghai by freight the same 
day (at a charge of Yen 13.20 in my case), and in Shanghai 
a Japanese transportation company received the goods at 
the station and made delivery (charge, Yen 20.00).

D. T. McAllister.

Copied by FC
Compared with MB
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SUBJECT:

*r

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

17 AV1 112! AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, December 2, 1938.

. i<D huCunjS

ARTICLE PUBLISHED BY THE ”SHIUNSOW.

(0 
CD

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir: / |P>’
773.

Supplementing my despatch No. 3452, November 17, X' 
Z hg

1938, I have the honor to forward to the Department, \ p 
in single copy, the publisher’s translation of the P

article published recently by the SHIUNSO entitled 

"America and the Nine Power Treaty". This English

translation was sent to me by the SHIUNSO without

Enclosure : 
1/ As stated.
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UNITED STATES AND NINE-POWER PACT
s

=

The note submitted by the United States Govern
ment to the Government of Japan on October 6 has 
again brought up to discussion America’s persistent 
view on the Nine-Power Pact. This we regret seri
ously for the sake of the United States.

To speak without reservation, we are not inclined to take up 
the question of the Nine-Power Pact now, as it is like chasing the 
last night’s dream when the sun has already risen on the eastern 
sky. But as long as there still remain nations yet persistently 
advocating the Nine-Power Pact, we have to discuss it again and 
again until the nature of this question is made throughly clear.

i s
I

S = s

=
I

— Japanese Feel Unpleasant —
1. First the Americans must realize that concerning 

the Nine-Power Pact the Japanese people possess ex
tremely unpleasant associations.

But as to the reason why we have such associations, it is better 
to let Sir Arthur Willert of England speak rather than we do 
ourselves.

Sir Arthur was the director of the intelligence Bureau of the 
British Foreign Office until 1935, and he speaks of the Washington 
Conference and the Nine-Power Pact in his book “ The Empire in 
the world ” published by the Oxford University Press in 1937. In 
the book he says that it is not strange that Japan entertained un
pleasant sentiments toward England just as Germany or Italy does, 
and that at the Washington Conference the British and American 
delegates “arranged the Far East to suit themselves and their ideals” 
under their guidance and with the perfect and effective accord that 
was never before seen in the diplomatic history of the two nations. 
They have also buried the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, he says, and 
England who had no more threat of the German Navy was able 
to win the favor of the United States by abolishing the Alliance. 
Under the strong pressure brought by England and the United 
States in clever arguments, Japan was forced to resign herself to 
the loss of her own position in China. Japan’s special rights and 
interests in Shantung province which were recognized at the Paris 
Peace Conference were forced to be given up. Japan’s special posi
tion in China was denied by the Nine-Power Pact. Furthermore, 
Japan was forced to accept the naval limitation ratio of 5: 5: 3 on 
her capital ships.

“ Morally and materially the Washington treaties were 
as bitter a blow to Japan as two friendly nations have 
ever delivered against a third.” Sir Arthur says. Yet 
for several years after the Washington Conference, 
Japan was the model citizen of the world.

If Americans were in the place of the Japanese and read Sir 
Arthur’s view in his book,e how would they feel ? It is wrong for 
the Japanese to feel dissatisfaction with the Washington Conference 
and 
then

the Nine-Power Pact which is one of the treaties concluded

— Pact is Already Dead —
The people of Japan believe that the Nine-Power

!
E

§

2.
Treaty is already dead and a thing of the past.

Because Japan most faithfully and foolishly respect all treaties 
which are even greatly undesirable to herself, she is praised as 
“ the model citizen of the world ” by Sir Arthur Willert.

‘ Former Secretary of State Stimson of the United 
States also said in his book “ The Crisis of the Far 
East ” that Japanese Government has in the past ten 
years the record as the exceptionally good citizen 
in the international family. ( Whether such praise is 
really honourable or dishonourable to Japan is only 
known to those who understand.)
But do Americans ever think that for Japan who is such a good 
observer of treaties to adopt an attitude that will be questioned in 
connection with the Nine-Power Pact there must be points in the 
Pact itself that do not conform to the present tendency and are unfit 
under the actual conditions ?

(1) The world situation has vastly changed since 
the time when the Nine-Power Treaty was signed 
seventeen years ago. Former Secretary of State 
Stimson said that the exclusion of one item of the 
Washington Treaty would make the rest entirely void.

=
November, 1938.

But has not the naval agreement in the treaty been already ab
rogated, and the London Naval Limitation Treaty which was con
cluded as an extension of the Washington Treaty come to its 
natural death ?

(2) The recent condition of China—particularly the present 
China incident—can not be conceived of without considering the 
invasion of Russian Communism into China. Russia was not a party 
to the Nine-Power Treaty because of the condition of that country 
at that time, and thus her invasion into Outer Mongolia and 
Bolshevizing of the main part of China are not criticised under the 
Nine-Power Pact. Japan only is the object of attack. Can this be 
really said to be right ?

(3) The great difference between the present condition of China 
and that of seventeen years ago is a fact that can never be denied.

According to what is reported to be the view of the American 
political circle, the United States seems to be intending not to recog
nize the new situation in China, “ because the new situation in the 
Far East is caused by Japanese invasion into China in violation 
of the Nine-Power Pact and the Anti-War Pact.” Their thought 
that the present new situation in China was caused purposely by the 
ambition of Japan is in itself a great misunderstanding, but put
ting aside this question until further discussion, what does it mean 
by America’s refusal to 
today ?

Suppose there is a 
eastern sky, but the 
still night and we cannot recognize the fact that the 
sun has risen on the eastern sky.” Yet if it is a fact 
that the sun has risen, nothing can be done with it.

Though the United States alone thinks that it is still night, 
it does not mean that the daylight program will stop its progress 
a second.

There is an old story that a man who dropped an article into 
the sea from a moving boat, put a mark on the side of, the boat, 
and insisted that the article fell from that spot. This man did 
not know that although he marked the sopt, it is of no value 
at all as the boat was moving. America’s persistence on the Nine- 
Power Pact is like what this man on the moving boat did.

recognize the new condition that exist

fact that the sun has risen on the
United States says “ Here it is

— Who Are the Violators? —
3. If Japan’s action is in violation of the Nine- 

Power Pact, how are the violations of the same treaty 
by Great Britain, the United States, France and China 
committed before to be handled ?

On this point we have already discussed in our article “ Who 
Violated Nine-Power Pact ? ” last winter. But to various nations 
which still insist on respecting the Pact as ever, we feel the need 
of repeating what we already said.

(1) When the Lincheng incident broke out on May 6, 1923, 
it was Great Britain who forgetting the existence of the Nine- 
Power Pact concluded only a year before, proposed the inter
national control of main Chinese railway lines, and thus first at
tempted to ignore the Pact. The supporters of this proposal were 
the United States, France and other signatories of the Pact, except
ing Japan.

(2) When the anti-British movement that had arisen in China 
since 1925 became developed and the British Concession at Hankow 
was occupied by the Chinese on January 3, 1926, England mobil
ized three Division of Army and since January 25, 1926 sent in 
all 13,000 troops to Shanghai, and at the same time insistently 
urged Japan to make a joint military expedition to China. Isn’t 
it a clear case of violation of the Nine-Power Pact ?

(3) To fight the band of Chinese marauders, the British and 
American warships on the Yangtze river opened fire and attacked 
Nanking for two days beginning March 24, 1927. If Japan’s 
action is to be criticised, this is also the violation of the Nine- 
Power Pact by Great Britain and the United States.

(4) In 1935, Mr. Leith-Ross came to China and revised the 
currency system of China, making the Chinese currency link with 
the British pound sterling. This has violated the Power’s equal 
opportunity in banking field, and also violates the Nine-Power Pact.

(5) On November 3, 1937, the United States proposed the 
holding of a Conference of the signatory nations of the Nine-Power 
Pact at Brussels to discuss Japan’s violation of the Treaty. It was 
very selfish of the United States to open such a meeting without 
consulting Japan, one of the signatory nations, and invited to it 

the Soviet Union who is not a party to the treaty.
There are also numerous cases of violation of the treaty by other 

Powers. Does the United States feel right to entirely ignore the 
numerous violations of the pact by herself, Great Britain, France 
and other countries and to question the violation by Japan alone ? 
Are we right to think that there is no provision in the Nine- 
Power Pact permitting Great Britain and the United States to 
violate its terms as they wish, and providing that Japan alone 
should most faithfully respect it ?

— China’s Own Violations —
4. When it comes to the violation of the Nine- 

Power Treaty by China, it is so universal and chronic 
that its violation has become the normal condition. 
It is difficult to point out cases when China did not 
violate it.

Originally it is a very shameful thing as an independent nation 
for China to rejoice at the promise of respecting her sovereignty, 
independence and territorial and administrative integrity given by 
other eight nations excluding herself, and also to accept the Nine- 
Power Treaty which provides for the open-door and equal op
portunity or in fact extreme internal interference. Furthermore, 
China violated the entire provisions of the treaty, and yet she is 
shameless enough to try to confront Japan on the ground of the 
Nine-Power Pact.

(1) China once occupied the British concession at Hankow by 
military force, attempting to drive out the influence of Great Britain, 
one of the signatory nations of the pact from her own territory, 
(2) China repeatedly carried out boycott of Japanese goods, (3) 
China destroyed lives and property of foreigners in the Lincheng 
and other incidents. (The Nine-Power Treaty was concluded on the 
premise that China was not such a country), (4) China never 
carried—out Article-9 for the reduction of military forces, of the 
Washington Treaty which is absolutely inseparable from the Nine- 
Power Treaty and further increased her military strength, (5) 
China adopted the policy of inviting Communism and cooperated 
with the Comintern. (6) Against Japan, one of the Nine-Power 
Treaty signatories, China has adopted openly, even previous to the 
Manchurian incident, a policy of rejecting, confronting and insulting 
Japan, and filled school text books with anti-Japanese articles, (7) 
because of this policy many Japanese were attacked and massacred 
by Chinese, but China never held herself responsible for such inci
dents. All these facts prove that China has been giving no thought 
to the Nine-Power Treaty. When did the United States and other 
signatory nations charge China with the violation of the Nine-Power 
Pact ?

In the meanwhile Japan has always followed the 
policy of non-avenging despite the repeated provoca
tive and challenging attitude of China. How silently 
and patiently Japan had borne the malicious acts of 
China is even recognized in his book by the former 
Secretary of State Stimson of the United States who 
possesses a very strong anti-Japanese sentiments.

Thus Japan has been praised (?) by Mr. Stimson as possessing a 
record of being an exceptionally good citizen of the world. Yet 
can the United States attitude in treating Japan alone as the violator 
of the Nine-Power Pact be called fair and just ?

— America’s Discriminations —
5. Are not the United States discriminating against 

Japanese and Japanese goods?
The American note to the Japanese Government given on October 

6 has a part saying that the United States has never discriminated 
against Japanese Merchandizes in her own territory or in third na
tions. This, however, make the Japanese people feel a very strange 
sensation.

The United States is restricting the Japanese im
migration within her territory, prohibiting the owning 
of land by Japanese, and refusing them the right of 
naturalization. In these points the United States are 
discriminating against Japanese.

Furthermore, the United States is practically discriminating against 
Japanese goods by high tariffs and other measures. Are the State 
Department authorities forgetting these facts ?

Great Britain is neither permitting the entrance 
of Japanese immigrants into her vast territory, nor 
allowing Japanese to exploit her surplus natural 
resources even Under proper conditions.

Furthermore, against Japanese merchandizes she has blocked their 
markets by means of heavy tariffs, despite the fact that Japan is 
always an import surplus country. Then, she is hindering the peace
ful developement of Japan in China, her neighbor. Such tyranny of 
Great Britain is unpardonable, from the standpoint of the principle 
of the world peace and mutual prosperity.

— Imitating British Attitude —

It is our great regret that even the United States are 
often acting as though to imitate the attitude of Great 
Britain, without considering the anger of the Japanese 
people against such tyranny.

The oppression on Japan by Great Britain and the United States 
at the Washington Conference and other occasions has caused China 
become self-conceited and arrogant against Japan. This coupled with 
the intrigue of Great Britain and Soviet has appeared as the move
ment to reject, confront and insult Japan. At last, even Japan who 
was praised by Stimson for patience and indulgence was obliged to 
commense military operation of punishment, which appeared as the 
Manchurian incident and the present incident. The new situation in 
China brought about by Japan’s anger felt for so many years and at 
the sacrifice of numerous noble lives, the United States refuses to 
recognize, and still intends to question Japan’s violation of the Nine- 
Power Treaty.

Does not the United States feel the reproach of her conscience ?
In short, it is extremely strange that although the Nine-Power 

Treaty question has already disappeared a long time ago with the 
change of the situation, the United States is still discussing it. 

* Then it is more strange that the United States who is firmly de
termined and cautious not to be involved in European controversies 
is willing to be drawn into the vortex of the China problem.

Has not the United States again become a victim of 
the intrigue of England or the Comintern and made 
to pick out chestnut out of the fire ? For the sake of 
the friendly relations between Japan and the United 
States, we sincerely hope that the United States will 
seriously reflect on this point.

(The New York Evening Post said on November 7 that the 
Nine-Power Treaty is harmful and of no benefit to the realistic 
international politics just as the League of Nations is, and the ex
istence of such a treaty not conforming to realities will cause inter
national unrest. We realize that even in the United States there 
are persons who understand the world situation.)

In the event of the United States recognizing the new 
situation in the Far East and proposing to cooperate 
with Japan, we expect that our diplomatic authorities 
will talk most frankly and prove in facts that Japan 
(1) will never be narrow-minded, (2) will never be 
tyrannic, (3) will never be stingy in sharing with friend
ly nations, and Japan will always follow the path of 
the mutual existence of all nations and the mutual 
prosperity of humanity, as opposed to the past selfish 
policy of the British type.
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iTHE SHIUN-SO
No. 22, 2-chome, Uchisaiwai-cho, 
Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN.

This statement was published 
in four leading vernacular news 
papers in Japan.
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DEC 19 1938 Shanghai

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: 
"CONFERENCE" SHANGHAI 

TELEPHONE 41127 
862 BOONE ROAD

November 26th 1938.

To the Hon. Secretary of State Cordell Hull,

ye beg to offer our humble respect and admiration 
to you, though we are unfortunately separated apart by the 
wide space that lies between us. The present German-Czechosla- 
vakian crisis has almost reached the point of war, however 
through your appeal for world peace, the Munich Agreement has 
since then come into existence, and Europe was thus saved from 
the grip of imminent disaster. We like everyone else in the 
world are grateful for your effort which shall always pass down 
in history as one of the greatest contributions toward the 
welfare of mankind. But however, East Asia is still in the 
midst of destruction and bloodshed. It must have been deeply 
concerned by any person like you who is working for the welfare 
of mankind.

The unfortunate fate that awaits the world today has 
its hidden causes. The present war between China and Japan is 
only the beginning. If no sound solution is devised to improve 
the situation, it shall inevitably lead to untold distress and 
affliction throughout the entire world. The damage done then 
would be far greater than that of today. This point has been 
long apprehended by Tuan Szetsun, the Great Teacher, fifty years 
ago. He prophesized that it is not at all impossible to save 
the world from destruction if the best is done before any out
break of war. Influenced by the prophesis of Tuan Szetsun, 
many personages in Shanghai, Hangchow and other cities, started 
in October 1934, a World Peace Prayer Conference which was to be fc 
an universal organization. For two years, numerous correspon- < 
dences have been exchanged among both foreign and Chinese 
nationals in regard to the organization. All agreed to appeal 
to Tuan Szetsun, requesting him to enlighten us on the hidden causes 
of the unfortunate fate that awaits the world, so as to put a 
stop to all blind struggles and to bring us to a brighter world. 
However, the government authorities showed no keen interest in the 
movement. In 1937, seeing that there was no hope of securing 
any aid from the government, Tuan Szetsun gave public notice in 
July of the same year that he would retire. On the day following 
his retirement, the Narco Polo Bridge Incident broke out and thus 
started the presentSino-Japanese undeclared war. At present the
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adversity of war seems to be limited in China alone, but in case 
the.Sino-Japanese problem remains unsettled for long, or in case 
it is unjustly settled, there shall always be the danger of 
starting a greater disturbance in the world. The traditional 
enmity between France and Germany was the doorstep of Europe's 
last calamity. Previous examples have fully shown the deep 
affliction of racial hatred and class struggle. The entire world 
can be easily involved in such affliction, except only when 
justice is maintained.

Tuan Szetsun is a most learned man, taking up the task 
of world salvation as his duty. For fifty years, he has worked 
for humanity and world peace. Although he is now in retirement 
he forgets not for a moment the work of world salvation. Should 
the people of the world continue to request him to throw enlighten
ment on us all, it is certain that he will reveal to the world the 
true interpretation of universalism, and the fundamental means of 
extinguishing the hidden causes of this coming disaster.

The world today is in a critical situation; the chance 
of war. or peace is in balance. We have learned with respect that 
you have always cherished highly the spirit of service to mankind. 
This gives us assurance that you will render us your generous 
support which we need most earnestly in realising the aims of our 
Conference. The moral deed and virtue of you has occupied a high 
place in everyone's heart. A call from you will undoubtedly be 
responded by the whole world, so you will give us an earlier date 
of realization of our aims. It will help to solve the present 
Sino-Japanese hostility, and lay the foundation of world peace. 
At the same time, it shall be an honor to our Conference and of' 
great benefit to the world. Furthermore your meritorious deed’shall 
be remembered forever throughout the years to come.

7/e again beg to offer you our humble respect, we remain,

Yours very truly, 
WORLD PEACE PRAYER CONFERENCE

Hon. Secretary.
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WORLD PEACE PRAYER CONFERENCE 
(FOR THE EXPOSITION OF CONFUCIAN COSMOPOLITANISM) 

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: 
"CONFERENCE" SHANGHAI 

TELEPHONE 41127 
862 BOONE ROAD

Shanghai, Nov. 24th 1938 •

To the Honourable President- -Roosevelt
(AR EASTERN AFFAIRS

EEC 2 7 1938
Department of State .z 

rertd' wmrationWe beg to offer our humble
you, though we are unfortunately separated apart by the 

wide space that lies between us. Through your appeal for 
peace, and suggestion of convening an international conference 
the Ilinich Agreement has since then come into agreement, and 
Europe was thus saved from the grip of prominent disaster. We 
like everyone else in the world are grateful for your effort 
which shall always pass down in history as one of the greatest 
contributions toward the welfare of mankind. v---! hc’ever, 
East Asia is still in the midst of destruction and bloodshed. 
It must have been deeply concerned by any person like you who 
is working for the welfare of mankind.

to
respec

The unfortunate fate that awaits the world today has 
its hidden causes. The present war between China and Japan is 
only the beginning. If no sound solution is devised to improve 
the situation, it shall inevitably lead to untold distress and 
affliction throughout the entire world. The damage done then 
would be far greater than that of today. This point has been 
long apprehended by Tuan Szetsun, the Great Teacher, fifty years 
ago. He prophesized that it is not at all impossible to save 
the world from destruction if the best is done before any out
break of war. Influenced by the prophesis of Tuan Szetsun, 
many personages in Shanghai, Hangchow and other cities, started 
in October 1934, a World Peace Prayer Conference which was to be 
an universal organization. Tor two years, numerous correspon
dences have been exchanged among both foreign and Chinese 
nationals in regard to the organization. All agreed to appeal to 
Tuan Szetsun, requesting him to enlighten us on the hidden causes 
of the unfortunate fate that awaits the world, so as to put a 
stop to all blind struggles and to bring us to a brighter world. ■ 
However the government authorities showed no keen irïterest in the 
movement. In 1937, seeing that there was no hope of securing 
any aid from the government, Tuan Szetsun gave public notice in 
July of the same year that he would retire. On the day following 
his retirement, the Narco Polo Bridge Incident broke out ap-d thus 
started the present Srno-Japanese undeclared war. At presèn^the
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adversity of war seems to be limited in China alone, but in case 
the.Sino-Japanese problem remains unsettled for long, or in case 
it is unjustly settled, there shall always be the danger of 
starting a greater disturbance in the world. The traditional 
enmity between France and Germany was the doorstep of Europe's 
last calamity. Previous examples have fully shown the deep affli
ction of racial hatred and class struggle. The entire world can 
be easily involved in such affliction, except only when justice 
is maintained.

Tuan Szetsun is a most learned man, taking up the 
task of world salvation as his duty. For fifty years, he has worked 
for humanity and world peace. Although he is now in retirement 
he forgets not for a moment the work of world salvation. Should 
the people of the world continue to request him to throw enlighten
ment on us all, it is certain that he will reveal to the world the 
true interpretation of universalism, and the fundamental means of 
extinguishing the hidden causes of this coming disaster.

The world today is in a critical situation; the chance 
of war or peace is in balance. We have learned with respect that 
you have always cherished highly the spirit of service to mankind. 
This gives us assurance that you will render us your generous 
support which we need most earnestly in realising the aims of our 
Conference. The moral deed and virtue of you has occupied a high 
place in everyone's heart. A call from you will undoubtedly be 
re^>onded by the whole world, so you will give us an earlier date of 
realization of our aims. It will help to solve the present Sino- 
Japanese hostility, and lay the foundation of world peace. At the 
same time, it shall be an honor to our Conference and of great 
benefit to the world. Furthermore your meritorious deed shall 
be remembered forever throughout the years to.come.

We again beg to offer you our humble respect, we 
remain,

Yours very truly, 
WORLD PEACE PRAYER CONFERENCE
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Reference attached letter of April 5
1939, signed by Sung Hsin Zong as Hon. 
Secretary of the World Peace Prayer 
Conference:

A number of letters have been re
ceived from this organization. They have 
all been signed by Sung Hsin Zong and fol
low pretty much the same pattern. Attached 
hereunder are three of these letters — 
March 27, 1935, November 24, and November 26, 
1938. There are at least two others which 
I distinctly remember recently to have marked 
"file" and which are still tallied to this 
Division but cannot at present be located.

The previous letters have been filed 
without acknowledgment and I suggest that 
this letter of April 5 should have the same 
treatment, especially as the Department does 
not correspond directly with private persons 
in foreign countries and as this letter does 
not appear to be of sufficient importance to 
warrant an instruction to the Consul General 
at Shanghai to make acknowledgment thereof. 
793.94/ / É

FE;Ohristenson:HES \j t
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Adviser on Political Relations

June 1, 1939.

The Chinese Ambassador informs me 

that he has never heard of the World 

Peace Prayer Conference or of Tuan Szetsun 

or of the writer of this letter, Sung 

Hsin Zong.

I would suggest that there be pre

pared a simple acknowledgment with thanks.

The writer refers to a communication 

which he says he addressed to Mr. Welles 

last November. That communication and 

disposal made of it might be looked for.

—?
Stanley K. Hornbeck

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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WORLD PEJlcK SP*&AYER CONFERENCE
(FOR THE EXPOSITION OF CONFUCIAN COSMOPOLITANISM)

- € PF$fAFtATnRY COMMITTEE

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: 
"CONFERENCE** SHANGHAI 

TELEPHONE 41127 
862 BOONE ROAD

RECORDS
Shanghai, April 5th 1939

Mr. Sumner Wells 
Washington, U.S.,

Sir:

Last.November in view of the conflict between Germany 
and Czechoslavakia, and the chaotic situation between Japan and 
China, which, if without just and adequate settlement, would 
inevitably result in a world-wide disorder, we have humbly 
submitted you our proposal for retrievement which we sincerely 
trust have your recollection.

The unfortunate fate that awaits the world today has 
its hidden casuses. The present expansion of armaments among 
powers will lead to the road of world destruction. This point 
has been long apprehended by Tuan Szetsun. the Great Teacher 
fifty years ago, aiming at the salvation of world from destruction 
Influenced by the prophesis of Tuan Szetsun, many personages in 
Shanghai, Hangchow and other cities, started in October 193£, a 
World Peace Prayer Conference which was to be an universal organi
zation. For two years, numerous correspondences have been ex
changed among both foreign and Chinese nationals in regard to the 
organization. All agreed to appeal to Tuan Szetsun, requesting 
him enlighten us on the hidden causes of the unfortunate fate 
that awaits the world, sc as to put a stop to all blind struggles 
and to-bring us to a brighter world. However the Government 
authorities showed no keen interest in the movement. In 1937, 
seeing that there was no hope of securing any aid from the 
Government, Tuan Szetsun gave public notice in July of the same 
year that_ he would retire. On the day following his retirement, 
the Marco Polo Bridge "Incident broke out and thus started the 
present undeclared Sino-Japanese war.

Today, the crisis in central Europe arose again to a 
even graver degree, following the Sino-Japanese problem. You 
in your Washington declaration has asserted that by the obser
vance of international law and order can world peace be maint
ained.
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The world today is in a most critical situation. The 
chance of pèace, which is practically on the brink of complete 
extinction, depends entirely on the effort of you.

The international situation created through all these 
years has been so entangled in itself the varied interests of 
different nations that they are as hard to solve as deadlocked 
chains. Sufficient proof for this statement can be seen in the 
failure of the various forms of collective security system in 
maintaining peace of the world. Today the conflict of interest is 
more ensharpened than ever. Should there be no special and out
standing method, the world could never be retrieved from disaster.

World order or chaos actually depends upon the people. 
The conflict among people should be appealed to great prophets and 
learners for settlement; only such settlement can be thorough and 
permanent. Otherwise, it may be possible to have a temporary 
settlement, but it will never last long. At this unusual period, 
faced by unusual events, if there is an unusual man, there is no 
reason why disaster cannot be averted to fortune. Although the 
whole world is in confusion, yet should a great prophet and learner 
give his enlightenment to the world, leading the prople to a new 
road, harmony and prosperity will soon be realized, and the world 
will still have eternal peace.

Tuan Szetsun, possessing a thorough knowledge of under- 
। standing the Laws of Divinity and embracing the wish of universal 
! salvation, has been working for fifty years for humanity and justice, 

revealing the principles of humanitarianism and universal fellow
ship, thus retrieving the world from ruinous disaster. He is 
indeed the prophet and learner of the era. We believe that his 
most effective and basic principle has your sympathy. The present 
moment for carrying out his principle should not be lost. The 
beacon that has been burning in east Asia has not yet been extin
guished, and the edge of conflict in Central Europe is ensharpened-r 
We are in a more stormy world. The sign of the second World War is 

\ obvious,furthermore Tuan Szetsun has announced that peace or dis—
■ aster for the world is to be decided within these hundred days.

You has been entrusted by the world with their hope for 
peace. Today is the time for you to realise their hope. From the 
previous experience, you are aware that at this outstanding moment, 
unless you shall take a fundamental policy, your effort will be in 

I vain just as did in last time. Should a call be sent by you, leading
\ the world in requesting Tuan Szetsun to come out from his retirement 
\ and to point out to the world the proper road to folio’”, and should 

he accept such a request, an immediate influence would be witnessed.
\ Lasing on what has been accomplished in the past, it would give us 
1 sufficient assurance that should this be realised, there would be 
> closer and improved relations among mankind.
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Living in the midst of war, witnessing the destruction 
which our country is facing at present, and learning the ppnrii ng 
adversity.in Western Europe, we are very much pained by the thought 
of the ruinous fate that awaits the world. At such a time, every
one should surrender his own selfish and personal views and respect 
the principles of universal fellowship of our prophet. We earnestly 
hope that the principle will be adopted and carried out into effect 
by you, so that there will be a re-birth of the world. We are 
sure that the whole world shall for ever be grateful to you for 
your meritorious deed.

We humbly awaits your reply,

We remain, Sir,

WORLD PEACE PRAYER CONFERENCE

Secretary. '
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE------- ®.?.5.:.?.1Z.?.?.?.?.______________________ for memorandum

State Department
FROM _JS.------------------------------------ (...Hamilton___ j DATED Dec. 5, 1938,
TO NAME !_1127

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations: Chinese still resisting 

Japanese. -Aggression; according to Mr. Hall-Patch, 
but Japanese will attain their objective in China, 
although it may require from ten to twenty years.

793.94/ 
14513

aa
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division of far eastern Affairs

December 23, 1938.

Foochow*s despatch No. 81 of November 9, 
amplifying telegrams (attached) reports that, 
as a result of the Foochow Chinese* over- 
confidence in Hankow’s defense and Kwangtung’s 
ability to repel invasion, the fall of these 
two cities severely shook their morale; that 
only efforts of patriotic elements prevented 
general defeatism; that rumors of activities 
of puppet agents in Foochow became rife; that 
on October 29 the Provincial Government issued 
’’secret” orders for its own evacuation which 
became known and alarmed the public; that 
popular tension was further increased by the 
general belief that Japan had presented an 
ultimatum and by reports of Japanese landings 
near Foochow; that the officials became 
hysterical and forced the premature evacuation 
of 100,000 persons; that British nationals were 
hastily assembled for evacuation; that Ameri
cans were advised to go to bed pending receipt 
of reliable news; that the alarmist reports 
were shortly disproved; and that the populace, 
promptly returning contrary to the authorities’ 
desire, were made happy by the "news” that 
President Roosevelt would ’’come out” to stop 
the war.
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NO. 81 l-j-0*' i /\5' | hUS.A, |-- JZ|---- f

AMERlfeAN^^NS^
Foochow, China | ’ r\T

— C<3 19 H 3! Apu.nj
November 9^1^38.

x ;! ;UN C/•. ' i’jNS
„ D RcüühDSCONFIDENTIAL

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s

telegrams of October 31, 5 p.m., and November 1, 5 p.m., 
and to its strictly confidential message of November 2, 
all on the subject of the present situation in Foochow, 
and further in that connection, to submit, as of possible
interest and for the Department’s files, a copy of 
this office’s despatch of today’s date to the Embassy, 
reporting on the panic which gripped Foochow on the
night of October 31-November 1, 1938, upon the receipt 
here of word of a Japanese landing in force near
Futsing, about thirty miles below Foochow on the

Foochow-Amoy road.

Iosure
Copy of 
November 9

Respectfully yours,

Robert S. Ward | 
American Consul 

CXJ

despatch no. 64, dated 
1938.

800 
RSW:HCY
In quintuplicate.

\L
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 81, dated November 9, 
1938, from Robert S. Ward, American Consul at Foochow, 
China, on the subject of ’’The Panic in Foochow on the 
night of October 31".
No. 64

AMERICAN CONSULATE
Foochow

November 9, 1936.

CONFIUJITIAI

Subject: The Panic In Foochow on the ni, lit of 
October M.

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson, 

American Ambassador, 

Peiping.

sir:

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s 

telegrams of October 31, 5 p.m., and November 1, 

5 p.m., and to Its.strictly confidential message 

of November 2, all on the subject of the present 

situation in Foochow, and further in that connection, 

to submit, as of possible Interest and for the Embassy’s 

files, a report on the panic which gripped Foochow on 

the night of October Sl-November 1, 1938, upon the 

receipt here of what was generally believed to be a 

reliable account of a Japanese landing in force near 

Futsing, about thirty miles below Foochow on the 

Foochow-Amoy road.

At the close of September Chinese in Foochow 

appeared to believe that- Hankow might be held until 

winter, and then might be successfully defended against

its
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its attackers until the return of warm weather; it 

was generally felt also that the South China drive 

would not begin until the fall of Hankow, and that 

with so may months in which to prepare, Canton 

oould be made almost impregnable. The patriotism 

and the degree of preparation for war of the Cantonese 

had been held up to the Fukienese Government and 

people as exemplary, and illustrated weekly magazines 

published in Canton showing even Cantonese girls 

attired in smart uniforms being taught to operate 

the newest air-raid signal apparatus, etc., had con

vinced representative Chinese here that, the time when 

they would have to face the isolation of the Province 

which would follow the fall of both Hankow and Canton 

was still many months away, if in fact it would ever 

come.

It; the first ten days of October sentiment among 

responsible local Chinese began to shift away from 

this feeling of security, and in a striking editorial 
published in the NAN FANG JUI PAC ( d-^K) of

October 11 the editor of that paper cited press reports 

of Japanese transport and troop movements to support 

his prophecy that South China* s "shameless tranquillity 

would soon be ended by a Japanese attack on Canton, 

to be followed by an extension of military activities 

from the base on Amoy to the mainland of southern 

Fukien, and later by an attack on Foochow.

The launching of a large-scale Japanese attack on 

Canton on October 12 was not therefore a complete

surprise
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surprise to politically-interested Chinese in Foochow, 

and it was thought that it would be met with very 

strong resistance at some point inland fro® the coast, 

and the capture of the city could be delayed for 

weeks or perhaps months. The rapid progress o’* the 

Japanese armies ms therefore a distinct shook to 

Chinese here: the fall of the city of Canton was at 

first regarded almost with incredulity, and the actual 

realization of its loss appeared to be having a 

sharper effect on th® morale of the local Government 

than had even the fall of Nanking.

It then became evident that Hankow too, so long 

defended, was also soon to fall, and the average 

Fukicneee appeared ready to believe that the war was 

almost over. There were, however, still many voices 

raised against this defeatist sentiment. The editor 

of the NAN F.AHG JIH PAO quoted above urged that the 

maintenance intact of the fighting force of the 

Central Government’s armies would render illusory 

any victory which the Japanese mioht gain in the 

Hanke®? area, and pointed out that the basic plan of 

resistance had from the beginning envisaged the loss 

of both Canton and Hankow; Ch’en Chao-ying, the 

rotund and energetic Commissioner for Party Affairs, 

continued to call for the continuation of resistance, 

and to insist besides on the intensification of the 

conscription campaign.

How much the ordinary Foochow resident still hoped 

against hope for the success of this resistance in time

to
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to save Fukien -.vas made apparent on October 25, the 

day on which Hankow fell, when a false report alleging 

the recapture by Chinese forces of Canton was received 

here through the office of General Hwang Chen-wu, 

himself a Cantonese. An extra edition of the local 

paper was Issued, sad for perhaps six hours the popu

lace gave vent to its feelings by celebrating, firing 

fire-crackers, and telling each other the good news. H 

jubilation was followed by an even sharper reaction to 

pessimism when in the evening radio broadcasts it was 

announced not that Canton had been retaken, but that 

Hankow had fallen.

The fact that this false report had gained such 

wide circulation in Foochow on the day when Hankow was 

taken gave rise to a typical rumor: it was suggested 

that agents of the Japanese, perhaps within the Govern

ment, had spread the report of a Chinese victory on 

that particular day to be able to report to Tokyo 

that the fall of Hankow, the stronghold of the Generalis 

slmo, had been greeted in Foochow by a spontaneous out

burst of popular Joy. There had for days been stories 

current in the city of the presence here of agents of 

the Shanghai and Nanking regimes; several of the leaders 

In the "puppot” Governments of those two cities were 

reported to be Fukieneae by birth, with relatives still 

resident in Foochow; and the continuance of the lumber 

trade with occupied areas, and the ease of communica

tion with Hongkong, where contact with Japanese agents 

and with Formosans of Fuklenese extraction might be

readily
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readily maintained, were o^ly additonal reasons, tn 

the minds of local Chinese, for crediting the now 

sore and mor® circumstantial accounts of the activities 

in Foochow of "punpet” agents. By the twenty-ninth 

of the month rumor had selected the personnel of the 

new Government which it was alleged would soon take 

control of the Province, and some at least of the local 

Chinese were ready to believe that the turn-over was 

only a matter of days.

In the current of this growing uncertainty, the 

ProvInci al Government convened on Saturday, October 29, 

in what was supposed to be a secret session, and 

resolved to order the partial evacuation of the city. 

Ths Commissioners of Oustms, Post, and Salt, among 

other Government officials, were advised to effect 

the removal of their offices and staffs from Foochow 

to the Interior, and all Government-controlled insti

tutions were ordered to do the same. , Although these 

orders were Issued privately, and steps were taken 

to avoid undue alarm, their context was known all 

over Foochow by the next day, and, taken together with 

the report of the proceedings of the meeting itself, 

they did leave the definite impression that the Govern

ment had more immediate reasons than the fact of the 

fall of Hankow to believe that Foochow was soon to 

be attacked.

The Chief of the Foreign Affairs Department of 

the Provincial Government told this writer that an 

ultimatum had been expected for weeks, but that it

had
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had not yet come. Several days later my British 

colleague received from what he believed to be a 

reliable source a detailed statement of five Japanese 

demands alleged to have been made on the Chairman of 

the Province, General Ch*en I. A ranking local 

official to whom I repeated this story tried first 

to find out where I had heard it, and then, after 

a long pause and some confusion, said, ”1 can say 

that it is possible, but not probable". This was 

not a very convincing answer from a person who is 

known to be a member of Fukien’s "Inner-Cabinet", 

as the coterie of Provincial officials which rules 

the rovince is called.

Whether they were true or not, the wide currency 

of these reports reflected a state of nervous tension 

so high that it was evident that the people suffering 

under it stood ready to be precipitated I’orward into 

panic and confusion by the slightest additional strain 

The added impetus was not long in coming. On the 

afternoon of October 51 it ws reported that possibly 

as many as thirty Japanese ships had gat I» red off 

Halt’an; shortly it was reported that troops landed 

from these ships had occupied the Island; and by five 

o’clock, with the denial of the reported occupation of 

Halt’an, came a much more startling story: a landing 

In force had been begun near Futsiag. By ten o’clock 

that evening it was said here that the Magistrate of 

that city had fled, and that the town itself was in 

flames. At midnight these reports wore partially

denied
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denied; a landing had taken place, but not in force, 

and the Chinese troops were expected to be able to 

repulse it.

But at some time after aidnight the long strain 

seemed to have become too much for the leaders of 

the Government, then in session, to bear! at one- 

thirty a half-hysterical voice over the telephone 

told this writer that Japanese troops were moving 

rapidly up the Amoy-Foochow road; that the speaker - 

the official responsible for the conduct of Provincial 

relations with foreigners - had just received urgent 

orders to be ready to leave the city within half-an-hour 

cn a designated river boat which was already at the wharf 

and that orders for the evacuation of the whole populace 

had already been given. He urged that the American 

Consulate, if it radioed at once, could have a gunboat 

at Sharp Peak in twelve hours at the outside; that by 

the afternoon of the following day a landing party of 

American sailors could be got up to Nant’al. This, 

the speaker said, was what the British Consul was doing: 

that if I hoped to act in tin» I would have to act at 

once.*  Asked if the Government intended to burn the 

city, he said that it did not.

*It need hardly be stated that his proposals were not 
considered.

From that time until four-thirty in the morning 

the telephone rang constantly. Ordered to get the 

populace to leave die city, the police were going from 

door to door awaking people to tell them that if they

wanted
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wanted to get out of town before the Japanese arrived 

they would have to be gone, and their possessions 

with them, before daybreak, aome of the police are 

said to have warned dwellers that if they did not 

leave they would ba roasted alive in their houses, 

but police officials themselves deny that any authority 

for such a statement was ever given.

Between the issuance of the evacuation order and

noon the next day well over 100,000 people left tie ir 

homes, with what scanty belongings they could gather 

together on their backs or in bundles suspended on 

carrier-poles. Autos were preempted for Government 

use, and rickshaws were almost unobtainable. The 

staffs of all of the local branches of the Chinese 

banks left shortly after the departure, at about 2:30 

a.ia., of the first group of Government officials, and 

most other leading local Chinese left between then 

and morning, including, it is said, most responsible 

police officials. There were those who would not 

leave. The American-educated Magistrate of Minhou 

District - the ’’mayor'* of Foochow and a friend of this 

office - stayed at his post, although the ChaIraan 

ordered him to go. At four in the morning he believed 

that a landing had been made, and that fighting was 

then in progress, but he felt that it was his duty 

to remain in Foochow. The Chairman himself also 

remained, perhaps because he kept his head, but pos

sibly for quite a different reason.

The British Consul is stated to have radioed for 

a warship, and to have concentrated all British

women
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women and children willing to evacuate at the river

side compound of a British company, where they ere 

to be put aboard a launch to take them to the naval 

vessel when it should have arrived. American residents, 

none of whom would have been willing to evacuate anyway, 

were simply told that they would be informed of any 

reliable news that became available, or warned of any 

actual threat to their safety, and advised to go back 

to bed. The police themselves did not leave, and in 

spite of the panic there was no looting.

The exodus from the city continued throughout 

the next morning, and until late afternoon, when 

definite information was received from Futsing that 

there had been no attack on that city, and that if 

there had been any landing it had been for foraging 

purposes only. Japanese naval craft had gathered 

off the tip of Lungt’ien Peninsula, and perhaps in 

considerable numbers, but apparently only to float a 

larger vessel which had run aground, or for some other 

reason unconnected with any planned attack. According 

to some reports a small party of sailors did put ashore, 

but returned almost at once to their ships. This led 

to a panic in near-by Fut sing, where an evacuation of 

the city was also ordered on the night of October 31. 

Exaggerated reports of that action led to a similar 

step being taken here, and in Yenp*ing, in the interior 

of the Province, it was reported that Foochow had 

fallen and was in flames.

Wen
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V*hen it had become clear that the reported attack 

was a "false alarm", Foochow’s populace began gradually 

to return their normal occupations; the shops re-opened, 

and the staffs of the several banks returned to the 

city. The Government did not appear however to welcome 

this trend, and issued repeated warnings that the peo

ple should not return to tlie city, which they stated 

would inevitably be occupied, end probably within a 

short time.

Loath as always to talk about ths present hosti

lities, the Chairman of the Province made a speech 

warning the people against repeating baseless rumors. 

H® complained that every movement that one laade became 

the basis for some bizarre report, end was accepted as 

proof of some pre-conceived notion. On that same day 

there were probably more Fuklenese who had heard the 

latest "news” than there were who read the Chairman's 

speech. The "news’* was to the effect that on November 

5 "Lo Tsung T’ung” * the President of the United 

States - would "come out”. Naturally the war would 

then stop at once, they felt, and everybody would be 

happy.

Respectfully yours,
f~A~true copy of]

I the signed ungi- 4

H Robert S. Ward
American Consul

800
RC,.:IICY
live copies to Department, sent under cover of despatch 

no. 81 of November 9, 1938.
Copy to Embassy Chungking.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, •

MARDET TIENTSIN

December 20, 1938

Rec’d 12:15 a.m.

ACTION: NAVY DEPT

INFO: COMDR MARINE FORCES IN NORTH CHINA
CINCAF
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING

0019. 380 Nippon casualties put aboard Red Cross

boat past week Chinwangtao unconfirmed reports state 

considerable trouble in Manchuria and large movements 

northward taken place, 1330.

DDM
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 611.9431/163 for Memorandum

(0 
State Department

FROM Ear Eastern Affairs < Ballantine__ j DATED Nov. 29, 1938___
TO NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING: Japanese desire for American cooperation in China. 
Conversation with Shoji Arakawa and Harukage TJkawa, 
of the Japanese Financial Commission concerning -•

14516
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 895.6363/206______________________________ for______.ReSE£tfik.#54Zl---------------------

from Japan(____ .Ctr.ew________ .) DATED______Udï^..3O^—1938.

*TQ NAME 1—1127 «PO

REGARDING:
Japanese participation in the oil business in China: 

Transmits memorandum of conversation between 
representatives of American and British Oil Companies 
and two prominent Japanese, regarding-.

aa

I
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see —8-9-3«.5.034Z33§. for___ j^35Q4.......................

FROM _Jap.9R------------------------------------ ( &T.9OL--------- .) DATED____
TO NAME !-1127

regarding: Japan’s plans for the économie reconstruction and exploitation
of China.

793.94/ 
|45|8

"Future Economic Exploitation of China - North China Development 
Company and Central China Promotion Company, Central Agencies": 
giving substance of an article, entitled-, published in the of
ficial weekly SHUHO, comments thereon.

FUG.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE___890.00/124_______________ for____ Memorandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division

from___________________________ < J ones________) dated Dec 15, 1938.
TO NAME 1—1127 <»o

regarding: Situation in the Far East: developments of past week.

FBG.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Tokyo *

Dated December 20, 1938

793.94/14520

EG
This message must “be : 
closnely paraphrased be- From 
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (C & Sp.Gray)

Secretary of State, 
Washington.

795, December 20, 10 p.m.
<?<//

My 787, December 16, 3 p.m,, paragraph three, 
Department’s 422, December 16, 8 p.m..

One. The Minister for Foreign Affairs has not 
(repeat not) yet asked either my British colleague 
or me to call upon him.
f Two. Following is a brief resume of the instruc

tions received by Craigie from his Government dated 
December 17: (SPECIAL GRAY) (A) in view of the un
official nature of the Foreign Minister’s memorandum 
(of December 8) which was probably intended to test 
our reactions, no (repeat no) official representations 
should be made as coming from the British Government 
but an early opportunity should be taken to indicate 
that profound dissatisfaction has been caused in 
England by the Minister’s expressed views. If these 
views were to become known to the public they would 
tend to increase the already mounting distrust and mis
giving resulting from recent press articles outlining

Japanese
0
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Japanese intentions; (B) British, inability to agree to 
arbitrary and unilateral modification of existing treaties 

might well be stressed thus affording Arita opportunities 

to suggest revision by discussion if he desires to do so. 

The onus to make first proposals would thus be placed on 
Japan; (0) Lord Elibank, who is not a member of the 

Government, characterized Japanese actions in China as 
"economic agression" and advocated certain measures of 

economic retaliation. We deplore practice of Japanese 

news agencies and press of divorcing from their context 

statements by public men in England in order to create 
ill-feeling in Japan. Any acts of economic retaliation 

which are advocated or contemplated arise from failure! 

of Japanese to implement previous assurances* Such acts 

of retaliation do not furnish excuse for further Japanese 

acts of discrimination and exclusion. The impulse to ad

vocate retaliatory measures would automatically disappear 

if causes of just complaints in China were removed and a 

definite forward step would have been taken in improving 

our mutual relations. British Goverment has up till now 

exercised great restraint in replying to questions in 

Parliament but will be unable indefinitely to restrain 
public opinion in view of growing mistrust. If any 

< gesture
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gesture is called for Japan should surely take the 
(the ?)

initiative? (D) your arguments already used against 
necessity for monopolistic control in China mi^it well 
be amplified. In time of war no power except China 

could prevent Japan’s access to raw materials in that 

country. To assume the contrary would presuppose a 

defeated Japan whose communications with China were 

severed and in that event Japanese control and owner
ship would be of no avail. No argument therefore exists 

for departing from principle of equal opportunity. The 

only requirements are an independent, stable and well 

disposed China, free from domination by any power, and 

a powerful and undefeated Japan. Community interests 

of many powers in China should be welcomed as a 
stabilizing factor which would in no way obstruct 

Japanese aim to secure necessary raw materials. (End 
resume of Craigie’s instructions) (END SPECIAL GRAY)

Three. Craigie today expressed to me the hope that 

I would cable to Washington the substance of his in

structions and seek authority to present the situation 

to Arita in a similar light.
Four. I told Craigie of the nature of my own in

structions and added that in my opinion the views of my
Government
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GovemmEnt had bEEn fully and adequately prESEntEd and 

recorded and that in thE light of the prESEnt attitudE 

of thE Japanese Government nothing was to bE gainEd by 

continual dEbatE over thE sams points and issues. I 

said I felt that thE timE had comE when gEnEral repre- 

SEntations or dEbatE were futile and that while I would 

continue at every opportunity to maintain the position 

of my Government, as already fully expressed to the 

Japanese Government both orally and in writing, I felt 

that a dignified reserve was now desirable while await

ing the development of the many factors which are con

stantly at work in shaping the future situation.

Five. Craigie was impressed by this attitude but 

he nevertheless believes that the present situation is 

inviolable and while he is emphatically in favor of 

economic measures of pressure he feels that a "safety 

valve" would be afforded by a continuance of friendly 

debate with the Foreign Minister with regard to the 

practical application of the "new order". Craigie says 

that he has reason to believe that the army is interested 

only in securing permanent access to raw materials and 

that the pressure on the Government to exclude foreign 

trade in general from China springs from other, non 

military,
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military, elements. (I myself find it very difficult 

to accept this hypothesis.)

Six. I may add that Craigie in this and in previous 
conversations has been unable to suppress a latent eager

ness to find a compromise settlement with the Japanese 

on the basis of (a) satisfying Japanese plans for the 
development of sources of raw material in China and (b) 

non-impairment of British and other foreign trading 

rights in China. His opijion, as reported in the second 

sentence of Paragraph Five, was fathered, I believe, 
more by this eagerness than by any conclusive indication 

of the Japanese Army’s exclusive interest in raw materials 
I

In the light of Craigie*s thoughts on this point, I am 

apprehensive of embarking on discussions along the lines 
suggested in paragraph-b of his instructions.

Seven, As a result of our talk today Craigie will, 

unless called for by Arita, postpone visiting the 
Minister until after the holidays. He expressed the 

hope, however, that I would inform him of any reply 

received from Washington to my present telegram in 

order that he might explain to his Government his own 
decisions.

GREW

PEG
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EG GRAY
FROM Tokyo

Dated

Rec’d

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

793, December 21, 8 p.m." 
/A/ÿ'K’

My 795/ December 20, 10 p.m..

The Minister for Foreign Affairs has asked me 

to come to see him on Monday, December 26, at 11 

a.m. "not to discuss any particular subject but 

just for a talk”. The Minister has asked the British 

Ambassador to call upon him at 5 p.m;

GREW

HPD

795. 94/ I 452 I 
F/FG
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610, December 20

Rec ’d
Secretary of State

a.m., 21st

' Z I 1938

COPIES. SENT TO j
MR

The Embassy learns from reliable sources that the

Generalissimo at a meeting convoked on December 18

issued a forceful rebuke to the civil officials of

the National Government for what he termed their

frivolous attitude, inefficiency, corruption and waste 

in the face of a grave national crisis and pointing 

to life being led by the soldiers in the field, strongly 

admonished his listeners to be deligent, honest, eschew 

all amusements, and in short to pull together with the 

army in the war. A statement worded in a similar vein

793.9

CH 
h) 
ft)

and published in the local press, was issued by General 

Chen Cheng, close collaborate:!*'. of Chiang Kai Shek

on December 16.

It would appear that this move presages a "moral 

purge" of civil officialdom and a reemphasizing of the 
a 

genets of the new life movement»

Repeated to Peipingi

PECK

T]

>

RGC:DDM
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Confidential

paraphrase

A telegram (No. 610) of December 20, 1938, from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows:

Apparently a reemphasis of the preoepts of the new 

life movement and a moral purge of civil officials is 

foreshadowed by a rebuke which was recently administered 

to civil officials by General Chiang Kai-shek, and by a 

statement warded in a vein similar to this rebuke Issued 

on December 16 by a close collaborator of Chiang's, 

General Chen Cheng. This statement was published in 

the Chungking newspapers. At a meeting held on Decern» 

ber 18, the Generalissimo, according to Information 

received by the Embassy from reliable sources, force» 

fully reproved the civil officials of the National Govern

ment for what he called their corruption, waste, frivolous 

attitude, and inefficiency in the face of a serious 

national crisis. Referring to the life which the sol

diers in the field are leading, the Generalissimo exhorted 

his listeners to pull together with the army in the con

flict and to be honest, to work hard and to abstain from 

amusements.

793.94/14522

12-21
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COMSOPAT

Dec Ember 21, 1938

Rec’d 1:48 p.m

ACTION; CINCAF
OPNAV

INFO; COMSUBRON FIVE
ASSTALUSNA SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE
USS ASHEVILLE
USS TULSA
USS MARBLEHEAD
FOURTH NARINES

vision of ' 
f Aft EASTERN AFFAiRS

0021. No material change general situation Canton

(D 
W
•
(D
•fc

4v and vicinity quiet, Peace Maintenance Commission inaugurated
Ü1

on twentieth. 1830. ftj
CM

HPD

F v--. r

"n

T
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2. Japan.

a. Japanese Campaign Against Guerrillas.

Outstanding Japanese activities during

October appeared to be the speeding up of their cam

paign against guerrillas and bandits. Discounting 

the colored reports of Japanese successes in each

and every conflict with the Chinese forces in shantung,

there...
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there was good, reason to believe that the Japanese 

were encountering success in their efforts to eradi

cate any Chinese forces which constituted a threat 

to the Japanese military in the province. In their 

campaign here the Japanese apparently came to the 

conclusion that it would be advantageous to enroll 

independent Chinese units which had been roaming 

through the"province. The result has been that a 

few of the old type Chinese military leaders have 

joined hands with the Japanese; the Japanese appear

ed to be pursuing a policy of keeping these Chinese 

units independent of one another. Pingtu, an import

ant city from which the western district of the Shan

tung Promontory can be controlled,was reoccupied 

by the Japanese and their Chinese mercenaries. South 

of the railway the Japanese and the mercenaries made 

some advances. It is not improbable that the Japanese 

received aid from Chinese villagers who have grown 

weary of the guerrilla and bandit activities. A 

missionary in Honan informed the consulate in October:

"Here it is quite peaceful now. The Boxers 
among themselves, so also the robbers, and 
then with each other, have skirmishes seem
ingly to get away the guns from each other.- 
A fight for power.-A real help to the Japanese."

b. Japanese iiilitary Aptivity in Tsingtao. 

Reference was made in the very opening 

sentence of the "general Summary" section of the 

September political report to the unusually large 

nuniber...
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number of Japanese troops in Tsingtao during Sep

tember and to their activity (page 8). In retrospect 

it would appear that it was not at all unlikely that 

the division of Japanese troops reported to be in 

Tsingtao was in fact part of the force which captured 

Canton in October. There was an extraordinary move

ment of Japanese transports in and out of Tsingtao du

ring the first part of the month and by the time the 

South China campaign was at its height very few 

Japanese troops were to be seen in Tsingtao. It was 

conjectured that the troops had been brought to Tsing

tao to give them a month or more on chihese soil in 

a salubrious climate and to await the advent of 

cooler weather in Routh China before launching them 

on their attack on Canton. While this is a matter 

of conjecture, the fact remains that the very large 

number of Japanese troops observed in Tsingtao in 

September had been removed from this city during 

October and before the capture of Canton.

c. Japan’s Economic Gains.

In the economic sphere, an outstanding 

Japanese advance during the month was the inaugura

tion of the Japan Air Transport Company» s daily pas

senger and mail airplane service between Tsingtao 

and Japan and between Tsingtao and Tientsin and 

Peiping, while a service was also opened with a 

schedule calling for planes three times a week

between
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between Tientsin and Tsinan, the capital of shan

tung Province.* It is understood that passengers 

for the time being are restricted to Japanese 

(and perhaps Chinese). For several years prior to 

the outbreak of hostilities efforts were made by 

the Japanese to obtain the right to include Tsing- 

tao in a Japanese or Sino-Japanese air service;** 

what was diplomatically difficult to achieve has now 

been attained through force of arms.

In the important coal mining industry of shan

tung the Japanese likewise gained objectives of 

importance in their plan for economic domination 

of North China and the exploitation of its resources. 

The shantung Coal Production and Sales Company, capi

talized at $3,000,000 commenced to function during 

October.♦♦♦ Fifty one per cent of the capital of 

the new company will be controlled by the Lu Ta 

Mining Company, the Sino-Japanese enterprise which 

came into existence as a result of Article XKII of 

the Sino-Japanese Shantung Treaty of 1922 and which 

for practical puxposes is a Japanese corporation; 

forty nine per cent of the capital will be subscribed 

by Japanese and Chinese mining companies. In brief, 

the new company will control production, transportation

♦See Tslngtao» s voluntary report of October 17, 1938, 
file no. 879.6, subject; Tslngtao To Be Included in 
Japan-Chin a Air service.

♦♦See Tslngtao's despatch no. 158, November 13, 1936, 
file no. 879.6, subject; Visit to Tslngtao of Chief 
of Staff of Japanese Forces in Korin china."Proposal 
to Extend"g’ino-Japanese Air Service to Ts ingtao.

♦♦♦•Report in preparation.
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transportation, distribution and prices. The 

Japanese interests have been quick to capitalize 

their control of Shantung and its railways for 

the purpose of exploiting the great coal resources 

of the province, resources which are of the greatest 

importance to Japan’s industrial development end 

armament manufacture.
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Sino-Japanese Conflict

The Japanese occupation of Hankow had been expected 

for some time so that the large Chinese population of 

Malaya was not greatly discouraged by the withdrawal of 

Chiang Kai-shek’s forces from that city. On the other 

hand, the landing at Bias Bay and the lightninglike 

advance of the Japanese army upon Canton, which was 

taken without any serious opposition, came as a complete 

surprise and brought charges that the leaders in South 

China had sold out to the enemy. Notwithstanding the 

loss of Hankow and Canton, the local Chinese and their 

English sympathizers are staunch in the hope that Chinese 

resistance to the Japanese Invaders will not disintegrate 

and that Japan will collapse economically before 

completing the conquest of China.

The British Europeans of Malaya are frankly disturbed 

by the Japanese invasion of South China, threatening as 

it does the economic existence of Hong Kong which has 

served as a vantage point for British commercial penetration 

into the hinterland. From a purely military angle, Hong 

Kong’s value has greatly diminished with the rise of Japan 

to its present dominant position in the Far East. Conse

quently it is generally believed here that the British 

naval and military units at Hong Kong would be withdrawn 

to Singapore rather than sustain a serious Japanese 

attack, and that the maintenance of the military and 

naval station there has been primarily for the purpose 

of exerting some moral pressure upon Japan and of 

affording some moral support for China. A significant 

aspect of the Japanese move against Canton, which may 

be of grave import, Is that It occurred Immediately

after
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after the Munich Agreement and thus may be indicative of 

Japanese belief that England will not seriously react against 

the territorial aspirations of Japan in the Far East.

Tho Straits Times in its editorial of October 13, 1938 

foresees intervention in the Sino-Japanese crisis, once 

Chamberlain’s policy has brought a general European settle

ment. It summarises the situation in these terms: 

"The obvious course for Great Britain is 
to complete her programme of naval rearmament, 
together with France, and to continue the efforts 
for a general European settlement begun by Mr. 
Chamberlain, for nothing is more certain than 
that If an understanding is reached between the 
four great European powers there will be prompt 
and effective intervention in China— an inter
vention, moreover, backed by the tremendous 
military and economic power of the United States."

Antl-Japanese Manifestations

The vigorous attitude of the Government* has been 

so effective that practically no violent anti-Japanese 

demonstrations have been reported during the past two 

months.

Antl-Japanese Boycott

There has, however, been no relaxation of the boycott 

of Japanese goods by the Chinese residents and their sympa

thisers. Imports from Japan, during the first nine months 

of 1938, were valued at Straits $9,421,000 (U.S.$5,229,000) 

as compared with Straits $34,485,000 (U.S.$19,139,000) during 

the corresponding period of the previous year. Such imports 

during September 1938 amounted to Straits $1,157,000 as 

compared with Straits $3,246,000 during September 1937, 

the second month of the Sino-Japanese conflict.

Shipments

x See page 3 of Bimonthly Political Report for July-August, 
1938.
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1. Japan.

a. Catherine tension. Although Sep

tember had been so quiet a month for northern Fukien 

that hope was beginning to grow here that this area 
.A

<i\ would, escape altogether from involvement in the hos- 
S ' tillties, October opened ominously with the sudden 

l
\ ■ departure of Chairman Ch*en I from Foochow on what, 

as will be noted below, was then a secret Journey to 

Hankow or some other point in the interior of China. 

This circumstance, taken together with increasingly 

numerous and more persistent reports of Japanese 

naval concentrations off Taiwan and of efforts on the 

part of certain Japanese to secure the consent of the 

high command for the opening of the South China oom- 

paign, brought local officialdom out of its complacency 

with something of a jolt.

b. Destruction by fire of the Japanese 

Consulate General. What appears to have been the 

purely accidental burning, in the early hours of the 

morning of October 3, of the Japanese consular pre

mises on Ts’ang Ch’ien Shan contributed its share to 

this tension, especially since, in radiocast reports 

from Japanese stations, this fire, which the whole 

Foochow fire brigade had attempted valiantly to put 

out before it should have gutted the consulate build

ing, was not only described as being a deliberate 

anti-Japanese action, but was so reported as to make 

it seen that a large Japanese residential section

had
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had been destroyed, and, in some of the accounts at 

least, the impression ms oven given that there were 

actually Japanese in residence In it at the time. 

Fuklenese interpreted these reports as being a deli

berate attest to stir up feeling against Foochow, a 

city which the Japanese Navy is supposed to be loath 

to attack. Exaggerated accounts of the fire were 

therefore received here as a deliberate preliminary 

to an attack on this area.

c. Stricter conscription. A further 

unsettling circumstance was that of the gradual tighten

ing of conscription regulations tliroughout northern 

Fukien, featured by house-to-house Inspections to hunt 

down draft-dodgers and by the wholesale conscription of 

coolie-laborers..

d. Impact of the fall of Canton and 

Hankow. Although Foochow was thus being brought back 

rapidly enough to a realization of the danger of its 

situation, by far tbs sharpest blows to its morale 

were those wrought by the fall on October 21 of Can

ton and on October 26 of Hankow. The loss of the 

latter had been discounted for weeks, but the rapidity 

and ease with which the Japanese took the former left 

most Fukienese with a feeling of mingled bewilderment 

and disgust, and increased enormously the difficulties 

facing those members of the Government vdio had from 

the first been actively pledged to resistance against 

any attack on the Province.

e
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0• Celebration of Canton *s "recapture”. 

On the same day on which Hankow fell, but before 

reports of the fact had reached Foochow, a apurions 

report (probably originating in the imagination of 

some unhappy Cantonese) alleging the recapture by 

Chinese troops of Canton gained currency tn Foochow, 

and was repeated i an extra edition of the local 

paper. The news was greeted with more enthusiasm and 

'.as more widely celebrated than had been the victory 

at Taierchwang, and the subsequent disclosure of its 

falseness only tended to increase discouragement.

f. Rumored demands. Various reports 

of alleged Japanese demands then began to circulate, 

and it was commonly claimed that agents of the northern 

"puppet" regimes in Foochow had already selected a 

government for the city to be ready to take over con

trol when an imminent Japanese attack materialized.

It has of course been impossible to substantiate any 

of these or similar reports, but it is unlikely that 

they were altogether without basis in fact.

g. Reoval of Institutions ordered.

In a situation which seemed to be rapidly growing more 

critical, the Provincial Government held what it had 

evidently hoped would be a secret meeting on October 

29 and thereafter issued orders, largely by word of 

mouth, to ‘the heads of educational and other institu

tions and organizations in Foochow, warning them to 

begin an Immediate removal to the Interior. Although 

it is not clear that the Government specifically

informed 
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informed any of the indivi uals to whom thit order 

was given that the Province had been directly thr atened 

with invasion, some at least of them received ttat 

definite impression, and even before any report?’. of 

alleged Japanese landings were received, it v®s being 

said in Foochow that the Japanese intended to take 

action against the city in forty-eight hours.

h. Reports of a Japanese landing.

In the extreme tension which had by now gripped all 

Foochow the anxiously awaited reports of the much 

feared Japanese landing appeared to spring up spon

taneously. On the morning of October 31 it was reported 

that a landing in force had been made ou Halt’an Island, 

and that the Island itself had been occupied. By after

noon a telegraphic report from the magistrate on the 

island, stating that nothing at all had occurred there, 

checked further dissemination of that particular rumor, 

but it ms soon replaced by a second one, according 

to which a landing had really been made at Fu sing. 

Accounts of several further landings then became cur

rent, and by evening the progress of the fighting 

which was supposed to be going on along the Foochow- 

Amoy Road was being reported in great detail.

1. Panic. As these false reports 

became more and more widespread and more generally 

accepted, fear and apprehension grew until Foochow was 

in the grip of a very real panic. Sometime after 

midnight the Government ordered the complete evacua

tion of the city and the withdrawal of its own members,
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as well as (apparently) of the military and police, 

and between midnight of October 31 and noon of the 

next day well over 1)0,000 people - according to 

sojtb estimates 250,000 - fled the city before an attack 

which has at this writing not yet materialized.
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REGARDING: Sino-Japanese situation: developments of the month of Oct., 1938

FRO,
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month of October without being able to extend their 

op«r»ti®ns beyond the outposts of furtum end Ihi-p* Ing,

Tn the of forae^ ht and «rt c-f Thetao it

that the fep«n«se t* w>vin& >»>re use 

of the CV.iîws» ftjroaa. lecr'.^ CÀtfoo

•so ea^os-si of hath Cbinajso «nd Jcpasw&d wStli the 

Cïùaeae in w-n^afcTu, JSez.try pinsts st the ,'.asnes 

leading out of uLafoo tasv in ckwege of tn© Uuineoe, 

The capture of i'uahan and .hi-jping a^p«ar« to have 

brought about temporary relief fr«a guerrilla attuoks 

an Ghefoo, The last attaak took plaae on August 13, 

193B.

On October 13, 1933, i»lng«tu in the Taingtao 

Consular District ns occupied W the Japanese using 

Chinese forces under the comsnd of Chang T'u-yun. It 

wee reported that 8,000 wm under the Chinese loader 

c®f» from Kacmi, the object of t' e expedition being 

to drive an old ocr-wanl enes^r 14 former Chinese

official now with the flwrrlllae et Halen Hao on the 

Obiao Pi ver. The Japanese ognlpnod Invader a brought

light field, içxne, naehlne Runs end trench mrters.

The gaarrllta f«r«es ehmt the ï*loh<MhMh»ngehcw 

re^.gn ew.oantrntin* for an ssttfcoy on Oberg Po- 

ysm and er.trenobrd nhnt ten stiles' north ef r’lng-tu, 

CD sang ?n-3rm’« force n under falee colors of the Sth 

^-mte y» <*t oh ar 1? «utHrslod th.® entrenched ipswrlUas 

©nd owua w tb«n fret the directl«an cf laietcwfu as 

friends. The rt.iw was not micoes^il and ©awarding 

to reports fr®i 'missionary sources guerrilla forces

war©
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were viotoricraa oaptvrirg guns ana from

th» Chang i'u-yun forces.

Travellers frara the interior reported on October 

17th they saw large, nuabcre of guerrilla® mving froa 

Teugohow anh ILwsnghslen tcm®râ>» Is*lng-tu to join the 

attaok cm Chang ï-U-yun. One said he asew a thousand 

aea on the road. ’They were armed and. appeared to 

have a.wusxltlo3. be information about the result of 

the engagements has been reoelved at Chefoc.

During the early part of ûhe ssonth the Japan»®» 

Haval forees were aotlve in bessbing and shelllag Luagkowj 

hwnngiialea and Teagobowfu by land, and by sea. In case 

attaak forty-three shell* were fired on Lungkow by one 

of the Japanese gunboats. Aooordlng to a iangkow 

visitor there are fairly lara» ambers of wobile unit* 

seen along the eoeet. Aeoording to this, informent 

the Chines» forees ere under orders to retire to the 

hills and hinterland aa the Japanese are believed to 

be planning large seal* operation* in this dietrlet. 

The plan i* to keep aleer of large Javanese detaahmente 

but to resume attaek* as oeoa as the Japanese relax.

(%) .Mwitat

Bear Admiral H. Hobrl of the Japanese Navy assumed 

eewsand of the Japanese Naval fores a operating in the 

Ohefoo-Wellxaiwei dietriot. Hie flagship is the IX&U. 

The new oesnaader aacpeete to spend aior» tl^* at Shefoo 

Instead of at Welhatwel.

(«) Curfew

Without any previous notlee, Demander Salto,

Oomanding
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Comanding the Japanese Kaval Landing Party at Chefoo, 

Modified the curfew and it now is frou 11.C0 uidnlght 

until £.30 a.», whereas the old euri'ew ws 11.00 p.^i. 

to Ô.00 a.su The Japanese Germander tn his proclamtion 

el ted the fall of Hankow, the capture of Canton and 

inprored conditions in Shantung as reasons for modify

ing the wxfw restrictions.

a.su
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NOTE

SEE _ 611.9431/164 FOR__ Memorandum

State Department
FROM Ear Eastern Affairs ( Ballantine y DATED Deo« L 1938
TQ NAME 1—1127 er®

REGARDING: Japanese are now engaged in the most serious 
military conflict in which they have ever taken 
part, that they are determined to crush the 
government of Chiang Kai-shek» 
Mr» Arakawa said that -, Énd that during the 
period of hostilities various restrictions 
upon trade incidental to the conduct of the 
hostilities have been made necessary» He felt 
sure that it was the intention of the Japanese 
Government to permit trade of all countries to 
be carried on without discrimination and on an 
equal footing»

rr

793.94/ 
।4529

 
*

I
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA GRAY

From

•, ’ M 7 ?
< i J ■; • ' ;

/ 
i

Secretary of State ""Z) 7s'

Canton via N, R*
Dated December 20, 1938

Washington

87, December 20, 3 p.m.

On morning of December 20th a Canton Peace Maintenance
Commission was installed under Japanese auspices at Canton 

in ceremony at Sun Yat Sen Memorial Hall with former Sun q 

Yat Sen associates Peng Tung Yuan as chairman and Lu Chun 
Yu as Vice Chaifrman,. About five thousand Chinese of 

poorer classes, many presumably assembled under Japanese 
direction, attending the meeting, where Japanese and ■■ . gj 

"5 barred" flags were displayed and at which Japanese q 

military, naval, consular and newly installed Chinese 
"commission" officials urge decoopération with new regime. 

Congratulatory telegrams from Japanese officials in 

Tokyo and members of Japanese sponsored regimes in Man
churia, Peiping and Nanking were read. The German Vice 
Consul attended formally attired, but, except for French^ 

Vice Consul who was present unofficially,, no other 

consular officers attended*.
Following inaugural ceremony there was a parade through m 

Canton streets of Japanese army trucks carrying apathetic

h looking 0
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EDA 2 - #87, December 20, 3 p^n. from YsoTWu

looking Chinese holding flags; there were armed Japanese 

guards in many of the trucks*
Recently an Imperial messenger arrived in Canton 

from Tokyo.
Repeated to Chungking and Peiping.

MYERS

RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be1 
fore being communicate, 
to anyone, (br)

Chungking via N

Washington.

Secretary of State

f H) i

Dated December 21, 1938

608, December 21, 9 a.m

" S j vision of
I lAfilASURH AFFAIRS

$ 22 1938
Department of State

Further reference Department’s No. 4, October 24
//•/* d i

7 p.m., to Hong Kong and Embassy’s 514,/October 26, 

11 a »m

The Embassy learns from Arthur Young that the 

following reasons are advanced in Chinese official 

circles for the ease with which the Japanese invasion

South China was accomplished

of

793.94/14531

One. The Chinese conviction that the Japanese would 

not strike at Canton for fear of international complications.

Two. The consequent despatch of the bulk of the 

regular Cantonese army to the north for participation in 

the defense of Hankow leaving the defense of Kwangtung 

to local militia.

Three, The surprise and speed with which the attack 

was executed.

Four, The completeness of Japanese preparations 
in which extremely strong artillery and aviation support 

played a' leading part; and the ineptitude of the South -q 
0China
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-2- #608, Dec Ember 21, 9 a,m«, from Chungking via N. R.

China military leadership.

He stat Ed there was positively no (repeat no) 

evidence of Chinese treachery. He added that following 
* 

commencement of attack on Canton the Generalissimo 

transferred an unknown number of troops from the Hankow 

area to South China but that this move came too late 

to stem the invasion, although further Japanese advances 

into western and northern Kwantung were thereby prevented. 

However, this diversion of troops to the south was 

alleged to have hastened the fall of Hankovz by two months.

PECK

RRîPEG
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A telegram (no, 608) of December 21, 1938, fro® th® Aneri- 

can Embassy at Ch^ingking roads substantially as follows:

Ths Financial Adviser to th® Chinese national Government, 

Mr. Arthur Young, has stated to the Embassy that there was 

positively no evidence df treachery on the part of th® Chinese 

in connection with the conquest of south China by the Japanese 

and. that after the attack on Canton began General Chiang Kai-shek 

sent troops (number not known) to south China from the Hankow 

area. Although this move prevented the Japanese frcm advancing 

farther into northern and western Kwangtung Province it came too 

late to check the invasion. It was alleged, however, that Hankow 

fell about two months earlier than it would otherwise have done 

as a result of this diversion of troops.

According to Young, reasons given in Chinese official cir

cles for the ease with which the Japanese accomplished the inva

sion of south China are as follows: (a) the apeed with vdiich the 

4 attack was carried out and the surprise connected therewith!

(b) the ineptitude of the south China military leaders and the 

completeness of preparations mad® by th® Japanese in which very 

strong aviation and artillery support was quite prominent; w

(o) the conviction on the part of the Chinese that fear of inter

national complications would deter the Japanese from striking at 

Canton; and (d) ths despatch, as a result of this conviction, & 

tho greater part of the regular Cantonese arsjy to the north to 

take part in the defense of Hankow, leaving the local militia to

? 7 3 
. <? 

H,

defend Kwangtung Province

793.94/ 
FEîEGCr- 
XII -22-:
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REB

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Secretary of State,

FROM PLAIN
Shanghai via N, R,

Dated December 23, 1938

Rec’d 1:42 p. m«

Washington,

1493, December 23, 2 p

In commenting editorially upon the Japanese Foreign

Minister’s latest statement regarding Japanese policy, the 

NORTE CHINA DAILY YEWS observed that "The Japanese Foreign 

Minister deceives himself if he believes for a moment that

his latest statement concerning Japanese policy with regard

to China carries any real conviction. His declaration con

sists of words rendered entirely meaningless by the facts 

which are all too well known, facts which eloquently deny 

the statements he makes". The paper continues "whatever 

may be the declared intention of the Japanese Government 

the facts show that they or their agents are bent upon a 

policy of definite exploitation of China, its people and 

Its natural resources. Mr. Arita has signally failed to 

away any of the very real grievances which foreignc 

bnÊUtmls have against his Government and his policy. He - 

hope for success in this direction until there has
A very decided change in Japanese behavior in China."

The
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2-#1493/ From Shanghai> Dec.23,2piW|
*r

ThE SHANGHAI EVENING POST and MERCURY says HIf Mr. f 

Arita thinks that Britain and America recognize any right 

for a country other than China to dictate restrictions he 

deceives himself. Other powers have long recognized the 

right of China to have a free hand in governing herself 

and they have joined in treaties safeguarding such right 

— treaties to which Japan has subscribed her signature.”

' The SHANGHAI TIMES, on the other hand, in referring 

to the statement asserts that ”It is obviously the desire 

in Tokyo to remain on friendly terms with Washington and 

London but if any nations of the west are going to finance 

one side in this eastern quarrel against the other because 

of what they believe to be their own injury, it is as Mr. 

Arita said ’very dangerous’ and might have far-reaching 

historic consequences”. This paper asks "Can a policy of 

bolstering up a regime which has been driven out of east 

China best serve those interests without which such a 

show of protest is now being made."

Repeated to Chungking and Peiping, by mail to Tokyo,

GAUSS

CSB
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This message must be Chungking via N.R,
closely paraphrased FROM
before being communicated Dated December 24, 1958 
to anyone, (br) of

The Embassy is reliably informed that prior to coming 

to Chungking on or about December 10 the Generalissimo 

rent to South China where he convoked a conference which 

was attended by over two hundred ranking officers and at 

which detailed plans were formulated for the defense of 

northern Kwangtung and of Kwangsi. Chang ?a Kwei was 

designated as Commander-in-Chief of the South, China forces, 

with Yu Han Mou and Li Han Hun, newly appointed Kwangtung 

Provincial Government Chairman, as Vice Commanders, The 

South China forces are reported to comprise 28 regular 

divisions including six central, twelve Cantonese and ten 

Kwangsi, in addition to a formidable auxiliary force in 

the self defense corps,. It is anticipated that no serious 

effort will be made to defend the coastal areas adjacent 

to and Kwangchowwan or even Hanning and this whole

area is no1 ' be-.ng laid waste and the inhabitants required 

to evacuate in order to impede (?) Japanese military 

operations. However, it is expected that strong resistance 

wi 11 
l!

793.94/14533
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ML -2- Chungking via N.R. DtQ.24,1958 #619

vlll bE offEPEd If thE JapanssE Endeavor to ptnotratE 

deeply into Kwangsi*
Repeated to Peiping for Tokyo.

(END SECTION ONE).
PECK

NPLîEDA
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

^^?Mngking via N, R

Dated December 24, 1938

Rec*d 6:30 p.m. z 
pivision of >

i lAfi EASTERN AffAiKS. 
i )/^c 2 81938 

NL, Department ot State >
p.m. (SECTION TUO)

JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (br)

Secretary of State, 

’7a shing ton.

619, December 24, 3

Chiang Kai Shek left Chungking December 20 to 

investigate military conditions at Sian and other 

points in the northwest. It is reported that he will 

soon return to Chungking. In this connection it is 

learned that the Chinese will make no (repeat no) 

strong effort to hold their present Yellow River 

defences or Sian, although Hanchung in South Shensi 

will be defended by powerful forces the nucleus of which 

is said to be composed of eleven intact and well trained 

divisions under the command of General Hu Tsung Nan.

(END T’70)

PECK

EDA :Y.17C
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Chungking via N, R.
FR^ted December 24, 1938

p.m. (SECTION THREE).

JR —
This telegram must bE 
closely paraphrased be
fore bEing communicat Ed 
to anyone. (br)

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

619, DecembEr 24, 3
It is generally bEliEVEd in Chungking that the failure 

7 of thE JapanEsE military to follow up thE capturE of

Hankow with a concerted drivE on Changsha and Hengyang, 

thE CEntEr of ChinESE rEsistancE in CEntral China, 
constitutEd a rEpEtition of thE costly Error in strategy 

committEd during thE fall of Nanking. ThE Embassy has 

received information from official and private sources 
/ which discloses that the Chinese military forces were 

of 
badly demoralized during the fall/Wuhan and Canton and 

that the Japanese would have met with negligible 
resistence if they had continued to advance beyond Yochow<z 

However the present "breathing spell" has enabled the 
Generalissimo to reorganize his forces and it is generally 
beliEVEd that Japanese penetration into Western Hunan 

and Hupeh will meet with firm resistance.

To the failure of the Japanese to press thE military 
advantages accruing from the fall of Wuhan and Canton 
(?) added another factor of vital import to China’s

resistance
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-2- #619, December 24, 3 p.m-. (SECTION THREE) from Chungking

resistance: namely the granting of American credits to 

China and reports of similar British action have been

' construed by the Chinese as indicating the commencement 

of action by those powers to prevent Japan from achieving 

its aims in the Far East, and it now seems clear that this 

conviction has immensely stimulated and stiffened the 

Chinese will for prolonged resistance, 

(END OF MESSAGE)

PECK

RR :WC
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A telegram (no. 619) of December 24, 1938, from 

the American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially 

as follows:

Official and private information has reached the 

Embassy to the effect that during the fall of Oanton 

and Wuhan the Chinese troops were badly demoralized and 

that if the Japanese had continued their push beyond 

Yochow they would have encountered negligible resistance. 

The general belief in Chungking is that the Japanese 

military committed a repetition of the costly strategical 

error they made during the fall of Hanking by not follow

ing up the capture of Hankow with a concerted drive on 

the center of Chinese resistance in central China, 

Hengyang, and Changsha, and that firm resistance will be 

offered to Japanese advance into Hupeh and western Hunan, 

the present breathing spell having enabled Chiang Kai- 

shek to reorganize hie forces.

The Chinese have interpreted the extension of 

American credits to China and reports of British action 

of a similar rature as indications that England and 

America have embarked upon action to prevent Japan from 

achieving its Far Eastern alms. It now appears clear 

that this conviction on the part of the Chinese has 

stiffened and tremendously stimulated their will for 

prolonged resistance and still another item of vital

import
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import to this resistance has thus been added to the 

above-mentioned Japanese failure to press the military 

advantages which resulted from the surrender of Canton 

and Wuhan.

According to reliable Information received by the 

Embassy detailed plans for the defense of Kwangs1 and 

northern Kwangtung, including the appointment of Chang 

Fa-kwel as Commander in Chief and Li Han-hun (new 

Chairman of the Kwangtung Provincial Government) and Yu 

Han-mou as Vice Commanders of the south China forces, 

were drawn up at a recent south China conference. This 

conference was called by Chiang Kai-shek prior to his 

arrival at Chungking about December 10 and was attenied 

by more than two hundred ranking officers. The expecta

tion is that strong resistance will be offered to any 

Japanese attempt to penetrate deeply into Kwangs1 but 

that no serious defense will be made of the areas along 

the coast near Kwangchowwan and Pakoi or even Nanning. 

The inhabitants of this entire area are now being re

quired to evacuate and the area is being laid waste with 

a view to impeding Japanese military operations. It is 

reported that the south China forces include a self

defense force which is a formidable auxiliary to the

twenty-eight regular divisions which comprise the forces 

in
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in south China. Ten of these divisions are Kwangsi 

troops, six central, and twelve Cantonese.

It is reported that Chiang Kai-shek will soon re

turn to Chungking from Sian and other places in the 

northwest where he went on December 20 for the purpose 

of investigating military conditions. It is said that 

eleven intact well-trained divisions commanded by 

General Hu Tsung-nan will form the nucleus of powerful 

forces which it is learned will defend Hanchung (a 

city in southern Shensi Province), although there will 

be no strong Chinese effort to hold Sian or the present 

Yellow River defenses.

793.94/14533

FE:Penrield:HES
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY
From Tokyo

Dated Dec Ember 26, 1933

Secretary of State

Washington

804, December 26, 8 p. m.

My conversation today with the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs brought forth nothing (repeat nothing) of urgent 

importance. In view of the holiday my report <11 be 

cabled via Shanghai tomorrow morning.
GREW

EDA

793.94/
I 4534
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

EDA
This tElEgram was rECEiVEd MARDET TIENTSIN
in Navy ciphsr and must bE 
closEly paraphrasEd beforE DECEmbEr 27, 1938
bEing communicatEd to anyonE .

RECEiVEd *7 a.m,

ACTION NAVY DEPARTMENT
INFO COMMANDER MARINE FORCES NORTH CHINA

CINCAF
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING

0027• Four hundrEd fifty troops twElvE fitld p|<oce

complEtE with limbErs tractors fourtEEn staff VEhiclEs from 
dirEction TiEntsin to transports Chinwangtao past seveu day 

0800.

DDM
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AMERICAN CONSULATE,
Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, October 1, 1938

CONFIDENTIAL

Ths Honorable $

Joseph C. Grew.

/uterican Ambassador,

17 Tokyo, Japan

pi vision of
( f £ASÏi?<|^Àiifê j
I n Mnnc I -4

Sir: \ Department of Stats

I have the honor to refer to ay despatch

of September 29 concerning the draft of mainly

prominent Formosan Chinese, and to report that

most of these men were released yesterday and

r-j the balance today and they have returned to their

I /t
6 

T6
Z.

co homes and business. The men have been forbidden

01 to talk about their experience or instructions

However, it is pointed out that their release was

made after the announcement of the result of the

Munich conference had considerably diminished

the possibility at immediate war in Europe in

which Great Britain would of course have been

so involved that she could have done little out

here It also took place after Foreign Minister TH

Ugaki had resigned Whether either or both of K>

these events were related to this question is 

merely a matter of conjecture

As a typical case and matter of interest a 

circular letter dated September 28 was received

the following day from Stem dard Vacuum oil Company

Taihoku
*n 
0
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Taihoku stating that Mr. Dew, the manager of the 

branch, had bean suddenly drafted into the army 

and was entering the First Regiment in Taihoku 

on September 29. The letter ended: "As a result 

of the foregoing circumstances, this office may 

not be able to function satisfactorily, and your 

guidance and assistance will be hi&ly appreciated. 

This office has actually had but the barest of 

dealings with anyone in the local Standard Oil 

office, since the usual local authorities later 

reportedly through extensive questioning make it 

unpleasant for the person who has been here, or 

has been visited by any member of this office. 

Unfortunately this is a situation against which 

any protest would be worse than of no avail, and 

effectually cuts off what would otherwise be 

pleasant social contact with high class Formosan 

Chinese.

Respectfully yours,

Gerald Warner 
American Consul.

File No. 800
Gw/tkh

3 copies to Department.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.

(November 21, 1938 
A true copy of the signed original 
sent to the American Consulate

। General, Tokyo by registered air 
mail on October 1, 1938 arid never 
received. P.O. registry No. 570.)
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AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, October 3, 1936.

CONFIDENTIAL.

The Honorable

Sir:

Joseph C. Grew,

American Ambassador,

Tokyo, Japan.

I have the honor to report the following

Chinp Incident information mostly supplemental 

.at given in my despatch of October 1:to

(1) No sooner had sone of the drafted men 

arrived at First Regiment Headquarters on 

September 29 than they were told they 

could return home and would be subject to 

further call at any time but were given no

indication of the reason for being called;

others were not released until September 

30th and the following day; one group of 

perhaps fifty sailed on September 30 for 

an unannounced destination in China;

another group is scheduled to sail similarly 

today.

(2) Release orders were given after the 

Munich conference was called but before its 

result was known so that the European 

situation was possibly not considered in 

this connection; but the release may have had 

some relation to the prior Ugaki resignation.

(3)

I 4539 
p /fTQ 

W
&

t
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* (3) All of the drafted employees of foreign firns

have returned to their work in these firms; and 

all of the Japanese affected by this particular 
« 
, draft were released.

(4) The most likely reason for the draft appears 

to be that these men are to be used in negotiation 

and interpreter work in various Chinese centers 

where foreign and Japanese interests clash; it is 

of interest that men with a knowledge of French 

were included in the draft.

(5) Aithin the oast few days numerous supplementary 

reserve service Japanese in Taiwan have been 

drafted for military service, and numerous Formosan 

Chinese for coolie transport work, and Takao 

sailings are heavy.

(6) A German freighter, reported in the press to 

be carrying a cargo of iron and steel direct for '-p

Hongkong, first put into Takao on the morning of 

September 30, and sailed for Hongkong at 6 A.li.

on October 1, after the result of the Munich 
- 

conference had removed the threat of war in Europe.

(7) Air activities continue quiet in Taihoku.

(8) Funeral services were held yesterday at 

First Regiment Headquarters for some 60 Japanese 

killed in action in China.
Respectfully yours,

Gerald Warner 
American Consul. .

3 copies to Department.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.
File No. 800
GW/tkh

(November 21, 1938
A true copy of the signed original sent to 
the American Consulate General, Tokyo by 
air mail on October 3, 1938 and never 
received. )
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am&rican consulate

Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan. November 21, 1936
I , " ■— • - ...  . _ ..-r.

CONFIDENTIAL

The Honorable

O, -

fa

u^qtïq&iï Ambassador Xft ’ * *

Joseph c. grew,
Ot'J 1 A'* r t>

I

FAR LASI£R;4/Z p
DEC2jfeV 3r 

have the honor to report that wTtTï the "exception

Toicyo, Japan.

the
Inrine;

HI
Sfrfunt oï‘ Importance so far tn 

g 2
“Connected with the china Incident

observance of national spiritual mobilization week

the first part of November, there has been no

.ionta in Taiwan

oo There have been a number of military aircraft

riving in Taihoku of late, ùu November 9, ten

single engined bombers arrived in fur nation from a

southwesterly uirection, une have maneuvered over

the city several times since then, several groups

of twin-motored bombers have also arrived this month

Numerous fightln^ planas have also come in, and on

793.9 4/1 45
 40

November 19 a group of 11 fighting planes in formation

arrived from a southerly direction

as previously reported three listenitc, posts

were seat up after the jebru&ry 23 bombing of Taihoku

tasse being at scattered points near the roadside on

ths way to lansui, be tv. ecu Taihoku and Hokuto. Two of

these posts have been dismantled, ana only the Hokuto

post remains

The jitiiletic field near karuyama Bridge, Taihoku K>

a vacant lot in Shirin on the way to Tansui and several

otucr Uaiiuy lots in ana around Teltoku, have recently

bean the scenes of the hasty construction of wooden

barracks to house returned wounded soldiers It would

appear
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appear that the Maruyama Athletic Field would take 

care of at least 1000 bads. It is understood that 

the Army gave a Yen 500 bonus to the workmen on the 

job, Yen SOO of which was for coolies, and Yen 800 

for carpenters, to get them to speed up work. The 

carpenters felt they had been discriminated against 

and struck, this strike being put down with the usual 

police effectiveness.

in going through some old papers in the office 

safe I ran across the enclosed article vdiich ae far 

as I can determine was never mailed as apparently 

planned. Now that it oan be safely transmitted, 

I am sending it along as a matter of interest, 

perhaps needless to say, nothing of this sort 

appears in newspapers here those days.

Respectfully yours,

Gerald earner 
American consul.

Enclosure: as stated

3 copies to the Department
1 copy to the consulate General, Tokyo.

File No. 800
GW/GW
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ONE DIVISION OF TROOPS DESIRED FOR TAIWAN - SURROUNDING 
^TOÂ^W TOiaB' ït.  ------------- —------———

Increased military armaments are now planned in 
Japan in view of the large armaments of Russia out 
of comparison with the Japanese army. In peace time 
Russia has 1,640,000 soldiers. Russian Oriental 
troops alone exceed 200,000, equaling Japanese forces 
of 250,000 in peace time. Such a large gap in 
forces cannot be overcome by any drilling or operations. 
In order to avoid a war it is absolutely necessary to 
increase forces in order to maintain balance. Increase 
of divisions is considered absolutely necessary in 
Japan.

Reviewing the army forces in Taiwan which is in 
the first line of southern defense, there are two 
Infantry regiments in Taihoku and Tainan, one mountain 
artillery battalion, two heavy artillery battalions in 
Keelung and Mako, making only one mixed brigade. There 
is No. 8 Aviation Regiment in Heito, and there will 
be added a Bombers Regiment and an Anti-air-craft gun 
regiment. The land forces are merely for maintenance 
of peace and order within Taiwan. Taiwan forces have 
been reduced in the past. Up to 1904 there were in 
Taiwan three mixed brigades as well as an arsenal. 
In September 1907 the Regulations Governing Taiwan 
Garrison Mixed Brigade Headquarters was amended. 
After the amendment there were stationed two garrison 
headquarters up to 1925.

Now the strained international relations, defense 
equipment around Taiwan, enlargement of forces, and 
strategical changes destroy the sense of safety under 
the existing forces in Taiwan. Succeeding Commanders-in- 
Chief of Taiwan Forces referred to the insufficient 
military forces in Taiwan. Recently Great Britain 
doubled the troops in Singapore and strengthened anti
aircraft facilities and fortresses. The troops in 
Hong Kong which is separated from Taiwan by a strip 
of sea have been doubled. The balance of forces is 
being broken by the increased armaments. Judging 
from this situation an increase in Taiwan aimaments 
is considered necessary. At least retoration of 
forces reduced in 1925 is generally expected. It is 
understood that enlargement of the forces to one 
division is desired. (Taiwan Ni chi Ni chi Shimpo 
April 16, 1936)
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.... ..... For thpartmen);

<7 /
t

American Consulate, 

Kobe, Japan, 

November 23, 1038

The Honorable

Joseph C. Grew M
•X 0 f M I

American Ambassador

$

co % 
Sir

Tokyo

Up »
ü ivU-D-j

-ubject: Troop Movements

Iz' Division of ' 
J FAfi EASTERN ÀffAiÜS 

| DEC 2 0 1938
Depsrimenf of State j

1 have the honor to report that during November

there cont nued to be, with more or less regularity,

movements of newly uniformed troops out by sea from

Kobe. Occasionally soldiers have arrived by train and

have gone on board transports at night but more fre

quently, particularly when soldiers from this general 

locality are on board, transports leave during the day. 

During the last few days newly uniformed troops have 

been more c°nsplcuou8 in Kobe, although not so much in 

evidence as at the end of September, when the situation 

was tense in Europe and when Japan was getting ready for 

the South China campaign. It is difficult to say, 

however, whether departing troops are actually more 

numerous or whether they have merely appeared more 

frequently on the streets. Three transport ships which 

left yesterday were noticeably overcrowded.

Ken
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Men in Kobe called for the army do not always 

leave for China from Kobe. Hew soldiers from Kobe are 

frequently seen getting on trains that go westwards. 

At least some get off at Hiroshima and take transports 

for China from there. Ships returning from China with 

wounded soldiers also often go to Hiroshima, àîany 

wounded are hospitalized at Hiroshima and, according to 

one confidential report, there is now a marked tendency 

to economize in the use of anaesthetics in operations 

at that place.

Ceremonies continue to be held upon the arrival 

of ships with ashes of soldiers from China. In the 

case of certain passenger ships, such as ships coming 

from Taingtao to Kobe, it is inferred that at least some 

of the ashes are those of soldiers who have lost their 

lives in attacks by guerrillas.

Respectfully yours,

L. H. Gourley 
American Consul

800

LHG/hJs

Original to the Ambassador.
Three copies to the Department. 
One copy to the Consulate General, Tokyo
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American Consulate

Kobe, J&pan

confidential

November 29, 1938

For the Department

o \

2 /M

The Honorable
0 M / /V| / P

Joeeph C. Grew.

u

SO

CO

r*3

Q

American Ambassador

-S ! _______ Tokyo
^artmenFof state

DEC ,3

STi'î OF STATE

ir^“ï/,;vr ài.

f (AR EASTERN ÀffÀiftA/l, 

DEC 2 0 1938 
^X^epsrtmeni of State^''' 

bject: Continued Troop Movements.

have the honor to supplement my despatch of

' SoVèmy>er 28, 1938 and

significance, that in

on transport ships in

to report, as of possible

spite of the departure of troops

important numbers as recently as

Sunday, November 27, newly uniformed marching

are again conspicuous today on Kobe streets

Respectfully yours

L. H. Gourley 
American Consul

800

LHO/hjs

Original to Ambassador»
Three copies to Department of State 
Copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.

A true copy of 
the earned origin

troops
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Fep; rt No, 230 
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N w’ember 15, 1938
CONFIDENTIAL

"RESIDENT JAPANESE ABROAD PLAYING VITAL ROLE fIT CHINA INCIDENT"

Thu iollowjng ui’cinslc'tion of an. ûtù'.vie cy Harutsac'u 
laihaia, II,P. of the Social Nash Party appearing in the November 
193H issue of the "TAIRIIRJ" magazine is submitted as cf general in- -I ,4 I-

''Tn-; number of Japanese settlers ueroad ?n -rtn and 
u. .vq-jr~ oa, tae Hawarian — sic.nds, the ocuch e-ea-s reg .ox* mci other 
pa-bs of the world, excluding L’cnchuria. and China - is'jrid tn be* 
nc^vt 350.000. Vih:.t has been the attitude of vhes'j Japan, se abroad 
j.n regard'to the htno-Japanese hostilities^ Answers to this Huestlox 
k supplied to the present writer at a luncheon given tu’ th^ Assoc. 
atucn of Overseas Tapanose i” jwspapers, an org; nization consisting of 
rua.gers of the Tokyo branch offices of first-class Japanese news- 
pup, rs published abroad. All these managers once lived fbroad for to: 
?r awe nty years.

"It appears that ever since the North China incident occu?’- 
rev. Japanese abroad have been focussing their attention on its devel
ops nt as reported by the radio or in the newspapers Their patrioaif 
t the fer.m of monet-?y contributions to their fatherland / of dis-' 
pat<-hing comfort bags to the soldiers at the front and parties to 
pay vis Ina cf sympathy to the sick and wounded and of amny other act*, 
equally worthy of nraise. kith no particular person taking the lead 
there arose among Japanese abroad who were prompted by love of 
country a. movement to collect and contribute money for the defense 
of their fatherland. Thus a great deal of money was donated through 
various channels.

"A cert'-in resident Japanese In Watsonville, California, 
called at the Japanese Consulate-General at San Francisco and anony
mously donated $1,000 (about ¥3,400). At Seattle a certain old Jap
anese couple who were living on a small fortune bequeathed by their
master contributed $100 through a local Japanese newspaper office.
Japanese residents in a, certain section of Honolulu raised a sum of
71,000 for the Army and Nf. vy. The Ko.shu Nainichi Shimbun, Japanese 
ne 'rspaper published in Los Angeles collected by end of lust April 
$'<.18,000 and has been sending contributions ever since. 500 resident 
Japanese in Rio de Janeiro raised about ¥2,400 and sent it to the 
military airplane funds of the Tokyo Asahi Shimbun. The four Japa
nese newspapers in Sao Paulo, Brazil, have remitted so far more than 
¥v00,000. Two Japanese newspapers in Hawaii collected by end of last 
June ¥1,300,000. A society of ex-soldiers in Sacramento raised about 
¥4,000 . In San Francisco a society of young men, all under 40 and 
temporarily exempt from military service who would have been called 
co the colors had they been in Japan, agreed to contribute one dollai 
each and keep it up until end of hostilities whenever that might be.

"Java is one of those places 'where residert Chinese have 
bu. r> and still are wielding considerable influence, so much so in
deed that the Government of the Netherlands Indies does not seem 
go ncourage the Japanese residents to start a patriotic movement. 
Notwithstanding such a. situation, the Japanese residents there 
numbering some 7,000 have already made a contribution of the Japa
nese equivalent of about ¥20,000. Not to be behind, Japanese resi
dents in Sumatra contributed something like ¥60,000 to the national 
defense funds.
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''It ; s sale tic.1- by the end of last I'aroli The hf’3' Office 
rec-;irved some 00 mixtion yen by way of contributions for military 
purposes, cf which about 2u percent was contribute! by Japanese resi
dents in North America . ' h._n contributions from Hawaii and the
South Seas are added, th. total of the donations by Japanese abroad 
to? rational dot cast must taw; reached fve million yen.

'■’Donations of s:: Iver-psper are by no means negligible. A 
certain Japanese- residing in. Sc.n Francisco called at the Japanese 
ConsiGatj-C.encrf 1 th-.,re towards the end of last March and made a 
done/.ion ci 3,?.oh k’u of silver-paper, with tn- request that it be 
SC.-/C- bo T,-b 7o?r '■ff'..'lis gentleman later : ..-cat ’ed n 1 ttor of 
thsr-^s La-j th :..; l.?r ’'mister, General co y ye mu . Tn - J<: panuse 
rhotamirs’ J. ea j-j in Honoir2.u passed a re su.’utter th-'' all the 
r.'ilm j cap r •;..u.a for wrapping iilmo be sent t ■ tb.m fo. u ei land. It 
is sa la the t ;h<..y Ine Chur beer sending al out 2,00-- kin' . alu-:- at 
150Ô ' of cliver pap.m .inc..thing that us-dd lor v.’rappfng or-udies and 
igar j iter every mo? .uh,

'■Ther. there am donations of airplanes. At Davao, m the 
i hiiJ.ppin-.. Islands, about 1S,OOC Japanese of both sexes <r-e engaged 
.in harp cultivation. Despite the fact that a great blow was dealt 
then by the import prohibition measures adopted by the .Japanese De
partments cf Finance and cf Commerce and Industry, they succeeded in 
CetoGcr last year in contributing an airplane christened Davao’.to 
the .'-.r; Then on 18 June this year a naval plane 'Davao; made its 
maiden flight st the Eancda airport and was then dispatched to the 
front. In Argentina about 4,000 Japanese settlers are engaged mostly 
in agriculture or commerce in and around Huenos Aires. These resident' 
collected in November last year sufficient money to have an airplane 
constructed for the Japanese Navy and called it ’Argentina’. At 
Los Angeles a sum of ¥35,000 was collected from Japanese residents 
there and was spent on making an Army plane. No more than 23,000 
Japanese are living in the Republic of Peru. These residents will 
soon contribute an airplane to the Japanese Navy. Resident Japanese 
in Sumatra are not contented with their contribution to the national 
defense funds, they are now bent on donating a'patriotic plane 
'Sumatra'.

"As for comfort bags to be sent to the soldiers and sailors 
at The front, as many as 30,000 bags are said to have already crossed 
the Pacific and the China Sea. Every mail ship coming into Yokohama 
er Kobe brings plenty of such bags all packed in solid wooden cases. 
Some time ago a Japanese newspaper issued in China reported that 500 
of the comfort bags sent by the Japan Society in the state of Oregon, 
-•eached Taiyuan in Shansi Province. The Kinoe-ne Kai, a society of 
Japanese residents in Hawaii,gave up its annual picnic, made 1,000 
comfort bags with the money thus saved and dispatched them to the Arun 
end the Navy Offices. It is refreshing to note in this connection that 
there has been and still is an exchange of letters between the soldier 
at the front and second generation Japanese abroad who can just manage 
r.o scribble letters of sympathy and encouragement in the Japanese lan
guage in which they are taking lessons.

"Mention may be made of visits of sympathy paid by Japanese 
residents abroad. Mrs. Furusawa, wife of Dr. Furusawaj is a South 
Calxforni-- resident well known as a warm admirer of the Japanese Navy. 
V-.n si tt ? s Inly visited these shores with four friends jf hers for the 
purpose of consoling sick and wounded sailors, Admiral Yonai, the 
Navy Min'st er, went out cf his way to give a luncneoi:. party in their 
honora .2 considerable number of Japanese residents in Hawaii have 
iis-ted their ft therlanâ with a view to consoling the sick and the 
won-ded. Every month Mhmsses one or two such p_.rtj.-_s. These partus •_ 
do net forget to br^ng with them monetary contr? t jti.ons and comfort 
bugs. An uxamnle wil.l suffice. A party of 30 dressmakers in Honolulu 
Tlu.t comm to iuyvivu after the sick and wounded brought with them 
2 ,0^( comfort bags and ¥6,423 in cash to be giver to the national de- 

fa.xds.
. . .."In addition co contributions of money and silver paper and
tir'-.'.cnss, Japanese tbrocA. have special sympathy with needy families 

f -c?Tiers now at the f rc-nt, if not killed in battle. They have al- 
3-. ;ly remitted a large amount of money to sucli families through the 
si—se or town offices ^f their native places. A f-.w instances may b-. 
cited as typical of the thousends of similar opr_c.
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'sSevoj.’c..l score Japanese settlers in Maui, Hawa-uu Islands, 

sen., a sum of ¥567.36 to their native village ^i. ^u.'.nawa Lrefecture 
to distributed among n~edy families of solu’tn. Seme oO natives 
of Fv.kuoka Prefecture now residing in Honolulu seao 1'2,200, which 
was distributed ¥37 each among the needy fami.'.ies oi the district. 
Hiroshima folks resident in Maui collected ¥2,594.Ju to ube governor 
of Hiroshima Prefecture for distribution A certain tillage in Yama
guchi Prefecture is said to have received thus far a to cal of ¥10,000 
fro-,i village folks living abroad.

’’Then, there is propaganda work conducted by Japanese abrea 
f.w their fatherland, v.'ith all due deference to the excellent work 
don.- in this respect by the Foreign Office, it must Le adiuitcod that 
ïon;.'gii Office officials stationed abroad cannot possibly cope, with
out some aid from outside, with the manifold tc.sk they are uu against 

Japanese abroad do in their clubs and cocktail parties therefore 
goes a long way towards helping Japan's propaganda campaign.

"It is said of Chinese abroad that at the time of the Mau 
ch.”ian incident they sent all the money they could collect to their 
fatherland, but that in the present conflict they are spending prac
tically all the money collected on anti-Japanese propaganda work 
instead of remitting it home. Chinese residents in North America 
coT.-uected by the end of last March something like $1,750,000 or aW. 
sir million yen. This they expended on an anti-Japanese propaganda 
campaign through films, radio, newspaper and magazine articles and 
by i.ar y other effective methods. They know the psychology of the 
American people , a.id moreover for propaganda they have a genius. 
This did not fail co rouse Japanese residents to action. Everywhere 
they promptly set up an emergency-time committee for raising funds. 
Thus the New York committee succeeded in collecting $100,000,fol
lowed by the San Francisco committee with $50^000, Los Angeles with 
$5,000 and Seattle with $2,500. All this, however, is as nothing 
compared with the funds raised- by Chinese abroad. But it was none 
the less enough to start their campaign. They made full use of 
each and every radio station available, thus giving frequent five 
to ten minute talks. Also, they went out to primary and secondary 
schools to give lectures to American student audiences. They also 
delivered lectures at Chambers of Commerce. Constant use was made 
of magazines and newspapers. Cocktail parties were given at various 
clubs. Thus no stones were left unturned to explain the causes of 
zne present hostilities and the true intentions of Japan.

"Activities of Japanese abroad do not end there. They have 
made gallant efforts to subscribe to patriotic loans to the best of 
their means. Some time ago a certain Japanese abroad sent to Mr. 
Matsuoka, one of the directors of the Osaka Mainichi, a sum of ¥503 
asking him to be good enough to buy a bond to the value of ¥500 and 
spend the balance on the necessary postage for sending it.

"The entire property of Japanese abroad, especially of 
tnose living in Hawaii and North America, is estimated roughly at 
¥1,300 million. It is expected that, if need be, about half of this 
amount may be converted into patriotic loans. A general mobiliza
tion of the financial power of Japanese abroad seems to be more 
tc.rgible than a perhaps, when the destiny of the Japanese F.mpire is 
aj stake."

The following item is quoted from Domei of 7 November:
"Japanese delegates, representing various organizations 

throughout Hawaii at a convention at Hilo last night pledged to 
support a campaign to purchase ¥1,000,000 worth of Japanese patrio
tic bonds with a view to supporting the Japanese campaign in China. 
A committee to collect funds will start immediately."
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America’s Doorstep
Is it nothing to us, America, 
That war in ugly guise 
Is thrust by an aggressive foe 
From water, land and skies 
upon a people unprepared 
For this grim enterprise?
Have we no care, America, 
That a nation starves for food, 
That women bear unwanted sons, 
Homeless, in bitter mood, 
That aliens bomb proud cities 
To devastate, denude?
America, is it a^rice
That urges the sale of oil
And other tools the war-gods use 
In Sanguinary toil?
0 sweep your doorstep clear today 
Of war’s polluted spoilt

-Harriett Lois George.
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The following statement was received on December 16. It was prepared by a 
Christian educator in China:

CHINA1S GREATEST DANGER

One thing and one thing only can defeat 'China in her present struggle for 
existence. That fate, if it comes, will be forced upon her not by Japanese arms 
or by her own weakness but by the persistent persuasion of western governments, 
notably Britain and the United States.

I.

The main facts in the Far Eastern struggle are now fairly well agreed by 
all impartial observers.

1. Japan prosecuting an unprovoked and unjustified war of aggression, 
The reasons given to the world, and widely believed by the Japanese people, are 
upon careful examination discovered without exception to be refuted by the facts. 
Those reasons are that Japan requires additional territories for economic devel
opment and foi- surplus population; that she must protect China from Communism and 
European and American exploitation; that her national mission is to release the 
peoples of the Orj^ent from servitude to western imperialism and lead them in the 
realization of their own destiny. The facts are that Japan has hardly made a 
beginning in economic exploitation of the territories already seized in Korea, 
Formosa and Manchuria; that she has succeeded in persuading only an insignificant 
number of her home-loving people to migrate to these sparsely settled territories; 
that the only possible outcome of her present aggression, as is already evident, 
will be to place China in even greater economic dependence upon the Vie st and to 
drive her into closer relations with Soviet Russia. As for Japan’s aspirations 
as emancipator of the Oriental peoples, the devastating—and definitive—refuta
tion of that claim is to be found in the attitude of these peoples themselves; 
there is not a single one of them from Siberia to Malaysia, however much they may 
resent western domination and long for the day of national independence, which 
does not contemplate one possibility with far greater dread — the possibility of 
Japanese rule.

Japan’s aggression has aroused a universal condemnation by the free peoples 
of the world which is without parallel in history. That judgment has been offici
ally voiced in behalf of the nations of the world repeatedly through the counsels 
of the League of Nations.

2. Japan is conducting her aggression with a cruelty and barbarism without 
precedent in modern times. The outrages in Nanking and Shanghai were rot excep
tional incidents provoked by loosed passions after a nerveracking campaign; in 
less extreme concentration, they represent the day-by-day conduct of Japanese 
troops throughout occupied territory. In larger cities, soldiers are held fairly 
well in check and there is every evidence of orderly behavior. But, in communit
ies remote from foreign observation, no man’s property or woman’s honor is safe 
from day to day. Torture of diabolical ingenuity is not a measure used sparingly 
to force secrets from those suspected of sedition; it is the common hour-by-hour 
method of Japanese police and military throughout the occupied territory to ex
tract confessions from absolutely innocent people. These are not exaggerated prop 
aganda built up from third and fourth hand rumors. They are statements of fact 
based on first-hand day-by-day observations of the most experienced and responsi
ble Christian educators and missionaries in North China.

1 - Throughout this paper, Japan’1 refers always to the Japanese Government 
and its policy, never to the people of Japan.
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Nor are these measures the temporary expedients of an army in the early and 
difficult period of military occupation. Far more serious, they are methods reg
ularly employed from month to month and year to year in their administration of 
a subject people. They come with bitter shock to the peoples of North China; 
they are the familiar fate of the peoples of Korea and Manchuria. There is no 
great variation in Japanese methodology—intimidation of the whole population 
through ruthless, and often groundless, arrest, conviction and imprisonment; ex
termination by any necessary means of every vestige of free and progressive, not 
nationalistic or revolutionary thought, feeling and loyalty; elimination of all 
institutions of learning above grammer school rank; employment for these ends of 
mental intimidation, imprisonment and torture upon any one suspected of harboring 
liberal (not revolutionary or nationalistic) thoughts. One must look to Korea, 
Xiow for twenty-eight years under Japanese rule, or to Manchuria, under Japanese 
dominance for six years, for a foretaste of the fate awaiting North China if Japan 
retains control.

3. China has offered a resistance which has amazed the military experts of 
all nations, not least her own. Japan which fully expected to conclude her con
quests after a few weeks of hard fighting, and so told her epoples, finds herself 
involved in a struggle which is taxing her strength to the limit and becomes more 
difficult with every passing week. Furthermore, the position of the Chinese 
forces becomes steadily more favorable, that of Japan steadily more precarious. 
China has surrendered Hankow. After that, there remains little else of value 
within possible reach of Japan’s forces. After that, there is little which Japan 
will dare attempt to take. China’s guerilla campaign becomes more skilled week 
by week and more dangerous to Japan with each mile of further advance inland. 
Meantime, China has today supplies fully adequate for a year’s campaign; there is 
said to be evidence that Japan is running much closer to the limit of her materia 
bellica.

Much more important than unexpectedly effective military resistance, China 
has been reborn as a nation. All factions and elements of her people are united 
in a fashion without precedent in her history. And theirs is a unity not of des
peration but of confidence. Behind the facade of brutal aggression, the inner 
psychology of Japan is one of apprehension, uncertainty and fear. But the people 
of China are steeled by a resolution which is fully prepared for every sacrifice, 
and fired by a quiet unanimous certainty which is indomitable. One of the most 
significant weathervanes is that there is hardly a competent impartial foreign 
observer—military, diplomatic, journalist, missionary; within Japanese territory 
or behind the Chinese lines — who questions China’s ultimate success IF she is 
uncoerced in her determination to fight on to victory.

4. Japan has not made a beginning at subduing the territories in North 
China she is supposed to hold. She controls the larger cities and the railroad 
lines, and beyond that almost nothing. Even the railroads are hers only by day
light. Almost nightly, the Chinwangtao-Tientsin line is broken, not by Chinese 
bandits as the Japanese report, but by organized forays of the Chinese Eight Army. 
That line lies at the Eastern limits of "Japanese territory” within a few miles 
of the sea. Large cities deep within "Japanese territory" are in the hands of 
Japanese soldiers even in broad daylight. And this is at the heart of the coun
try which has been fully under Japanese subjugation for more than a year, hundreds 
of miles behind the "front-lines". Important leaders of the Chinese government 
and army come and go within the Japanese lines and in and out of Peking and 
Tientsin almost at vail. In one eastern province of some twenty-five districts, 
sixteen are fully under government by the Chinese authorities. Meanwhile, apart 
from the villages where Japanese troops are quartered, life for the Chinese 
people goes on almost as usual. One is astounded at how little impressions 
Japanese occupation has made, even in the cities, after almost a year.
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The truth is Japan cannot conquer North China as long as hostilities con
tinue^ As long as China resists, she must keep every available man at the front. 
And every energy must be concentrated there. The effective policing of a single 
province like Hopei would require close to a million men. But Hopei is one of 
six or eight provinces marked for complete subjugation.

But, let a truce be forced on China and China’s defensive struggle cease, 
and at once Japan will be released from her terrific military expenditures; more 
than a million men will be freed for productive work at homo or, many of them, for 
the "pacification of North China"; and Japan is at liberty to turn the whole 
weight of her energies upon the subjugation of North China. Then, indeed, the 
conquest of China will really commence. Only those who have witnessed at first 
hand the work of similar "pacification" in Korea and Manchuria and who realize the 
greater animus toward the Chinese for their sterner resistance can forvision the 
outcome.

II.

Beyond the surrender of Hankow, there is little China can lose which Japan 
can dare to attempt. Japan, already more deeply embroiled than she bargained for, 
will be only too ready to welcome "peace" on the most favorable terms she can 
secure,

Then, it is only too obvious what will follow. The Western Powers desire 
peace in the Far East. Their already seriously injured commercial interests are 
imperilled by continued fighting and uncertainty. They will bring the strongest 
possible pressure to bear upon the Chinese Government to make peace on the most 
favorable terms procurable, strengthening their persuasion with exhortations to
ward peace and more or less indefinite hints of financial assistance for Chinese 
rehabilitation. The loading influence may well be exerted by the present British 
Government with its fixed policy of "peace at any price". Britain may well be 
supported by the present .American Administration with its general desire for 
peace everywhere and its policy of moral admonition without responsibility. And 
all lovers of peace, especially the churches, will speed to add their persuasion, 
preferring any peace to continue conflict. China, if she hesitates, will then 
be placed in the position of blocking a peace which all the world desires. To 
the other powerful persuasions will be added the threat of moral isolation.

Such a peace would be the worst possible outcome, for China and for the 
ultimate peace and justice of the world. A Christian must think deeply before 
favoring a continuation of War. In the present instance, that is the lesser of 
two terrible evils. For any nation, there is a greater evil than the sufferings 
and tragedies of war; that evil is—subjugation by Japan. For the world, there 
is a higher value than peace; that value is justice for China.

The interests of Japan demand an early peace on as nearly as possible the 
status js*uo. The immediate interests of the Western Powers, especially their com
mercial interests, favor the earliest possible peace. THE INTERESTS OF CHINA 
REQUIRE A CONTINUATION OF RESISTANCE UNTIL JAPAN SHALL HAVE BEEN DRIVEN FROM HER 
TERRITORY. THE LONGER INTERESTS OF HUMANITY DEMAND THAT CHINA SHALL BE FREE TO 
CONTINUE HER STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE.
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CANADIAN WOMEN HALT SCRAP IRON SHIPMENTS TO JAPAN

Horrified that their own community should be supplying raw war materials to 
Japan, a Citizens’ Committee of Nanaime, British Columbia, took direct action to 
halt a shipment of 500 tons of scrap iron destined for Japanese munitions factories

All through the bitterly cold days and nights of that Canadian city, the 
group of women and girls maintained a 24-hour vigil over the adirin scrap iron 
dump at Five Acre Lots, on the outskirts of their city* Local truck drivers re
fused to handle the sc rap iron and an attempt was made by the exporter, Meyer Frank, 
representative of the C.T.Takahashi Company of Seattle, to employ truckmen from 
Vancouver»

The Vancouver drivers led by D. E. V/allace were met by 25 determined women 
carrying banners and slogans, and singing ”0 Canada11 and ’’The Maple Leaf Forever” 
and calling upon them to refuse the ’’blood money” they were to receive for the job.

So forceful was the committee’s work that the Nanaimo City Council by unan
imous vote refused to grant a license to the Vancouver trucks. Next the Provincial 
Government refused to grant highway licenses to cross a stretch of government high
way only 100 yards long between the yard and the Nanaimo city limits. The truckers 
tried to transport the iron by hand and wheelbarrow over the 100 yard section, but 
city police stopped them. As a consequence of this concerted action the shipment 
missed the vessel that was to transport the scrap iron from Vancouver Kobe.

The Japanese representative threatened to boycott the port of Nanaimo in all 
future orders for Japan, which includes orders for millions of feet of logs and 
lumber — 18,000,000 feet were due to be shipped next week.

Future trade of this kind with Japan, Frank declared, would be placed through 
Columbia River cities and other ports in the United States where the people do 
not protest against shipping war supplies to Japan.

Undeterred by threats of reprisals, the Nanaimo Citizens’ Committee, Nanaimo 
City Council and Provincial Government refused to budge from their position.

Support came from the great port of Vancouver, B. C., where the Women’s 
Christian Temperance Union staged a public protest meeting in the First Baptist 
Church and drafted plans for picketing of scrap iron and other war material 
shipments to Japan.

A resolution was passed at the meeting attended by representatives of the 
W.C.T.U., Women’s New Era League, League of Nations Society, Canadian League for 
Peace and Democracy, Progressive Women’s Federation and the Vancouver General 
Ministerial Association, condemning the Dominion Government for allowing ’’raw 
materials suitable for war munitions” to be shipped to ’’aggressor nations”.

The W.C.T.U. resolution, which was later passed by other organizations 
follows:

"Whereas we in Canada profit both financially and commercially by war 
through the increased exportation of war materials:

’’Resolved; that we register our strong disapproval to the Canadian 
Government, of the sale of raw materials for the purpose of munitions 
manufacture. Especially, at this time, do we reiterate our demand that 
Canada cease helping to arm Japan, and thus dissociate our country from 
the barbarous bombing and destruction of life in China by Japan.”
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CHINA FIGHTS FOR DEMOCRACY

BY MELVYN DOUGLAS 
(A leading motion picture actor)

CHINA WANTS DEMOCRACY. Iler people want the freedom and security 
that Ame.^ica has won. China’s enemy is attempting to keep her from ad
vancing.

The land of Confucius and the Great Sages has slumbered, while Japan 
has driven daggers into her. Now her hundreds of millions of people 
are awakening, and the Japanese are afraid.

Japan’s 90 millions cannot subdue a united and modern China. The 
Mikado cannot rule the world, if a thriving China stands in her path. 
The answer for Japan is death and narcotics for China.

China has turned to the United States. Vie have become tradition
al friends. Thousands of Chinese have been educated here for work in 
thoir country. Americans have built hundreds of colleges and schools 
in China.

Trade between the United States and China has prospered under the 
famous ’’Open Door” policy we instituted. Japan wants that trade with 
China, because she knows it is bringing Western ideas and aspirations 
to her enemy.

Japan wants to wreck China by closing the ’’Open Door” and exclud
ing American and Western progress. She wants China to consume Japanese 
goods, including the opium she grows in Manchuria.

Japan promised the world an ’’Open Door” for Manchuria, but she 
has defied any nation to attempt entrance. Today Japan is threatening 
the Open Door” in China itself.

The United States has $200,000,000 invested in China. Japan means 
to take over our interests without indemnity, Just as she did in Man
churia.

Japan means to close all the American maintained colleges and mis
sionary schools in China, just as she did in Manchuria.

It is the United States that makes all this possible. By simply 
refusing to pay the bill for Japan’s mad career of imperialism, we can 
help China, checkmate Japan, and protect our own interests.

Why do we knife our friend China by arming her enemy, Japan?
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CHINA MISCELLANEA

WASHINGTON — American toy manufacturers ^and workers get a break» Less than 
five per cent of the toys sold in America this year will be of foreign manufacture, 
due largely to store owners’ fears of boycott against goods marked ’’Made in Japan” 
— the bloodiest trademark in history. Toy imports from Japan during first ten 
months of 1938 totalled $800,000, only about half that of last year.

* * *

NEW YORK CITY — The ’’Buy America Institute, Inc.’,’ 27 William Street, New 
York City, lias inaugurated a nation-wide campaign to ’’put American back to work, 
reinstate her idle, rebuild her prosperity”. The Institute believes we should 
buy Arneli can manufactures instead of Japanese and German products.

WASHINGTON — Japan again is the biggest buyer of American scrap iron. 
Department of Commerce reports show Japan bought 436,660 tons of scrap iron and 
steel in the first ten months of 1938 as compared with 817,338 tons the corres
ponding period last year.

* * *

CHUNGKING — More than 10,000,000 Chinese refugees have fled the territory 
under Japanese occupation. Total destitute and homeless, 30,000,000. The Chinese 
Committee for Refugee Relief has given aid to 3,500,000 in eight districts near 
the battlefronts.

* * *

NEW YORK CITY — Dorothy Kilgallen, writing her column, ’’The Voice of Broad
way” in the N. Y• Journal-American, says: ’’Pan-American Airways, after an intensive 
investigation into the mysterious disappearance of the Hawaiian Clipper over the 
Pacific last June, have concluded that the ship and its passengers met with foul 
play. Theii” theory reads like a fiction story — but it is what is being told to 
the families of the crew. Officials of the air company believe the plane was cap
tured by the Japanese because of the presence aboard of a Chinese patriot and a 
large shipment of gold for China. No trace of the ship was ever found, there were 
no storms in that area at the time, and the patch of ’’oil” reported on the ocean 
surface at the spot where the ship was last heard from proved to be plain citron- 
ela....”

* * *

NEW YORK CITY — A series of remarkable stories about the life of the Chinese 
people and guerillas far behind the Japanese lines in Hopei, Shansi and Shantung 
provinces, written by an American correspondent who made an extensive tour through
out those areas from Peiping, has appeared in member newspapers of the Associated 
Press which permits reproduction of such material only by member papers. If your 
local newspaper subscribes to the A.P. but has not printed these stories, the first 
of which appeared in November undoi* a Sian dateline, a request to the editor may 
get the stories into type.

* * *
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CHUNGKING — Father Jacquinot, noted French Jesuit, who succeeded in estab
lishing refugee zones in Shanghai and Hankow, arrives in Chungking.

* * *

SHANGHAI -- Fifty-six Thousand bushels of crushed wheat,contributed by the 
American Red Cross for -Chinese refugee relief, arrives in Shanghai on Dec. 18. 
None of this wheat will be sent to Free China.

*

HONGKONG — Dr. C. T. VTang, former Ambassador to the United States is return
ing here to resume his previous position as president of the Liu Ho Kou Iron Works.

HANOI — China National Aviation Corporation, affiliated with Pan-American 
Airways, soon opens passenger and airmail service between Chungking, Kunming and 
other Southwest cities with the outside world through Hanoi, French Indo-China. 
C.N.A.C. also will cooperate in establishing air service between Chengtu, Szechuen, 
and Tihua, Sinkiang, to aid in maintaining communication with Soviet Russia. 
C.N.A.C» operated its service between Hankow and Chungking until few hours before 
Japanese army arrival.

* * *

SïïANGHAI — Major-General Chiang Chin-Kuo, eldest son of General Chiang 
Kai-shek and Vice-Director of the Kiangsi Peace Preservation Corps, appeals for 
food and clothing for troops in his command who have been defending Lus han, Kiangsi, 
for past three months, throwing back several Japanese attacks.

*

WASHINGTON — Captain Evans F. Carlson, Marine Intelligence Officer who 
has traveled around more war fronts and witnessed more actual battles than any 
other foreigner in China, is arriving in San Francisco on the Uo S. Transport 
Chaumont in late December. Criticized because of his frank views and outspoken 
convictions regarding the two opposing amies, Captain Carlson resigned from the 
Marine Corps to devot^his time to writing and lecturing. Other passengers on 
the Chaumont are Col. 'Charles F. B. Price and Mrs. Price.

HANKOW — H. S. ” News reel1’ 'long, well-known Chinese camera man of M-G-M 
staff, who made the famous shot of rhe Chinese baby crying amid the ruins of the 
South Station in Shanghai, was injured or the head by bomb fragments as he ferried 
his equipment across the rivers at Hankow a few hours before the Japanese soldiers 
arrived. He arrived alive on the outer side of the river but has been missing 
since then.

* * *
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SHANGHAI — Mr* Leo J* Miller, Secretary of the American Club in Shanghai, 
and his wife, Mrs. Miller, Secretary to Dr. George Sellett, are arriving in the 
United States for leaves of absence.

* * *

SHANGHAI — Eighteen foreign correspondents were given free airplane rides 
by the Japanese Army from Hankow to Shanghai. Only three correspondents who were 
in Hankow when the city was occupied by the Japanese, remained in that city. They 
are Miss Doris Rubens, United Press; R. Graham-Barrow, Reuters; and A. Vallet, Tass

JEWELS OF CONSISTENCY

TOKYO, Nov* 29-(AP) — Kensuke Horinouchi, new Japanese Ambassador to 
America, said today on the eve of his departure for Washington that the "new order" 
in Eastern Asia holds "no threat for American interests either in the present or 
the future".

HAMBURG, Germany, Dec. 1, (AP) — Dr. Hiyoshi Kato, Manchoukuo Trade Com
missioner in Germany, told the East Asia Society today that in the future Germany 
and Italy would have an "exclusive preserve" in China1s trade with the Occident.

* * *

NEW ORLEANS, La. -- The pro-Japanese Cotton Trade Journal, explaining to 
doubting cotton growers why they should hope for a complete Japanese conquest of 
China, declares that the Japanese can never grow sufficient American-type cotton 
to fill her demands because of soil and weather conditions in Manchuria and North 
China.

NEW YORK CITY — A 96-page supplement of the N. Y. Journal of Commerce on
November 30 on AMERICAN-MANCHOUKUO TRADE RELATIONS, sponsored and paid for by 
Japanese interests, contains an article headed ADAPTS U. S. COTTON TYPES TO 
MANCHURIA by P. N. Dixon pointing out that the Manchoukuoan Government has formu
lated "an ambitious plan of cotton production with the end in view of eventually 
making the country self-sufficient".

* * *

HONGKONG, Oct. 23 —.An official Japanese Army communique announced today 
that General Yu Han-mou, defender of Canton, had surrendered to the Japanese field 
commander in Canton and had handed the Japanese officer his sword.

SHANGHAI, Nov. 9 — General Yu Han-mou, Chinese troop commander at Canton
at the time of the recent Japanese drive, ms ordered by Chiang Kai-shek to 
Hangyang where he was executed for failure to defend the southern city, according 
to the Japanese Amy spokesman here today.
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Our Outlook on China Held Wrong
Feme 9

Japanese Propaganda Is Held Responsible for Feeling 
Of Despair Seen in This Country

Ï To the Editor of The New York Times: 
Ever since the fall of Canton and 

Hankow there has been a lot of prema- 
' ture wailing on the part of people who 
should know better regarding the pros
pects of a Chinese victory in the Far

; Eastern war. It is true that the China 
• situation is so vast that it is difficult 
for any one to get a clear picture of

' what is happening. However, to one 
who has recently returned from there, 
the defeatism of many of China’s 
friends in this country is something dif
ficult to understand.

One symptom of the American out
look regarding China are the newspaper 
maps in which there are great shaded 
areas along the seaboard—areas which 
are turned over bodily to Japan by 
American editors. Any sensible investi
gation of the problem shows how absurd 
this map-making is. In order to get a 
grasp of the situation as it now exists 

lit is necessary to consider each province 
I in its own right.
| Beginning with the north, we have the 
। Tientsin-Peking area. Judging by the 
latest reports, even Hopei Province, 

[Which was the first nominally to be con- 
<quered by the Japanese, is still very 
■largely loyal to the Central Government. 
! Here the Japanese have had a better 
■ opportunity than anywhere else in China 
to consolidate their position, but they 
still control only the main lines of com- 

]munication, and the hinterland Is en
thusiastically Chinese. Furthermore, 
there is some reason to believe that the 
predicament of the invaders is becom
ing more precarious rather than other
wise.

Shansi Unpacified
The soil of Shansi has absorbed the 

blood of unnumbered thousands of Jap
anese. The sacrifices made by the in
vading army in its attempt to conquer 
this rich province have been enormous, 
and the returns have been practically 
nil. The Japanese have repeatedly an
nounced the pacification of Shansi Prov
ince, but according to the best available 
information they are beleaguered in 
their own garrisons and the province is 
definitely not a conquered territory. 
There is some reason to believe that the 
Japanese are actually on the defensive.

In Honan the situation is much the 
same. Along the main highways and 
other lines of communication the Jap
anese have advanced and exercised their 
customary control through terror. How- 

i ever, it is perilous for Japanese units 
I to become isolated, and the situation for 
i the Chinese is far from hopeless. 
| Honan, like its neighboring provinces, is 
j a sponge absorbing the financial and 
| human energies of the Japanese Em- 
; pire.

Shantung has been dominated in part 
by the Japanese for more than a year, 
and the invaders have in some areas 
made a determined effort at appeasing 
the local population. There have been 
a. number of misleading dispatches re
garding the situation in Shantung. It 
is easy for an observer looking at the 
interior from the shelter of a treaty 
port dominated by the Japanese to be
lieve that the surrounding hinterland is

; is the Japanese would like to have it. 
However, most recent reports from the 
interior of Shantung indicate that Chi
nese resistance is not dying down.

Reports to the contrary notwithstand
ing, Cheeloo University has not for
mally reopened in Tsinan, and condi
tions there do not warrant any such 
opening. A few students are enrolled 
in special courses, but the main body 
of the university is carrying on in 
Szechuan. Mission work as a whole is 
being carried on with difficulty where- 
ever the compounds are located within 
city walls, because the Japanese are 
forced to make each walled city a cita
del, difficult both for entrance and 
departure.

Haichow Still Open
Kiangsu and Anhuei have been sub

ject to Japanese aggression for more 
than a year. The former was one of the 
first provinces invaded and is one of the 
nearest to Japan. It is"a small, densely 
populated and generally level province, 
and under the circumstances one might 
expect it to be completely under Jap
anese control. However, the northern 
area is still Chinese. The port of 
Haichow has never been captured by 
Japan and there are powerful forces, 
regular and irregular, in northern 
Kiangsu which have succeeded in defy
ing the Japanese.

In this connection, a report from 
Japanese sources in Shanghai, dated 
about the middle of November, admits 
the presence of 200,000 irregulars in the 
Hangchow-Nanking-Shanghai triangle. 
This is apparently a confirmation of re
ports this writer received in July while 
in Shanghai that determined efforts 
were being made to mobilize all existing 
guerrilla forces in a drive against the 
invaders. Probably no area in China 
has seen more desperate fighting or has 
been the scene of more determined ef
forts on the part of the Japanese to 
establish control than in this triangle, 
yet even here the Japanese are faced 
by a serious and growing military 
menace.

Cheking and Fukien have both been 
presented to the Japanese by American 
map-makers. This is an absurdity to 

J any one acquainted with the situation, 
j The Japanese are bottled up in Hang- 
। chow and its immediate vicinity. They 

control a very small area in Chekiang. 
The mountainous nature of the terrain 
makes progress especially difficult. Fur
thermore, the Chinese from their base 
at Kinhwa have utilized the last twelve 
months in building up an especially 
powerful irregular force. The Japanese 
are finding it increasingly difficult to 
maintain their precarious foothold in 
the face of lightning raids from the 
mountain fastnesses.
Fukien a Problem

Fukien is almost entirely Chinese. 
Briefly, the Japanese control the island 
of Amoy and a few other islets off the 
coast. The situation there is as if an 
enemy were to capture Staten Island 
and foreign map-makers thereupon pre
sented the State of New York to the 
invaders. A few other landings have

been attempted, but have met with very 
limited success. According to mission- : 
ary reports, the invaders have been as
saulted not only by troops but by en- । 
raged farmers using only farming im- । 
plements as weapons. i

Fukien is at least 99 per cent Chinese. 
This province, in spite of its nearness 

j to Formosa, presents extremely diffi- 
; cult military problems to the Japanese. 
| To my knowledge, compulsory military 
I training has been in effect in Fukien 
Î for several years. Although not particu- 
' larly effective, this training has cre

ated an armed citizenry numbering 
probably 800,000, in addition to regular 
provincial and national forces stationed 
in the province.

If the Japanese had acted more 
humanely in the areas now under their 
control, it is possible that Fukien, ow
ing to the strong Formosan influence, 

1 might not have remained loyal to a re
treating Central Government. However, 
the Japanese have so crystallized public 
sentiment against them that Fukien is 
enthusiastically in support of the 
Chinese Government. The proof of this 
fact lies in the wariness of the Japanese 
in attacking Foochow. There have been 
many threats but little action in the 
Foochow area.

The fall of Canton was accepted by 
l a large section of the American public 
j as indicating the capture of Kwantung 
i Province. Recent events proved the 

absurdity of defeatist reports. The 
Chinese have rallied, and are giving the 
Japanese a good fight in the South. 
The Japanese will find it extremely dif
ficult to penetrate the mountain regions 

[ in the face of the resistance of an 
I aroused and armed peasantry.

Japan’s Advance Costly
In conclusion, the other provinces 

which have been invaded have been 
barely touched by military activity. 
The Japanese advance only with the 
greatest difficulty and at great cost in 
men and munitions. Every mile they 
advance takes them farther from their 
base. They are faced by Winter, and 

j by the annual fall in the river level. By 
j Christmas the Yangtze will almost cer

tainly be so low that no large vessels 
will even be able to reach Hankow. It 
is safe to predict that the transportation 
problem this Winter will be a particu- 

j larly serious one for the Japanese head- 
! quarters. How it will be possible for 

the Japanese Army to carry on any 
long-range enterprise before next Spring 
it is difficult for me to see.

There has been a lot of nonsense writ
ten and believed about the situation in 
China. Much of it is the result of wish
ful thinking on the part of Japanese 
propagandists. It is, of course, too early 
to foretell the final outcome of the war. 
It is certainly far too early to present 
to Japan even those provinces in which 
she has attained a foothold. Japan is 
finding it very difficult to maintain 
w’hat she already has seized, and friends 
of China have no need to despair re
garding the future.

Oliver J. Caldwell, 
Secretary Associated Boards for 

Christian Colleges in China.
New York, Dec. 3, 1938.
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OFFICIAL REPORT 
ADVISES FDR HE 
CAN EMBARGO NAZIS
Administration Legal Experts Agree That 

Boycott Can Be Applied to Germany and 
Japan Under Existing Federal Law

WASHINGTON, Dec. 5 (UP).—High administration 
officials are studying a confidential report proposing two 
methods available under existing statutes, by which Presi
dent Roosevelt could impose economic sanctions on Japan
and Germany, it was learned today.

The report, drafted by adminis- .officials, constitute discriminatory
trative legal experts, cites the Haw
ley-Smoot Tariff Act of 1930 and 
the Federal Code, as amended in 
1934, as laws by which the Presi
dent could clamp down on trade 
with any nation in retaliation for 
“discriminatory practices.”

Under Section 338 of the Tariff 
Act, the report said:

“The President has very broad 
powers and he is free to exercise 
them without the recommendation, 
consent or approval of any other 
agency of the government.

“The law provides that when
ever the President finds that the 
public interest will be served 
thereby, he shall proclaim new or 
additional tariff duties upon im
ports from products of any for
eign country which, according to 
his finding, discriminates against 
the commerce of the United 
States, either directly or indirect
ly.

CAN ORDER EMBARGO
“If after the issuance of such a 

proclamation the foreign country 
maintains or increases the dis
crimination, the President is au
thorized ‘to issue a further procla
mation directing that such prod
ucts of said country or such arti
cles imported in its vessels . . . 
shall be excluded from importa
tion into the United States.’ ”
Administration experts said that 

this provision enables the President 
to declare an embargo on goods 
from countries, such as Germany, 
which are not on the “most-favored 
nation” list of the United States by 
virtue of discriminatory trade prac
tices.

Germany has developed an ex
tensive trade with Latin American 
countries, becoming the United 
States’ chief competitor in the 
Latin American market, through 
export subsidies, barter deals, and 
artificial exchange restrictions 
which, according to Stefes

trade practices.
The report also said that “under 

Section 181 of the United States 
code the President is authorized to 
direct the exclusion of any or all 
articles from any foreign country 
whenever he is ‘satisfied’ that such 
country unjustly discriminates 
against the importation or sale of 
United States products.”

“Inasmuch as the United States 
government has already officially 
found that Germany discrimi
nates against United States trade 
(for which reason German goods 
have been barred from receiving 
the benefits of duty reductions 
made under the reciprocal trade 
agreements act), the President 
could—if he deemed it in the 
public interest—immediately in
voke against Germany the pro
visions of the Tariff Act, of Sec
tion 181 of the United States Code 
or both,” the memorandum said.
The President could issue the em

bargo proclamation as soon as he 
saw fit after “finding” discrimina
tion, the report said.

| It also contended that these same 
provisions could be Invoked against 
Japan, Manchukuo, or China if the 
President were to “find” that any 
of these countries discriminated 
against the trade of the United 
States.

“Our government,” the report 
said, “has not officially found that 
any of these countries in fact dis
criminates against American trade, 
although our government has offi
cially alleged that Japan has been 
responsible for discrimination 
against United States trade in Man
chukuo and China (but not in Ja
pan).

“On the basis of existing condi
tions, however, the President could 
no doubt satisfy himself that dis
crimination against American trade 
does exist in China and Manchu
kuo.”

Page 10
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THOUGHTS CH THE DEATH OF A CHINESE TOMOK KILLED-r

BY AN AMERICAN JAPANESE BOMB /
By 

A Missionary Surgeon 
(Not for Publication) j

God help our hearts, it was not meant to be I 
That this poor soul through fault of ours, % 
Should enter thus eternity.
Like shadows in the moonlight, visible 
By Christ alone, her spirit passed. 
The moon withdrew her light;
She’d lived, and loved, and had her end.
She did not say farewell, she had no friend;
Her mangled limbs stirred languid in the ghastly rain;
The heart beats moved the ebbing blood, now all but spent;
Till softly ancient-wise the night encompassed her, 
And closed her eyes in kindly death.
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U. S. FOREIGN POLICY VIS-A-VIS THE FAR EAST

By Marcus Mervine

The breath-taking military and political events throughout the world during 
the past two months is rapidly bringing the united states to an historic reorien
tation of foreign policy to meet the challenge of the fascist and aggressor nations 
— the ’’international outlaws” — who threaten not only their neighboring states 
but the peace of the whole world.

Foreign policy experts and seasoned newspaper correspondents in Washington 
discern the outlines of a new external policy now being formulated in the White 
House, State Department and halls of Congress. This policy, designed to preserve 
the future of American democracy in a world that seems to have gone stark mad at 
the moment, embraces the following points:

REARMAMENT. Navy: construction of three new* battleships and a large number 
of destroyers and auxilliary craft. Army: Organization of a highly mobile field 
force of 1,000,000 men equipped with the latest in arms and ordnance. Aviation: 
construction of 12,000 new first-line fighting planes during the next year.

CONTINENTAL SOLIDARITY. Improved cultural and economic ties with the twenty 
Latin American republics and a coordinated defense program — defense not only 
against military invastion but also against ideological and economic invasion by 
the fascist-imperialist aggressor nations in Europe and Asia.

CLOSER COOPERATION WITH ALL DEMOCRATIC STATES. Psychological and trade al
liance with the United Kingdom, Canada and the British colonies as a warning to 
the dictators that the democracies, although they do not pull together on all 
issues, stand firmly together in fundamental policies.

NON-PARTICIPATION IN AGGRESSION. Withdrawal of economic support for aggress
or nations and non-recognition of conquered states.

PROTECTION OF AMERICA’S FOREIGN TRADE. Extension of the reciprocal trade 
treaties with other nations. Possible reprisals against nations discriminating 
against American trade and commerce abroad.

ISOLATIONISM. The Chamberlain policy of appeasement, which has caused such 
a widespread revulsion in America, was a staggering blow to advocates of concerted 
world action for peace. Surrender to terror is not a policy approved by the major
ity of Americans, as indicated by the Gallup Poll. Even the most ardent supporter 
of world concerted peace action admits that ther can be no coordination of effort 
between America and Britain so long as Neville Chamberlain is Prime Minister of 
Great Britain and Daladier heads the French Government.

Isolationists, however, still can find small comfort in this fact. Had the 
world remained stationary following Munich, American sentiment would have favored 
a hand-washing policy, but the German persecutions of the Jews, the Japanese de
nial of every elementary American right in China, the increasing evidence of fas
cist economic and ideological aggression in Latin America has shaken this country 
to its roots.
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Isolation becomes a "snare and a delusion" and an ostrich-like foreign 
policy brings on such humiliations, trade wounds and economic suffication that 
oTy a dead or dying ostrich remains. Every human instinct cries out against the 
persecutions in Germany and the mass slaughter in China and the whole country 
rises to demand a halt to such suffering.

POLITICS. The Administration’s foreign policy is kept divorced from domestic 
politics. The last election showed a serious setback for President Roosevelt but 
commentators are unanimously agreed that the disapproval expressed at the polls 
does not include his foreign policies.

Mr. Roosevelt has maintained his foreign policies on a national basis rather 
than a party basis, as indicated by his appointment of Mr. Alfred Landon as an 
official American representative to the Pan-American Conference at Lima, Peru, and 
his close collaboration with Col. Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of State under Herbert 
Hoover.

The Nev; Deal will still have a majority in the Senate and House at the 76th 
session of Congress, despite its election losses, but this is not especially sig
nificant to foreign affairs issues. Republican and Democratic lines will be split 
widely in important foreign issues such as revision of the Neutrality Act. Some 
of the strongest supporters for an embargo of war supplies to Japan will come from 
Republican leaders of the Senate and House and some of the chief opponents will be 
Democrats. The loss of Senator James P. Pope and Representatives Byron Scott, 
Jerry O’Connell and John T. Bernard was a distinct loss to advocates of the embar
go but such stalwart friends as Senators Pittman, King, Chavez, Wagner, White, 
Thomas and Schwellenbach won their contests for the Senate and Representatives 
Rich, Rogers, Celler, Allen, Izac, Allen and Martin will come back to the House.

ACTION POSSIBLE UNDER EXISTING LAW. Existing laws already provide the Gov- y 
ernment with several methods of convincing the Japanese Government that America is 
not completely impotent in Far Eastern affairs.

Enforcement of Section 338 of the U. S. Tariff Act would withdraw Japan 
from most-favored-nation treatment in her trade with this country and provide the 
Government with other methods of reprisal for Japan’s discriminatory action 
against American trade and commerce in the Far East. Secretary of State Cordell 
Hull’s note of October sixth hinted at reprisals but no action has been taken yet.

The Treasury Department could discourage loans and business credits to Japan 
through the national banks and it could continue its financial aid to China by 
extension of the silver purchasing agreement.

The Navy Department and >ar Department could discourage the sale of military 
and naval aircraft and other munitions to Japan by substituting their own orders 
under the rearmament program. Manufacturers who persist in selling munitions to 
Japan could be deprived of American Government orders.

The State Department could enlarge its earlier warning to airplane manufact
urers against selling their bombers and other aircraft to nations which use the 
craft for the slaughter of civilians, to include all other type of munitions and 
war supplies, including oil and gasoline, steel and scrap iron, war chemicals, etc.
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The Department of Commerce could renew and extend its warning to exporters 
against shipping war materials and other goods to Japan without approved credits 
in hand.

The President could apply the Neutrality Act simply by finding that a state 
of war exists in the Far East as it does. However, Japan has long been preparing 
for such an emergency and enforcement of the act at this time would hurt China 
far more seriously than Japan. Unfortunately the Act does not prohibit the export 
of raw materials to belligerents but only places them on a cash-and-carry basis. 
Japan buys very little of the actual munitions in America because she has spent 
years building up her own munitions industry while China has nott She does not 
need the raw materials for her munition plants and she can only get many of them 
from this country, but these purchases are already on a cash-and-carry basis so 
the Act, if enforced, would cause her little if any embarrassment.

China’s coasts are blockaded and she has not been able to make huge munition 
purchases in America but there are still ways of getting materials into China and 
Those materials which are still imported are absolutely vital to China1s continued 
resistance. So far as China is concerned, the President has acted wisely in not 
enforcing the Neutrality Act.

REVISION OF THE NEUTRALITY ACT. This issue may become one of the leading 
contests in the forthcoming session of Congress. The cash-and-carry provision of 
the Act expires on May 1 and legislation is necessary if the Act is to be continued 
in its present form or changed in any way.

Joe Alex Morris, ace Washington correspondent for the United Press, pointed 
out in a significant story on November 28 that if the President had had discre
tionary powers to enforce the Neutrality Act against aggressor nations only, it is 
doubtful if Japan would have dared made "unresponsive" answers to American diplo
matic protests over the Nine-Power Treaty.

The legislation described in the Morris story is the type that will be sup
ported by every organization and individual who believes that America should no 
longer provide the materials for Japan’s aggression in China. Many organizations 
are writing their supporters and contributors to write the Department of State 
expressing their approval and support for revision of the Act along the lines de
scribed by Mr. Morris in his United Press dispatch.

The story follows:

"A plan to amend the United States Neutrality act so that the President could 
apply an embargo on any nation he deemed to be an aggressor is being prepared by 
government experts for presentation to President Roosevelt.

’’The proposed amendment would be designed to transform the neutrality law 
into one of the most powerful diplomatic weapons in existence.

"State Department and other officials are preparing the plan. It calls for 
sweeping changes which would put "teeth" into United States foreign policy.
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’’The proposals, after submission to the President, will be worked over with 
Congressional leaders in an effort to clear the way for legislation amending the 
neutrality law at the next session.

SCOPE OF PIAN

’’Although government officials were silent or denied that the proposals had 
any official status, it was learned from unimpeachable sources that amendments 
under consideration included changes that would:—

’’Increase the discretionary power of the President in dealing with belliger
ent and with aggressor nations,

’’Give the President power to name the aggressor in foreign conflict and apply 
an embargo on that nation without also applying it to a nation being attacked.

’’itapower the President to prohibit shipment of all war materials to an 
aggressor nation.

’’include Canada in the list of American nations to which the act at present 
does not apply.

”By including Canada in the list of nations to which the present act does 
not apply, the United States would strengthen Mr. Roosevelt’s declaration of last 
summer that this government would not stand ’’idly by” in event of an attack on her.

’’The fact that these proposals are under consideration does not necessarily 
mean that all of the changes outlined would be proposed by the administration or 
adopted by Congress.

MORE EXECUTIVE POWER

’’One diplomatic expert described the proposed changes as giving the chief 
executive more power in foreign affairs than at any time in history and correspond
ingly increasing the weight of United States1 views on the policies of other na
tions .

”0f importance in that connection, is a suggestion that the present act be 
amended to permit the President to prohibit shipment of arms, implements of war and 
all materials necessary to the conduct of war by an aggressor. The act now empow
ers the President to prohibit shipments of ’’arms, ammunitions and implements of 
war” to both belligerents after a state of war is declared or after he finds that 
a state of var exists.

”By substituting the word ’’munitions” for ’’ammunition” the act would become 
much more powerful. Ammunition means only the naterials used in the ’’charging of 
firearms and ordnance of all kinds.” Munitions would include all materials neces
sary for conduct of war.

DIPLOMATIC PRESSURE

’’Thus by making such a change and giving the Chief Executive power to dis
tinguish between an aggressor and a defending nation, the United States would be 
in a position to exert pressure on governments that need supplies from America to 
conduct war and in that way to back up United States foreign policy.
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From RELIGIOUS HERALD
Richmond, Va.,Nov.3,1938 inform the owners'.

J. Hundley Wiley

Some letters from Baptist friends in Virginia have re
cently slipped through the illegal Japanese censorship now 
functioning in the International Settlement. Some con
gratulate us on our return to the University campus. 
Others in a more pessimistic mood ask for our personal 
plans now that the University of Shanghai has been ruined. 
A few include clippings from the press: JAPAN PROM
ISES HULL AN EARLY RETURN OF THE UNIVERSITY 
OF SHANGHAI. In view of the widespread interest in 
our plight a general reply to be printed in the Religious 
Herald seems to be called for. I am writing this article 
at the request of Dr. Rankin. I shall confine my discussion 
to one phase of the case, namely, the attempt of the local 
Japanese military to force American Baptists to turn this 
valuable property over to them. And since my mail 
runs the risk of censorship I shall smuggle this letter to 
Hongkong. I am not so fortunate as the Osaka Mainichi. 
This Japanese newspaper recently printed an extra million 
copies of its English edition for circulation through the 
United States mails. No post office censor will stop these!

The past year has been the most difficult one in our 
history. Since August 31, 1937, we have been denied all 
rights of access to our property although it is located in 
plain sight of the borders of the International Settlement. 
The military still hold our library and our laboratory 
equipment which they refuse to allow us to bring out. In 
spite of all these difficulties the outlook for the coming 
session is very bright and we have the highest enrollment 
in our history. The most serious blow was the cold
blooded assassination of Dr. Liu. All thinking Japanese 
admit that his murder was a very serious mistake. It 
lost Japan many friends among the eight million Baptists of 
America.

Ten months ago I would have said that a few short 
weeks would see the return of our property. Fighting had 
stopped and Japanese owners in our neighborhood were 
being returned their property. I expected an early return 
of ours. In fact the Japanese Army did not really begin to 
use the plant until after Nanking had fallen. I based my 
belief on promises made by Commander Takahashi of the 
Imperial Japanese Navy. He and another official took two 
of us to the campus to prove that the plant had not been 
seriously harmed. They confessed that the local military 
had taken it over but promised to return it shortly. “In 
the meantime the Japanese Government will be completely 
responsible.”

Even later than this I held to the same opinion. I knew 
that Japanese military effort in China was impossible with
out supplies from America. Her armament machines are 
American. They need constant replacements which can 
only come from America. We furnish her with indispen
sable steel alloys. Without our scrap iron there isn’t enough 
steel to supply both army and navy. It is likely enough 
that America furnished the shells to bomb the Wuchow 
Baptist Hospital. Her buyers haunt the American copper 
exchange. Without American aid her entire air force would 
have to stay on the ground. It is engined with American 
equipment, lubricated with American oil, driven with 
American gasoline. To pay for these supplies Japan needs 
foreign exchange, which she mainly secures by processing 
American cotton or by selling raw silk to American buyers. 
And if Mr. Hirota is to be trusted, future capital for the 
rehabilitation of China can only be secured from American 
banks. The Panay Affair seemed to indicate that Japanese 
leadership would go to great lengths to prevent the aliena
tion of this unofficial aid. On these completely cynical 
grounds I expected the local Japanese to speed up the return 
of this American College. But I was badly in error!

Through the long weary months we have pressed our 
case with the local military. We have received scores of 
fair promises. I took these promises at their face value 
and would joke the other missionaries about a suitable 
date for our return to the University. January 1st, April 
1st, May 1st, June 15th were some of the dates set. I re
member especially one man who insisted that the case be 

settled quietly and without publicity. He concluded with 
this remark: “PLEASE INFORM YOUR OWNERS IN 
AMERICA THAT THEIR PROPERTY WILL RECEIVE 
GOOD CARE.”

Let us see the kind of care that this valuable river front 
property is receiving at the hands of this group. It con
sists of fifty-three acres of river front land covered with 
forty buildings of massive brick construction. Its equip
ment is about equal to that of the University of Richmond. 
A thousand students can be accommodated in its dormito
ries. It is one hundred per cent American property and 
is so registered with the United States Government. It is 
conservatively valued at two million dollars American cur
rency. The plain truth of the matter is that the local mili
tary want this property after the war is over. In the mean
time they are doing their best to depreciate its value for its 
far-away owners.

Every obstacle has been put in our path to prevent us 
from finding the truth. But we have secured weekly re
ports from trustworthy eye-witnesses. The plant is only 
a half mile from the Settlement and powerful field glasses 
bring in other facts of importance. We now have a com
plete file of information. A few details are lacking but 
the main items are perfectly clear. After this war is fin
ished the Japanese mean to buy this property at about one- 
tenth of its true value. For thirteen months no missionary 
has set foot on the property. Ten missionaries have gotten 
as far as the College Gate only to be turned back by armed 
force!

Its dormitories have been used to house troops, although 
Japanese property nearby is unmolested. These troops cook 
their meals by burning furniture from the Woman’s build
ing. Its thirty-year-old trees have been cut down over our 
protest. University jafes have been rifled, although we 
informed the Japanese that these safes contained nothing 
but University records. At least one small building has 
been torn down. We have been denied the right of making 
an inventory of its present equipment. All access to the 
campus has been refused. Efforts to bring out the library 
and the laboratory equipment have failed. These two 
items are the lifeblood of a university and they have no 
military value. At least in previous wars they have had 
no military value but this is a strange war. It is my belief 
that the contents of all our buildings are now in process 
of being completely looted. This is the kind of care that 
your property is receiving. At present the place is empty 
of troops and two lone sentries pace back and forth in front 
of the Gate. However, innumerable holes have been cut 
in the long fences and sneak thieves snag typewriters and 
microscopes at will.

The case has become a source of great embarrassment to 
the Tokyo Government. As a result of pressure from Wash
ington she has made some attempts to settle the case but 
she finds it very hard to enforce obedience from her own 
subordinates. She has persuaded them to grant a conces
sion or two but none of any great importance. All were 
very unwillingly granted. They were not designed to help 
the owners of the property but only to save the face of 
the Tokyo Government. For a time there were signs of 
great activity among Tokyo officials but that soon died down. 
What has happened to her promise to cause “AN EARLY 
RETURN OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SHANGHAI TO ITS 
AMERICAN OWNERS”?

The time has now arrived for Southern Baptists to give 
the widest possible publicity to the case for nothing less 
than this will cause Shanghai Japanese to pay any atten
tion. All the facts are now in the hands of the Board in 
Richmond and can be used to turn the white light of truth 
on this policy of sabotage. Up to the present we have 
refrained but we are not doing the cause of Christianity 
in the Far East any good by withholding the truth. This 
case cannot stand full publicity and every Japanese of intel
ligence knows it. It is the hope of this missionary that 
you will continue to ask for your rights and ask for them 
in determined fashion.
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TO ONE OF THE EDITORS
Frorr. East China 
October 18, 1938»

I am glad to have your suggestions regarding Senator Pope's address. I 
have already written to him and I find that one or two of the rest of the folks 
around here have also written. We are glad to know that there are persons who 
are interested in the situation out here. We sometimes are inclined to think 
that our government is not taking the active part in affairs that they should. 
When I was in America we had frequent reliable reports regarding America supply
ing Japan with largo quantities of raw” materials which feed directly into the 
huge munitions factories. We did not realize how serious this was until we went 
west -where we actually saw the Americans loading the Dollar Line ships with large 
quantities of supplies for Japan.

The American Dollar Liner President Taft, on which we sailed from Los 
Angeles to Yokohama, was heavily loaded down with scrap iron, steel, zinc, cop
per and lead. There was also a large quantity of cotton and old rubber tires. 
Right across at the next dock from the Dollar Line wharf at Los Angeles were 
Japanese tankers which we saw filling up v/ith American crude oil, kerosene, gas
oline, and lubricating oils, all going to Japan to be used in the war. At San 
Francisco more scrap iron and cotton and large quantities of steel were loaded 
on to the boat there. I noticed particularly the steel axles from old railway 
cars which were loaded on to the already well-filled steamships. It is evident 
that America, while claiming to be neutral, is growing rich on the unjust sale 
of war materials to Japan. It all makes one feel ashamed and guilty of a great 
unjustice thet our much-boasted, peace-loving nation should be sending such ma
terials to a pirate nation which is invading a land friendly to the United 
States. Vie feel that our missionaries in China should justly make strong protests 
to the United States against sending such quantities of war materials to an enemy 
nation, but nothing seems to accomplish much with the United States government. 
I suppose that nothing can accomplish anything unless America is willing to 
change her policy.

Regarding the University of Shanghai, we have made as strong protests as 
possible through the American Consul against Japanese continuing to hold our 
American University. The American Consul here has also backed us up in this po
sition and have sent very strong protests to the Japanese Consul here, and have 
also forwarded these to the Ambassador in Tokyo. The United States government 
has made strong representations to the Japanese government regarding the Univer
sity, and still the property is wholcly in control of the Japanese to this day. 
I suppose that nothing can be done unless America is willing to back up these 
protests with the threat of war, and I do not believe that will be done in the 
near future, so therefore we do not know when, if ever, the Japanese will return 
the University of Shanghai.

The Japanese government has made an offer to purchase the University campus, 
but our group, both Chinese and missionaries, are dead against selling our Uni
versity to the Japanese to fit into their plan for a fortified zone against the 
Chinese, VTe have had to face the question as to whether we would sell or run 
the risk of an entire loss of the whole, plant. It has been the decision that 
it would be better for us to lose the plant, valuable as it is, than sell to the 
Japanese.
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The Japanese are still driving into China and gaining slowly upon Hankow. 
They have also just started in their campaign in the south. They are meeting 
with strong resistance and it is a very expensive campaign that they are carrying 
on. One wonders how long they will be able to carry such an enormous expenditure 
of money, and the sacrifice of such large numbers of Japanese in this campaign 
in China.

There was a feeling at home, and it seems to persist, that the situation 
in China makes it impossible for us to carry on mission vrork in East China. I 
hope that everything that can will be done to rid our American constituency of 
this erroneous idea, because as a matter of fact all of our missionaries are 
working at full capacity and by their efforts have gained the admiration of the 
Chinese people. The spirit of activity of our missionaries during these days . 
have opened up opportunities in China which have never been offered us before, 
and our missionaries, Baptists and all others, are standing loyally at their 
posts carrying on their work, except where they are actually driven out of their 
stations. They are going back as rapidly as possible and returning to most of 
the stations along the Yangtze.

Since our missionary force was reduced to one woman in Hu chow we do not 
have any missionaries working there now. In Hangchow Mr. Clayton remained on, 
and now Mr. Nasmith is living there. We had to close Wayland and Hangchow Union 
Girls’ School, but the Christians are still meeting in their homes for prayer 
and Christian services. As you already know, Hangchow and Hu chow are both in 
occupied territory, but so far the Japanese have not crossed over the Chientang 
River, so the eastern part of Chekiang is under Chinese control. While the 
Japanese have bombed all of the cities there, yet no army has invaded that area.

Our work in Kinhwa, Ningpo, and Shaoshing is in full swing. Our schools 
are more full than ever because not only the local students have come in but 
many from the occupied areas have come into these cities, and large numbers are 
coming into our schools. We have more students than we have ever had in the 
history of cur Mission.

You know, of course, that the University of Shanghai carried through the 
first year in very good shape. This was done because the teachers voluntarily 
reduced their own salaries, and because certain contributions came in from 
America to help out. At the end of the year they had room to receive 240 new 
students. We were rather amazed that over 800 took the examinations, but it 
did give us the opportunity of selecting the very best, and now we are running 
with 643 college students, entirely filling up all the room available.
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ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION IN CHINA’S SOUTHWEST

An economic reconstruction program for the southwestern province of Szechuan, 
Kweichow, Yunnan, and, Kwangsi, has been mapped out by the Ministry of Economics 
in consultation with the various provincial and municipal governments concerned. 
This project is in charge of the Southwest Economic Reconstruction Coni.'ittee head
ed by Dr. H. H. Kung, Chaiman of the Executive Yuan and Minister of Finance, and 
General Chang Chun, Coromissioner for the Generalissimo’s Headquarters* Emphasis 
is laid on a development of agriculture, hydro-electric schemes, industrial under
takings, mining, and trade.

Agricultural and hydraulic developments are in the hands of the Agricultural Cred
it Bureau of the Ministery of Economics with the cooperation of various local gov
ernment authorities. Every effort has been made to stabilize conditions in the 
rural districts so that the farmers in the rear may continue production with in
creasing efficiency, unperturbed by war. To this end, the Bureau has extended 
technical help to the farmers by supplying them with improved seeds, fertilizers, 
and the means of combating plant pests and animal diseases. Insurance of domestic 
animals has also been enforced in many districts.

Szechuan is particularly noted for its silk. The new breed of silkworms intro
duced here recently has proven successful and will increase the production of 
silk by one-third. According to a plan laid out by the Provincial government with 
the cooperation of the Agricultural Credit Bureau, the value of the annual output 
of silk in Szechuan will reach $70,000,000 within five years. Another important 
work has been the reclamation of all cultivatable land formerly left to waste, 
with a view especially to rehabilitating the vast number of refugees thrown out of 
employment by war.

To aid rural finances, the Bureau has established cooperative banks, one for each 
county throughout the four provinces. Farmers in need of financial help may ob
tain short-term credit loans for buying seeds, fertilizers, and farming implements. 
The Bureau has also set up big granaries in all the rural districts. In Szechuan, 
which has just enjoyed one of the best harvests in years, the farmers would have 
suffered from a great drop in the prices of rice and other cereals had it not been 
for these granaries. Outstanding has been the recent development of irrigation. 
A network of irrigation channels has been completed at the cost of $10,000,000.00. 
The Bureau has also been cooperating in promoting and improving the inland naviga
tion system, confining its work to the main waterways linking the provinces of 
Hunan, Kweichow, Szechuan, Chensi, Kwangtung, and Kwangsi. Dredging in many of 
these inter-provincial arteries may soon enable big-powered craft to replace 
small steamers and junks. A comprehensive system for the transportation and dis
tribution of farm products has also been introduced by the Bureau.
Under the direction of the Ministery of Economics, all government and commercial 
bodies have consolidated their efforts in the development of heavy industries and 
mining. In Szechuan have appeared several wood oil factories in Chungking and a 
copper mining company and a vegetable oil refiniery in Chengtu. A big iron and 
steel works has been established in Hunan Province. Efforts are being made to 
open up all the gold mines in Hunan, Yunnan, Szechuan, Chinghai and bikong. A net
work of power stations is being established. In addition, many machine shops, 
electric works, radio apparatus plants, and numerous other plants of importance 
to China’s national defense have already been erected or are in process of estab
lishment. Coal mines have been opened in these Provinces and according to recent 
survey Szechuan alone is capable of producing upward of ton billion tons.
No efforts have been spared for development of light rural industry and handicrafts. 
The Women’s Guidance Committee of the New Life Movement is promoting light indus
tries and handicrafts for women laborers from various war zones* The influx of 
private concerns from Shanghai and other Japanese-occupied areas is continuing 
with undiminished speed. In Chungking, for example, there are now more than sixty 
large Chinese factories from Shanghai. In addition new concerns organized by lo
cal merchangs with the aid of the Government have sprung up like mushrooms*
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far eastern Affairs

January 3, 1939.

Reference despatch of November 15 from 
Vice Consul Espy enclosing a memorandum on 
political and military developments in 
Kwangtung.

In addition to previously reported factors 
responsible for the fall of Canton Mr. Espy 
mentions a seemingly indifferent frame of 
mind and apathy toward the hostilities on 
the part of Kwangtung military officials, 
and division of control and responsibility 
between Yu Han-mou, Ju Teh-chen, Tseng Yang- 
fu, the local Kuomintang and the Political 
Jarfare Bureau. It is said that failure of 
four divisions of Chinese troops near Jaichow 
to resist was due to activities of followers 
of Chen Ching-min g (Mr. Espy probably means 
Chen Chiung-ming, who died in 1933). 

substantive
The first/section of the memorandum con

tains seme interesting information in regard 
to the Japanese Invasion of south China, the 
second reports principally data already re
ceived in the Department, and the third lists 
the factors operating for and against the 
Japanese in their effort to gain and retain 
control of Kwangtung without attempting to 
predict whether or not this effort will meet 
with sucess.

FE: Penfield
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No. —

SUBJECT: 'Transmission of Memorandum begirding 
cent Political and Military Deveïopme'hts 
in Kwangtung Province, China.

’ n 56Hong Kong, November 15

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to submit as

terest to the Department the enclosed memorandum re

garding recent political and military developments

in Kwangtung Province, China.

800
JE:em
Distribution:

In quintuplicate to the Department.

793.94/14545 
F/FG
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CONFIDENTIAL. November 15, 1938.

MEMORANDUM ON THE RECENT POLITICAL

AND MILITARY DEVELOPMENTS IN KWANGTUNG, CHINA

I. Introduction

Reference is made to the reports from the Consulate 

General at Canton, China, attendant upon the Japanese 

invasion of Kwangtung during October. A discussion is 

undertaken herewith of the recent military and political 
developments in that consular district and an effort made 
to submit from information gained during the past few 

months and from comments made by various persons a 
brief summary of observations on the present political 

and military situation there. As contributory to the 

developments there are first mentioned certain factors 

in the Chinese military and political activities that 
appeared, at least in relief form, shortly prior to the 
Japanese attack on South China; there are then stressed 

several aspects of the developments; and there are 
suggested possible considerations of lines along which 

future trends may follow.

II. Military and Political Developments in hwangtung 
Prior to the Japanese Invasion.

Little attention during the months preceding the 
Japanese invasion appears to have been taken concern

ing the ability and the integrity of the local Rwang- 
tung military officials to command the forces in South 
China. In some quarters it was heard that General 

Yu Han Mou, Commander-in-Chief of the 4th War Zone 

armies which were to defend the province was not con
sidered a strong leader. It was also intimated that 
the Central authorities did not consider the Kwangtung 

military
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military headquarters as too satisfactory and to bolster 

up the command General Wong Chun was sent down from 

Central China to become Chief of Staff of the 4th War 

Zone, a Political Warfare Bureau was organized to work 

with the 4th War Zone Command and it was announced that 

General Chen Cheng would assume command in case of emer

gency from General Yu Han Mou. But evidently it was 

felt that these were sufficient precautionary measures 

to insure at least for the time being adequate military 

leadership in the province.

It is now generally held that the Chinese military 

officials — not only the high command but the general 

officering of the troops as well -• were to a very large 

extent responsible for the disastrous outcome of the 

Japanese invasion. Inefficiency, inability and duHous 

integrity have been mentioned in describing the Kwangtung 

military leadership, and it is felt in most quarters that 

the weakness of the command was not just brought about 

during the hostilities but was inherent in the military 

situation in Kwangtung for seme time before the province 

was attacked. Various explanations of this feeling have 

been suggested but it is believed that perhaps the follow 

ing instance might well have represented the situation:

During a conversation in the latter part of Sep

tember with two of the secretaries of General Yu Han 

Mou, one of the secretaries remarked, upon the 

discussion turning to China*s relations with foreign 

powers, that although the Chinese had said they would 

fight to the end against Japan they could just as well 

give up their resistance and cooperate with the 

Japanese more or less voluntarily. The remark

it
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it is believed was made jokingly and in a facetious 
vein. But coming from a member of the military head

quarters of South China and heard in conjunction with 
other remarks of military officials in Canton rather 

lacking in an intense fervor of whole-hearted military 

spirit showed a seemingly indifferent frame of mind of 

the military leaders and general apathy of the military 

officials to the hostilities.
From the outbreak of the bino-Japanese hostilities 

continuous war preparations were carried on in the pro
vince and it is felt that a good deal had been accom

plished to this end, particularly in the way of military 
training, by the time the Japanese invasion had begun. 

A standing army had been built up and maintained in the 
province reportedly amounting to some 125,000 men. Some 
500,000 militia had been trained to be available for ac
tive defense forces and another 500,000 had received 
several months training. Self-defense or ''home’1 guards 

in large numbers had also been organized and there were 
as well local gendarmerie units and so-called "mass 

movement association" groups. These forces were not 
without military supplies. The militia r were equipped 
with machine guns and some light field guns and an es
timated million or more modern rifles were available to 
them and to the self-defense guards throughout the 
province. That the regular troops had more than just 

light equipment was evidenced by the numerous heavy 
tractor trucks and the eighteen "French 75" guns that 

were found left behind in Canton after the Chinese had 

retreated.
But
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But, according to some observers, there was pre

sent in the military preparations an appreciable ob

stacle to the effective use of the military forces to 

meet an invasion. This was the disunity, and the lack 

of organization, coordination and direction of the 

various military units.

Except for the 4th Route Army which was, of course, 

directly under the Military Headquarters, each of the 

other groups was a distinctive organization created for 

the purposes of national and provincial defense but 

developed as more or less separate entities and under 

diversified commands and apparently even in themselves 

not always well organized. The militia were a provincial 

force responsible to the provincial government but also 

under orders of the army headquarters. But in practice 

it is understood various units were semi-independent 

groups controlled by the local commander or the local 

district magistrate. The self-defense corps were 

generally autonomous bodies, the development of which had 

been encouraged by the provincial and military authori

ties but without much control or direction given to them» 

Each district and larger village was to establish a 

unit and the mayor of each town including Tseng Yang-fu 

of Canton was to maintain one»

During the last three months before the hostilities 

were brought to South China several orders were issued 

by the military authorities which would seem to have 

evidenced a realization of deficiencès in the military 

organization in the province and to make an effort to 

eliminate them. Thus in an attempt to unify and direct 

the self-defense units and to unite with them the

different
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different "mass movement associations", the Political 

warfare Bureau of the 4th Route Army in September took 

a hand in having a Controlling Commission established 

for the units which was to organize and direct their 

activities'. That Bureau also during September tried 

to arrange for the coodination of the activities of the 

militia throughout the province.

It is noted that public attention was also begin

ning to be brought to these deficiencies. There was 

published in the independent vernacular daily newspaper, 

the KWOK wAn PO, in its issue of September 29th an 

article dealing with the mobilization and organization 

of the forces of the province and making as close to a 

criticism of the handling of this situation as was seen 

in the local press. A suggested translation of the 

article is submitted with this memorandum as Appendix A, 

why the correction of this situation had not been 

brought about at an earlier date has not been fully 

explained but it may in part be explained by the size of 

the task, in part by the inefficiency of the military 

command and in part by the division of control and 

direction of the affairs in the province under General 

Yu Han Mou, Governor Wu Te Chen, i/iayor Tseng Yang-fu 

of Canton and to a lesser degree the local Kuomintang 

and the Political ’warfare Bureau.

Certain factors of a political nature were, it is 

believed, significantly contributary to the developments. 

They may have only lain dormant or acted in a subversive4- 
manner during the previous months but with the initiation 

of the Japanese invasion came forward to influence the

course
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course of events.

One of these factors was that of former provincial 

political leaders or factions under such leaders who 

had been ousted from power, had not been reconciled to 

the National Government or to the Kwangtung Government 

and took the opportunity to oppose the Kwangtung military 

resistance. An instance of this, which apparently had 

not been reckoned with beforehand, was brought out during 

the Japanese march on Canton. This envoived the follow

ers of Chen Ching-ming who according to information from 

usually reliable Chinese sources were primarily responsi

ble for the traitorous yielding of the Chinese troops (said 

in some quarters to have numbered four divisions) at Wai- 

Chow. Chen Ching-ming was a native of waichow end at 

one time military governor or ’’Tutuh’1 of Kwangtung. He 

had opposed Sun Yat Sen and was driven from power, kiany 

of his followers had remained in and around waichow un

reconciled to the Kwangtung Government. Their financial 

fortunes had also suffered and some of them had joined 

the army and then used this occasion to turn on the 

Provincial Government.

A good many Insinuations were heard that numerous 

deposed or discontented Kwangtung officials who had left 

the province mainly for Hongkong were not above dealing 

with the Japanese in treasonous activities. It is 

believed that although many of the insinuations were 

greatly exaggerated there were some grounds for them. 

It is noted in this connection that in less than a week 

after the Japanese had landed at Blas Bay proclamations K 

were posted at various villages in eastern Kwangtung

setting
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setting up a new Japanese sponsored puppet government 

under the names of two former Kwangtung officials, Ch’en 

Chin-t’ao and Ch’en Lien-po. Limited information of 

the previous activities of these two persons is submitted 

2/ in Appendix B.

As reported in the Political Report for September 

some seven hundred Farmers Cooperatives had been estab

lished in Kwangtung by the end of the summer of this 

year. Lately the Provincial Government had been directly 

engaged in fostering their activities. The official(#) 

in charge of the Government’s dealings with the 

cooperatives stated that they had become very popular. 

He said that they had been readily taken up by the 

farmers in the province, except in certain sections 

where the efforts to establish them had been intaferred 

with. These were sections along the coast and in the Pearl 

River Delta where he stated that from thirty to sixty 

percent and in some places over sixty percent of the 

farmers were tenants of rich overseas, Hong Hong, Canton 

and other landowners. The agents of the landowners were 

able to frustrate every attempt but one or two to es

tablish a cooperative.

It had been heard elsewhere that the principal 

reason for the Government’s fostering the development 

of cooperatives was to use them in the military program 

of the province. The impression gained from the con

versation with this official was that although the 

tenants

(#) Dr. Lin Tao-yang, Director of the Agriculture and 
Forestry Bureau of Kwangtung.
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tenants had not made overt demonstration of resistive

ness against their lot the fact of their being tenants 

made it much less conducive for them than for the 

independent farming population of the interior to de

fend their lands and to uphold the Chinese armed 

resistance program.

Perhaps one other factor should be mentioned here 

which it is felt may have generally applied to the 

people of Kwangtung as a whole. As noted in a fore

going paragraph warfare preparations and particularly 

military training had been carried on continuously dur

ing the past year. Moreover, the military and civil 

authorities had organized extensive propaganda campaigns 

with which they had attempted to reach all parts of the 

province and all classes of the people. It is felt by 

many observers that this work had had its effect said 

that a strong impression was left in minds of the peo

ple. However, two things played a counteracting part 

to frustrate its usefullness in the time of emergency. 

The first was the ingrained Kwangtung spirit of indepen

dence and indifference to the affairs of the rest of 

China; the other, the failure to comprehend what a major 

present day invasion by a foreign power would actually 

mean. In clarification of the latter point it is noted 

that although the cradle of Chinese nationalism and 

anti-Japanese activities is said to have been in

Kwangtung it remains that the people of Kwangtung as a

whole
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whole had not had the same knowledge of the direct im

pact of Japanese dealings as had been gained in other 

parts of China and, except for the bombing which came 

from the skies, there had not been brought home to them 

the experience of Japanese military operations.

III.
Present Military and Political Situation in Kwangtung 

Reference is made to the telegraphic report, 

no. 43, of November 4, 1938, and other telegraphic 

reports from the Consulate General for an account of 

the conditions in Canton during and just after the 

Japanese occupation. By November 10th it still re

mained to all intents and purpose a lifeless, partially 

destroyed shell of a formerly thriving metropolis which 

had been deserted by its population and cut off by the 

blockades in the rivers and the fighting going on 

around it from the rest of the province.

During the first few days of November a good deal 

more Japanese military activity was to be seen in 

Canton. By then the Japanese army had more or less 

established itself in the city. More troops were being 

brought in and evidently concentrated there. Many 

ships were arriving daily and discharging large quanti

ties of military supplies. From all appearances the 

Japanese were setting about to make of Canton a base 

of operations and a military center in South China,

It is noted that the Japanese Consul General who 

had arrived at Canton at the end of October informed 

the American Consul General that no attempt was to be 

made at present to rehabilitate the city and that the

Japanese
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Japanese authorities were now only concerned with 

military affairs.

Perhaps one development in Canton may be mentioned 

here which though of minor import in itself may have 

some future political significance. From the handful 

of Chinese that remained in Canton and the few that had 

returned there sprang up in various parts of the city 

vigilant committees. These were self created bodies 

which came into existance to combat the looting, arson 

and general lawlessness rampant in the city. However, 

the Japanese authorities soon took cognizance of them 

and called their leaders together on several occasions 

to attempt to organize them and obtain their coopera

tion. It may be that the Japanese will try to use them 

further in developing some form of government or 

administration of Canton.

Except for localities in the path of the Japanese 

invasion and the villages and towns in the Delta and 

near Canton which had been heavily bombed, the 

remainder of the province has suffered but little 

physical damage. Also, in some sections such as the 

western third of Kwangtung where no hostilities have 

yet occurred and where communications can be carried 

on over a relatively well developed network of highways 

conditions have not been greatly disturbed. Even some 

importing and exporting to Hong Kong and other ports 

has continued through such places as Macao, Kwongchow 

Wan and Pakhol.

The affect of the hostilities to Kwangtung and

South
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South China as a whole has, nevertheless, been severe. 

The loss of Canton and the other towns at the head of 

the Delta such as Fatshan said Samshui has been a major 

one, commercially, economically and politically. The 

capture of Canton has meant that the center and focal 

point of the economic and commercial life has been 

taken away and due to its location it cannot readily 

be replaced by another suitable center. The seizure 

by the Japanese of the head of the Delta in the heart 

of the province where the rivers converge from almost 

all directions has been a hard blow to the commercial 

intercourse and the communications system of Kwangtung.

As an ideal center whence the largest part of 

the political activities of the province had radiated 

together with the control and governing of the districts 

Canton cannot be duplicated in the province and only an 

inferior capital can be substituted to take its place. 

The Provincial Government has been removed to Chinhsien 

in the extreme northwestern corner of Kwangtung where 

it is remote from many of the districts still in 

Chinese hands and where not only due to its remoteness 

but as well to poor communications it can hardly hope 

to keep in efficient touch with and control of them.

Reports received from various travelers in Kwang

tung have been to the effect that in many of the 

districts and villages the local populace has taken the 

management of the local affairs into their own hands. 

Backed by the militia and the self-defense corps 

separate and self-contained communities have been set
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up. One Chinese military official spoken to, stated 

that the local militia in some communities were refus

ing to allow anyone to enter them even the regular 

army troops.

Fighting between the Japanese and Chinese is now 

going on almost in a circle around Canton. The Chinese 

forces which retreated to the west from Canton reportedly 

established headquarters at Shuihlng on the West River 

and they, assisted by the militia, are attempting to 

retake Samshui. In the Delta regions south of Canton 

bands of militia have been engaging the Japanese. At 

Kongtsun, a village fifteen miles north of Canton 

fighting is going on and according to Chinese refugees 

from there the entire fighting on the Chinese side is 

by the local militia who had been aroused to resistance 

by atrocities committed by the Japanese troops. To 

the east it is reliably reported that Waichow and 

Tamshui have been retaken by the Chinese. This action 

is probably explained by an evacuation of the two 

places by the Japanese for strategic reasons.

On November 10th during the journey by boat from 

Canton to Hong Kong almost continuous firing was heard 

from shortly south of Canton to below the Bocca Tigris 

Forts and it is understood that two Chinese divisions 

together with the local militia were in control of the 

region, including the Canton Kowloon Railway from 

Sheklung to Cheungmuktau.

Over a hundred ships, some sixty of which were

medium
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medium sized ocean-going vessels were seen in the river 

and the lower Delta between Canton and Hong Kong. A 

7,500 ton cruiser was anchored above the former boom at 

Bocca Tigris Forts and some ocean-going ships were un

loading at the Whampoa docks. From all appearances the 

opening in the boom and the channel along the river, 

both of which were well marked, were adequate to insure 

the safe passage of any vessel that normally navigated 

the river to Canton.

Reportedly the Japanese now intend to depend upon 

the river for their line of communications with Canton 

and for this purpose there would be little practical 

reason for the Japanese to continue the use of the 

highway to Bias Bay or attempt to reestablish communi

cations of the Canton Kowloon Railway to Hong Kong.

IV. 
Observations on Possible Future Trends of Developments 
in Kwangtung.

Other than the thus far superiority of Japan’s 

military forces and the control by her navy of the 

Pearl River Delta there are some additional elements 

in the present Conditions in Kwangtung which may inure 

to the continued Japanese hold of the occupied area 

there and to her setting up a successful subservient 

regime in the province. These elements may be suggested 

from the factors in the Chinese military and political 

conditions discussed in the foregoing paragraphs.

If Japan is willing to play up those factions which 

were discontented with the former Kwangtung Government

she
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she may be able to obtain a backing for a new puppet 

government. For this government some able leaders re

cruited from those who had formerly been ousted from 

power possibly could be enlisted. It has been heard 

that such has been proposed and to this end Chinese 

in exile or retirement in Hong Kong may be turned to.

With the breakdown of the Chinese military 

command and the loss of faith that many Chinese now have 

in the former leaders following the desertion of Canton 

it is not Inconceivable that a part, if not a large part 

of the military people can be won over. The bands of 

militia and self-defense corps now reportedly in many 

cases without control or direction may be gathered 

together and organized under a new regime with less 

difficulty than otherwise would be encountered. If 

the civilians are as disgusted with the military as one 

foreigner in Canton who has lived with the Cantonese 

for many years has stated they now are, little 

opposition may be brought to bear by the civilian 

population to keep the Chinese military from defecting 

to a Japanese puppet regime.

In the rural districts if the Japanese or their 

puppet regime leave the farming communities undisturbed 

opposition may not be found in that quarter while siding 

with some of the factions such as the tenant farmers may 

bring a bulwark of support.

In regard to the urban centers as Canton and the 

other towns should efforts be made to reenstate their 

commercial and trading life and restore confidence in 

their
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their future economic prosperity the erstwhile inhabi

tants perhaps could be induced to return and, even if 

only passively, because of their need to maintain a 

means of livelihood they could be counted upon to 

support the new regime.Giving to Canton favorable trade 

arrangements, coaxing many of the rich Cantonese to 

return from Hong Kong and extending liberal loans and 

other financial assistance might accomplish this and 

in short order.

At the beginning of tills month, however, the 

Chinese National Government announced that Kwangtung 

must atone for its poor showing in meeting the Japanese 

attack and that Canton should be retaken. As des

cribed in the foregoing section, fighting is now 

going on practically all around Canton and this has re

presented not only resistance to further Japanese 

military offensive but as well various counter attacks 

by the Chinese to regain lost territory. It may well 

eventuate therefore, that a serious effort will be made 

to recapture Canton and also a determined campaign 

launched to drive the Japanese out of the province.

There are a million or more men under arms in 

Kwangtung who have been trained and prepared for hostll 

ities and they also will undoubtedly be assisted by the 

Central Government and Kwangsi troops. If an efficient 

reorganization and coordination of the Chinese forces 

can be effected and able leadership brought forth 

the Chinese may yet be able to give a good military 

account of themselves in Kwangtung. The year of war
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preparations, military training and armed resistance 

propaganda may now be called upon to good effect.

The Japanese salient into Kwangtung is an extended 

one and geographically the Japanese armed forces hold 

only a small slice into the province. The Chinese may 

not achieve driving the invaders from Canton in any 

set battle but they may with their overwhelming numbers 

in a long drawn out campaign be able not only to stop 

the Japanese from making further military gains but also 

play them out and eventually force them to give up their 

present hold in South China.

The general mass of people in the province may by 

now be aroused from any former apathy having learned 
a 

what/military invasion means; while the loss of face 

that they have suffered over the ignominious defeat of 

their armies, their spirit of independence and opposi

tion to the Japanese and a realization that unless they 

fight back the Japanese are likely to carry on the 

offensive further into their province may stur them 

on to a sustained drive against the Japanese.

Other strongly impelling motives for making 

extended sacrifices are now coming to the fore. Such 

motives are: the growing realization that the Japanese 

may only use the province for what she can get out of 

it for herself, that little is going to be done to 

rehabilitate Canton or the other towns, that it is 

not likely that a return of the former commerce and 

trade will be brought about, and even, that sufficient 

facilities may not be forth coming to the urban popula

tion to regain its means of living. 

800 
JE,/em/nb
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APPENDIX A

The following article appeared in the KWOK wa PO, 

an independent vernacular daily newspaper in Canton, 

under date of September 29, 1938:

"The Present Phase of Mass Mobilization11

"The importance of mass mobilization in armed re
sistance is a matter to be stressed because if the troops 
are permitted to fight along without mass cooperation 
the difficulty of carrying out the warfare preparations 
will be greatly increased. With the establishment of 
the Political Warfare Bureau, the mass training is 
reaching its zenith, and it is believed that the fbllest 
cooperation of the people and troops will be completed 
in the near future. The masses should be trained to 
such an extent as will not only enable them to fight 
with the troops but also individually. To this end we 
must arouse the people to national sentiments; educate 
them to enable them to become more patriotic.

"It is, however, regretted to see that between the 
various mass movement associations, there is no close 
connection because of the absence of a central directing 
unit or force. This must be improved without the least 
delay. A supreme directing organization should be or
ganized to direct these associations. It is also equally 
important to provide such associations with every facility 
in carrying out the work. The incomplete system of cer
tain local administrative organizations retards to some 
degree the progress of the mass movement associations with 
the result that the public in some cases misunderstand 
the actual meaning of the instructions. It is to be 
admitted that once bad impressions have been created in 
the minds of the people it would be difficult to remove 
them later and as long as these impressions exist the 
people cannot successfully carry out the work assigned 
to them."
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APPENDIX B

Ch»en Chin-tap
Ch*en Lien-po

Mr
Fjk À

Ch’en Chin-t’ao, a Cantonese, is a recognized, 
authority on financial matters, and served as Minister 
of Finance under President Ts’ao Kun in C.R. 13th year 
(1924).

Ch’en Lien-po, a native of Nam Hoi District, 
Kwangtung, was for several years compradore to the 
Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, Canton, and 

Head of the Canton Militia. In 1924 he ordered from 
Italy a large shipment of arms and ammunition supposedly 
for the use of the Canton Militia. As a result of the 
seizure of this shipment by Generalissimo Sun Yat-sen 
on the ground of alleged rebellious activities, there 
was severe fighting between Dr. Sun’s forces and the 
Canton Militia. The latter was defeated and Ch’en

fled from Canton
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"333

---------- Tokyo via Shanghai and N.» R,

Secretary of State

Vila shing ton

Dated December 29, 1938 
From 
'-~ Rec’d. 9:45 a.m

812, December 29, 1 p.m. Deoartmeiît a

One. The Minister for Foreign Affairs will issue on
<♦

i>A ÂJ'New Year’s Day a message, of which the following is an 
t "

. outline with quotation of significant portions. It is

requested that no public reference to this message be

made until released on January 1<
(a) The first three paragraphs refer to the occupation 

by Japan of important areas in China, to the conversion of 

the Chinese Government into a provincial regime, to the 
development in China of a movement hostile to Chiang Kai 

Shek and to the establishment by Japan of a new order

"by sweeping away old conceptions of the Orient as a col

ony for occidental capitalistic countries and by modifying 
international policies based on such ideas".

(b) Turning next to international cooperation against 

Communism the message states "at this point the Japanese 

nation must express its heartfelt thanks to Germany and 

Italy who understand the position of Japan in eagerly
pushing -- p

..<■ £ "TÎ

■

o
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pushing on toward the great objective of anti-Communism* 

They accurately recognize the açtual state of affairs in 

East Asiq and show a sincere gtjtitude in extending helping 
hands to the pacifie construction works in this part of 

the world’.’

(c) Reference is made to American and British atti* 

tude in the following terms: ’’especially is it a matter 

of deep regret that some third powers are adopting 

policies of open assistance to the National Government, 

thus putting off the termination of hostilities ... further* 

more, in view of the fact that some powers, in their 

eagerness to safeguard their rights and interests in China 

have presented unreasonable requests regardless of the 

actual state of affairs in the zone of hostilities or are 

trying to readjust the new situation, created by the' 

hostilities, on the basis of anachronistic ideas, we deeply 

feel the necessity of making strenuous efforts in the 

future to correct the misunderstandings of these powers 

and to officials of the international relations".

Two. The only features of this message which are in any 

way new are, first, the reference to "occidental capitalistic 

countries" in an uncomplimentary context and one which would 

suggest that Japan maintains economic and political systems 

different from those maintained by such countries, and

second, the suggestion that Germany and Italy, "by
recognizing
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••3- No. 812, DECEmbEr 29, 1 p.m. from Tokyo

TECOgnizing thE actual statE of affairs in East Asia" may 

ExpEct to Enjoy more fully than othErs thE right of thE 

opEn door in China.
REpEatEd to Chungking.

GREW

WWC
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 793.94119/472 FOR Telegram #622, 10 a.m.

FROM China (Chungking) < Peck' ) DATED Dec..271„1938.
*J"Q NAME 1—1127 e»o

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese relations.

Speech of General Chiang Kai Shek regarding the 
statement of Japanese Prime Minister, stating 
that this speech has given the Chinese people 
a deeper understanding of Japanese ambitions and 
strengthened the determination of the Chinese 
people to continue resistance without surrender 
or compromise.

793.94/14547

aa
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JR PLAIN

Chungking via N, R,

Dated December 27, 1938 

Rec’d 9:17 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

4
622, December 27, 10 a.m.

Itp'My 618, December 24J noon.

The Chinese press and Central News Agency today 

published an incomplete version of a speech attributed to 

General Chiang Kai Shek which was delivered at the 

weekly memorial meeting of the Central Trangpu in 

Chungking on December 26.

General Chiang is reported to have referred to the 

recent statement of the Japanese Prime Minister as a 

disclosure of Japanese intrigue aimed at the dismemberment 

of China and to have stated that this and other recent 

Japanese official utterances have served to give the 

Chinese people a deeper understanding of Japanese ambitions 

and have thereby strengthened the determination of the 

Chinese people to continue resistance without surrender 

or compromise.

He is also said to have stated that Mister Wang Ching 

Wei went to Hanoi for medical treatment, that Japanese and

G erman
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German rumors that he is on a mission on behalf of the 

National Government to discuss peace terms with the Japanese 

are entirely false and that Mister Wang’s trip has not 

the slightest connection with National Government or 

party affairs. General Chiang is quoted as having alluded 

to Mister Wang’s meritorious service to the state and to 

have expressed the hope that if Mister Wang had his own 

views on national policy he should feel free to return 

and to discuss them with members of the Government and 

the party.
Repeated to Peiping for mailing to Tokyo.

PECK

DDM
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extinguished*. The guerrilla forces were saik^under 

Te» ai Jhen-k’ang ( of Ch» i-hsia-hsien

( Japanese claimed they were well

armed and quite strong»

The Chinese account in the main agrees with the 

Japanese but the estimates of casualties vary» ..ccord— 

ing to Chinese sources a contingent of some 500 Japanese 

and Chinese made a surprise attack on Ch’ao ^hui Chi of 

the Penglai District» The attacking force was met by the 

guerrillas at a point about seven miles east of Chao Chui» 

Large numbers of peasants had gathered for the market. 

The guerrillas engaged the Japanese for several hours 

in order to give tlie residents time to evacuate and then 

withdrew to the southwest about 3:00 p.m. The Chinese 

claim there were setae 200 of their people killed at Oh» so 

Chui, mostly women and children who were unable or unwill

ing to evacuate whan ordered to do so. All the young men 

had already left the town. The Chinese reporta say only 

four or five guerrillas wore killed» ^bout one third of 

the buildings were burned» The Japanese left the town 

in the evening and the guerrillas returned the following 

morning. The Chinese estimât® of Japanese casualties 

were forty.

At Laichowfu ( ) the Chineae mercenary

troops under Chang Tsung-yuan on February 26 advanced 

towards Chaoyuanhsien and captured this town the following
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day. On February 28 aune twenty?Ira truck loads of 

Japanese arrived overland at Lalchowfu and Joined up 

with the Chinese Eiercenury troops to organise an expedi

tion against Lungkow and hwanghsisn.

From Sanglai ( ) to Laichowfu (

the guerrilla forces were preparing for a Japanese attack. 

The motor road was destroyed and the walls about the towns 

were being pulled down to destroy any shelter for the 

Japanese. Carrying out the aoorohed earth policy the 

guerrilla forces at Luagkow anticipating a Japanese drive 

destroyed the match factory and the electric power plant 

and warned godown owners to remove s teaks of valuable 

merchandise.

The Japanese continued to shell and bomb lenglai 

during the month of February. Liore than fifty boats were 

dropped in two days, Jive planes took part in one attack. 

Xn one of the raids several Junks in the tidal basin were 

sunk by bombs. The objective appears to have been the 

electric light plant.

(*) Blockade of shantuna goasl.

The Japanese blockade of the Shantung coast effective 

January 23, 1939, against Japanese, Chinese end kanchukuo 

ships was lifted by the Japanese naval authorities on 

February 4, 1939. The naval order stated that effective 

.February 4, 1939, ships of any nationality may operate 

along the blockaded coast, ho reason either for the 

sudden declaration o£ tb® blockade cr the unexpected

lifting
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lifting of the ben was given. (3) (6) 

( 3 ) Chinese lûaritiue Du^tcaa Funds.

The efforts of the Japanese Jxsul at Chefoo to 

bring about the transfer of Chinese l>aritlne Custcsas 

funda frm the Hongkong & Shanghai hanking Corporation 

were not auccessful. The Japanese Consul had requested 

the Collector of Customs to transfer the Lungkow revenue 

account end Chinese Uarltiae Customs funds of about half 

a Kiillian on hand when the Anglo-Japanese customs agree

ment was reached.

The manager of the Hongkong & Shanghai banking Corpora

tion delayed action on the Commissioner's request to transfer 

the funds by asking that this be made through the regular 

diplomatic channels inasmuch as the Japanese Consul had 

intervened in the matter. This was the reply the demis- 

signer of Customs Invited by disclosing the activities 

of the Japanese Consul.

(<) >Æniversary of Japanese Occupation.

February Srd the first anniversary of the occupation 

of Jhefoo by the Japanese Imperial forces was celebrated 

by the Japanese. Two days holiday ware declared and the 

Chinese were requested to join in processions, display 

five Bar and Japanese flags and generally to demonstrate 

their jay and happiness at the change fresa the Chinese 

National Govoxwomt to the new regime.

(5) Telegram, ho. 13, February d, 8 p.n. to the Department, 
repeated to Peiping and Chungking.

(6) Despatch Ko. 43, February 10, 1839, to the Department 
entitled "Blockade of Hhantung-Hopai Coast", copies to 
Peiping and Chungking.
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At th00 a«a* of the first day a mémorial service 

to offer sacrifice® to t he Japanese dead of thia incident 

was held at the public recreation ground. Japanese sailors 

with bands paraded the streets*

At HiCQ a«cu a ocwnmaorativo seating was held on the 

premises of the Bureau of Lduoaticn* speeches were nade 

by theoffioer cosmanding the Japanese Naval Landing rerty, 

the Lenior Japanese Naval officer afloat, the Japanese 

Consul, a representative of the Japanese oœaaunity and 

representatives of various Chinese organisations*

The two day celebration differed little from the 

usual demastration organized by the Japanese in the oc

cupied territory* Schools and organizations under pressure 

from the local officials sent their quota® to make up 

numbers desired by the Japanese*

(S) Lonopoliea.

Another monopoly added to the collection of Japanese 

monopolies established in Chefoo since the occupation a 

year ago is the peanut exchange* The Bureau of Finance 

announced that this now monopoly would comence to function 

on February 1st* All peanuts must be sold through four 

main dealers selected by the Japanese and only for Federal 

Nescrva Bank currency*

The monopoly has solo authority to supervise the 

weighing, inspection, end the fixing of prices for peanuts* 

A tax of six cents on small bags and twelve cents for large 

bags of peanuts with shell and BO cents per bag of shelled

peanuts
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peanuts la authorised. As the total peanut trade or 

Qhefoo last rear amounted to sone 700,000 bags the revenus 

of the znonopoly will be considerable.

Dealer» and merchants operating outside the sosalled 

exchange or monopoly will bo penalised under the peanut 

trading régulations.
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Ufi LKSTtRH AfFMftS \p 9 V

Vernacular wo new

measures are being undertaken by the local regime to

facilitate relations between North China and Japan

first is a reduction of parcel post rates from

’ih, China to Japan effective January first. The 

jna is a
£

downward revision of telegraph rates between
■J^Tol’th China and Japan, from tiairty to twenty five cents 

sal currency, and reduction to one dollar per unit on1

isages to Shanghai in the Japanese language, also 

effective January first. Charges for international 

transmission will be raised at the same time from one 
dollar and fourteen cents to one dollar and eighteen cents 

(per gold franc).
Repeated to Chungking, by mail to Tokyo, Tientsin

and Shanghai.

LOCKHAR®
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January 9 19b9

In reply refer to
IS 793.94/14548

The Acting Secretary of State presents Ms oompll 

ments to the Chairman of the Federal Communications 

Commission and encloses for his information a copy of 

a confidential telegram from the American Embassy at 

Peiping, China, dated December 29, 1938, in regard to 

measures being undertaken to facilitate relatione 

between North China and Japan.

Enclosure:

From Peiping, 
December 29, 1938.
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GRAM RECEIVE©

rm,,„ Copy also to.....
xnis telegram must De ... *
closely paraphrased be- ROM (mNNGKING.,;m.«M 193$tore being communicated '
o anyone, (br) Dated December 30, 1938

RECORD
jfjlK — G*

Secretary of State

624, December
■ _________i)rat.roilWH «•-----------------------------------y

! itoNjüij-üj
Chinese Government's-view that the con

Washington,

CONFIDENTIAL.
Accepting the

tinuance of armed resistance will depend as much on the

development of Industrial production of exports and imports 

in unoccupied China as on the efficient conduct of

hostilities, the Embassy has obtained, from the Ministry 

of Economic Affairs a private memorandum instruction of

projects accomplished or in progress and will transmit it 

in a separate telegram. The source desires that this docu

ment be given for military reasons a semi-confidential 

character and accordingly proper names will be replaced as 

in the following list in which each substitute word is

followed by the true reading: America Tsianotso Honan, 

Baltimore Hanyang, Chicago Yunnan, Denver Tayeh, Hupeh, 
England Sian., France China Vegetable Oil Corporation^ 

Guatemala Anhwei, Haiti Kwangsi, Indiana Kia Ting‘.Sz^hwan, 

Java Paochi Shensi, Kentucky Szechuan, London Chunking, 
“Maryland
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REB

2-#624, From Chungking, Dec.30,10a.m.

Maryland Chennankwan Kwangsi, Nevada Hupeh Province, 

Ohio Hankow, Pennsylvania Foreign Trade Commission, Quebec 

Hankow-Canton Railway, Rumania Industrial and Mining Adjust

ment Administration of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 

Switzerland Kiangsi, Tennessee National Resources Commis
sion, Virginia Hunan, West Virginia Swatow KwantungJ

The informant expressed regret at the comparatively 

meager results portrayed but the Embassy believes that in 

appraising them it is necessary to recall that transporta

tion has been through areas cf hostilities and that 

especially at Ichang,where materials accumulated in large 

quantities^ there have been repeated heavy bombings. At the 

request of the Embassy projects still merely in the planning 

stage were omitted from the summary.

Repeated to Peiping.

EMB

PECK
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PARAPHRASE

A confidential telegram (No. 624) of December 30, 

1938, from the American Embassy at Chungking reads sub

stantially as follows:

The Embassy has obtained and will send forward In a 

separate telegram (see telegram No. 626 of December 30) 

the text of a private memorandum instruction of projects 

In progress or already accomplished which has been ob

tained from the Ministry of Economic Affairs which desires 

for military reasons that the memorandum be regarded as 

semi-confidential. Projects which were as yet only in 

course of planning were, at the request of the Embassy, 

not included in the summary. In connection with the memo

randum the Embassy accepts the opinion of the Chinese 

Government that the development of industrial production 

of exports and imports in the unoccupied areas of Chine 

is as important a factor in the continuance of armed re

sistance as is the efficient conduct of hostilities. 

Regret was expressed by the person from whom the memoran

dum was obtained because of the comparatively meager re

sults described in the memorandum. However, in evaluating 

these results it should, in the Embassy*s opinion, be borne 

in mind that transportation has been through territory in 

which hostilities were in progress and that heavy bombings 

have occurred repeatedly, especially at Ichang, where 

large quantities of materials accumulated. 

FE:EGC:JPS 1FE
1-4-39
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NOTE

see-------- ®?9.»D0/125---------------------------------------------- for_____ Memorandum............ ...................

State Department 
Far Eastern Division

FROM------------------------------------------------- (....Jones.------------- ) DATED ...D5C...2.3,.. 1.9.3B...___
To name t_im

REGARDING: Situation in the Far East: developments of past week.
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SEE-------8S4xQQZ§g7------------------------------------ FOR Telegram #818, 6pm

FROM —lapan------------------------------ (------------- 5X0....) DATED Dec. 31, 1938
To name

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations.

Organic regulations of the China Board were 
promulgated on Dec. 16. Despatch #3549, Dec. 23, 
includes detailed information on the subject.

793.94/ 
|455|

aa
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Department of State

Division of far Eastern Affairs

January 12, 1939

Tsinan’s despatch No. 3 of 
November 25 reports (1) the estab
lishment of General Suwetaka’s 
headquarters at Tsinan; (2) a 
dinner, on the usual lines, given 
by him for Japanese, puppet Chinese 
and consular representatives (Japa
nese and American); (3) a general 
increase in guerrilla activities 
in western Shantung which probably 
accounts for the General’s arrival.
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AMKHlCAN CONSULATE,

The

Tsinan, China, November 25, 1»36«

Honorable

ÀHH1V.X OF GEN^lUL SUWETaKà - IMCBEASgU^ÿd^
GOEHHILLa ACTIVITIES - FALL OF LINTSING. 7

Nelson Trusler Johnson, 

American Ambassador, 

Peiping, China.

3ir :

I have the honor to report that Lieutenant General

A. Suva take (7^ ) arrived in Tsinan on November

21 a^/will establish his headquarters here, for which 

purpgwe the Chinese Government Post Office building has

sb

o

temporarily" requisitioned. General suwetaka

<2Isis'S;!.d to be in command of the Japanese forces operat- 
i^g y|n the Kiaotsi, Tslnpu and Lunghai Railway zones.

iXJM^At a dinner given by General suwetaka on November 

22,^^iich was attended by the leading Japanese residents

Chinese officials of the Feiplng régime and consular

representatives (consisting only of the Japanese consular

staff and the writer), the General spoke briefly on the

subject of his mission, which is the suppression of all

Communist and Kuomintang elements in North china, thus 

establishing eternal peace in East Asia. He said that 

the great anti-communistic powers, Italy and Germany, 

stand firmly behind Japan in this righteous crusade, and

added that because of the common cultural and racial

background 
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background, It is the natural destiny of China to co

operate with Japan and ’’Manchukuo" for the economic 

betterment of all three countries.

Ma Liang, the Governor of Shantung under the Pei

ping Government, spoke in reply. He welcomed General 

Suwetaka on behalf of the Chinese populace, praised the 

Japanese troops on their military prowess and thanked 

the "friendly forces" for ridding the country of the 

Kuomintang. In conclusion, he expressed the hope that 

Shantung might continue to enjoy the blessing of Japanese 

protection, which will insure peace and prosperity for 

all.

The Japanese Consul General then spoke at length in 

Japanese, but his words were not translated to Chinese.

That there has been a general increase in guerrilla 

activities in this region during the past few days there 

can bo little doubt, and this probably accounts for the 

strengthening of the local garrison and the establishment 

here of General 3uwetaka*a headquarters. Military air

planes have been active recently, while a considerable 

number of Japanese wounded are known to have arrived from 

the north via the Tsinpu line. Furthermore, after two 

months of practically normal traffic on the Kieotsi rail

way, that line has berna damaged three times in the last 

week. No train departed for Taingtao this morning, duo 

to reported damage to a bridge near Fangtse

The newspaper reports of the recent capture by Japanese 

forces of Lintsing (|^S , on the Grand Canal in western

Shantung, are apparently true, judging from reports 

reaching the consulate from Tehslen (Tehchow). However,

Dr.
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Dr. Aina L. Cook* and the kisses Valley Nelson and Allee 

E. Murphy, the only American citizens now In Lintsing, 

are believed to be safe. At least no anxiety concerning 

their welfare is expressed in a letter from their asso

ciates in Tehslen dated November 21.

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul.

000
COH/KCC

Original to Embassy, Peiping, 
Five copies to Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copy to Consulate, Tsingtao.
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I

K

Tsinan, China, November 23, 1930

SUBJECT: CONDITIONS IN TSNGH3IEN.

Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson

Peiping, China

American Ambassador

r- virion of \ 
R EASTERN AFFÀIHS )

JAN * 4 1938
<jI/ <D

sir: CD

I have the honor to quote the following from a letter

addressed to this consulate on November 21, 1938 by an

American missionary stationed at Tenghsien in

01 01 W

e

3

2

! _ JML , ,

con ons obtaining in that section of the province:

co
> S 
g Z

m y
I

The situation in the country about us here 
Is miserable. Every man of means sleeps in a 
iifferont place every night. This unrest obtains 
as far away as we can hear the news.

CO "Guerrillas near here are organised into 
companies and larger bands, and as far as wo can 
see are sitting down and living off the people. 
Robbers enlist with them and operate more or loss 
openly with their protection. They are making 
a clean mop up job of 
is concerned.

the country, as far as money

"A band of thirty 
Friday and going down 
with their ladder and 
to do Chinese Christians. ___ L_" 2
No. ( ) and various demands have come back far 
this and that. One word was 30000 dollars, 
is probably worth three thousand dollars.

came across my yard 
the street a little 
carried off one of our well 

fie is now held by Band

wall last v 
further

He

t'4

T 
0

"Last night they must have come to town 
for the n th time as we hoard much shooting*

again 
Ono

2BTÈX
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party came into our North compound and seized all 
they could find in the house of a veil to do woman 
that had rented a house on the compound.

"The Japanese and their associated police (?) 
attempt to restrain this robbery by various shell
ings in a small circuit about the city. Last 
week several of their quondam friends that had 
gone over to the other side were caught and liter
ally skinned. This may be denied but we have the 
names of the men that were skinned.

"We are not especially anxious for ourselves 
as they do not seem to want complications."

The foregoing tends to confirm the opinion pre

viously formed by the welter, that the activities of so- 

called guerrillas in Jhantung are causing great suffering 

to the populace without accomplishing any important mili

tary purpose. On the contrary, it seems probable that 

the depredations of these armed bands in the name of 

guerrilla warfare may prove beneficial to the Japanese; 

what has occurred in Kia ng su, where missionaries report 

some districts have welcomed Japanese occupation as a 

deliverance from armed extortion, may well happen in 

Shantung, and thus hasten the consolidation of this 

province under the Peiping Government.

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul.

800
CGH/KCC

Original to Embassy Peiping,
Five copies to Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copy to Consulate, Tsingtao.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern affairs

January 12, 1939

Tsingtao’s despatch No. 382 of November 
23, as from a Chinese source, reports condi
tions in the district of Laiyang (midway be
tween Tsingtao and Chefoo). General condi
tions are very quiet. Though but 70 miles 
north of Tsingtao, the government functions 
under a magistrate appointed two months ago 
by Shen Hung-lieh (the National Government 
appointee). It has developed a self-dependent 
system of government (through "Farmers’ 
Training Schools"), military defense, revenue 
raising and public livelihood, which has 
enabled it to maintain good order, manufacture 
small arms, repel Japanese attacks (a year 
ago), maintain a strict embargo on Japanese- 
backed currency and import and export trade 
with Japanese-controlled areas, enjoy moderate 
taxes and maintain fairly prosperous agricul
tural economy. Uncertainty of future events 
is the chief obstacle to its progress.

F3:Cfiàse:JFS
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,Wo. 382.

Copy fcr Department of state.

AMI® 10AM aOïWLATS

t-i 'j- Talngtao, China, Aiavember 23, 19®

cub Jests Conditions in 'ihentegg.
/M

The Honorable
-üalson frtwier Johnson, 

x^dbdÔiorm ambassador, 
u~ az

Peiping, china. K Oeparttnenf of ■

■i

have th© honcr to transmit hex*o“i th a xnonorandun VI
is

ulate, Mr. C. M. Shoa, with regard to conditions 
alyang ( ), uhmtrng, Hr. shea’s native
e. This EMEiorondua. was prepared at ay suggestion
owing a call on lir. shaa by a Chinese acquaintance

Just arrived froa Laiyang
aeaorandun points out that generally srpaaking,

conditions in Laiynng are very quiet, a measure of 
salfogovernment appears to have been organized through 
administrative bodies known ae ’’lassera* Training 
ochoola". These institutions are not no anoh odnea- 
tional as administrative and poll til o al organs whldh £ 
oecupy thaoueelvea with defenoo aeasures, nanefaoture o 
of small eras tat£ annunitlon end the raising of neons** 
sary revenue. However, the «agistrate appointed by* __

the -ii 
0

! ( D
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the Chinese National Government appointee to the 

poet of governor of Shantung has within the past 

two months functioned at Laiyang.

home statements in the mémorandum are difficult 

to roooicile with one another, Trade in all lines 

is stated to bo at a standstill; crops are not con

sidered as good as those of 1937. xet it is said 

that the prices of the staple crops compare favorably 

M th the prices prevailing at this time last year, 

in spite of the alleged restriction against the move

ment of expert products such as peanuts, peanut oil 

and bean oil.

Another statement which appears soaae’what unintel

ligible is that referring to the removal of part of 

the city wall at Laiyang "presumably under instructions 

from Admiral lhen Huag-lieh’’, the Central Government* s 

appointee to the post of governor of shantung. The 

walls of a Chinese d ty «tm under modern warfare 

have some defensive value and it is not at all clear 

why even ouch meagre means of defence should, have 

been ordered demolished by a Chinese Government of

ficial.

The general impression the Interpreter received 

from his friend is that conditions are sanowhat better 

than might be expected. The uncertainty of future 

events is the greatest obstacle to progress.

Respectfully yours,

Gamuel sokobin, 
American Consul,

analosure
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Inclosure!
1. y;eaarandiw.

800

original to £abaaay, Peiping, 
3 ooplea to Department at state. Copy to 3abasay, Chungking, 
Copy to Mbaasy, Tokyo.

A true copy of 
the signed orig* 
inal. Ô-/ z
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CONSULATE

Tsingtao, china, November 15, 1938.

MHMDMDUil:

CONHITIOHU Di LàIYcJÏG, 
SHANTUNG.

General

Generally speaking conditions in Laiy&ng, shantung 
(on the Tsingtno-chefoo highway aùout 70 ailoe near th of 
Tsingtao) are very quiet. There is no banditry in that 
distrlet, nor is there any activity on the part of bad 
characters, which would disturb the peace and order 
Maintained therein. However, the city wall is reported 
to have been demolished and removed recently (as happened 
in several other Helena in hast "hantung), presumably 
under ins trustions from Admiral hen ïung-lieh, Governor 
of Jhtmtung *s appointed, by the rational Government, 

joiltical

ir. Viang Hul-ju () was appointed about 
two months ago as magistrate at Lelyang by admiral 
uhan nuag-lleh end has since functioned in the usual 
manner without any difficulty. ’.hile he, assis tod by 
several bureaus immediately under him, takes the leader
ship in general, all upoountry public affairs are taken 
euro of by the principals of 2C Formers’ Training johools 
In Laiyang, which are described in the following paragraphs.

Since the enforcement of a new systmn nbout three 
years ago in Leiyang, the whole district hue been divided 
into 50 sections with a Fermera’ Training school ( W < 

» under the direct supervision of 11» 
magistrate, in each one taking care of all publie, po
litical affairs, etc. This organisation in feet is a 
publie and polltie al organ instead of an educational " 
institution.

The school la now uoupoaod of a principal, a vice 
principal, several clerks and two-three hundred armed 
corps which are recruits raised locally at a certain 
fixed monthly salary and which are undm* the direct 
command of the principal of the school. bout a year 
ago the corps were e on scrip ted at the ages of 10 to 
45 years, from almost all families residing in the 
district (except those very poor ones). They were ser
ving Ln the school at spec if led Intervals. This system 
was however abolished and substl tuted by the on» mentioned 
above when the Japanese occupied Tdagteo.

Military

.ith no regular troops or forces of corn* unist army 
stationed therein, law and order in Laiyang are being

maintained
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uaintoinsd by the 20 F ana er s’ Training schools which, 
as described above, have been in existence for several 
years (at least three years if not acre). since the 
outbreak of the present hostilities the schools have 
been endeavoring to enlarge their forces and strength 
by enlisting more corps and establishing small arsenals 
which. are reported to be capable of producing snail aims 
and anununition.

In December and January last the forces in laiyang 
engaged the Japanese twice in fitting on the south and 
west borders, with altogether 200-300 casualties on the 
side of the Japanese and almost an equal amount of casual
ties on the Chinese side, including 50-100 corps and 100- 
200 farmers, »nen and children. During the engagements 
10-20 villages were burned by the Japanese. The Japanese 
forces, however, reached only as far as about 15 11 from 
the south border and 50 li from the west and did not ven
ture to penetrate further, several attacks are reported 
to have been made by the forces at Lalyang on the Chinese 
mercenaries at t’ingtu but were repulsed.

Commercial

Trade in all lines throu^iout the district are 
practically at a standstill, strict prohibition is 
imposed by the authorities on exports of native produce 
and importa of Japanese goods and severe searches are 
conducted of people passing through the borders, Persons 
found carrying Federal Reserve or yen currency are sub
ject to death sentence and Japanese goods subject to 
confiscation. Juspocts are subject to severe search 
and inquiry.

Agricultural

The year’s liar vest in Lol yang is not considered as 
good as last year, while prevailing selling prices of 
wheat, cereals, peanuts etc. compare favorably with those 
existing at this time last year. As stated above exporte 
of agricultural products, particularly peanuts, peanut 
oil and bean oil, are strictly prohibited. However, 
farmers in Laiyung are reported to be enjoying their 
occupations and vocations.

Tax revenue

No land tax has been collected since the departure 
of the old magistrate in December last. 3o far only 
miscellaneous levies have been made by the Farmers* 
Training schools for the maintenance of law and order, 
the expenditures of which, according to several persons 
from that place, are less than those In last year. The 
new magistrate is, however, reported to be demanding 
$10.000 from each Farmers* Training School, or a total 
of >200,000 from the whole hsien.

(signed)
C. H. SHEN
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

January 11, 1939.

Shanghai’s despatch No. 1S48 of December 
1 on the Central China Development Company 
reports the following from press articles:

The Company is intended to control the 
following "Sino-Japanese" organizations(with 
Yen capitalization as shown in brackets):
Cental Chjna

(15,000 000)
" " Fishing Co. (50,000,000)
" ” Bus Co. (3,000,000)

Shanghai Inland Steam Navigation Co. 
(2,000,000)

Shanghai Real Estate Co. (to take over 
confiscated property)

While all these enterprises were reportedly 
formed under the auspices of the "Reformed 
Government", all are controlled by Japanese, 
the bulk of the capital being allotted to 

them (i.e. the Development Co. or other Japa
nese interests) in return for a relatively 
small actual contribution, and practically 
all equipment and properties being "contribu
ted" by Chinese. The statement of the 
Development Company’s President Kodama, "We 
have no idea of monopolies", is belied by the 
manifest monopolistic purpose of all these 
enterprises and by the fact that, through 
restrictions on Occidental business, Japanese 
and "Sino-Japanese" enterprises operating in 
Central China have been enjoying virtual 
monopolies in their respective fields.

The
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The despatch then states that the Devel

opment Company’s Yen 100,000^000 capitaliza
tion may be sufficient to allow the Company’s 
investment in many more enterprises (including 
harbor facilities, silk, cement, chemicals, 
flour, cigarettes, etc») which are now being 
operated by Japanese; and that developments 
to date and the "Manchukuo" example make 
Occidental businessmen apprehensive»

You may care to glance at marked para
graphs of enclosures»
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, China, December 1. 1938

NO. / /ZZ

SUBJECT:

I have the honor to>

of March 24, 1938,

<0
Cai

<0my despatch No. 12Ô3 
entitled "The Central China Develop-

g 
2) pOl To 8t FU

J >FF’ICwiL | /
.i .. .'J 773 ■ ! i

jAiyH ‘w 
The Central China Development Cq^ipany.

/ O N i *" f T
HOgORAfego MJ.ft

?'■ o
Tyf SECRETARY OF STATE,

S "’ax WASHINGTON,

I AF. J ASÎEfiN AfFAifcj

1/ ment Company," and tolenclose copies of a Dome! press -U
7 01

report of November 8, 1938, regarding the prospective

2/ activities of^this organization,\and a press interview 

with Kr. Kenji Kodama, President of the company, which

appeared in the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, Shanghai, on •

November

ASSIS
 I WJ 

SECKr'i 
y 

Oh STATE

The

1.

J ^Jatended 

ations:

11, 1938. I
Central China Development Company is apparently
to control the following "Sino-Japanese" organi-

The Central China Iron Mining Company.
This company is engaged in iron mining in

-Athe Yangtze Valley. The capital of this firm 
Çi&^ported to be Yen 10,000,000, half of which 

was reserved for the Central China Development

T1
T1 
0

Company

1—1921
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Company and most of the remainder assigned to various 

Japanese iron and steel companies.The company 

is reported to be operating iron mines near Wuhu at 
(2) present.

2. The Central China Water and Power Company.

This company is designed to control all of the 

electric power plants and waterworks in the Japanese- 

occupied areas of Central China.The capital of 

this firm is reported to be Yen 25,000,000, of which 

Yen 15,000,000 is said to have been contributed by 

Chinese in the form of buildings and equipment, and 

Yen 10,000,000 allotted to various Japanese power 

and holding companies. Yen 5,000,000 of the Japanese 

portion of the capital is reported to have been paid 
(4) up at the time the company was organized. Possibly 

the remaining Yen 5,000,000 of the Japanese share 

will be taken up by the Central China Development 

Company. Chinese owners of waterworks and electric 
(5) power plants are reported to have been compelled 

to participate in the Central China Water and Power 

Company under threat of having their property confiscated. 

3. The Shanghai Inland Steam Navigation Company.

This company’s steamships are believed to be the 

only ones for which passes have been issued by the 

Japanese authorities granting permission to navigate 
the inland waterways of the Shan'ghai hinterland. (6)

(1) The SHANGHAI TILES, 
(2) The SHANGHAI TILES, 
(3) Domei News Service, 
(4) Domei News Service, 
(5) The SHANGHAI TILES, 
(6) FINANCE & C0L1ÆRCE,

April 9, 1938.
April 21, 1938.
June 30, 1938.
June 30, 1938.
July 31, 1938.
Shanghai, August 3, 1938.

The
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The capital of the company, Yen 2,000,000, is reported/1 2̂ 

to have been allotted as follows: Yen 600,000 to the 

Japanese Government, Yen 600,000 to the "Reformed 

Government” in Central China, Yen 400,000 to the Osaka 

Syosen Kaisya, the Japanese steamship line formerly 

known as the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, and Yen 400,000 to 
shippers "whose vessels will make the operation of the 

company possible. It is reported that many boat

(1) FINANCE & COMMERCE, Shanghai, August 3, 1938.
(2) Dome! News Service, July 31, 1938.

owners consider that the compensation offered them 

for participation in the company is inadequate and 
are permitting their vessels to remain idle.^ 

4. The Central China Telecommunications Company.
The announced purpose of this company is to take 

over "the operation and exploitation of telecommuni
cations in the Yangtze Valley area.”^ The term 

"telecommunications" is apparently intended to include 

telephone, telegraph and radio services. The capital 
of the company is reported^) to be Yen 15,000,000 of 

which Yen 5,000,000 was "invested in kind by the 

Chinese"and the remainder subscribed by Japanese 

% who paid up Yen 5,000,000 at the time the company was 

formed. The investment in kind by Chinese probably 

consists of buildings and equipment.

Although, insofar as is known, there has been no 

announcement that the Central China Telecommunications 
Company will be given a monopoly of the telephone, 

telegraph and radio services in the Japanese-occupied 

portions of the Yangtze Valley area, it is believed that 

it is intended to function as a monopoly company.
At
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At present it is said^ to be operating telephone 

services in practically all of the lower Yangtze Valley 

area, outside of the International Settlement and the 
( 2 ) French Concession of Shanghai. It is reported to 

have taken over on September 23, 1938, the Soochow 

Telephone Company, with property valued at Yen 1,700,000, 

and subsequently announced that it would restore tele

phonic communications between Shanghai and Nanking by 
(3) the end of November, 1958. Insofar as is known, 

there has been no announcement that the Central China 

Telecommunications Company desires to obtain control 

of the shanghai Telephone Company (American) operating 

in the International Settlement and French Concession 

of Shanghai. The assets of this company are now valued 

at several times the Yen 15,000,000 at which the Central 

China Telecommunications Company is capitalized.

5. The Shanghai Real Estate Company.
This organization is reported to have been formed 

at Shanghai on September 1, 1938. Insofar as can be 

ascertained the company has not as yet entered the local 

realty market and no information is available as to its 

capitalization. Perhaps it is still in a preliminary 

stage of organization. A local American real estate 

dealer expects that this or some other Japanese realty 

company will be established in Shanghai soon to take 

over “confiscated’* property. He comments that this 

will be the first significant Japanese owned or controlled 

realty company to operate in Shanghai.
6. The

(1) Automatic Telephone of China, Federal 
Incorporated, U.S.A. (Conversation with an engineer.).

(2) Domei News Service, September 23, 1938. 
(3) Domei News Service, November 11, 1938.
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5. The Central China Fishing Company.

This company was organized on November 6, 1938, 
and is apparently intended to control the marine pro
ducts industry of Central China. It is reported to 
be capitalized at Yen 50,000,000. Its activities 
are said^^ to include the supervision and management 

of the marketing of marine products in Central China 

including Shanghai, the operation of fishing vessels, 

the distribution of fish nets, the manufacture of ice 

for cold storage, and the refrigeration of fish for 
transportation. It is believed that this firm has 
been given a monopoly on fishing in Central China by 

the "Reformed Government”. Chinese participants in 

the company are believed to have contributed their 

fishing vessels and equipment. No information is yet 
available regarding any Japanese contribution. 

7. The Central China Bus Company.

This company was organized on November 5, 1938, 
and is believed to enjoy monopolistic rights with 
respect to the operation of motor busses in Japanese- 
controlled regions surrounding Shanghai. It is reported 

that this firm will operate bus services in Shanghai, 
Nanking, Hangchow, Soochow, Wusih, Changchow and Chin- 

kiang. Possibly it will also operate bus services 
between those cities. Out of a capitalization of Yen 
3,000,000, Yen 2,500,000 are reported to have been con
tributed by Japanese and Yen 500,000 by Chinese. The 

extraordinary predominance of Japanese capital in this 

particular firm may have been due to the lack of * 
Chine se-owned

(1) THE CHINA PRESS, November 8, 1938
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Chinese-owned busses that could be taken over.

All of the foregoing enterprises are reported to 
have been formed under the auspices of the ’’Reformed 

Government" of Central China. However in all cases 

the companies are actively directed and controlled by 

Japanese. In the Central China Telephone and Telegraph 

Company, the Central China ’Vater and Power Company, 

the Shanghai Inland Steam Navigation Company, and the 

Central China Fishing Company, the Japanese contribution 

either in money or in equipment is believed to have 

been very small. The Chinese participants, who were 

allotted only a minority interest, are believed to have 

contributed or supplied practically all of the equipment 

and property of the new companies.
It is difficult to understand the following state

ment credited to LIr. Kodama in his press interview^ 

concerning the Central China Development Company: "We 
have no idea of monopolies." All of the organizations 

now operating in Central China in which it has been 

announced that this firm will participate are obviously 

monopolistic.
Actually, under present conditions of trade and 

travel in Central China, virtual monopolies in their 

respective fields are possessed by Japanese and recently 

formed "Cino-Japanese" enterprises operating in this 

area. Rigid restrictions are enforced against the 

movement of all Occidentals in this region and against 

the shipment of all goods except through a Japanese 

intermediary. American and other Occidental business 
men experience extreme difficulty and irksome delays in 

obtaining

(1) See Enclosure No. 2 to this despatch.
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obtaining Japanese permits to travel outside of Shanghai. 

Japanese business men, on the other hand, are able to 

travel without any apparent restriction. In addition 
a registration system for manufacturing enterprises^ 

has been introduced in regions of Central China under 

Japanese control. While this registration system may 

be used to hamper, if not prevent, independent investments 

by Occidentals in manufacturing enterprises in Japanese- 

controlled Central China, it is repeatedly stated that 

such investments will be welcomed in Japanese or ”Sino- 

Japanese” enterprises.

The Yen 100,000,000 capitalization of the Central 

China Development Company may be sufficient to permit 

it to invest in many enterprises in addition to those 

announced up to the present time. Such enterprises 

might include the building and operation of docks and 

shipyards, and the production of silk, cement, chemicals, 

alcohol, cotton textiles, iron, steel, flour, and cigarettes. 

Japanese or ”Sino-Japanese” firms are now engaged in all 

of these enterprises in Shanghai or its environs. The 

Central Ohina Development Company may also invest in rail

ways .
The Central China Development Company may become 

one of the most important business enterprises in the 

Yangtze valley area. As long as Japanese dominance in 

this region continues, the semi-official status of this 

organization will probably permit it to enjoy privileges 

which would be denied to private firms. From observa

tions in Manchuria it has been noticed that an industry 

coming under Japanese control usually ceases to be a 
marke t

(1) British Chamber of Commerce Journal, Shanghai, 
June 1938.
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market for American or other Occidental merchandise, 

unless similar goods can not be obtained in Japan. 

In that case the goods are usually purchased only 

through Japanese intermediaries. In view of the fore

going and the fact that the subsidiaries of the Central 

China Development Company now possess in practice 

monopolies in their respective fields, Occidental 

businessmen interested in the Central China market 

are becoming increasingly apprehensive with regard 

to the activities of this firm.

Re^bctfully yours,

C. E. Gauss, yAmerican Consul General. /

Enclosures :
1/- Copy of a Domei press report, November 8, 1938;
2/- Copy of an article from the NORTH CHINA DAILY 

NEWS, Shanghai, November 11, 1938, 
regarding a press interview with Ur. Kenji 
Kodama.

860.2 
GDL/Th/Sfk

In quintuplicate to the Department;
Copy to Embassy, Peiping;

'* " ” Chungking ;
" ” ’’ Tokyo ;
” ” Commercial Attaché, Shanghai.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. /Z'/Zrf C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated 
December 1, 1938, on the subject: "The Central China 
Development Company."

(COPY)

DOMEI
LOCAL NEWS AND TRANSLATION SERVICE

November 8, 1938.

Seven C.C.D.C. Subsidiaries Already Operating, 
Survey Shows.

Seven Sino-Japanese firms, chartered by the 
Reformed Chinese Government of Nanking, already in opera
tion in Central China will come under the control of the 
Central China Development Company, ? 100,000,000, holding 
concern formally inaugurated in Tokyo on Monday, a Domei 
survey revealed yesterday. /

These subsidiaries are engaged in iron mining, 
electric power and light supply, telegraph communications, 
inland navigation, realty and fishing.

The Iron Ore Company, organized in Shanghai on 
April 8, aims at the annual production of 1,000,000 
tons of iron ore in Anhwei and Kiangsu provinces.

The first shipment of 7,000 tons of iron ore to 
Japan was made on Oct. 26, the second consisting of 
3,000 tons on Oct. 31, while a third is scheduled for 
Nov. 10.

The Central China Water and Power Company, organized 
on June 30, is now engaged in business in Greater Shanghai 
excluding the International Settlement and the French 
Concession, Nanking, Soochow, Hangchow, Kiukiang and 
other cities.

Organized on July 28, the Shanghai Inland Steamship 
Navigation Company operates services from Shanghai to 
Soochow, Wusih, Yangchow and other cities.

Telephone and telegraph communications in the lower 
Yangtze area are being restored by the Central China 
Telephone and Telegraph Company which cane into being 
on July 31. Radio communications from Shanghai are 
being maintained by this firm to Tsingtao, Tientsin, 
Dairen, Hongkong, Japan, Manila, and America. Direct 
circuits with Europe are expected to be opened next 
spring.

A realty company in Shanghai, organized on Sept. 1, 
expects to begin transactions in February, while a 
fisheries company formed on Sunday will control the 
sale and distribution of sea food.

An interurban motorbus company also was created
on Nov. 5.

Copied by 
Compared
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. of C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated 
December 1, 1938, on the subject: "The Central China 
Development Company.”

(From the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, 
(COPY) Shanghai, dated November 11,

7 1938.)

CENTRAL CHINA CHARTER FIRM POUCIES TOLD

Mr. Kodama Defines Guiding Principles; 
Foreign Aid Unasked.

Tokyo, Nov. 9.

"I will, as one of my guiding principles, try to 
make Shanghai flourish as an international market,” 
said Mr. Kenji Kodama, 67-year-old president of the 
newly-foimed Central China Development Company, in an 
interview. "Shanghai,” he declared, ”has had a great 
past, but I see before it an even greater future.”

The Central China Development Company, Mr. Kodama 
explained, was capitalized at Y.100,000,000, of which 
half was to be subscribed by the Imperial Government 
and the other half by the general public. The company, 
which will have its head office in Shanghai, came 
formally into existence on November 7. A quarter of 
its capital, Mr. Kodama said, had already been paid up.

Mr. Kodama, who was formerly president of the 
Yokohama Specie Bank, emerged from retirement to head 
the new company at the special request of the Prime 
Minister, Prince Konoye.

The concern will operate as a holding company, 
and will develop almost every branch of commercial 
enterprise, including railways, waterwork, power
plants, shipping, mining, and telephone, telegraph 
and wireless systems.

Its first task, Mr. Kodama said, would be to 
reconstruct damage resulting from the hostilities, 
and the second to develop entirely new enterprises.

”No Idea of Monopolies”

"We have no idea of monopolies," Mr. Kodama 
emphasized. "Although we will not solicit it, we 
shall welcome foreign co-operation. My management 
will be on a fair basis. We shall not try to eliminate 
existing foreign enterprises.”

"I am hoping,” Mr. Kodama continued, "that the 
foreign Powers will show a sympathetic understanding. 
I will not say that they have been hostile, but they 
cert.al nly have not been too friendly. They have shown 
a lack of understanding so far, but I hope their 
attitude will chahge.”

Asked
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whether the policies of his company would 
be directed by the Army, Mr. Kodama said; "No. We 
shall operate as a purely commercial enterprise. 
There are no Anay officers on the board of directors. 
The selection of directors was left entirely in my ?
hands, and I have chosen businessmen without any i
connection with the Army."

Mr. Chamberlain Criticized.

Mr. Kodama criticized the recent speech in the 
House of Commons in which the British Prime Minister, 
Mr. Neville Chamberlain, said Japan could not develop 
China without Great Britain’s financial help.

"Mr. Chamberlain," he said, "seems either not to 
understand the situation quite correctly, or he might have 
been misquoted, or meant more than he said. True, we 
should need capital if we had to complete our work in a 
hurry by a certain fixed date. But that is not going to 
be the case. We aim at working principally for the 
happiness of the Chinese people. There is under our 
command plenty of labour and food, the organizing power 
of Chinese and Japanese brains and ample natural resources 
to exploit. If we go along slowly, we do not think we 
shall have to depend upon foreign financial help, although 
this does not mean to say that our policy will be to 
exclude it."

Chinese Intimidated.

Asked if Chinese business leaders in the occupied 
areas had shown any disposition to co-operate with the 
Japanese in their commercial enterprises, Mr. Kodama 
replied: "Yes, they have, but fear of assassination by 
General Chiang Kai-shek’s agents has hindered greater 
participation.

The Central China Development Company, Mr. Kodama J 
said, was a purely Japanese concern, but its affiliated 
and subsidiary companies would be joint Sino-Japanese 
enterprises.

Replying to a question whether third-party capital 
would be welcome, he said; "That depends on the circum
stances. If third parties show a friendly attitude 
towards us, we will not refuse their oo-operation; in 
fact, we should be glad and willing to have it."

Although his Company was purely a commercial concern, 
its work, Mr. Kodama declared, would in a sense be 
political. He was eager to improve the relations between 
Japan and the foreign Powers, and he would do nothing 
which would tend to exclude foreign business from China. 
It was entirely wrong to suppose that foreign firms would 
lose their trading rights in China.
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"If Shanghai Flourishes"
Referring particularly to Shanghai, Mr. Kodama 

said: "If Shanghai flourishes, then Japanese business 
will flourish, and there is no reason why foreign 
business should not also expand."

The damage to industries in the war areas in 
Central China, he went on, was extensive, but not 
quite so extensive as might have been expected.

He did not anticipate difficulties in obtaining 
labour for construction purposes. In the main, the 
workers would be Chinese, but there would be Japanese 
among the foremen.

Mr. Kodama said that the president and vice- 
president of the Central China Development Company 
would be Government appointees.

The Board would consist of the president, the 
vice-president, and three directors.

Members of Directorate.
The vice-president was Mr. K. Hirasawa, formerly Vice- 

Minister of Communications, and the directors Mr. "Tiger" 
Kanai, who was well known in Shanghai; Mr. Sonoda, of 
the foreign department of the Yokohama Specie Bank, and 
Mr. Aburat Tani, managing director of the Sino-Japanese 
Association, who was considered an expert on Chinese 
Affairs.

Known throughout Japan as a liberal, Mr. Kodama 
served for about 50 years with the Yokohama Specie 
Bank, and is considered the dean of Japanese bankers. 
He was offered the post of Minister of Finance three 
years ago, but declined it. In his younger days he 
had a great reputation as a swordsman.

-: oooooOooooo :-

Copied by:• 
Compared wi
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,

Shanghai, China, 
December 5, 1938.

ÜJBJECÜ;^
U-O O

- or.ë 
oL :e < O

Intelligenc ries for the 
Month of November 1938.

1*SE HONORABgE*

WASHINGTON.

8 SIR:
Üeptrtttm'H

AR tASIttiN AttAlt»

O

■ w
I have the honor to refer to my despatch no
I / <-/ V If
of November 2, 1938, and to enclose, as of

W5C ipitiible interest to the Department, copies of intel'
ce summaries for the month of November 1938

prepared, by the Intelligence Officer of the United
States Fourth Marines.

American Consul Gene. il
/ TH 1 Enclosure

Intelligence summaries 
for November 1938.

800
JHPifc
In Single Copy.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy. Chungking.
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By.

HEADQUARTERS, fourth marines 
SHANGHAI, CHINA

5 November 1938
R-'CTRICTED

R-2 REPORT, PERIOD 0800 3 NOVEMBER, TO 0900 5 NOVEMBER, 1938

OPERATIONS

Hankow: After driving through the Tapieh mountains the 
Japanese troops which captured Macheng entered Hankow on Nov
ember 2nd. En route from Macheng these troops, in mopping up 
the sector northeast of Hankow, passed through Sungfow then 
south to Sinebow, west to Hwangpei and then aj.ong the highway 
into Hankow.

North of the Yangtze Japanese detachments are said to be 
attacking Chinese positions on the Hankow-Ichang highway north
east of Kingshan.

South of the Yangtze: Puchi, on the Canton-Hankow rail
road 26 miles southwest of Sienning, ras claimed captured by 
a Japanese detachment on the 2nd. Tungshan, south of Sienning 
on the banks of the Fu River, was reported captured on the 4th. 
Kiayu, on the Yangtze about 47 miles upstream from Hankow, was 
announced captured on the 3rd.

In Kwangtung heavy infantry and cavalry movements from 
Canton toward the west were reported on 2 November. A doubtful 
Chinese report states that about 200,000 Kwangsi troops have 
left Wuchow for Canton with orders to recapture the city. 
The same communique adds th’t 10,000 Japanese reinforcements 
have arrived in the Tsungfa sector north of Canton.

Mopping-up operations south 
ing is reported west of Samshui.

of Canton continue. Fight-

MISCELLANEOUS

The British gunboat Cicala, despite warnings from the 
Japanese that the Pearl River is full of mines, sailed from 
Canton for Longmoon. It arrived safely at its destination.

Wuchow, an important Kwangsi city on the north bank of the 
West River near the Kwangtung border, is reported making 
preparations to defend the city if the Japanese advance up 
the West River from Canton.

(Sgd.) J. S. Monahan 
J. S. MONAHAN

Major, U. S. Marine Corps, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.

Copied by FC
Compared with MB
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HEADQUARTERS, FOURTH MARINES
SHANGHAI, CHINA 

3 November 1938
RESTRICTED

R-2 REPORT, PERIOD 0800 to 1 NOVEMBER, TO 0800 2 NOVEMBER, 1938
Operations

SOUTH OF THE YANGTZE Japanese detachments advancing along 
the Canton-Hankow railroad captured Hwopu on the afternoon of 
the 1st. The town is 19 miles southwest of Sienning.

’TEST OF HANKOW AND SOUTH OF LAKE SI Japanese occupied 
Sinchiao on the 1st. This detachment continued its westward 
march.

SIAOKAN, a strategic town on the southern section of 
the Pinghan railroad about 35 miles northwest of Hankow, fell 
before the Japanese advance on the 30th. After its capture 
the troops drove southwest and captured Changkiangfow.

IN ANHWEI PROVINCE, south of the Yangtze River and near 
Anking, a Japanese column is reported driving southward from 
Kweichow from which town the Chinese withdrew on the 29th.

IN NORTHEASTERN SHANSI the Japanese have announced that 
the Wutai mountains ha,re been cleared of the Chinese 8th 
Route Army. The drive against these Communist troops was 
begun in late September.

Miscellaneous
The Italian government has announced to the Japanese 

government at Tokyo, and to the Japanese Consul-General in 
Shanghai that the Italian troops in Shanghai are to be 
withdrawn in the near future.

The raimondo Montecuccoli, Italian cruiser, left for 
Italy on November 1st. It is to be replaced by the cruiser 
Colleoni.

Nang Keh-min, chief delegate of the Provisional Govern
ment to the Joint Commission for the Amalgamation of the Peking 
and Nanking governments, accompanied by his staff, is in 
Nanking conferring with the Reformed Government. A prelimi
nary meeting of the' Joint Commission was held on the evening 
of the 1st.

There will he no map with this report.

(Sgd.) J. S. Monahan 
J. S. MONAHAN

Major, U. S. Marine Corps 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.

Copied by FC
Compared with MB
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HEADQUARTERS, FOURTH I.IARINES 
SHANGHAI, CHINA

8 November 1988

RESTRICTED

R-2 REPORT, PERIOD 0800 5 NOVEHBER, TO 0800 8 NOVEMBER, 1938 

OPERATIONS

SOUTH OF TIE IIH.'GTZE the offensive of the Japanese is con
verging by three routes on Yochow, strategically located town 
at the mouth of Tungting Lake and on the Canton-Hankow railway. 
A naval force has reached Kiayu on the Yangtze. One colomm of 
Army troops is pushing down the railroad. A Detachment. of this 
column succeeded in reducing Sintienchen located on the Hupeh- 
Hunan Border west of the Canton-Hankow railroad on the 6th while 
another detachment on the sane day captured the town of Wulipai 
located on the railroad and on the highway between Tsungyang and 
Yochow. A third column operating east of the railroad occupied 
Tsungyang and pushed about four miles south of that city along 
the Chun River valley on the 6th.

NORTH OP HAIÏKOW and west of the pinghan railroad Raping has 
been occupied by a Japanese detachment, another column driving 
southwest from Anlu has reduced Sangshutien while a third has 
taken Tsaoshih 14 miles east of Yingcheng.

BAST OF THE PINGHAN railroad extensive mopping up operations 
are in progress against the Chinese troops still remaining in 
the Hwangan sector of the Chengchow plain south of the Tapieh 
n omit a ins .

IN KUANGTUNG Canton reports state that heavy 
meats to the west and north of the city continue, 
ing is reported in the area east and southeast of

troop move- 
Guerilla fight
Can b on•

AVIATION: Japanese air squadrons continue active in Cen
tral China. I chan.-; wesi of Hankow, Changsha to the south have 
been bombed. In addition the air squadrons continue to aid the 
advance of the land forces. A squadron of about 20 Japanese bom
bers raided lâangsha.i aerodrome in Szechwan on the 5th. It is 
reported they were engaged by Chinese pursuit planes. In Kwang- 
tung, Yingtak continues to be a focal joint for bombing raids.

miscrllai:rous

The Japanese consulate General at 
opened on November 5ijh.

Hankow was officially re-

Two bombings occurred in Shanghai on the 6th. One happened 
outside the Settlement boundary while the other took place on 
Bubbling Pell Road. Six British soldiers were injured at the 
latt e r out rage.

General Chang Fa-kwei with twenty Hunanese divisions is 
said assigned the task of defending.Changsha.

f ] :f

S. I$>EAh£&U
liajor, U.S. llarine Corps, 

b Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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KL1DQUA3TE3S, FOURTH üARIxïES 
SHANGHAI > CHINA

10 November, 1938

RESTRICTED

R-2 REPORT, PERIOD 0800 8 HOVZBER, TO 0800 10 NOVEÎffiER, 1938

OPERATIONS

Japanese columns north ano. south of the Yangtze continue 
pressing the retreatixig Chinese not allowing then sufficient 
tine to reorganize their commands and to establish defenses.

NORTH OF THE YANGTZE Japanese advancing along the Hankow- 
Shasi highway have reached Liuho about 10 kilometers southeast 
of Tsaoshih.

Another column moving northwest toward Kingshan from Tsaoshih 
has arrived at Yunghsin where they have been halted.

Farther north a third column moving along a highway into 
northwestern Hupeh is fighting in the vicinity of Suihsien. The 
latter city is 85 Kilometers (53 miles) southwest of Sinyang.

SOUTH OF THE YANGTZE Japanese troops moving southward to
ward the Chinese stronghold of Tungcheng, on the 8th, had reach
ed a point 1.5 miles (24 kirns) north of their objective. At noon 
the following day these troops battered their way into Tungcheng 
and captured the city.

Other troops west of the Canton-Hankow railroad crossed the 
Hioeh-Eunan border in the vicinity of Tuanwushan on the 8th. 
Another unit moving southward iron Puchi reached a point about 
19 miles distant from the latter city. On the 9th these forces 
straddling the railroad in their drive toward Yochow reduced 
Chinese positions at Tanglowkaag. Yunglowtung fell on the 8th. 
Continuing the advo.ace on the 9th, army troops were reported to 
have completed the occupation of Yunki about 15 miles from Yochow, 
and then to have advanced to within 7 miles of their objective 
by sunset.

Operating from naval craft, Naval landing Party units land
ed on the north bank of the Yangtze at Sintien about 39 miles 
from Yochow on the 8th. Naval vessels continuing upriver were 
reported to have advanced to within appproximately 20 nautical 
miles of Yochow by the 9th.

IN KIANGSI PROVINCE the cities of Waning and Siushui, on the 
Sui River midway between Tehan and Yochow, are reported still in 
Chinese hands but isolated from the Chinese command.
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±r SOUTHWESTER!! SHAITSI fighting is reported increasing along 
the Yellow River. The Japanese are believed preparing to cross 
the river at Fenglingtu and Chuantu for a drive on Sian.

Ill KWALGTUIfG naval vessels continue minesweeping operations 
in the Pearl River Delta. iio information has been reported re- 
* a r d i ng Army operatic n s.

.ulki'IOl?

Japanese planes, on the 8th, attacked Chengtu, capiti*;! of 
Szechuen province, for the first tine since the beginning of hos
tilities. Eengyang aerodrome in Hunan was raided on the 7th and 
8th. Heavy damage to grounded Chinese planes was claimed by the 
Japanese in all raids. In south China routine bombings continue.

LOCAL

Terrorists threw four grenades, U of which exploded, at 65 
Gordon Road on the evening of the 9th while a party of Formosans 
and Chinese were reported being entertained by a member of the 
Japanese Special. Service Section at this address. One Chinese 
servant was reported injured.

x/i
V . S • . i0x;AJuï

Hajor, U.S. lihrine Corps, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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OPERATIONS

SOUTH CF THE YANGTZE Japanese forces converging on Yochow 
by way of the Yangtze river and the Canton-Hankow railroad en
tered the city, theix’ first major objective, enroute to Chang
sha, on the evening of the 11th. Previous to the entrance naval 
vessels on the 10th had landed army troops on both banks of the 
Yangtze at Dinsiang, 19 miles northeast of Yochow, ano: in the 
vicinity of a small town, 3 miles below Yochow. These latter 
troops cooperated with the forces, which had reached the heights 
overlooking the city by way of the Canton-Hankow railroad on the 
11th, in gaining an entrance into the city.

The column moving south from Tungcheng, reached a point six 
miles distant on the road toward pingkiang by the morning of the 
10th.

Ill KUAI'TGSI the Chinese troops concentrated in the vicinities 
of Siashui and Waning on the Siu River are reported withdrawing 
westward.

FORTH OF TIC JAHGTZE heavy fighting continues in the Suihsien 
sector where a Japanese column is striking toward Hsiangyang in 
no rt hwestern Hup eh.

The Japanese unit advancing toward Shasi is reported engag
ed in the vicinity of Tieanen.

HT KWAHGTUNG the Japanese advance still remains in the San- 
shui and Tsungfa vicinity while mopping-up operations continue 
in the area already taken. In addition they are reported to be 
holding Hsinchieh, 19 miles north of Canton, and Fayun, 20 miles 
northwest of the city. The Chinese claim forces are pushing 
southward toward Canton. They state Chiangtsun, west of the 
Canton-Hankow railroad, Talang and Chiahosze, east of the rail
road, are captured. They add that Hweiyang, near' Poklo on the 
East River, is also expected to be taken soon.

HISCELL.V ECUS

A Japanese comuunigue has announced that railroau traffic 
on the Canton-Hankow railroad from Wuchang southward for a dis
tance of about 50 miles will be resumed on 15 November. The 
Chinese withdrew so rapidly along the railroad that they had no 
tine to destroy it.

i ( ' / /
' / . ;//Z (AC
J, S • - -dnxlAn 

•lajor, U.S. liarine Corps, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer,
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OPERATIONS.

Il’ 1T0RTHEASTERÏ; HUNAN PROVIITCE Japanese troops completed 
the occupation of Yochow by the morning of the 12th. Naval 
vessels were being held up by an elaborate boom across the 
Yangtze 2 miles above Loshan near Yochow. They finally reached 
Yochow on the afternoon of the 13th. Army troops continued the 
southward advance. By evening of the 13th one column had 
reached a point 6 miles south of Yochow. A second detachment 
was deployed in an area 9 miles south of the city.

Farther south, at Changsha, the Chinese were reported en
gaged in destroying the aerodrome on the morning of the 12th. 
Much foreign and Chinese property is reported as having been 
destroyed. The civilian population, in a general exodus, has 
begun to evacuate the city. It is reported by a foreign corr
espondent that the Chinese are preparing for a major battle to 
take place in the Hunan hills south of Changsha*

IN HUPEH about 7 Chinese divisions which retreated from 
Anlu are reported concentrated in the Suihsien area under Gen
erals Liu Ju-ming and Wei Yun-sung. Japanese troops garrison
ed at Tayeh southeast of Hankow are reported to have recently 
routed a band of Chinese irregulars east of Wuchang.

IN KWANGTUNG unconfirmed Chinese reports state that they 
have recaptured Tamshui and Weichow east of Canton. The Chi
nese also claim they have recovered Fahsien (west of Tsungfa) 
and Lungmoon (north of Poklo). Hopping-up operations against 
Chinese guerillas continue, according to Japanese information.

IN KIAHGSU skirmishes with Chinese irregulars near Wusih 
and in the vicinity of Hangchow in Chekiang were announced 
numbering 308 during September and October. Hopping-up oper
ations in the hilly regions near Hashing and in the vicinity 
of Wukiang in Kiangsu continue.

IN SOUTHERN SHAHSI guerilla bands near Sanlulitsun and in 
the Chungtiao mountains were reported routed recently. Japan
ese artillery shelling the Lunghai railroad from across the 
Yellow River near Tungkwan, on the 13th, claimed to have cut 
the railroad.

AVIATION

IN HUPEH PROVINCE Suihsien, 31 miles northwest of Anlu, 
was heavily bombed on the 12th. Other Central China points 
raided recently include Hwangsha Station (Hunan) on the Canton- 
Hankow railroad; Chinese troops south of Tungchen, Hupeh; 
Kinhwa (Chekiang) on the Hangchow-Nanchang railroad; Kungan in 
southern Hupeh, and the vicinities of Changteh and Taoyuan in 
northern Hunan. In South China naval planes have attacked the 
Vicinities near Taping, Tsingyun and pingkong in Kwangtung.

for ZX
J. S. IIONAHAN

Major, U.S. Marine Corps
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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OPERATIONS \

III HUNAN fighting is reported on the railroad at Huangshachai 
about 50 miles north of Changsha. Meanwhile Japanese cavalry de
tachments are said to have penetrated to pilo about 16 miles fur
ther south. According to other Japanese reports Chinese troops at 
Siangyen, near Tungting Lake, are abandoning their positions while 
troops concentrated about Changsha are said to be moving south
ward toward Hengyang.

Ill HUPEH Japanese troops near Kingshan, northwest of Hankow, 
are reported pushing northwestward toward Chungsiang on the Han 
River southeast of Siangyang. Another detachment is said to be 
attempting to circle around the right wing of the Chinese forces 
in this sector. Japanese army planes on the 14th attacked Chinese 
troops in the southern slopes of the Tapieh mountains near Lotien 
and Yingshan, two Chinese strongholds that Japanese forces have 
never occupied near the Hupeh-Aiihwei border.

IN KUAHGSI the Chinese lines between Suishui and V/uning, on 
the Sui River, are reported intact in spite of the southward 
thrusts of the Japanese toward Kanchang and Changsha. However it 
is reported that these troops in small groups are withdrawing to
ward the southeast and southwest. Japanese and Chinese forces 
north of ITanchang are facing each other across the Sui River south 
of Tehan. There is little activity in this sector.

IN KWANGTUNG Japanese troops are said to be preparing defences 
near Tsungfa, about 38 miles northwest of Canton. Chinese troops 
are reported concentrated on a line extending from Tsungfa west to 
Fahsien. Other Chinese units are said to have advanced to Leung- 
kowhu, east of Tsungfa, about half way to Lungmoon. The Japanese 
state that no engagements have been reported along these lines. 
However Chinese reports state that severe fighting is taking place 
near Cantons' outskirts.

IN SHANTUNG during September and October the Japanese author
ities announce that 25,000 Chinese guerillas and bandits surren
dered to ”nopping-up" detachments based at Tsingtao.

IN SHANSI operations against guerilla units are reported pro
gressing favorably. Clashes have taken place near Lingkiu and 
Changtienchen, in the northern part of the province; and at Heng- 
lingkwan, southwest of Hwailai on the Reiping-Suiyuan railroad in 
southern Chahar. Japanese artillery continues shelling the 
Lunghai railroad at Tungkwan from positions across the Yellow 
River at Fenglingtu.

AVIATION
Japanese aircraft raided Chengtu, capital of Szechwan pro

vince on the 15th. They have also bombed Lanchow, Ninghsia. The 
Japanese planes were reported engaged by Soviet built planes. 
Sian, Shensi was attacked on the 16th.
LOCAL

. Guerilla activity in the vicinity of Saohsing, southwest of 
the French Concession on the 15th, firks reported by^a reliable 
foreigner. \j\/j > . _il'k/U7 S. MON AHA

Regimenal ^intelligence
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OPERATIONS

IN HUNAN heavy fighting is reported along the Mi River. 
The Japanese forces have advanced to the vicinity north of Ping- 
kiang, near Ilanchiangchiao and lieisien, while along the railroad 
the troops are said to have reached Pailo. According to Japanese 
reports the Chinese are in full retreat along the entire front 

extending from Changsha eastward to Hanchang.

IN HUPEH near the Anhwei border Lotien was reported captured 
by the Japanese on the morning of the 17th during "mopping-up” 
operations in this sector. Other detachments, supported by ar
tillery units, have commenced a drive against Yingshan in south
western Anhwei. Naval forces on the Yangtze captured the Chinese 
gunboat "Minsheng" at a point upstream from Yochow on the 16th. 
On the Yangtze, Yanglinshan, opposite Linsiang was occupied on 
the 17th, by naval troops. The Chinese claim Kingshan, on the 
Hankow-Ichang highway northwest of Hankow, still remains in their 
hands.

IN WESTERN KIANGSI Chinese troops engaged in withdrawing 
from their positions along the Siu River are reported to have 
set fire to Suishui and Santu. In addition they are reported 
to be destroying the Wuning-Chatsin highway.

IN KWANGTUNG Chinese reports of victories and the conse
quence nearing of Chinese forces to Canton continue to be an
nounced. Other reports from South China indicate that the Jap
anese may be abandoning their garrisons along the route from 
Canton to Bias Bay now that they have secured control of the 
Pearl River as a means of bringing troops and supplies into the 
city. Heavy troop movements from the east into Canton have been 
observed to substantiate the possible Japanese withdrawal from 
the Bias Bay-Weichow area. About 40 Japanese warships are re
ported anchored in tne pearl P.iver.

IN HOPEI on the 12th, Guerilla skirmishes were reported 
northeast of Tangshan on the Peiping-Mukden railroad, south of 
PaotiJig on the sane day and west of potowchen on the 11th.

AVIATION

IN HUNAN on the 16th, aircraft units bombed the Canton- 
Hankow railroad from Chuchow /to. Hengshan. Ichang was twice 
bombed on the 17th, In Shensi, Sian was attacked by four jap- 
ane ses qua drons.

Other units bombed Lungchow and Liuchow in Kwangsi province.-.

J?'31 MONAHAN 
Major/U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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OPERATIONS

ANHWEI: According to Chinese sources Chinese troops recap
tured Hsuancheng southeast of Wuhu on November 17th. In the 
Tapieh range in the southeastern part of the province Yingshan 
was captured on the 19th. Reports indicate remnants of six 
Chinese divisions left in this area are being pursued into the 
Tapieh mountain fastness while ,Tmopping-up'r operations continue 
a r o und Yi ng s han.

HUPEH: The Japanese claim Chinese troops west of the ping
han railroad and north of the Yangtze, under General Li Tsung- 
jen the Kwangsi military leader are beginning to withdraw south
ward.

KIAI’GSU: A guerilla band on the north bank of the Yangtze 
opposite Chinkiang said to belong to the newly organized Chinese 
Fourth Route Array was reported routed recently.

CHEKIANG: Wide spread Chinese troop movements have been re
ported along the south bank of the Chientang River toward Siaoshan 
the railhead opposite Hangchow.

KIANGSI: Accoi’ding to Chinese sources the Japanese advance 
in the northern part of this province is being held up by the 
Siu River.

HUNAN: According to the Chinese the Japanese southward ad
vance along the Canton-Hankow railroad and along the Wuchang- 
Changsha highway, has been halted. Reports indicate the Chinese 
will make a stand on a line extending from Siangyin through 
Pingkiang to Nanchang.

KWANGTUNG: The Japanese continue to deny Chinese reports 
of successes in the vicinity of Canton. They further state that 
they have cleared an area of from 30 to 60 Kilometers around the 
city.

SHANSI: In the southwestern corner of the province Japanese 
artillery continues the daily shelling of Tungkwan.

AVIATION
Chinese military headquarters at Yulin and Shen.au, Shensi 

province were bombed on the 19th. Yenan the provincial capital 
was attacked the following day. Sian continues.to be a focal. 
Point of air raids. In Kwangsi, Hohsien, Kweipinghsien, Nanning 
and Warning were bombed. the 30th. In Kwangtung Chinese military 
establishments and track, columns near yungyun and Lin-hsien 
were bombed, Ichang in Hupeh was also attacked on the 20th.

J )/’/iUS'. MONAHAN 
Major, U.S. Marine Corps,

Shen.au
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OPERATIONS

HUNAN: The Japanese in this area continue to remain inac
tive. The Chinese still hold pingkiang where they are said to 
be strengthening their positions. Loss of this place would 
likely cut off the avenue of retreat for the Chinese situated in 
the Wuning-Siushui area of Kiangsi. Chinese troops are report
ed concentrating in the vicinity of Changteh southwest of Tung- 
ting Lake.

HUPEH: The Chinese claim they 
Tsaoshih, 63 miles west of Hankow.

have taken the offensive at

K1ANGSI: Japanese troops were reported to be 31 miles from 
Uanchang on the 21st.

KWANGTUNG: Chinese troops at Sheklung were forced to retire 
across the Rast River on the 19th. Japanese forces engaged in 
mopping-up operations reporter! they had captured T'.aigkun, 31 
miles southeast of the city o±i the 20th. Endeavoring to further 
extend the zone of occupation around Canton, a Japanese column 
from Fahsien is claimed driving toward Tsingyun, 41 miles north
west of Canton. This column broke through Chinese defenses 
about 5 miles northwest of Fahsien on the 23rd.

SHS1ISI: Reinforcements are said being rushed to the Tung- 
kwan area from Chengchow, Honan. Meanwhile Chinese forces al
ready in the area are reported building pill-boxes and fortifi
cations in anticipation of the Japanese crossing the Yellow River 
at this point where their artillery has been almost daily bom
barding the Chinese. Chinese artillery in this locality is again 
in action after several days of silence.

SHANSI: Skirmishes between Chinese guerillas and Japanese 
troops in southwestern part of Shansi near Lintsin and Ishih 
occurred on the 16th and 17th of November.

IN SHANTUNG: hupping-up operations near Tungchang, west of 
Tsinan, the Capital of Shantung continue. A clash with guerillas 
occurred at Sanyicnai, near Lanfeng, in northeastern Honan.

KIANGSJ: Japanese authorities state the area south of rhe 
Lunghai, between the Grand Canal and the Tsinpu railroad, has 
been cleared of Guerillas. A clash with these irregulars occurr
ed at Suchien southeast of Hsuchow on the 22nd.

HOFEI: Skiriaishes with Chinese mobile units have taken 
place west of Faoti in the eastern part of Hopei and near Hankow, 
on the pingsui railroad west of peiping.
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MISCELLANEOUS
According to the Japanese the French authorities have put 

some restrictions on the entrance of supplies to China via Indo
China. However, in spite of this, supplies are still flowing 
through French territory into China.

Large nraters of Japanese merchants and industrial men are 
flocking to China to take part in business and reconstruction. 
The number is so large, according to the Japanese information, 
that they are taxing the capacity of the available steamers. Res
trictions have been ’laced on the exodus so that only people hav
ing definite occupations may leave Japan.

In Canton the Japanese took over the control of the Chinese 
Maritime Customs on November 22nd.

Mine sweeping operations in the pearl River Delta and along 
the Yangtze continue.

Sikong, west of Szechwan province, has been ’ created a 
province under the Central Government of China. The Provincial 
Government will go into effect on January 1st.

The Japanese reformed government of Central China has ap
pointed magistrates to govern districts in Kiangsu, Chekiang and 
Anhwei in place of autonomous committees which have previously 
been the governing agent.

A report from Chungking states that the Communists Party has 
pledged to continue their support of Chiang Kai-shek in the war 
against Japan. In a manifesto making this pledge they stated 
that they promise not to establish secret organizations within 
either the Kuomintang party or the Kuomintang army.

LOCAL

The gambling and Opium dens operating in large numbers in 
the western district (extra-settlement roads area) under license 
from the Japanese reformed government of Shanghai are causing many 
adverse comments in the local Chinese newspapers of Shanghai, 
’’any comments are also printed concerning the flying of the Jap
anese five barred flag over the Chinese Customs building in the 
International Settlement.

AVIATIOf
Kweilin, Kwangsi was bombed on the 21st. Villages northwest 

of Yochow, Hunan, were also bombed.

Fokang, Kwangtung, southeast of Yingtak was raided by Kip- 
pones e air units on the 22nd.

Sian, Shensi was subjected to the heaviest aerial bombard
ment it has experienced on the same day.

/ 'J. S. IIOKAHAK
Ma/or, U.S. Marine Corps,

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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OPERATIONS

III HUPEH, northern Hunan and Kiang si the situation remains 
unchanged. In the meantime "mopping-up” operations continue in 
this area, particularly in the eastern part of Hupeh, in the 
Lotien sector. A Chinese report states that Chinese troops on 
22 November took Wushengkwan pass on the Hankow-peiping railroad 
on the Hupeh-Hunan border. This latter report is taken v/ith re
serve. On the 23rd an engagement took place in southern Hupeh 
about 19 miles east of Tungcheng on the Kiangsi border. The 
Japanese have completed the repair of the .inghan railroad north 
of Hankow to Sinyan? with the exception of about a 36 mile stretch 
from Hwayuan to Wushengkwan pass.

IN KWANGTUNG a determined effort is being made to clean up 
Chinese remnants in the area between Canton and the British Leas
ed. territory. Japanese detachments advancing south of Sheklun^ are 
reported nearing the British leased territory. Thep have taken 
Shumchun and Shat an as well as pingkiang on llirs Bay. Thousands 
of Chinese refugees fleeing before the Japanese are entering the 
British territory. Other units engaged small Chinese forces south 
of Waichow. The Japanese garrison at Tsungfa advanced to Lungtan 
on t;ie 21st and 22nd. Using Samshui as a base other Japanese de
tachments claimed they had dislodged Chinese from Yangrieipeng 
village 5 miles northeast of Samshui and from Pingkow about three 
miles to the south ol' Samshui. Japanese naval forces continue 
mopping up operations in the Pearl River Delta.

GUERILLAS

Widespread guerilla activity continues taking place in the 
Japanese occupied area. During anti-guoril>a operations, engage
ments have recently taken place at Chengkiakow, southwest of Teh- 
chow on the Hopei-Shantung border; near Tungcheng southwest of 
Tsinan in Shantung; along the Chaotsun-Taoching railway in north
ern Honan; west and northwest of Tungshan in eastern Hopei; south 
of Uingwu in northern Shansi; and near Sihochen and east of Saih- 
sien in northern Hupeh. The Japanese claim they have been suc
cessful, during the month of November, in anti-guerilla operations 
in the area from south of Wuhu to east of Hanking as well as the 
southwestern section of Kiangsu province.
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AVI AT I PIT

Japanese naval aircraft bombed the old and new aerodrome at 
Hea-j/ang in Hunan on the 23rd, another unit attacked Chinese mili
tary bases in the vicinity of liienyang and Shahuchen in Hupeh. In 
Kwangtung they bombed military establishments and freight cars 
near Lokchong and Shaochow on the Canton-Hankow railway. In the 
Shensi-Shansi-Honan border area Array planes bombed Chinese troops 
at Tungkwan and blew up sections of the Lunghai Railroad. Yenan, 
Shensi was bombed on the 24th.

POLITICAL

The election of delegates to the aoraing National people's 
Congress to be held at Nanking under the auspices of the Reformed 
Government has been completed in the various districts of Kiangsu, 
and Chekiang. The delegates are awaiting the return from japan of 
ïlr. Liang Hung Chih, president of the Reformed.Governments execu
tive Council, before proceeding to Hanking for the Congress. The 
purpose of this Congress is to talk over ways and means of estab
lishing a new Central Government for China.

An attempt was made to assassinate tile recently installed 
Ilayor of the Special Municipality of Shanghai, Hr. Fu Siao-en, near 
his office in Kiangwan on the morning of the 25th.

The "Wuhan Peace Maintenance Commission" was inaugurated on 
hove/aber 25th at Hankow for the purpose of taking over the civi
lian administration of the Wuhan Cities. Mr. Chen An-jen is pres
ident of the Commission.

for 
J. S. H01TAHAH

Major, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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OPERATIONS

KWA1TGTU1TG: Japanese troops operating against the Chinese 
remnants south of the East River completed mopping-up this area 
on the 26th. In breaking the Chinese resistance, the Japanese 
drove from Tungkun, Seklung, Wai chow and Tanshui. Their lines 
now extend from Yangtien, Tientangwei, to Chengkuang, small towns 
near the British border. According to the Chinese three Can
tonese divisions are pushing south along the Canton-Hankow rail
road from Yingteh. These divisions are said to have passed 
Pachiangkou and are advancing on Tsunghua and Huanhsien, two 
cities east of the railway and northwest of Canton. This Chinese 
statement is taken with reserve.

HUNAN: The situation apparently remains unchanged. A 
Chinese report states that after a lull, fighting on the Hunan 
front has broken out again near Sintsiang, the Canton-Hankow 
railroad south of Yochow.

HUPEH: The Chinese claimed the recapture of Lotien in a 
communique of the 27th. In contradiction the Japanese claim 
success in this area.

SUIYUAN: Chinese mobile units are reported active near 
Pailingmiao in northern Suiyuan.

KIAIIGSU: A skirmish occurred at Sutsien, 62 miles south
east of Hsuchow on the 22nd.

AVIATION;

Japanese army planes bombed Chinese positions at Tsingyuan 
42 miles north of Samshui and Szehui 22 miles northwest of 8am- 
shui on the 25th. On the 26th, Naval Planes attacked Ichang, 
and Wangchiakow on the Yangtze; Ifengchen on the Chekiang-Kiangsi 
railroad, and Hengyang in Central Hunan. In South China villages 
in the eastern part of Kwangtung province, junks loaded with 
Chinese soldiers at Yingtak and'nïlitary establishments at Hing- 
ning .in northeastern Kwangtung were bombed on the same day. Yi- 
yang, halfway between Changsha and Changteh in Hunan province was 
bombed on the 27th.
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MISCELLANEOUS

According to an unconfirmed report General Count Terauchi, 
the Japanese Commander-in-Chief in north China has been called 
back to Tokyo. He is said to be replaced by General So-kiyama, 
former War Minister.

General Chiang Kai-shek has personally taken over the duties 
of Co.imander-in-Chief of the 4th War Sone (Kwangtung and Kwangsi ) 
according to a Chinese report of ITovember 28th.

Mr. Liang Hung-chih, chairman of the Bnecutive Yuan of the 
Reformed Government returned from a 10 day visit to Japan on the 
26th. Following the Central Government mass-meeting which met on 
the 28th for a three day conference at Ranking, he will visit 
Soochow, Hangchow, Chinkiang and pengpu in order to appeal to the 
Chinese people in these sectors to support the Anti-Comintern and 
pro-Japanese policies of the Reformed Government.

It is' reported that several foreign ships carrying arms for 
China are to touch ports in Burma between December 19b8 and March 
1939. A steamer is said to be unloading arms at Rangoon at pre
sent, where branch offices of Chinese firms have been established 
to supervise the transportation of the supplies. The supplies 
would be routed through Burma to Yunnan, province of China.

A Chinese communique announces that the Chinese High Command 
has decided to establish two field Headquarters. The one north 
of the Yangtze is to be called "northern Headquarters’’ while the 
one south of the River is to be called ’’Southern Headquarters,”

A Japamese message from Canton states that an autonomous 
commission was formed in the city on the 27th out of the recently 
formed Self Defense Corps. General Lu Chun-jiuig formerly comman
der of the 4th Army Corps has been named chairman of the commis
sion.

There will be no Map with this report.

' /J\ S. IvIOIiAHAR
Major,' U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer
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JSM/am HEADQUARTERS, FOURTH MARINES
SHANGHAI, CHINA 

1 December 1938

RESTRICTED

R-2 WORT, PERIOD 0800 29 NOVEMBER, TO 0800 1 DECEMBER, 1938

OPERATION'S

In Hunan, Hupeh, Shansi and Kwangtung the 'situation on the 
fronts remains unchanged» Reports indicate that Japanese troops 
are concentrating at Canton, Hankow and Taiyüan çShansi). Offen
sives are expected go begin from these three fronts in the near 
future.

According to a Chinese Communique, the Japanese are also re
ported concentrating troops in Suiyuan at paotow, the western ter
minus of the Pingsui railroad by moving troops from railinguiao and 
Kweihua.

GUERILLAS

Skirmishes occurred in Kwangtung south of Tsinan on the 25th 
and at Taohsien on the 26th; in south-eastern Hopei near V/angkow 
and Nanchaofu on the 25th; and in northern Kiangsu on the 26 th. 
A drive against Chinese irregulars has also been launched in north
eastern Kiangsu in the vicinity of Lienyunchiang. In southern 
Shansi skirmishes took place northwest of Yuanchu on the 27th and 
at Chukou on the 29th.

AVIATION

On the 29th Japanese planes were active in Central and south 
China. Naval planes heavily bombed Ichang in western Hupeh; Chin
ese trucks loaded with soldiers near Tsaoyang and Tancheng in north
ern Hupeh; and Kwongning in north-western Kwangtiing. In aduition 
they aided mopping-up operations along the fear 1 River by straf
fing and bombing villages used as Chinese bases. Hear Yunkong, 
and Taishek south of Canton they bombed Junks. imy planes severe
ly bombed Chengteh in north-western Hunan as well as Hwangtupo 
aerodrome to the southeast of the later city.

MISCELLANEOUS

According to a Japanese communique, the Japanese are building 
a large harbor at Wanpoa 10 miles east of Canton. Accomodations 
for 6,000 ton vessels have been reported made by Japanese Army and 
Navy engineers.

Vice-Admiral Oikawa on the 29th in a Communique to the senior 
naval commanders in Shanghai of Great Britain, the United States 
France and Italy reiterated the Japanese refusal to open the Yangtze 
to commercial trading vessels. Foreign gunboats will be permitt
ed' to proceed down river and then return. One gunboat may be re
placed by another of the same nationality.

A Tokyo dispatch of the 29th by Reuter confirms the recall of 
General Terauchi from North China and his replacement by General 
Sugiyama, the former War Minister.

There will be no Map with this report.

fl J 1st., Lieut,

for
J. S. MONAHAN

Major, U.S. Marine Corps,
Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

January 7, 1939.

Shanghai’s despatch No. 1871 of
December 9, 1938, entitled "The Central China 
Development Company", reports the visit to 
Shanghai and to points further up the Yangtze 
of lir. Kenji Kodama, President of the Central 
China Development Company, and also reports 
a statement of Mr. Kodama*s published in 
Domei’s news service, in which he made no 
reference to the monopolistic character of 
the subordinate companies of his firm and in 
which he said that his firm did not mean to 
threaten third power rights and interests in 
China and that his company desired to be the 
guiding factor in the economic reconstruction 
work of central China. Mr. Gauss feels that, 
if Kodama’s company achieves its aims, it will 
probably control most of the manufacturing 
and trade in the Yangtze Valley. So far as 
the Consulate knows, no non-Japanese individus! 
or organization has indicated desire to 
invest in the subsidiaries of the company. 'O

FE:S bury:REK
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, China, December 9, 1938,

*<> ")

iI;
SUBJECT: The Central China Development Company,

I kopjes
I O.N< ‘O

7>IE Honorable

The Secretary of state,

55iR
■ m ■

I have
of December

1/ Development

Washington.

I usftw

the honor to refer to my despatch No. 1848
1, 1938, entitled "The Central China
Company”, and to enclose a copy of a Dome!

press report of November 28, 1937, announcing the
■. arrival at Shanghai on that date of Mr. Kenji Kodama
'President of the Central China Development Company
accompanied by the Vice President of the company,

. (:Mr. Kaname Hirasawa, and by Messrs. Saburo Sonoda and
Kyoichi Aburaya, directors of the company, Mr. Kiyoshi
ianai, another director, joined the party at Shanghai

2/ A statement prepared for the press which Mr Kodama-,.^, 
gave out upon his arrival at Shanghai is also enclosed.

In this statement, Mr. Kodama did not repeat the
phrase ”we are not interested in monopolies”, which
he is reported to have used in his press interview on 
November 9, 1938,(1) at Tokyo, Japan, upon his

appointment
(1) Reuter’s despatch in the NORTH CHINA 

DAILY NEWS, Shanghai, November 10, 
1938.

793.94/14557
 

F/FG

t —1221
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appointment as President of the Central China Development 
Company. In fact, he made therein no reference at all 
to the monopolistic character of the subordinate companies 

of the firm.
Mr. Kodama’s statement, "we do not mean to threaten 

in any way third Power rights and interests in China", 
will probably not reassure Occidental businessmen 
interested in the Central China market. Local American 
businessmen consider that Japanese restrictions on their 
freedom of movement and on their trading activities in 
the Shanghai hinterland have already deprived them of 
many of their rights and interests.

Mr. Kodama also stated that the Central China 
Development Company "desires to be the guiding factor 
in the economic reconstruction work of Central China 
by financing and managing the fundamental enterprises 
for production and trade." If this goal is achieved, 
the Central China Development Company will probably 
control most of the manufacturing and trade in the 
Yangtze Valley.

So far as this office knows, no non-Japanese in
dividual or organization has yet indicated any desire 
to invest in the subsidiaries of the Central China 
Development Company. The possibility that these firms 
may.function more to aid Japanese economic penetration 
into Central China than for profit, and lack of con
fidence in the future value of the Yen may act as 
deterrents to any such investments. Hence, it will 
not be surprising if Mr. Kodama’s hope for the investment

of
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of foreign capital in the subsidiaries of the Central 
China Development Company is not fulfilled.

Mr. Kodama is quoted as saying to reporters upon 

his arrival at Shanghai,”I_intend to look about so 

as to formulate an idea of the existing situation." 
He and his party planned to proceed to Nanking on 

November 30, 1938, for a two day visit. No announce

ment of his return to Shanghai has come to the attention 
of this office and it is believed that his visit up the 

Yangtze River has been extended.
Mr. Kodama*s statement contains little that is new, 

and Occidentals in Shanghai, who fear the effects of 

this firm and its subsidiaries upon their businesses, 

find nothing encouraging therein.

Respectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General.

Enclosures:
1/- Copy of Domei Press Report - November 28, 1938, 

announcing the arrival of Mr. Kenji Kodama.
2/- Statement for the Press given out by Kir. Kenji 

Kodama upon his arrival at Shanghai.

860.2
GDL/Sfk

In quintuplicate to the Department;
Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
Copy to Embassy, Chungking;
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

(1) See Enclosure No. 1.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. of C. E. Gauss,
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated 
December 9, 1938, on the subject: ’’The Central China 
Development Company."

(COPY)
November 28, 1938.

DOMEI
LOCAL NEWS AND TRANSLATION SERVICE

C.C.D.C. OFFERS NO THREAT
TO POWERS’ INTERESTS-- KODAMA

Activities of the Central China Development Company, 
officially-sponsored holding firm capitalized at ¥100,000,000, 
will not constitute a threat to the vested rights and 
interests of third-party Powers in China, Mr. Kenji Kodama, 
governor of the concern, declared in Shanghai yesterday.

The purpose of the firm, he asserted in a prepared 
message handed to newspapermen aboard the N.Y.K. Orient- 
Europe liner Hakozaki Maru on which he arrived at 9 o’clock 
yesterday morning, lay "solely in assisting the economic 
development of Central China."

He invited foreign capitalists to invest in the 
various enterprises of the company.

Mr. Kodama was accompanied by Mr. Kaname Hirasawa, 
vice-governor, and Mr. Saburo Sonoda and Mr. Kyoichi 
Aburaya, directors. Mr. Kiyoshi "Tiger" Kanai, formerly 
with the South Manchuria Railway Company, who is also 
one of the firm’s directors, was at Wayside Wharf where 
the Hakozaki Maru docked.

The governor of the mammoth firm was uncommunicative 
to Japanese newspapermen who met him. "I intend to look 
about so as to formulate an idea of the existing situation," 
he said. Mr. Kodama formerly was president of the Yokohama 
Specie Bank.

The Central China Development Company at present 
controls seven subsidiaries which have been incorporated 
as joint Sino-Japanese enterprises under the laws of the 
Reformed Government, the message revealed. These are 
the Central China Iron Mining Company, the Central China 
Water and Power Company, the Shanghai Inland River Steam
ship Company, the Central China Telecommunications Company, 
the Shanghai Real Estate Company, the Central China Urban 
Motor Transport Company and the Central China Fisheries 
Company.

Landing from the steamer, Mr. Kodama and members of 
his party proceeded at 10:30 o’clock to the Shanghai 
Jinja, Shinto shrine on Kiangwan Road, to pay their 
respects.

They later visited the Nishi-Honganji and Higashi- 
Honganji, Buddhist temples in Hongkew, to offer homage 
to the Navy and Army war dead. The urns containing

Ashes
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ashes of Japanese officers and men killed in action are 
deposited at those temples before being sent back to 
Japan.

Following a visit to the Special Services Section 
of the Army, the visitors proceeded to the cruiser 
Idzumo where they were the guests of Vice-Admiral 
Koshiro Oikawa, commander-in-chief of the Japanese 
China Seas Fleet, for luncheon. In the afternoon, they 
visited the various consular, diplomatic, naval and 
military offices. Today (Tuesday) the group will call 
upon Chinese and Japanese officials, the Shanghai 
Municipal Council and Japanese civilian organizations.

Mr. Kodama and his party will proceed to Nanking 
for a two day stay tomorrow (Wednesday).

--- 0000----

Copied by:jr
Compared with:
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. f of C. E. Gauss. 
.American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated 
December 9, 1938, on the subject: ’‘The Central China 
De velopment Comp any."

(COPY)

DOMEI
LOCAL NEWS AND TRANSLATION SERVICE

Mr. Kodama’s message, according to Domei, was 
as follows:

"It is a great pleasure to meet you gentlemen on 
my arrival in Shanghai as President of the Central China 
Development Company, the mission of which is to help in 
the rehabilitation and economic development of Central 
China by working toward mutual Sino-Japanese prosperity. 
I would like to take this opportunity to make a few 
remarks by way of greeting.

"First of all I would like to pay my deepest respects 
and express my heartfelt sense of support to the officials 
and civilians in China who are exerting their efforts to 
build up and uphold the Reformed Government which cherishes 
the same hope as ours in endeavoring to overcome the present 
difficult situation. Also I wish to express my sympathy 
with the people throughout China upon whom the present 
hostilities brought great misery and calamity.

"The present Sino-Japanese hostilities are a necessary 
evil which china and Japan, who should have cooperated 
with each other for the cause of safeguarding East Asia, 
were forced to face by the anti-Japanese and pro-Communistic 
policy of the Kuomintang Government. The hostilities, in 
my opinion, will cause the establishment of a new order in 
China, which will be realized only by great sacrifices by 
both nations. To fully realize the meaning of the present 
hostilities, therefore, the two neighboring nations should 
be closely united with each other in political, economic and 
cultural activities.

"Economic co-operation, in particular, should be the 
basis of the new understanding.

"Realizing the past mistakes and blunders committed 
by the Kuomintang Government, the enlightened officials 
and people of reborn China are concentrating on the con
struction of a new order in East Asia and especially on 
the realization of economic unification of Japan and China.

"In responding to this trend, Japan has adopted the 
principle of rendering whole-hearted support to Chinese 
economic reconstruction because that support means the 
speedy attainment of mutual Sino-Japanese prosperity by 
saving China from the yoke cast by the Chiang regime. 
Herein lies the reason for establishing our company.

"Thickly populated and rich in industrial resources, 
Central China with Shanghai as its center has often been 
called the economic heart of China. Because of its very 
richness, this area suffered most from the devastation

of
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of warfare and the rehabilitation and development of all 
industries should be made promptly. Our company desires 
to be the guiding factor in the economic reconstruction 
work of Central China by financing and managing the 
fundamental enterprises for production and trade. We 
have a capital of ¥100,000,000 supplied by the Japanese 
Government and the people of Japan. The mission of our 
company is to help you as best as we can and I hope our 
two countries will utilize this capital co-operatively.

"In this connection, I am happy to say that seven 
companies, the Central China Mining Co., the Central 
China Water and Power Co., the Shanghai Inland Steamship 
Co., the Central China Telecommunications Co., the Shanghai 
Real Estate Co., the Central China Urban Motor Transport 
Co., and the Central China Fisheries Co., have been es
tablished under a Sino-Japanese partnership according to 
the laws of the Reformed Government and are progressing 
rapidly. We wish to continue to finance and manage these 
kinds of enterprises.

"Our company was established only to assist in the 
economic reconstruction in Central China and we do not 
mean to threaten in any way third Power rights and 
interests in China. We hope that capitalists of all 
nations will understand our true intentions and will co
operate with us by investing in the enterprises of our 
company."

--- 0000----

Copied byrffl1''
Compared with
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K TELEGRAM REC^Rt

January 4, 1939
»po From Rge’d 8 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF 
OPNAV

INFO: COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
CO’ DESRON FIVE 
COHYANGPAT
AHAIÎBASSADOR CHINA 
USS ASHEVILLE 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
USS TULSA
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0003. Canton and vicinity quiet, forces in Samshui

area increased, withdrawal in the ^north to a line about 

ten miles south of Fahsien and Tsungfa. 2300.

DDM

793.9
 4/ 

I 4558
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR
This tel Egram must be
closely paraphrased be- FROM 
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: COMDR MARINE FORCE NORTH
CINCAF
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING

MARDET TIENTSIN

January 4, 1939

CHINA

Rec ’d

0003. From direction Tientsin twenty-fifth and sixth 

December one eight double zero Nipponese troops plus three 

train loads soldiers, supplies, including mechanized horse 

drawn artillery tanks, hospital units, fifty trucks full 
X

men proceeded to number nine gate Great Wall near Synsaikwan, 

remainder week five hundred wounded ten times fifteen 

warriors also military railway convoy arrived Chinwangtao 

793.94/
I 4559

out of south. 1300»

DDM

H 

"TÎ 
0
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 890.00/126 FOR____Memorandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division

FROM ( Salisbury } DATED___
TQ NAME 1—1127 arc

Situation in the Far East: developments during past week, 
REGARDING: with reference to Sino-Japanese conflict.

793.94/ 14560

FRG
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.00/14291 for___ Tel-; 9am

from__ Tsinan.__________________( Hawthorne___ .) dated__ Dec 29, 1938

TO NAME

regarding* Political and military situation during December, 1938.

FRG.

793.94/|456|
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AC GRAY

Tsinanfu via Tsingtao and N. 1

Dated December 29, 1938

Rec’d 8;00 a.m., January 1, 
1939

Secretary of State

Washington

December 29, 1938, 9 a.m.

Political summary for December follows.

One. Consulate lodged a protest with Japanese Consulate 
General against action of Japanese authorities at Tawenkow 

in endeavoring to force American to display five barred 

flag on his residence, with satisfactory results.

Two. Press carried repeated accounts oc1 Japanese 

successes against guerrillas, large numbers of which were 

alleged to have declared allegiance to the new regime, 

though rail tra/fic on both lines continued to be delayed xq

frequently by damaged tracts and bridges and freight ser- 
%

vice of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway w^s suspended for over 

two weeks because of troop movements. The Japanese admit 

action near Lungshan, tv'enty-two miles east of TsPnanfu, 

on December 14th was against regular Chinese troops. Shih 

Yu San is reported to h"ve received reenforcements and arms 

and ammunition from Anhwei. He is understood to have been 
in th^vicinity of Sintai and Laiwu in central Shantung,

with
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with a force of forty thousand men, until the latter place 

was attacked by Japanese December 12th after which he is 

said to have retreated northward, possibly to join forces 

with Shin Hung Li eh north of the Ts ?.ngtao-Tsinanfu Railway. 

It was probably Shih’s troops which clashed with the 

Japanese on the 14th. Former troops of Han Fu Chu now 

"cooperating" with the Japanese engaged in open robbery 

in the vicinity of Tsining and clashed with Chinese militia 

at Tungping northwest of that place.

Three. First anniversary of the establishment of the 

Peiping Government was celebrated under the auspices of the 

HSIN ÏIN HUEI which organ conducted an intensive propaganda 

campaign in this district. 

Four. A commission of investigation was despatched 

to Manchukuo by the Provincial Government to study condi

tions there with a view to adopting similar methods and 

reforms in Shantung. Local officials -were encouraged by 

instructions from Peiping granting promotions as of January 

1st to all below the rank of Chien Jen who will have had as 

much as eight months service.

Five. Most important development from an economic 

or financial standpoint was the abolition of private exchange 

shops as reported and commented upon (Consulate’s telegram 

No. 6, December 13, 9 a.m.)

S ent
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Sent to Peiping; by mail to Tsingtao.

HAWTHORNE

HPD
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

893.00/14293 Tel-; 10am_______ ________________________________ FOR_________________

Hankow FROM___________
TO

( Josselyn dated Dee 31 * 1930

NAME 1—1127

regarding: political and military swmary for Dec., 1938* 8

FRG.

94/ | 4562
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AC GRAY

Hankow via N. R.

Dated December 31, 1938

Rec’d 3:20 p.m., January 1,
1939

Secretary of State

Washington

December 31, 10 a.m., December political summary.

Social restrictions imposed by the Japanese on 

Americans and other foreigners in November continued through

out December with only slight alleviations in certain in

stances. The Japanese occupied a house owned by an Ameri

can Hission at Hankow and also mission property at Hanchuan- 

Hupeh. Some apprehension has been felt among Americans at 

possible tighten-'ng of local restrictions on account of 

reported American loan to China. About 35 foreign nationals 

including 16 Americans evacuated Ruling and left for Shanghai 

by Japanese transport December 10. Eighteen Americans re

main at Kuling. An exchange of foreign gunboats between 

Shanghai and this area r,as carried out proposal of 

Japanese naval authorities under which three American gun

boats, LUZON, GUAM, and MONOCACY proceeded to Shanghai dur

ing the '"'onth and the OAHU came to Hankow, Eight American 

civilians arrived here from Shanghai.

Large quantities of Japanese military and naval stores

have
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AC - 2 - December 31, 10 a.m., from Hankow

been unloaded here and there Is much Japanese shipping 

activity. Japanese land and naval forces have made little 

progress during December in the area west and south of 

Hankow. Japanese advance on Changsha held up south of 

Yochow and Chinese reports are that a counter-offensive 

has taken place in that area. The Chinese continue to 

hold line midway between Nanchang and Kinkiang, Peiping- 

Hankow Railway line is operated by Japanese military between 

Hankow and Sinyang Honan, but the railway line between 

Sinyang and. Chengchow is in Chinese hands and reported 

entirely destroyed. Japanese have evacuated Sofshan and 

Hwangchuan in southeast Honan, and Chinese are in occupa

tion there and in Tapeh Mountains. Some evidence that 

Japanese intend to penetrate Shensi from southwest Shansi. 

Japanese planes during the month carried out extensive 

bombing raids over Chinese defenses and troop concentrations, 

also bombing many cities and towns in Hupeh, Hunan, Kiangsi, 

Shensi, Szechuan.

Peace maintenance societies under Japanese auspices 

were inaugurated in Hanyang on December 10 and in Wuchang 

on December 25. Chinese population Hankow greatly hampered 

by numerous Japanese restrictions; their shops and houses 

occupied by Japanese both for military and commercial pur- 
■J- poses. Chinese refugees in Wuhan have been required to

leave
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lEavE mission compounds in anas designated by JapanESE. 

JananESE have placEd what amounts to an Embargo on Entry 

of food and othEr suppliEs into FrEnch concEssion. Wuchang 

and Hanyang now deserted except for JapanESE.

NumbErs of JapanESE civilians arrivEd during month 

and an incrEasing variety of JapanESE goods, chi Efly food

stuffs, liquors, and household nee ess iti. es , are on sale. 

SEVEral large JapanESE firms locatEd here out their busi

ness limited to supplying Japanese army and navy. Other 

business Entirely stagnant.
Sent to Peiping. ''V

JOSSELYN

HPD

(*) Apparent omission
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE--------______________________________________ FOR_____Tel-2* 0am________________

FROM----- --------------------------------------------  (Jten&ftBdL_____ .) DATED__ Jan 2, 1O?fiT
TO NAME mb,

REGARDING: Developments and events in Hong Kong for December, 
lug on the Slno-Japanese situation.

1938, bear-

Summary-

793*94/14563
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EDA GRAY

HONG KONG VIA N.R.
Dated January 2, 1938

Received 8 a.m.
AMEMBASSY PEIPING
INFO SECRETARY OF STATE

Washington

2. January 2, 9 a.m.^ , / .

The Department has instrüfcted this office to send 

you monthly a brief telegraphic summary of, and events 

at, or near, Hong Kong which have relation to China. The 
following is our summary for December.

One,. Improvement in frontier relations of which 
our telegraphic reports to Department were repeated to 
Pe iping.

Two. Continued speculation with no definite 
developments as to reopening of Pearl River to commercial 

traffic to and from Hong Kong. British gunboat and 
occasional American gunboat maintain fairly frequent 
mail and restricted passenger communication with Canton.

Three. Active reshipment from Hong Kong to Haiphong 

and intermediate ports of supplies for Chinese de

stinations with motor vehicles leading cargo item.
Four, Return in progressively substantial numbers 

to Hong Kong of Japanese men, women and children which
were
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EDA - 2 - #2, January 2, 9 a.m, from Hong Kong

were Evacuated last year to Japan and Shanghai.

Five. Beginning of irregular Japanese steamer 

service between Macao and Canton for carrying 

mails and merchandise and passengers on commercial 

basis. Official statement of such service rumored 

but not yet confirmed.

Six. Much speculation about Wang Ching Wei and 

other Chinese officials who are reported bound from 

Chungking via Indo-China to Hong Kong to promote 

support of Chinese here to acceptance of peace pro

posals from Japan. Wang rumored to be die in Hong 

Kong today en route Europe but no confirmation ob

tainable.

Sent to Peiping.

SOUTHARD

RR
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Ml

No. 334

Subject:

tr»
Tftte 

CM

AMERICAN CON

i 1

Hong Kong, November 26, 1

, ., A ro
Propaganda Leaflets Dropped by Japanese ' > 
Air Planes in Territory Near Hong Knng*~ ’■ j
Frontier"

Honorable

The-Secretary of State

Washington.

I have the honor to refer to my telegram of

” 5 19

Depart^est ai'Swpjz

3
November 26th, 11:00 A.M., reporting that Japanese

planes had showered the Chinese villages in the hinter-

A
SSISTA

N
T SEC

R
ETA

R
Y 

O
F STA

TE

e>
14^1 of this Colony with leaflets for tide apparent pur< 

3®. of inspiring the cooperation of the population with

Japanese troops who are systematically establishing

;]& ,r authority in that area

These leaflets of thin paper, carrying colored pic»

793.94/14564

-tw
of

id printed with

;anda, measure

been showered from the

brief exhortations in the nature

about 5^ by 3g inches, and have

air in great numbers. This

office is informed that four different specimens were

circulated, but we have so far been able to obtain only

one copy of each of two of them which floated over the

frontier territory.

The

into Hong Kong

two specimens obtained are enclosed herewith

The first of the two leaflets enclosed pictures two

bridges of which one is labelled "Pro-Japanese Bridge" 

On the side isand the other * Anti- Japanese Bridge1

printed

T| 
0
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printed in Chinese: "You People I Do not make the

mistake of going the wrong way." The second leaflet 

displays in gory colors a severed head, presumably in

tended to represent that part of Chiang-kai-Shek’s 

anatomy, resting on a large sword which is carried by 

a group of Chinese citizens costumed apparently to 

represent the various social classes. One of these 

citizens has in his hand a large Chinese flag, also in 

colors. This leaflet has on it an inscription which, 

freely translated, reads: "Strike down Chiang-kai-Shek, 

the enemy of all the people, and walk under the five- 

barred flag."

Additional copies of these or other leaflets will 

be forwarded if and when obtainable.

American Consul General

Enclosures:

Leaflets, as stated.

800
AES:em

Distribution:

In quin tupli cate to the Department 
Copy to Consulate General, Canton 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 334 dated November 26, 
1938, from Addison E, Southard, American Consul General 
at Hong Kong, on subject of "Propaganda Leaflets Dropped 
by Japanese Air Planes in Territory Near Hong Kong Frontier".

FREE TRANSLATION:

"You Peoplel Do not make the mistake of going the wrong way."

Label on Upper Bridge: "Pro*Japanese Bridge*"

Isabel on Lower Bridge: "Anti-Japanese Bridge"

Label on object being pushed across the Lower Bridge^Re
sist the Japanese.”
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No, 334 dated November 26, 
1938 from Addison E. Southard, American Consul General 
at Hong Kong, on subject of **Propaganda Leaflets Dropped 
by Japanese Air planes In Territory Near Hong Kong Frontier

FREE TRANSLATION: "Strike down Chiang Kai-Shek, the enemy of all 
the people, and (jralkj under the five-barred 
flag.*
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1027 WEST MARSHALL STREET 

NORRISTOWN. PA.
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793.94/ 
I 4565

In reply refer to 
RP 793.94/14585

My dear Mr. Evane:

The receipt le acknowledged of your letter of 

January 4 In which you request material relating to the 

situation In the Far East.

There are enclosed copies of several pamphlets and 

addresses which contain Information regarding the subject 

of your request. Additional Government publications 

dealing with the Far East are enumerated under the heading 

“Far Eastern Series* on pages 17-18 of the enclosed copy 

of the pamphlet entitled Publications of the Department 

of State and under appropriate headings In the enclosed 

copy of price list 65, Foreign Relations of the United 

States. Remittances for publications named In the 

pamphlet and price list should be sent directly to the 

office of the Superintendent of Documents, Government 

Printing Office, this city, who Is the authorised 

distributor of Government publications.

While

Mr. Charles M. Evans, 

1027 West Marshall Street, -p

Norristown, Pennsylvania. -p
©
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While the Department can assume no responsibility 

for the accuracy of statements contained in publications 

which are not official, it is suggested that further 

information of the nature desired will be found In some 

of the books mentioned In the enclosed typewritten list

and In similar books and treatises which may be available

in your university library.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

Enclosures:

E. Wilder Spaulding 
Assistant Chief, Division of 

Research and Publication

Spaulding

1. International Relations and 
the Foreign Policy of the 
United States.

2. Our Foreign Policy.
3. Principles of American 

Policy.
4. Conditions in Manchuria.
5. Conference Series, Mo. 37.
6. Press Releases (Publications 

Nos. 1210, 1224, 1233, 1245, 
1251, 1259, and 1274).

7. Publications of the
0^. Department of State.

w.. . ru 8. Price list 65.
™ x' *** 9. Unofficial list of books

regarding the Far East.

RP:WG:DBW:SS 1/11
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Copies hereof to bo sent to. {■

Copy also to

i
and . . . . . . . . . . . . .MN.9..19

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

i STRICT^

CORRECTED COPY

From GRAY

Dated Dec ember 30, 1938

Chungking via N. R

Rec’d 7 a.m., 31st

shington

With rEfErEnce to

Dec ember 30 5 p>m

Division of
FAR EUTtlW AFFAIRS

■JAN-6 1939
Densrtnwt of State

my telegram 624, December 30, 10 

a.m., following are excerpts from the memorandum in ques

tion:

"One. Industrial developments:

(a) Iron, steel and other metal industries:

Following the outbreak of hostilities the project 

for the formulation of the National steel plant to be 

equipped with two 250-ton blast furnaces, one 250-ton open 

hearth furnace and seven and one-half ton electric furnaces 

had to be indefinitely postponed. As an alternative, a 

scheme to move to Szechuan the Hanyang steel plant and

793.94/14566
 

F/FG

the 100-ton blast furnace at Hankow is nor? be?.ng carried 

out and will be completed in about twelve months’ time. 

Besides several electric furnaces have been already in

stalled in different arsenals; but information concerning^, 
io' their caoacity is as yet unavailable. '■-, m 

Among those factories moved to the inter.ior under thé 
o 

supervision

J
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AC - 2 •- #626, Dec ember 30, 5 p.m., from Chungking

supervision of the Industrial and Mining Adjustment Admin

istration of the Ministry of Economic Affairs three 1-ton 

electric furnaces have been also erected and are in full 

operation. Another scheme calculated to modernize the 

native blast furnaces and to build small modern blast 

furnaces with capacities varying from 5 to 10 tons will 

also be completed within five months’ time ui order to meet 

the immediate demand for cast iron.

Three copper refining plants are also under construc

tion; their completion will be contingent upon the arriving 

shipments of the necessary accessories from abroad. The 

ferro-tungsten plant to be erected in Kiangsi is now tem

porarily suspended and being moved to the interior due to 

the imminent approach of hostilities to the localité.

(b) Machinery - manufacture industries:

The National Resources Commission is now operating the 

National Machine Works in Yunnan and the National Electri

cal Appliances Works and the National Wireless Appliances 

Works in Kwangsi.

In addition, there are more than 80 private owned 

machine shops and factories, including those moved under 

the supervision of the I, M. A. A., equipped with machinery- 

lathes, planes, drillers, milling machines, boring machines, 

pumping and sheering machines, et cetera - totalling 1500

s ets
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AC - 3 - #626, Dec Ember 30, 5 p.m., from Chungking

sets.' Such machinE shops vary in sizE. ThEir products 

IncludE DIeseI enginES, motors, transformers, generators 
(below 50 kilowatts)^machinery for flour mills, paper

making factories, et cetera, generally speaking they 

manufacture machinery which does not require high pressure 

and big horse power. At present they are Exclusively 

working on orders from the arsenals for ammunition supplies.

Repeated to Peiping. (END SECTION ONE)

PECK

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

CORRECTED COPY
AC oro From gray

Chungking via N. R.

Dated Dec Ember 30, 1938

Rec’d 2;00 y.m,, January 1
1939 

Secretary of State

Washington

626, December 30, 5 p.m. (Section Two)

(c) Chemical industries:

(one). Soda Ash: A big plant with a capacity of a ten 
\ 

ton daily output is being planned for erection. For the 

time being a small factory using "le blanc” process is 

producing soda ash of a very limited quantity.

(two). Caustic soda: A plant with a daily capacity 

of two tons caustic soda and five tons bleaching powder is 

now under erection near Chungking and will be completed 

within five months. Another plant of larger capacity is 

also planned for erection in Yunnan.
(three). Sulphuric acid and nitric acid: Sulphuric 

acid and nitric acid can be supplied by the arsenals in 

considerable quantities. There are also smaller sulphuric 

acid plants in Kwangsi and Szechuan. (End Section Two) 

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

AC From GRAY

Chungking via N. R.

Dated December 30, 1938

Rec’d 8:00 a.m., January 4
1939 

Secretary of State

Washington

626, December 30, 5 p.m. (Section Three)

(four) Paper: A plant of nine ton daily output will 

be completed within eight months' time near Chungking, 

Another of one ton daily capacity near Kalting Szechuan 

will be enlarged to four ton daily capacity. In Yunnan 

a paper mill of five tons capacity is now under planning 

for erection.

(five) Fuel: National Resources Commission is erect

ing a renovating oil cracking plant which will be completed 

within three months’ time. This plant will be able to pro

duce one thousand gallons of gasoline per day. Prepara

tions are also being made to produce fuel oil and lubricat

ing oil from vegetable oil.

(six) Rubber: Two factories supplying waterproof 

wares and rubber boats for military purposes are among those 

factories moved into the interior under the supervision of 

Industrial and Mining Adjustment Administration of the 

Ministry of Economic Affairs. In view of the high demand

for
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AC - 2 - 626, DecEmber 30, 5 p.m. (Section Three) from Chung 
king

for rubber tires for trucks and wagons, there is an urgent 

need for tire factories to be erected in Yunnan.

(seven) Oxygen: One plant of the capacity of 30 C.M. 

per hour is erected in Szechuan.

(eight) Leather tanning: Two leather factories have 

been moved and will resume operations shortly Szechuan.

(nine) Alcohol: One plant with daily capacity of 1000 

United States gallons is now in operation in Szechuan. 

Another plant of 1300 United States gallons capacity is 

being moved to Szechuan and will be erected in a few months’ 

time •

(ten) Cement: There are two factories of 150 ton and 

60 ton daily capacity in Snechuan and Hunan respectively.

The above mentioned chemical industries are only among 

those most noteworthy. Other factories of smaller scale 

include varnish, paints, sugar refining, glassware, etc.

(End Section Three)

PECK

CSB
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Dated DEcember 30, 1938

Rec’cL 6;55 p.m. January 3, 1939,

Secretary of State

V/a shing ton 

626, December 30, 5 p.m. (SECTION FOUR)

(d) Spinning and weaving industry;

The Tahua cotton mill at Sian is the only cotton mill 

still in operation with 20,000 spindles. Four cotton mills 

hove been moved from Hankow with 16,000 spindles to Paochi, 

Shensi and 100,000 spindles to Chungking where sufficient 

preliminary steps have been taken for their erection, in 

spite of all the difficulties in each locality; in Paochi, 

Shensi there is a shortage of building materials and coal 

for power generation, while in Chungking there is a short

age of cotton supply. In Yunnan a group of industrialists 

are contemplating the erection of a cotton mill with 

20,000 spindles.

All the cotton mills are also equipped with weaving 

works. In addition there are two weaving factories in the 

neighborhood of Chungking and weaving is very widely done 

in all the villages by means of more primitive machines.
(END SECTION FOUR)

PECK
NPL EMB
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Chungking via N.R. 
?

From Dated December 30, 1938

Rec’d 11 a. m.
January 5, 1939.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

626, December 30, 5 p. m. (SECTION FIVE)
" E " 

managEffiggt. Mining: in order to meet the increasing demand 

for fuel, the Tienfu coal mine near Chungking is moderniz

ing its mining methods by utilizing the machinery moved 

from the coal mine at Tsianotso Honan. The work to open 

another coal mine near Kiating Szechuan has been started 

with a part of the machinery moved from the same mine.. .
The machinery moved from the coal mine at Tayeh Hupeh (■£)—(-2^- 

to open a coal mine in western Hunan.

As far as mines are concerned the iron mine west of 

Chungking will be extensively exploited in order to meet 

the requirements of the one hundred ton blast furnace. 

National Resources Commission in conjunction with the pro

vincial governments of Kwangsi and Yunnan are now under

taking to enlarge the output of the tin mines in those two 

provinces. The government concentration of tungsten and

antimony will continue to be in force
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REB

2-#626, From Chungking, DEC.30,5p»m 
(Sec, FIve)

To sum up, the present program of industrial develop

ments was framed up and acted upon for the express purpose 

of coping with immediate needs and requirements as occa

sioned by the crisis; its scope of operations is necessarily 

limited by the meager supply of machinery and skilled labor 

available at the present time. Other schemes that require 

more time and more efforts of construction as well included. 

To illustrate, near Kiating Szechwan hydraulic power can 

be utilized to generate electric power to as much as one 

million horse power, shown by abundance of salt and coal 

reserves around that locality is all the more favorable

37 for the development of » mP i.Wf center with cheap 

electric power. Mineral products are also abundant in 

the Provinces of Szechuan and Yunnan. Of course, trans

portation facilities — trucks along highways and the con

struction of new railroads — are of momentous importance 
and must be simultaneously provided. It is the* intention 

of the Chinese Government to obtain from different sources 

capital investments necessary for such developments.

(END SECTION FIVE)

PECK

wwc
CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ---------- GRAY

From Chungking via N, R,
AMEMBASSY PEIPING Dated Dec ember 30* 193d

Rec’d 11:09 a,m,, 

January 5, 1939 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, 

626, December 30, 5 p,mt' (SECTION SIX). 

Two, Production of commodities for export, 

Another step of great importance taken by the 

Chinese Government in its recent economic program 

is to increase the quantities of commodities for 
exports, A brief summary covering the principal 

items is given below, 

(a) Tung oil, 

Tung oil occupies the leading position among the 

Exported commodities. Statistics concerning quantity 

and value of total exports for the year 1938 are not 
still available. According to statistics of the 
year 1937 exports of tung oil amounted to 1,290,789 

quintals valued at Chinese currency 89,845,563, 
Szechuan produces 780,000 quintals annually. The 

other provinces producing tung oil are Chekiang, 

Kiangst, Hunan, Kweichow and Kwangsi but their 

annual output is much less,
The
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The Industrial and Mining Adjustment Administration 
of the Ministry of Economic Affairs has extended 
a loan to thg China Vegetable Oil Corporation for the 

purchase of 10 Anderson expellers for the production 
of better grade oil.

Under agreement the China Vegetable Oil Corporation 
will also be sole supplier of tung oil to the Foreign 
Trade Commission for export.

(b) Bristles.
The Szechuan bristles are well known to the 

market abroad. Lately statistics of the exports of 
bristles are not available. It is estimated that 
usually Szechuan can supply from 8000 to 10,000 
quintals of bristles every year valued at Chinese 
currency dollars five million approximately. (END 

SECTION SIX).

PECK

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA GRAY

CHUNGKING VIA N*R.
FROM Dated Dec Ember 30, 1938

Received 10»25 a,m, 
January 5, 1939

Secretary of State

Washington

626, December 30, 5 p.m, (SECTION SEVEN),

(C) Teat-
Total export of tea for the year 1938 is estimât Ed 

at 40,000 -quintals valued at Chinese currency $32,000,00Q 

With the fall of Hankow Japanese state that exports 

from the tea growing provinces, such as Anhwei and 

Hupeh Province, will be difficult. The Government 

is making an attempt to increase the tea export in 
and otherSzechuan/southwest provinces; but their future out

put cannot be ascertained, 
(D) Tungsten;

Total Exports of tungsten ores from July 1937 to 

June 1938 8164 metric tons, valued at pounds 1,502,381, 
As the supply of tungsten comes mostly from Kiangsi 

and Hunan, transportation became very difficult after 
the interruption of the traffic of the Hankow Canton 

Railway, However, shipments can still be made by way of 

Swatow Kwangtung and Chennankwan Kwangsi, 
( E-), Antimony:;

Total
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EDA - 2 - #626, Dec Ember 30, 5 p.m. from Chungking 
Section seven

Total exports of antimony from July 1937 to

June 1938 is summing up as follows: antimony rEgulus 

9343 metric tons, antimony (crude) 1615 metric 

tons, and antimony oxide 223 metric tons, valued 

totally at pound 619591. The principal supply comes 

from Hunan,

Both tungsten and antimony as mentioned above 

are now under the control of the National Resources 
\ 

Commission.

(F). Tin:

The principal supply of tin comes from Kwangsi 

and Yunnan* Total annual export of tin is estimated 

at 9000 metric tons, at the present market value of 

pounds 1,000,620»
(END OF MESSAGE).

Repeated to Peiping,

PECK

CSB
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TF.iF.nRAM RECEIVED
AC GRAY

have been interfEring with Japanese movements and inflicting 
casualties at and around Chanchuen, about fifteen miles 
south of Canton and that during the past two days Japanese
army units have been shelling that place, the firing being

audible in Canton.
Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, and Hong Kong.

MYERS

PEGÙA7C

793.94/ I 4567 
F/FG
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NOTE

SEE__893.00 P.R. Canton/lpg___________  FOR_____ SY>
Chungking^

FROM Canton__________________  (Linnell j DATED___Nov. IQ, 1938.
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations.

Keport concerning-, for month of October, 1938.

793.94/ 
14568

aa
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fi» Relations with
1. Japuxieaa Tir nïïlds on Kwostuag

Japanese planes continued to raid Kwangtung and Kwongsl

during the early part of October. Service on the Canton* **

wBee telegram of October p.». " “
•*See telegram of October 16, B p.m.

Hankow line was interrupted on October Ô whan over 76 planes 

raided Kwangtung and Kwangs!.*

Jith the invasion of Kwungtung, these raids incrwused in

number and severity. Daily raids on the Canton-Kowloon line 

kept service on it disrupted. The Canton-Hankow railway and 

the rain highways were also object» of dally attack, ^alchow 

was severely bombed the two days preceding its capture on 

October 16. The ïsongelui area of Canton was bombed on October 

16 with a number of civilian casualties.**  ^fter the fall of 

Canton, Japanese planes were seen flying toward the ureas to 

which military operations had shifted. Reports from American 

missionaries Indicate that in some ca&es\the civil population 

are being bombed and machine-gunned by these planes.

s-
The long awaited invasion of Kwangtung was preceded by 

press reports, early in October, that a number of Japanese 

transports had, on the first of the month, left Shanghai. 0» 

October 5 local Chinese officials stated that a large number 

St
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of Japanese transports and war ships had appeared off Foochow, 

whence most of them wont to Formosa.*  •*

*Sft»e telegrams’ of OcboWr Bf B p.m.'/'ùiül October 7, s' p'.m.’........... 'H"'1
•*See telegrams of October 12, 1 p.m.,and October 12, 3 p.m.

u*“;;ce telegram of October 18, 4 p.m.
.ÿSee telegram of October 21, 6 p.m.

On the night of October 11, the Japanese appeared in force 

in Bias Bay and attempted a landing. The first attempt appears 

to have failed, but early in the corning of October 12th a 

successful landing was made near Tern Shui ( Apparently

the initial landing was opposed only by local militia units. On 

the loth and 14th the city of .«uiohow ( ')+] ) and Chinese trans

port routes to that city were heavily bombed from the air. On 

the 15th, the Japanese entered «aiohow, from which the Chinese 

had already withdrawn. \

vThile the Chinese continued officially to assert that they 

could hold Canton, they, nevertheless, speedily evacuated 

government offices and urged women, children and old people to 

leave for the Interior.

On October 18 the Chinese admitted having blown up a 

number of the Genton-KOwloon railway bridgea, including one 

of the two big bridges at Bheklung ( % ).* “* however, it

waa understood that no Japanese units approached Canton along 

th© railway line.

From daiohow the main Japanese units quickly fought their 

way along the line of the Tîaichow-Canton highway via rok ho (|^^.) 

and Tseng Shing Chinese military forces withdrew from

Canton during the night of October 20 and during the day of 

October 21. Early in the afternoon of the latter day a Japanese 

tank column passed through town.# That night straggling but
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fully equipped and orderly Chinese troops continued to pass 

through the city. On October MB « small detachment of Japanese 

troops occupied part of Canton, although straggling Chinese 

troops continued to pass through for several days.* On October 

25 Japanese troops took over froa British and French nuval units 

tne patrolling of the ohukee bund district. Hot until nearly 

the end of the south were way noticeable efforts mde on their 

part to police the rest of the city.

With the complete occupation of Canton by the Japanese 

it became difficult to obtain information us to the progress 

of military hostilities. Firing could be heard in Canton, 

and the fires from burning villages could be seen. Apparently 

mopping up operations were in progress. On October 30 the 

Japanese in Canton announced that their forces had occupied 

famahul in order to cut off all comuni cations between the

Canton area and ruchow, Kwangs!.

Destruction of Canton*s 4 ublic Utilities andthe 
burning o~E«EEB3£■

When it became apparent to the Chinese authorities that

Canton would fall, orders were issued for the destruction of 

government owned property in the city and its suburbs. On 

October 21 the generators in the old electric light plant 

(the only one in operation) were destroyed by burning them 

with gasoline. The water works, the Provincial cement plant, 

the sugar and paper mills were dynamited. Charges were laid 

against the hoisting mechanism of the I3oarl River bridge and 

exploded in an effort to destroy it. The mechanism was damaged 

but th® bridge remained useable for crossing to l.onam Island.**

Th* 

*5eo telegram of October 22, à.So p.m.
**See telegram of October 31, 1 p.m.
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The Chinese withdrawal from canton was so hurried that 

stores, munitions, anti-aircraft guns, and railway rolling 

stock had to be left behind in the yards of the Woagaha 

station, the terminal of the Ganton~Ilnnkow line, Fires were 

started here on the night of October 21 which burned for days. 

These fires and ensuing explosions of carloads of Munitions, 

ammunition dumps and aviation gasoline destroyed the whole 

«ongaha area, and daaaged many buildings on Uuuaaen.* rires 

quickly broke out or were set in other areas. They burned 

virtually unchecked for days, destroying most of the wholesale 

district of Canton, large sections of the financial and retail 

districts, and ruining many of the electric light and telephone 

lines.**

The Japanese military mde little effort to check the 

spread of fires. Since the water works wore not in operating 

condition, there was little they could have done, Fires on 

the shaken bund were fought by foreigners in order to protect 

the British and French concessions»

The Chinese Maritime Customs house on the bund was saved 

by the strenuous work of the Customs staff assisted by non from 

the British, and some from the smericon, naval vessels»

The retreating Chinese troops indulge! in no looting» 

However, all Chinese police left Canton on or before the night 

of October 21. The twenty or thirty thousand people remaining 

in the city were almost all of the lowest classes—beggars, 

£22112» 
~*Soe telegrams of October 1 p.a. and October 23, Koon. 

♦♦See telegran of October 24, 10 a»*»

DEGTASSTETF.Pt
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coolies, and persona of questionable oharaeter. The Japanese 

army, on taking possession of the city the next day, should 

hare taken adequate measures for policing it. Thia they did 

not do. Thousand® of people were allowed to spend the rest 

of October looting homes and shops and committing sets of 

violence and Incendiarlasi. The only positive step of Importance 

taken by the «Japanese military was the occupation of the rice 

warehouse» and th® taking over of their content®.*

*See telegrams of October £4, B p.m., and Oct. 50, 4 p.m.
**Se» telegram of October SB, 4 p.m.

***8ee telegram of October 30, 4 p.m.
$Be® telegram of October 24, 5 p.m.

»• Ropery, nape m Mwder by the «japan®,®®

The Japanese military were observed by foreigner® in 

Canton ir*  the act of removing in army truck® the contents 

of private homes. Stores and homes were ransacked for money*  

Private oar® were taken. In searching Chinese pedestrian®, 

the Japanese sentries reportedly took from them whatever money 

they wight find on their person».**

Reliable reports, received both from Chinese and from 

American missionaries, indicated that Japanese troops were 

raping end shooting civilian® in th® villages near Canton. 

Fany of the villagers fled to the refugee centers in Canton 

as a consequence.***

In Canton, despite the evacuation of nest of the people 

and almost all attractive women, numbers of rap® cases were 

brought to foreign doctor® subsequent to the entry of the 

Japanese forces. All alleged that the raping® were carried 

out by Japanese. Similarly, numbers of man and women civilians 

were brought in who had been bayonetted, sabred, shot or beaten.f 

C, Relations
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE__ 322*00/14225______________________  FOR—T.e±egrs..jn.../.r.>..G-pijn.

FROM________ Canton_____________ (-------Myer/s.------- -) DATED-----J-an^-S^-iaSG
TO NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations: Japanese bombing of
American Mission properties in China and 
Japanese activities on the Pearl River and 
in Canton: Report concerning-, during month of 
December, 1938.

793.94/ 14569

aa
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE__ 893.00/14297 FOR____ Tel-39; 10am

FROM ._?8tagtaO

TO

( Sokobin_____ > dated__ Jan 41, 1939
NAME 1-H27

D[-r.Dniu_. Political and military summary for Dec., 1938 
^xtvSAlxIJI N(5a

793.94/ 
|4570

FRG.
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Tsingtao via N. R.

Dated January 4, 1939 

Rec’d 9 a.m., 5th.

Secretary of State,

Washington,

39, January 4, 10 a.m.

December political review.

One. Considerable influx of Japanese troops 

commenced second week of December. The activities 

of these newly arrived soldiers are similar to those 

of the division which went through training course 

here just before Canton campaign. It is of interest 

to note that after twelve months of occupation the 

Japanese have not constructed any military or naval 

defence works in Tsingtao.

Two. American oil companies unable to fill all 

orders from the interior because of shortage of rolling 

stock on Tsingtao-Tsinanfu Railway.

Three, In a minor matter involving complaint 

of Japanese interference with American interests there 

was an improvement. In the larger sphere of export 

trade, merchants were endeavoring to adjust their 

operations to Japanese exchange control through an 

export and import link. It is too early to report the

outcome
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outcome of this arrangement. American oil company 

imported petroleum products in bulk carried by 

Japanese vessels which discharged at wharf.

Four. Some improvements in the conditions of 

travel in the interior away from the railroad. 

Guerrillas are reported to be increasingly handicapped 

by shortages of ammunition. There is tendency among 

Chinese here to feel that the situation increasingly 

demands "cooperation” with the Japanese in various 

aspects.

Five. 25;^ increase reported .in Japanese 

civilian population of Tsingtao as compared with 

census prior to hostilities. Japanese expansion in the 

retail trade noticeable. In more important economic 

activities, three year plan for the expansion of 

telephone system in this city announced. The President 

of North China Development Company indicated that 

Shantung exploitation program still in process of 

formulation.

Sent to Peiping, and by mail to Chungking, Toky».

SOKOBIN
RR;RGC
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_____893.51/6759_________________________  FOR___ Tel.l4;..6pm--------------------------

from Great Britain__________ (____ Johnson___ .) dated .Ian-Ar-W39--------

TO NAME -1127

Chinese currency loan project; other means of tending material REGARDING: . .assistance to China.

Discussion of-, with reference to suggested measures by Great 
Britain and the U.S. Gives substance of-, by Messrs Leith-Ross; 
Butterworth; Hall-Patch.

793.94/ 
145
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JR GRAY

London

Dated January 4, 1939

Rec’d 6 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

14, January 4, 6 p.m.

Embassy’s 1389, December 3, 2 p.m.

Leith-Ross asked Butterworth to lunch with him and 

Hall-Patch to discuss the Chinese currency loan project 

and the following is his account of the conversation of 

which the Department may care to apprise the Treasury.

Leith-Ross began by referring to Bewley’s 

conversation with Assistant Secretary Taylor just before 

Christmas and indicated that the Prime Minister had just 

given his agreement in principle to a note being sent 

to the United States which he hoped would clarify the 

British position somewhat but would again point out the 

importance of some parallel action being taken on the 

part of the United States.

In reply to a query I said that I did not feel 

competent to express any opinion on the question of 

policy involved in any parallel action by the two 

countries but I did point out the disparity between the

amounts
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amounts of financial assistance rendered to the Chinese 

by the British and the American Governments to date. 

Leith-Ross then said he hoped there could be embodied 

in the note the intimation that the two contributions 

need not be on a pound for pound basisj that the 

British Government was willing to go ahead with the 

project if both countries took a hand in it and in that 

case both he and Hall-Patch thought that the reaction 

in Japan would be restrained and the effect salutary.
X

They then emphasized how the British had bourne the 

main brunt of Japanese antagonism, how they had kept 

Hong Kong open despite French suggestions to the 

contrary, how likely was Japanese retaliation against 

their interests if they undertook this matter alone, 

and how strategically the Japanese were placed to 

retaliate. Leith-Ross further stated that the 

Chamberlain Government feared that if the Japanese 

became aggressive against them, for example, in the 

International Settlement there might be a further 

diminution of British prestige with consequent political 

repercussions at home. Both Hall-Patch and Leith-Ross 

felt that if the Chinese acquired six million pounds 

or more wh|idh would be skillfully administered, it would

hold
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hold the currency position for some time without 

necessarily any losses occurring and that it would 
"buck up" the Chinese enormously.

The tentative plan on the part of the British 

seems to be as follows: the Hong Kong-Shanghai Banking 

Corporation is willing to put up pounds five hundred 

thousand provided the British Government guarantees 

pounds two million five hundred thousand the Chinese 

banks to arrange for their pounds^three million 

contribution. The Hong Kong-Shanghai Banking Corporation, 

which is already operating as a fiscal agent for the 

Chinese monetary authorities, will continue to do so 

or at least have a "supervisory say" in the use of the 

ensuing fund so as to prevent Chinese private 

manipulation. They asked if in the event we agreed to 

come in, we could follow' a similar procedure with the 

American banks or, if that were politically inexpedient, 

we would make an advance to the Chinese Government or 

Bank of China and perhaps have Young or some one else 

designated to supervise the operations for our 

protection. This thinking out loud was followed by a 

"chance" suggestion by Leith-Ross as to whether, to 

obtain funds, we could make an advance against some of the

silver
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silver held in the French and British Concessions in 

Ti entsin.

I did not enter into any discussion on the 

political aspect of the United States acquiring an 

interest in the British and French Concessions which 

was already a source of friction with the Japanese 

but merely pointed out the desire of the stabilization 

fund justifying at some future time to consider 

purchases of silver the possession of vzhich it could 

not acquire.

I asked about what other measures of assistance to 

China the British Government was prepared to undertake 

and Eeith-Ross indicated that about a quarter of the 

new pounds ten million export credit which would shortly 

be passed by Parliament was being earmarked for China 

but that to date the Chinese continued to be slow and 

inefficient about putting forward workable projects. 

In fact they were still talking about long-term railway 

projects vzhich seemed to him not really productive 

enough in the given circumstances. For example they 

needed oil badly. He had proposed to them that they 

fly oil from Burma, a matter of only 600 miles and by far 

the cheapest available method of transportation, but

so
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so far nothing had come of it. Incidentally Hall-Patch 

who has recently returned from Paris felt that the 

French might be induced to let more stuff through French 

Indo-China.

Leith-Ross said that the method of assisting China 

by penalizing Japanese trade had also been carefully 

considered. The Dominions would have to be brought into 

it and they vzould bg thE hardest hit by any trade war. 

The abrogation of existing commercial treaties and the 

imposing of certain punitive duties had not been entirely 

ruled out as a possible method but they were disposed 

to move cautiously in this matter and first see what could 

be done to help China to help herself.

I asked Leith-Ross about the attitude of the 

British interests in China towards measures which might 

provoke Japanese retaliation and he maintained that the 

more important British interests in China were coming 

rapidly to the view that it was better "to chance a 

harder kick in the pants now” than to endure the slow 

progress of attrition. He added that he had recently 

received a private letter from Keswick of Jardine 

Matheson in this sense. Hall-Patch indicated that 

while this was true of the large corporations, the 

smaller British interests, which might not be able to 

withdraw an immediate onslaught, preferred the ills
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they knew to those they knew not of; however their 

voices were not loud in Whitehall or Westminister.

Incidentally Leith-Ross mentioned he had had 

a recent telegram from Tokyo to the effect that the 

Japanese foreign exchange problem was growing more 

acute and expressing the view that within 6 months 

they would be in real difficulties. I did not gather 

that Hall-Patch had had necessarily modified the 

opinions he had expressed in Washington, 
x

JOHNSON

RRîCSB
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■ ■ 1938

■ ^7 menT oFj^s^

U-ü Ligect of Information 
Sino-Japanem® Situation 

December 1G-3Q, 1938

î-JCTK* Situation Map does not uoconpany thio report

1. :g.u?/4>Y on;it4iw-j.
e. :îo mtorial chans;© has occurred in th© militery situation and 

no lurge-seale operations have boon undert&kan by either side.

b. stubborn looel fA,-;liti.xi..:S; huat occurred in southwst htinai kh«ra 
the Japanese era trying to clear chlasaa troops and guerrilla» off 
their line» of coranmication. Elsewhere tho intensity of 'jusrrllla 
and oounter-zpierrille efforts la apparently unchanged.

e. The Japanese have moved two or perMna three fresh divisions 
from Japan into the Shantung, Hopeh =Æd Honan «umunlcftions zone 
apparently are relieving an equal body of troops and sending ther to 
Uanchuria. The as last era probably divisions that ware borrowed from 
the Kwentung -my for the Canton and Hankow offensives. It is possible, 
but not considered probable, that this movement is a forerunner of in* 
creased military activity on tho Slanch?iriaj**>lb<<rlan border.

L. —u; i.-QU-'»

a. Ho l«r$e-8cele surface reactions on the part of the Japanese 
3bave followed the U. S. credit of $86,000,000 to China. ;»t a press oon- 
'rprence on Eoaonber 18, Foreign x'inister Arita deplored the loan as 
serving to prolong hostilities and consequently to continue the exist* 
Ity; hindrances to third-powr trade; but th» minister wont on to say 
that lie was disposed to ra/jard the emdit as a non-polltlenl section. 
Ij| China no unusual sntîww»riean activities on th® part of the Jap* 
f' eae arsied fora»» tove occurred. Hews of ths credit elicited general , „ 

itorial disapproval in the Japanese press, but no strong or continued^ 
Reaction ma noted. In fast th© Japanese newspap»“« were much more vlo^ 
lent over the prospect of the 3ritiah credit of approximately MkW,000 ~ 
to China, in oonnoctlon with which tho question ws raised of requiring 
the retrocession of Honjjtong to tho "ïJow China." to

<£>
Meanwhile the following additional developments affecting 

U.3. - Japanese relations are of ctnutiderable si^nlfieanc» Aon taken 
together. On Hecenber 19 «crotaxy Kor^mthnu announced the indefinite 
extension of the Jold*tillver agreefwnt, under the terme of which tho 
Chinese Doveraaeat may borrow from the U. 3. stabilisation fund in an
ticipation of silver sinijxaonts. This is, in effect, nn extension of 
short term credits and frees fron liquidation Chinose funds >n deposit 

< , s.O. > ' 5(D) or (E)
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la Masri ca. On Demeter 41 there web reported the arrival In tewail 
of * representative of the eouritiee twd Exchange iteniasion *d th the 
ni a a ion of investigating the sale of unregistered Japanese goveranant 
bonds in that territory. It is understood that conolderable quantities 
of these bonds have been «old to Japanese cltisens and persons of Jap
anese descent there, rd th a resultant creation of siorely-neoded dollar 
«redits for Japan* The ease of the terlttne >:omiB?iion against the 
csaicn hoses telaha and the Yamashita Kloaen teintes, referred to in 
the last ’'Digest" me settled after hearing by the agrément of the 
Japanese steanship eoapanios to reseda fron their throat* to cut rates 
in the •'outh —'lericnn - U. '-5. .e»t Coast trade.

b. There have been no recorded developments in the husso-Japaneee 
fisheries dispute.

e. The hitherto uncompleted aaetion of the Tung-Fu Hallway, tra
versing the rugged Yenmen ins* country in northern Shansi has been eon- 
plated trader Japanese euspicea and ws opened to truffle on ;>ec«mber ES.

d. The Japanese "blooksde” of the foreign concessions at Tientsin 
has continued, with e lessening of inconvenience, howver, as it tes 
beeone better organised. Xt is apparently producing considerable pres
sure on the concwesion authorities. Agreement tes teen reached for the 
transfer of the eity telephone system to the Japan®se-supported Chinese 
authorities. Considerable concessions have also been extorted from the 
foreign banks in regard to facilitating the forcing of Jaderel Deserve 
tenk notes into circulation as an official nedlun of excitent st the 
expense of Central Covernramt notes.

e. On l»ce®ter SO there was established under Japanese auspices 
st Canton a local ^«varuraent, presided over by fteig Tung-yon, said to 
have bean a former eoMceuider of the "ooetmg forts defending Shanghai• 
This organisation seem destined to be of ainor importance in the 1b- 
»diate future, as Canton continuas to bo largely deserted by Its 
civilian population.

un Decanter 22 there gathered at Peiping a neater of Chinese 
politicians for a sohoduled two-dsy nesting of the United Council of 
the tepubllc of Chinn, the official steering aconitine for the or^nlna
tion of a Japanese-sponsored national government. Th» neoting did not 
take place and was postponed either to the 30th of seeonber, for a 
wnth, or indefinitely, according to various reports. This indecision 
and Ineffectiveness is a continuing indication of the difficulties which 
the Japanese are meeting in organising a facade of regional and oentral 
government in China.

f. J’tobb dispatches of Decanter 26 reported the preaenoe in Hanoi, 
Indo-Milira, of Vang Ching-wei, veteran teonintang leader, fbnrar chair- 
man »f the îraoutivo Yuen, and appointed in April of thia year Deputy
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Tsungtal (Hoe-ruler) of the .iepublie and theoretic' lly Chiang kal- 
shsk’s vico-exooutive. Ur. hang was said to have cone frm Chcngtn 
by air, nminally for hie health. It *a par»!stonily runored, how
ever, that he wee seeking contact xith Japanese offlcinle with a view 
to comsncing pease negotiations. officials at Chungking immediately 
wade strenuous official and personal denials that ang was empowered 
to speak for or to counit the Central esovomncnt.

g. 0» Doceeber £*, >*renier î«onoyo wade an official statenent of 
Japan’s final sine in China. These included disclaimers of Japanese 
territorial ambitions in China and of any desire for indemnities. They 
Galled for the recognition of Manehoukuo, conclusion of a Sino-J«p&n»w» 
anti«~.ojaintera pact and yino-Jupoaeaa eoonoislc cooperation on an equal 
footing. Japanese garrisons in china would be necessitated as e corol
lary of the anti-Ccmintem agreement. Japan would be willing to assist 
China in obtaining the abolition of extraterritoriality end the rendi
tion of foreign concsaiou». Japan was willing to respect the interests 
of third powers "who realise the Meaning of the New order la Eastern 
Asia and ect accordingly."
s. comsir.

a. The two hoc! important political happenings of the past 
night have been tho novuments of chlng-wei and Trines .oaoye’s 
statement of Japan's nine.

b. 'fhrse underlying motives have been attributed to nng <Mng- 
wel's departure from ths seat of government. They are»

(1) igtxiety at tha growing influence» of tho eomuaists 
at the sxpense of the huonintang.

(«) A personal feud with the Minister of finance, Chiang 
i4ti-uh»k’a brother-in-law, H. H. Kuiu>

(S) Adharnnoe to the "peace-faction" in the ..uonixitaiig, 
which favors an accomodation with Japan.

dll three of the above aotivas are regarded as wall established. It is 
still a Boot question, however, whether they have merely separated ang 
and his group of personal followers free china’s governing hierarchy 
or whether he is sstually attempting the leadership of a peace movement. 
Either action is consonant with hie character. In view of tho obvions 
eoucem of the Chinese authorities about his activities, it in thought 
that the probability favors hie actively seeking a settlesMUt of ths 
war. It is not believed that such an effort, if made, will bo effect
ive at this tine.

e. rince Konoye's pronouncesient was probably originally scheduled 
for Tsnwnbnr 11, on which date the Japanese were expecting to sMSOtnoe 
ths institution of a nw national Chinese govoranent under the laederchip
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of W i^i-fu. tte content of «he atatMamt le pracrtioally that of «te 
Premier*s portrayal of Japan** alee on tevteter 3. Its «one la somwteat 
terater so far m «te Kuomintang ««ft Chiang Xal-stelt are ctmeemod. 
Tte terns of proposed settlement are left vague, obviously to provide 
maneuver roan in future negotiations, à body of autterltativo teeriean 
opinion insllnM to tte belief that tte statement la udAresaod to Omet 
Britain an* to tte United Staton, wlter than to Chine, and that its 
fuwUnantal intention la to eleer the ground for future dlaousaiona 
no to tte roles white these two nations can play in "tew China," during 
and after tte establishment of a regime satisfactory to Japan.
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NEW YORK TIMES December 20, 1938

rita Statement of Aims
• Special to The New York Times.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 19.—The 
a i m MlS**'*** text °f the statement made in 

Tokyo by Hachiro Arita, the Japa
nese Foreign Minister, on the 
future economic relations between 
China and Manchukuo and the 
United States and other Western 
countries, was made public tonight 
by the Japanese Embassy. It fol
lows:

As has been made clear by 
the statement of Nov. 3 made by 
the Japanese Government, what 
Japan desires is the establish

before all the world the principle 
of equality of commercial oppor
tunity, though as a matter of fact 
that principle has received scant 
regard elsewhere, and Japanese 
products of good quality and mod
erate price have everywhere been 
subjected to discriminatory treat
ment. Japan, nevertheless, still 
believes that the way to bring 
about the prosperity of each and 
every nation is to give effect to 
the principle of equaltiy of com
mercial opportunity, and she up
holds freedom of economic ac
tivity in all parts of the world

ment of a new order which will 
' ensure permanent stability in 

East Asia—in other words, the 
establishment of a relationship of 

■ mutual helpfulness and coordina- 
tion between Japan, Manchukuo 

■ and China in political, economic 
and cultural fields.

That the formation of a closely 
; cooperative relationship of the 

three countries is an imperious 
necessity is explained by the fact 
that it is in its political aspect a 
measure of self-defense against 
the Communist menace and of 
safeguarding the civilization and 
culture of the Orient, and in its 
economic aspect is a measure of 
self-preservation in the presence 
of the world-wide tendency to 
erect high customs barriers and 
to employ economic measures for 
political ends.

It is not only of benefit to the 
Chinese people themselves but to 
the whole of East Asia to lift
China from its present semi-colo
nial status to the position of a 
modern State.

The establishment of a new or- 
j der—that is, of a relationship of 
j mutual aid and coordination be- 
! tween Japan, Manchukuo and 
’ China—simply signifies the crea

tion of solidarity between these 
three countries for the common 
purpose of preserving the integ- 

i rity of East Asia while enabling 
: each nation to maintain its inde- 
i pendence and to fully develop its 
j individuality.

Sees Consonance With Justice
'1
J It is the firm conviction of Japan 
I that the establishment of such a 
* new order will be perfectly in 
i consonance with international jus- 
Itice and will contribute toward 

the peace and tranquillity of East 
Asia, and it is her inflexible reso
lution to carry out her policy in 
this regard.

Leaving for a later occasion the 
political and cultural phases of 
the proposed tri-partite relation
ship, I wish today to offer a few 
remarks on its economic aspect. 
The new order envisages a cer
tain degree of economic cohesion 
and coordination between Japan, 
Manchukuo and China and the 
formation of a single economic 
unit in the presence of similar 
units which already exist else
where and which are both power
ful and self-sufficing.

Although the term “bloc econ
omy” is frequently applied to such 
an arrangement, the proposed 
unit in East Asia is by no means 
a system of closed trade. If by 
“bloc economy” is meant the ex- 

i elusion of all interests other than 
.2 those of parties directly con

cerned, the employment of the 
term is wholly improper in the 
present case.

At the moment not a few ob
servers seeih inclined to feel as 
though Japan, by inauguration of 
the co-called “Japan-Manchukuo- 
China economic bloc,” were arriv
ing at. the exclusion from East 
Asia of all enterprises, capital in
vestments, trade and other eco
nomic activities on the part of 
foreigners. It is oàite regrettable 
that some suchdraea is to be seen 
reflected in th® comments of va
rious newspapers and magazines

’’«’bed in Europe and America.
•r* - «discrimination

!on£?Moutly ®

as a matter of principle.
It is far from Japan’s thought 

to aid at excluding European and 
American economic activities from k 
East Asia. However, it is most 
natural and proper that two 
neighbor nations, closely bound 
together by ties of race and cul
ture—Japan poor in natural re
sources and without a large do
mestic market and China still eco
nomically weak—should work to
gether in order to insure their 
independence as regards vital sup
plies as well as their markets.

In times of emergency within 
those limits it must be admitted 
that the economic activities of 
countries which lie outside the 
limits of East Asia would have 
to be regulated. In other words, 
it is imperative that the economic 
activities of other powers should 
be subject to certain restrictions 
dictated by the requirements of 
national defense and economic se-
curity of countries grouped under 
the new order and that no politi
cal privileges should be attached 
to those activities. The necessity 
of such restrictions is recognized 
by “all modern States,” includ
ing, I am sure, the British Em
pire and the United States.

But even if these restrictions 
are put in force, there will remain 
vast fields of commercial and eco
nomic activity open to people of 
other powers. The formation and 
existence of an economic copart- | 
nership of nations, such as is con- ; 
templated for Japan, Manchukuo ! 
and China, would by no means 
entail any dimunition of trade be
tween that group and other coun
tries.

Cite* Manchukuon Figures
In this connection I might add I 

a few words regarding Manchu- | 
kuo. To say that the new State 
has been closed to powers other ! 
than Japan is a gross misstate
ment. Statistics show plainly the 
progressive increase that has char
acterized the foreign trade of 
Manchukuo during the past few 
years.

The total value of the foreign 
trade of that country, which was 
1,060,000,000 yuan in 1930, the year 
before her independence, leaped 
to 1,550,000,000 yuan in 1937. As 
for imports from other countries 
during the same period, they wit
nessed an increase of 35.3 per 
cent for Great Britain, 98.9 per 
cent for the United States and \ 
33.2 per cent for France. Espe-. 
cially conspicuous was the in
crease in the importation of ma
chinery, tools, vehicles, hardware 
and timber, the demand for which 
is expected to expand further with ; 
progress of the work of economic 
construction of Manchukuo.

We should also talke into con
sideration the imports from West
ern countries via Japan, though 
these are not indicated in the sta
tistics. Again, we should take 
note of the trade of Manchukuo 
with British and French colonies, 
which is fast developing with the 
years.

In brief, the proposed new order 
for East Asia, when established, 
will not only bring permanent 
stability to this part of the globe, 
but will also serve, I am firmly 
.convinced, to put the economic 
activities Occidental powers in 
East Asia upon a far more solid 
^undation than at present.

793. 9 4/ 
I 457
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Konoye, December 22, as printed in the 
NEW YORK TIMES of December 23, 1938.

I'TEXfOF THE DECLARATION! 
I The text of the Premier’s statef 
[ment follows:

The Japanese Government is re
solved to carry on military opera
tions for the complete extermina
tion of the anti-Japanese Kuo 
mihtang regime and at the same 
time to proceed with the work of 
establishing a new order in East 
Asia, together with those far- 
sighted Chinese who share our 
ideals and aspirations.

A spirit of renaissance is now 
spreading over all parts of China, 
and enthusiasm for reconstruc
tion is mounting ever higher. The 
Japanese Government desires to 
make public its basic policy for 
adjusting relations between China 
and Japan in order that its in
tentions may be thoroughly un
derstood at home and abroad.

Japan, China and Manchukuo 
will be united by the common aim 
of establishing a new order in 
East Asia and, realizing the re
lationship of neighborly amity, a 
common defense against commu
nism and for economic coopera
tion.

For that purpose it is necessary, 
first, that China should cast aside II 
all narrow prejudiced views of the I 
past and do away with the foil J 
of anti-Japanism and resentmei 
regarding Manchukuo. In othe; , 
words, Japan frankly desires 
China to enter of her own free 
will into complete diplomatic re
lations with Manchukuo.

Asks Anti-Communist Pact
The existence of Comintern 

[Communist International] influ
ence in East Asia cannot be tol
erated. Japan, therefore, con
siders it an essential condition of 
the adjustment of Sino-Japanese 
relations that there should be con
cluded an anti-Comintern agree
ment between the two countries 
in consonance with the spirit of 
the anti-Comintern agreement be
tween Japan, Germanÿ and Italy.

In order to insure full accomp
lishment of this purpose Japan 
demands, in view of the actual' 
circumstances prevailing in China, 
that Japanese troops be stationed 
at specific points during the time 
the agreement is in force and 
also that the Inner Mongolian 
region be designated as a special 
anti-Communist area.

As regards economic relations 
between the two countries, Jappn 
does not intend to exercise an 
economic monopoly in China, nor 
does she intend to'demand that 
China limit her interests with 
those third powers who grasp the 
meaning of the new East Asia 
and are willing to act accord
ingly.

I Japan only seeks to render 
1 effective cooperation and col

laboration between the two coun
tries. That is to say, Japan de
mands that China, in accordance 
with the principle of equality be
tween the two countries, should 
recognize freedom of residence 
and trade on the part of Japanese 
subjects in the interior of China 

with a view to promoting the eco- I 
nomic interests of both peoples 
and that in the light of the 
historical and economic relations 
between the two nations China 
should extend to Japan facilities 
for the development of China’s 1 
natural resources, especially in 
the regions of North China and 
Inner Mongolia.

The above gives the general 
lines of what Japan demands. If 
Japan’s true object in conduct
ing the present vast military cam
paign be fully understood, it will 
be plain that what she seeks is 
neither territory nor indemnity 
for the cost of the military opera- 

!. tions. Japan' demands only a 
f minimum guarantee for the ex

ecution of her function as a par- 
! ticipant in the establishment of a 
lUnew order.
] Japan not only respect China’s 
• sovereignty but is prepared to 

give positive consideration to 
questions of the abolition of ex
traterritoriality and the rendition 
of foreign concessions and settle- 
ments—matter^whicn are~neces-|| 
sary for the full independence of *

! * China.
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Department of state

THE UNDER SECRETARY

December 23, 1938.

Dr.
Mr.

Horn 
Kami:

The letter and memorandum which 
I am attaching I received this morn
ing from Mr. Curtis Calder, President 
of the American and Foreign Power 
Company. You will find this interest
ing, and I should like to have an 
opportunity of talking with you about 
it'.

U:SW:W

MR. HORNBECK .

U ÜEC3 0 1938

' Wvision or
FAR Ï/.STEÎ1H AfW

^4 department of State
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CURTIS E. CALDER 
PRESIDENT

AMERICAN & FOR£fëNE?OWER COMPANY INC 
two' ‘Pictor Street

NEW YORK 
• W. ' 56 

3'x>

% >

...ù^

&

December 21, 19

Honorable Sumner Welles, 
Under Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C.

MR
___________ /tiLV

^rouTiMi
MR. HORNBECK 4A

o E C 3 0 1938 ______

^/MfiTMFUT nF 'S&y Division of
FAR FASTEN AfFA!fi5

Ôepârtment of State

Sincerely yours,

encl

With best regards, and wishing you 
A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year,

Dear Mr. Welles:

Calder

Enclosed is copy of a memorandum 
which came to me from a source in China which, over a 
period of years has given me very reliable information 
about Chinese facts, conditions and thinking. The 
source is not anti-English; on the contrary, although 
an American source, has generally been pro-English. 
The next time I see you I will tell you who it is but 
in the meantime, thought the information contained in 
the memorandum would be of interest to you and Dr. 
Ifornbeck.

793.94/14575
 

v 
r/FQ
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Below are summarized briefly opinions expressed by an intelligent and re
sponsible individual closely associated with the National Government of China and 
British official representatives in China.

England intentionally, or otherwise, has in effect "sold China down the 
River" through her policies and professions during the past few years - high lights of which 
are detailed below.

(I) By supporting the Government in nationalizing silver in 1935, control of finances 
was taken out of the hands of conservative independent bankers and placed in the 
hands of the Soong fanily. »

(a) The bankers have always been the conservative party and from days of the 
Empire have curbed Government activities by closing the purse when the Govern
ment has shown wayward tendencies. Such pressure was exerted in 1908 to force 
the peace negotiations which were concluded at Shimoneseki. It is argued that 
without such curb and in the absence of all other curbs generally prevailing 
in democracies, there is no restraint to prevent a group in control from sacri
ficing the entire country to personal ambition.

(b) That England’s motives in supporting the nationalization of silver were pri- 
Q marily selfish and protective of her own silver reserves in Hongkong and India;

possibly also an attempt to gain favor with the Soong group, or to secure 
benefit to English trade.

(c) That there has been dissension between the private British banks and the rep
resentatives of the Bank of England, the latter being responsible for the re
quired short circuiting of extraterritorial rights, which made the nationaliza
tion of silver possible and without the control safeguards properly requested 
by private British banks. Various safeguards have since November, 1935, been 
sought by British banks but the British Foreign Office, in cooperation with 
the Bank of England, have broken them down.

(d) That representatives of the Bank of England and the British Foreign Office have 
been more pro-Chinese and insisted upon full autonomous rights for the National 
Government of China in respect to currencies than the Chinese themselves.

The implied conclusion is that if the private Chinese bankers had held the purse 
strings they could have forced the conclusion of peace negotiations by grafting the Japan
ese limited special rights in the North, possibly as far south as Tsingtao or, alternatively 
have forced the downfall of the Soong Dynasty.

(II) There is a latent suspicion that sometime prior to May, 1937, there were secret 
discussions and agreements between England and Japan relative to Japanese action 
in North China, provided such, action was restrained from the Yangtze Valley. It 
is alleged that this became known to the Chinese and accounts for their deliber
ate 4y?ecip^jbati nn of the Shanghai Incident on .august 13, 1937, the Chinese 
intent being to embroil British major interests in China and thereby force 
British intervention. Conservative Chinese claim this could have been avoided 
if they had held the purse strings.

(Ill) That from the date of the August 13, 1937 Incident, British influence has been 
entirely concentrated upon encouraging the Chinese to resist the Japanese in the 
hope that the edge of the Japanese sword be dulled, if not broken. They point
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to the repeated rumors of loans, munition or commodity credits, all of which 
have failed* When conservative Chinese were exerting every effort to force 
peace talks prior to the fall of Shanghai, the British are alleged to have 
been encouraging the National Government to continue the fight and draw out 
the Japanese lines to the point of exhaustion.

(IV) Now that China only retains the more remote interior provinces, any peace talks 
will fall upon deaf Chinese ears as the National Government is doomed, except 
it win the fight.

(V) That Japan, by winning more and with less expenditure of men, munitions and 
money, has in the process uncovered the bluff of the Western Powers and 
visualizes the early realization of her prior hopes for complete domination 
of Asia - a hope which she never had thought could materialize without a prior 
conflict with Hussia.

My own optimism has always been prefaced upon the assumption that British inter 
ests in China, India, the South Pacific and Canada were adequate to force England to 
take a leading part in the conclusion of the Japanese/Chinese affair. These hopes van
ished when the weakness of the British was disclosed in the Czecho-Slovaki a affair. 
More recent disclosures of Britain’s unpreparedness after active rearmament since the 
Italian affair in South Africa leaves me with no base-line.

I am not inclined to think that an interest can be bought in after the fact by 
loans or by financial participation. I am not inclied to any belief that Japan will 
fail by exhaustion of her finances. I further believe that her armies of occupation 
can very nearly live off China.

The only evident ray oT hope is the belated rearmament moves in America.

Not a very nice picture
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January B 1989

Dear Mr. Calder:

I greatly appreciate your thoughtful courtesy 

In sending me, enclosed with your letter of Decem

ber 21, a copy of a memorandum which came to you 

from a source in China of whom you expect to give 

me identification when next we meet. The informa

tion contained in the memorandum is, as you a'in^g<>, 

of interest, and I have brought the memorandum to 

the attention of Dr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton, 

For your thought of us, I thank you.

With cordial regards and best wishes of the 

Season, I am

Sincerely yours,

793.94/1 4575

Sumner Welles

Acting Secretary

Mr. Curtis E. Calder,

President, American and foreign Power Company Inc.,

Two Rector Street,

New York, New York.

PA/H:SKH:ZMK

12-30-38
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‘cœv1

b 1939. a
èâWl/î.. Jee.^ch., »3

Eon. Stanley JI. Hornbeck, 
Chief Bureau Bar Eastern Affàirs 
'.'.ashington J. C. / , ,

W.auI1^, fDeax hr

i 'I A!. LASTERM AFFAjftS Y-

C 3 0 1938
\ of State

VA PGLITI
JS>' MR. HOR

ÜEC 2 81938

OF 5^

I ail very much concerned over the developments

in the Cino-Japanese interests, since I saw that Ambassador Johns©. 

.. s on his way from China to report to the Cobernment on the situa

tion there. More eapeically I am concerned as ”x, Johnson iâ 

reported to be in harmony with Chiang Kai Sheet on the mutter of 

Japanese relations to American commercial interests in China*

Each harm has already been done by the degree of cre

dence given to Chinese propaganda as to Japan’s ultimate purposes 

in China and Asia. That Japan should attempt to interfere in 
any way with American commerce after a settlement of the present / 

is arrive-.* at
difficulties^ is so improbable on the lace of it that

one stands amazed at the idea that men of public affairs should 

93*94/
I 4576

give such an idea any attention whatever. I can only hope that

Ar. Johnson has been misrepresented in the reports made about him.

It should be clear to even an average intelligence

that an entire readjustment of international relations with China

is inevitable. Ho matter which way the present conflict turns, 

China will not longer endure the extraterritorial status under 

which she has writhed for so long, and which the Hine Power Treaty 
to

was created deal with. With the readjustment of that status, _
"H

the ITine gower Treaty will automatically become obsolete, and the 

Open Door Policy wh-^ch is its corollary, will cease to fuhetion. 

In the readjustments which must follow, Japan will taxe her place
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among the other natinns conc^ned in whatever agree^nts are arrived 

at as to commercial relations.

The Chinese purposes are clearly designee to mislead ana. 

contuse the situation in the hope that measures may be tanen by 

the American and British governments in par ticulas; , t o involve and 

embarrass Japan. The various notes which have been going to 

Japan protesting tâae Japanese military measure which naturally 

nterfere with the regular course of commerce, are giving to the 

Chinese both unwarranted and undeserved encouragement. To sup

pose or assume, as our Government apparently is doing, that meas

ures tanen under the stress of military necessity, represent any

thing more toan temporary disruptions,seems so unusual as to give 

to t em an unreasonable aspect. The effect of these/ protests 

is to encourage China in her hopes of American inter vention, and 

prolong the conflict which, with a different attitude on the part 

o r Government, would long since have been brought to a close.

It cannot be too often called to attention that under tte

Hine Power Treaty, China was under obligation to preserve equality

of opportunity and good will to all the members of that pact. As

a corollary of that obligation, it was equally incumbent on the

members of the agreement to assist in securing such condition.

Hot only has that not been done

innuendo and thinly veiled hostility, og practically all of the 

mem/bers of that agreement, and particularly has that been true of 
the American press which loses no opportunity to inflame/ American 

public opihion against Japan; even to fomenting the absurd idea 

that we are in danger from invasion from Japan. All this in

spired China to persevere in her hostile attitude to Japan,
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which hud for its foundation mainly the jealousies of Japan's at

tainment of the status of one of the great nations of the w^rld, 

and so of release from the irritating disabilities under which 

Chaîna was forced to remain.
( the_ Chinese )

of course they^jhave played up the charge against Japn 

hat she is a treaty breaker in the matter of "anchuria. TheThe

'estern members of the Tine ^ower Treaty hhve condoned (for reasotï 

which I doX not mow) this charge,which continues to be so damag

ing to the mutter of right understanding.

1st surprising of all j.s the Way in wh^ch our Govern-

iiient's attitude encourages the contempt expressed in our press for

Ja an’s reference to her paramount interest and responsibility for

reserving the peace of the Orient The present conference in

cure for ourselves just that Status in the African Continents., 
ar ,e

The interests actual and potential of these contine&ts'jby compari

son, insignificant contrasted with those of which Japan is the log

ical center -’ being as she is the only stable power on the Eastern 

chores of the ’."estern Pacific» The logic of the situation 

winili command the sympathetic attention of the American Govenr- 

and people.

Unless an greatly mistaken in the temper of lubassauor
Ic uiù-iûOii s reported atitude, there is great dunyex \i’uxthex compli

cating an already sufficiently oilsappxehenaesituation to the ' 

Ji~ige 01 international concerns» It is üï course obvious to $

the Japanese that a aegree ol unxeasonuolo-ness is present in the 

persistent protests presented by our Jovoxn.Aonty iron which there 

niust inevitably uevelop u growing irritation wiiihh might be so eæ 

sia^ avoided by a uoxe sane uu^cxstciudin^ oi the events and iorces
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which created the present situation.

am not un..ùudiiil of those events which occurred in ’ An 

cnuriu uetwoi_n l^lf ma ludl, one aS-pect of which a2 pears ro inai- 

cate u recognition by Japan oi China’s claim to "'anchuria. It 

is u reasonable assumption that Japan would have recognized at 

rhut time u ioxioul annexation oæ 1'anchuria bp China, as the I'anchu 

ubuication was an ostensible act oi' surrender. The record 

aoes show?however,that Japan made formal and strong objections to 
(or Was it five )

/anchuria being include a in the four power" loans to China, clearly 
yfrorn thoBft/^of the_ïïegjh

indicating a different under stâncii hg^l'of 7 the existing relations of 
h ■ .

China to Inncÿuria.
h,

At all events it seems higjLy desirable now that our Gov- 

erment should recognize Japanfis paramount interest in all that e« 
concerns the "Pax E..st". How elae^ can we justify our attitude 
to the affairs on the American continents! Such a recognition 

would go far to clearing up the current situation, and in the ulti

mate relations to be established, we should no doubt much benefit, 

e need to give far 'Treater consideration to the right of Japan or 

ai any country, to defense, even to the extent oi armed conflict, 

against long continuing an<x uhceasing hostility.

I cannot escape a feeling of foreboding that much that 

is unfavorable to right under st anding may come of representations 
e.

whxch may be made by Ambassador Johnson, fx|sh from the influence 

ox the so plausible Chinese propaganda. I could wish that there 

might be so^ae counteracting influence from some American citizen 

who has a different point of view.

Yours re 

'rom
T. J. League,
114 Buis t Ave. , 
Greenville 3. C.
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Dear Mr. League:

Your letter of December 27, commenting 

upon various aspects of the Far Eastern situa» 

tlon and relations of the United States with 

countries of the Fax* East, Is before me and 

I shall bring Its contents to the attention 

of certain of my official associates.

Yours sincerely

STANLEY K. HORNBECK

Mr. T. J. League,

114 Buist Avenue, 

Greenville, South Carolina.

PA/H:SKH:ZMK EE

793.94/14576
 

F/FG
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

 893.00 P.R. Hankow/135 fOr #530

_____ Hankow Josselvn Nov 10. 193A.FROM_______________________________ (____ _____________) DATED__  » 1QO*
TO NAME 1-1127 ere

regarding: 3ino-Japanese situation: Developments of the month of Oct#
1938>
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B. Relations with Japan;

1. Military Field Operations;

The number of troops engaged in the Wuhan campaign is 

believed to be substantially the same as last month.

The most rapid October advance of the Japanese army 

in the Wuhan campaign was apparently the offensive, 
A coordinated with naval action, along both banks of the

। Yangtze. The dates of occupation of important towns are

/ shown on the attached map, but are not to be regarded as 

authoritative, as during the month under review there 

was slight opportunity to check conflicting Chinese and 

Japanese statements concerning dates of occupation.

The military advance along the Yangtze banks is 

believed to nave been based on transports convoyed by the 

navy. Troops and marines are thought to have been landed for 

action and garrisoning as the Joint army and naval forces 

moved up the river. A large number of the force which on Oct

ober 26, occupied Hankow disembarked fresh from transports.

Casualti es
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Casualties are believed to have been heavy on both sides 

until about the third week in October when the general 

Chinese retreat began, in mid-October approximately 1,500 

wounded a day were arriving in .Vuhan from only the Yangtze 

and Tapieh Mountains fronts.*

* My telegram October 14, 2 p.m.
** My telegram October 7, 4 p.m.

The offensive north of and in the Tapieh Mountains 

( A** ) accomplished the cutting of the Peiping-Hankow 

railway at the village of Liulintien ( Honan on

October 7.**  The capture of Liulintien was reportedly made 

by a very small detachment of Japanese cavalry, despite the 

presence in the vicinity of large Chinese forces and Chinese 

mechanized units. General Hu Tsung-nan, one of General 

Chiang Kai-shek’s favorites who had distinguished himself 

in civil warfare, lost binyang five days after the fall of 

Liulintien. Having cut the railroad in two places the 

Japanese did not pause, but pushed further westward, where 

at the end of the month they were some thirty kilometers 

west of the line continuing tneir advance.

Until the last ten days in October the Japanese 

column based at Shangcheng ( ?$) and with Macheng (

as its objective met stubborn Chinese resistance. It was 

unable to make progress even when resorting to gas. Perhaps 

a week before Wuhan fell the Chinese withdrew and the 

Japanese marched south and west to the Peiping-Hankow 

railway meeting virtually no opposition.

The main Japanese effort south of the Yangtze was an 

offensive from the Yangsin ( ) area directed at the

Canton-Hankow railway in the vicinity of Sienning ( ).

Because it was essential that this railroad remain in

Chinese
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Chinese hands until men, and arms from the Wuhan area had 

been moved to Changsha and Hoigyang .General Chiang committed 

some of his best forces to stemming the Japanese assault 

on the Sienning sector. This line was successfully held 

until after the fall of Wuhan.

The Chinese claimed a victory in which two Japanese 

brigades were allegedly annihilated west of Tehan ( <è-).

The date of the triumph coincided uncannily with the 

national holiday of October 10. The considerable Chinese 

claims of this victory were not substantiated to the satis

faction of neutral observers.

Three or four Chinese divisions have remained in the 

Tapieh fountains to conduct mobile warfare cehind the 

Japanese lines.*  One Central Government division was 

ordered during the latter half of October to northeastern 

Kiangsi for the same purpose and another division to the area 

north of Hofei ( fa , Anhwei.**

* My telegram, November 1, 3 p.m.
** My telegram No. 1, October 22, 2 p.m. see also this 

review, Section: General Chisng Issues Manifesto.
*** iiy telegram No. 1, October 22, 2 p.m.

At the close of the month the main force of the 

Japanese was pursuing the retreating Chinese north of Hankow 

and south of Wuchang. They had apparently not been deflected 

from their main objective,- the Chinese armies,- by the 

symbol of victoiy i.e., the capture of 'Wuhan.***

2. Naval Operations:

As has been suggested, the Japanese advance in October 

up the Yangtze and along its banks is believed to have been 

accomplished primarily by naval action. High Japanese naval 

officers state that during the month under review they met 

no opposition to match the severity of the engagement at

Tienchiachen
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Tienchiachen ( in late September, which battle they

declare was the hardest fought in their operations between 

Kiukiang and Hankow.

Chinese mines, both anchored and loose, retarded the 

Japanese naval advance and reportedly damaged a few vessels. 

The mines were laid with the assistance of German experts. 

Chinese inefficiency and the presence of Japanese agents 

amongst the field crew vitiated, however, much of the work 

done .

The fleet of Japanese men-of-wai' and auxilliary vessels 

which appeared at Julian at the time of the fall of the three 

cities and immediately afterward suggested that the Japanese 

had committed to naval action between Kiukiang and Hankow 

at least 30 destroyers and other men-of-war of approximately 

the same tonnage, 10 gunboats, and 1,000 fishing vessels, 

sea-sleds, freighters, small passenger steamers, tugs, and 

auxilliary vessels.

3. Aerial Operations;

Japanese aircraft continued intensive attacks on 

Chinese defense works, lines of communication and military 

bases. Retreating Chinese troops and, reportedly, refugees 

were strafed and bombed by Japanese airplanes.* Foreign 

journalists who followed the Japanese into Hankow stated 

that with few exceptions towns and villages in the path of 

the Japanese advance were completely razed, primarily from 

aerial bombardments.

In their aerial bombardments of Wuhan during October 

the Japanese were more selective than they had been during 

the

* My telegram No. 13, October 25, 4 p.m
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the summer months, With their armies aiming at and nearly 

accomplishing an effective envelopment of the three cities, 

it was obvious that the bombing oi any properties other than 

those being removed further into the interior would simply 

be destruction of wealth potentially their own. The inten

sive aerial bombardment of Wuhan on October 23, was confined 

to railway yards, presumably designed to immobilize south

bound traffic.

The Chinese air force was comparatively inactive during 

the montn under review,.having been reported in action only 

once at Loshan, ( ,^L ) Honan on October 6, once on

October 10, at Tienchiachen and ,7usueh ( ■&* ) on the
\

Yangtze and once on the same day at Hengyang &),

Hunan.

Chinese anti-aircraft fire which has been conspicuously 

poor at Wuhan was reported in early October to rave been 

more successful at Hengyang, bringing down six Japanese 

bombers attacking that city.

4. The Chinese Withdraw from the Wuhan Area:

a. Impli cations:

The Chinese decision to abandon the defense of the 

Wuhan area, it was explained by the spokesman of the 

National military Council, was based on the fundamental 

Chinese strategy of prolonging hostilities with japan.* 

The Chinese recognize their own limitations: their lack of 

coordination,** their deficiency in aggressive combat spirit, 

their shortage of heavy arms. The only military program, 

therefore, which cah be expected to defeat Japan is the 

one being pursued: a campaign of (1) prolonging hostilities 

in an effort to exhaust Japan economically and militarily, 

______ ___________________________________________________________ (2)
* My telegram No. 12, October 25, 2 p.m.

* * My telegram October 19, 3 p.m.
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( 2) conserving China’s military strength and, (3) when not 

impelled by vital considerations, avoiding battle in situa
tions advantageous to the Japanese. For the Chinese to have 

fought a determined positional engagement in defense of 

Wuhan would have been a gamble ifihich might have culminated 

in what the Japanese have sought and still seek, a conclu

sive defeat of organized Chinese resistance.

By retiring from the Wuhan area the Chinese have pre

served intact their main forces, maintained the morale of 

their armies and, as a consequence of these, ensured a 

continuation of organized resistance to the Japanese 

invasion.*

* My telegram No. 1, October 22, 2 p.m.
** yty telegram November 1, 3 p.m.

In recognizing the foregoing, the magnitude of the loss 

to the Chinese in the fall of Wuhan must not be under

estimated. With the abandonment of these three cities the 

Chinese lost their last large manufacturing, commercial and 

communications center. Strategically it meant an extension 

of the Japanese line severing effective contact between 

Chinese units in north and south China. Wuhan is now also 

a natural base for potential Japanese offensives, especially 

aerial, directed at the remote interior of the country.

b. gvents;

The Chinese withdrawal from the Wuhan area was adroitly 

executed.**  The main body of retreating troops did not pass 

through these cities. Those north of the Yangtze retreated 

westward, (in some disorder, it is later learned), passing 

well north of Hankow. Those south of the river but above 

the Japanese column driving toward the Canton-Hankow railway 

fell back westward and then pivoted around Bienning ( "^ )

to the
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to the south. The Chinese divisions holding the Tehan 

( , Kiangsi sector, as did those protecting Sienning,

held firm until the south bank withdrawal from the defense 

of Wuhan had been accomplished.

Tehan, like Sienning,was a key point for the Chinese.

It was their strongest position athwart the Japanese route to 

Nanohang, which city it was strategically imperative the 

Chinese should hold at least until their main force had 

retired to central Hunan. The resolute defense of Tehan 

and Sienning atoned somewhat for the feeble showing at 

Sinyang.

The Chinese withdrawal from Wuhan, in contrast to the 

Japanese occupation of the three cities,*  was wade with a 

minimum of hardship to the civilian population. There were 

no reports of looting or brutal treatment of the people by 

retreating Chinese troops. Chinese soldiers did, however, 

loot Japanese properties. Other foreign property was un

touched.

5. The Canton Debacle: 
’ Soo this review, page 20

** My telegram No. 10, October 25, 9 a.m.
*** My telegram No. 41, October 24, 10 a.m.

General Chiang Kai-shek left Hankow, presumably for 

Changsha, on the ni git of October 84.**

General Pai Ch’ung-hsi ( departed during the

latter half of October from Hankow for Changsha where he 

was to assume direction of the defense of Hunan, together 

with coordination of Kwangs! military activities with 

those of Hunan.***

General Chu Teh ( ) flew to Hankow on October 22,

returning to the northwest the same day. While here he is 

said to have discussed with General Chiang the problem of 

contact and coordination after the fell of Hankow between 

the Eighth Route Army and Central armies north and south 

of the Yangtze.***
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5. The Canton Debacle:

A high Chinese General Staff officer in Hankow declared 

shortly after the loss of Canton, "when we telegraphed the 

Kwangtung Governor t to prepare headquarters for Ho Ying-chin 

to conduct the defense of Canton and received no reply, we 

suspected sone thing was wrong; when we telegraphed Yu Han-mou 

personally to the same effect and still received no reply, 

we were certain something was wrong."

It was keenly felt hero that those responsible for the 

farcical defense of Kwangtung had dangerously betrayed the 

Chinese campaign of prolonged resistance. The Chinese 

reserve of munitions 1& limited. The facile Japanese 

cutting of the source of supplies from Hong Kong was as 

serious if not more serious a blow tc the Chinese defensive 

struggle than the loss of Wuhan. Chinese resistance to 

Japanese invasion will continue, but because of the loss of 

Canton, in a much weakened form.

Analysing the Japanese campaign in Kwangtung, Chou En-lai 

(>n-W. the prominent Communist leader, observed that the 

attack on South China was an indication of Japan’s new pro

gram of enlarging the scope of hostilities in an effort to 

crush organized Chinese resistance and bring the conflict to 

a quick conclusion.* * Japan was emboldened to launch this 

campaign, Chou declared, by the display of British and French 

weakness in the Czechoslovakian crisis.

______ _____________ themselves
* My telegram No. 9, October 24, 8 p.m. summarizing 

editorials in HSIN HUA JIH PAO, October 23, 24, 1938; 
official Communist daily.

The Japanese further hope, Chou went on to observe, 

that the British and French Governments will, in an attempt 

to salvage their interests in the Far Hast, especially 

South China, exert pressure on the Chinese to sacrifice
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themselves through capitulation. Refuting the validity of 

this Japanese point of view, the Communist leader contended 

that not only was the Chamberlain policy of appeasement an 

obvious failure in Europe but that it is not even applicable 

to the Far East. The reasons are plain: (1) China will not 

capitulate as Czechoslovakia did, and (2) British interests 

are greater and more directly affected by Japan in the Far 

East than they were by Germany in Central Europe.

Chou also expressed the opinion in an interview with a 

foreign correspondent that the Kwangtung campaign represented 

the first step in Japan’s southward expansion.*

6. General Chiang Issues Manifesto; 'V

According to press reports General Chiang Kai-shek 

issued on October 31, a manifesto addressed to all of the 

people of China announcing that the hostilities with Japan 

had entered a new stage.** He is said to have declared that 

the character of Chinese tactics were changing, that from then 

on the conflict was to be waged behind the Japanese lines as 

well as in frontal engagements.

So far as can be determined from the meager information 

available here after the fall of Wuhan, General Chiang’s 

appeal follows the general outline of communist proposals 

that greater emphasis be laid upon attacking the rear of the 

Japanese and organizing the populace for total resistance. 

If this is true, the situation is not without elements of 

historical irony,- General Chiang following the admonition 

of those whom he so bitterly fought for ten years, making 

common cause with an old enemy and employing tactics formerly 

used so successfully against himself.
C. Relations

telegram No. à, October 2&t 5 p.m.
♦♦ W W W
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(> Relations .hith,

1. Th® fall of -Jan ton.

1’iia landing of an «* petitionary for co 

of Japsneao troops ®t Mae Bey in . ;.-ukh dnlns during 

. itober dace «« e ahoek to tue people in uiis Con

sular distrlot, although tne rumor m ourrni that 

a lurso number of Japanese transporta «ere prooeeding 

ou th. sore two v/esks la advance of th® happenla&.

The subsequent fall of Canton without meh resistance 

had a discouraging offset ob many Onlnese in . outh 

Fukien and undoubtedly tended toward s lowering of 

«orale in p^rts of this district. This lowering 

of aoreie, however, w&s partly a result of unoertainty 

in the minds of the people winter the irorlneiel 

Government would offer any military resistance if 

an atteok waa arnde in Fukien.

The appe^r&nee of about thirty vessels 

of the Japanese nome fleet In ’xcoy on ctobar SO th, 

and the mneuvsring of landing boats in tne harbor, 

led to th® ruaor that trie Japenoee were going to

eapture
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capture Ohioh-be ( and Changohow ( ).

In «pita of the alarm caused by this unusual appeararoe 

In ;moy of part of the Japanese float, however, there 

was no general exodus of Chinese frontna above men

tioned towns.

2. No unusual military nativity In October.

Aside from the alarm caused by the sudden 

appearance In Amoy of thirty*two vessels of the 

Japanese Savy, the pee co and quiet of ,æoy wre 

disturbed by almost daily shelling of points on 

the SMinland by Amoy batteries during October. 

Only a few shells were fired each day, and it is 

believed that there wore not many casualties as 

most of tbs people bave evacuated the fringe of 

the mainland around moy. a Chuanchow dally 

newspaper reported that there wore twenty-six 

casualties in tho town of nai Chang ( )

during tho months of August and ^ptember. Hal 

Chong ( ) is only a few miles inland on

tho mainland and, until recently, has boon the 

temporary seat of the Amoy Chinese Municipal 

Covornment.

S. Fishing vessels captured and burnt*

Deprived of their livelihood during tho 

past year and fused with destitution, Amoy fishermen 

have often risked death by drowing and destruction 

of their Junks, by trying to elude the Japanese Koval 

Patrol in attempts to sail out of the harbor to places 

whore they have boon accustomed to fish. On the 

night of October Itth, only seven out of eight fishing

Junks
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iwaùUi which left ®oy succeeded in returning.

<• J&panoso Karol ■ ermit withheld for ablr&ent

» stated in this ■.-ojwuLs W’s political 

report for ;wpteaber, Japan®»® Smi uthoritfos 

informa tne local «anagex* of tteadard-facum oil 

Cojspeny that they reserved te» right to withhold 

permits for tn® shipment fro» wy of petroleum 

products fcorosena.* vn Jotober 1st, a

Chinese employee of th® 'Standard-Tacuum oil Com

pany of ®oy pre&ented an application to tn® 

Japanese Naval Heedquarters In woy req® sting 

permission for ths shipment of is,COO five-gallon 

tins of sootcr gasolene fro» Its installation on 

the Chinese a®inland to ;■'.«» tow. Tte Japanese 

Naval authorities refused to approve the applica

tion oa the groups that the mipwnt wee for wr 

purposes, although the Company pointed out that th» 

gasolene was to be shipped to met the normal re- 

qolresmnt® of its uwatow selling area. The stocks 

had run short in that place due to a delay in ths 

arrival of direct shipments fr« abroad. It was 

decided that formel representations to the Japanese 

Jonsolate General would not be made in tais ease, 

as previous protests against restrictions on tie 

movements of jetrolem products belonging to the 

Toxas Company (Ohlne) Ltd., nad only been followed 

by procrastination and delay. <o»over, the matter 

was brought up with the Japenose Tice Consul, during 

■ the

Consulate*® cetobor $ - 4 p.m. to mbassador and 
^parferont.
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the course of an infornal conversation on other 

subjects, and alno* too Vice Consul showed no dis

position to go Into the ease, it was casually 

mentioned that « report was being made by Naval 

radio to the ijabassador at Chungking. In ths naan 

tine, the Japanese Consulate General gave no intima

tion that it was taking up this natter with the 

Japanese Naval Authorities in soy, but the local 

manager of Standard-V&ouua Oil Company informed me 

on cetober bth, that the application for the sane 

shipnont was again presented to the Japanese Naval 

Authorities on the previous day, and approval was 

given without any comment. It was inferred from 

thia that the Consulate General passed on to the 

Naval Authorities the inf omet ion that this Consulate 

was requesting Instructions from the embassy in 

regard to this natter, and that they decided to 

approve the shipment without further ado. The 

Consulate has ascertained that, sinse the above 

mentioned incident, neither of ths ambrisen oil 

companies in this port have experlanced any further 

difficulty in obtaining peral ta for the aoveaent of 

their products»

5. Japanese suppress Oomunistie Tendencies in 
Amoy.

On October 8th, the Japanese Authorities 

in Amoy olaismd Chinese soldier's badges and hand

bills alleged to have been distributed by Chinese 

guerillas wore picked up in fiosan, Amoy Island. as

a
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a result of the so finds, over one hundred Chinese 

arrests were Made and martial lew was declared.

6. Fora o san Immigrants.

ulnae proclamations Issued by the Japanso 

Havel Authorities failed, In many eases to offset 

the return of many Chinese to their hernias and shops 

in Amoy, many Formosans wore lured to this port on 

the promise of rent free quarters and business 

opportunities. Ilowover, many Formosans who earns 

to Aæcy soon after the Japanese occupation arc 

reported to hsvo returned to Formosa sadly dis

illusioned by ths generally dead aspect of the 

place.

7. Rehabilitation Lottery*

>ince the administrative cost af running 

Amoy ha& been considerably more than receipts from 

taxes, salary payments to officials and police have 

boon uncertain. In order to remedy this situation, 

the Japanese authorities in Amoy established what is 

known as "The Rehabilitation Lottery office* on 

October 16th. This office will hold a lottery 

once each month, issuing for sale each tine, ten 

thousand tickets selling at om dollar each. Each 

ticket is divided into coupons soiling at SB conta 

each. The Lottery Office announced that fifty per 

eont of the takings will bo paid out in some 1400 

prises, the first prise being $8000, provided all 

tickets are sold. It also announced that the balance 

of the money taken on each lottery will be turned
/

over
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over to the xeaoe Maintenance Garnit too in Amoy. 
It 1» said that 10 per sent of the salaries of the 
of fleers of this Committee are to be paid from the 
lottery. hash official has lottery tickets doled 
out to hi* to dispose of, in proportion to his salary* 
The cost of the tickets doled out to officials for 
sale are said to bo deducted fro© their salaries in 
advance.

8« Philippine owned Property in , aoy occupied

Presumably acting In accôrduûoe with 
£roalamationa w«rnln< -soy property owners to re
turn to empty residences and shops by August 31st, 
or have their properties taken over and rented, 
tae Japanese polios in Amoy occupied oa October 
12th, the Arney offices of the China Banking Cor
poration, a Fhilippino concern. The local manager 
informed the Consulate of the occupation of the 
bank's property on the aomlng of the above date 
and the Consulate Im ad la tel y filed a proteat with 
the Japanese Consulate General against this un
warranted intrusion end requested that the property 
bo iaaedlately vacated. The bank manager informed 
the Consulate that the property was vacated the 
next day, although ths Japanese Gonaul&ta General 
did net reply to the Consulate's note until Movember 
10 th.
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No. 8
OFFICE OF THE ADdSER ON 

irawMWicra

6 ^V^AN141939

RECEIVED . OEPASTMEMT Or .-WE |
•J^P/.PTMEUT Or STAJ1leRICan CONSULATE, J

_ JÎS1M4» China, December 6, 1938.
1959 JAN 9 PM TTP *

' v , , j
I• . A ' ’

DIVISION OF i , y. I
COMMUNICATIONS | Cl - . ...-----^—1

SUBJECT: fc^V^NGC^^^^

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson, 

American Ambassador, 

Peiping, China.

Sir ;

1 have tho honor to quote the following from a

A
SSISTA

N
T 

SEC
R

ETA
R

Y 
O

F STA
TE

on November 26, 1938r addressed to this Consulate

. American missionary at Tungchang, on the Grand

. in western Shantung, concerning the capture of

city by Japanese forces on November 14th:

"You doubtless know that the Japanese army 
arrived here on the 14th, entering the city on 

sthe next morning. Fan Jsu Ling and his soldiers, 
then in the oity, were all killed, Unless it be 
a few who managed to escape. . \

"Of course all business is at. a standstill. 
The Post Master managed to get away before the 
arrival of the troops, and went to the Catholic 
Mission at Forli. Yesterday he returned, and 
I accompanied him into the city for the purpose 
of seeing the Japanese Officer with reference to 
his returnin, and opening a branch office here 
in the Last Suburb, which he hopes to do at onee.

"Everything is apparently quiet,here around the 
oity, but there are still many of Fan's soldiers to 
the West of here. So far as we can learn they ar< 
behaving moderately well.

"We have possibly three hundred refugees, 
mostly our neighbors, filling our compound, sleeping 
in the church or wherever they can find room. They

seem
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seem afraid to return to their homes to sleep, 
though many return during the daytime to prepare 
their food.”

The Commander Fan, referred to in the first 

paragraph quoted above is Fan Chu-hsien ( ),

former Special Commissioner for the Tungchang arsa, 

appointed by the Central Government. ftith the out

break of hostilities he assumed command of the guer

rillas in that region, and is said to have recruited 

some 20,000 men. However, the number engaged in defend

ing the city of Tungchang is estimated to have been only 

two and three thousand.

Mr. Voodford Taylor and the Misses Clara D. Kortemeier 

and Gail Kiner, the only Americans in Tungchang, are safe.

Hanpeotfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
/userlean Vice Consul.

800
COH/KCC

Original to Embassy, Peiping, 
S copies to Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.

A tru-- co-'-'
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Your Excellency:-
I beg to submit the enclosed 

article^to Your ExcellencyXtoward whom I 

have always entertained profound respect, 
and await expression of your frank opinion.

Respectfully Yours,

( Tetsuma Hashimoto) 
The Shiun-so
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RLD POLICY
Take, trade situations for instance. Because all nations 

attempt to occupy a superior position in international balance, 
manifesting selfish utilitarianism, they have to suffer on 
account of’ high tariff policy, export and import quotas, 
exchange control, boycotts, economic dumping, bloc economy 
and also expansion of armaments. If the Powers of the world 
realize that mutual excess or shortage in international balance 
do not guarantee their own or others’ stability, and plan 
adjustment and cooperation of mutual trade every year on 
this standpoint, the worries and difficulties of useless trade 
competition will be greatly moderated. When principal nations 
adopt this attitude, some mutual organs may be organized for 
that purpose, and then matters will progress satisfactorily.

Again, at the time of any world financial depression, the 
more all nations try to save themselves from its evil effects at 
the sacrifice of others, the more aggravated will become the 
world depression. But if the Powers will cooperate faithfully 
and adopt joint measures for mutually supplying the needs 
of all by investigating into what one has in excess and what 
the other lacks, instantly the depressive atmosphere will dis- 
appear, it is very plain.

This spirit may be applied to numerous cases for bringing 
about an era of co-existence of nations and co-prosperity of 
humanity in the future. But the confrontation utilitarianism 
that benefits only parts and harms the whole or benefits certain 
nations and injures the others, without encouraging the mutual 
prosperity spirit that comes from the idea of regarding all as 
one, or the attempt to maintain the peace of the world by the 
League of Nations and various international conferences 
proposed by one or two great invader-nations of the past for 
maintaining their own superiority at the sacrifice of others, 
are entirely astray of the Way of the Universe because of the 
extreme poisoning by utilitarianism, and are acts of the fool 
who has lost rational power of creation.

—Minimum Bloc Economy—

V. The fifth essential factor in deciding Japan’s world 
policy is the realization that as Japan aims at the creation of 
the great age of self-sufficiency for all nations of the world, the 
so-called bloc economy should be limited to the unavoidable 
minimum.

By the great age of self-sufficiency for the world as a whole, 
is meant the age of “The world, one household” in regard 
to natural resources when all nations of the world unite 
in the spirit of mutual existence and prosperity and are able 
to freely utilize the world natural resources under proper 
conditions, mutually supplying what others need.

To speak more concretely, Japan must proceed to 
strengthen the bloc economy of Japan, Manchoukuo and 
China as long as the other utilitarian nations do not change 
their policies of prohibiting immigration, blockading natural 
resources, building high tariff walls, and forming economic 
blocs, or of refusing to recognize the new condition in East 
Asia. But as the attitude of other Powers changes, Japan’s 
policy must also be changed, and it should be Japan’s policy 
to take the attitude of ^freing friendly with neighboring coun
tries under mutual protection and of effecting mutual supply 
of needs, and then to extend this relationship to the entire 
world.

On the contrary, if Japan be engrossed in the bloc economy 
of the three nations alone, and plans for the future with only 
the desire of monopoly by the three nations and the principle 
of exclusivism, the China Incident will lose its entire sig
nificance in the history of humanity and will result in replacing 
the tyrannic utilitarianism of other countries with Japan’s own 
tryannic utilitarianism. Even if that may succeed, “The 
world, one household” will never be materialized and what 
will be brought about will be only the “three nations, one 
household” or the self-glorification of the three nations.

In short, the present China Incident is a great turning 
point to change from the utilitarian confrontation struggles 

of the world—that is the age of animalism civilization of the 
strong preying on the weak—to the age of human civilization 
of co-existence of nations and co-prosperity of humanity.

—Key in Japan’s Hands—

But the key to that turning point in the world history is 
held in the hands of Japan. Japan is the country that is 
opening the iron gate of the new era and advancing at 
the head of the times. Thus the world policy of Japan for 
the future must be a grand policy as above mentioned, being 
absolutely free of utilitarianism and confrontation, and fully 
conforming to the Way of the Universe.

Therefore for this end, the policy of Japan in regard to 
the present China Incident must be free as far as possible 
of narrow-mindedness, quick temper, stinginess, self-glorifica
tion, monopoly, avarice, exclusivism, and tyranny; and must 
contain broad-mindedness, amity, cooperation, conciliation, 
mutual prosperity, brotherhood of the world, and equality. 
As Japan gives such consideration on her policy, the light 
of the new age of co-existence of all nations and co-prosperity 
of humanity will rise in the Orient.

If so, all nations of the world will most naturally come 
forward to cooperate with Japan. But yet among the people 
of Europe and America who were even unable to learn any 
lesson from the great ravage of the World War, there still 
might be some who do not change their attitude and may 
try to oppose Japan’s world policy, being unable to understand 
the Heavenly message contained iq the present China Incident 
and thus counting only partial materials concerning the 
incident.

For instance, one of such attempts is to invite Japan to 
certain sorts of international conferences and to “arrange the 
Far East to suit themselves and their ideal” and to give Japan 
“morally and materially as bitter a blow as two friendly 
nations have ever delivered against a third,” as Sir Arthur 
Willcrt said (mentioned in ouT last statement). If Japan 
refuses to attend such international conferences, another 
attempt may be made to bring economic pressure on Japan 
by several countries jointly or to threaten Japan with the mani
festation of determination to resort to war.

But if Japan possesses determination to meet such a chal
lenge of nations that confront us with violence, however 
many nations might be united together against us, she is 
bound to win in the end, and the result will be a further 
expansion of Japan’s national strength. Thus the people of 
Japan need not be surprised at all at such developments.

There is no enemy force that can approach the sphere 
of influence of Japan, from any part of the world, fighting 
against our Army and Navy planes and submarines. If there 
be warships or airplanes that dare to approach our sphere 
of influence, instantly they will be almost entirely shot down 
or sunk. Such nations themselves will soon sink into the 
second or third rate countries of the world, there is no doubt.

Among the experts of foreign lands as well as of Japan 
there is none who does not know of this fact. Therefore, 
we need not worry when it is reported in newspapers that 
the attitude of this or that nation toward Japan has hardened, 
or that some countries might scheme to prolong the China 
Incident, or that some others have made a joint protest or 
threatened with economic boycotts and military demonstration j. 
We should regard such as opportunities for expanding Japan’s 
national strength, and the only thing for us to do is to meet 
the challenge without hesitation.

THE SHIUN-SO

December, 1938. No. 22, 2-chome, Uchisaiwai-cho,
Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN.

(This statement was published in six\ 
leading vernacular newspapers in Japan./
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I, The first essential fact in deciding Japan's world policy 
is the clear recognition that the present China Incident is a 
great turning point from the “ modern era," which has been 
featured by the ugliest utilitarian confrontation struggle known 
to humanity, to a new era of co-existence of all nations and 
co-prosperity of humanity.

The guiding spirit of civilization in the modern age 
from the eighteenth century to the present—mainly the age 
of the European civilization—has been based on the idea that 
the manifestation of mutual utilitarianism, politically and 
economically, will bring progress and prosperity to the world. 
Thus nations as well as individuals engaged in utilitarian com 
frontation struggles. Just as in the animal world, the strong 
preyed on the weak, but none thought it wrong.

The ravage of the World War, twenty years ago, was the 
Heaven’s warning that has revealed most vividly to the peoples 
of all countries how the guiding spirit of this modern age is 
contrary to the ideal of co-existence of all nations and co
prosperity of humanity.

But unfortunately, the evil fate of the modern people might 
have been too strong, and while they deeply shuddered in 
recollecting the miseries of the War, they did not learn any 
lesson from it and did not change the course of their civiliza- 
tion. On the contrary their utilitarian confrontation struggles 
were augmented, and they have proceeded blindly toward the 
destruction of the human life. Such has been the condition 
up to the present.

—Destruction by Material Progress—

II. The second essential factor in deciding Japan's world 
policy is to know that if the guiding spirit of civilization is left 
in the former utilitarianism, scientific discoveries and mechani
cal inventions which are bound to multiply in the future, will 
lead the human life in accelerated speed to utter destruc
tion.

It is quite evident that under the utilitarian civilization 
all mechanical devices to be brought about by the progress 
of material science will be utilized as tools for utilitarian 
struggles. Thus the application of such mechanical power 
may appear in form to show the brilliant progress of civiliza- 
tion, but viewed from a substantial standpoint, there is not a 
small tendency of leading the human life down to extreme 
materialism, and thus making human beings slaves to machi* 
nery.

Actually human beings arc now being enslaved by machine 
that should be used by them as a tool for the betterment of 
the human life.

By mechanical inventions and contrivances that are being 
made every day, causes everywhere the reversal of values and 
sudden changes in conditions, to which the people have no 
time to adjust themselves to the new conditions. Look at 
the miserable plight of the human being now being dragged 
around by various machinery.

Therefore, the’ further progress of machinery under the 
former utilitarian civilization of Europe will clearly aggravate 
the utilitarian confrontation among the peoples and will lead 
the human life to its ruin at accelerated speed. But to trans* 
form such innumerable machineries to tools for betterment of 
the human life and for giving all necessities of human race 
and leisure moments for advancing the cultural life, there is no 
other way but to change the guiding spirit of modern civiliza- 
tion from the former utilitarianism to the spirit of co-existence 
of the nations and co-prosperity of mankind.

—‘The World, One Household’—

III. The Third essential factor in deciding Japan's world 
policy is to understand that ideal of ** The world, one house

hold" which has been its national principle since the found
ing of the Empire, means nothing but the wish to bring 
about an age of co-existence of all nations and co-prosperity of 
human beings, and to center all policies towards others in this 
ideal.

As long as Japan aims at materializing the ideal of “The 
world, one household” and possesses the great unselfish and 
unlimited love, all countries of the world are our friends, and 
all their peoples our brothers. Thus in the whole world 
there will be no nation nor people that Japan hates . Japan 
may sometimes strike at those who do not submit, but such 
will be only family affairs and punishment is given simply 
because we love them.

It must therefore be the meaning of the so-called “The 
world, one household” to make the whole world trust in 
Japan’s great unselfish and unlimited love, and to change the 
direction of the former utilitarian civilization, and reversing 
the present world condition of aggravating struggles of 
utilitarian confrontation to bring about the co-existence of 
all nations and co-prosperity of humanity. *

—From ‘Isms’ to ‘Way’—

Among the nations of Europe and America today it seems 
that some nations are making democracy their national spirit, 
others racialism, and again some totalitarianism and others 
communism. But all such “isms” are only the branches of 
utilitarianism bom in the European utilitarian civilization.

None of them is based on the great unselfish love—all
embracing love—or the way of the Universe, absolutely free 
of utilitarianism or confrontation. Thus wherever any of 
those “isms” prospers there are constant struggles of utilitarian 
confrontation and there is never brought true pçaee to 
humanity.

(All that are called “isms” are something that mean con
frontation with others. But such are not the Way of the 
Universe, which is ever true even extended to the limit of the 
universe and applied to all countries in the past, present and 
future. But what are known as “isms” cause contradictions 
and differences with others and harm to some parts when 
their application is extended to a wider circle.)

It is Japan’s pride that the great love entirely free of 
utilitarianism and confrontation—thought based on the way 
of the Universe, aiming at the happiness and welfare of the 
entire humanity without a single exception—is found only 
in the spirit of our national policy or our Divine Way (Kodo), 
in the whole world. At the same time we feel sorry for other 
nations and their peoples, and sincerely desire that they will 
give up their insistent confrontation principles and will take 
all together the road to permanent peace and prosperity, hand 
in hand with us.

—Manifestation of Creative Power—

IV, The fourth essential factor in decidinglJapan's1 world 
policy is the realization that Japan aims at " The world, 
one household ” or an era of co-existence of all nations and 
co-prosperity of human beings must manifest great creative 
power to bring peace and prosperity to all nations on the basis 
of her great love.

The creative power of human beings can be manifested 
unlimitedly when the aim is set at a great and noble object 
on the motive of unselfish love. Thus if the people of Japan 
manifest their creative power from the standpoint that the 
whole world is one, on the basis of great law of life, with 
the premise of the great love sufficient to cover the entire 
universe (that is to say, to manifest creative power from the 
standpoint that by bringing prosperity of others, their own 
prosperity will be naturally brought about), there is no doubt 
numerous plans will be produced in Japan for bringing peace 
and prosperity to the world.
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RLD POLICY Is
Take trade situations for instance. Because all nations 

attempt to occupy a superior position in international balance, 
manifesting selfish utilitarianism, they have to suffer on 
account of high tariff policy, export and import quotas, 
exchange control, boycotts, economic dumping, bloc economy 
and also expansion of armaments. If the Powers of the world 
realize that mutual excess or shortage in international balance 
do not guarantee their own or others’ stability, and plan 
adjustment and cooperation of mutual trade every year on 
this standpoint, the worries and difficulties of useless trade 
competition will be greatly moderated. When principal nations 
adopt this attitude, some mutual organs may be organized for 
that purpose, and then matters will progress satisfactorily.

Again, at the time of any world financial depression, the 
more all nations try to save themselves from its evil effects at 
the sacrifice of others, the more aggravated will become the 
world depression. But if the Powers will cooperate faithfully 
and adopt joint measures for mutually supplying the needs 
of all by investigating into what one has in excess and what 
the other lacks, instantly the depressive atmosphere will dis
appear, it is very plain.

This spirit may be applied to numerous cases for bringing 
about an era of co-existence of nations and co-prosperity of 
humanity in the future. But the confrontation utilitarianism 
that benefits only parts and harms the whole or benefits certain 
nations and injures the others, without encouraging the mutual 
prosperity spirit that comes from the idea of regarding all as 
one, or the attempt to maintain the peace of the world by the 
League of Nations and various international conferences 
proposed by one or two great invader-nations of the past for 
maintaining their own superiority at the sacrifice of others, 
are entirely astray of the Way of the Universe because of the 
extreme poisoning by utilitarianism, and are acts of the fool 
who has lost rational power of creation.

—Minimum Bloc Economy—

V. The fifth essential factor in deciding Japan’s world 
policy is the realization that as Japan aims at the creation of 
the great age of self-sufficiency for all nations of the world, the 
so-called bloc economy should be limited to the unavoidable 
minimum.

By the great age of self-sufficiency for the world as a whole, 
is meant the age of “The world, one household” in regard 
to natural resources when all nations of the world unite 
in the spirit of mutual existence and prosperity and are able 
to freely utilize the world natural resources under proper 
conditions, mutually supplying what others need.

To speak more concretely, Japan must proceed to 
strengthen the bloc economy of Japan, Manchoukuo and 
China as long as the other utilitarian nations do not change 
their policies of prohibiting immigration, blockading natural 
resources, building high tariff walls, and forming economic 
blocs, or of refusing to recognize the new condition in East 
Asia. But as the attitude of other Powers changes, Japan’s 
policy must also be changed, and it should be Japan’s policy 
to take the attitude of being friendly with neighboring coun
tries under mutual protection and of effecting mutual supply 
of needs, and then to extend this relationship to the entire 
world.

On the contrary, if Japan be engrossed in the bloc economy 
of the three nations alone, and plans for the future with only 
the desire of monopoly by the three nations and the principle 
of exclusivism, the China Incident will lose its entire sig
nificance in the history of humanity and will result in replacing 
the tyrannic utilitarianism of other countries with Japan s own 
tryannic utilitarianism. Even if that may succeed, The 
world, one household” will never be materialized and what 
will be brought about will be only the three nations, one 
household” or the self-glorification of the three nations.

In short, the present China Incident is a great turning 
point to change from the utilitarian confrontation struggles 

of the world—that is the age of animalism civilization of the 
strong preying on the weak—to the age of human civilization 
of co-existence of nations and co-prosperity of humanity.

—Key in Japan’s Hands—

But the key to that turning point in the world history is 
held in the hands of Japan. Japan is the country that is 
opening the iron gate of the new era and advancing at 
the head of the times. Thus the world policy of Japan for 
the future must be a grand policy as above mentioned, being 
absolutely free of utilitarianism and confrontation, and fully 
conforming to the Way of the Universe.

Therefore for this end, the policy of Japan in regard to 
the present China Incident must be free as far as possible 
of narrow-mindedness, quick temper, stinginess, self-glorifica
tion, monopoly, avarice, exclusivism, and tyranny; and must 
contain broad-mindedness, amity, cooperation, conciliation, 
mutual prosperity, brotherhood of the world, and equality. 
As Japan gives such consideration on her policy, the light 
of the new age of co-existence of all nations and co-prosperity 
of humanity will rise in the Orient.

If so, all nations of the world will most naturally come 
forward to cooperate with Japan. But yet among the people 
of Europe and America who were even unable to learn any 
lesson from the great ravage of the World War, there still 
might be some who do not change their attitude and may 
try to oppose Japan’s world policy, being unable to understand 
the Heavenly message contained in the present China Incident 
and thus counting only partial materials concerning the 
incident.

For instance, one of such attempts is to invite Japan to 
certain sorts of international conferences and to “arrange the 
Far East to suit themselves and their ideal” and to give Japan 
“morally and materially as bitter a blow as two friendly 
nations have ever delivered against a third,” as Sir Arthur 
Willert said (mentioned in out last statement). If Japan 
refuses to attend such international conferences, another 
attempt may be made to bring economic pressure on Japan 
by several countries jointly or to threaten Japan with the mani
festation of determination to resort to war.

But if Japan possesses determination to meet such a chal
lenge of nations that confront us with violence, however 
many nations might be united together against us, she is 
bound to win in the end, and the result will be a further 
expansion of Japan’s national strength. Thus the people of 
Japan need not be surprised at all at such developments.

There is no enemy force that can approach the sphere 
of influence of Japan, from any part of the world, fighting 
against our Army and Navy planes and submarines. If there 
be warships or airplanes that dare to approach our sphere 
of influence, instantly they will be almost entirely shot down 
or sunk. Such nations themselves will soon sink into the 
second or third rate countries of the world, there is no doubt.

Among the experts of foreign lands as well as of Japan 
there is none who does not know of this fact. Therefore, 
we need not worry when it is reported in newspapers that 
the attitude of this or that nation toward Japan has hardened, 
or that some countries might scheme to prolong the China 
Incident, or that some others have made a joint protest or 
threatened with economic boycotts and military demonstrations. 
We should regard such as opportunities for expanding Japan’s 
national strength, and the only thing for us to do is to meet 
the challenge without hesitation.

THE SHIUN-SO

December, 1938. No. 22, 2-chome, Uchisaiwai-cho,
Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN.

(This statement was published in six\ 
leading vernacular newspapers in Japan./
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Peiping’s despatch No. 1813 of December 6, 
1938, reports private statements of a Soviet 
Embassy official to the effect that the Japa
nese blunder by underestimating Chinese 
patriotism; that united Chinese resistance will 
continue; that lack of British support to China 
and China’s own failure energetically to 
develop the respurqas of its western hinterland 
affect Chinese seriously; that
Japan’s economic strength has not been increased 
by her control of China’s main coal and iron 
producing regions, as lack of capital, railways 
and Chinese cooperation prevent her exploiting 
them; that"Shansi Province is of the utmost 
importance for China, for China can never 
become a powerful nation without the coal and 
iron resources of that province". x

This emphasis on Shansi is regarded as 
significant by the Embassy, which points to 
the interest in the northwest already evidenced 
by Russian military strategy, active Shansi 
guerrilla operations directed from Shensi, 
Chinese construction of conmu^cations (highways 
to Sinkiang and reported^ extension of Lunghai 
Railway to Kansu), and an expected Japanese 
drive into Shensi.

Page 4 of the enclosure provides some data 
concerning Japanese attempts to develop coal 
mines which might be of interest to JliJ in 
connection with his study of Chinese mineral 
resources.
FE: cdfe^REK
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Subject:

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, December 6, 1938.

Present Political Situation in China.

1/ I have the honor to enclose, as of possible interest
to the Department, a copy of a memorandum reporting a 
conversation between an officer of this Embassy and Mr. 
Spilwanek, Counselor of the Soviet Embassy at Peiping, 
in regard to the present political situation in China, 
under date November 18, 1938.

It will be observed that the Soviet Counselor held 
that the Japanese had over-estimated their knowledge of 
the Chinese and the Chinese political organization and 

. $ 
had

793.94/14582 
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had consequently blundered in their policies. He 

'believed that the resistance of the Chinese would 

continue, but was prepared to recognize current dif

ficulties faced by the Chinese by reason of 1) the 

probability that V»u P’ei-fu will come out as head of 

a new governmental organization in China, 2) China’s 

failure energetically to develop the resources of its 
western hinterland, and 3) Great Britain's present 

policy (failure to support the National Government).

Mr. Gpilwanek did not feel that the control by the 
Japanese armed forces of china’s main coal- and iron- 

producing regions as yet represented any substantial 

increment to Japan’s economic strength, because of 
Japanese inability to exploit those resources on a 

substantial scale. Fairly reliable reports reach the 

Embassy to the effect that the Chinese guerrillas will 

do their utmost to prevent the exploitation of North 

China’s raw material resources - as would be quite 

logical. The weight that the guerrillas will be able 
eventually to throw into the military scale still remains 

somewhat conjectural, but it may be surmised that guer

rilla tactics will prove more effective in mountainous 

Shansi Province, for instance, than in Hopei and Shantung. 

Even without interference from the guerrillas, however, 

Japan admittedly will face grave economic difficulties in 
its effort to finance the "reconstruction of China".

It is believed that the Soviet Counselor’s emphasis 

in regard to the significance of Shansi for China’s 
defense is of some importance. The Japanese Vice-Minister 

for War, Lieutenant General Hideki Tojo, addressing leaders 
in
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*MANCHURIA DAILY NEWS, December 1, 1938.
**J0URNAL DE PEKIN, December 3, 1938.
***PEKING & TIENTSIN TIKES,November 30, 1938.

in the heavy industries and munitions industries of 

Japan on November 28 stated that:

’The Soviet Union, while strengthening 
her armaments and perfecting her heavy 
industries and transport facilities in 
the Far East, is ... plotting to cause 
the China Incident to continue for a 
long term so as to compel Japan to waste 
her national strength and thereby to bring 
about a most advantageous situation in the 
event of war with Japan.’*

The importance of Northwest china as concerns the mat

ter of Russian military strategy has for some time been 

obvious, and it is known that in fact the Chinese guer

rillas based in Shensi are actively operating in Shansi 

and that the National Government h^s pressed forward with 

the construction of highways connecting Northwest China 
with Sinklang (and so with the Soviet Union) in order to 

facilitate obtaining needed military supplies. A current 
TRANSOCEAN report from Shanghai states that the Chinese 

are now engaged in the extension of the Lunghai Railway 
line from Paoki (west Shensi) to Lanchow (Kansu) with the 

idea of continuing the line via Tihua (Urumchi) to Tashkent 
(Uzbek S.S.R.).**  It is at the same time reported that 

the present Japanese military strategy, following upon 
the capture of Hankow, envisages simultaneous thrusts into 

Kwangsi, west Hunan and into Shensi.***The  drive into Shensi 

would bring the Japanese army into much more direct con
flict with Russian support to the National Government of 

China than has heretofore been the case, and would probably 

produce
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produce interesting developments.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

FrahFTP. Lockfhart

Counselor of Embassy

1/ - Memorandum of Conversation 
as stated.

Original and g copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Embassy, Moscow (via Department)

EC/es 
800
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Peiping, November 18, 1978,

1.1 iôiiANlU.J >r C^'iV, L'al'XvIi

Subject: Political Sjtu;„ti. ,„-i in China.

Present: Ur. X. oollwanek (Counselor, Soviet L-.bassy).

ir. Clubb.

sir. Spilwanek, v.’Lth reference to the rumors -’I ' ea.ce 

negotiations which were current sutseuuent tv Inc fall fif 

HanKOv, said tn.-,t ail the reliable Infor -.atton vhi^ch he was 

able to obtain inolcatec tae;, the Cnvies*- would continue 

resistance; ev-n those elements whien r.lght be temed 

Maefeatlst” - ana ;ang Ghing-wel n&c Ln the past shoved 

sucn tendencies - were in no oos;.tlni to act against the 

concent of the uni tec. front, ana despite tac existence of 

occasional friction among the different elements of t.e 

Government it would appear that th&xe would be no split. 

The Japanese, he believed, still over-estl^Hted thilr know

ledge of trie Chinese- race «nd of tie ChLnes politic.. J 

strength, end were led to political tlnncc . s && a result. 

History was rich In examples which would rove that the 

Chines-, people cannot be ruled by the Ja.sncse, and of th-so 

examples hr, spllwanek cited those of the Americt-'i. und rus- 

sian revolut^ -nary ?er‘ >ds.

Mr. C iubb observed that the Question wo -.Id seen to 

depend to ar important extent upon whether the Chinese 

could achieve the development of a national sp.rit. "r. 

Spllwanetc said that they nad already done so, "except 

of course here in the North”, but taat the Japanese were 

proceeding with their program as if the situation nau not 

changed since the pre-(1914) War period. The Japanese

political
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political and military lines wore nor. so extended that 

they wst enlist the help of the Chinese for success, 

and thus it Is that they are endeavoring to set up in 

China a political system by manipulation of which they 

can force the Chinese to fight the Chinese. The puppet 

Provisional Government set up by Cita and Terauchi, with 

Vang K*e-min at its head, was founded on the premise that 

fang would be able to entice from the National Government 

new adherents, men with naaes of national Import, into 

the Japanese-controlled organisation. One could not crit- 
\

icise Wang K’e-min for failing to do his best: he had 

maintained his contacts with leaders in. the National Govern

ment and done what ne could to win them ove -, but without 

success. The brutal aurcer of T’ang Saao-yi evidently oc

curred when T^ang indicates that under certain conditions 

he might be prepared to go over to the Japanese side. The 

failure of the Provisional Government in the last analysis, 

however, to win over any important converts to the Japanese 

cause even after the fall of Nanking and Hankow, marked tne 

defeat of the Kita-Terauclii concept, and so it is that 

loihara has been given his chance. Doihara’s concept is 

iarited by a greater degree of daring, and the present re

ports of Vvu P’ei-fu*s defection fro-s the Chinese ranges have 

a more substantial appearance than previous rumors* it may 

be true that General *’U is willing to heac a new central 

Gove ament.

iir. Ciubb asked whether tne establishment of a new 

political authority in China with »*u P’el-fu at its head 

voulu not in the long run, if the National Government 

military forces withdrew in nain part west of the Peiping-

Canton
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Canton railway line anc did no -ore than continue their 

military action along the sa.x lines as those dictated 

by their previous "defensive" strategy, result in tne 

National Government’s "withering away" in the undeveloped 

hinterland of China, Jr. Jpilwanek said that, after a 

year of war, tne Chinese should of course nave been able 

to develop the western part of China along substantial 

lines. They had been able to remove the major .art of 

tneir machinery not only from Hankow, but even from 

Tsingtao, before occupation by the Japanese, It seeded 

nevertheless that it is a national characteristic of the 

Chinese always to be "too slow", and it is true that their 

economic accomplishments in the western provinces fall 

snort of what should properly been done. There are 

economic resources which can be exploited in those provinces 

however, anc tne Chinese can develop those resources if they 

will. The British policy in the Far fast, ano even at 

Hankow, must be described as "very bad", and if the 

British and French prohibit shipment of goods to China 

via their territories it will be a direct blow to the 

National Government.

It was observed by Mr. Clubb that the resources of 

west China, in ter^s of iron-ore and coal in particular, 

are far inferior to those found in the areas occupied by 

the Japanese in North China. Mr. Spilwanek acmfttec that 

this was true, but remarked that, although the Japanese 

dac taken over control as "spoils jf war" all purely Chinese 

mining properties in the occupied areas, they nad to date

not
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not been able to exploit those resources. The case of 

the Tat’ung coal mines was one in point. An important 

official (whose name ?4r. Spilwanea had forgot) of tne 

South Vanchurla hallway -ace a careful investiga ton of 

the possibilities of development of the Tat’ung mines 

last fall, and repartee ttu-t it would recuire an invest

ment of ¥$150,000,000 to put the mines Ln proper running 

order. It must be noted, moreover, Wat the P’ing-Sui Fail 

way can transport only about £,000,000 tons of freight a ’ 

year - and not even half of that can be coal}* tne build

ing of the projected railways to shorten the haul to the 

coast, however, would again require the investment of 

substantial funds. Available information would neverthe

less indicate that tnc Japanese financiers were extremely 

loath to important new inv< stnients in North China, 

ana in fact the only organisation thus far operating for 

the pur •-■ose of exploiting China1 s resources is the Hsing 

Chung Sung bxu (China ievi lopraent Company), capitalized 

at ¥$10,000,000 but actually working on a cup'.tai invest

ment of ¥$6,000,000. Japan»s plans are logical and "daring 

but it lads the resources at present to implement them.

thansi Province is of the utmost irsp.jrtt.rxce for China, 

____________________________________________________ ___________________  for 

♦Mi. Nikitin, Russian Consul at Saigon, states that the 
Japanese have recently been forced to revise downward 

their plan to transport 60,000 tons of Tat’ung coal 
monthly to the coast; but that their plans for 1339 
envisages transportation of 100,000 tons monthly.
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for China can never become a powerful nation without 

the coal and iron resources of that .rovlnce. The 

Hsing Chung Kung Sau has appropriated for Japan all 

the coal and iron mines captured, and It is not Ln 

the nature of the Japanese bourgeoisie to snare with 

others such commercial advantage as it ay be able to 

gain. But it would appear that Japan Las gras ed ore 

than It can digest, ano for that reason Lt desires to 

obtain the aelp of Chinese Ln the tasx of conquering 

China.

J. Idmunc Clubb 
Second Secretary of Embassy

EC/ee
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OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
No. 3551 Tokyo, December 23, 1938

SUBJECT NEW JAPANESE POLICY IN RELATION TO CHINA: 
IMPERIAL CONFERENCE.

C/3
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Si
CONFIDENTIAL

\! 11 1939
\ y.partmènfr st State >

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington

Sir:

With reference to the Embassy’s telegram no. 
VST/^November 30, 3 p.m., concerning the Imperial

Conference on November 30, I have the honor to enclose

1/ a copy of a letter from my British colleague dated 

December 1, 1938, with a copy of a telegram he sent 

to his Foreign Office concerning the significance of 

the Imperial Conference» together with a copy of my

2/ letter of December 2, 1938, in acknowledgment thereof.

Respectfully yours

Enclosures:
I 1,2 as stated
Vio
ESC:mg

Joseph C. Grew

Copy to Embassy, Chungking
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai

^Ip )
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 3551 of December 23, 1936 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie to 
the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

Confidential British Embassy,
Tokyo

1st December, 1938

My dear Grew,
I enclose, in case it may be of

interest to you, a copy of a telegram I have 
today addressed to the Foreign Office.

Believe me, \
Yours very sincerely,

(Sgd.) R. L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew,

Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary,
for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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I consider it possible that yesterday’s Imperial 

Conference portends the constitution of a new Central 

Government for China and its recognition by Japan. 
Germany and Italy would presumably by recognising such 

a government obtain certain trade advantages. These 

advantages would be held up to us as an inducement to 

accord similar recognition.
I also think it likely that there may soon be an 

announcement of terms on which peace can be concluded.
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Enclosure no. 2 to despatch 
no. 3551 of December 23, 1938, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tokyo, December 2, 1938

My dear Craigie:

I appreciate very much your confidential 

letter of December 1, sending me a copy of a 

telegram which you had addressed to the Foreign 

Office with regard to the recent Imperial Con

ference. I am unfortunately still feeling 

rather under the weather but hope to be able 

to discuss this and other matters with you 

early next week.

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely, 

JOSEPH C. GREW

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,

Sir Robert Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B.

Tokyo, Japan
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Division of far Eastern Affairs

Department of state

Tokyo’s despatch No. 3557 of December 23, 
1938, entitled "Statement of Japanese Govern
ment concerning Japan’s New Policy in China", 
encloses a copy of a telegram of December 9, 
addressed by the British Foreign Office to the 
British Ambassador at Tokyo, which contains a 
statement, made by the Under Secretary during 
a debate in the House of Lords, in regard to 
the British Government’s attitude toward 
Japanese policy in China. It is suggested that 
the enclosure (two pages) be read.
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' L-' /

American embassy;

Tokyo, December 23, I938No. 3557

Sir:

703

With reference to the Embassy’s telegrams no 

, November 4,10 a.m., and no. 704/November 4,

2 p.m., concerning the Japanese Government’s state

ment and the Prime Minister’s speech relating to 

Japan’s new policy in China, I have the honor to 

transmit herewith a copy of a telegram from the British

793.94/14584

Foreign Office to my British colleague referring to

this subject. The telegram was dated December 9, 1938.

^closure :
as stated 

710 
ESC:mg

Copy to Embassy, Chungking 
Copy to Embassy, Peiping •n 0
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch, 
no. 3557 of December 23, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

(With the compliments of the British Embnssy to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, December 14, 1938)

Copy of Telegram from the Foreign Office 

despatched 9th December 1938.

During the debate in the house of Lords on the 

6th December, Under Secretary, after dealing with a number 

of specific complaints, said pronouncements have recently 
X 

been made in Tokyo regarding the formation of an economic 

and political bloc which was to comprise Japan Manchukuo 

and China and in which of course Japan was to be the 
predominant partner. I wish to say quite categorically 

that His Majesty’s Government cannot possibly subscribe 

to this attitude. The position of Great Britain in this 
matter is governed by the Washington treaties and by 

other international agreements to which His Majesty’s 
Government in conjunction with a large number of other 

governments are parties. His Majesty’s Government could 

not consider any alteration of the position, as defined 
by the treaties, which had been brought about by unilateral 

action. In this matter our stand is the same as that of the 
United States Government. The formation of a bloc of a 

political and economic character, as the Japanese Government 

must realize, would inevitably have incalculable reper

cussions in other parts of the world, with consequences
to
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to which I think it would be impossible to set a limit. 

Therefore we trust that they will agree with His Majesty’s 

Government that the interests of both countries lie in 

other directions than that one. 1 fully admit that the 

present position is an unsatisfactory one. I can assure your 

Lordships that the question of what steps can be taken to 

protect British interests is under the constant review of 

His Majesty’s Government, who are prepared to consider 
all possible measures to safeguard them. *^A number of pro

posals are now under examination for assistance to China in 

connexion with export credits and His Majesty’s Government 

will certainly examine with sympathy these andlany similar 

requests which may be made to them by the Chinese Government. 
(After a reference to consultation with other powers.) While 

His Majesty’s Government continue to treat the protection 

of British interests in China as one of the cardinal points 

of their policy in the Far East they consider that this end 

can best be achieved by an early and equitable settlement of 

the Sino-Japanese conflict. With a view to securing a 

settlement which would be fair and just to both sides and 

take all proper account of the interests of third parties 

His Majesty’s Government have indicated to the Chinese and 

Japanese Governments that they are ready at all times to 

use their good offices and will not hesitate to take all 

necessary steps as soon as the moment appears to be opportune. 

I must however admit that there are no present indications 

that that moment is close at hand.
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
ÿitf5' January 12, 1939.

Tsinan’s despatch No. 10 of 
December 8, 1939, reports deplorable 
conditions in Ichowfu. Since its 
destruction and plundering by soldiery 
it has remained a ruined and deserted 
city, with only 400 of its previous 
60,000 inhabitants. Guerrillas are 
active in the proximity, but a Japa
nese garrison of not more than 300 
has managed to hold the city, and 
extension of the puppet government’s 
influence is believed but a matter 
of time.

FE;Cn!§se : JPS
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No. 10

AMERICAN CONSULATE

uj c

a
ssista

n
t SECRETARY 

0P
 STATE

Tsinan, Chine, Deoember 8, 1938

SUBJECT: CONDITIONS IN ICHOWFU (LINI) 
SHANTUNG

The Honlrable

Melson Trualer Johnson

Si£
tn

17TS«

SENT' TÔ]

Amerloan ambassador,

Peiping, China

i ôN . M \ P

I 
t n M 1 |
ve^rtmeiu «>

I have the honor to quote the following letter

wh^ph was addressed to the Director of Posts at Tsinan

on November 15, 1938, by a foreign resident of Ichowfu

( //f ) » ®1BO known es Lini ( , in southern

B^ghtung, concerning the deplorable conditions in that

o

■- ^2 "On behalf 
r' Iokowfu (Lini), 
•- « garding the conditions in the city during the past

9o months and at the present time. words however 
will fail to describe the havoc and devastation 

**1within the walls of this once flourishing old town.
®ontîx® we have been describing conditions here 

"Irnto the members of our own station who had not yet 
Shared the war horrors and then, upon their arrival, 
^took them into the city to see for themselves, and 
each has said that they co Id not picture the utter 
destruction and desertion of the city and suburbs. 
Apart from the army in the central "Yemen” and school 
building, the only other si ns of life have been their 
house of ill feme and the «oman Catholic compounds on 
the big street that runs east and west, and a couple 
men or more in the bath house on the main street 
leading north from the only gate being used 
3outh City gate. More recently, there has 
established a restaurant, a medical clinic, 
the small enclosed portion within the outer

of Mr. Ch’lao, the Postmaster of 
I am writing you a brief word re

the 
been 
etc in 
but not

within

(Ci
GJ

■h-

01 
(Xi 
01
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within the city proper; and most recently a few 
old couples of the very poorest nave been allowed 
to live inside; others dare not. The city proper 
has been - and still is - a mass of burned and 
deserted shops end homes in an indescribable state 
of disorder: everything of value already looted by 
the soldiery, and what left wantonly overturned and 
destroyed in the search for plunder; and streets 
and courtyards grown higher than a man’s heed with 
rank weeds t.nd grasses. This condition the new 
authorities are beginning to improve, but two at
tempts to form an effective governing body as the 
% ci Ch’ih Kwai*’ were absolutely abortive and the 
present body of puppets may skip the country too 
if they gat half a chance. However the soldiery 
are arriving in aver increasing numbers and taking 
more seriously the task of consolidation and con
trol.

”x.ast July 1 got i os tries ter Ch’iao thr ough the 
gates and we were able to go to the postoffice. His 
quarters had been broken into and looted and tho of
fice rooms were in a frightful mess,- the safe rifled, 
drawers, cupboards, and racks overturned and the con
tents on the floor or out in the courtyard. Jcslss 
and standards broken or lost; and documents and rec
ords defaced or soaked with rainwater beyond recog
nition; the floor bricks and clay torn up and dug 
out in the search for buried money or valuables; his 
home most of all. That was on tie 5th of July, and 
twice since we have been in and salvaged what we were 
allowed to take but not without bel nr cursed and in
sulted.

"as to the advisability of immediate reopening 
of the postoffice within the city, although the 
i ostmester has been approached with intent to have 
him do so, 1 thoroughly agree with him that the time 
has not yet cone for doing so: once there were about 
sixty thousand inhabitants; now there are no more 
than four hundred, no business houses or commerce or 
enterprise,- the whole population is gone to the coun
try - scattered. To take up quarters within the city 
would not serve the people for they are outside."

It will be observed that the city’s population has 

been reduced from some 60,000 inhabitants to a mere 400. 

It Is understood that there are large guerrilla bands in 

that region, including, no doubt, most of the former male 

residents of Ichowfu, but the fact remains that that city 

is being held by a email Japanese garrison numbering no 

more than 300. sJhile some difficulties appear to have

been
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been encountered, in establishing s pro-Jan&nt-se governing 

body (or Fence Maintenance Comission 4^^) at I chow 

fu, foreign observers on the spot are convinced that the 

Japanese are there to stay, and that, notwithstanding 

the guerrillas, the extension of the i-eiping defacto 

Government’s influence to embrace the surrounding country 

side is but a matter of time.

Respectfully yours,

Carl u. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul.

Original to Embassy, ielping, 
6 copies to Department, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copy to Consulate, Tsingtao.

800 COH/K.OC
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Tokyo’s despatch No. 3533 of December 23, 
1938, entitled "November 30 Conference in the 
Emperor’s Presence and Plans for Establishing 
of a Government for the Occupied Areas”, reports 
that evidently in the latter part of November, 
after a series of conferences of high govern
ment officials in Tokyo, including a conference 
in the presence of the Emperor, ”a fundamental 
policy for regulating Sino-Japanese relations" 
was arrived at; that announcement of the policy 
was apparently to be made simultaneously with 
the setting up of a new regime for the occupied 
areas in China; that announcement of the policy 
was delayed, evidently because Wu Pei-fu 
disappointed Japanese anticipation by refusing 
to head the new regime; that finally Prince 
Konoye announced the policy on December 22, 
the possibility of simultaneously announcing 
establishment of a new regime having by that 
time been abandoned; and that it would seem 
that the setting up of a single government in 
the occupied areas is not now imminently 
expected. ??

I suggest that the despatch (of four pages) 
be read in full.

EE : Sapw&ury : REK
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No. 3533.

L*','r An I “tn I v.
OF ThfE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERJÇA
1959 JAH 9 PM 2 41

l_r** I
I Ü.S. a. r j-----

rr , GK:N CP „ AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, December 23, 1938.

SUBJECT: NOVEMBER 30 CONFERENCE IN THE EMPEROR’S PRESENCE
AND FLANS FOR ESTABLISHING OF A GOVERNMENT FOR

THE OCCUPIED AREAS.

Sir:
Toward the end of November 1938 there was much talk 

in Japan, in the press and elsewhere, of the formulation 
of a fundamental policy toward China. Various leaders 
and various governmental bodies were reported to have the 
problem under consideration, though only the most general
ized statements with regard to what was going on were ob
tainable. On the evening of November 28 the Cabinet gave 
out a statement (Embassy’s telegram 755, November 29, 5 p.m.) 
to the effect that "The Cabinet this afternoon decided on a 
fundamental policy for regulating Sino-Japanese relations,
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in connection with the construction of a new order in 

eastern Asia which the five—minister conference has been 

considering." On November 30, amid measures of secrecy 
which deceived even responsible highly placed officials 
(Embassy’s telegrams 756, November 30, noon, and 757, 

November 30, 3 pm), a conference in the presence of the 

Emperor was held. These are rare occurrences and take 
place only for decisions of the first importance (despatch 

2746, January 22, 1938).

Still no public explanation was made, although there 

were several announcements portending an important state

ment in the near future. During the "interest build-up", 

which continued for several days, it was noteworthy that 

on December 1 the JAPAN TINES ran a special story about 

Wu Pei-fu in which the statement was made that "Some 
observers predict that he may consent to become ’President 

of the Federal Republic of China’ in the areas now under 

Japanese occupation." Other papers carried similar articles. 
A few days later it was given out to the press that the 
Premier would make a declaration of major importance in a 

speech at Osaka on December 11 which would be broadcast 

widely. When that date arrived a press release said 

that the Premier would not be able to make the trip 

because of ill health; and on December 12 the press 
was officially informed that the declaration had been 

indefinitely postponed.
Meantime information from various sources was leading 

the Embassy to believe that the conference in the presence 

of the Emperor as well as the other discussions within 
the
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the government conducted in such secrecy had had to 

do at least in part with efforts to establish in China 

a new regime, nominally led by Chinese, for the governing 

of the occupied areas. This belief was in considerable 

part borne out and confirmed by statements made to the 

Counselor of the Embassy by the Vice Minister for Foreign 
Affairs on December 13 (Embassy’s telegram 783, December 

14, 5 p.m.). The Vice Minister stated confidentially 

and off the record that the Foreign Office believes 

that the refusal of ’Ju Pei-fu to become head of the 

new government which had been proposed is in reality 

a blessing for Japan. He gave it as the opinion of 

the Foreign Office that a federated form of govern

ment is the most promising form of government for China, 
not a regime made over from the union of the Nanking 

and Peking groups. The Vice Minister further gave 

an intimation of the system of government envisaged 
for China by the Foreign Office when he referred to 

the possibility of establishment of a central com

mittee the members of which would represent a large 

number of local governments additional to those already 
set up, a chairman being elected from among the members 
of the committee.

On the evening of December 22 the Premier gave out 
an important statement embodying the conditions which 

Japan asserts that she demands of China (despatch 3535, 
December 23, 1938, enclosure 3). The press was given 

to understand at the time of the release that the con

ditions had been approved by the November 30 conference 
in the presence of the Emperor,

It
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It seems probable that when the November 30 con

ference made its decisions of basic policy toward China 

it also approved the recognition of a government of China 

for the occupied areas, probably to be headed by Wu Pei-fu. 

Obviously the recognition of an established regime at the 
same time as the announcement of basic policy as condi

tions governing the relations of Japan with the newly es

tablished regime would have offered to the Japanese public 
and to the foreign world a dramatic development, and there 

seems little doubt that, had Wu Pei-fu been cooperative, 

such would have been the result. Wu Pei-fu’s refusal then 

apparently caused postponement of announcement even of the 

basic conditions approved by the November 30 conference, 
in the hope that some new solution for setting up a 

gover;iment of China might be found. By December 22 it 

was nevertheless found advisable to announce the basic 

conditions without taking simultaneous action in recogni
tion of a regime.

Piecing together the fragments of information which 
have come to the Embassy’s attention in explanation of this 
sequence of happenings, the Embassy inclines to the view 

that General Doihara was sponsor of a plan for installing 
Wu Pei-fu as head of a single government for the occupied 
areas of China; that General Kita was sponsor of a plan 

for installing Wang Keh-min as head of such government; 
that General Doihara was able to win the support of the 

Japanese Government to his plan; that the plan miscarried 
on account of Wu Pei-fu’s refusal to cooperate; that the

establishing
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establishing of a single regime for the governing of the 

occupied areas has had to be deferred and is now not being 
actively pressed; and that the present prospect is for a 

loosely federated form of government, without a dominating 
individual Chinese leader. A fair assumption is that, as 

Japanese pressure for the immediate setting up of a govern
ment has apparently relaxed, the December 22 announcement 

of basic conditions, separately from any act of recog

nizing of a regime, is further indication that the setting 

up of a single government is not imminently expected.

%\ Joseph C. Grew

800

CC:r

Copy to Embassy, Chungking 

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVEDEDA
Thia telegram must hr— ------ 'tsiNGTAO VIA N*R.
closely paraphrased
before being cammuni- Dated January 10, 1939
cated to anyone (BR) from

Mr. K. Nakamura, former member of Japanese Parliament 
and President of Oriental Culture Association who traveled 

in the United States last year on lecture tour, called 
at the Consulate this morning.

Among other things he apparently was particularly 
interested in ascertaining whether foreigners had any 
reports regarding alleged difficulties between Japanese 
army and naval forces in Tsingtao and in North China.

He also indicated that stories were current in North 
China that Japanese military officers were profiting 
from irregular practices in connection with movement of 

cargo, trade restrictions et cetera.
He indicated that one of the sources of trouble at 

this time was the treatment by foreign correspondents 
of the Sino-Japanese hostilities; these correspondents 
made it appear that Japan was constantly suffering mili

tary reverses; such stories were blows to Japanese 
military and naval pride and accounted for their hostility 

to foreign interests.
SOKOBIN

jiRrWC
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paraphrase

A telegram (No. 5) of January 10, 1939, from the 

American Consul at Tsingtao reads substantially as follows:

On the morning of January 10 the Consulate received 

a call from Mr. K. Nakamura, who made a lecture tour in 

the United States in 1936 and who is President of Oriental 

Culture Association and was formerly a member of the 

Japanese Diet.

Mr. Nakamura indicated that treatment of the conflict 

in China by foreign newspaper correspondents was one of 

the reasons for trouble at this time. These correspondents 

gave the impression that the Japanese forces were contin

ually having military reverses and stories of this kind 

which hurt the pride of the Japanese army and navy were 

responsible for their enmity toward foreign interests. 

Mr. Nakamura indicated also that in North China there 

were stories to the effect that Japanese military offi

cers were gaining advantage from practices of an improper 

character connected with trade restrictions, the movement 

of cargo and the like. He appeared to be interested 

especially, among other things, in finding out whether 

any reports relating to alleged trouble in North China 

and Tsingtao between Japanese naval and military forces 

had reached foreigners.

793.94/14587
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GRAY

From PEiP^g via N. R.
Dated January 11, 1939

Rec’d 7 a.m

Secretary of State,

Washington * Di5o4ion or' 
FM EASTERN AFFAIRS

18, January 11, noon

Embassy’s 691, November 23, 5 p.m.

One. The projected Japanese drive from South Shansi 

into northern Honan and Shensi as preliminary to an attack 

upon Sian has not yet materialized owing to continued 

Japanese failure to effect a crossing of the Yellow River 

from South Shansi. A Japanese campaign in West Shansi 

conducted during the past three weeks has reportedly been 

successful in driving Chinese units from various towns 

which the Japanese had previously occupied and relinquished. 

According to the local Japanese military spokesman, Japanese 

troops in West Shansi are now awaiting the freezing of the 

Yellow River on the Province’s western boundary to undertake 

a crossing and subsequent attack on Yenan Shensi, the "capital" 

of the Chinese Communist border regime.

Two. Repeated to Chungking, by mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

WC :CSB
w.

793.94/14588
 

F/FG
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Japan*s Wax* in China, by Hu 
United States of America 
New York City) . ,

Shih, Chinese Ambassador to the 
(Published by the Chinese Cultural Society,

_Battle, an appeal for Help to Defeat Ruthless 
Invasion, by Rodney Gi lb ert~"(Reprinted from New York Herald-Tribune)

China Fights Civilization*s
(O 
04

<D
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE Î

Read the article on II 
copy of 
to note

J. 
this book as soon 
special blue slip

Timperley’s book, Japanese Terror in China» Order your 
as possible» Organizations and missionaries are asked 
which is enclosed.

in touch with the ________________________________ _____________________
___________ If not, write to them, 8 West 40th Street, New York City. Order a 
copy of the booklet America1s Share in Japan*s War Guilt.

Are you 
Aggression?

American Committee for Non-Participation in Japanese
01 
00 
<0

Dr. Walter C. Judd doctor, medical missionary and lecturer is making a name for 
himself as he goes from one part of the country to another lecturing for the cause 
of China» From January 6 to 8 Dr» Judd will be at the American Congress for Peace 
and Democracy in Washington, D. C. He will speak twice, once at the reception on 
Friday afternoon and again at the morning session on Saturday morning» Write to 
the American Committee for Non-Participation in Japanese Aggression if you are 
interested in obtaining this very effective speaker for your locality.

Reports have been received of the increasing activity of the Church Committee for 
China Relief. If this Committee is not yet active in your vicinity, write to t£ie 
Nev; York Office, 105 East 22nd Street.

r

ADVISORY EDITORS: BRANK FULTON, MINISTER, RAlNSFORD HOUSE, ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH, NEW YORK CITY 
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Not for publication.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE FAR EAST

Japan in War Time

Frank W. Price

Japan is still strong and the Japanese people are united behind their army
government in prosecution of the war against China. This is the dominant impres
sion which 1 receive^ on passing through the islands and on talking with many 
Americans and Japanese in the ports. The economic structure shows signs of strain 
but not yet of cracking. The crowds on the streets are more sober, shops do not 
attract as many customers as formerly* But all public services are functioning, 
factories belch forth smoke day and night, farmers till their tiny fields, children 
march happily to and from school, and the daily life of the people goes on about 
as usual. Officers and soldiers are being sent off constantly from railway sta
tions and piers, with waving of flags and shouts of "banzai.” But the war has not 
touched Japan with cruel suffering as in China. With a childlike trust in their 
government and with unshaken faith in their divine destiny the Japanese people are 
girding themselves for what they now realize wi|*l be a long and grim struggle. 
They seem to have little doubt as to the outcom^,/

Under-the surface, however, are signs of disquiet. The war with China has not 
aroused sruch popular enthusiasm as characterized the war against Russia thirty 
years agp./ The national leaders are facing the financial difficulties more serious
ly as they envisage an extended conflict and Japanese press comments on the economic 
situation are becoming more frank. A friend gave me many back copies of English 
newspapers containing translations of press news and editorials and I was able to 
get the general meaning of some Japanese newspapers which make some use of Chinese 
characters. These papers were very revealing. The national debt of nearly 16 bil
lion yen (over 4 billion dollars in U. 8. currency) is qMmitted. This means that 
the Japanese people are already carrying 'twice as heavy, a debt buredn in proportion 
to national income and wage levels as the people of Ameîrj/éa. The debt is largely 
in domestic borrowings and is increasing at an alarming rate, about Yen 500,000,000 
per month. Meanwhile foreign trade is dropping. For the first nine months of 1938 
imports were off 34 per cent and exports 18 per cent compared with the similar 
period in 1937. If Korea, Manchuria and China are excluded, the foreign trade 
which helps in international exchange and in purchase of raw materials abroad, shows 
an extremely unfavorable balance. Silk exports to the United States have declined 
20 per cent. One Japanese paper, commenting on the foreign trade situation, said, 
"The need for shipping goods abroad to get foreign currency to finance importation 
of munitions, goods and raw materials is getting keener.” And another, ’’The life 
blood of Japan’s economic existence is its foreign trade.”

The index of average labor wages is the highest since 1920 because of booming 

munitions industries. But prices are also rising, the average being 15 per cent 
over the similar period last year. Foodstuffs have increased the least in cost; 
metal products, building materials, rubber, industrial chemicals, gasoline and 
other fuel have shown the sharpest rise. Gasoline is rationed. Private cars in 
Tokyo are allowed only 23 gallons a month. Missionary friends told me of real 
hardships which the middle class of the cities and peasants of the villages are be
ginning to experience because of the war.
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How will Japan continue to finance the war? Through her foreign trade and 
through further demands upon her own people. The Japanese are being prepared for 
yet greater sacrifices» The campaign on the continent, they are now told, cannot 
bring quick profita Governor Yuki of the, Bank of Japan said in a recent speech, 
’’Japan cannot expect to harvest the fruits of its long-term construction program 
in China within a brief period» State expenditures will increase in the near 
future.” Taxes, direct and indirect will be multiplied. When I was in Japan a 
heated discussion was taking place over the invocation of Article 11 of the Nation
al Mobilization Law, empowering the government to control the uses to which all 
business companies should put their profits, and limiting dividends to stockholders. 
Business organizations were protesting but it was taken for granted that Army pres
sure would overcome all resistance. Since a controlled economy and ’’the placing 
of the whole nation in all of its ramifications under an organized war system” is 
considered inevitable, the newspapers were beginning to argue for the law as essen
tial to victory in China. Invocation of all provisions of the drastic Mobilization 
Law is only a matter of time. The steady trend toward state control of capital is 
causing serious repercussions on the Stock Exchange in Japan. Dividends hitherto 
have been higher than in most countries. The military government of Japan is now 
reaching for the people’s savings and threatens to reduce materially all interest, 
on investments. Many observers see a radical change coming in Japan’s economic 
system, in the direction of extreme totalitarianism. Amy leaders are telling the 
people that not profit but ’’the realization of a new order in Asia” should be the 
guiding principle of business.

The government exercises strict control of all organs of news and opinion. 
The press and the radio magnify Japanese military successes. Reports of defection 
in the Chinese army and of peace overtures are highly exaggerated. A missionary 
friend said to me, ’’There has never been a report of a Japanese defeat.” The num
ber of Japanese casualties is played down; figures on Chinese losses reach absurd 
proportions. The government-controlled press and radio stations play the same 
tunes over and over with little variation, ”We are fighting for peace and order in 
East Asia. We are resisting the eastward rush of communism. We will secure the 
cooperation of the people of China (not Chiang Kai-shek’s regime) in a program of 
Asia for the Asiatics. Economic expansion is essential to Japan’s future. The 
nation must find an outlet for its rapidly growing population (about a million 
increase each year). Chinese governments working in Japan (submissive to Japan) 
will bring a new era of prosperity to both countries and to the world. China must 
help Japan to resist Russian advance in Asia and to establish the new order in the 
Far East (on Japan’s terms)” In the Çace of this insistent propaganda no organized, 
effective opposition can be seen, evoh in Japanese Christian circles. A few indi
viduals here and there are critical^ Some restlessness is evident among laborers 
and peasants but only 6 per cent ofyJapan’s seven million factory workers are 
organized in unions. Paternalistic benefits keep most of the workers satisfied. 
Political parties have practically disappeared as a force in national life. The 
Army and Navy are supreme; they are essentially the government, and civil officials 
are their mouthpieces.

Japan’s military and economic designs in Asia are now being revealed with 
startling frankness to the Japanese people, Government officials now declare 
openly that they plan to set up regimes all over China favorable to Japan and to 
form a federation of these regimes under Japanese control. One 2Bater declared 
recently, ’’The political set-up of new China will be a federal government based
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on the principle of provincial autonomy and Cooperation. We believe this system 
is the best to meet China’s needs anty to prompte its national welfare. It would 
be unnatural to establish a unified Rentrai government in China. The centraliza
tion of power there results in extreme nationalism, which disturbs the peace of 
East Asia.” This will be government for the Chinese people, but certainly not of 
and by them.

Development companies are being organized rapidly, to carry out economic 
projects in China, to develop markets and, in their own language, ”to exploit the 
resources of the continent,” all with large government subsidies. The Army has 
won another point in the appointment of a military rather than civil official to 
direct the administration of these various schemes. After the war there is to be 
a ’’long-range reconstruction program” through which Japan expects to recoup her 
losses. ’’The country is about to consolidate its gains in China and embark upon 
a period of prolonged reconstruction.” Japan will reconstruct - and bleed - China. 
And prepare for the next ’’inevitable war.” Already Japan has occupied an area 
on the continent of Asia larger than France, Germany, Italy and several smaller 
European nations combined and rules over a population larger than the total popula
tion of the United States. ”No empire,” one observer says truly, ’’has projected 
its blueprint upon so vast and sinister a scale.”

To other governments and peoples the civil officials who speak for the mil
itary in Japan make ingenious explanations of the new continental policy. The 
controlled press praises Germany and Italy for their understanding of the new 
situation and denounces the willful ignorance of the other powers. One newspaper 
naively remarked, ”Our reasoning is so obvious and valid that we stand almost 
speechless before those who cannot see it and cannot agree to its justness. Criti
cism and opposition have caught the Japanese people unawares.” Underneath the pit
iful delusions of grandeur one can sense a somewhat bitter feeling of being mis
understood. Criticism of Great Britain and France is more severe than that of the 
United States, which the Japanese press considers ”on the whole neutral and friend
ly.” But while I was in Japan the insistence of the American government on the 
principles of the Nine Power Treaty guaranteeing China’s territorial integrity and 
independence was arousing resentment. Such press comments were characteristic, 
’’The attitude of the U. S. shows that it has learned nothing from the new situation 
The Nine Power Treaty is nothing more than the dregs of the Washington system 
which has become extinct.” ”If the U. S. holds to the sacred principle, of the 
Open Door in China, we are afraid that it will find itself involved in the con
flict.. Let us hope that the U. S. will re-examine its attitude.” ’’The American 
protest ignores the fact that a large-scale war is being fought in East Asia, and 
does not recognize anything except treaties. This is a one-sided viewpoint. 
Americans are simple-minded.” ”It is officially understood that the authorities 
are in favor, in the case of the Nine-Power Treaty, to permit the agreement to die 
a natural death and for Japan to adopt a strong stand in the event that any foreign 
Power, even after that decision, should insist on upholding the provisions of that 
treaty.” On the other hand uneasiness lest American policy might stiffen is re
flected, friends in Japan told me, in increased courtesy to Americans living in 
Japan or passing through the country. But not one in a hundred persons believes 
that the United States will do anything more serious than make strong protests. 
And the Japanese amy-government has built ug the cleverest defense system against 
protests in the world today. American action I in the form of curtailment of trade
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or economic non-cooperation of some ^ort Would be a rude shock to the government 
and people. Japan is counting on We ri cam capital and raw materials not only for 
continuance of the war on China bui^ also fir the long period of rehabilitation - 
and exploitation - when her domination of Aho continent shall be considered a 
fait accompli.

Strong, united Japan, against China struggling for freedom, for very existence 
as a nation. It is a clash of apparently irreconcilable forces. "Fighting will 
continue to the bitter end," the Japanese military dictatorship says, "until the 
National Government of China is thoroughly chastised. And we must carry out our 
policy to the whole of Asia." How long will it be before the people of the island 
empire awaken to the disastrous nature of this policy?

I am convinced that nothing will stop the military leaders of Japan short of 
three things. Severe military defeat o$ the/mainland, a long war of attrition and 
indefinite delay in gaining the fruits/of victory, or economic breakdown in Japan 
through forces working from within and withouiL There is little chance now of the 
first eventuality. The second means/devastation and suffering in China far beyond 
anything yet experienced. j J

If the present rulers of Japan luffer a Xerious economic defeat there may be 
hope of shortening the war and of securing $ just peace in Asia. The present sit
uation is full of the most ominous possibilities not only for Asia, but for the 
world.

Hany Americans in Japan are taking an objective view and are deeply concerned 
over the trend of events. Some American newspapers and magazines which give the 
real facts are getting through the censorship and .Americans in Japan are much bet
ter informed on the situation in China and on trends of world opinion than most of 
their Japanese friends.

On the China side there are no signs of weakened resistance in spite of 
military defeats. China stands firm. But these and other facts and impressions 
must wait for later letters.

Shanghai, November 21, 1938.
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With reference to the article JAPAN'S PROGRAM IN AMERICA, written by Marcus 
Mervine and published in the November 3 issue of the China Infomation Service, a 
letter has been received from Mr. John Nevin Sayre, Chaiman of the Fellowship Of 
Reconciliation, reading in part as follows:

"I am sorry to have to call your attention to what I consider very unfair treat 
ment of the Fellowship of Reconciliation in Marcus Mervine’s article, ’'Japan’s Pro
gramme in America”, in your issue of November 3, 1936 of ’’China Information Service”

’’The Fellowship of Reconciliation is listed on page 8 as an organization "Not 
registered with the Department of State as Japanese propagandists but openly spon
soring literature of organizational activities which parallel the Japanese public
ity program,”

"Not only are the Fellowship’s activity and publicity not parallel with the 
Japanese program, but they are diametrically opposed to it on very essential points. 
If you will compare the enclosed statement on the Far Eastern situation adopted by 
our annual Conference last September, with Mr. Mervine’s summary of Japanese porpa- 
ganda on page 2 you will see how great the difference is.

"You will see that all the way through we are dead against all export of war 
materials at all times to Japan, as well as to all warring nations. Ever since 
August 1937 we have called on President Roosevelt to recognize the existence of 
real war in the Orient and to invoke the Neutrality Act, thus shutting off the ex
port, from America, of munitions and war loans. Vie have urged Congress to make 
the Neutrality Act stronger so as to shut off secondary war materials. The Fellow
ship has called upon its officers and members to go, personally, to American muni
tions and export firms who are profiting in the war business and urge them to with*- 
draw. Vie have, at all times, opposed Japan’s "appeal to American profit instincts” 
mentioned by Mr. Mervine as the third main point of Japanese propaganda. In one 
case a leading Fellowship representative visited a Pacific Coast firm which was ex
porting scrap iron and emphasized her words of protest by producing a piece of the 
deadly metal which she had picked up with her own hands on a battlefield in China,”

This letter has been referred to the author of the article, who has offered 
the following explanation:

"I wish to make it clear that I have the deepest respect for the sincerity, 
integrity and high-minded motives of the Fellowship and its distinguished officers 
and I intended no implication that they were actually paid by the Japanese. Such 
a charge would be ridiculous.

"My purpose was to explain that the Fellowship in many respects was following 
the Japanese line of propaganda in America and obtaining radio time and newspaper 
space for speeches and articles condemning the boycott of Japanese goods, urging 
a munitions embargo against China as well as Japan, opposing any government action 
naming the aggressor and other such policies which the Japanese are spending mil
lions to get over to the American public.
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS

By
Dr. M. S. Bates

This article is written on Armistice Day. To say nothing of the trouble of 
the rest of the world, in China alone bombs and shells and the remorseless grind 
of economic ruin are operating actively in a million square miles of territory and 
are injuring a much wider range. One of the largest societies of the world, which 
had just completed the most promising decade in its modern life, is broken on the 
wheel of military impérialisme The evil and the suffering already wrought mount to 
an obscene grandeur.

Recent weeks have seen the capture of Hankow after a long, severe campaign 
marked by the lavish use of Japanese air and naval power in support of the army. 
Although the Chinese effort was in many ways creditable, it was also marked by 
gross ineptitude at several critical points. Now Nanohang, Changsha, Shansi or 
even Ichang on the Yangtze, and possibly Sian are the immediate objects of scat
tering drives by the Japanese forces in Central China. It is presumed that the 
Chinese will defend central and western Hunah, western Hupeh, and Shensi, with 
considerable vigor; though at this moment the Japanese are pushing ahead rapidly 
south and west of Hankow. The sudden fall of Canton not yet explicable. The cir
cumstances certainly show poor staff work, but hardly treason. Naval pressure on 
the coast continues, and only small trickles of goods or mail can now enter China 
from the east except in the occupied territories. Air attacks have reached the im
mense range of Kunming (Yunnanfu), Chengtu, and Lanchow. The number of communities 
bombed must now be counted well into the thousands. \

The Japanese military success is highly impressive, and must not be underrated 
Only tentacles of the Chinese railway system remain in the hands of the Chinese 
Government, and a large fraction of the trunk mileage is in active service for the 
military and economic benefit of Japan. The transfer of industrial and commercial 
resources, where such have not been destroyed, is enormous; and in any case only 
a minor fraction remains in the hands of ’’Free China”. Cn the other hand, it is 
plain that the vast areas away from main lines of communication, oven close to the 
main military centers of the occupied territory, are still independent. It can be 
said that Japan holds most of China, in a qualified sense; or that Chinese offic
ials still rule most of it; or that neither side can make effective use.of the 
country as a whole.

There are some hints of peace-talk in foreign circles and among Japanese 
civilian interests. Japan would of course like to cut the costs as soon as possi
ble, but not to come short of full grasp of the prize. VJhen I suggested to a Jap
anese friend that his desire for peace could readily become a reality if his coun
try’s armies were withdrawn, he replied: ’’But our generals think the Chinese armies 
would come right back into these territories.” What can be said to such analysis 
of the problem.

These Japanese leaders seem to feel that their announced terms are really gen
erous and easily to be accepted by right-minded Chinese^ (1) abandon all elements 
of anti-Jap .ones e policy (which seem in fact to mean the giving up of independent 
life and the full acceptance of Japanese management); (2) cooperate economically 
with Japan and Manchoukuo (which moans turning over resources, tariffs, currency, 
banking, and communications to Japanese control for the primary reference to Jap
anese requirements); (3) sign the anti-Comintern Pact (which means putting all 
foreign relations in Japanese hands, and justifies in advance the use of all 
Chinese resources against Russia).
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It is not possible here to cite the military and journalistic statements 
which reveal the true temper of domination because the are not carefully modified 
for foreign consumption. The declarations about garrisons and economic exploita
tion are sufficient support in words for the process which is everywhere observed 
in the occupied areas, and for which Manchoukuo is a partial precedent. Under 
these circumstances it is not surprising that the Chinese leaders and all the ar- 
ticulatepublic that is free to speak is determined to resist, even if in despair. 
There is nothing to lose, and always the possibility of securing better terms than 
abject submission. Chinese morale seems to have stood well enough the first shock 
of the fall of Canton and Hankow, though the combination of the two, when the for
mer was unexpected, was a severe test. But inevitably the course of military 
events has flattened the hopes of those in the occupied areas, and must have in
creasing effect in the west, if it continues on present lines.

The immediate outlook is something as follows: The dispersed Japanese cam
paigns in the west and southwest resemble the unthinking charges of a bull upon 
the enemy wherever he may be found. But they can, and presumably will in course 
of time, base their program upon defense of key cities, railway lines, coast and 
navigable rivers, confident that the Chinese national interests will not long be 
able to find the resources material and spiritual to take the offensive against 
superior equipment in the hands of armies consistently victorious. In its polit
ical aspects, the campaign may quickly take a new turn. A major one of the possi
bilities for which some preparation is apparent, is this; Japan will clothe the 
feeble, opium-smoking puppets as a Government of China, and dragoon them into sign
ing a peace treaty which will give the forms of law to military conquest and econ
omic domination. It will be possible even to burn with contempt the tom frag
ments of the Nine-Power Treaty. , For Japan counts upon the isolationism of the 

United States, combined with American willingness to sell essential sup
plies ("even to the Devil if he pays cash”); upon British preoccupations, and the 
seeming weakness of Russia; and upon the outward cordiality of Comrades x.ussolini 
and Hitler.

What of China? An optimistic view, still strongly held in the west present 
elsewhere, believes that the Chinese campaign is just beginning, and that the far- 
extended Japanese forces will be increasingly troubled by attacks from all angles 
in mobile warfare, particularly upon the long lines of communications. A view of 
lesser optimism counts mainly upon guerilla enterprises and local organizations in 
the occupied areas, to render the Japanese enterprise unprofitable and impossible 
of completion, expecting ultimately an economic and spiritual weakening on the 
Japanese side. A third view', while despairingly recognizing military failure, be
lieves chat the puppet regimes will be not merely inefficient, but actually dis
loyal servants, preserving by devious means a good deal that is Chinese, until a 
new era dawns in a Russian war or other Japanese crisis. Events thus far are dark.

The long interval from summer has seemed to direct this considerable disquisi
tion entirely to military politics. It should be only the introduction to further 
writing on economic and spiritual problems, and perhaps upon international connec
tions with the Sino-Japanese conflicts, though the latter seem to be distinctly 
minor.
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Pickets Protest Japanese Iron-
Stevedores Quit Ship

Crowd shot shows pickets demonstrating against shipment of scrap iron which they claim is destined for Japan's war machine. Soon after this 
photo was taken, longshoremen quit the ship Pickets from the United Committee to Boycott Japanese Goods, the United Chinese C ommittee 

and the American League for Peace and Demncncv turned out for new demonstrations toda' The Spyros was scheduled to sail iu a week.

Scrap iron being hoisted for the motorship Spyios. bound for Japan, 
han caused friends of China to picket in protest at Pier 45. Long
shoremen shortly observed their picket line, refused to work the vessel.

I

TV **

I M

NEARLY a thousand San Francisco 
Chinese and their sympathizers 

gathered in front of pier 45 yester
day morning for mass picketing 
against the Greek freighter Spyros, 
loading scrap iron for Japan.

The picket line was composed of 
Celestials of all ages, from the 
youngest to the graybeards, and a 
nurtiber of speakers, including Lieu
tenant Governor-elect Ellis E. Pat
terson, addressed the pickets.

Loading of the scrap, which is sup
posedly consigned to Japanese mu- i the mass demonstration.

nition factories, was halted when 
four gangs of longshoremen refused 
to pass through the picket line.

Patterson gave a short talk, and 
said, among othtr things: "We are 
here to make sure that industrial
ists do not make a profit out of the 
blood of the Chinese."

I Picketing of the ship, which has 
! been loading for a ■week, is sched- 
! uled to continue, according to B. S. 
I Fong, chairman of the United Chl- 
| nese Committee, which sponsored
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S. F. Chinese 
Aid Move fof 
JapanThm5^

From Grant avenue and its 
tributary cubbyholes and alley
ways San Francisco Chinese 
streamed by the hundreds yes
terday to march along the Em- 
barcadero and sing the song 
the Chinese -oldiers sing as they 
march away to war.

They stood in a drizzling rain- 
old men and women of the East and 
boys and girls born and reared in the 
Occident — and cheered announce
ments that picketing of ships load
ing scrap iron for Japan would be 
discontinued in favor of a Nation 
wide campaign for the declaration 
of an embargo against the enemy of 
China.

With the announcements van
ished the threat of a Coast wide 
shipping tieup over refusal of 
longshoremen to pass the picket 
lines.

EMPLOYERS, PLEASED
A statement by A. E. Roth, presi

dent of the Waterfront Employers’ 
Association, expressed gratification 
at withdrawal of the pickets and 
added, “We feel that such delicate 
matters as relationships with other 
nations must be left to the Depart
ment of State and should not be 
involved in our labor relations.”

He said “in all such cases, the 
shipowners have insisted that the 
presence of a picket line on the 
docks is no excuse for failure to 
work ships.”
À statement from the United 

Chinese Societies committee for the 
boycott of Japanese goods said:

“We withdraw our great and 
growing demonstration on the 
waterfront ... for it has served a 
very great purpose in a peaceful 
yet very emphatic manner . . . 
We have received numbers of 
wires and special messages from 
nationally known figures, from 
great organizations, church fed
erations and notable civic groups 
praising our aims and assuring us 
continued support.

Our heartfelt thanks go for the 
valiant actions of the many long
shoremen.”

IN APPRECIATION
The great demonstration, novel 

yet somehow typical of San Fran
cisco, was primarily to thank the 
longshoremen for their support of 
the Chinese in their initial attempt 
to stop shipments.

From piers 45 and 45A, where the 
Greek motorship Spyros and the 
British freighter S. S. Beckenham 
had been tied up, the Chinese 
marched far down to the foot of 
Clay street, past the ILWU hall, 
cheering and singing, and then up 
to Sansome street past the offices 
of the Water Front Employers’ As
sociation, where boos were sounded.

“Arise, arise—forward to the 
fire of the enemy—arise, arise,” 
they sang in Chinese—“Use our 
blood and flesh to build a new 
great wall. Arise.” It was “The 
Song of the Volunteers.”
Then schoolboys and girls shouted 

“Rah, rah, rah, longshoremen.” 
“THANK YOU” BANNER

In the lead was a huge banner 
saying “Thank you, longshoremen.’’

Addressing the demonstrators at 
the pier, Henry Schmidt, ILWU 
leader, said that while the long
shoremen were behind the embargo 
100 per cent, the pickets “could stay 
here day after day and go around 
in circles, that’s all you will be 
doing.”

He said a program had been 
formulated to get the co-opera
tion of organized labor not only 
on the Coast, but throughout the 
country to have the Administra
tion declare an embargo on mu
nitions for Japan. “That’s the 
only way you can do it,” he added.
B. S. Fong, “Mayor of China

town,” speaking in Chinese, de
clared the picketing had served its 
purpose of focusing national atten
tion upon the situation, he thanked 
the longshoremen and announced 
discontinuance of picketing.

“We are removing the picket lines, 
but we are not retreating.” Fong 
continued. “Our work is just be
ginning and we must bring the em
bargo of war materials to Japan. 
. . . Let us unite and work together 
to stop Japanese aggression and 
nromote the welfare of humanity.’

CHINESE RENEW 
DRIVE ON DOCK

1700 Join in Demonstration 
Against Scrap Iron Ship

ment From Here
Chinatown mobilized for picket 

duty today, stretching like a venge
ful dragon around the Greek 
freighter Spyros, loading scrap iron 
for Japan.

It was the second day of picket 
duty, in protest that “scrap iron 
means bombs.” Yesterday a crowd 
of Chinese halted loading of the 
ship at Pier 45. Today the picket 
line had grown to more than 1700.

Three Chinese members of the 
crew walked off the freighter, to the 
cheers of the pickets. The Chinese 
Consulate here explained they would 
be sent back to China on another 
ship.

Loading activities ceased when 
members of the International Long
shoremen’s and Warehousemen’s 
Union refused to pass the picket 
line.

Not Ordered by Union
They still declined to go through 

the lines today, and the matter was 
referred to the Waterfront Employ
ers Association. The workers em
phasized that their refusal to load 
the scrap iron was not ordered by 
the union, but that they had decided 
this as Individuals.

Ninety-six Chinatown organiza
tions, meeting at the Chinese Slz 
Companies in Chinatown last night, 
voted their thanks to the longshore
men. Generalissimo Chiang Kai 
Shek was cabled of the tieup, and 
that $100,000 in war defense money, 
raised in America, was on its way 
to him.

In yesterday’s throng was Lieut. 
Gov.-elect Ellis E. Patterson, who 
lauded the pickets for “upholding 
American democracy.”
The shipping of munitions ma

terials to Japan meant the bombing 
of defenseless women and children 
in China, he declared, adding:

“By such demonstrations as this 
the public can express its disap
proval of this country shipping such 
materials and can impress upon con
gressmen its desire for neutrality in 
foreign affairs.”

All Unions Asked to Aid
The demonstration was called by 

the United Chinese Groups and the 
United Committee to Boycott Japa
nese Goods.

A band and 500 Chinese school 
children lent color to today’s picket
ing.

All labor unions were invited to 
join in the protest.

The Spyros is under charter to the 
Japanese Mitsui Co. to deliver cargo 
to Tokio.
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’’JAPANESE TERROR IN CHINA”

Reviews now coming to hand indicate that ’’Japanese Terror in China”, the book 
by Mr. H. J. Timperley, China correspondent of the ’’Manchester Guardian”, and ad
visory editor of ASIA magazine, which describes and documents the Japanese military 
atrocities in China, is meeting with a splendid reception from the public and the 
press•

The treatment of the subject matter, the careful documentation of facts and 
the sober style of presentation has made a deep impression upon a nation which 
twenty years ago was embittered by the expose of World War atrocity stories.

’’For thirty years I have had occasion to expose my intelligence to the atroc
ity product of military conflicts and have never seen any publication on military 
terrorism that approaches in calmness, balance and substance of the evidence this 
work of Mr. Timperley's,” wrote Mr. Denys P. Myers of the World Peace Foundation. 
”1 am particularly glad that this volume has been published because its tone seems 
to me admirably adapted to convince many people of the necessity of a positive 
policy in the Far East, even when they fail to react to the real crimes of which 
the atrocities are simply a surface indication.”

”It is a startling revelation of the actual nature of the war Japan is waging, 
and an inescapable appeal to civilization against these unspeakable horrors,” 
wrote Mr. Charles Edward Russell of the Chatterton-Lacy Foundation. ’’You have done 
us a great service to bring out this book. I msh every American would read it 
and ponder well its implications.”

This book may be obtained from the publishers, Modern Age Books, Inc., 432 
Fourth Avenue, Nev; York City, if not available at local bookstores. The price is 
75 cents.

SAMPLE PRESS REVIEWS

”lt is hardly surprising that most .Americans are pretty gun-shy about wartime 
atrocity stories. After our experience with the horrendous myths of the World War 
--ground out by the yard in efficient lie factories--we are pretty well advised to 
take horror tales with a wagon load of salt.

”Yct it is hard to see how 1 Japanese Terror in China1 can be laughed off. Mr. 
Timperley is a reputable newspaperman—China correspondent for the Manchester 
Guardian—and he has assembled here, from American and Europeans in China, docu
ments which can be hardly dismissed as mere propaganda,

’’The writers of these documents lived through the Japanese conquest of various 
Chinese cities; and their reports about the reign of terror which followed the con
quest give the Japanese army a black mark which will take a lot of washing off.”

Bruce Catton N.E.A.(Syndicated Reviews).

’’The most violent,colorful tales of atrocity circulated during the World War, 
for propaganda purposes, are nothing compared to the official reports of the Inter
national Committee for the Nanking Safety Zone,compiled by Mr. H. J. Timperley of 
the Manchester Guardian. Mr. Timperleyfs reputation as a China correspondent, and 
his seventeen years of residence there are sufficient guarantee of his trustworth
iness in this respect.” Los Angeles Times.
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"History of* the future no doubt will describe Japanese atrocities in the 
capture of Nanking last year-end as among the worst which ever occurred in warfare. 
Heretofore that story has been told only peacemeal.

"Now, an excellently documented record of murder, robbery and unspeakable hor
ror has been presented by a writer whose honesty and whose position to observe and 
obtain records apparently are above challenge. The book, "Japanese Terror in 
China,’’ is the work of H. J. Timperley, China correspondent of the Manchester 
Guar di an.

’’There is no attempt to do more than present the unvarnished stories of eye 
witnesses and scores of case records of the most savage brutality inflicted upon 
combatants and noncombatants, men, women and children alike before the lust of the 
Japanese soldiery was sated and controlled. The little paper-bound volume contains 
a wealth of material with which to confound any pleadings in defense of the Japan
ese conduct in China,” Cincinnati, Ohio, Post#

’’The China correspondent of the Manchester Guardian presents a collection of 
authentic, documented accounts of neutral eye witnesses to Japan1s occupation of 
North China. Much of this material was intended for the Manchester Guardian but 
the Japanese censors refused to pass it, Mr. Timperley offers these factual day- 
by-day records not as atrocity stories for propaganda’s sake, but so the world 
may know what a modern war of aggression is like stripped of all glamor. Makes 
grim reading.” San Francisco Chronicle.

"If you have any illusions on the score of modern, streamlined warfare, Mr. 
Timperley’s we11-documented exposition vail dispel them.

’’China correspondent for the British Manchester Guardian and a resident in 
the Orient for 17 years, Timperley is as conversant with what the Japanese describe 
as an ’incident’ in the Orient as any living man today.

”His story, told pointedly and succinctly with eye-witness precision, is a 
rare testimony to the ability of news gatherers to bring the facts of the case to 
the world attention under the terrific pressure of censorship.”

Oakland, California Enquirer.

’’The citizens of the United States’ who have aided in this slaughter by the 
sale of materials and munitions to the Japanese should be forcibly prevented from 
continuing this inhuman trade, if our neutrality laws are to be more than gesture. 
Indeed, since Japan has closed China to American trade, why should not the United 
States close United States ports to Japanese trade in just retaliation. Should we 
stand idly by and assist in the outraging of all the tenets of human decency?”

Dayton, Ohio, Journal.

’’The China correspondent for the Manchester Guardian writes only of atrocities 
for which ho adduces proof. They are enough. The book is sickening--and factual.” 

Washington, D. C. Star.
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NEWS NOTES

A surprising development at the end of the year was the sudden appearance in 
Hongkong of Mr. Viang Ching-wei, well known as the leader of Right Wing of the 
Kuomintang, and the issuance by him of a statement favoring peace negotiations 
with Japan on the basis of terms set forth on December 22 by the Japanese Premier 
in a declaration of policy concerning China.

Two ’’New York Times” despatches sent from Shanghai on the same day, December 
31, conveyed varying impressions as to the significance of Wang’s move. In a 
Shanghai despatch under date of December 31, Hallett Abend saw it as the culmina
tion of a ’’long suspected but long concealed serious rift within the Chinese Gov
ernment.” Abend suggested that although ’Yang had lost much of his following and 
had suffered a sharp decline in political prestige, he still commanded enough ad
herents to be able to rally a strong ’’peace at any price” group which could serious 
ly embarrass Chiang Kai-shek’s government.

An unsigned special cable carrying the same date line but published in the 
’’New York Times” on January 1, a day later than Abend’s message appeared, said that 
it was believed in Shanghai that Viang’s move was the result of protracted negotia
tions with Tokyo. The despatch said that his demarche was being interpreted as 
one of Japan’s steps to counter America’s and Britain’s credits to China.

Whatever may have been the motive behind Viang’s action, well-informed Chinese 
agree that it is probably just as well that matters have come to a head in this 
way. They point out that, because of the uncompromising opposition to the so- 
called Chinese Communists which Wang had maintained throughout the war, he has 
long been out of step with Chinese public opinion, which has increasingly favored 
the formation of a united front with the Communists on the basis of a common deter
mination to resist Japanese aggression.

The view is expressed by these observers that the policy advocated by Mr. 
Viang would mean political suicide for China as an independent nation and that he 
himself has, at long last, committed political suicide by putting it forward. 
Since, as pointed out by Abend, Wang has lost much of his following, and he has 
never had any substantial military backing, it seems highly improbable that he 
will be able to rally any considerable support for his program. On the other hand, 
the drastic action of the Kuomintang in expelling Wang from the party and removing 
him from all his government posts likely to have a salutory effect in discouraging 
any similar move in future, with the net result that the government’s position 
will be strengthened rather than weakened.

It is also pointed out that this development will now make it possible for 
the government to eliminate a number of officials who were appointed in order to 
placate the Wang Ching-wei faction but were otherwise unfitted for their position. 
— H.J.T.

CHINA MISCELLANEA

DON BATE, lecturer, who has talked to some of the most distinguished audienc
es in America on Far Eastern problems under the guise of ”100 per cent American
ism” (i.e., withdrawal of American interests from the Far East, avoidance of any 
offense to Japan, Pulling Britain’s Chestnuts from the Fire, etc.), has finally
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registered with the Department of State as being employed "for occasional work by 
the Japanese Chamber of Commerce of New York."

CORRESPONDENTS IN CHINA. Mr. F. Tillman Durdin, the crack Nev/ York Times 
correspondent, is on his way to Chungking, the new Chinese capital, via French 
Indo-China and Yunnan. He will travel part of the distance by truck. He expects 
to remain in West China until June/when he will return to Shanghai and relieve Mr. 
Hallett Abend, the "bad boy" of the China press corps, who is going on an extended 
leave of absence. Mr. Karl Eskelund, is leaving on a long trip into the Chinese 
interior. Mr. Jack Belden, fonder United Press correspondent, has left via Wenchow, 
Chekiang, for a tourot Fourth Stoute Army territory between Nanking, Shanghai and 
Hangchow. Mr. V.eldon James, U. P., and'Mr. Norman Soong, A. P., both survivors 
of the Panay sinking, are now in, America. Mr. Re ginaid Sweet land, Chicago Daily 
News, and F. M. Fisher, U. P., are expected in America soon on leaves of absence.

THE REFUGEE—TODAY AND TOMORROW is the name of tho latest MARCH OF TIME 
release now showing in American motion picture theatres. It is a dynamic presen
tation of the world’s most vital problem today and should he seen by every living 
American. Actual conditions in war-tom China open this courageous, epic-maing 
production.

THE JAPANESE FINANCIAL COMMISSION is taking up permanent headquarters in 
Washington and Nev/ York with the object of securing American loans for "reconstruc
tion" in the conquered areas of China and in Manchuria. Arrival of the new mis
sion was coincidental with the publication of new violently anti-Chinese pamphlets 
by Ralph Townsend, David Warren Ryder and other noted exponents of Japanese hege
mony in Asia. Publication of the 100-page supplement on American Manchoukuoan 
Trade Relations in the N. Y. Journal of Commerce, was also very timely although 
the publishers deny there is any connection.

DR. M. S. BATES has completed a new brief study of economic conditions around 
Nanking which will be available in a few weeks. Part of the study was printed in 
the American press.

COMBINATION OFFER of the Japanese Terror in China by Mr. H. J. Timperley 
(75cents) and Lar Damage in the Nanking Area by Dr. Lewis S. C. Smythe of the 
University of Nanking (50 cents), is for a combination price of 75 cents is being 
offered by The American Committee for Non-Participation in Japanese Aggression, 
8 W. 40th St., New York City.

HAMLET,* a well-known play by Mr. William Shakespeare, has been banned in 
Japan because of Mr. Hamlet’s "dangerous thoughts", including disrespect for 
royalty.

— E.H.L.
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Reprinted from New York Her aid-Tribune December 11th, 1938.

China Fights Civilization's Battle
An Appeal for Help to Defeat Ruthless Invasion

To the New York Herald Tribune: [as plaintively mendacious as an Asiatic doctrine of the divine right 
The war in China has ceased to Oriental beggar. of a well ordered despotism to ex

yield dramatic news. Though the Now, I think it is high time that tend itself by violence and bru- 
Japanese are fighting hard to. clear American public opinion be organ- tality been so successfully reintro- 
the railways between Peiping and ized and marshaled to forestall all duced into Europe that the prime 
Hankow and between Hankow and wheedling appeals from Japan either ministers of Europe’s only two pow- 
Canton, and the Chinese .are resist- to a sentimental appreciation of her erful democracies go scurrying to 
ing stubbornly; though Japanese dainty culture or to our self-interest kiss the hands of th(i good old or- 
bombers continue to kill, maim and and cupidity. It is time that we der’s prophets at each imperious 
impoverish thousands of Chinese stopped listening with an indulgent beck? What has Japan to do but 
civilians daily in remote centers of smirk to talk about the sterling vir- clean up this job in China, face her 
population, and though Chinese tues of the Japanese people and armed fortes about, get in on this 
guerrillas continue to hover along their esthetic refinement. The Jap- imperious beckoning business and 
the lines or communication which anese army is drawn from what all show the European apostles of 
Japan already controls and to pick authorities admit is the best ele- Asiatic statecraft how a real Asiatic 
off a few thousand Nipponese daily, ment in the islands, the farm popu- does such things? 
the character of the war has lation, with officers largely chosen * * *
changed. There are no more great from the Samurai caste, with its
battles between hundreds of thou- much vaunted knightly qode. Now, even though one had no
sands of men on each side, and it is ... sympathy whatever with China, and
not likely that there will be; so - . ... , . . even though one were convinced
there is almost nothing,in the news But.“?s Prec’°“s organization has that neither China’s trade nor our 
that the average newspaper reader °perat^ ln,. Ch, wh°le’ investments in China nor our pres
can reconstruct in his own imagina- de.votl°" to a ruthless, often tige in the East would ever be worth 
tion as a great spectacle. There is be^lal a?d "‘te5.ly shamel“s cam- enough to us to justify a falling ou6
little emotional appeal in the cor- palgn °f frl8htfulness, bombing with as good a customer as Japan,
respondence from the East except ac T ,of dens, y the return of a system of interna-
when some Japanese general, or hundreds of miles beyond the fight- tional relationships based on good 
statesman, or officially inspired ing n'011ts- inspire terror, butch- faith, a state of things under which
newspaper writer tells us where to erw prisoners to save their keep, one's peace and independence did
get off with our outmoded and “in- lootlng’ murdering and torturing not depend wholly upon an enor- 
applicable” treaties. conquered civilians. mous armament at enormous cost.

It is high time that every Ameri- certainly depend almost wholly
• • • can- appreciated that Japan has no upon the failure of militant Fascism

In the back of its mind a large to achieve lts eQds-
proportion of the American public °" cbarr?.d and bloodstained it ought to be the ambition et 
continues to be indignant with Ja- °"! 3 ,®x? every conyinced devotee of law and
pan and to hope against hope that ®wn’. ®nd bhat liberty to see aggressive despotism
the Chinese will still somehow get faU oonsPiouously to pay its way«
the best of the invaders; but an- d®"tal. „ght’ ‘ty. tradlt °n- and his duty as well to contribute 
other big element In the population a“e.r Z Z, *’ ulUess by every P^ible means within our
has conceded the eventual victory to ftbatp Tgbtn.is.. ba®bed.bysup®rl0f o«n laws to bring about such a 
Japan and is wondering what kind mporta?t failure. There is no quarter in which
of terms can be made with Nippon sPeed ly such an upshot of aggression is so
when she is China’s undisputed er3‘a"d àXn’hX U' Ukely now as in Chtoa’ where th8 
mistress—undisputed except for Mr. ^y p°" Pk„ ", a“d ? „ .7" chinese are so desperately and dog-
Hull’s periodical reminders to the blt ?" to g swaggering about the gedly fighting it with its own
Japanese Foreign Office that it’s all "or’d‘r weapons’ The chinese are fighting
very irregular. Japan’s agents in “L X^iRht^? Æ ? our fight. If they can exhaust Japan, 
this country have become aware of "°* discredit her army and break its
the growth of this element and of a"y"7ZVca" grlp on JaPan’s foreign policy, they!
the fact that the hostility of the rest “°"? h th ‘ founded m wiU have put a severe crimp in the 
is dormant, and have delightedly g00d Ialt"’ style of all the totalitarians and
informed their government that Japan used to be extremely jeal- will have spared the world, including! 
now is the time to get at this recep- ous of her reputation for a meticu- the U. S. A., the doing of what will 
tive audience with reassuring propa- lous observation of the letter of a be an inevitable but increasingly 
ganda< contract and of the international difficult and costly job.

proprieties. She needed the world’s
Now is the time, before Chinese indulgence while she expanded and *

resistance and the indifference of grew jn striking power; and. to In this situation China should be 
the Japanese army to the hardships this end she craved the world’s getting a hundred times the moral
of their own people breaks Japan, good opinion: She tried despe- support from the American people
and before our government Is moved rately to prove that she was as that she has so far elicited, and 
by re-aroused opinions to cut off the civilized as the Occident, in the Oc- public opinion should tolerate no 
flow of essential raw materials to ^dent’s own way, because she feared comfort to an enemy of China that! 
the Japanese war machine, to divide that she did not appear to be as is an open enemy to our civilization, 
our councils with wheedling propa- honest, decent and law-abiding as Under our neutrality act as it stand» 
ganda. Those susceptible to wheed- the most powerfU] nations of the we can do nothing as a nation to
ling should be inundated, they say, her expansion would be for- discriminate In favor of China; but
with assurances that Japan’s mo- bidden and her growth as a power to discomfit Japan materially the 
tives in China are purely altruistic japped in the bud. individual American does not need
and that she proposes to improve slie ^as almost no concern now to wait for government action to do 
the lot of that bandit, graft and tax- for any one-s good opinjon or good his bit. He can help every day in 
ridden people by fostering honest wiU> If she did nofc need this coun. some way to build the fully justified 
government, more railroads, more try as a martet and a source of war conviction in this country the 
highways, a tremendous industrial SUppues she’d have none. Japan is an outlaw nation, whoso
development, scientifically planned * ♦ » career no citizen of this Republic
agriculture, a reliable currency and can abet with words, goods or wealth
adequate police protection, so that What is more, she no longer be- without being accessory to crimes 
under Japan’s friendly patronage lieves that honesty is the best^policy fc honor and decency.
this country will at last find the or that good faith is essential to B 
market in China that it has always good international standing, even in ™ve* 
dreamed of, and will thank Nippon the Occident. For are not Germany "a“e 
for the great sacrifice she is and Italy shining examples of the »a
making to free a quarter of the. success that attends a thoroughly bur®;„a"d tb“* S8 win,
world’s population (or as much as is armed and highly disciplined na- ‘° c’°®e f r. e"d blp h.^fick
left of it when her work is done) tion’s contempt for both? Since she us al’ays. be quick
from their own ancient traditions of can best cultivate the respect of ““J’ “”d8 tb ,,^d®?
tyranny and from the creeping Red these mighty powers by proving her ?,"dd
paralysis. ability to beat a neighbor into sub- ly apport. the Japanese pay tithe of

, mission and by thumbing her nose mm*’ anlae and cummm, and have
~ ’ at the democracies with their sim- omitted the weightier matters of the

Every recent Japanese publica- pering devotion to the virtues of the J?*, judgment, mercy and aith.
tion that comes to me takes up and weak; and since these consecrated HelP to ™ thls tb? ”at °
echoes the call to action in this victims of the strong and ruthless verdict, bluntly and clearly ex
country; and while the Japanese are dare not even declare the outlawry Pr?®sed’ and ne th" b0“b? bnx''
clumsy propagandists, they are per- of those who publicly and flagrantly taUty w111 ever sub«ue China,
severing and tireless, persistently violate their codes, why pretend to RODNEY GHjBERT»
courteous in the face of rebuffs and respect them? Hasn’t the good old|» New York, Dec. 9, 1938.
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JAPAN’S WAR IN CHINA
Resumé of an Address by His Excellency Dr. Hu Shih, Chinese Ambassador 

to the United States of America, New York., December 4, 193 8.

If I were asked to sum up in one sentence the present conditions in my 
country, I would not hesitate to say that China is literally bleeding to death.

We have been fighting for more than sixteen months against an aggressor 
which is one of the three greatest naval powers, and one of the four or five 
greatest military powers of the world. We have suffered one million casualties, 
including the killed and the wounded. We have vast territories being occupied 
by the invading armies. We have lost all the important cities on the coast 
and along the Yangtse River: Peiping, Tientsin, Tsingtao, Tsinan, Shanghai, 
Hangchow, Nanking, Wuhu, Kiukiang, Amoy, Canton and the Wu-Han 
cities. Practically all the cities that are generally known to the outside world 
as centers of commerce and industry, of education and modern culture, of 
transportation and communication, are now either devastated or occupied by 
the invaders. Of the 111 universities and colleges, more than two-thirds have 
been either destroyed, occupied, or disabled; and the very few that are still 
functioning in the interior are working without equipment and under con
stant dangers of air raids. And, in addition to the vast number of casualties 
in the fighting forces, there are now 60 million civilian sufferers who have 
been driven from their destroyed homes, farms, shops and villages, and who 
are fleeing the invader and are roving the country without shelter, without 
medical aid, and in most cases without the barest means of subsistence. And 
there are every day hundreds of innocent non-combatants being murdered 
and slaughtered by the bombers of the Imperial Army of Japan.

And, most serious of all, with the loss of Canton in October, China is now 
entirely cut off from all access to the sea,—that is, from all access to fresh 
supplies of arms and munitions from abroad. We have to rely upon three back 
doors for future war supplies from abroad, namely, the overland route to 
Soviet Russia, the route through French Indo-China, and the route through 
British Burma. All these three routes are very difficult and not always de
pendable. After repeated threats from Japan, the French are reported to 
have now closed the Indo-China Railway to Chinese munitions. The over
land motor road to Soviet Russia is open, but it is 3,000 miles from the Russian 
border to the present capital at Chungking, a distance longer than that from 
San Francisco to New York. No heavy pieces of munitions can be transported 
over such a long road with very few service stations. The Burma route is not 
yet quite ready for use. So for the present we are actually completely cut 
off from the sea and from our sinews of war. This also means that we are 
faced with tremendous difficulties in sending out our exports with which to 
secure our foreign exchange.

This is our present situation. Have I overstated the case in saying that 
China is literally bleeding to death?

3
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It was natural that, after the fall of Canton and Hankow, there was a 
brief period of doubt, hesitation and even despair on the part of many of our 
people and of our leaders. As I have repeatedly pointed out to my American 
friends, there is a limit to the ability of human flesh and blood to fight against 
much superior mechanical and metal equipment; and there is always the 
danger of collapse through sheer exhaustion. It was quite natural, therefore, 
that my people should have had this period of doubt and indecision during 
which, as the press reported, there were talks of peace,—that is, there were 
serious thoughts of giving up the fight. In fact, our enemy, too, made it quite 
clear that they wanted peace.

But this period of hesitation was also a period of great decisions. It did 
not take very long for our leaders to come to the conclusion that it was im
possible for China to have peace at the present moment simply because there 
was not the slightest chance for a peace that would be reasonably acceptable 
to my people. After serious considerations of all difficulties and potentialities, 
our leaders have definitely decided to continue our policy of resisting the 
invader and to fight on.

In announcing this new determination to the nation and to the world at 
large, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek laid special stress on these points: that 
China will continue her policy of prolonged nation-wide resistance; that as 
the war has become really "nation-wide” and the enemy is drawn into the 
interior, both time and geography are on our side; that our war of resistance 
during the past 16 months has succeeded in retarding the westward advance 
of the enemy, thus enabling ourselves to develop communications and trans
portations in the vast hinterland and remove some industries thither; that we 
can only hope to win final victory through the greatest hardship and sacrifice; 
and that this war of resistance must be understood as a "revolutionary war
fare” similar to the wars of American Independence, French and Russian 
Revolution and Turkish Emancipation, and in such revolutionary warfare the 
spirit of the people will ultimately win out.

This is the solemn declaration of China’s new determination.

* * * *

What will the world think of this new decision of my people to fight 
on against tremendous and apparently unsurmountable difficulties? Will it 
regard this determination as sheer folly built upon no better foundation than 
the logic of wishful thinking?

Whatever the world may think of us, I can assure you that a nation that 
has sacrificed a million men and is prepared to make even greater sacrifices in 
fighting for its national existence cannot be accused of basing its hopes and 
aspirations upon mere wishful thinking. We are making a deliberate de
cision on the basis of the sixteen months’ terrible but very instructive experi
ence of the war. We have learned during these terrible months that our soldiers 
and officers are capable of heroic bravery and supreme sacrifices, that our

4
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people are bearing their losses and devastations without complaining against 
their Government, and that the sense of national unity and solidarity through
out the country including the parts temporarily under the military occupa
tion of the enemy is beyond question. And we have also learned that our 
enemy is actually feeling the burden of the prolonged war; that Japan’s 
finances are nearing the breaking point; that she is employing her full armed 
strength in fighting a nation which she had never seriously considered as 
capable of putting up a fight; that she is terribly worried by the vast ex
penditure of her store of war munitions intended for greater wars against 
more formidable foes; and that it is not impossible for us to wear out our 
enemy if we can only fight on long enough.

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Moreover, it seems to me as an amateur historian that there is much truth 
in the statement that our war of resistance is a kind of "revolutionary war
fare” which can best be understood in the light of the history of the revolu
tionary wars of America, France, Russia and Turkey. Surely an American 
audience can appreciate this historical analogy. Not very long ago, an 
American friend wrote me these words: "China is now at Valley Forge; but 
I hope she will soon be at Yorktown.” These words were written before 
I read General Chiang Kai-shek’s message referred to above. It may not be 
entirely out of place for me to develop this historical analogy a little further.

John Fiske, one of your most scientific historians, said: "The dreadful 
sufferings of Washington’s army at Valley Forge have called forth the pity 
and the admiration of historians. As the poor soldiers marched on the 17th 
of December (1777) to their winter quarters, their route could be traced on 
the snow by the blood that oozed from bare, frost-bitten feet. . . . On the 
23rd, Washington informed Congress that he had in camp 2,898 men *unfit 
for duty, because they are barefoot, and otherwise naked.’ Cold and hunger 
daily added many to the sick-list; and in the crowded hospitals, . . . men some
times died for want of straw to put between themselves and the frozen ground 
on which they lay. So great was the distress that there were times when, in 
case of an attack by the enemy, scarcely two thousand men could have been 
got under arms.” (Fiske, The American Revolution, II, pp. 28-29.) That 
was Valley Forge in the winter of 1777.

Shortly after that, the English Government under George III and Lord 
North offered peace by unconditionally repealing all the laws which had 
led to the revolt of the American Colonies. It was declared that Parliament 
would renounce forever the right to raise a revenue in America. And com
missioners were sent to America to deal with Congress, armed with full 
powers to negotiate a peace.

That was an offer of an honorable peace. Had the Fathers of this Republic 
accepted it, it could have avoided four more years of bloodshed and sacrifice, 
but there would have been no Independence and no United States of America.
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The founders of the American Republic rejected the peace of 1778 and 
fought on for four years longer and won the final victory at Yorktown in 
October, 1781.

We must remember that those intervening years were often almost as 
difficult and perilous as the dreary winter at Valley Forge. There were mili
tary reverses and losses of territory, and there were internal troubles and even 
high teason. There was no continental government; after three years’ dis
cussion, the Articles of Confederation had not yet been adopted. The Con
tinental Congress had rapidly declined in reputation and authority. Congress 
had no power to tax the States; it could only go on printing more and more 
’’greenbacks” to finance the war. This paper money soon depreciated until, 
Washington said, "it took a wagon-load of money to buy a wagon-load of 
provisions.” "Early in 1780 the value of the dollar had fallen to two cents, 
and by the end of the year it took ten paper dollars to make a cent. . . . 
The money soon ceased to circulate, debts could not be collected, and there 
was a general prostration of credit. ... A barber in Philadelphia papered his 
shop with bills.” "Under these circumstances, it became almost impossible 
to feed and clothe the army. . . . When four months’ pay of a private soldier 
would not buy a single bushel of wheat for his family, and when he could not 
collect even this pittance, while most of the time he went bare-foot and half
famished, it was not strange that he should sometimes feel mutinous.” 
(Fiske, op. oit. II, pp. 196-200.)

Such were the conditions in 1780. Yet Washington and his colleagues 
did not give up the fight. A year later, the final victory came at Yorktown 
which ended the military phase of the War of American Independence.

I have gone into some details in describing the hardships and the difficul
ties of the War of 1776-1781, not only to show that the conditions of the 
Continental Army of Washington were not much better off than those of the 
National Army of China in the present war, but also to illustrate what General 
Chiang Kai-shek means by characterizing our war of resistance as "revolu
tionary warfare in which the spirit of the people will ultimately win out.” 
All revolutionary wars were fought by poorly equipped but idealistically in
spired peoples against the well-equipped regular armies of an oppressor or 
aggressor. In the end, final victory almost invariably came to those whose 
idealism and heroism could overcome the greatest hardship and sacrifice.

If this is still wishful thinking, it is a type of wishful thinking so in
inspiring and so enticing that millions of my people are determined to test 
it out with their blood and their lives.

* * * *
Before concluding, I like to make another observation,—again based 

on historical analogy. I like to ask a question: How did the fathers of 
this Republic ever get out of Valley Forge and march on to the final victory 
of Yorktown?

6
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All historians agree that two factors were responsible. The first was 
that the Revolutionary Army fought on in spite of almost unsurmountable 
difficulties. But there was another and equally important factor, namely, 
that the cause of the American Revolution was greatly aided by the interna
tional situation of the time. The England of George III was disliked and hated 
by the great powers of Europe, whose sympathies were naturally on the side 
of the American colonies. The Continental Congress sent a diplimatic mis
sion to Europe, directed primarily to the French Court of Louis XVI. Among 
the members of the mission was Benjamin Franklin who later became the first 
American Minister to France, and who concluded a commercial treaty and 
a treaty of alliance with France and secured from France not only loans 
and subsidies totalling 45,000,000 livres, but also important military assistance 
in the form of a large and well-equipped expeditionary force. Even the most 
ardent advocate of American isolationism, Professor Samuel Flagg Bemis, 
tells us that "the combination of French armies and fleets in America with 
General Washington’s forces brought about the final fortunate victory of 
Yorktown. The French alliance was decisive for the cause of American inde
pendence. No American should forget that.” (Bemis, A Diplomatic His
tory of the United States, p. 31.)

But it was not the direct assistance from France that alone was decisive 
for the American cause. The whole international situation at that time was 
directly and indirectly advantageous to the American Revolution. France 
and England were in an undeclared war as early as 1778. Spain declared war 
on England in 1779. In 1780, Empress Catherine of Russia proclaimed the 
principle of the freedom of the seas and the right of neutrals, a principle 
which was immediately accepted by all the enemies of England. In 1780, 
too, Holland was at war with England. But the year before the British sur
render at Yorktown, England was practically at war with the whole European 
world and her colonial possessions everywhere were seriously menaced by 
France and Spain. It was this adverse international situation which made it 
impossible for England to reinforce her armies fighting in America and to 
deal any effective blow to the relatively small forces of Washington.

The moral of this historical analogy is quite clear. The final victory of 
China in her war of resistance to the aggressor, too, must depend upon two 
things: first, she must fight on, and she has no choice but to fight on; second, 
in her prolonged war, the time may come when the international situation 
may turn in her favor and against her enemy. She does not expect any other 
nation, however friendly and sympathetic, to take up arms and fight on her 
side. But she does expect, and she has a right to expect, that the sense of 
justice and the feeling of common humanity may yet be strong enough to 
move the men and women of the democratic and peace-loving countries to 
put a stop to the inhuman traffic of supplying weapons of war and essential 
raw materials for the manufacturing of weapons of war to a nation which 
was unanimously condemned by over 50 nations as the violator of solemnly 
pledged treaties and as the breaker of world peace, and which I do not hesi
tate to name as Public Enemy Number One among the family of nations.

7
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B. Relations with Other Countries.

1. Japan.

a. hansi. Bo developments of particu

lar significance in the situation in Shansi were re

ported during the month.

b. Inner Mongolia. xcept for newspaper

and other reports regarding trade-and monetary control 

measures, no developments of importance in Chahar and 

Fuiyuan wore reported.

o» Hodol•

ID Politisai situation*. Bo im

portant developments In the political or military re

lations between the Japanese and Chinese in Tientsin 

and Hopei were reported during November. The month 

was particularly notable in that it was the first since 

Tune 1937 in which there was no incident Involving the 

Japanese with either the British or the French. Toward 

the end of November rumors were current in Tientsin of 

plans on the part of the Japanese to establish a Cen

tral Government of China in Peiping with "Ai P’ei-fu 

( ) at the head.

(2) Querrllla Marfaro. The Japan

ese reported numerous successes in Itopoi and Mhansi 

in their operations against the Chinese ,guerrillas 

whom
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Whom they desori be as "bandits** or "corzEwniats”. The 

reports appeared at times to be slightly exaggerated.

A Japanese unit occupied Llntsing and Tung Ch'ang 

west of the Tientsin-Pukow Hallway in North shantung, 

Japanese sources reported that they had succeeded in 

driving out from these cities Chinese troops. When 

they term "oormiunist bandits". American sources re

ported that the Chinese troops In occupation of Lin

tsing withdrew without fighting and Japanese military 

activities were restricted to rape, murder and loot

ing. The Americans resident In Tung Ch’ang were re

ported safe after the Japanese occupation.
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4, jLaïu&P*

.^ikàxx

i'rrÿ JiiÿÀMB» forces gained in October successes 

of ier-reaching allit&ry («$ »*11 as political) import

ance. in su'dtn China they unuertook a long-iearec out 

at tne tiw»» uncxpecteâ invasion wftlcn ,set il tu# üniuvso 
cÀ resistance ^ru,. reaultea in ten d«y» in taa occupation 
’ \

(hetober ^1-xx) of Canton. In the hzÆKaw area, the 

teapo af ttx» ô<tpane&e drive »*s accelerated and, *>r»>- 

sueaoiy io part because '..hlnese ocrai* vas adversely 

aifecteu by t?s« collapse at tafcton, the Japanese broae 

.ulckl/ tnrouxh rcssalnin* uef-wses an-- entered the

’: uhan cities (October *4).

fhe .-outh Cnln<fc ca-Apalsn r^aultev in km* ootvl-•te 

disruption of ta*- er.i«i' cxum»«1 of for tas

Chinese forces, deprived the Cui»j»#ae uovernsent rail 

(«sAtwp-t for tua üawrt Inaochlna-îunBanfu line) snu water 

co^oanicatiï»» with th* oatelû» world» -*xjw brou^nt Xua- 

a*nfti mîô a segotint of tue Chine»* aecaaaary au.p,>ly 

syste® wltnln pr^ctlcii'feie bu®bln< r&ng*. by Lül capture
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vf th<j> %ui»«n-cities tn* J walntù th* u.lr-. ear

ner of tisw greet triangle forced by ths Peiplng- 

ùhAiigiïAl-iUnKn» areas «*4,ch, aaneu out by lions of 

ca.'îuAxnlca.tl’ï'n on three ;51«k*s by s«h, rail itn, river, 

has roughly cireusacrlbeu the hostilities. /ossession 

of »<3Md» (a) relieve* e considerable part ol the l<w-

sion which had been caused 

of Japanese lines froa th* 

ânw.gh&l-P«lpicÿ elae) >w<; 

(tne Si».jr<'hai-ii&nM.0« side) 

the m»L/ acquired advuacsrô

by tiu> continues extension 

basa ol txw triangle (the 

apeneù the Vangtee - lv«r 

all the »-ay fws the sea to 

base; (b) Lost to th»» Qni-

r.cse tae HobXov-Chengchow segment :»f the hypotenuse 

which hhc. enable* then ta tsslntain'' contant with a vast

tr«s to the north as* east w.Meb io turn na* constantly 

senacen the whole ri&M ilena ot thw Jspanesn-oaeupien 

area un,.'», soi «guarded the L*iau-uaaebtv* route of âUii&Xj 

fros Soviet Russia, (c) rvnoerec the Japanese Line uf 

supply (h'** -aaiflly «long the XMigtse) less subject to 

aitack by guerrilla warfare than Lt aaA '&«■«> in xne case 

of I'm railroads, (d) place* the ir> position

to support taelr troops on the Peiplng-fi»nM.ow hypetonuse 

from two directions (l.e. froi® tsuneo» es fr»«

Peiping), thereby facilitating any operations to the 

•estaard, and (e) brought Chung sing ano other r'.gaining 

Chinese centers within practicable bo«Mn.^ range.
7

b. lLux Àaihilüfi»

Although a Japanese invasion <jf a«jutn Chins aan

À£ââ£&Ux

7. a-jà/o’s d^7, October Ut, lv a.ai.j hong Kong* a Octo
ber 17, 11 a.m., October lb, % p»«., October 1^, 
7 p.ta.j C^hton*a October id, 4 ?•»., October Li, 
7 p.3», Jotobwr là, 'October fed, 7 ».«.., October «>1, 
i p.n.
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generally eon sic area ittc vitale mbu although there

amc fee’to ruaub» fro« tn® ba*inhlng wf October that 

vnelon ««.s issninent, the Japuaese landing on the ni?, ht 

of October 11 at Bias Bay foun< uw Chinese unprepared 

*ltn th® rw&üit tu»t Jap«he»e sliltary operation® eet 

«1th epoctacuiar aueeeo». Uu? first xai^lngs were 

effected at tnrue plaças on Mas ssy (near Auto», Jiachung 

•Miu F«xnwos.ong) without an/ Chinese r^sistuuce. fur troops 

«r.ici'1 land eu at auio« anu ii-acnung aauo a junction Octo

ber 14 al iaatsuul; thereafter on® contingent went earth 

la Chealuag (October lb) «au uw o^her proeeeaeo west 

by south, taking uis October *.© Lungkang unu on jclo- 
U x

ber 17 Mngwu (oo tac Cunton-KoelooB Kullety about 

11 ailes nortaweet of ^murchun at tn® Brittan burner), 

the anile land «a at F*u»«okahg on > north aloe of Bias 

Lay took in sue ere ssl-on biashan, Fing, si ha» (October 14), 

Aalchoe (October lb), Poxlo (October 17), *nd Bh»k»an 

(October 1$) on lbw '&‘a.&t Mter o^poelte bnekluog» Shek» 

lu«$ also fell on October là tj t..« force* *-.<Lcn wed 

cut thu r«il»«y st Fingwu on October 17, and the O&pu— 

oese thereby galnuc control of a f8~»lla Mctlua of the 

railway«

Meanwhile K»ang«l ana £wangtun< troop» were rushed 

up to Kan prspurea fortifications »eut of aalciww «r»u stop 

the üüVance on Cmjiob, but apparently no effective reela- 

tunc» was offerer* the Japanese In ^ny wewr, anu all 

coLumss aoveu rapluly furcard. Auv^nee 3iee*ianl»Mi units 

were aupportea by Intense aerxal &ti4. in ease» artil

lery bonbaruttent which greatly facilitated the e»ift
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execution of the Invasion .-ijici reporteuly tue

c®Xx3Ctl<5sj af 5usa Chinese troops. Forces froc PuàjLü 

took, on October là» Tseng czieng (soae 40 ailes east by 
north s: Canton.), &na xlthUu^a it *-<» reported that 

tn» Chinese voulu there undertake & ssujor aafense, the 

•Japanese vlidout ..Ifileulty pu*i»«u next day U miles 

eastward toeara Cuntssn.
8

c* XuJ. -hi

hi wx* Japanese progresaeu iuiuna, u»e civil popu* 

Lation Left Cunton in bully Increasing. nunber»; troop» 

begun about October lu to «vacuate && ressors anti

aircraft guns ana other defense equlp*-.-;nt; retreating 

Chinese destroyed by fire or ■••xpioslv'es military supply 

depots» public ut4lilies ana > rovincial and municipal 

Industrial plants; and tho evacuation became a «ass 

rout. It «as estimated that «mate of the Inhabi

tants Tied in ten days, leaving from taenty to thirty 

thousand ehiofly of ta*». indigent classes.

The Japanese net no resistance «ban uxay aporoachec 

Canton anu founu a virtually ussertau city tnat va» in 
ta® process being largely destroyed, a Japanese ad

vance tana unit entered tne aubtirbs on tne afternoon of 
October itl adu occupation «as cuapletaü October &1- 
tiwugn tne stain bouy of Japanea* forces eiu not antar 
the city.

d. liM nJ£â££âSh JXÊ£lân JUll££t

Ta« foreign s«ttlau«Bta on Unaaeen were ondan- 
gerad by the rires and shaken by explosion* but puaaaa.

j£CâÀX

8. Cuntoc’s October 11, <8 p*««; k> October U2, 1
4, October dk, k«&Q ?•»•> October 1«S dhoni 
là, October S4, 10 a.ia.j 16» October M4, $»•».; IS,
October 2S, 12 noon; «.1, October 4 p«««; 20, 
jctuber 2Ô, b ?•*•; ‘Detober «.7, 4 p*«»J <6, Bove»-
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safely through tb<? crisis, as rfc generally 

properties In tha city, aou »«<■ not Auiest*,. by the* 

Japanese (sea p«g« aS).

AccopmIos to later "liinese «.nmanc-^^nt the de

structive actions at Cunton of fleeing Chinese were in 

pursuance of tae "acorcheni earth" policy ?»>< sere 

y t«« ^fttlonau uovurnnent. i-'ires «®t in the 

city unstrayea in tne reek following uctuber «.1 ^laust 

*4.1 of tii-» wr«ol03:-.Xe district end e large part >f the 

iihtineial .anu retail center, tosses r'nwliix^ fro® 

the "scorebec mrtr* pnlley fr-o® wholesale looting 

(by Chinese ncc Japanese) »nleri cohtinu***» «•nti*. the 

last of the non th, were tentatively estimated at from 

&J to 104 Million American ooilara «au it *»« expected 

that eavy capital investeesI would ba required to rc- 

place the Aox^sha railway yard» «nu station, wuterwori», 

post office, electric plant anu «tystaa, and 

cauu«gec plants of the sugar, textile, p®.per, créent 

<*nd other Industries.

«• âL ââiam
la JUia iXEto £à»qXat£> 
Na satisfactory explanation appear» to hava been 

put forth for the unaxpectee. collapse of the Chinese 

dof^snae in the Japanese drive or. Cunton. obo^rvers

UijfhiSMJtf that General fu a-'n-r.rou, Kwangtung Pacll'ieation 

Co4%is«lOBer whose alleglunes «as purchased by General 

Chiang hal-shek during the LDE6 southwestvra rwolt, 

Tar bribed by th»? Ji*.pi»nose, but no MUbst&diation of 

tais a»*uaptioa *ua fortheoating» Other observers 

pointer out that it rag not Ux©ly that ïu, a wealthy 

-.un, *oui«'i aave basa tevptga by Japanese funds

-tha,|
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that, if u*» be-;» bo*<nt over fey tb« he

probably hav® »urren£.re< Canton r*-»*!»®» 

there 1ft mm post af sHtaiibi» Ispnrla®®*» r*tr*®r 

tUfi stt®s^tinx lb» $»«traction of tu elty pro- . 

ceoviag InlsdBft iMto territory ubg«f CiAim* eantrol 

presunahly 4K>wl’i be 3®ife?d by Mallow*! uot— 

•ran«At eulMriticft. Matiyml aàvam«‘Bi itaelf 

tilsermtlW».' reports tfeat bribery haft played * part in 

tn® debacle un «onMivuiinf d®®i®«*’’‘ to

»«s<44Ê«m '"Mno*® *x>raie.

ft se«Mi» ■ •robftbxs that jf t-u« rta^s» far 

tse collwp»® can fep foun».i 1» (a) i»aü.x^f preparoü»®»» 

oti tu® part .4' tms provincial fcrc««, (b) l»«lr 

ily to auw; aloft® againet »®eiunla®a troop» «uppartiKi 

by *rtllX«ry aou feonviug plsi®®.®, («) laek .import 

»y ««ntr*! gov®rn««nt iræp» «u® t« oceraan-

fill®*®® and b«i.X«f tftat Invasion «nü. oMllim* to b® 

b««®a&® of JAp<n»a® r®«r of j>«»9ibl® conpll» 

<?*tlan# tltft üre&t ôriialn» Ib V»i« e®oB®©tldt» there 

»«r® e>®.®®8t«tor* etw> ».xpre»»«n opinion that tb* Chi- 

»<?»« heft failed to relise l&e is, llcatlans «4 th® 

bunion a<r®»*»«#nt reaultiag fro® th® iiept^nbar poll Il

eal erlai» In tturoy®» Aceoi’^ls® W thir qfIbIoïî, the 

on l;>e other hand correctly lat«rpr®t®d Suro- 

j»aa» devolapnent^ to i^ieftt® tht-l aa hr««t Britain 

n«® n--.»l i*M®n *»•/ but dlplottatlc action la Xuroy®, th® 

fjritifth would aôt a® ©eyae»-; alploaatlc action io th® 

p«tr &»»t, a»» the iapaftee® taeir eoulh CM®»

lava«ion ,«lihout further celay.
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a to€Ce *K1 Usïirt^;; VCtob^r lô Otwtr

on tb* nafth &ï the Pearl Fiver «ou ta j».,- com

binée laça m»ü. navel force» reduced on October E> bocea 

Tig ria («ww) Forts «bo crak» bso* ocras» la® river, 
S 

h*vnl vevsal» mch»v Canton »lr»t os 4etabor but

./triers no* .•rvMo.’w up the hast hiver, reporter,ly ul- 

east totally »:otro/*4 ued yassec ratenw» October !£*t 

m>> look. 3-«a«iïul October *.7. i'a< Japanese *slsla»d on 

Ûelobar uu<.t ir»*ir ton»-. rore«« operating aorta
W. r*ft©»«w a point up üi* OutoB-Bsnàs* &nllv.*y 

pear finetab 1 u>» La ko»« *JU» »1L«» »rj* C-j.nt3»>.

L -t i' iAïi : s** . urce# :iX t y **11 &-.;?« *lhe- fris» Ca.'tuw
11

f«Xl br-v**. t& wa&t s». **re

at ta» end «1 the aanth to bloc< tn« lot *lver fit
«.oalftg (-about lùü «Ht »y cartb C^was»» 

l»w
«&»• S6 silos -.'owb river few a'ua&uv, K«*ngM) «cté bad

XS
ta» river b «y and Mo* lia (7 silos nbvv» Saesimi).

14
fi * W'tii'.-.XîiS

&âta£ JÎXftJO1

f’olloelBft «n Interailtam xtswlil^ Dctuber 12 of 

tü* coaat K«?.r avatow by J*?£»*«* naval vessvl» oea s» 

air attAoM 4ctcib«r IS an the «tatlaa,

tav Japanese &*ùa au ûctabar 14 three unsuccessful at* 
t^w*® ta lanv. lores» outsiao v*ato*. Tn* uuvul voovls, 

* erulsvr», 1 destroyer <«<; 10 ir&nsp^rl»,

iftter

a. üuatt»»*» fev> Octobvr M», 1 p.a»
XJ4 canton»# Uotober Ê», v p.a>
11. •■ Æntdn*s 4S, ?k?resb«r <> 2'
Là. lànlaB’» «'•h, October 2», e October SO, « p«a,
12. /mïIob’s 17, October XI, X p.»,
14. 4»&U>»»s October X»a October 4 ?•«•> Û*to*

ber is 4 p.sul, October fc», * •,*.
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later •..©parted, .>««« of tae papuletian floo

«l^o»L l»»selately fro» the city wc before the close 

of the aoath wb estimated 80 percent haw left. (ï&irty- 

fire Anerlewns rexainea in Êhmtaw.)
Uh. Xhâ âHæiâlO Mââ&Là

J&y&neafc force» aa«» progrès»#*: at th© ens of sop- 

tuaber * little beyond Tlencbittcnen '(ccptureé Êeptæber «■») 

un ta**» vorth benx af trie ïnagix» £lver about â£> alla» 

below amitaw. îhe Japanese caluo® &» ta© eatreae right 

(northern) flani uireited a^Ainst ûonan, oo tha

Pingnan Hallway aM passée Le a ten, &wan, abcnit $0 ailes 

east "j>i £Anyang. Another coluian ow tè^_ right» farther 

south, aaa reached «Jdway between ütengoheng, 4t«Ma, 

<wo ïaebeng, hupeh, «ulch wna m utr&tegie point in 

Hajuow’a defenaa. th* south bank «f the î^agtae 

J«pi-4ies« force» ïi&a ùrlren wouthweat fro» Juiehwaat, £l&ng- 

»1, to two-lhlrg» o£ thte aletSBce to aumsing» iküMO» ln 

general outline» the subséquent progrès» of tb«?»o eoXusns 

effecting A plncer-like «avessent on Bue»» **• a» fclloest

(1) In aoutfc fiocan, forces fr«« ^*nan capturée 

L^JUtaapu October b» «uiltien October ® (ber® unit» 

branches northwerü to vh<uagko»an, ourtheeet te ïes^ho 

*.4ch wm» captures ©ctober 10, *ot other» «ent weatward 

ABU cut the Plfi^haii Hûll»&y), took ëinyueg October !&• 

saother contingent was cirer tes fro® Loamœ 

to the p »uthwe«t took os October 8 Liulln un the 

?lngr»MD «hallway ans turned towarc Hanitee» Xingshan, 

Buuwh

lb. âsvîîWw * & October S, 11 a«a*j October ^» il *♦«•> 
□otuber 7, 4 p.a.jOot^ber 1S, t p#s»| October 17, 8 p.a«) 
uctober 1b» $ ?«»•{ 1, October &&» a p.®«> October o, 
1 p.a.j 4, bctubec «4, 10 s.».j October fôb» i p.e.j.
U, October £fe, 4 p.a.j 1®, October s®» ® *•»•
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Hupeh , (about IB Mies west of the rulUay), was taken 

October 24.

(&) on tue aorta f&n^tse dudk. a 0upunese Landing 

force captured on October 4 Punpishan opposite Lien— 

Ciliachen <snc lorces iroia toe Letter place proc®eaeu up 

river, taxing Bionow October & vith the uia of naval 

units, Klsbul October 21, Siucbow ana on October 24 

Llkiatsi. Sacneng, on« ui tuw j’aln ceiense points, 

sas reüucoà October 22—26. Japanese troops reached 

on uctubar 24 Hwangpei (less tn^n it ^Hes north of 

B&nkow), &»<<i with others from tne east cnterec Bankow 

October 26.

(S) South of the Yangtze the Japanese in various 

movements captures on October 17 Shihweiyao ano oponeu 

t.'i’i river boom there, took Tuyeh October 20, recucea 

on the uay before ïangsin (whence a force proceeded 

southwest via Tungshan toward th--.- Canton-hajskow Hail- 

way), took on October 18-20 Hw&ngshihkang on the Yangtze, 

0cheng October 22—26, hlokatien (about 20 ailes east of 

d.nkow) October 24.
16

1. Tno full of >uhani

It became evident by October 20 that the Chinese 

aid not intent to make a determined aefense of tuhan 

(Wucnang, danlcov, Hanyang). Withdrawal of military 

equipment bôgan, preparations were undertaken to de

stroy Japanese-owned buildings, ana aass civilian evacua

tion, tîiicii iuui been in process for several we<sks, was 

accelerated. General Chiang Kai-shek left the night of 

October 24, presumably for Changsha, anc the next

16. Hankow’s October 18, 2 p.a.) October £0, 6 p.a.;
1, October 22, 5 p.s.j 10, October 25, 8 a.m.j 
November 1, S p.m.
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afternoon anc nigat Chinese oynanitea ano destroyah by 

fire «out oi the Japanese Concession parts of the city 

anc • few C»dn«oe utility sso Industrial eat#blishn*3nts. 

Military evacuation was ope^vily coaplwted ïïïtwn 

first Japanese naval aw lam units «nt«r<tô HmMw» Jeto- 

ber aS they encountered no reels tance subsequently

found free access also to hiton «®u Hanyang. (Ths spéci

fiai sones for refugees anu foreigners, including the 

French Concaasion, respected by this entering Japa

nese forces» »s was most foreign property, anc the 

large number o* foreigners there pessed safely through 

the occupationj owe p«g® <;4.) \

The Chinese withdrawal from tuhan *.»s nut u rout 

as in the ease of Canton. Although Chinese «orale wa® 

ahaisen by tirt v'rjston tob&cle, Consul General Jos&elyn 

reported that It was not broken mw that tn® withdrawal 

was expertly executed. The Ji&tming sector, where a 

crucial stana was aaa®, held until ao*t if not all of 

the south bank defense can successfully pivoted around 

It to the west and south. Th® south bank forces old 

not withurawj either they were unable to extricate 

themselves or rwmalnwo by design in the Tapieh muntalns 

to conduct mobile *arfar® behind the Japanese lines. 

The a a in Chinese defense force, however, rosined intact 

and continued to resist further Japanese auvwaee.

J • adüilHO M Xsim*
The Bingtse-Tenan sector continued during October 

to be an area of heavy fighting »»»v stubborn Chinese

resistance anu it was not until October >s7, almost two 

aontba after Japanese i*ao approached within a few elles

M
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af ïehan end after they twit® a»n<»une«u its e&pture, 

t‘iat the position was finally reduced, leaving tn« «ay 

comparatively open uown the £luki&ng-k».ncftang lUllway 

to Kinching.

k* alUMXX ^.eratiotia:

In a Titian to "sopping up* activities in the 

rear, Japanese Xoreca continue^ opérations in the Manxow 

sector Apparently *lt.u t&e purpose ofj (a) «riving on 

Cheng she, Hunan, the now Chinese military headquarters 

kbu elles south of Hankow on cat ftlver; (b) at

tacking k^nchang, the principal Chinese air basej 

(e) and pushing up the .;>^Klné)-isRKÀow Hallway to sake 
X 

Junction with Japanese forces along tfefe railway in 

northern Hupeh. Swoyuan, Hupeh (about bO wiles north 

of Hankow) was captures October 1% presumably by forces 

fro* Hacheng (captured October ana Hw^ngan (cap

tured October fes7), *»n<i troop» f'roa the east auo fro» 

fUjnkow reached on October 20 ^iaokan -sn the railway 

about SB «lies north of Hankow* South of Hanke» on the 

Csnton-HKnkow fUilwuy, Japanese forces fro® the east 

captured blenning October Ü7 and on October 20 took, 

fsigsexiao (about 10 elles soutn of Planning)* troops 

fro» Hankow pushed sown the railway about fca wiles by 

October 20* 
17

1 • Caaualen Afi <Hu.kr.sit

The Japanese delated curing October to be conplMing 

& ^sopping up* campaign in Shfensl and it appearer true 

that they were meeting with success in recapturing towns 

which tsay had take» in their two previous *sio drives

It. Kabassy’s (Paipifig) b^O, October 12, 1 p.m,j à<0, 
October 27, 1 p.»«
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am Bubse,uently given up because at the .iffLevities 

of aaalntalning xia«i of coaxsuni cations &w. supplies, 

ïnay claimed in the aldule of Ui« aonth to b« in occu

pation of ^utainaian, feutal sa-i cue nil! of that

n«»®e which reputedly was a heaunjuarters of 8th haut» 

A ray forces wnlcü the Japaneae 3pok»»s«..n at Peiping 

sala nad been driven away. Infuraetioh received at tae 

enc of th® sont*» however, Iftcleateu tix&t gth doute 

*r«y units ware etill operating in the iutalshsn area 

«nd on part of toe nountain itself» that there âtà been 

over lôü «Dgugenents sad that the Jupaaese nah suffered 

heavy Losses.

In south Shansi Japanese forces were not able to 

effect their plans Announced uc» souths previously of 

crossing the fellow ill ver am. coameuclng « drive on 

Clan, bnensi, to cat tne Chinese channel of supply 

through SlnKi^ng fro® Soviet Bussla. It was expecleu 

thAt increased efforts to cross Un? river »na aov« on 

Sian woulu shortly be undertaken.

a« Aerial mriarei

Aerial warfare was continued in October such as 

Id depteabar ano August, with Little activity by the 

Chinese Air force, laponese pl^es raided Chungking 

Uctuber 4 for the first tixse, hropplDg bonis» on tae 

nllitary airfield.
18 

^.ugfXÂUâ aw:ftUa»i* 
operations of Cnin^se guerrillas in Japanese- 

occupied areas were continued Ln October along the 

lines of those of previous months. Japanese forces

Ifi

15. habeas/*s (Peiping) 814» ûetober 18» Ik doobj 
C:.‘4> hovesber 1» ?■ p.«.
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Mr. Fu diao-en, who prior to l»i? «as an important 

Shanghai binker and businessman (onetime managing dl~ 

rector of tn* Culna Merchant* Steam Navigation Com

pany) anu a man of wore atan .1 ng ana popularity than 

most Chinese who Identified themselves with the ne» 

regimes, was appointed October 10 mayor of Greater 

Shanghai, and that the former ana Clsraputable 

Government* of that area was apparently abonaoned.
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B. Relations with other countries.

1. Japan.

a« 3212. attack that did not materialize. 

The morning of November 1 found Foochow In a state 

of panic and confusion following a night during which 

an order for the complete evacuation of the city had 

been Issued; police had gone from door to door warning 

the inhabitants to be out before morning; the Govern

ment had withdrawn; all persons of any wealth or 

means had fled; and perhaps a hundred thousand people 

of the poor classes had left on foot or in rickshaws 

for the interior, carrying what they could load on 

their own backs with them. The city’s only newspaper
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had rus ended publication. The telegrarh office was 

not functioning, and the local branches of the four 

Chine.e Government banks had all closed their doors. 

The staff of the local Customs, after listening to 

an affecting speech by their very British Commissioner, 

in which he had offered refuge to such of their wives 

and children who could not go, had scattered, and 

British women and children were concentrated in the 

early hours of the morning at Jardine’s compound, 

preparatory to their evacuation.

All this had been occasioned by 

reports of a Japanese landing in force on the coast 

of this consular district near Futsing, where it was 

repeatedly reported that some thirty Japanese war

ships and four aircraft carriers had concentrated off 

the coast, and had sent ashore a considerable landing 

force.

But by the afternoon of November 1 

it was clear that whatever my have happened on the 

coast, the report that a march on Foochow was under 

way was false, and by the next day the local news

paper had reappeared, and was asserting that the 

Japanese landing had probably been a foraging party. 

It was not until some days later that reports from 

American missionaries and other foreigners who had been 

through the area which had supposedly been attacked 

made It clear that the reports were absolutely without 

any foundation in fact. It is almost certain now that 

no concentration of Japanese vessels such as was 

described took place, and no landing of any kind occurred.
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b. Authorities continue to urge 

evacuation, fthlle the wealthier residents of Foochow 

have in a large measure been able to find refuge in 

Hong Kong or the South Sea Islands or even in the 

interior of the Province, the great mass of the people 

who evacuated during the panic had slim resources and 

nowhere to go. The nearer villages and the interior 

cities could absorb only a small proportion of them, 

and when the attack on the city did not materialize, 

they had almost no choice but to return to the city.

The Government, most of whose 

members appeared convinced that some action by the 

Japanese agninst Foochow was Imminent, was sharply 

opposed to this tendency of the populace to move 

back to Foochow. On November 4 the local newspaper 

displayed prominently a notification which had been 

issued the preceding day by General Chao Nan, the 

Chief of the General Staff of the Fukien Pacification 

Headquarters, in which he stated that it was foolish 

to b lieve that because the concentration of Japanese 

warships off Futsing on October 31 (sic) had dispersed 

nothing was going to happen in Foochow; that the 

capture of 1he city had long been contemplated by 

the Japanese; that the situation was becoming more 

rather than less grave; that Japanese air-raids were 

to be expected shortly; end that as many of the popu

lace as could do so should scatter as far as possible 

into the interior rather than remain in the city or 

in the villages nearby.

Other
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Other ranking offioLals, including 

Ch’en Chao-ying, appeared to bo lending the full 

weight of their positions and. authority to this pro

paganda for the evacuation of the city, and orders 

were subsequently Issued to minor precinct officials 

in Foochow to discover, by a house-to-house canvass, 

how many of the people would be willing to leave the 

city, and to afford thm transportation and other 

facilities if they would go, while at the same time 

the magistrates of interior districts in northern 

Fukien were ordered to prepare refugee camps and rest 

houses and to take other necessary measures in pre

paration for refugees moving into the interior.

However, the course of events 

throughout the rest of the month tended to belie 

the fears of local officialdom that Japanese action 

in this area was imminent, and with the continuation 

of peaceful conditions here the tension again gradually 

relaxed, and with it ths efforts to evacuate the city, 

c• Foochow to be defended? Even in 

the midst of the sharp apprehension felt here in the 

first week of November statements appeared from time 

to time in the local press asserting the determination 

of the military to defend Foochow, and Ch*en Chao- 

ylng, never far from the center of the local stage, 

had begun to assert that, far from giving up resistance 

to the Japanese, the Chinese troops would soon take 

the offensive. But in a long statement, given in 

full in Foochow’s vernacular newspapers on November 14, 

and
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and in which, inter alia, he again urged the evacua

tion of Foochow, Ch’en stated that th® coast lines 

and river valleys of China could not be defended against 

the Japanese, and, specifically, that the coastal dis

tricts of Fukien could not expect to escape attack; 

that it was the strategy of the Chinese to draw the 

Japanese into the Interior away from the coast; but 

that this did not mean giving up resistance. The 

implications of these statements for Foochow appeared 

obvious, and, even if they had not been publicly made, 

the pellmell withdrawal on the night of October 31- 

Noverabor 1 of Government officials and of most of 

the populace would seem, in itself to be the clearest 

indication that little or no defence of Foochow it

self would be attempted were the city to be attacked 

by Japanese.

d. Draft laws unrelaxed. However this 

city might fare were it attacked, the areas surround

ing it continued during November to supply their full 

quota of conscripts to the National Array, and the 

draft regulations were again further tightened with 

the Issuance of regulations governing the enlistment 

of ”over-age" students.

e. Traitors shot. While rumors of 

the activities of local representatives of the puppet 

regimes and of spies in Japanese employ continued to 

circulate here, a report appeared in the local press 

recounting the execution on November 4 at Lleakong 
7J~) of two Chinese traitors who were said to

have
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have confessed that they were members of the Japanese 

secret service operating in northern Fukien.

f. Reports of Formosan Independence 

Party. An interesting although probably not at this 

stage particularly significant development during 

the month was that revealed by reports, prominently 

displayed in the local press, of the progress through 

northern Fukien during the month of a group of Formo

sans, who had apparently made their way into the 

Province from the interior of the country, and who 

claimed to represent the Formosan Independence Party J-'”” 

which they allege is active in Formosa, where Japanese 

rule has, they claim, recently been disturbed by a 

series of revolutionary acts or* the part of the members 

of the party. They were reported to have Issued an 

open message to the Chinese, urging them not to give 

up hope for an eventual victory over Japan even though 

Hankow had fallen.
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1. Japan»
•• gai».»— drive against guerrillas»

Because of tha propaganda dlssemiiteted by both the 
Japanese and the Chinese and since informetion from for
eign observers la usually colored by their cm sympathies, 
It is extremely difficult to report on military develop
ments with any degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, it 
appears certain that a concerted drive against guerrillas 
north of the Yellow Hiver in Shantung was carried out by 
the Japanese army in November, resulting in the capture 
of several Important towns, Including Lintsing ( g& >4- J1 
and Tungchangfu ( vS ) on the Grand Canal in western 
Ghentung. It is reliably reported that General Fan 
Chu-hsien ( /u ) was killed in the defense of the
last named place and that the Chinese garrison estimated 
at from £,000 to 3,000 man was practically annihilated.

However, in most eases the guerrillas simply withdrew 
without risking an engagement with the Japanese, and will 
return to the same towns end villages as soon as the 
Japanese depart. To facilitate those tactics, the guer
rillas are reported to have demolished the walls of many 
towns in northern Ghantung. The walls have proven an 
ineffective defense where modern artillery is employed 
and often guerrilla bands have been trapped within when 
surrounded by Japanese attackers. Furthermore, once a 
TZ See ÀospateK 'no. '3, November 26, 193é'. 
2. doe despatch no. 6, December 6, 1938.

walled
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walled city 1» captured by the Japanese It can be easily 
held by a small garrison with modern arms.

According to s local Japanese official, the Japanese 
do not plan to use a large military fore® In the"pacifi
cation* of this irovinea. It would therefore not appear 
practicable for the Japanese to garrison evei*y town and 
hamlet in shantung, and their frequent announcements of 
the "capture" of towns and villages in many cases ray 
be taken to mean only temporary occupation.

b. Guerrilla activities ineffective:
On the other hand, guerrilla activities in this 

province appear to constitute more of a scourge to the 
2 country side than a military threat to the Japanese 

who, despite frequent minor damages to railways, are 
maintaining railway communications and gradually extend
ing the influence of the Peiping defect© government in 
this province, utilising for that purpose a comparatively 
small military force considering the reputed hostility 
toward Japan of shantung’s 40 million people.

°- ftWIW employ
While Japanese reports that eons 11,000 "bandits* 

Joined their ranks in November arc doubtless exaggerated, 
the Japanese are known to bo «q^Aoying an increasing 
number of Chinese mercenaries.
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bluest «ally the meth of weronbar.
Japanese elrplaaos finite* areas vitbln this consular 
«ietriet their cbjoctlrea probably bein* the wrtow 
point* of ocneeutratlæ of ahlneoe erne* fore** piano* 
to vlthotan* th* enpoetc* serene* or ths jepsass* 
military fore** fro® tta» &«ietoo'»Moo 'lay «ietriet 
alan» th* highway to th* enotoar* a»4 on to ovatow an* 
othar potato in r^asbsrn XMMtetvn*» ®hUe the prlnei* 
pal oOjeot of U*ir fll«Mte appe&reO to be f^eoaaaio- 
sane* «• far as ttei* «annular «lotriot was eeneeme*, 
thar* wore oovornl in*t«a*o* report** la which a ««»- 
tor of bento bs« bom r*loaes* wot naehlne»$*n tiro 
resortc* to, hi the awbor of «aanaltise so* the 
aneont of property *«».** «ansa* wa»s»sll. $mi oltf 
of awotow nmo eoltonUy m Ua putt of ooot of too 
ploaoo ao tfeo air alam «iron «a* «or» aetive 4wia* 
noronbar tiM» ot®r before, bet ia aoot eaoee t&o 
plaaoa ooala not be oi«M*4 aa« ao bmbo «ro>e«.

•3-

The abelter of Jiaaoa lalaat waa sotagbt a few tiaoe 

by Japanese neral res eels, but no attempts were na«e 

to effeet a lanting nor was the presence of these ras

sois near the entranee bo swatow Enrbor interprète* as 

a yrsluOo to ooeapatleai of the city. She belief ro- 

■alna that ths oeeupatioa of owatow will bo attanpts* 

by tbs iapanes* afcsa snob Mtlen harnoaisoe wit* their 

plans but that for the present the Japanese fereea are 

sufficiently oeoupio* in other areas to nsha their 

arriral in thia leoality unllhaly.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
S3 4^

EDA
A portion of this tele
gram must be closely __ ,Q„Q
paraphrased before being FROM^atE<^ Janxiary H> iyoy 
communicated to anyone (BR)

Received

HANKOW VIA N.R

7/17 p.i

Secretary of Statej C|lp|E&s'enFto] 
Washington

T'' , <^T
7, January 11, 10 a.m, (GRAY)

Di visii 
,fA« EASFWMfFAIBS 
'to 12 1939

Vice Consul Davies observed the following Januaiy

94/14600

2 through 9 on trip from Nanking to Kiukiang by 
Japanese army transport and Kiukiang to Hankow by x 

CM Japanese army hospital ships 
One. No precautions taken concerning possibility 

alleged mines in river.
Two. No evidence guerrillas nor concern on 

the part of Japanese shipping lest there be Chinese 
attack in daylight. Vessels anchored at night at 
towns with Japanese garrisons.

Three. Japanese consumers goods on sale in 
Anking and Kiukiang in Japanese shops; only other 
merchandise simplest Chinese necessities sold from 
wayside stands or very small shops, •,?, J-

Four, Anking and Kiukiang thoroughly pillaged 57“
and show considerable evidence of post hostilities 
decreasing. Most of Chinese population not returning. 
Countryside, excepting near large towns, likewise gave T|

m 
0

impression
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EDA « 2 - #7, January 11, 10 a^m. from Hankow 

impression of being nearly deserted.
Five, Transport took on Kiangs! coal at Kiukiang, 

labor performed by Chinese coolies paid thirty sen 

military notes a day. Shihweiyao port for Tayeh iron 

mines appeared active. Effect of Chinese demolition 

there more apparent on offices and residences than on 

large conveyor cranes and other visible machinery 
(END GRAY).

Six, Despite presence at Kiukiang of a Nishin 
Kissen Kaisha merchant vessel (leased from Osaka Shosen 
Kaisha) bound for Hankow and request to be transferred 

thereto, Japanese Consul and army transport authorities 
insisted that Davies transship to an army hospital 

ship. As on the transport no passage money would be 

accepted, only cost of meals. 
Seven. Hospital ship conspicuously displayed 

Red Cross yet carried several hundred active troops 

and their arms.
Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Shanghai*

JOSSELYN

WC :RR
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 7) of January 11, 1939, from the 

American Consul General at Hankow reads substantially 

as follows:

On a trip from January 2 through January 9 from 

Nanking to Kiukiang by Japanese army transport and from 

Kiukiang to Hankow by a Japanese army hospital ship, Vice 

Consul Davies observed the following:

No precautions taken concerning possibility alleged 

mines in river. *

No evidence guerrillas nor concern on the part of 

Japanese shipping lest there be Chinese attack in daylight. 

Vessels anchored at night at towns with Japanese garrisons.

Japanese consumers goods on sale in Asking and Kiu

kiang in Japanese shops; only other merchandise simplest 

Chinese necessities sold from wayside stands or very small 

shops.

Anking and Kiukiang thoroughly pillaged and show con

siderable evidence of post hostilities decreasing. Most 

of Chinese population not returning. Countryside, ex

cepting near large towns, likewise gave impression of 

being nearly deserted, 

b Transport took on Kiangs! coal at Kiukiang, labor 

performed by Chinese coolies paid thirty sen military 

notes a day. Shihweiyao port for Tayeh iron mines ap

peared
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peered active. Effect of Chinese demolition there more 

apparent on offices and residences than on large conveyor 

cranes and other visible machinery.

There was a Nishin Kissen Kalsha merchant ship at 

Kiukiang. This ship, which was leased from Osaka Shosen 

Kaisha, was bound for Hankow. Although Vice Consul Davies 

asked that he be permitted to transfer to this merchant 

ship, the authorities of the Japanese army transport service 
and the Japanese Consul

/insisted that he transfer to an army hospital ship. This 

hospital ship had aboard several hundred active soldiers 

and their arms although it displayed the red cross in a 

conspicuous position. Vice Consul Davies was allowed to 

pay only the cost of his meals and no passage money would 

be accepted.

795.94/14600

FE:EffC: JPS 
1-12-39
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 

^0^7fncîÀA><s. January 13, 1939 
l> MR. HORfjtfEcK 

1939

OF

193fi reinn??\a!8pfttch n0‘ 106 of December 17 
au< reports statements made by Mr. T.
Shira tori, Japanese Ambassador to Italy 
întïîLît«S8ed *hrough Colombo. The more 

sting statements were that the 
hostilities In China are a crusade, that 
FaraE8stalthfl? £e?onstruct the entire 
Fa£ Esft, that he felt "there was enough 
suffering undergone by the Indian peonies oo^ïb?^1812 rUle”’ thet "thelr^ate cannot 
înnÛenîe«e ST ?hey oame under J«P“n«e 

?» JaPan took a deeper 
oauTjîr 1satlefactlonf Pe°Ple W°Uld to’e "Mh

FE:S^^bury:HJN
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Air mail to London.

No.106

AMERICAN CONSULATE
Colombo, Ceylon, December 17, 1958.*’

/T/i// A/ / /p

Japanese

AP
AR
TM
EN
T 

Tt

Subject: Statement on Japanese Aims by
i-ioss Ambassador to Italy.

< copies sf'Vj 
t TheHonohablb ' N I AND<i.£ ;

— The Secretary of State,, ..* ■———.J

' • L -WN141939 |

I have the honor to enclose herewith, a copy of 

a news article which appeared in the Ceylon Daily News 

of December 14, 1938, recording an interview granted 

by Mr. T. Shiratori, Japanese Ambassador to the Quirinal, 

to a reporter of that paper. Mr. Shiratori not only 

makes some interesting remarks on Japanese aims in 

China, but emphasizes the suffering undergone in India 

and Ceylon by Indian people, stating "their fate cannot 

be worse if they came under Japanese rule". The 
V' 

Ambassador adds: "The same would apply to Ceylon, for, 

if Japan took a deeper interest in the welfare of this 

Island, you will, I am certain, have much cause for 

satisfaction".

The Consulate has no way of evaluating Mr. 

Shiratori*s remarks in so far as they apply to the Far 

East. As to his reference to conditions in India and

^ÆaWi®T*nof \ 
W EASTERN AFFAIRS M

AJAN 12 1939

Ceylon, it can be emphasized that the methods today

followed 
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followed by Germany, Italy and Japan in international 

affairs are realized throughout Ceylon and heartily 

disliked. While such interviews are not likely to 

penetrate very far in Ceylonese circles, such a state

ment can have no influence. Ceylon has known Indian 

(Tamil), Portuguese, Dutch, and English masters, and 

is not sympathetic to any power just starting on the 

imperial road leading to foreign conquests, for it 

knows what it means to be conquered. As a matter of 

fact, if Mr. Shiratori really voices Japanese policy 

towards India and Ceylon, which is to be doubted, such 

statements as his will place valuable weapons in British 

hands, should the present imperial masters care to use 

them for their own purposes.

There has beaino comment in the press on this 

interview. The writer of this despatch is on leave 

outside of Colombo, but the statement will nevertheless 

be hazarded that the small official world on this island 

will not take the significance of Mr. Shiratori»s inter

view. Perhaps Whitehall will not overlook what a high 

official of the Japanese Government has said when 

passing through a British colony.

The Consulate has investigated the authority of 

this interview, particularly as the Manager of Reuters 

and the Editor of the Times of Ceylon seemed doubtful 

of its authenticity and did not repeat its contents by 

cable despatch. The Editor of the Ceylon Daily News 

has assured the signer of this despatch that the inter

view with Mr. Shiratori is both authentic and accurate.

The
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The possibility nevertheless exists that the Japanese 

Ambassador to Rome had no idea that he would be quoted 

when he made such statements.

Copy of news article.

File no.800/GAA/ef.

Distribution:

Copy to American Embassy, Rome.
" ** * London.
" • « Tokio.
" Consulate General,Calcutta.
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Enclosure to Despatch No.106 dated December 17, 1938, 
from John Ordway, American Vice Consul, at Colombo, 
Ceylon, on the subject: Statement on Japanese Aims by 
Japanese Ambassador to Italy.

SOURCE: Ceylon Daily News,
December 14, 1938, 
Colombo•

JAPAN’SWAIMS IN THE FAR EAST

Strange Reference to India and Ceylon

"I cannot see why the India^people as well as 
those of Ceylon should condemn our policy in China. 
Our sole object is to change the Chinese into a better 
and a more enlightened race, and despite the opposition 
we are encountering the Chinese will eventually find 
that they prosper under our rule,” said Mr. T. Shira- 
tori, the new Japanese Ambassador to Italy, who passed 
through Colombo yesterday on the Hakozaki Maru on his 
way to Europe.

"SPIRITUAL CRUSADE"
Referring to the Far Eastern conflict, Mr.Shiratorl 

told the "Daily News" Shipping Correspondent that the 
Japanese were not waging a war of revenge or hate, but 
a "crusade" that was entirely spiritual, because the 
goal aimed at was the general upliftment of the Chinese 
race.

"Japan is bound to win in the end. She must, 
because we fear nothing. Our aim is the reconstruction 
of the entire Far East according to our plan, and though 
it may take another decade to attain this object, we 
will accomplish it," he declared.

"Then there will be a new order of things which will 
be to the satisfaction of all nations that have any in
terests in China."

IF JAEAN RULED CEYLON

Mr. Shiratori went on to speak of conditions in 
India and Ceylon under British rule and said that he 
felt there was enough suffering undergone by the Indian 
peoples under British rule.

"To my mind," he added, "their fate cannot possibly 
be worse if they came under Japanese influence. The 
same would apply to Ceylon, for, if Japan took a deeper 
interest in the welfare of this Island, you will, I am 
certain, have much cause for satisfaction."

Referring to the Russian "menace", as he termed it, 
Mr. Shiratori stated that that was a force to reckon 
with, but a powerful and united Japan was strong enough 
to hold her own against any Power in the world.
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A portion of
this telegram must bE 
closely paraphrasEd be- 
forE being communicatEd 
to anyone. (br)

From
PEIPING VIA N.R.
Dated January 12, 193^

SEcrEtary of StatE 

Washington.

23, January 12 

(GRAY) One.
TiEntsin was interrupted last evening and has not yet been 

793.94/14602

rEsumEd. REportEdly 500 ChinESE mountEd guerrillas appEarE<^ 

just after dark near Tsaolingchwang midway between Langfan6 

and Laofa and detached several sections of tracks. This 

information was telephoned to Peiping by the station master 

at that place and Japanese troops were sent to Tsaolingchwang 

where according to some travellers a skirmish occurred. 

(END GRAY)

Two. The local Japanese military authorities are said 

to be much concerned over this incident coming so close 

after the PolEtti kidnapping (Embassy’s 19, January 11, ' - 8 
1 p. m.) because it appears to reflect on their ability-to ’3 

maintain ordEr in this vicinity.

Three. Repeated to Chungking, Tientsin, Tokyo.
-fl

LOCKHART
EMB (P
ROW
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Confidential

PARAPgRASS

A telegram (No. 23) of January 12, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Peiping reads substantially as 

follows:

Railway service between Peiping and Tientsin was 

interrupted on the evening of January 11 and has not yet 

been resumed. Reportedly 500 Chinese mounted guerrillas 

appeared just after dark near Tsaolingchwang midway be

tween Langfang and Laofa and detached several sections of 

tracks. This information was telephoned to Peiping by 

the station master at that place and Japanese troops were
X 

sent to Tsaolingchwang where according to some travelers 

a skirmish occurred.

As this incident seems to discredit the ability of 

the Japanese military authorities in Peiping to keep 

order in the Peiping area, these authorities are said to 

be greatly disturbed over the affair coming so soon after 

the kidnapping on January 8 of Poletti, Italian Postal 

Commissioner at Peiping.

793.94/14602
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From
A portion of 
this telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

PEIPING VIA N.R.
Dated January 12, 1939

One. Following is a summary of comments made to an 

officer of the Embassy by FUKUOKA DOKEI correspondent from 

Tokyo who has been making a tour of occupied areas including 

Canton, Hankow, Shanghai, Peiping and who purports to have 

had numerous conversations with high Japanese military 

and civil officials at these places.

(GRAY) Two. The Yangtze will probably be opened soon 

to commercial navigation as far as Wuhu. The reason for 

its continued closure has not been a desire to monopolize 

all trade, which the Japanese know could not be accomplished, 

but to prevent foreign shipping and other firms from 

acquiring the bulk of the trade for themselves during a 

period when Japanese commercial vessels are commandeered 

for military purposes and are not available for purely com

mercial purposes. Even the reactionary Japanese military 

in the Yangtze regions have begun to realize that theirq 
pre'Sent

793.94/14603
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REB

2-#25, From Peiping, Jan.12, 

present policy of excluding foreign trade is unprofitable; 

what Japan has done there was to "export" a large number 

of Japanese civilians to places such as Nanking and now 

finds that it must export food and clothing to keep them 

alive; this is not expanding Japanese trade and is not 

profitable. (END GRAY)

Three. General Kita is no longer strongly opposed to 

Doihara’s plan for a "federal" government headed by Wu Pei 

Fu but the Japanese have come to realize that Wu is too 

old-fashioned to be of great use, his name means little to 

the people any more, and probably means nothing to the 

people in Central China. One reason why plans of this sort 

have not succeeded is because of disagreement among 

interested Japanese. There is too much "spot psychology" 

among Japanese military leaders in China; i.e. the commander 

in Peiping insists on going his own way and does not always 

take kindly to advice from Tokyo. This is true in Hankow, 

Canton and Shanghai and prevents adoption of policies 

originated in Tokyo where the military and civil officials 

have achieved a fair amount of unity of purpose any agree

ment as to ways and means.

Four
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3-#25, From Peiping, Jan. 12

Four. The restrictions against the British and French 

Concessions at Tientsin are evidence of this "spot 

psychology". They are much more an expression of the wishes 

of the local Japanese military than of the Government in 

Tokyo which has tried to be conciliatory with foreign 

powers and will undoubtedly continue as much as it can a 

conciliatory policy now that the Home Minister Suetsugu 

has been eliminated from the cabinet.

Five. If Wang Ching Wei’s defection was "by connivance 

with Japanese" it would be most unwise for the Japanese to 

attempt to set him up as the head of a government in Nanking 

or Elsewhere in the occupied areas. If Wang were to be of 

practical use in the cause of peace he should have been left 

in Chungking to influence his colleagues in the party and 

Government in that direction. In occupied territories 

he would be merely a traitor and useless. The best thing 

for him to do now is to go abroad for a while.

(GRAY) Six# Repeated to Chungking, Nanking, Shanghai. By 

mail to Tokyo.
LOCKHART

ROW

EMB
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paraphrase

A telegram (No. 25) of January 12, 1939, from the 

American Jimbassy at Peiping reads substantially as follows;

Fukuoka, correspondent from Tokyo of the Dome! News 

Agency, has been making a tour of Peiping, Shanghai, Can

ton, Hankow and other occupied areas and he leaves the 

impression that he has had many conversations at these 

places with high-ranking Japanese civil and military author 

ities. A summary of comments which he made to an officer 

of the Embassy staff follows:

The wisest thing for Wang Ching-wei to do at the 

present time is to go abroad for a while.lt would be 

very unwise for the Japanese to try to place him at the 

head of a government in Nanking or anywhere else in occu

pied territory if they connived at his defection. He 

should have been left in Chungking in order to Influence 

his associates in the Government and party toward the 

cause of peace if he were to be of value in that cause. 

He would be only a traitor and of no use in the occupied 

areas.

Although General i>oihara»s project for a federal 

government with Wu Pei-fu at the head is opposed no longer 

to any great extent by General Kite, the Japanese now 

realize that Wu’s name does not mean much any more to 

the people — probably nothing to the people in central

China

while.lt
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China - and that he is too old-fashined to be very useful. 

Disagreement among interested Japanese is one oause for 

the failure of plans of this kind. Too muoh spot psycholo

gy exists among Japanese military leaders in China. An 

example of this spot psychology is the restrictions against 

the French and British Concessions at Tientsin. The Govern 

ment in Tokyo has tried to conciliate foreign powers and, 

with Home Minister Suetsugu out of the Cabinet, it will 

undoubtedly keep on with a conciliatory policy as much as 

possible. The restrictions against the Concessions at 

Tientsin represent the desires of the Japanese military 

there much more than they represent the wishes of the 

Tokyo Government. Other instances of spot psychology are 

that the commanders in Peiping, also in Shanghai, Hankow 

and Canton do not take kindly to advice from Tokyo and 

insist on following their own wishes. This situation 

prevents the adoption of policies originated in Tokyo 

where a fair amount of agreement as to ways and means 

and unity of purpose has been reached by the civil and 

military authorities.

The Yangtze will probably be opened soon to commer

cial navigation as far as tfu.hu. The reason for its con

tinued closure has not been a desire to monopolize all 

trade, which the Japanese know oould not be accomplished, 

but to prevent foreign shipping and other firms from 

acquiring the bulk of the trade for themselves during a 

period
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period when Japanese commercial vessels are commandeered 

for military purposes and are not available for purely 

commercial purposes. Even the reactionary Japanese mili

tary in the Yangtze regions have begun to realize that 

their present policy of excluding foreign trade is un

profitable; what Japan has done there was to "export" a 

large number of Japanese civilians to places such as 

Nanking and now finds that It must export food and clothing 

to keep them alive; this Is not expanding Japanese trade 

and is not profitable.

793.94/14603
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SEE----------a23>QQ..RJk/15£ for ._£.18£0.____________________

from-------China---------------------------------- (—-locihari. .) dated Dee 9f loss.

TO NAME wmr

REGARDING: 3ino-Japanese situation: developments, in summary, for the 
month of Nov., 1938.

793.94/ 14604
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5. Jaaani

a. las MWUÜX âlly&Uâ&i

Notwithstanding the tremendous military Importance 

of the Japanese capture of Canton (October kl-22) and 

the ftuh&n cities (October 2S), these successes failed 

to solve for thw Japanese a number of major military 

problems, anc created new problems. In aot.ition to the 

eventual need to consolidate their positions an^ the 

difficulties caused by widespread guerrilla activities, 

necessity of undertaking th© following important opera

tions faced th** Japanese at the be&lnning of Novamberi 

(a) occupation of the Canton-Hankow Railway; (b) liqui

dation of Chinese resistance on the Banchang-Changsha 

front; (c) liquidation of some SO Chinese divisions in 

the general area of Kacueng-iJlaokan-Ylngshan (the Japa

nese claimed that these divisions were trapped by the 

Japanese offensive against Hankow; some observers 

believed, however, that those south of the ïangtse had 

deliberately remained to conduct mobile warfare)i 

(d) occupation of the Lunghal Railway west of Chengchow; 

(e) occupation of the remaining section of the Pinghan 

Railway; (f) capture of Sian anu disruption of the Chinese

channel
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channel of supply from Soviet dussi* through Sinklang; 

(g) aav&aclng the ï&ngtae front to Ich&ng; (n) clearing 

of the Pearl diver delta ana tn© Canton area; a.nd (1) 

advancing the southwestern front into Kwangsi.
8 

fc- zuargUaaa in &&&& Mas»
Ko decisive military operations were reported in 

November in the Canton area where between 30,000 and 

130,000 Japanese troops were reportedly operating. Japa

nese forces moved early in the month westward along the 

Canton-Saashui Railway, apparently in &n effort to con

solidate the Japanese position around Saashul whose 

loss Sovamber 55 was admitted by the Chinese. (ïhe Chi

nese constructed a boom across th® test River below 

Duchow to stop further Japanese advance.)

Japanese forces moving up the Canton-Hankow Hall

way reportedly reached before the eno of the month a 

point 43 miles north of Canton. Another coluan attempting 

to move northward along the highway from Tsengshlng, in 

order to cut the Canton-Hankow Railway below ïlntaa, met 

Chinese troops (reported as nuking a counter-offensive) 

near Tsungf* (about 43 miles north by east of Canton) 

which the Chinese claimed to have captured ana admitted 

losing several times and which was in Japanese hands at 

the end of November, with Chinese lines running north 

of that city.

Japanese units proceeding south along the Canton- 

Kowloon Railway reached about November 10 oheklung 

(captured October là by Japanese troops going north 

from Pingwu); the Japanese took on Movember 27 Shumchun 

âA

8. Canton”s lecmsber 4, & p.m.
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on the Kowloon border) ana clainec control at the end 

of the month of the entire boraer area and all of th® 

railway.
a 

c« limitas lu làs ihato mm»

The aaln Japanese forces continued tneir pursuit 

after the retreating Chinese until the third week in 

November when their advance practically ceased. Far

thest Japanese progress south of the Yangtze was some 

Z5 kilonoters south of Yochow (captured Novenber 1^ ) 

on the Mang River in & drive toward Changsna (kbO 

miles south of Hankow), North of the Yangtse they pro

gresses to a line in excess of 100 kilometers west of 

and parallel to the Pinghan Railway, aecoruing to the 

Consul General at Hankow, the slackening of the Japa

nese advance appeared to be due to (a) shortage of 

troops and, as related thereto, (b) commitsent of large 

bodies of troops to "mopping up" campaigns behind the 

Lines.

d. Operations Ifi J&Ê BjLSMM Mil»

Following the Japanese capture October S7 of Tehan, 

their forces pushed south for about IS ailes to the Siu 

River ana there either stopped their advance or were 

unable to proceed further. The Japanese and Chinese 

forces faced each other across the river curing Boveaber 

but Little activity other than occasional artillery duels 

was reported.
10 

e. îhe Shanai campaign and 
gWltfiUd â£ÂXft SB MBA* 

There was in Bovenber little significant change in 

the

9. Hankow’s heceaber k, 1£ noon.
10. &jsbassy*s (Peiping) 656, Boveaber S, Ik noon) 685, 

November 18, 4 p.n.
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the situation In Shansi and in respect to the projected 

Japanese drive on Sian to cut the channel of Chinese 

supplies from Soviet Russia through binklang. The Japa

nese forces were in the middle of the month reportedly 

making renewed efforts to cross the Yellow hiver from 

south Shansi into north Honan. Japanese batteries at 

Fenglingtu, extreme south Shansi, were again shelling 

Tungkuan, Honan, across the Yellow diver, anc also nearby 

sections of tne Lunghai Railway; and the Japanese air 

force was active in the general area (see page 1g). îhe 

"mopping up” campaign lu ’>ast central Shansi admittedly 

fallen of completion in November and fighting between 

Japanese units and Chinese Communist forces in the Butai 

area continued. Chinese sources stated that the Japanese 

lasses in that region were very neavy ana that the 

engagements there numbered more than 100.
11

f ■ MuanlUfr

In addition to the operations of the Chinese forces 

in Shansi, which were generally in the nature of guerrilla 

activities, Chinese irregulars continued their activities 

ovir widespread sections under nominal Japanese control. 

One foreign observer estimated that the total number of 

guerrillas operating in Japanese-occupied areas was about 

1,000,000. In partial support of this estimate were 

statements of Japanese spokesmen that guerrillas in Sorth 

China numbered B7S,00Q anu those in the Banking -bhang hai- 

Hangehow triangle kOJ.OOO, in adultion to a large number 

in Shantung, Anhwei and Honan. Foreign travelers reported 

that guerrillas in central Hopei claimed that their 

number

11. Embassy’s (Peiping) 691, November Hb, b p.m.
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number reached #00,000 throughout four or five loosely 

organised districts unuer civil administration headed 

by a provincial chairman of the Rational Government, 

and that about «0,030 guerrilla* were in the western 

part of East Hopei. Mankung, headquarters of the Hopei 

guerrillas ana the temporary provincial capital (under 

the Rational Governaent) was captured Roveaberi? by 

Japanese units. The arsenal machinery, printing presses 

for banknotes, and other equipment were reæoveu by the 

Chinese prior to the Japanese occupation.
12 

g. Aerial warfare:

According to a vernacular newspaper of Manito*, 

which purportedOto quote a conauniqua issued by the Japa

nese Military Intelligence Section at that place, Japa

nese bombing raids subsequent to the fall of Canton and 

’Auhan were carried out over ten western provinces at 

the following places: Tungsheng (Sulyuan); ïenan, Tung- 

kwan, Sian, H^nchung, and ïulin (Shensi)j Mingnsia 

(Rlnghsia); Lanehow (Kansu)j Slangyang, Kingwen, Kingenow, 

Ichang (Hupeh)| Chungking, Liangshan, Chengtu (Ssechwan)j 

PingKiang, Changsha, Hengyang, Slungtan, Chuehow, Hengthan, 

Changteh, flyang, Ringsang, Chihkiang (Hunan); Kwelyang 

(Kweichow)j Wuchow, Kweilin and Liuchow (Kwangs!)) and 

Kunming (Yunnanfu, Yunnan).

There was sone revival of activity during the 

month by the Chinese air force, but the results were not 

reported and are not believed to have been very effective.

12. Hankow*s 91, December 6, 1 p.n
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13 
h. Second meeting yf tzie "United 

£iuafillR; ifiu iiiiSiE. Mg.UxlU,i^ 
of dujoet r exigeai

The second meeting of the "United Council of the 

Republic of China", an organ composed of representatives 

of the Peiping "Provisional Government" and the iUnfcing 

"Reformed Government" anti superimposed upon those 

regimes, net November 2-3 in Banking. (The first meet

ing was held in Peiping upon the inauguration of the 

organ late in September). Th® meeting denounced 

General Chiang Kai-shek and Communism and auvocatec 

cooperation with Japan, and was followed November 6 by 

an "Anti-Communist National Salvation mass seating", 
14 

organizes ana controlled by Japanese. A similar meeting 
15 

was held late in November in Peiping which was described 

in the Japanese-controlled vernacular press as part of & 

"countrywide national salvation movement condemning 

Communism". It advocated, Inter jJJLft, a confederate 

form of government for China ana represented political 

activity on the part of General Kite and the Japanese 

clique sponsoring the "Provisional" and "Reformed" 

Governments.
16

1 • back of progress toward jg 
"federal government"!

No substantial progress was made during November 

by interested Japanese and Chinese toward formation of 

a "federal government* for the occupied areas. Continu

ing failure in tais respect was reportedly uue to the 

inability

13. Embassy’«(Peiping) 64g, October k8, 2 p.m.) 644, 
October 89, Ê p.m.) 650, November 1, 9 a.m.) Embassy’s 
(Nanking) 178, November 3, k p.m.) 179. November 4, 
1 p.m.) Embassy*a (Peiping) 661, November 5, 4 p.m.

14. Embassy’s (banking) 180, November 7, » p.m.
15. feabassy’s (Peiping) 684, November 17, 3 p.«* »»<* ®87, 

November SI, 3 p.m.
18. Embassy’s (Peiping) 650, November 1, 9 a.m.) 661, 

November 5, 4 p.m.) 604, November 17, 3 p.m.I 687, 
November 21, 3 p.m.
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Inability of the principal Japanese factions to work out 

a comproaise or the inability of one faction to obtain 

sufficient authority from Tokyo to enable it to over

ride its political adversaries. Generals Kite and 

Lolhara, representing opposing schools of thought, went 

to Tokyo curing the month as uid the nead of the

"fteforaed Government" but any definitive results achieved 

were not apparent. Some observers believed that the 

situation was complicated by (a) the replacement at the 

end of November of General Terauehi as Commander of the 

North China Japanese forces by General Sugiyasa, for- 
17

■er Bar Minister, and (b) a disrupting^ interest in the 

question of the projected new government by officers

of the Japanese Navy.

General Terauehi, coasaander of toe Japanese forces

in North China, was replaced near the close of November 

by General Sugiyana, fomar Japanese Minister of Bar. 

The reasons for this change and the effect it might 

have upon the policy of the Japanese Army in Morth China 

were not known. British sources expressed the opinion 

that General Sugiyaaa would evidence a aore aggressive 

attitude in the prosecution of Japanese plans in the 

area under his jurisdiction. Sone observers were of 

the opinion that he agreed with General Terauehi in 

respect to the plans of General Kite for th® continuance 

in office of Mr. Vang Keh-nln and other functionaries 

of the "Provisional Governaent* and was opposed to

General Doihara’a plans for the political eaergence of

Marah^

17. Embassy’s (Peiping) SGB, Boveaber 2B, 4 p»n,
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Marshal Vu Pei-fu as head of the projected federal 

government for the occupied territories. Some knowl- 

eugeable sources stated that various Questions were 

awaiting definition until the new East Asia Bureau 

organized at Tokyo to control China affairs snoulu begin 

to function, and that the Special Service Section of the 

Japanese Army in the north (of which General Kita has 

been the recent chief) would be reorganised into a 

liaison department of the East Asia Bureau anc would 

b$ responsible to the Japanese Premier rather than the 

Sorth China commander.

k. mMqM üïÀlamo’

Reports from various sections of the occupied 

territories indicated that the Japanese were increasing 

their propaganda against the Governments ano nationals 

of Occidental countries. In some places, anti-Chiung 

Kai-shek and anti-Communist posters were employed as 

meule to accuse foreign governments of aiding Chiang 

Kai-shek in detriment of the interests of Chin* and to 

advocate dependence upon Japan rather than Great Britain, 

France ana the United States. Some posters called Ameri

ca the "second enemy" of the Chinese people.

Pronouncements by puppet Chinese officials follow

ing the Japanese reply of November 18 to the American 

protest of October 8 against Japanese interference with 

American interests in China (see pages !-<), appeared 

increasingly to be formulated along the lines of Japa

nese press statements in regard to the "inapplicability 

of old principles" to the "new order in Asia* and to
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support the t.neory that foreign rights ana Interests 

would prosper only If the western countries cooperated 

with the puppet regimes.

1. MfiM Mt progress In ^alor
1<MW Xâ£ iUklMlW

Although the press reported that the long pro

jected biorth China Development Corporation and its sis

ter organization, the Central China Development (or 

Rehabilitation) Company» were formally inaugurated 

November 7 in Tokyo, these organizations aid not, as 

far as known, begin actively to function in China. 

Presumably the delay was due in part toxlack of finances 

to carry out the huge programs of th-; companies and in 

part to questions of policy pending active functioning 

of the new East Asia Bureau to control China affairs.
IB 

m. Projected import embargoi 

British sources reported that the *Provlslonal 

Government* was contemplating an import embargo on nearly 

100 items of the tariff comprising generally articles 

which might be classed as luxuries or which were used 

chiefly by Occidentals. According to tne Consulate 

General at Tientsin the projected list included the fol

lowing American Imports valued roughly at Q.8.>760,000 

per annual tobacco products of all IdLnds including loaf 

tobacco; leathers and leather goods except bolting and 

furs; toilet articles and preparations; cinematographic 

and photographic supplies; sporting goods; certain 

textiles and wearing apparel; an»- all canned goods. 

Whether the proposed embargo would apply to Japanese 

imnorta

18. Embassy*s (Peiping) S8>, Rovember IS, 4 P*»*> 
Tientsin’s fel«, Wovember 16, 6 p.m.
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imports was not known. 
ts 19 

n- t£21S£lâ£ JE2Bj£SU âl fixnorts:

A Tientsin vernacular newspaper reported Koveaber 

that tue Ministry of Industry of the Peiping «Provisional 

Government” would, by arrangeaient with the Special Service 

Section of the Japanese army, shortly issue orders look

ing to control of cotton exports fro» Morth China.
20 

o. &
Chinese cities:

A Japanese spokesman at Peiping announced early in 

ftove^ber that the Japanese population of Horta China 

exceeded 110,000 and that the number of Japanese resi

dents at various cities was as follows: Tientsin, 22,000j 

Peiping, 29,000} Tslngtao, 19,200} Kalgan, 9,200} Tsi

nan, 7,700 including Koreans and Formosans} Shihehla- 

chuang, 0,400} Taiyuan, 2,900} Hsuchow, Shantung, 1,700} 

and Linfen, Snansi, 220. He stated that "hotelkeepers, 

restauranteurs unu those engaged in entertainment Indus

tries" greatly outnumbered Japanese in other occupations. 

(In Peiping alone, according to other Japanese sources, 

there were sone 2,000 Japanese restaurants, geisha houses 

and brothels.) Accoruing to tne Japanese Consul General 
fcl 

at Ranking, Japanese civilians in that city numbered on 

Movsaber 1 three thousand, willed was double the number 

on July 21.
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NOTE

SEE__ 893. DD„ J?a3$c®Z^59___________  FOR___ __________________________

FROM Canton(.....Myers______ .) dated___.Pe.ç„10,..1238__
T0 NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING* Sino-Japaneae situation: developments, in summary, for month 
of Nov., 1938.

793.94/ 
14605

FRO.
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B. Relations with Other Countries;
1. Japan?"*

(a) Japanese Operations along Canton-Sam shui Railway;

Early in November relatively heavy Japanese troop movements 

were made westward along Canton-Samshui Railway*, evidently in 

an effort to consolidate the Japanese position around Samshui 

the loss of v/hloh the Chinese admitted on November 3rd. 

The Chinese (luickly began building a barrier across the west 

River below »»uchow ( ) to protect that city against a

further advance by Japanese forces.

(b) Japanese Advance along Canton-Kowloon Railway: 

On November 20 Japanese units proceeding eastward along 

the Canton-Kowloon line were said to have reached Sheklung 

( where the railway crosses the East River. By November

27 Japanese units were in possession of Shum Chun ), the

station on the Kwangtung-Hong Kong border. At the end of the 

month the Japanese claimed control of the entire border area 

and all of the railway, and the main Japanese forces in the 

region were said to be withdrawing in the direction of Canton.

(o) Japanese Northward Advance:

Before the end of November Japanese forces moving up the 

Canton-Hankow railway were reported to have proceeded fifty 

miles north of Canton. Another column appeared to be attempting 

to move northward along the highway from Tseng Shing 
order to out the Canton-Hankow line just below Ylngtak L^* ),

junction point of the railway and the North River. Evidently 

this column met the Chinese troops, alleged to be engaged in a 

counter-offensive on Canton, near Tsung Fa During the

month the Chinese claimed to have captured and admitted losing 

this

telegram of November 4, 4 p.m
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this city several times. At the end of November the Chinese 

admitted that a Japanese offensive carried out by mechanized 

units and airplanes had forced them to abandon Tsung Fa and 

to re-form their lines further to the north.

(d) Other Japanese Military Operations;

During November Japanese air raids were carried out against 

various cities in Kwangtung and Kwangsi, against lines of 

communication, and against Chinese troops. Between 100 and 150 

planes were, at the end of the month, believed to bo based at 

Canton’s White Cloud Airdrome. Mopping up operations during 

November were directed against bodies of troops scattered in 

the area around Canton and between Canton and the Hong Kong 

border. Rifle and machinegun fire were audible in Canton through

out the month, and the heavier explosions of bombs and artillery 

were heard intermittently. Japanese planes were, moreover, 

observed in the act of bombing villages in the outskirts of the 

city.

(e) Size and Command of Japanese Forces in Kwangtung;

Command of the Japanese forces in South China was given 

shortly after the middle of November to Lieutenant-General 

Ando, formerly Military Attaché in London. He replaced 

Lieutenant-General Furusho, who was reportedly ill.*

*Telegram of November 22, 6 p.m

According to estimates, the Japanese forces engaged in the 

operations in Kwangtung at the end of November totalled 100,000 

men. Chinese sources stated that an additional 50,000 men were 

being held in reserve in Formosa. The extent of Japanese casual

ties so far is unknown, although as many as 2,000 boxes, believed 

to contain the ashes of Japanese soldiers, have been counted at 

one time piled up awaiting shipment from Canton.

(f) Establishment
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(f) Establishment under Japanese Auspices of Peace 
Maintenance OoKanissloniln Canton and Waichow:

On November 27 a Peace Maintenance Commission Preparatory 

Committee of five men met in Canton. Japanese army and. navy 

officers were present, and the five-barred flag was hoisted. 

Chairman of the Committee is General Lu Ch*un-yung 

a retired militarist, who held various posts in Kwangtung and 

Kwangsi prior to 1934, and was one of the principal subordinates 

of Mo Yung-hsin when he and his Kwangsi clique con

trolled Kwangtung. Secretary of the Committee Is one Ch*en 

Shao-t’ang (f^.^^), reported to have formerly been a petty 

official. The three other members-are Shang Yen-chun 

a local lawyer, Cho Ch* lu (J^ $|£.), a returned student from 

Japan, and Liao Ming (/^L w^° said to be an American

returned student engaged in business in Canton. It is exijected 

that this Preparatory Committee will be superseded by a fully 

organized Peace Maintenance Commission as soon as satisfactory 

personnel are available. The Waichow Commission was, according 

to Cornel reports, inaugurated on November 1.

(g) Establishment in Canton of Japanese Controlled

During the middle of November the Japanese army began the 

issuance of daily mimeographed news sheets in English and 

Chinese. Both the English and Chinese editions are composed of 

statements released by the Army and of Dome! news reports, but 

the selection of items in the two is not the same. Much of the 

news is propaganda and of little value.

During the month the Japanese began the publication at 

irregular intervals of a full-sized Chinese newspaper called 
the Kwangtung Shun Po (/|| • The paper is distributed

free of charge, and is propagandist in character.

(h) Reopening
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(h) Reopening of Japanese Consulate General in Panton.

On November 1 Mr. Katsuo Okazaki, the Japanese Consul 

General assigned to Canton, reopened the Japanese consular 

offloe on Shameen. This office he left in the hands of a 

subordinate, however. His main office is in the Chinese city.

In an interview with the local head of missionary organiza

tion Mr. Okazaki is reported to have stated that he feels that 

Asia should be for the Asiatics, and that in relation to mission

ary relief work the Chinese had depended on westerners too long 

and it was time for them to begin to depend upon the Japanese.
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PEIPING VIA N R

Dated January 13, 1939

Rec’d 7:15 p.m.

26, January 13., 9 a.m. 
//^ o'* 

Embassy’s 23/ January 12, noon. 

One. A makeshift train service was resumed between 

Peiping and Tientsin yesterday afternoon and the Mukden 

express left this morning on schedule. Foreign travelers 

from Tientsin arriving last evening reported that they had 

to change trains near Tsaolingchwang (about 33 miles west 

of Tientsin) and walked some distance over destroyed tracks. 

An overturned and badly damaged freight train there tended 

to confirm reports that the guerrilas used explosives. Gun

fire was still audible in the distance.

Two. That this unusually bold and successful attack 

near Tientsin upon a main line on the way to the seat of the 

"provisional government" has given the Japanese military 

concern, is indicated by their apparent suppression in the 

Japanese controlled press (vernacular and one English lan

guage daily) of any news concerning the attack on the hail^„ 
way. R

d 
Four. Repeated to Chungking, Tientsin. By mail Tokjjfo.

NPL EMB L0CKHART
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DEPARTMENT OF STATI
of

AFFAIRS

CONFIDENTIAL Memorandum of Conversatioi

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS date: December 30

subject: The Sino-Japanese conflict and the forthcoming meeting 
of the Council of the League of Nations.

-■•34 J

zirz? 

participants: Dr. Chang -Lok Chen, Counselor of the Chinese Embassy, *££ 

Tsui, First Secretary of the Chinese Embassy,
Mr. Tswen-ling

Dr. Chen called at his request. He was accompanied by

Mr. Tsui. Dr. Chen said that the Chinese Embassy had re

ceived instructions from the Chinese Ministry of Foreign

Affairs directing the Embassy to approach the Department in

regard to the forthcoming meeting of the Council of the

League of Nations on January 16, to state that the Sino-

Japanese conflict would come up for consideration again at

y %\this meeting of the League Council, to point out that the 
CD tf-A

Q % ÇÇhinese Government realized that the United States was not 

y g Set member of the League but that in the opinion of the 
j ° Chinese Government the governments members of the LeagSé h

•£> ^/council naturally looked to the United States for an r

indication of attitude in regard to a matter of this s

character,

793.94/14607
 

F/FG

o
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character, and to express the hope of the Chinese Govern

ment that this Government would by such means and in such 
way as might be practicable and appropriate take steps, 
either directly or indirectly, toward causing the govern

ments represented on the League Council to take more 
definite action than had hitherto been taken in the way 
of assisting China and of checkmating Japan.

I referred to the fact that Mr. Tsui had been in to 
see me a number of months ago on this same subject. I 
said that as the Chinese Government realized the United 
States was not a member of the League. I said also that 
the attitude of this Government and the principles of 
policy in whJ ch this Government believes had been made 
clear to the ^uusrican people and to the world in the pub

lished statements and addresses of the Secretary of State 
and of the President. I said that I would of course make 
record of Dr. Chen’s approach under instruction from his 
Government and refer the matter to higher officers of the 
Department.

Dr. Chen, in closing the interview, said that his 
Government wished to lay this matter before us and that he 
realized that decision as to whether any action by this 
Government along the line Indicated was practicable and 
appropriate, and, if so, in what way this Government would 
bring its influence to bear, was a matter for decision by 
this Government. v. tj

FE:MMH:EJL
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Æzi^nZT i»SMC*» coxauLATS.
TAR tÂSTUiîi AîF^r.'^imui^ china, December la, 1938.

SUBJECT: JAPAhKag WITHDRAW from lintsing.

ë S a - '
7; ~~ u-Oæ LV <NI' /V{|PSc wlglya 'N^Heck, Esquire, z

ï2 American Charge d*Affaires ad Interim,
«I ? 

fr & i . « A

en É 1 1 have tixe honor to refer to page 8 of this Con-
« 2 U3 I- gWlato*s despatch no. 3, of November 86, 1938, reporting 
1?L capture of Lintsing ( ÿ| ) on the Grand Canal 
las ^1*4*••*•*■» Shantung, by Japanese forces, as well as to 

1^3 \ jri ^thla office*s Political Report for November 1938, in
/ which It was stated (page 3) that "the Japanese do not 

plan to use a largo military force In the 'pacification*
of thia province.

-4 
CD 
Ü.'

CD 
■b 
i 

o 
00

It would therefore not appear prac
ticable for the Japanese to garrison every town and 
hamlet In Shantung, and their frequent announcements of
the 'capture* of towns and villages in many eases may be 
taken to mean only temporary occupation”.

In this connection, I have the honor to quote the 
following from a letter addressed to thia Consulate on ,> 
December 7, 1938, by an American missionary at Lintsingt 

”1 have now boon in Lints!ng since October -b 
tenth, so was here when the Japanese suddenly ap- 
peered here on November 18th. They remained three "Q
days only. During that time, a few of them visited 
the Hospital, and were Invariably polite «nd friendly. " 
There was looting in the town, but no casualties that b* X have hoard of. In the surrounding villages, how- \ 
ever, there were skirmishes between the Japanese and

the
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the Chinese Military, and we have a number of 
patients (lao pal being) aa the renaît of those 
engagements, Since the Japanese left, the City ant the countryside are quiet and conditions are returning slowly to normal.*

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Tice Consul.

800
coh/Koc
Original to Embassy, Peiping, 8 copies to Department, Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
January 25, 1939

Tsinan’s despatch No. 13 reports 
that the Japanese have been consoli
dating their economic hold at Tsinan 
by increasing their'civilian popula
tion to 8,000 (from 2,000 before the 
hostilities); building macadamized 
roads and an airfield; acquiring real 
estate, modern buildings, public uti
lities and Chinese industrial enter
prises; and establishing organs for 
cotton control, lumber and inland 
navigation. They have been profi
cient in avoiding or postponing pay
ment for anything.

The despatch <111 bear reading 
if you have time.
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OfHCE Cr Tiît i}ÿj 
mWALEm^îiî^f?,^ 

(1VÆB-6Î939 
amoxcam okMQEO sto

a» China, Deeember 13, 1038

SUBJECT: JàTmNLSE COMSOLIDàTE THE I R ECONOMIC 
POSITION IM TSXNaN.

B.lhl*, S.qulr..
'r f îfiftmerloaiÉ Chargé d«Affaires ad interim.

gQ> sir:

X

ç/i
O?

have the honor to report that, notwithstanding 
TW absence of Japanese control over wide areas in 
3^ stung, ths Japanese civilian population of Tainan 
hlà| increased froalt.OOO, before the outbreak of 
,__ ________t, to 8,000. Elaborate plane exist for
J o th» expansion of the city and two new roads (or streets)

Eighth and ninth Main Roads )•
being constructed paralleling seventh Main Road 

( X X £&-) • while the dirt surface of another 50- 
foot road has boon completed for approximately a allo 
southwest fro» the present liait a of the southern suburt 
of the city to a point near Chlonfuehan ( $}>*!»).
those new roads (or streets) are to bo maoadamixed, 
atone for the purpose is being transported from the 
tains near by. Xn a conversation with the Chinese 
borers, the writer was informed that the workers are to 
resolve SOjI lose! currency a day, payment to bo made oi^f

Mbh till tien

3

Ail
and
noun- 
la-

I,

•4/14609

â
-T?

o
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upon the completion of the project. Meantime, the workers 
are provided with food, the eoat of which will bo deducted. 
The Chinese owner of « wheat field, through ahioh tho road 
to Chienfushan passes, states that land owners have been 
promised payment for the lend occupied by tho road within 
throe years. Japanese real estate speculators are under
stood to be active in purchasing land in tho district 
which is to bo included in tho Bow Tsinan.

a new air field is being constructed west of tho city, 
for which purpose 5,400 nou (900 seres) of fam land have 
boon requisitioned. Xt is reported that this land is to 
be paid for and that tho Peiping Government has promised 
to provide the necessary funds ($600,000).

Japanese have obtained a 51 per cant share (usually 
without actually investing any capital) in tho majority 
of the former Chinese owned industrial enterprises, such 
as flour Bills, cotton Bills, etc., while practically all 
modem buildings formerly held by Chinese have, through 
one neans or another but seldom through purchase, cone 
into Japanese hands. In addition, all public utilities, 
such as water, light, téléphoné and telegraph services, 
arc under Japanese control.

furtoor oxanples of Japanese efforts to consolidate 
their ooonoBic position in Shantung are afforded by the 
recent oatablishnent at Tsinan of a Cotton Control Organ, 
designed to assure an adequate supply of raw cotton for 
tho Japanese cotton textile industries in Tsingtao and 
Tsinanj the proposed organisation of a sine-Japansso Lumber 
Guild, which willuséaceivabiy monopolise the distribution 
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of lumber at Tainan; and the establishment here on De- 
•Mter t, 1*88, under lapeMae susploos of a Shan Wag 
Branch of the inland navigation Association.

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
Ajnarioan Vice Consul.

800 CÛH/KCC
Original to Embassy, Peiping* 
S Copies to Doper Went, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.

A true copy 
the signeslohg- 
înak
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Tsingtao’s despatch No. 384 of December 6 

reports that in Anhwei the Japanese are gain
ing Chinese respect and toleration, are little 
troubled by guerrillas, and are having economic 
success through firm control of communications, 
active coal mining, profitable purchase of 
beef, et cetera. It then presents the Consul’s 
arguments to support a prediction that nothing 
but a victorious Chinese military offensive 
can prevent Japan from achieving a complete and 
remunerative domination of China north of the 
Yangtze. While only the future can determine 
the soundness of his oonviotioRg, they merit 
attention as a thought provoking and possibly 
wholesome challenge to the oft repeated asser
tion that Japan "has bitten off more than she 
can chew". The latter part of the despatch, 
beginning at the middle of page 4, is recom
mended for reading.

l o I93g
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384. Copy for Department o

Tsingtao, China, December
ALI1RIDAN CONSULATE

lO

don df ■* 
Ai FAÎHS

<M

%g

SUBJECT: ' Conditions in Anhui Proviq

~ôe of a miœ r
FEB 15 1939Honorable

</) 
Nel<KÔ ri

< o
Sftierican Ambassador,

Peiping, China.

Ornent d

TOj

a

I have the honor to report a conversation

with Dr. Uhitlock of the American Presby-H
terian Mission at Suhsien (Nanhsuchow ), Anhui,

with regard to conditions in that region

Dr. .’hitlock left Nanhsuchow some weeks ago

by rail for Shanghai via Nanking. The Japanese

are in firm control of the Tientsin-Pukow Rail-

way and difficulties in resumption of normal traf-

ic on the southern section of the railway appear
Spo be due chiefly to the
F3

fact that the large bridge
across the Huai River at Pengpu was completely de-

3polished by the Chinese. Another important bridge
^J^l'at Kuchen, north of Pengpu, was also demolished 

i ■jpbut the repair of the bridge at Pengpu presents

the most formidable problem. However, the
Japanese...

f
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Japanese are slowly but with great determination 

proceeding with the work of recovering the sunken 

bridge and are also constructing a caisson pre

liminary to the erection of new bridge foundations. 

The journey consumed not much more time than was 

required in traveling from Nanhsuchqw to ^ukow be

fore the hostilities. There are few guerrilla at

tacks on the line and apparently the Japanese have 

as strong a control of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway 

as they have of the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway.

In LTanhsuchow and its inné diate vicinity the 

Japanese, while possessing only a small garrison, 

have no difficulty in preserving order. They ap

parently are winning the confidence of the Chinese 

in that region. Contributing to the improvement 

in relations between the Japanese and the Chinese 

at Nanhsuchow is the activity of the Chinese bandits 

Dr. '.Thitlock was frank to state that the term guer

rilla is a mere euphemism; the Chinese population 

simply refer to these armed Chinese as profession

al bandits ("T'u Fei" J- ) and regard them in 

no way as patriots fitting for China. The bandits 

themselves are finding Japanese pressure so great 

and the hardships so distressing that several im

portant leaders have approached the Japanese mili

tary at Ilanhsuchow with the proposal that their 

bands be incorporated under the Japanese aegis, as

has...
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has happened in Shantung.

The relations between the .naerican missionaries 

at Hanhsuchow and the Japanese appear extremely satis 

factory to Dr. Jhitlock. The Japanese seemed anxious 

to avoid any misunderstanding and to refrain from 

any interference with the ordinary activities of the 

missionaries; on the other hand, the missionaries 

realized the necessity of adhering as closely as pos

sible to their normal activities and while extra

ordinary situations and problems were presented 

the mission was steering a safe if difficult course. 

The Chinese attitude toward the Japanese appears 

to be one of gradual acceptance of what appears 

to be inevitable - Japanese supremacy. Neverthe

less, there is little Japanese interference with 

the normal activities of the Chinese populace and 

the Japanese meet with no opposition in holding the 

railway and the cities on the line. They permit 

the Chinese to follow in a normal way their daily 

pursuits. Whenever a raid is made against the 

guerrillas it is made at some particularly import

ant point or at a moment which is entirely conve

nient to the Japanese. No effort was being made 

to occupy the entire province; railways, mines and 

the principal centers were sufficient from the 

Japanese view point.

From the economic standpoint Dr. ’.’hitlock

perceived..
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perceived Japanese successes in those directions to 

which this consulate on several occasions has alluded, 

namely, control of communications and particularly 

exploitation of China’s coal resources. Dr. ’’’hitlock 

pointed out that in Anhui Province the Japanese are 

expecially active in the coal mines near Showhsien 

on the Huai River. The line from Showhsien to Hofei 

and from Hofei to a point on the Yangtze opposite 

Y.’uhu was being operated by the Japanese with complete 

success. Furthermore, the Japanese obtained large 

quantities of beef in Anhui at extremely low prices. 

The Japanese appeared satisfied to hold the railways 

both as military lines of communication and as com

mercial ventures.

In resumé, Dr. Whitlock recounted a situation 

similar to that observable in Shantung, namely, 

Japanese concentration on holding the railway line, 

the principal cities, and the coal mines; Japanese 

determination to handle the guerrilla question in 

a manner which suited Japanese convenience; and 

y Japanese abstention frcm interference with the normal 

activities of the Chinese population so long as order 

1 prevailed. The "guerrillas" counted for little in 

Chinese opposition to the invaders; the Chinese 

populace abhored the guerrillas and because of the 

bandit activities a distinct inclination on the part 

of the populace to accept the presence of Japanese

forces...
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farces as a hard reality and to proceed as best 

possible under the inevitable cir curas ta ne es is 

observable.

The Japanese in a few monttLs should be able 

to throw open the entire railway line from Shanghai 

to Peiping; the coast they hold; and the Yangtze 

is controlled by them. Probably the entire railway 

line from Peiping to Hankow will likewise fall into 

Japanese control within a comparatively short space 

of time. Control of these railways, of the coast, 

of the Yangtze River and of the two additional east 

and west railways, viz., Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway 

and the Lung Hai Railway, are achievements by the 

Japanese which this consulate feels cannot be over

emphasized. Those lines of communications, however 

thinly-held some foreign experts and neutral military 

observers may believe them to be, are in fact for 

the Japanese of the utmost importance in the economic 

exploitation of a great, rich section of China. Time 

will play in the hands of the Japanese; to some for

eigners an ultimate Chinese victory is not an impos

sibility, but even from the military point of view 

it is difficult to envisage the farced withdrawal 

of the Japanese from the Peiping-Hankow Railway. 

Assuming a Chinese offensive that will require the 

Japanese to fall back from that railway, the Japanese 

will still have the Tientsin-Pukow Railway, 150 miles

to..
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to the east as a line of defence, while a continued 

Chinese offensive to be successful must thrust the 
Japanese forces still another 250 miles to the coast 

of Shantung. This assumes a Chinese offensive. 

"But once war is decided upon, whether in purpose 
defensive or offensive, it is only by offensive action 

that a favorable decision will be obtained. History 
presents no single example of mere passive de^fense 

achieving final victory."*

The consulate’s information, of the character 
indicated in the conversation with Dr. 'ïhitlock and 
other missionaries, leads it to the view that it will 
indeed require a Chinese military offensive of a 

character not yet observed in the present hostilities 
to cause the Japanese to withdraw from these railway 
lines. The invaders appear prepared to hold them in

definitely, to improve them, to create a traffic 
now handicapped by lack of rolling stock which will 

bring produce and coal for export to Japan and the 
world - for the benefit of Japan primarily.

From time to time this consulate is impressed 
by the observations of foreigners who live in the 

ports and not like Doctor D'hitlock in the interior, 

on the thinly-held Japanese lines of communications.

*"The Offensive Still Gives Victory” by George 
Fielding Eliot, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, October 1938, page
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So impressed are these foreigners by their own 

"military expertness" that they will concede no 

achievement to the Japanese. They are fond of 

referring to "tremendously attenuated communica

tion lines" and "the great difficulty the Japanese 

would have in holding such a line against any real 

resistance", to quote from a report dated October 

21 describing the capture of Canton." Yet the days, 

the months, and the year since the fall of Peiping, 

since the fall of Tsinan, of Hsuchow, of Kaifeng, 

of Tsingtao, have gone by and the Japanese have 

inexorably maintained their grip on these lines, 

and gradually the wool, the silk, the cotton, the 

peanuts, the tobacco, the coal, the furs, the skins 

and the vegetable oils are beginning to move down 

the "tremendously attenuated coranunication lines", 

just as the Japanese desire. Then the foreigners 

lessen their emphasis on "the Chinese drawing the 

Japanese into the interior" and increase their pro

tests against the Japanese control cf trade. The 

Japanese will hold those lines, and distasteful as 

the thought will be to many, Doctor '.Thitlock has 

observed on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway what is 

observable on the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway, namely, 

the grasp which Japan is attaining in dominating 

the economic life of North China through a hold

♦CHRISTIAN SCHIENCE MONITOR, October 21, 1938.
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on the railways.

Respectfully yours,

800
SS/CKIL

Samuel Sokobin,
Amer i can Con sui.

Original to Embassy, reiping, 
Five copies to Department of State, 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking, 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo, 
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.

A truT-
the sigped orijf*

t.
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Shanghai's despatch no. 1885 of Decem
ber 23 encloses a lengthy report on conditions 
in Manchuria and north China last October as 
reported by a German businessman.

The writer regards the increasing im
portance of the new Nissan Company in Manchuria 
(at the expense of the South Manchuria Railway) 
as an indication of increased influence of 
Japanese wholesale manufacturers and decreased 
power of the army. He reports that the German- 
Manchurian trade agreement of last August ap
pears to work satisfactorily. He reports . 
Japanese in north China as stating that thlsA * 
sphere of economic development, which before 
the hostilities had been assured peacefully 
for Japan, has now been destroyed by the Japa
nese military and will take many years to re
store to itsjfyrmer position. He regards the 
imposition o^stringent import.«ïidr export and 
exchange control measures as inevitable and 
states that the extent to which foreign re
sistance can impede the imposition of these 
restrictions depends on political rather than 
on economic conditions.

You may care to glance at paragraphs 
indicated by check marks in the margin.

793.94/14611

FE:Peiffield:HES
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AMERICAN CONSULAlfc GENERAL.

Shanghai, China, De cembèr'^S’, 'îtSÔ-»—.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Jÿili or fill ■.'!<
BWt I®.
AÆB-6 1939

«WMBff OF ST4

WViSION or

SUBJECT: Current Conditions in North China-:-Report 
by Leading German Businessman.

CO 
ZCO 

HjBNORABlS
CM

/.-T.

TÿE Secretary of state, // ?
— ' - V f-
_ - X O V
s “"5 5 Washington.

•• ;.e t

^v*®^** I strictly confidential j ■ 
. '

I have the honor to transmit as of probable in-

to

T^pest to the Department a copy of a translation of
I

assistant Manager of Deutsche Stickstoff-Handels-

confidential report made by Mr. Schmitz-Mancy

gesellschaft Kraucli & Company, one of the most im

portant German firms operating in the Far East,

■<—V-—- <• 'w•—
'jw«n 193? 7J35 • 94/ / 46 I |

Summarizing the information gathered by him on a

special tour of investigation to North China during CH

the month of October. In the course of his tour, Mr

Schmitz-Mancy interviewed officials of the so-called

"Provisional Government" and economic advisers of the

Japanese military administration in North China. As

a leading German businessman of long experience in

China on a special mission for an important firm, Mr

Schmitz-Mancy* s frank observations may be useful in

supplementing the information received by the 6-

1— Department
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Department of State from other sources in regard to 

current conditions in North China.

Owen L. Dawson, American Agricultural Commissioner, 

was supplied with a copy of this report in strict con

fidence by one of his principal sources of information 

regarding agricultural conditions in North China. 

Believing the information contained therein to be of 

more direct interest to the Department of State than 

the Department of Agriculture, Mr. Dawson made its con

tents available for confidential transmission. Mr. 

Dawson has on several occasions supplied this office 

with useful background information in regard to agri

cultural and general economic conditions in China and 

Japan. Much of this information has been incorporated 

in Mr. Dawson’s reports to the Department of Agriculture, 

which, it is assumed, has made it available to the 

Department of State.

Mr. Schmitz-Mancy is apparently of the opinion 

that the Japanese have accomplished little in the economic 

development of North China, that their control of the 

area has not strengthened since the beginning of this 

year and has even weakened in some districts, and that 

for the present, there is little prospect of effective 

control by Japanese of regions of North China away from 

the immediate vicinity of lines of communication. His 

conversation with Mr. Sakatani of the ’’Federal Reserve 

Bank” might indicate that the introduction of more

stringent
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stringent import, eaçort, and exchange control measures 

than have yet been announced may be expected on or be

fore March 10, 1939. Mr. Schmitz-Mancy reports that 

far from receiving gratuitous commercial favors from 

the reputedly pro-Nazi Japanese regime in North China, 

German merchants in Tientsin have been forced to band 

together in an association to protect themselves 

against the restrictive measures of that regime.

The chart referred to on page 16 of the enclosure 

was not supplied to Mr. Dawson and is, therefore, not 

available for transmission. The firm "Defag" frequent

ly alluded to in the text of the enclosure, is the 

Deutsche Farben-Handelsgesellschaft Waibel & Company 

which distributes in China the products of I. G. 

Farbenindustrie, other than its artificial fertilizers, 

which are handled by Deutsche Stickstoff-Handels- 

Gesellschaft Krauch & Company.

espectfully yours,

4 Carb' ■

C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General

Enclosure

1/- Translation of confidential report.

850 
HHS:RK

In quintuplicate to the Department,
Copy to Embassy, Peiping,
Copy to Embassy, Chungking,
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo, 
Copy to American Agricultural Commissioner.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no./o • of C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated 
December 23, 1938, on the subject: Current Conditions 
in North China—Report by Leading German Businessman.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION

(COPY)

TRANSLATION OF REPORT OF LEADING GERMAN BUSINESSMAN

ON TRIP TO NORTH CHINA DURING OCTOBER, 1938.

dairen/mukden

During our stay at both places we gathered infor
mation upon the further development of the measures 
taken by the Hsinking Government for the regulation of 
the market. The chief principle of this, the market 
regulating law, appears to be the motto:

’’Any goods which can be supplied from Japan are 
not permitted to be imported from abroad.” Accord
ingly, the Yokohama Specie Bank raises more and more 
difficulties regarding granting exchange contracts and 
tries to delay the necessary allotment of foreign ex
change by all sorts of tricks as long as possible.

A favourite method of frustrating the allotment 
of exchange was the demand that accurate stock lists be 
produced, also, lists of outstanding accounts, of cash 
accounts, of imported goods, etc., at a fixed date.

Many firms burdened with work were often not in 
a position to produce the required lists at the fixed 
date. At the middle of August the Government decided 
to employ compulsory measures concerning export foreign 
exchange and now all exchange transactions for import 
and export as well must go through Government banks. 
(See Enclosure 1).

The new established Bank of Manchukuo shall grad
ually replace the Yokohama Specie Bank, which at present

operates
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operates as a Central Bank and manages the entire ex
change business, but the new Bank does not yet possess 
the necessary foreign connections and the Yokohama 
Specie Bank has therefore to carry on for the time 
being.

As long as the free banks were in a position to 
place incoming foreign exchange at the disposal of 
importers provided import permits were at hand, the 
exchange business was not entirely closed, but import
ers had to pay premiums of 25% to 30% for obtaining al
lotments of foreign export exchange (this being the well 
known premium system on which we already reported. )

Later, at the end of July these extra profits of 
the exporters fell to a 7 - 8% premium or less, on ac
count of rumours that compulsory measures might be 
introduced for exchange transactions.

In spite of the completely regulated market and 
the forced exchange it appears that the bank is not al
ways in a position to secure for the firms the already 
appropriated foreign exchange allotment.

The reason for the shortage in foreign exchange 
appears to be that remittances of foreign exchange by 
the bank establishments of the big concerns like Mitsui 
and Mitsubishi to Japan cause the foreign exchange re
sulting from the Manchurian export to be insufficient 
to cover the requirements of the import trade.

Only lately the Hsinking Government has tried, 
with partial success, to stop these remittances and to 
place them at the disposal of the Central Bank.

The allotments of foreign exchange, however, often 
suddenly required by the Military authorities for the 
purchase of war material, etc., are lost for exchange 
business transactions and disturb of course the build
ing up of an exchange market system.

Striking is the change taking place in the con
cerns accomplishing the industrial organization, though 
the driving motives and reasons for this change are not 
perceptible to the outsider.

Previously the military administration carried 
out her entire economical and industrial reorganization 
with the help of the South Manchurian Railway, even 
the Tientsin district, but just now suddenly the South 
Manchurian Railway has been replaced by the new Nissan 
Concern.

The founder of this Company, Ayukawa, is placed 
in the foreground as the financier and principal of 
the industrial intentions in the framework of the Five

Year
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Year Plan, whilst the South Manchurian Railway has been 
restricted to the railway and transportation affairs 
and part of the coast navigation in her area.

As informed circles assert to know, this replace
ment appears to be a success of the Japanese wholesale 
manufacturers, which succeeded in curtailing the in
fluence of the South Manchurian Railway, which is, under 
the leadership of their president, Matsuoka, inclined 
toward the army.

Matsuoka, who accomplished Japan’s withdrawal 
from the League of Nations, is an advocate of the state 
authority idea in commerce and industry.

The North and Central China Development Companies, 
formerly planned by him with projects on a grand scale 
for the exploitation of the natural powers and minerals 
of the whole of North China and the Yangtsze Valley have 
up to now not materialised.

Matsuoka, who, it was said, had all prospects of 
becoming Foreign Secretary, did not succeed, according 
to latest news, although backed by the army. It ap
pears that in spite of momentary predominance of the 
army now a moderate and economical thinking party is 
gaining in strength.

Contrary to the grand industrial projects, the 
constructions of bigger plants have not been started yet. 
The extension of the railway and other communication 
lines, and the construction of a few water-power plants 
were undertaken and accomplished before, under the 
aegis of the South Manchurian Railway.

The views of the leading economical advisers ap
pear still to differ greatly about the way of achieve
ment and the economical possibilities. None of the 
different projects could, up to now, materialise under 
the pressure of the unfavourable exchange situation and 
on account of the disagreement between the different 
factions.

The Hsinking Government believes the results so 
far produced in the development of the organic industry 
to be sufficient as preliminary steps toward the final 
large scale development of the coal industry with its 
widely rami fled production of by-products. No definite 
plana, however, have been made and, in the hope of get
ting help from the industrially experienced foreign 
countries, any important visitors seeking information 
at Government offices are approached. The I.G. (I. G. 
Farbenindustrie ?) as we hear, plays an important part 
in these plans.

For the German trade requirements with Manchuria, 
the trade agreement, signed in the middle of August, ap
pears to work in a satisfactory way, but several foreign 
exchange allotments, still pending from the time before
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the signing of the trade agreement, have not been grant
ed up to now, contrary to promises, that all outstand
ing claims should be squared before the agreement comes 
into force. The promise, however, has been given, that 
these claims would be settled beyond the agreement, 
but since this agreement only recently came into force 
any judgment on the issue should be withheld for the 
time being.

The Manchurian area as a market is apparently 
being built up by the Japanese according to their law 
and they are seemingly granting it a certain considera
tion on account of the exceptional position of its econ
omical structure, with the intention of forming a buffer 
state on the continent with an apparently autonomous 
state.

PEKING

Through the amiability of Consul-General Stoller 
we received valuable letters of introduction to the 
Japanese and German Embassies and through the interven
tion of these offices we succeeded in getting in touch 
with different leading Japanese and Chinese Government 
offices and also with experts of the administrative 
staff of the Commander-in-Chief of the North Army.

With the Minister of Industry, Wang Ying Tai, we 
had a detailed conversation about the economical de
velopment and the projects in North China. Wang Ying 
Tai, former Foreign Secretary, and later lawyer in 
Shanghai, had been forced by the Japanese army adminis
tration to accept a position in the provisional Govern
ment, being threatened with the confiscation of his 
property in Peking and the restriction of liberty of 
his German wife and his family. Wang Ying Tai declared, 
surprisingly openly, his aversion against the military 
dictators and the present conditions and said they had 
to try with a few responsible men to save what could be 
saved from the Japanese clutches. It was his firm be
lief that the North China provinces would not become a 
Japanese Colony like Manchukuo, but it should be expect
ed that the North China provinces would emerge from this 
war as an autonomous republic with Japanese economical 
penetration and connected with China.

Noteworthy were his remarks regarding the Japanese 
plans for the industrialisation which in his opinion 
could not be carried out without Chinese capital and 
the willingness to invest, but the possibility of co
operation appears to be further away than ever on ac
count of the Japanese behaviour, which lately more and 
more takes the form of a marauding expedition.

Wang Ying Tai emphasized the necessity of the 
reconstruction of agriculture and further the necessity 
of intensifying it by giving credits, better seeds,

suitable
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suitable use of fertilisers, development of the trans
port ways, etc.

From the particular interest shown by Wang Ying 
Tai for agriculture, and his sceptical remarks with re
gard to the feasibility of the big industrial pro
jects, which in his opinion have not taken form yet, 
it may be presumed that the Minister of Industry would 
like to create with agriculture a sphere of influence 
and activity for himself. Wang Ying Tai emphasized openly 
his doubts with regard to the feasibility of biggar 
industrial projects in the near future.

He explained that first of all the preliminary 
conditions were missing, for instance the means of com
munication, the capital and the readiness of the Chin
ese to co-operate.

In his opinion Japan first of all would try to 
bring to life and to enlarge the natural sources of raw 
material, whereby agriculture would play an important 
part and could be stimulated with less capital and the 
development to be a question of organization.

The Minister enquired in detail about the exper
iences we had in Chekiang with the present fertiliser 
legislation. Citing examples from Germany we tried to 
explain to Wang Ying Tai, who speaks good German and 
who knows European conditions thoroughly, the disadvan
tage of the link-sale system.

As regards co-efficients, through comparisons of 
the efficacy relations of nutritive substances to each 
other, and referring to the uninterrupted supply of Phos
phoric Acid and specially Potash to the soil through 
fertilisation for centuries with manure, grass and ashes 
we think we have Wang Ying Tai convinced that a general 
use of nutritive substance mixtures, not based on exact 
scientific experiments appeared to be not only wrong but 
apt to prevent the use of mineral fertilisers necessary 
for an increased production.

From the statement presented on the development 
of Sulphate of Ammonia sales Wang Ying Tai gathered 
information about the sales of last year and made us 
the proposition to apply for the necessary foreign 
exchange for next year’s business, based upon the same 
volume to the Ministry of Industry.

We gave an evasive reply pointing out that our 
dispositions for stocks were not yet made and that we 
were not free in our decisions, being bound by the in
ternational agreement with the I.C.I» (Imperial Chem
ical Industries ?) and other concerns to observe the 
obligations consented to by all these firms.

After that Wang Ying Tai asked whether I was 
acquainted with the Government regulations for the 
fertiliser trade in Canton. I answered in the affirm
ative and explained that, according to the agreement 
between the o-nvarnTnent and the wholesale merchants a 
tax of 0.20 cents per bag was paid by the merchants
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for a fund, from which the experiments of bureau of re
construction and the institutions for agriculture of 
the university were supported. Wang Ying Tai was seem
ingly disappointed over the amount of the Government 
Tax. There is no doubt that all the discussions were 
for the purpose of creating a kind of squeeze customary 
in China.

The general impression we had from this conversa
tion may be summarised by saying that Wang Ying Tai is 
a Chinese of unusual energy with absolutely European 
thoughts.

His position in the Government appears to be not 
too strong on account of his known aversion to Japan, 
but his clear sighted clever behaviour will surely help 
him to succeed. We consider it necessary to keep in 
touch with Wang Ying Tai, the man being thoroughly ac
quainted with the development in North China and suffi
ciently clever and impartial to judge all events. If 
better acquainted with him the man can give us valuable 
information on account of his llvely^open behaviour. 
The relation should not be maintained in the way of a 
commercial connection, as in this case the interest of 
the necessary squeeze would play an important part, but 
through occasional absolutely personal visits in office 
and his family.

Japanese Ambassador Horiushi gave us introductions 
to Japanese military advisers and requested us to re
turn to the Embassy on the following afternoon. Horiushi 
is a very understanding and European-thinking Japanese 
who served many years as Consul-General in Tientsin and 
enjoyed European sympathy. The Ambassador showed great 
interest in development of the business with chemical 
means in northern territory. Took opportunity to in
form Mr. Horiushi of our belief that the Japanese Sul
phate export regulations were being broken by the 
export to North China of Sulphate mixed with small quan
tities of Superphosphate under the description of mixed 
fertilisers. The Ambassador took a note of these matters 
and promised to look into them.

In reply to our question as to whether large quan
tities of Manchurian goods could be expected to arrive 
next year, the Ambassador advised us to enquire at the 
offices of Mits.ui and Mitsubishi.

On the following lay intended to see Dr. Yoshida, 
the principal agricultural adviser and Col. Ishimoto but 
both were absent. We then approached the Finance Minister 
Wang Hsi King and had a discussion with him and his 
First Secretary. To our question as to whether we must 
reckon from the 10th March 1939, with the allocation of 
foreign exchange, the Minister replied that the Federal 
Reserve Bank was occupied in creating an exchange fund.

Nothing
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Nothing definite could be said about the allocation. 
They were concerned however to respect the interests of 
foreign firms as far as possible.

In the afternoon we visited the Yencheng Univer
sity and saw their experimental garden. The Manager, 
Mr. Shen, intends next year to carry out fertiliser 
trials which have not been done previously.

On the following morning visited Professor Nasou, 
who has recently been appointed by the Army as agricul
tural adviser, etc. Professor Nasou was previously at 
the University of Tokyo. It is believed that he has 
considerable influence with the Military party as he 
comes himself from an officer family and his brother is 
the head of the Military High School in Tokyo. Professor 
Nasou is the President of the German-Japanese Society 
in Tokyo. Dr. Nasou indicated that the many plans for 
agricultural development have not been realized and 
are not likely to be inaugurated until the end of the 
war and clarification of the political situation. Along
side increasing agricultural production, for which 
purpose chemical fertilisers will be required, Mr. Nasou 
placed the necessity for cotton growing in the foreground 
of Japanese interests. Under present conditions however 
all such planning must be regarded for the time being as 
’’castles in the clouds.”

Asked for his opinion as to whether we must reckon 
with a big import of Japanese nitrogenous fertilisers, 
Mr. Nasou said that Japan was not yet in a position to 
cover its own requirements. The needs estimated by 
the Minister of Agriculture at 2,100,000 tons have been 
reduced within the industrial planning scheme of Japan 
to 1,900,000 tons at which figure Japan’s capacity 
would be fully taken up.

In connection with market planning Mr. Nasou em
phasized that it is nowise intended to allow the forma
tion of monopolies in any sphere and monopolies will not 
be granted even to Japanes firms. Trade must remain 
free. Asked how this was to be brought into line with 
foreign exchange control Mr. Nasou asked us to enquire 
at the Federal Reserve Bank.

Visited Mr. Esumi, Director of the Bureau for 
Scientific Research on North China’s agricultural pro
ducts. Mr. Esumi explained that the Government would 
concern itself with creating agricultural teaching cen
tres. As yet nothing has been done in this direction. 
Finally, Mr. Esumi enquired in a suspicious manner whetherî 
and in what quantity the I. G. (I. G. Farbenindustrie ?) 
were in a position to deliver cargo next year. This 
enquiry is probably connected with our refusal to supply 
Ataka on the grounds of shortage of supplies and we re
plied carefully that next year the temporary shortage

in
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in Germany would probably be overcome.

Had a long conversation with Mr. Tau Liang Wu, 
First Secretary of the Federal Reserve Bank and with the 
Secretary of the Finance Minister. Both.assured us that 
the Federal Reserve Bank would have foreign exchange 
available and that a classification of the goods to be 
imported with exchange permits had not yet been under
taken. Both referred however to the close link system 
between export and import exchange on a cover basis and 
considered it probable that production goods such as 
Sulphate of Ammonia would have to be given a special 
position in case a goods classification were adopted.

Especially interesting was a visit to Mr. Sakatani, 
Japanese adviser and probably the Manager of the Fed
eral Reserve Bank. Mr. Sakatani was formerly financial 
adviser to the Hsinking Government in Manchuria and was 
there responsible for introducing and putting through the 
newly introduced exchange measures. Mr. Sakatani spoke 
with surprising openness of the difficulties caused by 
interference of the military in the close economic con
nections between Japan and North China. He stated that 
this sphere of economic development which before the war 
had been assured peacefully for Japan has now been des- v 
troyed by the war and would take many years to restore 
to its former position. Mr. Sakatani stated further that 
in order to support the currency they would be compelled 
to secure a strong hold of all exchange in "the same way 
as in your country.” This unequivocal statement contra- / 
diets to some extent the statement recently published 
in the press concerning the proposed exchange measures to 
be adopted on March 10th, 1939. Mr. Sakatani stated 
further that the introduction of watertight foreign ex
change measures offered particular difficulties on ac
count of the attitude of the foreign banks in the con
cessions and the Legation Quarter who evaded the grip 
of the Japanese holders of power. He stated that this 
delicate question required particularly careful handling 
so that there would be no appearance of a brutal enforce
ment of the measures. He left the question open however 
as to whether the Army leaders would resort to drastic 
measures to enforce their will and would attempt to cut* 
off ((isolate ?)) the concessions and the foreign banking 
institutions through a customs barrier and thereby to 
compel their branches either to close or to comply with 
the Japanese wishes.

In addition to sounding the above mentioned offi
cials we took the opportunity of getting the views of 
other Europeans, heads of firms, etc. which are given 
below.

Political and Economic Situation, General

The present situation in the part of North China 
under Japanese military occupation must surprise any

observer
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observer since it shows comparatively little progress 
as compared with last summer in spite of the fact that 
the Japanese have been the unquestioned masters of the 
country for a full year.

It is clear and it is admitted openly by the Jap
anese that Chinese resistance in every direction has been 
much stronger and more enduring than had been expected. 
It can be said that the Japanese participation ((activi
ty ?)) in the occupied part of North China has come to 
a standstill since the beginning of this year and that 
in some districts retrogression is noticeable. Even 
Japanese declare that the situation was viewed much more 
hlpefully 6-8 months ago. The territory which, as 
long as railways and roads suitable for motor transport 
were available, was occupied with surprising rapidity 
now turns against Japanese penetration when these instru
ments of victory are no longer available or can no long
er be used. Above all things remarkable progress is 
seen in the awakening of a national movement in the 
people which began only with the Japanese invasion. 
This movement is not turning towards Communism, as the 
Japanese are attempting to prove in order to justify 
their political offensive, but is becoming a movement 
against the country’s enemies. Under the guerrillas, 
as well as the local ’’anti-Japanese boundary govern
ments”, as also in towns under Japanese occupation, 
it is seen that Japan, endeavouring by a rapid invasion 
carried out with every modern weapon to bring about in 
the Chinese army and people a feeling of unescapeable 
powerlessness and the destruction of the will to resist, 
has failed to achieve her goal. Consequently her se
cond objective of bringing about a rapid separation has 
not yet been realised.

According to reports from Europeans in the inter
ior the districts under the control of the Japanese 
consist only of narrow strips along the main lines of 
communication which in great part are in close proximity 
to the railway lines. Out of 138 hsiens in the pro
vince of Hopei only 22 - 24 in the immediate neighbour
hood of the main lines of communication are more or less 
firmly in the hands of the Japanese army. For example, 
the district lying between the Tsinpu and the Pinhan 
lines to the south of Peking is almost completely in the 
hands of the guerrillas. Attacks in this area, together 
with possibilities of flooding, have caused the Japanese 
many difficulties in recent months and have prevented 
them from achieving an outright success. Conditions 
are similar on the Peking/Suiyuang Railway. Also along 
other railways and roads fighting of greater or less 
intensity is going on. This hand-to-hand fighting ebbs 
and flows continuously and disturbs the Japanese lines 
of communication. For example the Tungchien/Jehol line 
built by the Japanese in April of this year has had to 
shut down. The Tungpi Railway from Tatung to Tungkuan

cuts
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cuts Shansi in north and south direction and has been 
compelled by the guerrillas to cease traffic north of 
Tayuanfu and to a large extent has been destroyed. 
The punitive expeditions formerly launched against the 
attackers of the Japanese lines of communication have 
recently been stopped and the army contents itself ex
clusively with an attempt to keep the railways in 
operation. In spite of the Japanese statements that 
after the fall of Hsuchow a mopping up of this dis
trict would take place nothing of importance has yet 
been undertaken. All in all it must be said that the 
whole military position of the Japanese army in North 
China is not very favourable.

The latest achievements of the capture of Hankow 
and Canton which had a strong moral effect on the 
Japanese will alter nothing in the North China posi
tion. The unopposed landing in Bias Bay and occupation 
of Canton with comparatively weak forces is without 
doubt due to bribing of under-officers. The prepara
tion and assemby of troops in Formosa for many weeks 
previously were no secret in the South so that no sur
prise was possible and the attempt had been several 
times postponed. Since about the same time Hankow fell, 
which had long been expected, the occupation of Canton 
as the terminus of the Railway, has only minor stra
tegical importance.

More important is the question as to whether the 
treason of certain junior officers indicates a moral 
weakening of the troops and whether the Central Gov
ernment will succeed in getting these troops to con
tinue to fight. If Chiang Kai-shek continues the war, 
the Japanese position, which becomes weaker with every 
additional split, is not improved. So much the more 
as the initiative no longer lies solely on the side of 
the Japanese if the Chinese, with weak forces, are in 
a position to bring the Japanese to a standstill.

Political

Whereas in a military sphere the struggle continues 
things have come to a standstill in the political arena. 
Before the outbreak of the war Japan enjoyed consider
able sympathy in the circles of the northern government. 
The educated and moneyed sections of the population were 
convinced of the necessity of economic cooperation with 
Japan. The group of the Anfu politicians represented 
the opinion that North China must undertake development 
of the country in agricultural and industrial directions 
together with the Japanese. For example, the reorgani
zation of the Lungyen ore mines in Charhar and the econ
omic exploitation of the anthracite coal deposits in 
Shansi were to be undertaken with Chinese/Japanese 
capital. Negotiations about the building of the Tientsin

Shichiachuang
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Shichiachuang/ Shansi Railway for transportation of Shansi 
coal were in progress and consideration was being given 
to finance this line with Chinese loans. The entire 
North China press, including the papers not under Chin
ese influence, was not anti-Japanese. Little or nothing 
was heard, even from Japanese sources, of an anti-Jap
anese feeling or movement in North China. Only by com
paring the position before the war with the present 
position is it possible to measure the enormous damage 
to political capital in North China which the China 
policy of the Japanese army has caused. The influen
tial northern Chinese circles stand strictly aloof from 
the attempts of cooperation on the part of the Japanese 
military administration and the so-called Provisional 
Government does not represent in the slightest degree 
the feeling of the above truly representative North 
China circles. The members of this Government consist 
either of unscrupulous opportunists or of people who 
under pressure from the Japanese military and from a 
fear of the safety of their family and possessions have 
been compelled to accept government positions.

The form of the Japanese invasion, the unending 
high handed measures, confiscation of private proper
ties and encroachment in every direction have completely 
squandered the balance of capital.

For decades Japan has spent large sums on her 
cultural-political aims in North China but in spite of 
every endeavour has not yet succeeded in establishing z' 
a single Chinese university with Chinese professors. 
The three existing Chinese universities under foreign 
influence are the only ones and they appear to be well 
patronised by Chinese students. The Provisional Gov
ernment in Peking is the only organ of Japanese poli
tical influence in North China which remains.

Out of touch with the old circles and dependent 
on the might of Japanese bayonets this government is 
floating about without any solid basis or support. Of 
any practical administrative activity of this govern
ment beyond the magistrates of Peking and Tientsin 
nothing can yet be noticed.

Tramways, omnibus and transportation companies 
have been taken over by the Japanese who, however, do 
not make any efforts to meet the financial liabilities 
arising from them from the administration of these ob
jects. Repairs or replacements of the worn out material 
are insufficiently, if at all, carried out.

Here too, the behaviour of the Japanese appears 
to be systematic robbery.

The guerrillas which previously consisted of 
scattered, badly equipped and independent operating 
troops, are now far better organized. Hand in hand with 
this better guerrilla organization all political forces 
and tendencies hostile to the Japanese assemble in the 
framework of two Chinese governments in the interior of

China
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China. As British travellers report, one of these 
provisional governments in Central Hopei, under the lead
ership of the Central Government, has taken over with 
its organization the administration of the whole area 
between the Pingshan and Tsinpu Railways, further parts 
in East Shansi and Charhar. The Chairman of this Gov
ernment, which consists of eight members, is the former 
Governor of Shansi, Yen Hsi Shan. To the South of this 
area a further government sympathising with the 8th Route 
Army and their commj.nistic leaders has come into exis
tence. The administrative area of this, likewise the 
Chungking subordinate Government, extends across to Honan 
and Shantung. According to the reports of the British 
travellers both governments carry out absolutely regular 
administration with the aim to save the entire harvest and 
other raw products from the Japanese clutches and to 
place them at the disposal of the Chinese army. Using 
the many rivers and canals of these vast areas in the 
interior, far away from the railways, this aim it ap
pears has succeeded undisturbed. The population has 
organized on the basis of village units and educated 
for national service and work in the real struggle 
with Japan.

Such slogans as ’’Chinese do not fight against 
each other”, or ’’Who possesses power gives power”, 
’’Who has money gives money”, ”Who has knowledge gives 
knowledge” reach even Peking and appear on the walls and 
in the talk of the street.

Compared with the present general feeling the 
former traditional anti-Japanese political opinion of 
the Kuomintang, the teacher and student circles, which 
had spread over North China, appears to be a mild atmos
phere as contrasted with the present national movement 
working under the pressure of the Japanese invasion.

The general anti-Japanese feeling being propagated 
and intensified amongst millions of simple peasants 
through the daily war sufferings of the people and the 
cruel behaviour of the Japanese troops appears to be 
a serious danger to the Japanese.

The undeniable reverse suffered by the Japanese 
in the course of last year in their political posi
tion in North China can not be squared up with their 
military successes. As regards the political situa
tion the fact is of decisive importance that the 
Chinese, in spite of the Japanese victories, are far 
away from the feeling of being conquered. They still 
believe it has yet to be decided as to who will come 
off as victors»

The economic life of these agrarian provinces, 
the productivity of which depends upon the safe gather
ing in of the varied crops and on the undisturbed trans
portation facilities to the ports is paralysed at present 
in its agrarian aspect on account of the Japanese in
vasion. As mentioned above, the country being now

divided
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divided on one hand into the narrow strips of land a- 
long the railway lines occupied by the Japanese forces 
and, on the other hand, into the area in the interior 
of the country occupied by the Chinese guerrillas, a 
further disturbing factor was the heavy rainfall of 
this summer, with the consequent disastrous inundation 
of a great part of the country.

The reconstruction of the North China areas being 
destroyed by war and floods was never taken in hand by 
the Japanese. According to an estimate of Japanese 
exports the reconstruction of the destroyed highways 
and canals and the reorganization and reconstruction 
of the agrarian area would require millions of dollars 
and a period of several years. Likewise, in the few 
hsiens controlled by the Japanese military authorities 
no systematic reconstruction has been undertaken.

Regarding agricultural reorganization, the Japan
ese confine themselves to encouraging the peasant in 
the cultivation of his land and the use of chemical 
fertilisers. The peasants in the vicinity of Peking 
who are engaged in agriculture in the form of market 
gardening are more or less in a position to furnish 
towns with supplies. Since June of last year the whole 
sale trade index increased to 134.77. From July of 
this year to August of this year to 146.56 which is 
about 9.8 - 10%«

Contrary to Japanese press propaganda, the ex
ploitation of the conquered North China Provinces, the 
supply of Japanese industry with raw materials and 
minerals from North China, have not yet been begun. 
The Five Year Plan, largely propagated in the Japanese 
Press, for the development and exploitation of North 
China’s raw material resources, and which was to have 
been undertaken with large sum of 1.4 milliard Yen has 
not yet materialised. The Japanese have not yet reach
ed any decision with regard to the question of capital 
for the exploitation of easily accessible ores and the 
mining of coal in Shantung, the latter being an item of 
utmost importance to them. Moreover, the military ad
ministration shows neither any intention,nor is in any 
position to meet the financial liabilities of the con
fiscated industrial enterprises. A power plant in the 
Western hills, built under the Chinese administration, 
has failed to meet its obligations since the Japanese 
took possession of it.

All information from either Chinese, Japanese or 
European sources indicates that, in spite of it being 
propagated by the newspapers, the realization of big 
industrial projects is not to be expected in the near 
future.

The troops garrisoned in the occupied parts of 
China have, up to the present, been unsuccessful in 
obtaining all their supplies from the produce of the ' 
country and have been obliged to get them from Japan.

The
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The extensive army establishments organized for this 
purpose require an enormous number of officials. For 
this reason, at the beginning of this year, trade ap
peared to flourish to a certain extent, the small Japan
ese merchant having been provided with business oppor
tunities in the occupied territories. Owing to the 
exchange situation, the trade restrictions in Japan, 
and chiefly on account of the absence of Chinese buyers, 
a noticeable process of immigration has commenced. 
However, the Japanese colony and the army are not 
sufficient to make a profitable business possible.

Financial Situation:

The introduction of the new banknotes of the 
Federal Reserve Bank was always the chief aim of the 
military Government. The passive resistance of the 
European, especial British, Banks against the new cur
rency, and moreover the aversion of the Chinese popu
lation to accept the new notes, have hampered their 
introduction. The Government has tried by every pos
sible means to break this resistance but has so far 
failed. About one and a half months ago the Govern
ment introduced a forced exchange of 90-100 of the 
old notes against the new currency in order to prevent 
th® preference for old bank notes. This remedy, how
ever, had no effect, wholesale business being carried 
on through foreign Banks which, as before refuse to 
accept Federal Reserve Bank notes.

These regulations affected only the business of 
the small-money exchange shops, small dealers and 
small business transactions on a cash basis outside 
the foreign settlement.

At present foreign Banks appear to have weakened 
somewhat in their resistance of the new currency and, 
with the exception of British Banks, other Banks carry 
special accounts in the new currency. This fact, to
gether with the rumours of imminent exchange control 
regulations, has reduced the higher quotations of the 
old as against the new currency from approximately 
4.5% to 0.7%. In the meantime the military author
ities have decided to make a final effort to force the 
new notes on the market. As from 10th March, 1939, 
the new notes will serve as the only valid currency, 
whereas all other Bank notes will be declared as il
legal. Until then the Bank will try to create a fund 
consisting of foreign exchange and precious metals as 
security for the new currency. Details, however, as 
to how the acquisition of this fund will be effected, 
have not been disclosed. The possibilities of accumu
lating a foreign exchange fund are very limited for the 
Japanese. The averting of a European war, very much 
to their disappointment, prevented them from the pos
sible occupation of the foreign Concessions and the 
seizure of 40 million worth of Chinese Government 
silver stored therein.

The greater part of exports, based on foreign 
exchange, at present still goes through the hands of 
European, chiefly German, firms. According to rumours,

security
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security funds have been specially established on the 
basis of export of foreign exchange by the Mitsui and 
Mitsubishi concerns which export the so-called "prohi
bited articles", such as hides, skins, leather, etc. 
For this purpose these shall also be exported to foreign 
countries.

At present the circulation of 88.5 million worth 
of Federal Reserve Bank notes is covered by 6 million in 
fixed value. According to a preliminary scheme (see 
enclosure 2) of the Federal Reserve Bank the foreign ex
change control regulations can be introduced and carried 
out by the free use of the foreign export exchange in a 
way similar to that carried out by the Hongkong Govern
ment. A forced delivery of export foreign exchange and 
the classification of the goods according to the neces
sity for their import, from the Japanese point of view, 
has not been taken into consideration. This preliminary, 
semi-official, and reservedly given declaration is in 
no way in accord with the opinions expressed during our 
personal interview with the Finance Minister Wang and 
later by Mr. Sakatani, the Finance Adviser and Director 
of the Federal Reserve Bank and also by his subordinates 
such as the Director of the Bank’s Tientsin Branch, Mr. 
Kawamura. \

Mr. Sakatani declared very clearly that only com
plete control of foreign exchange could furnish a basis 
for a sound currency system. According to information 
received from Mr. Kawamura the classification of the 
goods to be imported has not yet been decided upon in 
detail but there already appeared to exist a series of 
prohibited articles as a preliminary for this purpose. 
It appears therefore only to be a question of time un
til the experiences met in Manchukuo will be applied 
in full to the market in North China (see enclosure 1, 
Copy of Classification of Import Goods in force now in__ ,
Manchukuo.) The Japanese are forced to take entire 
control of the export foreign exchange if they want to 
build up and preserve the new currency. The Concessions, 
with their rights and the protected foreign Banks there
in, prevents the Japanese from taking the necessary steps 
to achieve this purpose with accuracy and speed such as 
in Japanese controlled Manchukuo. -How far foreign re
sistance can impede the imminent control of foreign ex
change depends upon political and not economic condi
tions. The civil economic-thinking Government advisers 
are themselves afraid of the forcible steps of the 
military Government. By the erection of Customs barriers 
against the import or export of all goods it will be pos
sible to enforce the entire control of foreign exchange 
bills, in spite of the resistance of foreign banks, by 
strangling business in the Concessions. This danger 
may not be expected from civilian circles but it is quite 
possible from the military authorities whose encroach
ments have been met by foreign countries with powerless 
protests. In any case restrictions concerning foreign 
exchange may be expected. The fixed, rate of exchange.__ _
for the new notes of 0/1/2 against Pound Sterling will 
bear an influence on trade which can not yet be foreseen. 
The value of produce from the interior would increase 
by 43% (?). It can not be assumed that products would

be
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be offered at such low prices.

The Mongchiang Kungze, founded in Kalgan by the 
Japanese, a semi-official trading Company, which carries 
on the purchase and export of the produce of the Mong
chiang district, complains about the insufficiency of 
supplies of the products of that country. The Mongchiang 
area comprises the provinces of Charhar, Suiyuan and the 
inner territory of Mongolia. The administration of this 
area is in the hands of the Japanese Mongolian army 
which is identical with the former Kwantung army. The 
produce of this territory from the regions in the bend 
of the Huang Ho, but chiefly from the regions further 
west near to the highlands of Tibet, the Lanchow and 
Ninghsia District, are no longer shipped as before on 
the Yellow River to Paotow and from there over Kalgan 
and by railway to Tientsin but make their way now south
wards into the Chinese territory.

It is estimated that former exports to the East 
have decreased by 50/55% and now take a south-westerly 
direction. A chart of the 5 northern provinces attached 
hereto illustrates in red and black arrows the outflow 
of the produce before and after Japanese invasion. It 
is interesting to observe that the changed outflow of 
goods from the northerly area has also affected the wes
tern part of Shantung. Krom the Taishan district and 
the areas of the Grand Canal the products of the country 
are now partly exported through Tientsin. On account 
of the present adverse conditions prevailing on the 
Tsinan/Tsingtao Railway which hamper the transportation 
of goods to Tsingtao. Furthermore, since the occupation 
of Tsingtao by the Japanese no foreign exchange can be 
obtained. From the Weihsien district products make 
their way now along the northerly coast of the Penin- ..... 
sula through Chefoo instead of through Tsingtao. The | 
manipulations with the new currency will most probably 
prevent further exports of produce from the interior, 
through Tientsin, either entirely or at least for many 
months to come, on account of the inevitable decline of 
the value of this produce. The German business circle 
in Tientsin has visualized the danger and is trying to 
prevent it by forming the German Commercial Association, 
Deutsche Handelsvereiniging. This Association represents 
the interests of the German import and export firms and 
will approach as an individual company the foreign ex
change authorities.

The foundation of this company, which seems to have 
come about by the initiative of Mr. Schwender, Manager 
of Defag in Tientsin, appears to offer the only possi
bility of providing for exchange in sufficient quanti- , 
ties; also for those companies which are sole importersJ

According to the rules so far issued by the Peking 
Head Office of the Federal Reserve Bank to its branches, 
the exchange of foreign currency between different com
panies is not prohibited but it is expected that this 
organization should have the possibility to confront the 
bank effectively in any negotiations.

The
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The Association concluded already in the stage of her 
foundation a preliminary trade agreement with the afore
mentioned Mongohiang Kungze in Kalgan in order to revive 
if possible the declining trade of the Mongohiang district. 
This appears to be very important as the association has 
thus been recognized by the semi-official Mongohiang Kungze 
as an equal partner.

Competitive Products.

The biggest danger in the North China market to our 
sales appears to be the possibility of larger imports of 
Manchurian Sulphate of Ammonia into this area. On account 
of the cheaper prices of this and other products of Japanese 
production, compared with the prices of our and Imperial 
Chemicals Industry goods, the Japanese share of total salss 
has increased rapidly in the shortest possible time. The 
figures given below illustrate the sudden increase of Japan’s 
share:-

Total Sulphate of Ammonia Sales in Hopei and 
North Honan in 1934 - 1938 (In bags)

Firm
1934 1935 1936 1937 1938

%
1938 
of Total

D.S.H. 42,797 52,462 52,693 75,594 61,850 31
I.C.I. 28,926 36,376 52,893 67,368 57,155 28.6
Jardines 1,900 2,200 2,900 4,614 5,449 2.7
A.P.C. •» 1,600 2,500 850 500 0.2
Trail ft» 11,800 22,500 ••
Yung Li •ft 35,700 2,000 1
Dairen •ft 500 1,000 9,920 65,400 32.7
Japanese S/A — •ft 6,800 1,030 800 0.4
Japanese S/A 
in Mixed Fert. - •ft ft» 6,750 3.4

73,623 104,938 141,286 195,076 199,904 100%

The following comparison of sales figures for 1937/193C 
illustrate more clearly the ability of Japanese competition 
not only to fill in but also to take advantage of a gap in 
the market. As will be observed Manchurian competition 
supplied within one year, without any difficulty, the 18% 
deficiency of Chinese Pukow Sulphate of Ammonia of total 
sales which cannot be supplied on account of the war.

Sulphate of Ammonia Sales by Various Importers in 
Tientsin District in 1957 & 1938

Total 195,076 199,904

19 3 7 19 3 8 
Bags of 100 Kilos £Bags of 100 Kilos %

1) DSH 75,594 40 61,850 31
2) ICI 67,368 35 57,155 29
3) Jardines 4,614 L- 2.4 5,449 3
4) Pukow 35,700 18 2,000 1
5) Manchurian 9,920 5 65,400 33
6) Japanese 1,030 0.5 7,550*) 4
7) APO 850 •» 500 •ft
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Tientsin has succeeded in obtaining particulars of 
the total imports of Japanese and Manchurian Sulphate of 
Ammonia during the last year and of the unsold stocks which 
will probably appear at the beginning of next season on 
the market.

The summary of these figures gives a stock of approxi
mately 32,000 bags but it has to be understood that 
according to the statistics of the Customs further 
quantities still arrive.

1938 Imports and Sales of Manchurian and 
Japanese Sulphate of Ammonia in Tientsin District

IMPORT into Tientsin of Tsai Shen

100 kilo bags 
rd.

58,000S/A from 1.1.38 - 28.9.38

IMPORT

IMPORT

into Chinwangtao from Dairen 
of No. Brand S/A (Tsai Shen 
M. Ch. I. goods)

from Japan (3 Diamonds, b6 Mitsubishi)

22,000

800

_ 80,000

IMPORT

SALES

SALES

SALES

SALES

from Japan of S/A in mixed 
fertilisers (75% S/Ammonia.
rd. 35,000 Quintals) 25,000

Total Sulphate of Ammonia Imports

100 Kilo Bags 
rd.

1938 of Tsai Shen 45,000

** of No Brand 20,400

" of Japanese 800

” of S/Ammonia in mixed
fertilisers 6,750

Unsold stocks as at 1/10/1938 rd.

25,800
105,800

72,950

32,850

Japanese traders have apparently tried to avoid 
the present export restrictions on Sulphate of Ammonia by 
adding small quantities of Superphosphate to the Sulphate 
of Ammonia which is then declared as mixed fertiliser 
and exported. According to our examinations the first 
lots of mixed fertiliser showed a higher percentage of 
P2O5 and K2O, but later arrivals contained far smaller 
quantities of the PgOg and no K20 at all. This fact 
Indicates that obviously the manufacture and introduction 
of a mixed fertiliser was not intended but the exporters 
simply tried to avoid the existing export restrictions.

As reported already we informed the Japanese Ambassador 
Horiushi of our suspicion, who promised to make investigations 
in this connection and, if possible, to stop this practice.

The
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The above figures, illustrating the rapid sales 
development of the Manchurian Sulphate show clearly the 
imminent danger to our business. The rapid development 
occurred on account of the great price difference - $17.50 
as against $22.30 per bag of our goods, as reported before.

All our information gathered from different sources 
could not answer the question as to whether next year still 
bigger imports of Manchurian or Japanese Sulphate of 
Ammonia into this market may be expected.

Even indications are not given for a presumed develop
ment. Although the Japanese total production according 
to reports from Prof. Nasou cannot fulfill the requirements 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and possibly the motherland 
will rely on Manchurian production, it still appears to 
be possible, according to the opinion of our own technical 
representative in Japan that the Manchurian production 
will have a surplus of 20/22,000 tons for the North China 
market.

It would appear that the Japanese would meet difficulty 
in building up a selling organization through Chinese agents 
but this is not the case. They have succeeded in building 
up their own sales organization which is as good as ours. 
They have been successful because of their ability to sell 
at much lower prices than we.

The head office is called Yu Fung Kungze, established 
in Tientsin and is an agency of the S.M.R. Their product 
is marked "Sulphate of Ammonia Tsai Shen Brand. Yu Fung 
Kungze*.

The Sulphate of Ammonia known as "No Brand” is of 
large crystal and is probably synthetic produced by the 
Manchurian Chemical Industries, Dairen.

This cargo is mostly packed in rice straw bags and 
repacked in 100 kilo bags by agents. It is a popular 
article. The price is about $1.00 per 100 kilo bag, be
low branded cargo.

Imperical Chemicals Industry’s main agents at Tangshan, 
Hatou, Fengjin in the Tientsin and Peking areas sell 
Manchurian Sulphate, thus the Imperial Chemicals Industry 
agency system is somewhat broken up.

Lungkow.

On the way back from Tientsin we visited our agents 
at Lungkow, Shantung. The agent* s godown was damaged 
several weeks ago by bombs. No cargo was damaged. The 
town itself is dead and nearly all shops closed. Rich 
people have fled to interior as new attacks may be made 
any moment.

Chefoo.

This port recently grew in importance because it 
handled the exports of goods from the north easterly 
coast area of Shantung but also exported goods from 
central Shantung. This outflow of goods is favoured

by
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by guerillas who occupy the interior.

The financial condition of Chefoo differs from other 
towns occupied by Japanese. The Hongkong & Shanghai 
Bank accepts all notes at full value even those not usable 
in Shanghai and South China and therefore has a large 
supply of notes for circulation. The bank also pays out 
all kinds of notes but Chinese Bank notes held by Chinese 
may result in confiscation and punishment. Big sums re
main frozen.

Only because of old business connections between 
Chefoo and Shanghai and the fact that big Chinese firms 
have representatives or agents in Shanghai has it been 
possible to do business. Most of the transactions are 
carried out in Shanghai.

Sales of our products during the past season were 
good. Local hostilities did not affect our sales.

How far Shantung will be included in any exchange 
regulations imposed cannot be foreseen. No indications 
along this line exist but it may be expected that the 
Japanese will count upon including Shantung in their 
plans.

Copied by: .
Compared with:
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IMPORT ARTICLES TO BE DIVIDED INTO SIX CLASSES.

The trade Bureau eager to promote the export trade 
under war economic system is now in touch with the of
ficials concerned in connection with the adoption of 
import-export linking system with the following plan in 
mind, but it is feared that there will be still time un
til the plan can be put into operation due to the Finance 
Department•

1) Import permit:

a) Import cannot be made unless with the Government 
license.

b) Import license serves also as exchange permit.

2) Conditions on which import license can be granted:

Import license cannot be issued unless export is 
made to the countries other than China and Manchukuo, 
which will improve the international accounts of Japan. 
Exception is made, however, for import of articles such 
as those which would be supplied to the Army Department 
or those which would be used for the welfare of the 
public.

3) Application for Import License:

Importers should send in the application with the 
letter of certificate for sales of exchange bill, which 
endorses the inflow of money from abroad.

4) Import License:

a) The Government will not issue import license for 
the commodity which they consider either unnecessary or 
not of urgent need.

b) The Government will divide import articles into 
six classes excluding those which are under the category 
of import prohibition.

c) The amount of import license to be granted will 
be fixed against the export exchange according to the kind 
of articles as under:

Amount of import licenses
Class to be granted._______

A class 70% of export exchange sold
B n 60% tt w tt tt
C n 50% n tt w tt
D « 40% tt tt » tt
E n 30% tt tt tt tt
F tt 20% tt tt tt tt

5) Letter of certificate for export exchange sold:
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a) At the time that the exporters sell either export 
bill or draft to a Bank in settlement of the account for 
the goods exported, the banker shall issue the letter of 
certificate at the exporter’s request.

b) The letter of certificate should be one and the 
same form. As to what are needed to be filled in, regu
lations will be issued later.

c) The letter of certificate shall be so prepared 
that it can be cut and transferred to any party interested 
with the minimum amount on each.

6) Term of validity of letter of certificate:

Letter of certificate is good only for 30 days from 
the date of issuance, during which time it should be sub
mitted to the authorities with the application for import 
license. Otherwise, it loses its power. But exception 
is made for letter of certificate which has been obtained 
through the Boeki Kumiai Ohuokai, as this letter of certi
ficate is good for 45 days.

7) Transfer of the letter of the certificate:

Owner of this letter of certificate can transfer it 
to any party he desires.

8) Classification of import materials:

Classification shall be made according to the degree 
of importance of the welfare of the people of Japan. 
That is it shall be determined according to the import 
tariff list attached to the Customs Tariff Law.

a) Goods are divided into three kinds according to 
the extent of the finishing or working as under.

Kinds Coefficient of weight
 of necessity

1) Raw material and substance 3
2) Manufactured or semi-manufactured

goods to be used as raw material 2
3) Manufactured goods 1

b) Goods to be divided into four kinds according to 
the degree of importance from the economic welfare 
of the people.

Kinds Coefficient of weight

1) Goods for heavy and chemical
industries 4

2) Goods for export of light
industry, medical and hygienic
apparatus, etc. 3

3) Other materials for production 2
4) Goods for consumption 1
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o) Goods are after all divided into six classes 
according to properties and coefficient of weight 
(A - B) as under:

Classes Total coefficient of weight

1st class 7
2nd tt 6
3rd tf 5
4th n 4
5th « 3
6th n 2

9) Departmental ordinance for import-export linking system:

This will be issued by the Department of Commerce & 
Industry and the Finance Department according to the ex
change control act.

Mr. Ikeda, the Minister of Commerce and Industry, will 
decide whether the above arrangements are good for practice 
or not, as there is a divided view between the officials 
of the Department of Commerce and Industry and the Finance 
Department.

The following are what are considered by the Depart
ment of Finance undesirable in carrying out the plan;

1) Enforcement of synthetic link system may bring 
about the transfer of the letter of certificate for sale 
of exchange bill with premium with the result of inflict
ing a bad influence over control of economic system.

2) Although the Department of Commerce and Industry 
intends to entrust the business in the dealings of "import 
rights" to the Bank of Japan, there is a fear of the 
Bank failing to attend to the business which may rush in, 
as it is devoid of experience in this kind of business.

3) There are so many kinds of articles that the 
authorities will find it extremely difficult, if not im
possible, to classify them for the fixing of the rate of 
"import rights" against the export made. Further diffi
culty is how to determine the extent of the premium.

4) There is a lack of proper study relative to the 
importance the system will play in parallel with the 
commodity mobilization plan*

5) There is a fear of allowing companies of large 
capital to enjoy unduly great profit at the cost of 
companies of small capital, as a result of granting 
"import rights" against the export made.

6) "Import Rights" with premium is liable to cause 
the import cost to advance, to the suffer of the people 
at large.

7) Although the Department of Commerce and Industry 
plans to carry out the project for synthetic link system 
according to the exchange control act, there is something 
impracticable in such a system.
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EXCHANGE FUND CREATED BY FEDERAL RESERVE.

Revolving Fund to Provide Exchange in 
Export and Import business»

Formal Statement Issued in Peking.

Peking, Oct. 6. f
The Federal Reserve Bank of China has taken a decisive 

step toward the re-establishment of foreign trade in North 
China by the creation of a foreign exchange revolving fund. 
Announcement of the move was made yesterday by the President 
of the Bank, Mr. Wang Shi-Tsing, at the Peking Hotel.

Following the announcement made by the president, Mr. 
Kiichi Sakatani, Vice-President, discussed the provisions 
of the plan with foreign correspondents.

He stated that although at present there is nothing 
approaching a free market here, the foreign exchange fund 
will be used to aid in foreign trade under the import
export link system. The Federal Reserve Bank will sell 
foreign exchange against cover only.

Similar Method to One Used by Hankow.

Questioned as to the difference of the North China 
currency control and that recently established in Manchukuo, 
Mr. Sakatani declared that the control is not expected 
to be as comprehensive as that enforced by Hsinking. He 
said that the system to be used here is similar to the 
method being used by the Hankow Government. That is 
during a certain period the Bank will decide how much 
shall be allotted to cover purchase of import goods.

According to Mr. Sakatani, the present fund is only 
a start, but it is expected to aid in the stabilization 
of the Federal Reserve Bank currency, which is linked to 
the yen and convertible to sterling at Is.2d.

The statement issued by the authorities of the 
Federal Reserve Bank follows:-

Increased Note Issue.

"The Federal Reserve Bank of China was established 
as the Central Bank for North China and the notes 
issued by the Banks are the only national legal 
currency. Since the opening of the Bank for busi
ness the note circulation within the country has 
daily increased and during the past half a year its 
total amount reached well over 80 million Chinese 
Yuen. The total note issue as on October 1 last 
reached 0Y88,852,715.

"This indicates most convincingly how the people

have
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have placed their confidence in the new national 
currency issued by the Banks are the only national 
legal currency. Since the opening of the Bank for 
business the note circulation within the country has 
daily increased and during the past half a year its 
total amount reached well over 80 Million Chinese 
Yuan. The total note issue as on October 1 last 
reached CY88,852,715.»»

"This indicates most convincingly how the people 
have placed their confidence in the new national 
currency issued by our Bank, as reserves for the 
notes issued are not only now being actually covered 
fully by gold and silver bullions and also by the 
deposits of foreign currencies but they are increas
ingly being accumulated. And we have established a 
system of Foreign Exchange Fund setting aside a 
portion of the Foreign currency in our possession 
and by its operation we propose to strengthen, at 
the same time, the functioning of the national currency 
as the circulating medium for foreign trade."

"This will greatly contribute to the further 
strengthening and consolidating the currency system 
in North China."

Bank’s Statement.

The following statement was issued by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of China, on establishment of the foreign exchange 
fund.

"The Federal Reserve Bank of China has established 
the Foreign Exchange Fund by setting for this purpose, 
a portion of gradually increasing foreign currencies 
in our possession. The purpose of this new establish
ment is first to make the operation of the notes 
issued by the Federal Reserve Bank strengthened and 
effective as a circulating medium for foreign trade, 
at the same time, to promote the trade in North 
China.

"The Bank will transfer the amount of foreign 
currencies as it deems proper to this Fund for its 
operation. In the operation of the Fund, it is 
intended to tie up with the export-import link system 
with foreign countries other than Japan and Manchukuo. 
This Fund is set out for the purchase of export notes 
for Third countries, at the same time, for the sale 
of import notes from foreign countries intended for 
North China within the limitation of the Fund. By 
this system of operation the foreign currency will 
gradually diminish in amount first but a considerable 
gain in the foreign currency is assured by export 
notes within their time limit. Therefore, this Fund 
will not lose its capital but it will operate as the 
Revolving Fund for trade.

Bank as Operator

"The Yokohama Specie Bank is designated to operate

this
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this Fund and to those who apply for the use of this 
Fund the Bank will advance loans with a low rate of 
interest, thus giving cooperation to the smooth work
ing of this system. There are ways also open of 
utilizing this Fund in the exchange operation to be 
handled by the Chosen Bank.

"In view of the present currency situation be
tween our two neighbouring countries, Japan and 
Manchukuo, this Fund is established for the promotion 
of foreign trade, maintaining the rate ofi sterling 
Is. 2d. and we believe this will greatly aid those 
who co-operated in maintaining the exchange rate, in 
the furtherance of their trade with foreign countries.

"It is, however, contemplated that the benefit 
of this system may be afforded to those who will fully 
respect the spirit of the system and make use of it 
as far as the limitation of the Fund permits.

"Those who desire to obtain information in regard 
to the details concerning the operation of the Fund 
are advised to consult at any of the Yokohama 
Specie Bank branch offices." _ Peking Chronicle.
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TELEGRAM RECEIV

1—1336
From

EDA
This telegram was received 
in Navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to anyone

MARDET TIENTSIN

January 17, 1939

Received 4 a.m<
Action OPNAV
INFO COMAR FOR NORTH CHINA

CINCAF
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING.

0018, One thousand soldiers nine cars trucks past 

week proceeding from Chinwangtao Tientsinwand . whence two 

fifty wounded arrived to board transport. 0315.

ddm

7
 9o • 94

 / 
I 46 12 

F -FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
FROM

GRAY

Tokyo

Washington

Rec’cL 7:20 a.m.

Dated January 17, 1939

25, January 17, 4,p.m

Secretary of State,! (COPIES SENT TO , 
j O.NLL AND M.LD * 
k. . . - ..... — . , , J

Department’s 360, October 25, 

688, October 28y 9 a.m., paragraph

noon and Embassy’s

No. four

The NICHI NICHI carries today as an advertisement
a lengthy open letter addressed the SHIUNSO to the

Pr esident of the United States in outline as follows:

0ns, The Japanese people have had "comparatively

796•94/
I 46 i

large measure of respect" for the United States, "because

the United States is not swayed by a sense of profit

or loss but is susceptible to action motivated by justice Oj 

from a comparatively impartial standpoint". However,

the United States is now acting in an apparently 

unneighborly manner toward Japan.

Two, It is proposed that the President’s "campaign 

against aggressor nations should begin by taking up" -g 
the case of Great Britain, whose past aggressions are"^ 

unparalleled», With regard to the suggestion that 

conference be called to consider possible revision of the
Ti

Nine Power Treaty, the letter states "any international'
?conference ©
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conference dealing with Japan invariably is called 

for the purpose of defending the unnatural status quo 

resulting from Britain’s past aggressions".

Three. The letter recommends that the United 

States restrain other powers from indulging in intrigue 

in China to the detriment of Japan; that the United 

States bring up for international consideration the 

redistribution of territories and resources; and that 

it recommend to Soviet Russia cessation of Communist 

propaganda. The letter concludes with a warning to the 

United States that the latter must take responsibility 

for the consequences of Anglo-American sanctions.

Copies by mail to Chungking and Peiping.

GREW

DDM:CSB
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February I, 1939.

Canton’s despatch no. 4 of De
cember 30 reports that the Japanese 
were maintaining fair order in Canton 
and slowly rehabilitating public 
utilities; that the city's Chinese 
population was about one-third normal; 
that gambling and opium dens were be
ing operated openly; that the Japanese 
were confining military operations to 
holding occupied territory near Canton 
and air raids; that they had five 
divisions; that their next advance, 
if any, would be toward Kwangsi; that 
Japanese civilians were coming in in
creasing numbers; that Japanese schemes 
for a "puppet” regime were hindered by 
failure of efforts to induce influential 
Chinese to return to Canton. It also 
reports that the Japanese were doing 
nothing to restore service on the Hankow 
and Hong Kong railways; that, to injure 
Hong Kong commercially, they refused 
British requests for reopening of rail, 
water, and postal communications with 
Hong Kong, stating that opening of river 
navigation might prejudice Japan's posi
tion as to the Yangtze; that the Consul 
General attributes their attitude to a 
desire to place Japanese commerce in an 
advantageous position before permitting 
normal Customs functioning and river 
navigation (pages 5-7, which are well 
worth reading).

FE:Chase:HES
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American Consulate General, 

^ARTM^Wr^! China<

December 30, 1938.
1939 JAN 17 pm 2 55■■

CONFIDENTIAL .......... ... . X ■ .-. a—--------------— j-x bJCu ijf rf,

SUBJECT: Sitüaiion Cantbfl"-^tërmîrÂ~spêotT^f;^---

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to report upon conditions at 

Canton, with particular reference to^such matters as 

the military situation, Chinese and Japanese popula

tions, the difficulties which Japanese are meeting in 

establishing a local government, and the Japanese 

attitude toward the establishment of direct postal, 

water and rail communications between Canton and Hong 

Kong.

It will be recalled that Japanese troops, said to 

have been the greater part of three divisions, landed 

at Bias Bay on October 12, and that the advance guards 

of this expeditionary force entered Canton on October

Chinese forces, together with all civiliançj £1, the 
E
>government personnel, having previously evacuated

> Spity as had most of its population

Chinese, apparently in pursuance of the ”scorched

Furthermore

the

the

earth”

policy.

î-.'ô
■

ex:-

m
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policy, put to the torch important business sections 

of the city and put out of commission the remaining 

intact power house, the other one, together with the 

city water works, having been seriously damaged by 

Japanese bombs. Canton was practically deserted, 

estimates of the population at that time ranging between 

50,000 and 100,000.

The Japanese have since October 21 been in military 

occupation of the city, have placed Japanese military 

police in charge of maintaining peace and order and have 

recently caused to be established a Peace Maintenance 

Commission composed of such Chinese — only a few of 

whom can lay claim to even a slight degree of prominence — 

as could be found for that purpose. Efforts are being 

made to restore the power service and a limited service 

is now available in one section of the city. It is 

expected that many months will elapse before electric 

lighting is generally available and the water system is 

fully restored. Apparently little has thus far been 

done to reestablish the sanitary services. However, the 

Chinese population, mainly laborers and petty merchants, 

have been returning in increasing numbers, and it has 

been variously estimated that between 250,000 and 450,000 

are now here — I am inclined to favor the higher rather 

than the lower figure. Although business is generally 

at a standstill, food markets and low-class eating places 

have been opened and small gambling establishments and 

opium divans are being operated openly, very probably as 

a
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a ready means of obtaining revenue. In the light of 

conditions, it may be said that peace and order are 

now being reasonably well maintained in Canton.

The military situation is not clear, the. Japanese 

Headquarters giving out no information of any value. 

As has been reported, the Japanese have withdrawn from 

the Waichow area as well as from the Bias Bay region, 

as that route to Canton became valueless after the Pearl 

River route was opened. The easternmost city occupied 

by Japanese forces is Tsengshing, about 40 miles east of 

Canton — Sheklung, which is an important town on the 

Canton-Kowloon Railway but has no military value, is said 

to be in the hands of the Chinese. The Japanese northern 

lines are between twenty and thirty miles distant from 

Canton and extend westward from a point south of Tsungfa 

to the Canton-Hankow Railway — both Tsungfa and Fayuan 

(Huahsien) are now in Chinese hands. Tsungfa is in the 

foothills of a mountainous region in which bandits have 

usually been active. On the west the Japanese forces are 

understood to be in occupation of Samshui and Kowkong but 

not of Kongmoon. In the delta area directly south of 

Canton, territory under the control of Chinese irregulars 

is only about fifteen miles distant. It is believed that 

at the moment Japanese military activity in the area roughly 

described above is confined mainly to holding operations, 

although there are frequent reports of air-raids throughout 

a large part of the province, particularly in the northern
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and western sections. In view of the availability of 

water and land transportation routes and of the strategic 

importance of Wuchow and Nanning in Kwangsi province, it 

is thought that, when and if the Japanese again decide 

to take the offensive in South China, they will be likely 

to move up the West River in the direction of the cities 

named. In this general connection,It is of interest to 

note that the Japanese do not appear to have taken any 

steps toward opening rail communication on the fifteen 

or twenty miles of Canton-Hankow Railway which is within 

the Japanese lines. According to information believed 

to be reliable, there were at the beginning of December 

five divisions of Japanese in this area.

Information gathered at various times during the 

past few weeks from responsible sources is to the effect 

that early in December there were about 300 Japanese 

civilians in Canton, but that it is expected that the 

Japanese population in the near future will number about 

2,000; that very few, if any, ronin have come to Canton, 

the reason given being that there was no need for their 

services because of the rapidity with which Canton was 

occupied. Japanese banks and firms are now rapidly 

opening offices in the native city.

A source of embarrassment to the Japanese has been 

the absence of influential and middle-class Chinese in 

Canton, a condition which has caused delay in the estab

lishment of the local Peace Maintenance Commission and 

is likely to prevent the early inauguration of a provin

cial government. In this connection, aTpr eminent Japanese

has
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has expressed the view that it is too early to give 

consideration to the establishment of a provincial 

government, as only a small part of the province is 

as yet under Japanese occupation. The Japanese have 

made various gestures, short of reopening the Pearl 

River to commercial navigation, toward making it easy 

for better-class Chinese now in Hong Kong and Macao to 

return to Canton. A few Chinese, notably the head of 

the local Peace Maintenance Commission, have come to 

Canton via Takao, Formosa, but that route will no doubt 

prove objectionable to many Chinese because it involves 

landing at a Japanese port and travelling by Japanese 

military transport. Japanese willingness to establish 

a special service for the carriage of mails between 

Canton and Macao by Japanese transports may be explained, 

in my opinion, mainly by a desire on the part of the 

Japanese to open up a more convenient avenue for the 

return of Chinese to Canton.

Without doubt, the position of Hong Kong as the 

commercial gateway of South China and a desire on the 

part of the Japanese to undermine that position and to 

embarrass the British because of the part Hong Kong 

played in the movement of military supplies into China 

are factors which have influenced and are likely to 

continue to influence the Japanese attitude toward the 

reopening of direct water, rail and postal communications 

between Canton and Hong Kong. The local British Consul 

General and interested British authorities in Hong Kong

have
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been in touch with Japanese authorities with a view to 

obtainining the early resumption of normal communications 

between these ports, but thus far little has been accom

plished. It is understood that the Japanese have expressed 

a desire to have their transports call at Hong Kong for the 

purpose of landing and taking on board Japanese passengers, 

but that the Hong Kong authorities have not reacted fa

vorably to this proposal; now it is expected that with the 

operation of a service of small Japanese transports between 

Canton and Macao the importance of this facility to the 

Japanese has been lessened. Too, it is understood that 

the Japanese and British Admirals, during the visit of 

the former to Hong Kong, reached an agreement in principle 

for the operation occasionally of a British ship for 

carrying passengers between Hong Kong and Canton but that 

a subsequent British request for a semi-weekly service has 

to date had no favorable response^-it has just been learned 

that arrangements for one sailing early in the year have 

been completed. It is also understood that at the outset 

the local Japanese authorities admitted in private conversa

tions that conditions here were dissimilar to those ob

taining on the Yangtze and showed a disposition to give 

favorable consideration to the opening of the Pearl River 

to commercial navigation, but owing to instructions re

ceived from Tokyo the matter was dropped; that the Japanese 

response to subsequent approaches in regard to this matter

has
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has been to the effect that the opening of the Pearl River 

to navigation by commercial vessels might prejudice the 

Japanese position concerning the navigation of the Yangtze 

River and therefore could not be considered at this time.

The Japanese have apparently shown no disposition 

whatever to discuss the resumption of rail communication 

between Canton and Kowloon. The long bridge across the 

East River at Sheklung was very badly damaged by Chinese 

forces prior to their evacuation, and it has been stated 

that the bridge will have to be relocated as well as 

rebuilt. As indicating lack of interest in this line at 

least for the time being, it may be mentioned that after 

the conclusion of "mopping-up” operations between Sheklung 

and the Hong Kong border at the end of November all Jap

anese units were withdrawn.

It is my impression that the Japanese have the inten

tion of bringing into this area free of duty as military 

supplies considerable stocks of Japanese goods before 

permitting Japanese ships to be subject to Customs inspec

tion and their cargoes to the payment of duties, as has been 

done notably at Shanghai and Tsingtao and possibly is already 

being done here. Although the Japanese may feel that their 

stand in regard to the navigation of the Yangtze River might 

be prejudiced by the opening of the Pearl River to commercial 

traffic at this time, it is believed that the fundamental 

reason for their attitude is a desire to place Japanese 

merchants and Japanese goods in an advantageous position 

vis-a-vis foreign merchants and foreign goods before per- 

mitting
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mitting normal functioning of the Customs and normal

navigation of the river.

Respectfully yours,

z „ .S'M. S.l^ers, 
American Consul General

In quintuplicate to Department (Original sent by Air Mail).
One copy to Embassy, Peiping.
One copy to Embassy, Chungking.
One copy to Embassy, Tokyo. \

800

MSM/ccw
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’"Ellington Koo addressed the Council this afternoon and 

gave an optimistic picture of the military situation in China.. 

He stressed the determination of China to continue resistance

to Japan and described Japanese objectives as conquest of

China, subjugation of Asia and finally domination of the 

world. He described Japanese overtures of peace such as those 

outlined by Konoye as but sugar-coated and designed to give 

Japan sufficient pause to enable her not only to enjoy 

fruits of recent successes but to provide breathing space 

to prepare for further aggressions. Among ether things he 

793.94/14615

charged Japan was attempting to debauch Chinese people by all 

forms of drugs and. vice and cited "impartial evidence" of 

American and European residents and tourists in China in 

support of his charges.

He described the deliberate attacks by Japan on foreign

trade and investments in China and referred to repeated

protests by Governments of the United States, Great Britain 
oTF

and France quoting largely from the American note of a?'
ÏÏ- pH

Dec Einb ei£s v “£D
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December 31 and from the recent British note. He insisted 

that it has been clearly shown that unless the Chinese 

people remain masters of their own destiny it would be 

impossible to safeguard legitimate western rights and int

erests and that respect for China’s sovereignty and mainten

ance of the open door are twin pillars of the Nine Power 

Treaty signed at ’’’ashington, He quoted at length from the 

President’s message to Congress of January 4 and said the 

President "has spoken with statesmanlike courage and far

sightedness against international aggression and has proffer

ed the cooperation of the American people in support of the 

cause of democracy and peace". Again quoting the President 

as saying that "there are measures short of war that are 

capable of exerting pressure against the aggressor" he 

asked for a boycott of Japanese goods and asked the Council 

to recommend an embargo on shipments to Japan of airplanes 

and petroleum. He also requested the Council to recommend 

member states to extend financial and economic assistance, 

and described as necessary an assurance for facilities of 

transit and transportation of Chinese war material. He 

concluded by asking that the Council institute a committee 

of coordination to produce the maximum effect of any measures 

taken by the governments of states whether members or non

members of the League, whether of assistance to China or of

pressure
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-*•3—8 from Geneva. •

pressure against Japan. If a general committee was con

sidered unfeasible for the moment then his friends would 

welcome a limited committee of coordination to be composed 

of the representatives of governments particularly inter

ested in the Far East.

The Council decided to adjourn consideration of the 

request until a further meeting.

BUCKNÈLL

NPL
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I think you will find this 

memorandum interesting.

Please be kind enough to 

acknowledge the letter for me.

Department of State

THE UNDER SECRETARY

.uary 11, 1939

- 7^
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

U:
Mr Welle

January 16, 1939.

Reference: printed letter addressed to 
Dr. Ernest H. Shanks by Mr. Kinya Okajima of 
Los Angeles.

Mr. Okajima*s statements in regard to the 
situation in the Far East are in large measure 
inaccurate. Frequently they appear to be 
intentionally so. Other of his statements, 
which may in themselves be accurate, ignore 
certain important facts. If those facts were 
presented, they would minimize or nullify the 
significance of Mr. Okajima*s contentions. His 
references to American influence in Japan and 
to Christianity appear to be prompted by a 
desire to influence his American readers to 
accept his views in regard to the Far East 
more readily than they otherwise might.

As the bias and inaccuracies displayed 
in Mr. Okajima*s letter indicate that he is a 
paid propagandist, a circular letter has been 
sent him in accordance with the Act of June 8, 
1938. This, together with Dr. Shanks’ letter
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3tat baptist (£l|itrrh.
REV. ERNEST H. SHANKS, Ph. D, 

Pastor Phone 17O-R

Hon. Sumner Welles, Ass’t Sec. of State 
Washington, D. C.

Dear ^ir,—
I have just received the enclosed

January 7. 1939

221 W.Cypress Ave.
LOMPOC, CALIFORNIA

communication from Mr. Kinya 

it on to your office as an

12 1939

Oka^ima, of Los Angeles, and I am forwarding 

example of what seems

should have.

to me a bit of propaganfa which I think\ *
1 FÂft EASTEfiK AffAlHS \D

missionaries who are on the field and in close

I also enclose a copy of my letter to Mr. Okajimfr

Reports from our

touch with Gen Chiang Kai $hek do not tally with Mr, Okajima’s statements

nor do the reports from the missionaries to the Japanese people

I hope you will give the matter due consideration, and accept my

hearty approval of the stand you have taken in replies to Foreign Dictators

Stand by your guns, and the country will stand by you

Most cordially s

E. H. Shanks.
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4658 Lilycrest Avenue, 
Los Angeles, California, 
December 20, 1938.

Dear Friend:

I am a member of the Japanese Baptist Church, Los Angeles, 

California, having resided in the United States for forty-six years. 

And, as the present Sino-Japanese hostility has been a subject of 

my daily prayers ever since it began, I have decided to take the 

liberty of addressing this letter to you.

In the latter part of the year 1937 I noticed in the American 

papers a Shanghai telegram, saying that Kagoshima was bombed and 

shelled by a Chinese bombing plane. As it happened to be the town 

in which I spent my childhood I had a natural anxiety to ascertain 

the truth of the news. I spoke of it to one of my compatriots who 

had lived in China for many years and is acquainted with the 

psychology of the people of that country. "Don’t believe it," 

he said to me, "it’s just part of their propaganda programme." 

Later dispatches, to my great relief, have proved my friend’s 

statement to be true.

Since this incident, I noticed many scores—of conflicting 

stories or news concerning the Sino-Japan affair, and naturally I 

became anxious to solve the questions in my mind by my own investi

gation. I, therefore, left the United States on the second day of 

April of the present year for the purpose of learning the true 

facts pertaining to the hostility in the Far East. I spent three 

months and a half in Manchukuo, the North and Central China, and 

about two months in Japan, and I am glad to say that my trip to

-1-
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the Orient has revealed to me many things that have never been 

mentioned before, either by press or on platform.

MANCHUKUO RULED BY PEACE

I visited Dairien, Mukden, Hsinking, Harbin, etc., and I 

found every city was well policed. The modernization of the City 

of Hsinking attracted my special attention. I was amazed at so 

many up-to-date buildings and wide paved streets. I saw no telephone 

or telegraph posts on the streets, as all the electric wires there 

are placed underground.

Six years ago Manchuria was a bandit-infested and lawless 

country, but now peace and order have been completely established in 

that country. Thousands and thousands of Chinese from China emigrated 

into the Manchu Empire to escape from the oppression of war-lords, and 

to enjoy themselves in the freedom of business engagements.

The history of Manchuria dates back about 4000 years B.C.

In 1616 A.D., Nurhachi, an ancestor of Pu Yi, drove out the Ming 

Power from Manchuria, and established the great Tsing Empire, which 

had moved its capital to Peking in 1644, considering China a colony 

of Manchuria. The Tsing Empire governed the whole of China until 

the year 1911, at which time the father of the young Pu Yi abdicated. 

The independence movement, with Pu Yi at its head, therefore, was 

but a logical outcome of the chaotic conditions prevailing in the 

country nominally ruled by the Kuomintung National Government.

Manchukuo is on her way to prosperity and success, as 

is shown by the fact that she is importing annually from America 

six times more than she did before she became independent.

-2-
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HOW PEKING WAS SPARED

In North China, I visited Tientsein, Peking, Changchiakow, 

and a few small villages along the railway. In every place I found 

the Chinese and Japanese people living side by side harmoniously.

Some time after the beginning of the present incident, 

Colonel (now General) Matsui commanded the division of the Japanese 

Army in the Peking area. He felt sad about the idea of attacking 

the time-honored city because of his sympathy for the people and 

his respect for the art and treasures stored therein. He wished 

to find some way by which Peking might be spared. He sent for the 

Reverend Mr. Y. Shimizu, a Christian minister, and discussed the 

matter with him. Thereupon the latter interviewed a certain Chinese 

minister, and drafted a petition requesting the withdrawal of the 

Chinese Army commanded by General Sung Che-yuan. Mr. Shimizu and the 

Chinese minister called upon about one hundred prominent men in 

Peking, and secured their signatures to the petition, which was 

presented to the Commander of the Chinese Army.

General Sung consented to the request of the Peking 

citizens. His army was withdrawn from the Peking area and Peking, 

with her population and all the art and treasures, were spared. 

Was it not a beautiful piece of humanitarian work? Some day the 

historians will surely comment on this great task performed by a 

Japanese Army officer and a Christian minister.

PERSONNEL OF PEKING GOVERNMENT

The personnel of the Provisional Government at Peking, 

with Wang Ko-min at its head, includes many able and trustworthy men.

-3-
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It was established in opposition to the hate-neighbor and Communistic 

policy of the Chiang Kai Shek Regime. The work of the Shin Min Hui 

(New People’s Society) is being pushed ahead vigorously and syste

matically. I interviewed Mr. Miu Pin, the Chief of its Department 

of Guidance, and I was deeply impressed with his sincerity. In the 

course of our conversation, in reference to the Oriental situation, 

he said: "To insure peace and happiness for all our people in the 

Eastern Asia, it is absolutely necessary for Japan and China to 

unite in sincere friendship. I am here to give all of my efforts, 

even my own life, for the accomplishment of this objective."

A new Central China Government was organized at Shanghai 

with the same object as that of the Peking Government. It has 

recently moved its offices to Nanking. The representatives from the 

North and Central Chinas met in Peking some time ago to deliberate 

the plan of amalgamating the two governments. They have held 

another conference recently in Nanking, according to the dispatches 

from the Orient.

After the fall of Canton and Hangkow it has become evident 

that there is going to be organized a government for South China, 

in opposition to Chiang Kai Shek, with the object of uniting with 

the other two governments in view. It will, however, require a 

great statesmanship to know as to whether one great unified 

Government is better for the welfare of China than to have a 

separate government in each area, north, central and south.

HUMANITARIAN EFFORTS

Changchiakow is a very important city, for it is the

-4-
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gateway to the Inner Mongolia, and the headquarters for all activi

ties in that vast area. While there, I called on General Matsui, 

the head of the Japanese Military Administration for that district. 

The impression I received from him was, that he is more like a 

statesman than a military leader. The first question he asked me 

was: "Do you not think that the Chinese people in Changchiakow 

are well contented?" To his question I answered affirmatively, 

because I found, upon my arrival there, everything was orderly, and 

every one was going about his or her business quietly and peacefully.

There was a Society, called "Zen Rin Kai" in the Japanese 

language, an English translation of which is "Good Neighbor Society." 

Its headquarters was formerly located in Tokyo, but now it has been 

moved to Changchiakow. This society was doing a splendid welfare 

work for and among the people in the Inner Mongolia. At the time 

I was there the officers and workers of the society were giving 

all of their efforts to the establishment of a large number of 

medical units to be stationed in different parts of that remote 

country. The object of establishing medical units is, according 

to Mr. Goto, the Secretary of the society, not only to give medical 

treatments to the Mongolians, but also to educate them in sanitation 

and hygiene.

I met several Japanese advisers to the local governments 

of the Inner Mongolia, among whom I can mention the names of Rokusuke 

Oniki and Komao Nakai. These two Japanese gentlemen were principally 

doing the humanitarian and educational work for the people living 

in their districts.

-5-
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MORE CULTURAL EFFORTS

In Central China, I visited Shanghai, Hangchow, Nanking, 

and a few small villages.

In Nanking I saw a large Japanese hospital, maintained 

by Dojin Kai, or Benevolent Society (Japanese). This hospital was 

treating seven hundred cases of Chinese patients each day. There 

is also a Japanese quarantine station, dealing with epidemic 

diseases. Thirty-three Japanese doctors and nurses were working 

in this important service.

I was impressed so deeply with another cultural work 

while in Nanking. Chiang Kai Shek’s army left his capital in 

devastation, like other places evacuated by them. Books and 

periodicals were scattered all over the city, and it was a pitiful 

sight. A unit of Japanese librarians was organized. Working 

almost incessantly for two months, they carried these books, 

periodicals, etc., into a large building, and after classifying, 

they placed these books on shelves which they had made. I went to 

the building and found that there were 500,000 volumes of books, 

not to mention a large number of periodicals and newspapers.

BEHAVIOR OF SOLDIERS

Contrary to what I read, I witnessed, more than once, the 

politeness of the Japanese soldiers. For an example, on the 

Shanghai-Nanking train, which was packed to more than full capacity, 

I saw a Japanese soldier give his seat to a Chinese woman of coolie 

class. I think Japanese soldiers are sometimes too severely criti

cized by the Westerners, due to the vicious propaganda. In any war,

-6-
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one cannot expect every soldier to be blameless. During the great 

European War, even the American soldiers in France were criticized 

for their conduct towards women. As to the photographs showing the 

atrocity of the Japanese soldiers, which appeared in American papers, 

I was convinced, through careful investigation, that none of them were 

genuine. In every place I visited, Japanese soldiers and Chinese 

people were very friendly, because we have no quarrel with our Oriental 

neighbors. Japan is not fighting the Chinese nation, but those Chinese 

politicians and military lords who are trouble-makers and disturbers 

of the peace in the Eastern Asia.

GUERRILLA WAR

"Guerrilla war" is often represented as being a part of Chiang 

Kai Shek's war program. An American teacher in Peking told me that 

guerrila wars are going to be systematically carried on for the purpose 

of killing every Japanese person in China. Through my investigation, 

however, I have learned that there is no such systematically con

ducted guerrila war. It is true thatone hears sometimes of a group 

of Chinese soldiers’ assault upon Japanese people, but they are not 

soldiers directed by Kuomintang war lord. They are simply bandits, 

which are plenty in China. I passed through the vestiges of the pil

laging of bandits near Peking, and, also, not very far from Shanghai. 

And the pillaging of these bandits is being used for propaganda purposes 

by the Chinese war lords, to their advantage.

JAPAN'S FINANCES

Sometimes a skeptical opinion is expressed by foreign 

observers as to Japan's ability to carry the burden of the China

-7-
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incident. After having studied the figures, and having made 

various inquiries in relation to this subject, I have become 

thoroughly convinced that she can easily bear an annual expenditure 

of 14 to 15 billion yen. She, if forced to do so, can issue govern

ment bonds amounting to 2 to 3 billion yen several times a year, 

and, even then, she still has enough reserve power left.

ENCROACHMENT UPON JAPAN

Japan has been confronted with two gigantic difficulties 

ever since the opening of her doors for the nations of the world. 

One was the encroachment from the Powers, and the other was her 

population pressure. When she was introduced to the world by the 

United States, she discovered, to her astonishment, the great 

expansion of the European nations. In 1840, the Opium War was 

forced by the struggle of China to prevent the British from intro

ducing opium into her ports. John Bull not only thrust the drug 

upon the Chinese, but wrested Hongkong from her. England’s white 

fleet was steaming up and down along the coasts of China and Japan.

In August, 1863, the English fleet of seven men-of-war 

arrived off Kagoshima, and began hostilities by seizing three 

steamers belonging to the Satsuma clan, subsequently bombarding 

the forts and city. In September, 1864, the combined English, 

French, Dutch and American squadron bombarded Shimonoseki, the 

leading spirit in organizing this bombing expedition having been 

Sir Rutherford Alcock, the British representative. In 1875 Russia 

landed her troops on our Tsushima Island, and in the same year she 

took Sagalien Island under the beautiful guise of exchanging it for 

the Kurlie Islands, which, also, properly belonged to Japan.

-8-
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Under such circumstances, Japan could not be blamed for 

putting all her efforts and power into the establishment of a 

national defense system. On December 28, 1872, therefore, an 

Imperial proclamation was issued, and therein were published the 

plan and details of the new national military system, carefully 

elaborated after a study of foreign war establishments.

Japan has been forced to fight against the encroachment of 

China, in 1894-5, and against the Russian aggression in 1904-5, offer

ing up the flower of her manhood and piling a large national debt.

POPULATION PROBLEM

The main island of Japan has more than 50,000,000 inhab

itants in an area of only 87,000 square miles. The Empire of Japan 

today has 71,000,000 people crowded into an area of only 147,000 square 

miles. The statistics show that in terms of persons per unit of arable 

land, Japan is the most crowded area in the world, being 2,750 persons 

per square mile. According to the pamphlet issued by Japan-Pacific 

Association, Japan’s population is twice as dense as that of China, 

in terms of persons per unit of cultivated ground.

How to feed her population was a grave problem for her. 

She tried her emigration plan, with no success, because the doors 

of rich and productive countries have been closed against her.

The continent of Australia, with an area of 2,974,581 square miles, 

has only 6,677,168 inhabitants, but she enacted a law not to admit 

any Japanese immigrants. New Zealand made a similar law when there 

were only three Japanese in that country. Dominion of Canada took 

the same attitude towards our problem of emigration, regardless of

-9-
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the fact that she has only 10,376,786 inhabitants in an area of 

3,466,556 square miles. Even in South Africa our people are being 

barred from enjoying the residential rights, while the United States 

closed her doors permanently againstJapanese immigrante; in 1924.

INDUSTRIALIZATION

Under such circumstances, what can Japan do for taking care 

of her population?

We were forced to turn our thoughts towards industrializa

tion because of emigration failure. We manufactured articles for 

exportation, obtaining materials from abroad, as a means of feeding 

our surplus population. For a time we thought our outlook was 

bright, but, suddenly the customer-countries have raised their tariff 

walls, practically prohibiting the importation of our goods into 

their territories. What is there left for Japan to do?

SEEKING CHINA'S CO-OPERATION

There is a neighbor - China. She has plentiful resources 

that can be utilized. We sought her understanding and co-operation 

for years, so that we may obtain materials from her for our factories. 

But, denying us her friendship, she co-operates with Russia, allowing 

Sovietism to penetrate into the heart of her national life.

Chiang Kai Shek himself, Madam Chiang, and his colleagues 

are the whole-hearted Russian Communists, and we regard Sovietism 

as greatest menace to the welfare and happiness of mankind.

In this connection, I would like to be permitted to express my personal 

opinion, for which I alone am responsible: In America, Chiang Kai

-10-
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Shek is known as a Christian, but I cannot understand how a Christian 

can ally with Soviets, for Sovietism is atheism, and the Soviet 

destroys churches and ridicules religion.

Chiang’s government not only denied us its friendship, 

but has positively and vigorously been carrying out anti-Japan 

policy. Chinese children were taught to hate the Japanese people. 

Boycotting Japanese goods was ordered by the Kuomintang Government. 

In every place in China our people were maltreated and massacred. 

It was busy preparing for a great drive against the Japanese, being 

encouraged by the flattery of certain powers, relying on the support 

of Russia, and underestimating our mental and material strength. 

Forts and ramparts were built, under the direction of the Western 

Military Scientists, in every strategically important area. Chiang 

boasted of China's gigantic army of 190 divisions, comprising 2,250,000 

officers and men, further reinforced by 200,000 Communist soldiers. 

And, on the 7th day of July, 1937, two companies of the Chinese 29th 

Route Army fired upon the Japanese troops, who, under the treaty rights, 

were stationed near the Lukowkiao. What could Japan do under such a 

circumstance? What would a Western Power do under a similar circumstance?

OUR GRATITUDE

When Japan was forced to conclude treaties with foreign 

countries, she did not know what to do in the international affairs. 

But, God was merciful and sent a missionary to the Island Empire 

to help her.

Guido Verbeck, the first American missionary, arrived in 

Nagasaki in 1859, five years after the signing of the treaty between

-11-
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the United States and Japan. He arrived there in the most interesting 

period of our history, eight years before the downfall of the 

Tokugawa Regime.

It was he who baptized, in 1866, Wakasa-no-kami, who 

picked up, in 1854, an English copy of the New Testament floating 

in the harbor. Samurais and patriots went to him to learn about 

the Occidental countries. Many men who took part in the restoration 

movement were his pupils, notably the late Marquis Okuma. After the 

work of restoration was completed, in the year 1868, he was called 

to Tokyo, the new seat of Meiji Government, to advise it as to new 

system of education.

Dr. Verbeck had a wonderful influence upon the Japanese 

statesmen and people generally. The service rendered by him as the 

adviser of our Department of Education shall always be remembered 

by our people. I remember that when I was a child I studied Solomon's 

Book of Proverbs, without knowing it to be a part of the Bible. The 

reader which I read had such a sentence as this: "God is the Ruler of 

Heaven and Earth, and the man is the head of the creatures."

It was he who secured for Fukui clan the services of 

Dr. William Griffith, who arrived in Japan in 1871, taught young 

men in Fukui, and later became a professor of the Tokyo University. 

Dr. Griffith was a great interpreter of Bushido, the Japanese code 

of ethics. Dr. Verbeck secured also the services of Captain Zanes 

for Kumamoto clan in 1874, to be the teacher of Yo-Gakko. It was 

through Captain Zanes’ teaching and influence that the famous 

Hanaokayama Band was formed by his students for the propagation 

of the Gospel of Christ.

-12-
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Dr. Verbeck was followed by many other missionaries and 

teachers, among whom we find such men as Dr. Hepburns, who helped 

us in medical work; Clark in the Hokkaido colonization enterprize; 

Fenolossa in archeological work, etc., etc.

It was Townsend Harris, American minister, who advised 

the Japanese Government to insist upon inserting a clause in our 

treaty with England prohibiting the importation of opium into the 

domain of Japan, when the British Government protested that it 

was an intrusion on our part into her extra-territorial rights. 

It was America that trained our young men for our naval service, 

the Congress having concurrently passed a resolution, in 1868, 

to admit Japanese youths to the United States Naval Academy at 

Annapolis. It was the American Government that insisted on the 

admission of Japan into the Universal Postal Union, when no other 

nation was willing to do so. And America was the only nation who 

returned to us the Shimonoseki indemnity. One can cite dozens of 

other instances in which America rendered valuable service to the 

Island Empire. Japan owes much to America for what she is today. 

How can the memory of such unselfish American assistance be erased 

from the heart of the Japanese people, whose Bushido ethics regard 

ingratitude as the meanest conduct of man?

THE ATTITUDE OF CHRISTIANS

All of the Christians in Japan feel exceedingly sad about 

the conflict between China and their country. But they are aware 

that nothing could stop it. It was the condition of the unregen

erated world that has brought China and Japan to such a point of

-13-
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terrible struggling. China and Japan, therefore, cannot be the 

only nations to be blamed for the present Far Eastern disturbances. 

They are praying for the missionaries and their work in China. Their 

sympathy goes toward the suffering people both in China and Japan, 

and they are praying to the Heavenly Father that the hostilities may soon 

come to an end.

There is a Christian movement in Japan, initiated by the 

Honorable Daikichiro Tagawa, a Christian member of the Japanese Diet, 

to raise money to be used for reopening the Christian Mission Schools 

and Colleges in China, and the writer is praying for its success.

May God bless abundantly the American churches which have 

sent missionaries to Japan and China. The words of God which they 

have planted in the hearts of these two Oriental peoples can never 

be plucked out, and soon there will be the time when the children 

of God in both countries shall unitedly work for the salvation 

and welfare of all people in the Oriental countries.

In conclusion, I wish to thank you for the attention 

you have given to this letter, and to ask you to pray for the 

suffering people both in China and Japan.

Sincerely yours in the Lord,

P.S. Should you be able to give me an opportunity to address your church 
or any meeting on this subject, I will be very grateful for your 
kindness.

Kinya Okajima.

-14-
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JFtnst Wptist (Ühnrrk
REV. ERNEST H. SHANKS. Ph. D. 221 W.Cypress Ave.

Pastor Phone 17O-R LOMPOC. CALIFORNIA

J WARY 7. 1939.
I'r • K inya Oka j iina ,
4658 Lily Crest /vtnue, 
Los Angelesf California.
Dear Sir,—

I have received your communication under dte of December 20, 
1938, and apparently sent to baptist Ministers generally, making a defense 
of Japan’s invasion of China.

I am not a little surprised at your attempt to justify Japan’s con* 
duct of war against the Chinese people, and I am disappointed that you 
should do so under the claim of membership in a Baptist Church. It so ms 
to me that you wish to protect, yourself by advertisement of the fact of 
ohurch membership*

The most disappointing part of your letter is the absence of substan
tial proof of your assertions that Japan is engaged in a humanitarian war, 
for th« good of China. Your argument fron claims of prosperity in Manchukuo 
is rather ueside the question, 'the p aceful conditions at Poking do not in 
any manner support your claims of justifiable invasion.

That Japanese have loan excluded from other countries doos not form a 
lasis for war with China. You dite New Zealand as instance of such exclusion, 
a4 a time where there were bj^t three Japanese in the Islands, ’’lay bo you do 
not know that for years New Zealand has excluded ALL foreigners, except 
British, from settlement there.

You charge General Chiang Kai Shek and his wife, liadam Chiang of being 
Russian Communists, and give not the slightest proof of their being such, "hajl”General Chiang my have certain Conmunist units in his army does not prove 
that h«* is a Communist. You challenge his Christian faith, but give no 
reason for your challenge, beyond the fact that you cannot understand it. 
Perhaps you do not know all the facts.

I regret this bit of Japanese propaganda, and that it is assuredly put 
out by the claim of Baptist Church membership. fthat I would like to know 
is, Who paid the expons a of such an expensive trip as you made to ascertain 
the facts you record? What opportunity did you have or seek to have to get 
the other ' ide of the question? v’hat opportunity you had of getting the 
real {hets from the Christian missionaries who are in the thick of the war? 
What connection you have with the Japanese government? and who is back of 
the issuing of your statement?

No one can ever censure the writer as being unfriendly to the Japanses 
people, either in America or in Japan. I have always been an ardent supporte* 
of mis siens hero and there. I do not believe the Japanese Christians are 
happy over this war, or in sympathy with it.

I am replying to your communication, not for the purpose of argument, 
or to provoke a aeries of replies and prolonging a delate, but to let you 
know that I for one look upon your effort as unhappy and tatimelÿ, and al
together unfortunate, and I shall regret the day that American should back 
down and accept Japan’s New Policy in the Far East.

Most sincerely yours.
E. H. Shanks
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In reply refer to 
FE

My dear Dr. Shanks:

The reoelpt Is acknowledged of your letter of 

January 7, 1939, with whioh you enclose a communication 

addressed to you by Mr. Kinya Okajitna whioh purports to 

contain his opinions on the situation in the Fay East. 

You also enolose a copy of your reply to Mr. Okajlma.

I have read with interest your letter and the en

closures and due note has been made thereof.

I can assure you that your courtesy in making this 

material available to us, as well as your kind expres

sion of endorsement of action taken by the Department, 

is very much appreciated.

Sincerely yours,
Sunro ■W''-< '

Under Secretary

The Reverend 
. Ernest H. Shanks, Ph.D.,

J First Baptist Church,
CH 231 Wea* cypr®ss Avenue,

ja^ > Lompoc, California.

793.94/146 16 
F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased 
before being communi
cated to anyone (BR)

Secretary of State 1 'i'O i
'-u-u. I

FrOÆINGTAO VIA N..R

Dated January 18, 1939

7:45 a.m

Washington.
Z D#s^ofc

-I FAH AFT/JRS

16, January 18, 1 p.m.

There are reports of heavy Japanese troop movements

on railway and that decisive action against guerrilla 

in the heart of tobacco growing region will shortly be 

under way,

SOKOBIN

PEG
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Confidential

PARAP BRASS

A telegram (No. 13) of January 18, 1939, from the 

American Consul at Tsingtao reads substantially as 

follows:

It is reported that a large number of Japanese 

troops is being moved on the railway and that there will 

soon be in progress in the heart of the tobaoao growing 

area decisive action against guerrillas.

793.94/14617

1-18-39
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EDA TELEGRAM RECEIM ARTMENTOFSW .

EGAL ADVISER ]
JAN 20 '939 i

CHUNGKING VIA N'.R.
1—1336

Washington

Secretary of StatE

37, January 18

From .OatEd January 18, 1939

Received 7

The Chinese press here today publishes reports

undEr Nanchang hEadllnE of January 17 to thE EffEct

that thE JapanESE carriEd out two ai» raids on Kuling

on the afternoon of January 16. According to these

reports bombs were droppEd in the TEsidential SEction

of Kuling including thE vicinity of thE Government

Library and the American School without serious

material damage resulting. One foreigner of British
nationality is reported to have been injured

Embassy is without means of confirmation the
foregoing reports

Repeated to Peiping, Hankow, Shanghai

PECK
DDM

793.94/14618
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR

‘Tsingtao via N. R„
This t eleÿr’Sîn must be from 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated

It is reported that Japanese Special Military Mission

in Tsingtao will soon give way to an office of Japan’s Asia 

Affairs Board in all matters not relating to preservation
\

of public order, and that in matters'relating to the 

question of control of trade, as for example Shantung 

leaf tobacco marketing, the Board will have authority. 

Paraphrase to Tokyo by mail.

SOKOBIN

PEG
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 12) of January 10, 1939, from the 

American Consul at Tslngtao reads substantially as 

follows:

There are reports to the effect that within a short 

time an office of Japan’s Asia Affairs Board will take 

the place of the Japanese Special Military Mission in 

Tslngtao In regard to all questions not connected with 

the maintenance of public order and that the Board will 

have authority in regard to matters connected with the 

control of trade, such as marketing of Shantung leaf 

tobacco.

793.94/14619

’C.
EE :E(tC:JPS 
1-18-39
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see___ 894.00 P.R./152__________________ FOR________ # 3521

FROM  (___ G*** ) DATED Dec 20j_ 1938

TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese relations: developments, in summary, for the 
month of Nov#, 1938.

796»94/ 
14620
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(1) China.

(a) Military Operations.

With the accomplishment of the two immediate major ob

jectives, the capture of Hankow and Canton, during the month 

of October, Japanese military operations in China for the month 

of November were largely confined to what are considered to be 

preparatory operations, presumably for a further advance. At

tempts were made to consolidate recently occupied areas and 

strenuous efforts were exerted to "mop up" the guerrilla rem

nants within the occupied areas. The entire month represented 

a distinct lull in active military operations.

After the capture of Hankow, certain units of Japanese 

forces turned southward on the Hankow-Canton Railway and suc

ceeded in occupying Yochow on the 11th. The further objective 

was reported to be Nanchang. South of Teian, Japanese and 

Chinese forces continued to face one another along the Hsiushui 

River but hostilities were not particularly active. North of 

Hankow the Japanese forces carried out operations along the 

slope of the Tapieh Mountains and west of the railway in order 

to dispose of remnants of the Chinese forces which had been 

______________ ._______________________________________ surprised_____  
'* The Embassy’"s representations were forwarded to the Department 
with the following despatches which are listed in order to 
correspond with the above representations respectively: 
Embassy’s despatches No. 1112, Nov. 7; 1113, Nov. 7; 1114, 
Nov. 7; November 28, No. 1132.
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surprised and caught by the rapid Japanese movement up the 

Yangtze River.

In South China military operations were largely devoted 

to the consolidation of the hastily occupied areas around 

Canton and the ’’cleaning up” of remaining forces in the delta 

areas south of Canton.

In spite of many reports which indicate that a determined 

Japanese offensive was to be undertaken in Shensi the fighting 

in that area was of a desultory nature. During the month of 

November a considerable number of campaigns against guerrillas 

operating in the occupied areas was reported.

On November 11 General Moto-o Furusho, reportedly in ill 

health, was relieved as Supreme Commander of the South China 

forces by Lieutenant General Rikichi Ando.
(b) General.
With the possible exception of the military operations 

there were, of course, no relations between Japan and the 

recognized Government of China. However, Japan continued to 

announce plans for and to undertake various activities looking 

to the consolidation and development of Japan’s new position 

in the occupied areas. It was announced in the latter part of 

October that the formal inauguration of the official companies 

for China was to take place on November 7.*  The inaugural meet

ing was held as scheduled and activities for the effecting of 

Japan's plans with regard to economic reconstruction and ex

ploitation of China were officially begun.**  The activities 

of these companies will undoubtedly, in the first instance, be 

directed toward harbor, communication, transportation and public 

utility facilities. At the same time wherever possible, prepara

tion will be made for the exploitation of natural resources. 

As has already been reported, several subsidiary companies, 

such

* Embassy’s despatch No, 3414, November 4, 1938.
**Embassy’s despatch No. 3504, December 3, 1938.
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such as the North China Telephone and Telegraph Company- the 

Central China Telecommunications Company, and the Kachuo 

Electric Industry Company, hove been formed and are function

ing in Cnliis. at the present time.

There was considerable talk concerning the formation of 

the projected "economic bloc" comprising Japan, "Manchukuo" 

and China. An economic conference was held in Tokyo concern

ing this subject. Leading officials and businessmen in finan

cial, trade, and transportation circles took part. The Tokyo 

Conference ended on November 22. Other similar conferences were 

scheduled to be held shortly thereafter in Osaka end Moji.

It was reported on November 20 that Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka, 

President of the South Manchuria Railway Company, is soon to 

resign that position and to become the highest adviser to a new 

Central Government which is to be established in China. Nego

tiations undoubtedly under Japanese tutelage were held during 

the month of November between the Nanking and Peiping temporary 

Governments but no successful conclusions were forthcoming.

Various articles and newspaper stories appearing from time 

to time seem to indicate that Japan has not yet been able to 

formulate detailed and concrete plans for the exploitation of 

China and the formation of the new "economic bloc". It appears 

that even the Japanese themselves are not yet aware of the 

extent to which they can establish a new economic system in 

East Asia and that the details of their plans have not yet been 

settled.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR GRAY

From Peiping via N. R

Secretary of State

Dated January 19, 1939
Rec’i 7:45 a.m.y'Jh^ 

| -j —(fir?’O / TM Division of '

.Ÿ
v.'a shing ton

37, January 19, 4 p.m.

As a further factor in economic cooperation between

Japan and the occupied areas, announcement is made in the

local press of the forthcoming inauguration of an East

Asia Economic Union in which Chinese and Japanese commercial

and financial organizations will participate as well as

representatives of the provisional and reformed ’’governments

and the Japanese military. The purpose of the organization

will be the exchange of economic and financial information

through meetings such as were held in Tokyo, Osaka and

Hsinking last year and it is reported that offices of the

organization will be established in Japan (Tokyo, Osaka

and Kyushu), "Manchukuo" (in north and south Manchuria and 

Dairen), China (Peiping, Shanghai and Canton) and Mongolia

(Kalgan)
Repeated to Chungking, Shanghai. Mail text to Tientsin

Canton, Dairen, Tokyo and Mukden»

RR ;WC LOCKHART
co

793.94/
I 462

f 
F/FG

. 93 °
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OF.FnRI OF STATE J 
*auw.tw«r..- -,

Geneva

Secretary of State, 

Washington,

n . , t , 18. 1939Dated January 1°/

10:30 p.m»

17, 10 p.m. //¥ C /

'AN 1 9 193!
Department oi S

Dœision of '
FAB MBH AFFAIRS

10, January 18, 11 p.m.

My telegram No. 8, January

Strictly Confidential. I was informed in strict 
confidence by a member of the Chinese delegation that 

the Chinese delegation presented the following draft 

resolution to a secret session of a Council Subcommittee

this afternoon which consisted of France, Great Èritain,

Yugoslavia, U.S«S*R., China with Munters (Latvian) as

93.94/
I 462

President: 1
.;f?V '

(SPECIAL GRAY) "Part one. The Council. 
r-i

Referring to its report adopted on September 30,. 193ÎJ 

relating to the appeal of the Chinese Government^ \
?! .©

Recalling the terms of the resolutions adopted by 
the Assembly on October 6, 1937 and by the Council on

February 2 and on May 14, 1938, notably those of the

Assembly resolution of October 6, 1937 which expresses 
its moral support for China, and recommends that members 2^ 

of the League should refrain from taking any action which

might

<
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-2* #10, January 18, 11 p.m., from Geneva. .

might have the Effect of weakening China’s power of 

resistance and thus of increasing her difficulties in 
the present conflict, and should also consider how far they 

can {fiO extend aifd to China.

Having heard the statement of the Chinese representative 

in regard to the present situation in the Far East, and 

outlining certain proposals of the Chinese Government.
Taking note of the fact that a number of states 

have been taking individual action in aiding China* 

Invites the member states, particularly those 

directly concerned in the Far East, to institute a committee 

for the study and coordination of effective measures 

respectively of aid to China and of pressure against the 

aggressor, including the following*

One* . Economic and financial assistance to China • 

for certain purposes including the development of 

the Southwestern Provinces of China and the relief of 

Chinese refugees.

Two. Removal of restrictions prejudicial to the 

transport and transit of arms, munitions, or other war 

materials destined for China. .

Three, Embargo on arms, munitions, aeroplanes, 

petroleum, iron and other materials essential for 

Japanese war purposes; and

Four. •
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Four, Prohibiting of the importation of goods or 

products of Japanese origin or manufacture.

PART TWO. The Council.

Recalling the terms and principles of the Nine 

Power Treaty and of other international agreements to 

which a number of states, including China and Japan, 

are parties;

Reaffirming the principle of the sanctity of 

treat!es ;

Taking note of the statement of the Chinese 

representative in which he referred to the American note 

of December 31, 1938, and the British note of January 14, 

1939, which the two governments respectively addressed to 

the Japanese Government:

(a) Repudiating Japan*s claim to establish a 

"new order" in the Far East;

(b) • Confirming the fact

that the Nine Power Treaty constitutes "an arrangement 

for safeguarding, for the benefit of all, the correlated 

principles on the one hand of national integrity and 

on the other hand of equality of economic opportunity";

(c) Stating the intention "to adhere to the principles 

of the Nine Power Treaty":

Declares that the claims of the Japanese Government

to
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-4- #10, January 18, 11 p.m., from Geneva.

to establish a new order in the Far East prejudicial to 

the national sovereignty and territorial integrity of 

China and to the equality of opportunity of all nations 

in commerce and industry are incompatible with the 

principles of the Nine Power Treaty of Washington and 

other international instruments to which Japan is a 

party, and also detrimental to the general interests of 

peace." (END SPECIAL GRAY)

My informant stated that British and French opposed 

part one of the draft particularly proposal for committee 

and points three and four. They appeared, however 

prepared to accept a reiteration of the recommendation of 

the council of February 2, 1938, with the omission, 

however, of any reference to "consulting with other 

similarly interested powers."

British and French also rewriting part two as a 

whole. They specifically objected to reference to 

American and British notes on grounds that this would 

embarrass American Government and might prejudice current 

diplomatic negotiations (French note to Japan was said 

to be on its way).

Subcommittee meets tomorrow at 3 o’clock further 

to consider the entire matter.

BUGKNELL

HPD:WWC
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A portion of this message------_
must be closely paraphrased 
before beingæHjommunicated to 
anyone. (C) From

Dated January 19. 1939

Rec’d 5/p

11, January

Vrashingt
department di

Secretary of
DIVISION Df 

tat&'hût'WN AifAihi

m.

My telegram No anuary

e/! 2 0 1939
l. ôt

18, 11 p, m.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

A member of the Chinese delegation has informed me in 

strict confidence that the Council Subcommitte adopted the 

following resolution in secret session this afternoon:

(GRAY) "The Council referring to its report adopted 

on September 30, 1938, relating to the appeal of the Chinese 

Gov eminent;

Recalling the resolutions adopted by the Assembly of 

October 6, 1937, and by the Council of February 2 and on 

May 14, 1938;
cb

Recalling notably the terms of the Assembly resolution- 

of October 6, 1937, which expresses its moral support for GO co 
China, and recommends that members of the League should re»- 

frain from taking any action which might have the effect of

weakening China’s power of resistance and thus of increasing 

her difficulties in the present conflict, and should also 

consider how far they can individually extend aid to China; 

and the terms of the resolution of February 2, 1938, which

express es
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expresses the Councilts confidence that those states 

represented on the Council for whom the situation is of 

special interest will lose no opportunity of examining 

in consultation with other similarly interested powers, 

the feasibility of any further steps which may contribute 

to a just settlement of the conflict in the Far East;

Having heard the statement of the Chinese representa

tive in regard to the present situation in the Far East 

in which he rejected Japanese pretentions to the establish

ment of a new order in Eastern Asia, and outlined certain 

proposals of the Chinese Government;

Taking note of the fact that a number of states have 

been taking individual action in aiding China;

Invites the member states, particularly those directly 

concerned in the Far East, in consultation with other 

similarly interested powers should this appear appropriate, 

to examine the proposals made in the statement of the 

representative of China before the Council on January 17th 

1939^ for the taking of effective measuresj especially 

measures of aid to China”; (END GRAY)

This resolution will probably be presented to a full 

meeting of the Council tomorrow morning;

My informant stated that in the last paragraph in 

the reference to consultation the phrase "should this

appear
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appear appropriate" was designed to avoid any embarrass

ment to the American Government. A member of the 

Yugoslav delegation in speaking of the meeting this 

afternoon said that the revision of the original draft 

resolution had been accomplished in order not to pre

judice "current diplomatic negotiations between Great 

Britain, France and the United States".

BUCKNELL

HPD
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TJEiï JAN 141939

a-s Dl^et of XnfomNtftaUlao-JapcnsM SltmtlcS3®j£NI <0=2*
December 30, 1838 - January 13, ItoF

SKJÏK» situation Utsp does not fecaoapcLny this report. FAR EÂSlERH AITMBS 1
'AN 1 3 1939
bp;îrfment of

.qpKHAnw

a. <hilc no large-scale operations have been undertaken by either 
the ''hit»»* or Japanese, the Intensity of fiqhtlng has Increased sons- 
what In the pest fortnight.

b. The Japanese have enbariœd on a rather lawwamls expedition 
In Matora Shansi, Mined at clearing out Chinese forces oast of ths 
Yellow River and between ths Fen and Lishihahul hivers, üood progress 
has been wade a^ninet rather stiff ChlnoM reaistance, but the entire 
arsa has not yet bean cleared. This operation san ho interpreted 
either as a prelude to a later offensive against Yonsa, capital of the 
so-oallod (iomnunlst gowrcnent, or it ean be regarded as sosenttally 
a police MMtsure, designed to push the organised <s{uerTllla bases across 
ths Yellow River. Chinese Military circles are still expecting a 
largamseals Japanese offensive in the Jtorthwest, «toed at ?>l*n, Yonan 
and perhaps Lanchow.

c. On January 8 the Chinese launched a local offensive against 
Hangchow, long a quiet sector. The attack teens to have been repulsed, 
with considerable looses on both sides.

d. It is turn believed that Japanese Mopping*^ activities to 
the north of Hankow haw required non non and munitions than was first 
appreciated. The Japanese haw just announced the consolidation of 
their hold in this arsa and olein significantly few Chinese losses.

& C. The guerrilla situation has continued substantially unchanged. 
Ont ha night of January 11-lh, guerrillas executed a spectacular raid 
against the ’bipiatf-Tiantsin Railway, about half way between the cities 
named. B» Mae was out and truffle interrupted for over a day. 
forme employed was said to eonslst of about 800 cavalry, probably a ■ 2 
résinent. The Moral effect of this snail operation obviously eineedc^ 
aHqr Material remits obtained. -•<

%•

a. On December SI, 0. 0. Anbassador Orow presented a lengthy nets 
to the Japanese Oowraaeat la rejoinder to the Japanese note of Mown» 
bur IB. The note bluntly reiterated the assertion that Japanese
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disorinlnation against third-power Interests in China continues sad 
sloass with a reservation of "oil rights of the Unltad states «• they 
•rist" and a refusal to "give assent to any Inpaintont of any of those 
rights.” in its body the note refused to consider the Japanese thesis 
of a "nee order la Asia,'* holding that the so-called •now order* was 
primarily the moult of Japanese unilateral and arbitrary action and 
that ample provisions am available la «misting treaties and agreements 
for the pnaoabls and orderly recognition of changed conditions la 
China. The note ms made public by the Vnlt»d ‘states OoverasMnt on 
the day of delivery.

The Japanese •-♦ovemaent has made as yet no reply to the note, 
however, on Jtuamxy 1 Foreign Minister Arita in a Mew Tear noaeagn to 
the nation reaffirmed the "new order, * thanked Germany and Italy tar 
understanding Japan's position and criticised those powers (by Infer
ence üreat Britain and the United Staten) who have adopted "policies 
of open assistance to ths Nationalist Government of -hlna* and who 
"are trying to readjust the w situation erected by the hostilities 
on the basis of anachnmistic ideas."

b. On January ID the "United Council of the Covomaaont of the No- 
publiu of china" issued a public statement in Piping repudiating the 
United States and British loans to the Chinese Control Oowrenent. This 
obvious stop same later than was expratad. It is of interest chiefly 
as indicating a comparative increase in the praMnenre of the "United 
Council."

o« On January 10, aorardlng to a Doral dispatch from Moscow, the 
Soviet Oovoransnt amransod Its intention of putting up for public 
auction about February 1 the fishing lota o'f Siberia which previously 
had been allocated to Japan.

--- d. On January 8 Ihmgnry formally recognised "iianchukuo."
e. Shortly after the Now Year it woa disclosed that ‘»ang Ching- 

wei had telegraphed Chiang Kai-shek on December 88 that Premier Kbnoyo's 
statement of peace tarns, us published on December 81, was an adequate 
basis for pease negotiations and that negotiations should be initiated 
on that basis. *,<aag emphasised the prospective benefits of eliminating 
extraterritoriality and other foreign righto in China and made the 
stipulation that one essential peint necessarily must be the limitation 
of JspaBoso «nrrlBons in China to the Mongolian border. The préparais 
for économie cooperation and namberehip In the aati-i'’-aralutsrn bloc re
ceived Mi complete approval. Wang has been dlvoctad of Ms prats end 
honors and the "hlne«o National Ctovorarent han received a flood of oom- 
nunleatlcms oondwnlng bang sad pledging loyal erapport to the Chungking 
regime. Vang has been followed Into rails by a taw supporters, none of 
high rank or influeare. h'ellable reports indicate that certain Mdfr 
Chinese officials of doubttai loyalty are being watched closely but that 
no extensive reprisals or punitive Measures have been taken by the Chi
nese Qovernmnt.

I 'r- N F Ï D E N' T1 Z F
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f« On Jaiwary 4 J’wmler r^onoye of Japan renl#w>d «nA Baron 
Unman succeodad hin as m» Minister. The cabinet was remodeled. 
The nost significant changes «ara» the raslgnation of Flnanee Minister 
Iteda and /dniral ^uctsngn, Hana Minister, Equally sLcniflcaat waa 
the continuation In the cabinet of Goamral Itagetki end Admiral Tarai 
a» Ministère cf War end itavy, respectively, of Prines Zraoys hinself 
co Minister without L'ortfalio, and of representatives of the elyukai 
and Miaraito parties»
*• tWM.

a. The pronpt publication of the United states* note of Dooonber 
31 undoubtedly has b»en interpreted in Japanese official circles as a 
pressura measure, mphaoiselng our dissatisfaction with Japerase eon- 
duet in the Orient and with their replica to our protests*

b. nag vhiw*wol*s flight from «'.ungking obviously had boon 
carefully planned and natural? conaldarad. This has given rise to the 
report, believed to be well founded, thnt his cation had been coordln- 
atod with Prince .‘toney® * a pranounraütrat of itocenbar hfi, At the news of 
’■rag’s departure speculation occurred all over china as to whether he 
ram really deserting or whether ha factually ram hb authorised agent of 
Chiang Kai-shek and ths Central âovernramt, eoanissiraed to feel out 
the realities behind the Jepanera peace proposals, Lite lack of strong 
punitive moasuras against his followers gave saws color to this belief, 
However, informed opinion at present tends to believe that eng is not
ing for hinsalf and at noct a «rail personal faction. Ewralstent rumors 
circulate that a conférence st Hongkong inpends or is in progress be
tween ttoneral Doihara and eng Chiag-rai, Each of the two has been re
ported variously as being on route to Hongkong and as actually arriving 
there, but to date no confirmtion lias been received. The occur ranee 
of such a conferanee would bo reasonable regardless of Aether ’.rag’s 
status is that of an individual or of a representative,

«. ifban the honeys cabinet fell rad Baron Hiraawsa aoeedod to ths 
poet of I'rraiwr, the belief was widely current that the Japanese Govern- 
nental structure was about to bo raoast toward totalitarian!**, probably 
to the extent of abolishing political parties. This idea was founded 
on Hlroasara's known character, his long avowed obauvininn and his pre
vious advocacy of a one-party state. However, when i’rince Ksnoye ao- 
ocptod a portfolio, nhcn Admiral 3uetsu®a, hiamolf a ftra-outwr, was 
ousted, uad when representatives of the Esiyukai and klnaeito parties 
were included in the new cabinet, this belief began to wane, *Xt is now 
thought that HiraMMn*s regia» portrads a shift to the right but not to 
the extraira right. It is ostinstad that the fighting services, particu
larly the xnqr, are acre firstly entrenched in power and that the national 
Mobilisation Law will be put into effect wore completely, particularly 
those sections giving the Jovsnsraat power to direct and central iavest- 
nonts. This view is borne cut by tbs retention of t?ar Minister Xtagaki, 
probably the cabinet*s ’strong raa,« and the rasignatian of Finassa

' ■-Nr',lDPMTIAL
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Mialete» Xtoefte, «ta» long ta» b*oa eaeqclated with Jupes»so big buaiaees 
Xuoiaeutally Xkete'a fineroiel ahlU probably «111 be greatly Marot 
la the eonduot ef Japaromi Oovenroat. ’There eon be ao queetioa but 
that the robinet wrlele wa fundamentally attributable te the etvela 
or the wr aa Japea.

rnMHDENTIAL
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Secretary
Washington

of State

29, January 20

TOKYO
From

Dated January 20, 1939

Received 12 p.5 a.m,

■A/
■ f

10 a.m

Ision of \ 
JHlUiWS
2 0 133A !

à wy
One. A press despatch under New York datdiine of

January 17, discussing the significance of the return

to the United States of Ambassador Johnson, states
that the American Government will not modify its atti

tude of insistence on observance of the'Nine Power

Treaty; that the Government feels that nothing is to

be gained by continuing to send notes to Japan; and that
it will proceed toward considering ways and means to

apply Economic sanctions against that country. In the

latter connection, it is stated that the ultimate dE'

cision of the American Government will be largely

influenced by Johwson’s report on the capacity of

China to maintain resistance on the views of the

Chinese Government and on the morale of the Chinese

people
Two. Further despatches

03
published yesterday evening

and this morning state that Johnson called at die
Department

793.94/14625
 

F/FG
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EDA - 2 - #29, January 20, 10 a.m, from Tokyo

Department and sufcm.itted an optimistic report on 
conditions in China.

Cipher text by air mail to Peiping for repetition 
to Chungking.

GREW
CA
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NAME I—1127 ero

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese situation: developments, in summary, for the
month of Nov», 1938»
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3. Japan.

a. Military Position In Tsingtao.

As impressive as was the number of Japanese 

troops in Tsingtao in September and October before the 

Canton campaign was undertaken, equally impressive was 

the paucity of Japanese troops in Tsingtao in November. 

It may be said that the Japanese held this port with 

a mere handful of soldiers, one cruiser and a very 

small contingent of marines (Special Landing Party). 

The military occupation of Tsingtao in its outward 

aspect appears to have been reduced to a minimum. 

For the reduction of Japanese armed forces in Tsingtao 

reasons may possibly be found in (1) an increasing 

feeling...

♦See Tsingtao’s despatch no. 179 of February 17, 1937, 
file no. 610.22, subject: Semi-Official Participation 
in Peanut Trade of Tsingtao.
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fe el in g of confidence that there is little probabi

lity or even possibility of an attack on the city 

by any Chinese force of sufficient dimension to 

create a real threat; (2) the slowly but gradually 

widening area in Eastern Shantung which is being 

pacified if not directly by the Japanese, by Chinese 

mercenaries under the Japanese aegis and from which 

area guerrillas are removed; (3) Japanese realization 

that for a restoration of the fully normal economic 

life of the port a feeling of confidence must be 

inspired among the Chinese - a feeling which could 

hardly prevail so long as armed Japanese were present 

on all sides; (4) possible transfer of the Japanese 

troops from Tsingtao to points in western Shantung 

where there is still guerrilla activity, and pos

sibly transfer to other battle fronts elsewhere in 

China.

b. Recall of Head of Japanese Naval Mission. 

Some importance was attached to the recall 

of Captain Ishikawa, chief of the Japanese Naval Special 

Mission in Tsingtao. As head of this Mission captain 

Ishikawa was an important figure because of the action 

taken in controlling the trade and shipping of the 

port. It was reported in some circles that his trans

fer was not unconnected with the protests of the 

foreign powers, particularly the united States, against 

the interference with and restrictions on trade at 

Tsingtao. It was also rumored that Japanese merchants

were
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were likewise dissatisfied with the Mission’s acti

vities which had resulted in a deflection of trade 

from Tsingtao to Tientsin.

°* JaPhnese Premier’s proclamation 
in Tsingtao.

Considerable publicity was given in Tsing

tao to the Japanese premier’s statement of Novœber 3, 

1938. Large proclamations in Chinese were posted 

throughout the city and attention drawn to the state

ment in the press. Whatever the common people may 

feel, there is good reason to believe that the Chi

nese connected with the Tsingtao peace Maintenance 

Commission comprehend the meaning of the Premier’s 

reference to "a new order in the Far East”.

d. Free Entry period for Reconstruction 
Material's ÉxtendëcT.*'

The Japanese industrial and mining enter

prises which were destroyed by the Chinese authorities 

in December 1937 prior to the Chinese withdrawal from 

Tsingtao were also during the month to obtain a three 

month extension of the period of free entry for 

materials required for the reconstruction of those 

enterprises.* Free entry is granted upon certifica

tion by the Japanese consul general in Tsingtao that 

the materials are for the reconstruction of Japanese 

enterprises which have been destroyed, and applies 

to all materials regardless of origin so certified.

♦See Tsingtao’s telegram no. 25 of Nwvember 28, 10 a.m.
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It is understood that no abuse of this free entry- 

privilege has been detected.

e. Japanese plans for Cotton control 
in shantung.

A notable development during the month 

was the announcement that plans were being formulated 

to control the distribution and the transportation of 

raw cotton produced in Shantung and North china gene

rally*. The plans wore deemed necessary by the 

Japanese to secure an equitable distribution for the 

Japanese spinning mills in Tiontsin, Tsingtao, Shanghai 

and in Japan. Because of the destruction of Chinese 

cotton mills and because of reduced spindlage in the 

Japanese mills as a result of destruction in Shanghai 

and Tsingtao, principally at the latter port, evon 

allowing for the reduction in the 1938 crop, supplies 

of cotton for the Japanese mills in China would not 

be greatly deficient were it not for the requirements 

of the mills in Japan. However, a shortage has re

sulted with the effect of raising rat? cotton prices 

by almost fifty per cent compared with the prices 

obtaining here early tn summer.
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2. Japan:

(a) <.military Situation.

There was no change in the Biilitary witu&Lion dur

ing the .uontti. The Japaneae and vbiueee troops support

ing the . rcvi.5i.onal Government continued to hold dhefuo, 

eihaiwei, Hxohan and Lluplng. Ko guerrilla attacks on 

GacCoo took place during the month, probably due to the 

feet thst there vms fighting between the guerrillas and 

ontpeets have beer. established at Rushan end L'nplng.

(b)

- 9 -

(b) Dissension in Guerrilla Camp.

around Tengohowfu the Chinese guerrillas operating 

against the Japanese have been fighting among themselves. 

Dissension broke out on October 21 and continued up until 

November Ô with the city array of Teagohow besieged by so- 

called Invaders or outsiders. The city army is part of 

the Tighth Toute .\rmy said io be in control of i'engohow 

and the hsien to the west of Tengehow. The invaders are 

believed to have bean acting under the orders of the 

governor appointed by the Central Government. /* truce 

was reached after some fifteen days fighting under which 

both sides agreed to retreat fr<® Tengohow after vthich 

the invading army was permitted to enter Tengchow.
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore b eing‘“communicated 
to anyone

Chungking via N. R

ec’d 7 a*m*

Secretary of State

Washington

Dated January 20, 1939

44, January 20, 9 a.m

CONFIDENTIAL

In conversations with foreign military observers 

the Embassy has been Impressed with their feeling that 

the Chinese soldier can hardly be surpassed for heroic 

endurance of hardship and suffering^ indifference to 

danger and loyal obedience to orders but that Chinese 

officers, especially those in the higher ranks,

lack both. enterprise and cooperative qualities.

Such observers find deplorable absence of organization 

and coordination even in the air service which at present 

has the most important duties to perform of any branch.

On the other hand the newly arrived French Military

Attache has informed me that whereas the French authorities 

in Indo China told him that the Chinese Government was in

a chaotic condition bordering on anarchy he had been ,s^
1*^

agreeably surprised to find them organized and operating 

efficiently.

End Section One. Repeated to Peiping.

793.94/14628
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fore be:ing communicated Dated January 20, 1939
to anyonh-rCBr.) From

Ree*d, 7 a,m.

Secretary of State

Washingt on

44, January 20, 9 a.m. (SECTION TWO) *
TgVHa— !

.While he felt discouraged at the lack of (?)work in 
the Chinese military set up and as do other military 

attaches, the strange reluctance of high Chinese military 

authorities to permit any foreign insight into their 

military operations and methods, he felt that the Chinese 

cause was by no itears hopeless because of his conviction 

that the Japanese are beginning to feel exhaustion after 

their enormous efforts, and that while they are approach

ing within measureable distance of depletion of available 

man power Chinese human resources are practically unlimited 

He had found Chinese soldiers as far as he had observed 

them well instructed and well equipped while ammunition 

appeared abundant for an indefinite period.

Repeated to Peiping. (END OF MESSAGE)

PECK

DDM:PEG
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (Ho. 44) of January 20, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows:

Foreign military observers find that, even in the 

Chinese air service which has the most important duties 

to perform of any branch at the present time, coordina

tion and organization are lacking to a deplorable extent. 

The Embassy has been led to feel in conversations with 

these observers that, although Chinese military officers, 

especially the higher ranking ones, lack the qualities of 
\ 

cooperativeness and enterprise, the common soldiers could 

scarcely be excelled for indifference to danger, loyal 

obedience to orders, and heroic endurance of suffering 

add hardship.

The French Military Attaché who has just arrived in 

Chungking has on the other hand Informed the Embassy 

that he has been pleasantly surprised to find the Chinese 

Government organized and carrying on in an efficient man

ner as he had been Informed by the French authorities in 

Indochina that a condition of chaos, almost of anarchy, 

existed in the Chinese Government. As far as the French 

Military Attaché had observed, there was plenty of 

ammunition to last for an indefinite length of time and 

the
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the Chinese soldiers were well equipped and well instruc

ted. The lact of (?) work in the setup of the Chinese 

military organization discouraged him. He was discouraged

also, as other military attachés are, on account of the

peculiar unwillingness of the high ranking Chinese mili-

tary to allow any insight by foreigners into their mili

tary methods and operations. Nevertheless, he did not

look upon China*s cause as hopeless by any means on ao-

count of his belief that after their stupendous efforts

the Japanese

although

tance of

are beginning to feel exhausted and that 

Japanese are oom)ng within measurable dis- 

exhaustion of usable man power there is practically

the

no limit to Chinese man power.

793.94/14628
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^71

Î COPIES SENT TO j 
i O.N.L AND MJ.D ’

Geneva

^Hz

Dated J uary 20, lggg—J

Secretary of State

Rec’d

Washington

13, January 20, 4 p.m

FAfi £ASf.fc!^
2 119T

Department tiiij;

AFÎAIHS 'J /2>

My telegram

The Council

draft resolution

No. 11> January 19, 6 p.m

in public session today adopted the 

concerning the Chinese appeal with a 

few unimportant changes in phrasing

New Zealand representative while regretting the 

793.94/14629

weakness of the draft resolution accepted it since it 

was at least a slight advance on previous resolutions.

Russian delegate associated himself with the 

request made by China; reaffirmed the readiness of his 

Government to participate in any measures taken by the 

League to assure the collective security which had been 
■ri 

so much disparaged and said that the draft resolution© 

while it did not go far enough, nevertheless, presented H 
to 

a certain amount of progress, ■£?

British representative expressed his sympathy for 
the sufferings of the Chinese people and said that the M 

British Government desired to come to the aid of the 2
£m 

Chinese Government to the greatest possible extent. 
Since
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Since last September his Government had been studying 

sympathetically certain requests from China for 

economic assistance and there was a prospect of some 

satisfaction being given to China. He hoped that peace 

and order would be restored in China and his Government 

would neglect no opportunity of collaborating to this 

end.

Wellington Koo thanked the members of the Council 

for their expressions of sympathy to his country; said 

that it was not necessary again to stress the fact 

tnat a scrupulous respect for treaty obligations and 

the observance of good faith are recognized as funda

mental principles in international relations; stated 

that the Japanese attempt to nullify principles of the 

Nine Power Treaty has just been met with the stern dis

approval of the three Governments directly interested 

in the Far East as well as with China's determined re- 
♦ 

jection and resistance and that the Council would have 

been well within its competence if it had availed itself 

of the opportunity to pronounce once more against such 

unwarranted action on the part of Japan. His Govern

ment earnestly hoped that the requests presented by 

him last Tuesday will in conformity with the resolu

tions before the Council be sympathetically examined 
and
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and promptly given a satisfactory response. Saying 

that his acceptance of the resolution was subject to 

the reservation that the Council remains seized of 

the appeal of theChinese Government he said: "it must 

be clear by now after a year and a half of China’s 

determined resistance with its untold sufferings and 

sacrifices for the Chinese people that the victory of 

the Chinese cause will mean at once the salvage of the 

rights and interests of the countries directly concern» 
ed in the Far East on the on^hand and on th^other the 

vindication of the^rinciples of security in peace and 

progress in order/the world.

CSB BUOKNELL
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This message must be 
closely paraphrased 
before being communi
cated to anyone, (br)

Canton via N.R

Secretary of State /■

Washington
"C..

13, January 20, 6 p.m,

CONFIDENTIAL

5366

Dated January 20, 1939

Rec’d 9 :30 p,m

■si.;-.».
Vision of *1- 
IsSTMH AFFAIRS

2 3 1939^1

Reference is made to my despatch .number 4, 1
6,73. ôûl/f 03.

December 30 and my telegram No. 6,xJanuary 5, 6 p.m.

Information given me in confidence this morning by

my British colleague was to the effect that, acting

under instructions from his Government, he informed

the Japanese Consul Ge neral on January 17 that Japanese

transports flying the commercial flag and the transport

pennant will be permitted in moderate numbers, upon

giving 48 hours notice, to call at Hong Kong for the

landing and taking on of passengers subject to the

customary requirement for pa,

Et cetera

Although not made as a contingent concession

believed that the changed attitude on the part

it 
Oil 
«T-,

Of

the British will greatly enhance the prospects of an

early settlement desired by the British) of the

matter of the operation of fairly frequest passenger 
service

«

793.94/14630
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/FG
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2 ~ 13, January 20, 6 p,m., from Canton»

service by commercial vessels between the two ports 

pending opening of the river to general commercial 
traffic. The Japanese Consul General has suggested 

as the bisis for the operation of such a service a 

ratio of one call of a British vessel at Canton to 

two calls of the Japanese transports at Hong Kong. 
No Japanese transports have thus far called in Hong 
Kong. By special agreement a British passenger ship / 
came to Canton January 11 and returned to Hong Kong 

17th. y
The Japanese Consul General according to my 

British informant is prepared to discuss opening of 

rail communications to Hong Kong provided a suitable 
formula (which will not prejudice the Japanese stand 

toward operation of railways elsewhere in China) can 

be found and exploratory conversations are expected 

to take place shortly. This change in the Japanese 

attitude (which has opposed early resumption of 

traffic on the Kowloon Canton railroad) may have been 

induced by realization that the line could be used 
for many months only fdr^trafflc due to demolition of 

bridges.
Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Shanghai. Shanghai 

please repeat to Embassy at Tokyo.

CSB MYERS
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Canton via N.R^Z
Dated Januar^^O, 1939

Rec’d 9:30/p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

13, January 20, 6 p.m<

CONFIDENTIAL.

Reference is made

30 and my telegran No

to m;

6. AJi

^despatch number 4, December 
to o a,/ <->3 
anuar y 5, 6 p. m. Information

given me in confidence ils morning by (?) (?) acting

under instructions frZm his Government he informed the
Japanese Consul General on January 17 that Japanese

transports flyins' the commercial flag and the transport
pennant will bZ permitted in moderate numbers, upon giving

793,94/14630

48 hours not. ce, to call at Hong Kong for the landing and
taking ony6f passengers subject to the customary require1 

ment foy passports, passenger lists, et cetera

though not made as a contingent concession it is 

beLieved that the changed attitude on the part of the 
^/itish will greatly enhance the prospects of an earljsr 

settlement (as desired by the British) of the matter ôf E 

the operation of fairly frequent passenger service by oà 

commercial vessels between the two ports pending opening 

of the river to general commercial traffic. The Japanese

Consul
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ML -2- Canton via N.R. Jan.20,1939 9:30 p»m/#13 

/
/■

Consul General has suggested, as the ba/îs for the 

operation of such a services a ratic/of one call of a 

'British vessel at Canton to two cXlls of the Japanese 
transports at Hong Kong. No JySanese transports have 

thus far called, in Hong Kongy^ By special agreement a 
British passenger ship canj/ to Canton January 11 and. 

returned, to Hong Kong 17/h.
./

The Japanese Constil General according to my British 

informant is préparai to discuss opening of rail commu- 
/

nications to Hongkong provided a suitable formula (which 

will not prejudice the Japanese stand toward operation of 

railways elsewhere in China) can be found and exploratory 

conversations are expected to take place shortly. This 
change ip'the Japanese attitude (which has opposed early 

resumption of traffic on the Kowloon Canton railroad) 

may have been induced by realization that the line «ould 

be used for many months only for traffic due to demoli

tion of (<*■).
Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Shanghai. Shanghai 

please repeat to Embassy at Tokyo,

MYERS

CSB

(«•) omission
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 13) of January 20, 1939,

American Consul General at Canton reads substantially 

as follows:

If an agreeable formula can be found, that is, one 

which will not be prejudicial to Japan’s attitude con

cerning operation of other railways in China, the Japanese 

Consul General is ready to talk over the matter of open

ing up railway communications between Canton and Hong 

Kong, according to Information received from the British 

consular representative at Canton. It Is anticipated 

that within a short time exploratory discussions will 

begin. Early opening of the Kowloon Canton Railway has 

been opposed by the Japanese and the change in their 

attitude may have been brought about by realization that 

on account of destruction of bridges it would be many 

months before the railway could be used for other than 

passenger traffic.

On January 11 a British passenger vessel came, by 

special agreement, to Canton, returning on January 17 

to Hong Kong. On January 20 the American Consul General 

was informed confidentially by his British colleague 

that on January 17 under instructions from the British 

Government he Informed his Japanese colleague that a 

moderate number of Japanese transports will be allowed 

to call at Hong Kong in order to land and take on

passengers
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passengers. These transports will be subject to the usual 

requirements for passenger lists, passports, et cetera, 

must give forty-eight hours notice of their arrival, and 

must fly the transport pennant and the commercial flag. 

So far no Japanese transports have called at Hong Kong. 

It is thought that the chances of an early settlement, 

which the British desire, of the matter of rather frequent 

commercial ship passenger service between Canton and Hong 

Kong, pending the opening to general commercial service 

of the Pearl Hiver, will be much improved by the change 

in the British attitude. However, permission for Japanese 

transports to call at Hong Kong was not made contingent 

on an early settlement of this matter, a ratio of one 

call at Canton of a British ship to two calls at Hong 

Kong of Japanese transports has been suggested by the 

Japanese Consul General as the basis for the operation 

of commercial vessel service between the two ports.

F.W. 793.94/14630
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The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to report that the press in Siam 

continue to carry accounts, apparently originating in 

Japan, of unfriendly behavior of the French authorities 

towards Japanese. There has been much comment* on the 

recent disappearance of a Japanese Consular official 
'-t

Haiphong who is said to have been kidnapped by Chinese 0, 

bandits on French territory close to the Chinese'-Indo-S Fj 

China border. Other items in the press have stated 

that Japanese have been detained by the _rench police 

illegally

793.94/1463 
1 

F/FG
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illegally on espionage charges in Indochina.

The French Minister here, and to a certain extent 

the British Minister also, is inclined to believe that 

these reports forecast certain aggressive action on the 

part of the Japanese in south China. The Japanese are 

said to be incensed because of the alleged munitions 

traffic through Haiphong and up the railway to Yunnan, 

which is about the only Chinese means of ready access 

to the outside world that is not controlled by the 

Japanese. Some observers with whom I have talked are 

of the opinion that the Japanese may very well be con

templating seizure of the Yunnan railway, even at the 

risk of violating French territory if necessary or ex- 

pedient to attain their ends.

The Legation has no means of ascertaining the truth 

of these rumors or apprehensions, but I venture to re

port their currency. I am convinced that the Siamese 

are in no way concerned in the matter and desire only 

to continue their neutral policy.

Respectfully yours,

Edwin L. Seville 
Amer i c an Mini s t er

711

ELN/tse

Copy to Tokyo. <

Copy to Saigon.
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(This BiB-swugE must be Tientsin via N.R.
closely paraphrased From

before being communi- Dated January 21, 1939
cated to anyone, Br.)/> [)

5 p.m.,
| CpPIfol 7\* û

Secretary of State 5b?di | VnJfsitno/^i_

Washington. u ' W (71 2 3 1939^

January 21, noon.

Usually veil-informed source reports as follows:

Between December 15 and January 15 five divisions of

Japanese troops approximating 60,000 men left North

China for Manchuria, which is interpreted as counter- 
\

move a_,ainst Russians who are reported to have sent 

into Mongolia 120,000 Russian troops consisting of 

three divisions of infantry two of cavalry and three 

artillery, mechanized and aviation divisions.

Since January 15 9,000 Japanese troops have de

parted from North China for Manchuria and have been 

repaie, rd by a like number from the same source.
Sent to Peiping, repeated to Chungking.

CALDWELL
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Confidential

PARAPH RASK

A telegram of January 21, 1939, from the American 

Consul at Tientsin reads substantially as follows:

Kiva divisions of Japanese troops (about 80,000 

men) went to Manchuria from north China between Decem

ber 15 and January 15. This is looked upon as a 

counter move against the Russians who, it is said, have 

sent 120,000 Russian troops into Mongolia. These Rus

sian troops were comprised of three mechanized, aviation 

and artillery divisions, three divisions of infantry, 

and two divisions of cavalry. 9,000 Japanese troops 

have gone to Manchuria from north China since January 

15 and their place has been taken by the same number 

of troops from Manchuria. The above information has been 

received from a source which is usually well informed.

793.94/14632

1-23-39
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Tsingtao via N.R.

From Undated^
1—1336

"2, January 18, 3 p.m. It is reported that

Chowting, pro-Japanese magistrate of Licheng County 

in which Tsinanfu is situated, on January 14th led 

a detachment of over 100 police and volunteers against 

an unknown number of guerrillas under the legitimate 

magistrate Heh Kia Hua encamped in the hills about 

two miles from this consulate. Information from two 

independent sources indicates that the detachment was 

practically annihilated, on the following, day (Thou* and 
about ten of his followers having escaped and re

turned to Tsinanfu. Japanese army units equipped witht 
tanks and airplanes were then despatched to the sc£hE£l 

and severe fighting is said to have ensued. The 

results of the engagement are unknown and will not, 

of course, be made public unless favorable to the 

Japanese forces.

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking, by mail to 

Tsingtao. Hawthorne. SOKOBIN



-4
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EDA

From

PLAIN

A >
V

COPIES SENT TO j 
OAI A'

Secretary of State
Washington

1, January 23 <

Dated January 23, 1939
SWATOW VIA N.R

Frequent visits of Japanese seaplane to Swatow and
vicinity January twentieth through twenty second

At Chaochowfu on twenty first two bombs on bridge killed
four and wounded nine and same day at Kityang four
bombs near bus station, slight damage, no casualties

793.94/ 
I 4635

Twenty second plane scouted Swatow, dropped two bombs
on railway near Swatow, no damage nor casualties at
Kityang two bombs killed two persons'and plane machine'
gunned junks in river and proceeded Chaochowfu machine-
gunning pottery factory, no casualties reported

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping

YOUNG

DDM

-n

0
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REGARDING: Sino-\Iapanese situation: developments during month of Nov».
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79d.94/ 
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FRG»



(b) Relation» with Japan.
1. Military Activity.

Thera were no military activities of 
significance in this Consular district during the 
month of November. Japanese planes were seen only 
three times during the month and bombs were dropped 
on the mainland on two of these occasions. it is 
believed that little» if any» damage was caused by 
those bombings. Amoy batteries shelled the mainland 
occasionally during the month and machine gun fire 
was heard frequently at night. There was no indication 
that the Japanese naval forces desired further ter
ritorial occupation in this district, nor did Chinese 
forces seem inclined to disturb the status quo.

2. Amoy now called Naval Base.
According to the Japanese controlled "Fukien 

Daily News**, from November 14th, Japanese naval forces 
in Amoy will be called the Amoy Japanese Naval Base 
Forces.
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3. Amoy Lottery.

Due to complaint# made against tea hmdllng 

of the .mo y Revival Lottery, this lottery we a suspended 

pending its reorganisation. The next draw is advertised 

for January 16, 1939. The suspended lottery adminis- 

tration disclaimed any dishonesty in the handling of 

the lottery and stated that the drawing was done by 

blind sen and young children. As stated in a previous 

report, lottery receipts not paid out as prises were 

to be used to help pay Amoy Administration costs.

4. Gangsters in Kulangsu - Trade Between the 
Chinese Mainlandend Kulangsu.

As stated in previous politleal reports, 

a certain amount of trade was carried on between 

the Chinese mainland in Amoy Harbor and a point on 

Kulangau Island known as Kong Tai 0a. This trade 

was soon controlled by Formosans, who also acted as 

intelligence agente for the Japanese Consulate General, 

and by Chinese followers. All goods were direoted 

by this gang to shops in Kulangsu who made large 

profits and paid high tribute. a rival gang appearet 

from Amoy and a fight occurred in Kulangau. The 

Kulangsu polios arrested and imprisoned five participants 

in this fight, and it developed that three of them 

were claimed by a representative of the Japanese 

Military Office in Amoy, and the other two by a member 

of the staff of the Japanese Consulate General. These 

men were released on promise of keeping the peace in 

future. However, the Illegal trade practices con

tinued, together with the gang war in ths Settlement.
Reports
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Report* war* Mad* to th* Japan*** Consul General and 
Senior Consul Mr. Uohlda, who denied that either the 

Japanese Nary or th* f*ao* Maintenance Committee were 
in any way involved. At a special Meeting of the 
Kulangsu Municipal Council on November nth, it wa* 
decided that step* should be taken without delay to 

•top all illegal trad* practices within th* Settlement. 
Following this decision the Settlement polio* inter
rupted a «hooting affray, making several arrest*. 
Th* illegal tax offio*, located near the point on 
Kulsngsu where Junk traffic wa* directed, was dosed 
and four person* who managed this offio* were turned 

over to the Japanese Consul General. All shops con
nected with the illegal ring were dosed and several 
arrests were mad* at these places.

The sequel to the above mentioned incident* 
has been the transfer of all these aetivitlss from
Kulangsu to patrol boats in the harbor along the line 
of Junk traffic. Roughly, 10JI of the value is levied 
on all produce coming from th* mainland to Kulangsu, 
which amounts to mor* than 110,000, local currency, 
a month.

Kulangsu >dl.ee
Japanese Sub-In spector and Con* table*.

Early in July, the Japanese Consul General 
in Amoy took up verbally with individual membar* of 
th* Consular Body the question of adding a Japanese 

sub-inspector mad nine Formosan or Japanese constables 

to th* Kulangsu police so that Japanese interests in
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the Settlement could be more adequately protected. 

The Consular Body acceded In principle to the plan 

and It was introduced as a measure before the Kulangau 

Municipal Council. Since several Chinese constables 

are due to retire, the Council felt that Japanese 

police could be added to the force. a draft sotting 

forth the Council’s requirements and a salary scale 

was submitted to Mr. Uchida, who countered with a 

draft of hie own terms for the addition of one sub- 
inspector, two detectives and nine police, which 

would increase the Council’s police budget from 

tSB,000 to t75,000, local currency, for the first 

year. In subsequent years it would increase. The 

Council replied that, in view of financial stringsncy, 

it could not entertain the Japanese demands and 

suggested that the matter be placed before the rate

payers. Mr. Uchida then stated that if the Japanese 

staff was not added to the Settlement police, it might 
become necessary to evacuate all Japanese subjects 

from Kulangau to Amoy, or take over the settlement 

with a Japanese landing force. The Council’s com
mittee suggested that ho embody his demands in a 

letter to the Kulangau Municipal Council.
•• Amoy Rehabilitation Committee Popart*« 

A local Japanese newspaper stated in its 

issue of November 18th, that several officers of the 

puppet governments at Nanking and Shanghai had boon 

rushed to Amoy shortly after its occupation by the 

Japanese, for the purpose of organising a Peace 
Preservation
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Preservation Committee. These officers were known 

as the Rehabilitation Committee and since it is 

considered that this Committee has successfully 

launched a puppet government in Amoy, the various 

members have departed for Shanghai.

7. Amoy Finances.

The Finance Office of the Peace Preservation 

Committee has estimated that expenditures of the 

Committee in December will exceed tax receipts by 

*22,684, local currency. A deficit of *10,000 in 

November was mace up by tax receipts from a largo 

Importation by the British American Tobacco Company.

8. Property Tax.

The Peace Preservation Committee in Amoy 

Issued a proclamation on November 12th requiring all 

property owners to submit title deeds for examination 

and taxation within fifteen days. According to the 

proclamation, four per cent, of the face value of 

the title is taxable, if paid within the time limit, 

but a higher rate with a heavy fine is promised to 

tardy rate payers. So far, It is reported that 

very few people have submitted their deeds for 

taxation. Approximately 60% of the property in 

Amoy is owned by overseas Chinese who are absent in 

the countries of their adoption. It is reported 

that few, if any, of these Chinese have complied 

with the requirements of the proclamation.

(o) Relations of a General International Character. 

Nothing to report.

(d)
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FRG.

793.94/14637
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From
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
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ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: COMDR US MARINE FORCES
CINCAF
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING

0023. Via Chinwangtao.

MARDET TIENTSIN ( 

January 23, 1939 

Rec’d 10:35 a.m.

Week prior yesterday three hundred Jap troops, thirty
ID
CM

horses, several field pieces passed toward me. 1000,.

DDM 0) 
OJ 
CD

n
T 
0
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From
Tsinanfu via Tsingtao 

& N. R.

•■vp/fr ?

Secretary of State, -

Washington

3, January 20, 1 p.m.

Dated January 20, 1939

.■ / Rec ’ d a.m.. 23rd,

FM EA^rn AFFAIRS

231 
wrttf

Local Japanese army headquarters today announced

that 15,000 guerrillas under Sun Hsiao Huang, largely

composed of former Shantung troops and equipped with

10 howitzers, 70 light and 6 heavy machines guns, 14,000

rifles and over 1,000 horses, declared allegiance

to the Japanese army at Shanhsien on the Honan border

is

Shantung on January 7th. Disaffection 
been

said to have/”arranged” through the medium of

southwest ern

one Chang Luan Feng who is connected with the Japanese

army headquarters at Kweiteh, Honan*

The veracity of the above statement is not

generally doubted in Tsinanfu even among Chinese, In

this connection reference is made to the Consulate’s

politicalr epart for December, page 2

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking,

HAWTHORNE

KLP

h

793.94/14639
 

F/FQ
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The item here attached, produced — 

and submitted to the Department of Commerce — 

by Mr. A. Bland Calder, Acting U.S. Commercial 

Attache at Shanghai, contains -- no matter 

what we may think of its appropriateness — 

an exceedingly keen analysis of certain 

facts and factors in the situation in China^ 

and hypotheses and tentative prognostications 

with regard to the future course of events s
\ Î

there. Î

believe it worth glancing over
/ Division of X.
( EASTERN
! JAN 11 1939

PA/H:SKH:ZMK

t

i

it

Stanley K. Hornbeck

\ !

s ' Dec. 7, 1938

DIVISION OF REGIONAL INFORMATION

: To:

' From: Far Eastern Section

REMARKS:
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Report for the week

Submitted by:

7-
Division Of 

fASTERN AFFaiMS

gangster

Shanghai, China

ended October 22 < -1938

World Front : rapidity wi

front has advanced to a pre-eminent position in world affairs -

f —iJR 3ft

LU 2

«3

all within the past six weeks - may admit of the expression of a few

bitter truisms. The Japanese triumphal entry into Canton yester-

day, almost unresisted, is the culmination of a swift, sure

Japanese South China campaign of only 9 days duration. The only

error they seem to have committed is that they overestimated Chinese

resistance and landed, reportedly, 50,000 men, whereas they could

probably have done the job with 10,000 men. They confidently announced

that they anticipated no interference whatever from third powers and

they were correct. No third power interfered. They have presented

the world democracies with another fait accompli, chalked up on the

793.94/I 4640

score board to the credit of the gangster nations. We have only to£z

r sconclude that:

1

2.

MIGHT MAXES RIGHT is the only slogan and ideology that Q3 
is”getting anywhere”in the world today.

The forward moving nations are those with a closely knit 
homogeneity as to populace, led by a dictator who 
captivates the imagination of virile youth, well regimented, 
well armed, prepared, efficient. That description serves 
for Germany and Italy. Japan is a little different - an 
old ideology of loyalty, servility and frugality has 
served a relatively poor country as to resources, organized 
into a sort of ”ant hill” civilization which insured 
"performance according to form”, or performance in the 

set groove, and has made it possible for military gangster 
overlords to do the same with the Japanese populace that 
Hitler has accomplished with ”80 million German s11.

T1 
0

/r -7 ■ Æ' ô
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Acting Ccmnsroiel Attache.
"'(Title)”

a. the 18th century concepts ©f "Liberty, equality, fraternity* 
or "Life, liberty and th© pursuit of happiness* are outeaodod 
by « typo of civilisation in which th* individual la willing 
to submerge individuality and self>axprosslcn and pa mit him
self to become part of a huge waohiaa that la "going places* 
and which will assure hln th© noooaaltiaa of life, and security 
for hiaaalf and his family no long an ho toss the nark of pre* 
scribed procedure. Ho io willing to be led, bossed, shoved into 
front line trenches if need bo, but the collective security 
offered by his sroup ensures his loyalty and his running true 
to fens.

I 4. The Domoeraciea, - the countries which HAVE « relatively un- 
honegonoous malting pots or aggregations of coa^lenerato races, 
creeds, languages sad religions » drugged into complacency by 
high standard sung comforts sad wealth • a highly individualistic 
body politic - hypocritical, inconsistent, with no policy or 
program Internationally and "loaded* with denostie problems • 
unreglmeatod sad lulled into a false sense of security by distance 
from the noons or thinking to make sone oppertuaietis adjustment 
to the changing circumstances or to "hinder through" - countries 
which in the aggregate possess the preponderant KILITAHT P0W8H, 
but whose armaments are impotent for the otter roesens given - 
those countries are due for A QLKAHIHG by the countries which

' KAV£ NOT.

the Jar Lasters front: A few acre truians not fareoasts nay bo permitted 

as developed from our observations close on the scene of sation of a cognent 

of the world front - the far Eastern sector.

1. Japan’s war of aggression is directed nt Croat Britain, ths 
United states, franco, Soviet dwsia, the Motherlands. Ohiaa, 
the Philippines, the Netherlands ladles, Boston Siberia, ths 
Aleutians, Kamchatka, Alaska, aad certain British possessions 
in southeastern Asia are merely the spoils.

2. the powers which have withheld adequate help from China, powers 
whose night in the aggregate could have been Mobilised on a 
solid democratic front to the benefit of Mankind, will either 
have "to take it and like it* or swing: their power quickly into 
«»• ia cetiyeJMLltjmdLXorco. They nay delude themselves into
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thinking that they may still get a satisfactory hand out 
from Japan, a sharing in the spoils for continuing to keep 
from embarrassing Japan, but such a policy in the long run 
will cause them to lose out. Magnanimity is no part 
of Japanese ideology.

3. China is beaten by superior machinized force. Two-thirds 
of the country, the choice, rich, productive part, will 
shortly be under Japanese domination, with only "mopping up” 
to do. Its resources will be looted and mobilized by the 
Japanese as rapidly as possible for the purpose of completely 
undoing and ousting the other powers interested in the Far 
East in trade or territorially.

4. A West and Southwest China nation of 150 million people, in
cluding Shansi, Szechwan, Kansu, Kweichow, part of Hunan, 
part of Kwengsi, may be permitted to exist as one of four 
separate Chinese regional governments, and possibly with 
Chiang-Kai-shek at its head, possibly uncontrolled by Japan. 
But we can count on North China, Central China, and South 
China puppet states controlled by Japan.

'5. Japan’s success in consolidating its gains 4n China and 
pursuing its wider program WILL DEPEND UPON COOPERATION 
AND FINANCING BY THE POWERS AGAINST WHICH JAPAN’S AGGRESSION 
IS DIRECTED as listed above. So those powers still have a 
CHANCE to queer Japan’s game, but it is a LAST CHANCE.
The powers are not united, and may pass up that chance. 
Japan probably will get the credits it needs, as a result 
of delusions mentioned in 2 above.

6. The portion of the Chinese nation which is still left, if 
it were to be supplied planes, munitions, artillery, through 
its back door, would probably go on fighting the battle for 
and on behalf of its natural allies without their actual 
participation, but prospects for such supply are meager. 
If on a large enough scale, such help would virtually insure 
Japan's having to continue fighting until economically and 
financially exhausted and defeated in its otherwise realizable 
objectives. Naval aid to China to cut off communications 
between Japan and China, if added to the above help to China, 
would DO THE TRICK faster. But the probabilities are that 
the powers will not be smart enough or cohesive enough to do 
it while it is easy. They will wait until it is too difficult, 
hence too late.
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JlMU iAMfrJftfigte* following upnulou of view 

ami outline of plan» are the axpresslasiB »f oertata top Japanese la eertaln 

of Wo largest Japanese trading harases doing busiaess la Chian, and were 

given la conversation ta trusted Qhlaoso long in their aqploy or aaaoolatai 

with than la business venture», and vara passed cm parsenally and eoafi- 
4 
deatially by ttm ta ether Ohiaaea with «han we are la touch. These ex

pressless are fresh, having been stated leas than 4B hours »«o, by 

Japanese to Chinese to whoa they leak for "ooeperatioa * la the progrès 

for allegedly "smtaal" benefit.

1. the Japanese believe the weakness of Groat Britain wee fully 
exposed at the wmleh cenfaroMO, and the attack an south 
âist, lang withhold, was the direst result f the revelations 
st Mnieh.

2. Japanese aaleoslty toward the British is deep-rooted. They 
plan to oust the British definitely fro* China and hero 
every osafidaaee la their ability to do so.

>. The Japanese recognise that their iaaediato difficulty la la 
eonvineing the Chinese how wrong they have beoa^volyloc •• 
British «rapport la oonbattlag Japan. They will pressed »• 
to the best of their ability to try to "coll* Wo Chinese 
en the advantages of ^ino-Wpaaeoo aeeparatien. Boar la niad 
that Win woo a war to”enforce Aines» cooperation*.

4. the Japanese have no desire to 'rale the Wiaoso directly. That 
is a Job they kaow they cannot do well. They want representative

Chinese to bo la Wo ruling Jobs, but with Japanese eentrolling 
Won. The Japanese, la eWer words, want a strong ïWSÎ set
up. They know their present poppets la berth and ■©entrai* 
Winn are riff raff, and they despise Wen, but so far Way 
hove basa unable to got tegethar a respectable group of Chinees 
to take over Woes puppet jobs* The Japanese believe Way will 
be able a little later to assure Alness puppets who eax ecanand 
respect.
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3. Caston will not be oaetod and rayed as was hanking, *• A* 
will bo Japan*a polloy now to try to conciliate ths tineas 
and win their «Hpnilwh Japan will thus try te appease 
the feelings mt overo££^JhiMoo who are largely Cantoceoe 
and «he hare sone wfim « international opinion.

t. The Japanese have a feeling of assy confidence that the 
British want to **play hall** with then, onoo the Chinese are 
hoetea. But the Japanese regard Orest Britain as a hitter 
aeauqr and will prefer te find aoûts of ousting the British.

y. Japanese are oonfident that they will got erodite la Marion 
for finaaoiag dovelopnutta in China, and they so edvioo 
Chinseo sentant a.

8. At an opportune arasent the Japanese authorities plan to take 
over the international isottlanent aad French ceneeoaion la 
shanghai and turn than over to the Oilaooo puppet regime (the 

''Chinese «averment*) thereby giving the Chinese «fees* While 
serving their own (Japanese) purposes wall, Croatie pressure 
•a la Hitler* will bo used When the . opaMoo get reedy to take 
over the foreign arena. The object WHI bo to wipe eg* foreign 
interests by thus kicking Mt their bane of operations fron 
under than aad controlling the area.

t. Japanese interests have taken over the Yangtowopoo wing On 
(Chinese owned) cotton nill and are operating it for Japanese 
aeeomtp wholly. They iadiesto that if the Chinese oasrars 
change their Binds sod want to ’cooperate* (i.e. adnit MH 
Japanese participation without the Japanese putting WP say 
each an representing their WH Where of the capital) the way 
will still be open for the Chinone to *ooaa in". The Japanese 
would supply «operating funds*.

10. the Teyoda noter Oar do. is now hunting cb aaaenhly plant 
ea Boehlen «ad, near Magi lang Mad, in YbngtMOpfO, Shanghai, 
and plans early in 1IM to produce about 190 truaka per nenth, 
te start, end eventually to frooeo the Aacriaan noter truck out 
of tho Shine narfcot.
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11. Iks Japanese do not want directly to operate all industry in 
China, but win work on a basis whereby they will appoint a 
Chinese agent to deal with tho OlnoM "cooperating" internats, 
M that tho Japanese can sit back and diroat oporations without 
coming into conflict with tho Chinese interests by too close 
association with than. This will be a typical Oriental way 
of doing theings - not exattly a ocapradoro oyataa, but scae- 
thlag like it - necessary aa they (the Japanese) could probably 
not trust the "cooperating" interests, but could trust and 
control their own old contacte.

IB. It io planned to froose out all mall industrial establish» 
■cats as Japanese products and products of such largo Japanese 
controlled enterprises as operate in China will bo able to 
undersell all others.

1
10. ( future tagporta into China will be alaeat entirely of Japanese 

frQ* *^RPaaM* industry in China as a apprae. lîeace 
r Merchants will bo obliged to sell Japanese produced tar to starve.

Id. British and ùounan fins will not bo able to carry on very long 
in China, ouch largo Importing bouses and aaaufaoturers rep
resentatives as Jardinss and Oarlowits have boon able to do a 
good business in the past because they could depend on largo 
Chinese ooverunent orders. Vlthout those orders in tho future, 
they win have to elose «9. Japanese interests will «see to it" 
that Oban the Chiasse âoverssanto they sot up require eqnipuoat 
from tarent, they will go to tho lamgb Japanese flans for such 
purchases.

8. In anticipation of the good business to be onjoyed in a con
quered China nore and wore Japanese Marchants are now cooing to 
Shanghai.

It. The Japanese believe that China oven in its present state of 
disruption will net be a losing proposition anta as Manchuria 
has boon in ths first few years of "occupancy", beoauso in 
China oooumle factors will be capable of manipulation in ouch 
a aannor as to pay back quickly to Japan the cost of the 
•China Incident”. "You way not think it possible, bet when 
we got to work hero, wo will get our Money bask in no ttaa, and 
we Shall have prosperity in Japan in five years* tian."
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IT. Mario** buiMM hare will Wr.oa.jMr favor. Owmi 
will naturally gat sone benefits out of ths situation as 
allies of Japan.

18. Japanese Interests he not want to see Chinese currency 
collapse and predict that the yen and yuan will la futurs 
be at absolute par. Japanese interests are encouraging 
Chinese contacts not to doubt or fear for the future of 
Chinese currency but to support it. They criticise the 
National City Bank and foreigners in China for "pulling

.7 dem” the yuan and state "It does not serve cur purpose to 
pull it down".

19. The Japanese plan to maneuver their position write rich 
Chinese in such a manner aa to diroot their capital into 
desired channels.

80. The Japanese campaign will definitely stop after the fall 
of Hankow, so as to give breathing space to consolidâta 
gains. They believe confidently that they can "buy over" 
the guerrillas. (This is a weak point in Japanese cal
culations. They nay succeed in the Shanghai area, but la 
North China anarchy may continue for a long tine).

21. If Chiang Kai-shek does not sue for pesos after the fall of 
Hankow, the Japanese will treat him as a local "war lord" 
assuming that the Chinese Government under Chiang will have 
no power or strength to regain lost ground. "Let them rot.  
The British own be depended upon to deal with the Japanese 
sponsored govenussata and no longer with Chiang Kai-shek.

*

28. Tariff. Too, there will be no tariff between China and 
Japan. China’s tariff will apply to "third countries" only.

*3. Japanese in Shanghai are exubérant and la high spirits ang 
they bslieve Japan has sow won the war. They wore dubious 
and afraid at the beginning of the conflict fearing that 
Croat Britain and the United States night support Chiang 
Kai-shek and that both China and Japan would thereby bo 
"ruined*. However, they regard the victory as won at a 
heavy "«st and they blame Greet Britain because Chiang 
Kai-shek, they believe, started the war with assurances 
of British holy. Without British influence Japan could
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haw athljars* a 8iaa-Ja>eaieae entente rirtaaUy vithaa*
aar« Ihpa ftyiaaaM here ragar* Wk <34aa aat ftyea aa 
the rietlaa af Britm trieka «at are tryiaa ta yaaa that 
mresaiaa te Ua&r iattaata Shlaase eaataete.

M»ClO
A. 81Mi MMer, 

Aatlag cemereial Atteste.
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Mr.

Mr'S

cretary: Vf 1

The ne^orandun 
volunteered, by “t;o“3ion aeetlne 
S the°Forelsn Polley Association 

“STeîaXSrtSAoAy Mr- 

Vincent.
The points which I havered, 

^^«’Æn into 

consideration.

Stanley K. Hornbeck

pA/ ri s SKH î ZMK

Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February 3, 1939.

Canton’s despatch no. 3 of De
cember 29 describes the establishment 
of a Japanese-sponsored "Kwangtung 
Peace Maintenance Commission” as re
ported telegraphically and addition
ally states that the Commission will 
have seven departments, including a 
"Foreign Affairs Bureau" for "foreign 
intercourse and international trade"; 
that its members are nonentities; 
that its authority is limited to 
Canton and unlikely soon to be exer
cised even in that city, "which re
mains under Japanese military rule"; 
and that it sent a notice of its 
establishment to the Consulate 
General.

FE:Chase:HES
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NO. 3 REcèijæ ro2r™
PARTMFNT OF ST/^Çth

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ypSSENTTCH1959 JAN 23 PM 2 12

American Consulate General' -———U
DIVISION 01 5\

COMHUNICATIOHS Canton, China, December 29, 1938.'^’/ 
AND RECORDS

Subject: The Establishment of a New Japanese-Sponsored 
Regime in Canton? ~

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

WASHINGTON.

SIR:

Division of X yi
>8 EASIpK ÂFÎMRS IP 
JAN 2 4193(rl

Üêjwrtmeni of

I have the honor to report as follows upon the

establishment of a new Japanese-sponsored regime*

for the city of Canton

On the morning of December 20, 1938 at an inaugural

in Canton, aceremony in the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall

"Kwangtung Peace Maintenance Commission’’ rôt)

was established under Japanese auspices as the nominal

civil authority in Canton, succeeding the ’’Preparatory

Committee"** formed on November 27, 1938 Although the

3

newly-created organization bears the name

4t is believed that its activities

§are to be

■^hthority

"Kwangtung"

restricted to the city of Canton and that its

is not to be extended to other portions of

Province

7? S’fr-
The

^Telegram of December 21, 3 p.m.
*Page 7 of this Consulate General’s Political Report 
for November, 1938.

793»94/I 4641 
F/FG
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The "Commission.’*, in addition to a staff of coun

cillors and advisers, is to be composed of ten members, 

seven of whom have been appointed. None of the appoint

ees have achieved prominence in public life. The Chair

man, P’eng Tung-yuan ), a native of Chungshan

District of Kwangtung and a former associate of Dr. Sun 

Yat-sen, held minor military and political offices in 

the vicinity of Shanghai and at Canton before his retire

ment from public life a number of years ago.

The Vice Chairman Lu Chun-yung , also born

in Kwangtung, was a subordinate officer of Kwangtung and 

Kwangsi armies, including anti-Chiang Kai-shek Kwangsi 

forces in 1929, until his resignation in 1933.

The other five ’’Commissioners’’are all obscure poli

tical personalities. Chen Shao-t’ang )> bhe

Secretary, is an inconsequential former Chinese govern

ment employee, whose last position is stated to have 

been Chief of the Fire Brigade of the Canton-Hankow Rail

way. Hsiang Yen-yun , also employed formerly by

the Chinese Government in subordinate capacities, is 

reported last to have been an attorney practising in 

Canton. Ch’o Ch’iu , educated in Japan, was at

one time manager of the Kongmoon branch of the Kwangtung 

Provincial Bank and a supervisory member of the Kwangtung 

Boat Union. Liao Ming , who is reported to be a

graduate of the University of California, has been engaged 

in educational activities, employed in Chinese government 

service, and in business in Canton. No reliable informa

tion has become available as yet concerning Liang Yung- 

hsin
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hsin (^4<^-)‘

According to information supplied by the Japanese 

Military Headquarters at Canton, the "Kwangtung Peace 

Maintenance Commission" will have the following seven 

departments: (1) Secretariat, handling correspondence 

and matters of a general character; (2) Peace Maintenance 

Bureau, responsible for the policing of the city; (3) 

Civil Affairs Bureau, supervising social affairs, general 

affairs, public health, education, overseas Chinese 

affairs, land administration, and industry; (4) Finance 

Bureau,to concern itself with the collection of taxes, 

care of government property, auditing of accounts, 

receipts and disbursements, collection of salt revenues, 

«nd matters relating to the suppression of the opium 

traffic; (5) Reconstruction Bureau, to be charged with 

the supervision of engineering projects for the rebuilding 

of destroyed areas of the city, the supplying of water and 

electricity, and the reestablishment and maintenance of 

communications; (6) Judiciary Bureau, responsible for 

the functioning of the courts and public prosecutions; 

(7) Foreign Affairs Bureau, to devote its attention to 

foreign intercourse and international trade.

The inaugural ceremony which was held on the 20th 

in connection with the establishment of the "Kwangtung 

Peace Maintenance Commission" was attended by approximately 

five thousand Chinese of the poorer classes, many of them 

obviously
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obviously assembled under Japanese direction, others 

attending out of curiosity. The German and French 

Vice Consuls were present and are reported to have 

been seated upon the speakers’ platform, together with 

a few foreign newspaper correspondents. With the exception 

of Japanese, no other consular officers attended. Both 

the Japanese and "five-barred" flags were displayed 

prominently in the building.

Addresses congratulatory in character and urging 

cooperation with the new regime were delivered by the 

Japanese military and naval commanders in Canton, the 

Japanese Consul General, the Chairman, Vice Chairman, 

and Secretary of the "Association", a so-called "People’s 

Representative", and a member of a Chinese women’s organiza

tion. The addresses were followed by the reading of tele

grams of congratulation from Japanese officials in Tokyo, 

and from members of regimes fostered by the Japanese 

authorities in Manchuria, Peiping, and Nanking.

Following the ceremony, there was a parade about the 

streets of the city of Japanese military trucks conveying 

apathetic-looking Chinese holding Japanese and "five-barred” 

flags. Armed military guards were stationed in many of the 

trucks.

At present there are no indications that the newly- 

installed "Commission" is likely in the near future to 

participate actively in the administration of the municipal 

affairs of the city of Canton, which remains under Japanese 

military rule.

There
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There is enclosed, as of possible interest, a 

1/- translation of an announcement addressed to this 

Consulate General of the establishment of the 

"Kwangtung Peace Maintenance Commission”.

Respectfully yours,

M. ' S r^^rsT^3 
American Corfsul General.

Enclosure:
\l/~ Translation of an Announcement.

In quintuplicate.
One copy to Embassy, Peiping. \
One copy to Embassy, Chungking.

800

WLP/ccw
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ENCLOSURE NO. 1 TO DESPATCH NO. 3 OF DECEMBER 29, 
1938, FROM M. S. MYERS, CONSUL GENERAL, CANTON, 
CHINA, ON THE SUBJECT "THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW 
JAPANESE-SPONSORED REGIME IN CANTON".

From: The Kwangtung Peace 
Maintenance Commission.

Despatch No. 1, Character "Chih".

(Suggested Translation)

Canton, December .... 1938.

Sir:

We have the honor to state that through the 

ardent and sincere efforts of the people, the 

Kwangtung Peace Maintenance Commission was formally 

inaugurated on December 20, 1938, and that it began 

to function on that day.

Aside from communicating separately with all 

concerned, we have the honor to indite this for 

your kind information.

We have the honor to be, Sir, 
Your obedient servants, 

(Signed) P’eng Tung-yuan, 
Chairman.

(Signed) Lu Chun-yung, 
Vice Chairman.

(Signed) Sh’ang Yen-yun
" Liao Ming
« Ch’o Ch’iu
" Chen Shao-t * ang
" Liang Yung-hsin.

Commissioners of the Kwangtung 
Peace Maintenance Commission.

(SEAL OF THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE KWANGTUNG 
PEACE MAINTENANCE COMMISSION.).

The Honorable 
American Consul General, 

Canton.

Translated by LSS
Copied by CCW
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ----------
This telEgram must be 
closEl^-’^hraphrasEd be-FROM 
fore bEing communicat Ed 
to anyone. (br)

Tokyo
Dated January 24, 1939

Washington fftl rX*0” Of \ oPshmgton. / H FAJ WfiUFFAIBS
...... - 0/14 . / & S . A/! M 0 4 I

January 24, 10 a,m ’Psrtment of Si

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

My British collEagUE has rECEivEd following

information from a source which hE considErs both

A'J. ■■

793.94/1 4642

trustworthy and well informed: 

OnE. Informant had bEEn much struck with markEd 
X.

changE in the attitude towards currency quEstion of both 

JapanESE army officErs and businessmen which he had 

noted in Shanghai on the occasion of a recent visit 

as compared with a visit some months earlier. On the 

earlier occasion the belief seemed to prevail that u_ 

undermining of the Chinese national currency should œ 

definitely be a Japanese objective, but now there sEeme^-ï J 
V cP to be a general agreement that on the contrary it was .<■ 

now Japan’s interest to see thE value of the currency 

maintained at least at its present value. He had also 

noticEd a tendency of the Japanese to consider that the

Yangtze River question should be settled by means of

business arrangements between the private interests

concerned. The main difficulty was the fear of the

Japanese
T1 
0
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-2- #41, January 24, 10 a.m., from TJekyo,

Japanese officers and businessmen that, once foreign' 

shipping had been admitted, the Japanese ships would 

run empty; one way of avoiding this would be a profit 

sharing arrangement which would guarantee Japanese 

shipping against losses due to purely political 

circumstances. The profits would be shared pro rata 

according to the amount of commercial tonnage operating 

on the river.

Two. Informant found these tendencies encouraging 

and believed there was now a more genuine realization 

in Central China that Japan could not expect to exploit 

these vast areas purely in her own-" inter est.

Three... Informant did not appear to regard the 

Hiranuma Cabinet as a strong one and suggested that 

they themselves had little idea as to the real meaning 

of the "new order" in East Asia,- Certainly informant 

had been able to obtain no guidance as to how these 

vague generalities were to be translated into concrete 

measures for the promotion of Japanese trade. He did, 

however, imply that v'e must expect a more aggressive 

promotion of Japan’s new policy of economic expansion 

in the North than in the Center or South, Informant 

was doing his best to persuade Arita, who was a personal

fri end
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53 IQ

“3- January 24, 10 a,m., from Tokyo,

friend, of the importance of conciliating the foreign 

interests concerned, but latter was, of course, under 

great pressure from other and less friendly quarters. 

Four. The foregoing observations, as reported 

to me, lack precision but they at least indicate 

the way in which the wind appears to be now blowing 

in Central China,

GREW

KLP
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Digest of Telegram # 42, January 24, 1939 Tokio (Strictly Confidential)

Th person mentioned in my telegram #41, January 24, 1939 as 
the informant is the former President of the Yokohama Specie 
Bank by the name of Kodama. His selection to head the Centaàl 

! China Promotion Company is an indication of his considerable 
! influence and prestige.

GREW

Cm
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE
sÏR’.CTLV CCNhOtS- *

A telegram (No. 41) of January 24, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Tokyo reads substantially as follows:

An informantA(a personal friend of Arita’s) whom the 

British Ambassador regards as well informed and reliable 

has made certain observations to Cralgle which, although 

they are not precise, at least indicate the way the wind 

seems to be blowing at the present time in Central China. 

These observations, as reported to the American Ambassador, 

are as follows:

Seemingly the Hiranuma Cabinet was not looked upon 

as a strong cabinet by the informant who suggested that 

the cabinet members themselves knew little about the real 

meaning of the new order in East Asia. The informant had 

not been able to get any guidance as to how concrete 

measures for the promotion of Japanese trade were to be 

evolved from these vague generalities. However, he did 

leave the impression that it must be expected that the 

new Japanese policy of economic expansion would be pro

moted more aggressively In North China than In South or 

Central China. Although other and less friendly Influ

ences were of course exerting great pressure on Arita, 

every effort was being made by the Informant to convince 

him how important it was to appease the concerned foreign 

Interests.

When visiting Shanghai a short time ago the Informant

had observed a tendency on the part of the Japanese to 

look
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DECLASSIFI^» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
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.ZFt?,CÎ£Y CONHOEMlAd
-2-

look upon the question of the opening of the Yangtze River 

as one which should be taken care of by business arrange

ments between the private interests concerned in the matter. 

The fear of the Japanese businessmen and military officers 

that Japanese vessels would run empty when foreign shipping 

was allowed on the river was the principal difficulty. 

An arrangement for a pro rata sharing of profits on a 

basis of the total of commercial tonnage operating on the 

Yangtze would be one way of avoiding this difficulty. 

The informant had noticed also and had been greatly im

pressed with a change, as compared with some months 

earlier, in the attitude of Japanese businessmen and mil

itary officers concerning the currency question. It 

seemed to be generally agreed now that it was to the 

interest of Japan for the national currency of China to 

retain its present value at least, whereas when the 

informant visited Shanghai some months earlier the pre

vailing opinion seemed to be that the Japanese should 

definitely endeavor to undermine the currency.

The above mentioned trends were regarded as hearten

ing by the Informant who was of the opinion that there 

was a clearer understanding now in Central China that /
the Japanese could not hope to exploit entirely in their I 

own interest these huge areas.

793.94/14642

FE:EÔC:JPS 
1-25
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MA ,-,3M From
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to 
anyone. (D)

Tokyo

Dated January 24, 1939

Rec’d 4:51 a.m

Secretary of State

Washington

42, January 24, 3 p.m

Division of
B E4STEBÜ AfFAIHS
WI24 1939

t &ffi>2rtneat »f Slate

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 7^ 3. /X

Our 41, January 24, 10 a.m.

Informant is Kodama, former President of

Yokohama Specie Bank, a man of considerable prestige (0

and influence as indicated by his selection to head

the Central China Promotion Company 0)

KLP

GREW

Q.'

yang/igi Riv

(0 
(X

w
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

International Settlement indicates that spécial precautionary

ME „ GRAY
•PO From

_______ Shanghai via N.R.,

i uM. AND M'1' i, 
-------------------- -

Secretary of State,

Dated January 27, 1939 
/ Rec’d 11:23 a,,m.

yf amsion or \
’.Washington. I f/ifl fcAîû'Hfê AHAiHj

1 2 7 193’V i

77, January 27, 7 p eHie al

An order issued by the Commissioner of Police of the

793.94/I 4644

measures are to be taken on January 28, uhe anniversary of* 

the outbreak of Sino-Japanese hostilities in 12/32. The 

American and British defense forces will assist the Settlement 

police in maintaining order. The 'French authorities are 

understood to be taking similar precautions. Japanese press 

reports state that in anticipation of Chinese guerilla 

attacks or rhe 28th, Japanese sentry po-sts have been in

creased in the area around Shanghai., 

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking.

GAUSS

CSB
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.811/1080 FOR____ Tel #70; 8pm

FROM .. Shanghai Gauss Jan 24» 1939
TO NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese situation: Yangtze area*

Observation on-, based on trip with the Admiral to the 
ports of Chingkiang, Nanking Wuhu.

FRG*

793.94/ ,4645
 

'M
s
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE - _____________ FOR___

FROM China(....LP.Ç.&art.___ .) DATED .... J.an_.2S>.JL&Sfi._.

TO NAME

REGARDING: United Council.

Issuance of manifesto, approving Konoye peace plan of Dec 22. 
In addition to-, consideration given economic matters, re
sulting in issuance of resolutions set forth herewith.

793*94/
। 4646

FRG.
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Date

LMS PLAIN

Peiping via N. R, 
AMEMBASSY, NANKING-
AMERICAN CONSUL SHANGHAI Dated January 25, 1939

Rec’d 8:40 p. m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

51, January 25, 1 p. m.

Peiping’s 50, January 24, 5 p. m

One. The following is a summary of the communique 

of the United Council, a manifesto which definitely 

adopts and approves the Konoye peace plan of December 22 

and its three principles of (one) good neighborliness, 
(two) anti-communist, and (three) economic cooperation.

Two. After referring to the tragic consequences of 

the present hostilities the communique states that the 

Japanese Government has in a spirit of sincerity and 

neighborliness endeavored to bring about a termination 

of the hostilities but that the communistic Kuomintang 

National Government has failed to understand the over

tures of this friendly nation and has continued the armed 

conflict. Allusion is then made to Konoye’s statement 

of December 22, which afforded the Chinese Government 

an opportunity to adhere to the above-mentioned three 

principles
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LMS 2-No* 51 from Peiping, January 25, 1 p. m.

principles which are described as constituting the 

cardinal points for a permanent peace in the east 

Asia. A resume is then given of Konoye’s statement 

with Emphasis upon the fact that Japan harbors no 

territorial designs upon China, desires no indemnity, 

and guarantees respect for Chinese independence, men

tioning further the abolition of extra territoriality 

and the foreign settlements. The communique, in 

declaring that Konoye’s statement forms a foundation 

for the happiness of the Japanese and Chinese, ex

presses the Council’s complete agreement with that 

statement. The communique then continues that Wang' ' 

Ching Wei, repenting the wrongs of the past, has risen 

to undertake plans for the reconstruction of China, 

thus hastening the restoration of amity and establish

ment of peace, and adds that those who support Chiang 

Kai Shek are regarded as public enemies and that some 

of the Kuomintang leaders, unawakened to the reality 

of the situation, still cling to the support of cer

tain foreign powers. The communique concludes that 

it is the common aim of the provincial and reformed 

"governments" to strengthen and consolidate cordial

relations
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LMS 3-No. 51 from Peiping, January 25, 1 p. m, 

relations with friendly neighbors, to remove communistic 
banditry, and to end the maladministration of the 

Kuomintang, so that the people of China may realize 
a new birth. "At this moment of national emergency 

the United Council desires to act for the benefit of 

the country" and urges the people not to be deluded 

by the propaganda of the Kuomintang and Communist 
Parties•

Three, In addition to the above policy manifesto \ 
"£he Council considered economic matters and issued the 

following resolutions in regard thereto: (A) postal 
problems should be studied and a means devised for 

adjusting losses from remittances and other transac

tions between North and Central China; (B) the supply 

of North China common is not sufficient to meet demand 
in Japan, Manchukuo and Central China and some rational 

adjustments should be made by means of trans-exportation 

(C) an increase in coal production should be made and 
plans formulated for equal distribution throughout 

North and Central China and Japan; (D) Central China 
should formulate plans for shipment of rice to North 
China; and (E) a study should be made for an early

establishment
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LMS 4~No. 51 from Peiping, January 25, 1 p., m.

establishment of a fixed monetary system in Central 

China in order to effect a smooth operation of monetary 

circulation and exchange between North and Central 

China.

Four, Other resolutions concern the codification 

of laws, representative of the two governments in Japan 

and Manchukuo, and consolidated taxes.

Five. Repeated to Chungking. Mail text to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

EMB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone» (Br)

From

Chefoo via N

Dated January

R.
28, 1939

Secretary of State,
Washington.

Rec’d 7 s-30 a.m

t mw

A ol
9, January 28 noon.'-^.j

Referring to the Consulate’s telegram of July 1, 
>7^7 2- 
the same date10 a.m. and Consulate’s despatch No

to the Embassy at Peiping concerning the Japanese
\

seizure of the Chinese Maritime Customs cruiser
HAICHENG.

One. The Japanese Navy yesterday ordered the

793.94/14647

%

J/33> C

Commissioner of Customs at Chefoo to remove from Chefoo

American citizen Theodore W. Joyee, Executive Officer 

of the Chinese Maritime Customs cruiser HAICHENG now 

performing other duties ashore.

Two. The Japanese demand was referred to the 
General

Inspector of/Customs at Shanghai who instructed the 

Commissioner of Customs at Chefoo to take no action •

pending receipt of a full report in Shanghai, __ 

Three. Rspeated to Embassy, Peiping, Chungking 
and Shanghai. .

ROBERTS

EDA:KLP
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PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to

$

Telegram Sent TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

Xnongonfidential CODE X 

PARTAIR 

PLAIN

, NAVAL RADIO
/Q^Q *> • Woshtdÿoftf

JAfi 28 pm qq January 28, 1939.

AMEMBASSY, D^/SO
PEIPING (CHINA). C5ï7^irAT^O‘’S

yy ::ds

INFO: AMERICAN CONSUL, CHEFOO (CHINA).
AMEMBASSY, CHUNGKING (CHINA).
AMERICAN CONSUL, SHANGHAI (CHINA).

If you have not/repeat/not✓already done so^please/ 

repeat/6hefoo/szno./é)Z<fanuary 28, noon,Zand its/^uly 1, 

10 a-.m./to Tokyo./

793.94/ I 4647

793.94/14647

FE:J®V:HE8

Enciphered by__________

Sent by operator M.,----------------------- 79,

D. C. R. NO. 50 1 1462 u. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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Ü..,..... . ............... ...... ..... .. .......... .... .... .

PLEASE NOTICE.

The Hainan Newsletter is published three times a year by the 
members ôf the American Presbyterian Mission of Hainan Island, 
South China and financed by individual assessment. Its purpose is 
to establish contact with the Home Church groups and with personal 
friends of the missionaries, to whom it is sent free of charge.

For the convenience of persons or groups not on the regular 
mailing list who desire to use its material, the Mission has been 
asked to set a subscription rate. This appears on the title page as 
fifty cents gold for three copies. Note that all subscriptions will be 
received at the Treasurer’s Office, Board of Foreign Missions, 153 
Fifth Avenue, New York City. Please do not send checks or money 
orders to the local address.

Ibainan IRewslettev
AMERICAN PRESBYTERIAN MISSION 

Island of Hainan, South China

MISSIONARIES AT HOIHOW, KIUNGCHOW, KACHEK AND NODOA

Evelyn W. French, Editor.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER 1938

CONTENTS REASONS FOR PRAISE ITEMS FOR PRAYER
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peace on earth.
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That the first four Bible Train
ing Institutes of a Summer-Fall 
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response and the expressed desire 
to achieve greater perfection.

*
Price'. Fifty cents gold 
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Foreign Missions, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

That two secretaries of the 
Church of Christ in China were 
able to hold a week’s meetings in 
each of the three centers for 
about one hundred delegates from 
village groups.

That the church in Hainan 
may realize its heritage of Chris
tianity and be more willing to 
accept its responsibility.
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continue.
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That 
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lay workers, leaders, evan- 
and Bible women may 
the inspiration they re-
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Hainan vacations have been popular this summer—short visits 
to other stations have been paid by Miss Moninger, the Bucher family 
and the Tappan family.

The Mission is glad to welcome Mrs. H. F. Burkwall and Yola 
back from furlough. Dr. Burkwall, temporarily detained in Canton, 
will follow soon.

Jean Thomas, Ruth Byrd and Stanton Tappan returned to school 
in Shanghai the first of September. |

Our Mission Hospitals have been the recipients of several 
hundred tubes of cholera vaccine, from the National Health Adminis
tration. This vaccine is administered free to the populace. 1
Fortunately, there has been no epidemic of cholera this year. |

Hoihow Hospital has through the past months received gifts of !
dressings from various Women’s Societies of New Jersey churches. I
We always are appreciative of these gifts, but partiuclarily this 
year when Chinese currency buys so little.

A party of eleven Christians from the district of Vunsio, made 
the trip to Hongkong to attend the Pui-ying Conference, held 
annually in that place. This is the first time a group of our Chris
tians has made such a journey on their own responsibility. This 
is an Evangelistic Conference in which both Chinese and Missionaries 
participate.

Three young women, a doctor, a nurse, and a lay worker, are 
making an evangelistic trip over to Hai-bak, the mainland. This, 
too, is volunteer. The doctor is using half of her annual vacation 
for this trip.

The difficulties of landing in Hoihow are well known, but several 
people passing through have braved the trip and been surprised that 
it was not so difficult after all and that there was something to see. 
Among these were Dr. Gentry, of the Methodist Board, who is 
stationed at Chung-king Szechwan, (get out your map), who had 1
motored from that place with his wife and three sons, to Yunnanfu, |
thence by train to Haiphong, and then by steamer to Hongkong, and |
then go on to America. On the same steamer was Mrs. Miles, the 
wife of an American Naval officer, who had made a trip to Siam and 
around through French Indo China. Four ladies from Swatow had 
made the trip to Bangkok, and were able to buy more interesting 
things on Hoihow streets than they had in Bangkok, so they said.
Dr. John Cameron, of P.U.M.C., returning from atrip to Yunnanfu, |
told us something of the difficulties of living in the former Northern |
Capitol.

Our three mission hospitals have been asked by the International 
Red Cross to serve as base hospitals when they are needed to care 
for war casualties. The Red Cross has provided supplies of cotton, 
gauze, and bandages to be used in such an emergency. Sixteen First- 
Aid units have been organized and equipped under the same auspices,

in various parts of the island. There are forty members in each 
unit, many of them are high school students. They are given a three 
weeks course in First-Aid measures and are expected to be on duty 
to care for civilian war casualties, (see page 25).

Red Cross activities have spread to many places, including Hoi
how, where for several weeks ten or more ladies have come to the 
H'oihow Hospital almost daily to make supplies for use in case of 
emergency, (see page 25).

Pastor Peter Wong of Kiungchow church closed his night school 
of thirty young business men in June, with a moonlight meeting and 
games on the lawn. Speeches, songs, and a talk presenting Christ 
to these promising young men preceded games, then cakes and tea. 
One of them has become a faithful church member and gave freely 
of his services in the Vacation Bible School which followed during 
six weeks in July and August. Forty children from non-Christian 
homes came from seven to nine a.m. daily and a staff of six young 
students carried on a profitable program of songs, games, Bible 
stories, reading and writing Chinese. Tea and cakes and games 
wound up the school in August, the youngsters gathering three hours 
ahead of time for the promised good time.

Hoihow and Kiungchow City choirs had an unusual evening 
together in the reception room of the Nurses Home of the Hoihow 
Hospital. David Tappan Jr. showed movie films of his trip to 
Peiping and North China, last summer. This was followed by a 
“sing” and ice-cream and cakes in the Bercovitz home. About fifty 
young people make up both choirs. Many outsiders crowded in to 
enjoy the hour of pictures.

Tseng Siang-tong, a graduate of our Mission Middle School and 
a recent graduate of the North China Theological Seminary, was 
ordained to the ministry at an impressive service in the Hoihow 
Church. He is now Pastor-at-large in the Vunsio Field, where he is 
showing marked ability in Christian leadership, (see page 10).

Born to Mr. and Mrs. A. E. French, Jr. of Kachek a daughter, 
Catherine Jane, on October 1, 1938.

Rev. David H. Thomas is the Mission’s delegate to China Council 
which meets in Shanghai from October 20 to November 3.

The Mission extends a welcome to Mrs. N. Bercovitz who arrived 
back from furlough in October.

Miss Caroline McCreery left Hoihow the last week in October 
for a vacation in Siam.

Mrs. M. R. Melrose will sail for the States December 26, bringing 
to a close her two and half years voluntary service in Nodoa, where 
she spent 42 years of her life before her retirement in 1932. These 
last extra years are deeply appreciated by the Mission and by a host 
of friends, foreign and Chinese, who regret her departure, but who 
wish her Godspeed.

Pictures in this issue are the contributions of Dr. N. Bercovitz 
and Dr. S. P. Seaton.
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THE FESTIVAL OF SPIRITS

By Alice H. Skinner.
This Newsletter is being pre

pared for our Christmas number 
and as it is the Christmas Festi
val at that time, I’ll try to tell 
you something about a heathen 
festival that has been held here 
this month.

The Chinese 7th month, which 
is our August, is an important 
one to the worshippers of idols 
in Hainan. Each year great 
preparations are made for this 
festival, which some have called 
“All Saints’ festival.” A more 
appropriate name would be “All 
Spirits’ festival” for it has to do 
with the spirits of the dead.

It is believed by idol worship
pers that when people die their 
spirits go to Hades and become 
evil spirits or demons, and that 
on the first day of this 7th 
month, these spirits are released 
from their prison and are allow
ed to roam at will until the 15th, 
when they must return to their 
dwelling place.

During these 15 days, the peo
ple fast and pray and offer offer
ings to these spirits to appease 
their wrath, so that they will not 
“do them” as they say. That is, 
bring any kind of trouble upon 
them, such as sickness, death, 
being possessed by them, under 
their control causing them to 
commit suicide in one manner or 
another.

On the 15th, the streets are 
lined with sticks of burning in

cense to light the way for these 
spirits to find their way back to 
the place from which they came. 
Buddhist and Taoist priests 
chant their prayers for hours at 
a time, while music, if such it 
can be called, is played. Men 
and women kneel before the al
tars bowing their heads to the 
ground as they worship and 
pray. Buddhist women kneel 
for hours and count their beads.

Many days and much money 
are spent in making the offerings 
for these spirits. They are made 
mostly of plain or fancy colored 
paper and consist of clothing, 
shoes and money. The latter is 
made of common yellowish, 
brownish paper with a square of 
gilt or silver on it to represent 
money.

The last day of this festival is 
the great day when hundreds of 
dollars worth of these kinds of 
things are offered to these spirits 
by burning them, so that they 
will have plenty to use in the 
spirit world and will not come 
and trouble the people.

This year three extra days 
were given to this festival in 
temples close by. Crowds of 
people attended. It was usually 
2:00 A.M. when the chanting of 
prayers and music ceased. The 
air was thick with the smoke of 
the incense.

In watching these worshippers, 
one is impressed with the intense 

earnestness with which they wor
ship and pray, as if their very 
lives depended upon it. They 
live in such fear of the power of 
these spirits they are willing to 
do anything to appease them.

Oh, if we could only lead them 
to realize there is only One who 
can deliver them from fear, from 
the power of Satan and his emis
saries, the One whose every

A TYPICAL WEDNESDAY NIGHT

By E. Morse, m.d.
Dusk is falling as the church 

bell rings. Oh, it’s Wednesday 
—prayermeeting night. Where 
do we go to-night? Out to the 
electrician’s house. And so we 
start. By the time We leave the 
compound our group is augment
ed by others who are responding 
also to the call of the bell. The 
straggling column of laughing 
and chattering folks moves slow
ly along the dusty market street 
in the gathering dusk.

As we enter the clean-swept 
yard surrounded on two sides by 
the thatch-roofed, mud-plastered 
bamboo dwelling and on the 
other sides by a thick hedge, it is 
just light enough to find our way 
to the seats provided for us. 
Lanterns are hung at the edge of 
the low broad eaves and in the 
trees, providing ample illumina
tion for the use of hymn-books 

thought toward them is of peace 
and not of evil, to give them an 
expected end. Let us be intense
ly in earnest in seeking to lead 
them to know and to accept this 
Saviour who came on that night 
so long ago to bring peace and 
goodwill to all men, and who is 
with us still to give peace to all 
who will come to Him. Help us 
with your prayers. A Merry 
Christmas to all.

and Bibles. Late comers arrive,, 
are greeted by the host and his 
mother and are conducted ta 
seats. The leader takes his place 
and the service begins.

Above the thatch roof restless 
points of light pierce the dark 
Velvet of the sky. The night is 
vocal with many voices—children 
playing in the street—adults 
visiting as they stroll along—the 
soft drowsy sound of chicks and 
ducklings settling down for the 
night—the occasional contented, 
grunt of a hog as her family 
finish their evening meal—the 
barking of dogs in the distance. 
A mild and welcome breeze stirs 
the leaves above us. Glossy black 
hair reflects the lamplight as 
heads are bowed during the lea
der’s earnest supplication. Here 
is peace—and the Holy One in 
our midst.
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CHRISTMAS GREETING FROM 
BY THE SIDE OF THE

THE HOUSE 
ROAD

By Mrs. S. P. Seaton.

of the upstairs 
a kitchen added

veran- 
to the

our downstairs 
turned into a

rooms 
music

The house into which we moved 
last February is the oldest for
eign residence in Kachek Sta
tion. It formerly consisted of 
six rooms (three upstairs and 
three down) all in a row with an 
outside stairway, but it has gra
dually undergone changes so that 
now the stairway and back 
verandah are enclosed, two bath
rooms have been made by enclos
ing part 
dah, and 
west.

One of 
has been
room. Here stands the old fam
ily piano brought from Califor
nia, a baby organ, a violin, a 
clarinet, a zylophone, some 
Chinese instruments, rhythm 
band instruments, phonograph, 
etc. This is where three church 
choirs meet every week to prac
tice. The Cherubs love to sing, 
i‘Ziak sit moe li koang roeng 
vut” (“All things bright and 
beautiful”), the Juniors, “Khoai 
lok, khoai lok, va-nang song bai” 
(“Joyful, joyful, we adore 
Thee”), and the Adults, “Va leng 
tsin tsae : tsio tu du lu 
fang” (“Be still, my soul: 
Lord is on thy side”).

One room is the “parlor” 
the other the dining-room. Here 
we occasionally entertain our 
friends, both Chinese and for
eign. The family is alw’ays de-

ziak 
the

and

lighted for 
ese chow”, 
feast costs 
feast, so we don’t have them too 
often.) The dining table extends 
into a very good ping-pong table 
for the neighbor boys and ours 
to play upon. There are not 
many days when the gang can’t 
play outside, but on occasional 
rainy days we find it assembled 
here and there around the house.

Upstairs are two bedrooms and 
another room which is the school
room. Four desks and other 
school accessories honor this 
room, for there are three students 
in this house under the tutelage 
of their private teacher—their 
mother.

In contrast to the Nodoa and 
Hoihow compound we have kero
sene lamps instead of electricity. 
We are hoping that some day the 
market will have an electric light 
plant and that we may be in
cluded among the customers. We 
have also been looking forward 
to the day when we may have 
water and sanitary systems. If 
that day ever comes, it will alle
viate the servant problem which 
is the worst trial to missionaries.

In front and in back of this 
house are two parallel paths. 
They are both school paths and 
lead past our house not only to 
the mission grammar school but 
also through a gate in the wall

an excuse for “Chin- 
(We find a Chinese 

more than a foreign

to a government high school be
yond, 
repass 
day.

We 
peepers at the window’ 
time we eat a meal, play the 
piano or play games indoors, 
and we are glad for the friendly 
grins and “bae-oa” (“peace”) 
every time we step outside or 
look out the door. We have 
learned to stop stock still 
bowr to a few of the pupils 
are especially polite.

Very often our verandah 
ters pupils from an unexpected 
downpour of rain, and our front 
stone steps with 
invite groups to 
tures. Redheaded 
remind me of the 
of California, because of the 
horns on their heads, sun them
selves on our bushes. They are 
startling when one almost tou
ches them when reaching for a 
flower or to arrange a plant, but 
the students throw their caps at 
them to try to capture them. 
Strange to say, nothing is said 
when one is captured but it’s a 
different story when the sling
shots appear, and several have 
been taken away to protect our 
birds.

Evenings, after their work is 
done, is the time for strollers 
from the market to wander 
around and enjoy our compound. 
Sometimes soldiers ask permis
sion to eat and play games under

Scores of pupils pass and 
over these paths every

just 
their 
and
our

have learned to ignore 
every

even 
and 
who

shel-

potted plants 
pose for pic- 
lizards that 

horned toads

*■1

hriU‘5 :

our trees. Sometimes they 
march in and perform 
fancy-toe-dancing bayonet 
broad-sword drills beside 
well in the back yard or other
shady places. The auto road goes 
right past our gate, and last 
week we were called downstairs 
to find two British business men 
standing in our hall- enquiring 
if they might stay overnight. 
They had driven from Hoihow 
through rain and mud. We are 
glad for all opportunities to help 
our brother-men.

“I see from my house by the side 
of the road,

By the side of the highway 
of life,

The men that press on with the 
ardor of hope,

And the men that are weak 
in the strife.

turn not away from their 
smiles or their tears,

Both part of an infinite plan. 
Let me live in a house by the side 

of the road
And be a friend to man.

I

“Let me live in a house by the 
side of the road,

Where the race of men go by, 
The men that are good, the men 

that are bad,
As good and as bad as I. 

would not sit in the scorner’s 
seat,

Nor hurl the cynic’s ban. 
Let me live in a house by the side 

of the road
And be a friend to man.”

I

*4- t

I

W'
||>W-
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CHRISTIAN NURSE

By Caroline McCreery, r.n.

“It would be nice to be a child 
again”, wouldn’t it,” said H----
as she looked back from the ma
ture age of twenty-two or so. 
“We had such good times; all we 
had to do was to play all day. 
There was a little stream not far 
from our village where we used 
to like to go. Shrubbery grew 
along the banks, and it never 
seemed too hot. We would catch 
locusts and beetles and let them 
fly from the end of a string. And 
we would take a chunk of coco
nut tree trunk and float on it. I 
nearly got drowned that way, 
once; frightened my mother ter
ribly. She was so frightened she 
went to a fortune teller, who told 
her there were three things I 
must beware of: water, (I was 
so scared over that experience 
that I didn’t need to be warned 
about it) ; going up onto high 
places, and seeing the dead. 
Well, this last : knowing that I 
wasn’t supposed to just made me 
the more curious, and though all 
our neighbors knew that it would 
be very bad luck for me to see a 
corpse, when there was a death 
in the neighborhood, I always 
attempted to see all I could. 
Later when I talked of going 
into nurses training, these two 
latter arguments were used to 
try to dissuade me.

“At New Years time it was 
lots of fun. Customs aren’t the 
same even here in Hainan, but 
with us after the house was all 

cleaned up on the last day of the 
old year, we bathed, washed our 
hair and put on new clothes 
throughout. Those who couldn’t 
afford new things, put on clean 
ones. We even combed our hair 
the night before, and were warn
ed that we must not get it muss
ed that night, for under no con
dition could it be combed on New 
Years day. When I was little 
we all had long hair, and it was 
well oiled and sleeked down. 
Usually there was so much going 
on that we hardly went to bed 
all night, so that it didn’t get 
mussed. All the lamps were lit 
and were not allowed to go out 
until the Little New Years (the 
15th). If through someone’s care
lessness one lamp went out, it 
was very bad luck. And all the 
brides went calling, that is the 
last bride in the family, some
times she wasn’t a very young 
bride ! They all dressed up in 
their prettiest, and we young
sters followed them about the 
village.

“I hadn’t started to school 
very long when the Communist 
trouble started and it was not 
thought safe for me to remain in 
the village. I would have gone 
to the Mission school if I could 
have combed my own hair, but 
since there were no maids for 
that purpose there, I was sent to 
live in the District City with my 
father’s Secondary wife. Since 
that time I have been at home 

very little. There were only two 
of us girls going to school ; all 
our class mates were boys. I 
changed my name because there 
was a boy of the same name, and 
it was embarrassing for us both 
to respond when the teacher 
called that name.

“I was sixteen when I took the 
entrance examination to enter 
Nurses School. You remember I 
took the examination and was 
accepted, but I didn’t come at 
once? Well, I had taken the 
examination without anyone’s 
knowing, but leaving home and 
going to the hospital was a dif
ferent matter. My relatives tried 
all sorts of ways to dissuade me, 
but I had always been very inde
pendent, and usually got my own 
way in the end. When, as a 
child, I was crossed I would go 
on a hunger strike until I got 
my way. Finally, though I was 
much later than the rest of the 
class, I entered.”

This girl after her graduation 
from Nursing School, decided 
she wanted to take Public Health 
Nursing; so she was enrolled in 
the Autumn class under the Na
tional Health Administration, 
given in Nanking. Because she 
did not know Mandarin, she 
had the privilege of working in 
the University Hospital for two 
months before her course opened. 
She kept her eyes open there, 
learning many things that are 
different from a country hospi
tal. She was very lonely at 
first, being unable to speak. 
“When I was first there, because 
I could not understand, I was 
very lonesome, though they were 
all so nice to me. I tried read

ing the Bible, for during my 
time in the Mission Hospital in 
Hoihow I had heard the Gospel 
Message many times, and knew 
it was good. I got some comfort 
from reading, but after I was 
more acquainted, I didn’t read 
so much and finally, I forgot all 
about it. There were several 
Christians in my class in Public 
Health; one turned over a new 
leaf at New Years, and got up 
early every morning for her de
votions. I went to church with 
them sometimes, but it was very 
far, and I didn’t care to go very 
much; Sunday was the only free 
day and there were other things 
I liked to do better. Our Dean 
was a Christian and gave us 
much good advice.”

When she had completed this 
course, she returned to Hoihow, 
where she was employed in the 
Mission hospital. She was able 
to put into operation some of 
the ideas she had learned, help
ing us thereby. In the summer 
a severe epidemic of cholera 
broke out. A Temporary hos
pital was opened with volunteer 
workers. She asked if she could 
give full time, and was allowed 
to do so. After a month, it ap
peared that the epidemic was 
over, so that the place was 
left in care of others, but a few 
days passed and a second wave 
occured, and more patients began 
coming in again. She said she 
thought that those who were 
there could do the work all right, 
that she would not return. She 
had worked so hard for the 
month, that the decision of re
turning was left entirely to her. 
Next day she came to the office
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stayed with us for eight months, 
gained twenty-five pounds and is 
well on the road to health.

«Jnce when Abe was still a stu
dent. I asked someone if she 
were favorable to the Gospel, 
and the answer was. ”She's not 
against it,” Site was a healthy, 
naturally happy girl who didn't 
see much in it for herself one way 
or the other. When she returned 
from Nanking, she attended 
church regulariiy. but was rather 
self-conscious when spiritual 
things were mentioned to her. 
But while she was in bed. she 
had lots of time to read and 
think, and she read her Bible 
and asked questions. She was 
baptised not long ago. One 
question put to her was. Why 
is it that having been here so 
long, you now desire to take this 
step C’ And her answer was.

Jesus was my doctor.”

LET’S ALL DIG
By Meta M. Thomas.

Knowing that this Newsletter 
goes to a good many homes 
where there are young folks 
I’m writing of a little incident 
that happened heye during Au
gust. Hainan, being a tropical 
island, gets a large amount of 
rain fall,, especially during the 
summer mouths. This year the 
showers seem much later. For 
ten days we have had a heavy 
downpour every afternoon and 
with the rain is plenty of thun
der and lightning. The com
pound is one sea of water during 
these rains and the topography 
being slightly rolling, a great 
deal of washing is done, espe
cially to our paths. We don’t 
have paved walks between houses 
but use gravel mixed with red 
earth which makes excellent 
walks, if you don’t mind a peb
ble hopping into your shoe now 
and then. But when it rains 
these paths are all washed badly, 
a lot of the gravel being carried 
down the ravine to the river.

This ravine is quite pictures
que and lends itself nicely to 
landscaping. At present we 
have a small lily pond in it fed 
by a spring from the banks. 
These banks, during the rainy 
season, are full of crab holes and 
it’s the delight of Chinese and 
foreign children to rush down, 
there and tease out these crabs, 
after a rain.

They each get a rib of one of 
the coconut palm leaflets and tie 

a piece of nice juicy worm on the 
end of it. Then each finds a 
promising looking hole and 
pokes this worm down the hole. 
The crab either grabs the worm 
in its pincers and is then drawn 
out or else follows the worm out 
as it is pulled back by its owner.

This day they didn’t seem to 
want to be teased out so the chil
dren ran for hoes with which to 
dig them out. I begged them 
not to dig for we had just plant
ed the hank full of lily bulbs. I 
suggested that they go out the 
back gate and dig for crabs in 
the ravine just outside the wall. 
They went gladly. They soon 
tired of digging for crabs but 
were enticed by the gushing 
springs coming out of the banks. 
One especially large gusher pro
mised a good body of water if 
they dug deep enough. So they 
set to work.

In a short time a squeal of de
light was heard, for one boy had 
dug up a dollar. Then digging 
began in earnest and seventeen 
silver dollars were dug up, all 
black and dingy, but good 
money. The Chinese Pastor’s 
son had found six, the evange
list’s son eleven. Everyone 
wanted to dig. Bob was so dis
gusted that he had Flu and 
wasn’t allowed out. No more 
were found but what an exciting 
time it had been for the children.

How had these dollars gotten 
there ? Had they been there

IW?

»WSI
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long } Two of the dollars were 
quite old. one a Mexican dollar 
and one a French. Had a thief 
hidden them and been killed 
a? never to be able to return for 
his loot ? Or when Communism 
was so rampant had some one 
hidden them for safety ! Or had 
they been hidden at the time 
when the government issued a 
decree calling in all the silver, 
any-one having silver in his pos
session after that date to be 
arreted or money confiscated.

Many guesses, your guess is 
good as ours.

Are there any treasures for the 
rest of us to dig up I Yes there 
are many treasures. God's Book 
is full of rich treasure for each 
of us. Treasure that will do our 
souls good and make us rich in 
His sight. Let's all dig for that 
treasure. We each have ample 
opportunity. The longer and 
more earnestly we dig. the larger 
our treasure becomes.

"Rural churches in China are feeling their way to new' forms of 
worship. I have never felt so near to God as in some little village 
chape! near the fields. A cross on a table, a few scrolls on the wall, 
ome backless benches, but it all belongs to the people and to God. 
•Songs, not merely translations of our Western hymns but more and 
more Christian verse set to Chinese music, throbbing with the pain 
and joy. the longing and hopes of country life, and rich in rural 
imagery. I think of the line in one hymn, “He is the spring wind 
and I am the grass; let him blow/' And of that hymn with an old 
ballad tune which Christian farmers in many parts of China now 
sing as they go to their work. The first stanza goes, “Wearing our 
straw hats and carrying our hoes, We go to our fields, Praising the 
Lord. In Shantung and other provinces village Christians are 
singing whole sections and chapters of the Bible to old tones that 
have come down through the centuries. To hear the twenty-third 
Psalm thus chanted by a country congregation is to be moved to 
tears/7

“On Easter of last year I was with Frank Brown of Suchowfu 
in one of the rural churches of his missionary field. The Christians 
streamed in from the villages and filled the little chapel to overflow
ing so that we met in the yard outside. Each came with a wild flower 
in his hand and greeted his fellow-Christians, “Ye-su fuh-ho liao, 
Jesus is risen ’ More and more the rural churches of China are 
giving the festival the place it deserves, the church festival and the 
Christianized native festival/’

Excerpt* from a talk at Cornell University by Dr. Frank W. 
Price of Aanking Theological Seminary.

airplane alarm
By Luella

P-e-e-e-t ! Pe-e-e-e-t ! P-e-e-e-e-t ! 
shrilled the sharp siren at the 
North Gate of Kiungchow City.

“Keng bo !” we all cried in 
unison,—“ Airplane alarm ! ” — 
and dropped our work to rush 
for the American flags, hoist 
them up the masts and spread 
them on the lawns.

But no red ball was hanging 
from the signal tower which 
warned of a gunboat in the har
bor. It must have been a false 
alarm. Everyone is so nervous 
these days that a vulture flying 
high has even been mistaken for 
the dread speck bringing death 
under its wings.

Instantly the streets were alive 
with humanity rushing from 
homes and shops to the nearest 
hideouts and caves with which 
the country outside is tunneled. 
A steady stream began to pour 
into our compound gates, child
ren running ahead shouting in 
excitement, mothers and oldei’ 
sisters panting with babies on 
their backs, the aged and blind 
in eager haste fumbling and 
stumbling behind. Some with 
hastily gathered bundles. Others 
with pots of rice snatched from 
their rudely disturbed breakfast. 
All seeking the hoped-for protec
tion of the Stars and Stripes.

But before all could reach us 
came the dread zooming of the 
plane in the clouds overhead and 
panic prevailed. We shouted to 
them to stop where they were and 
hide under the nearest tree or

R. Tappan.
building but to no avail. They 
swarmed out into the open and 
ran frantically on, a vivid in
vitation to the bomber above !

Round and round it flew in 
huge circles, then suddenly spy
ing its prey, swooped low’ over 
the City and dropped a bomb 
with a deafening clap like 
thunder. Walls shook and win
dows rattled. Our little pet dog 
crawled miserably under m y 
desk. The children’s ponies 
strained at their ropes. The 
crowd stood paralyzed. Death
less silence prevailed.

Off it flew into the clouds but 
before we could steady ourselves 
here it came again headed seem
ingly straight for our buildings. 
High above it circled over the 
city and again spotted the gov
ernment yamen where we sur
mised the first bomb had drop
ped. A crackling hissing moment 
as the bomb released from on 
high cut 
air.

A 
the
smoke and debris, 
hit !” some one gasped. But the 
plane was still at work so we 
postponed investigations, but 
later learned the yamen was hit.

In the midst of the ghastly 
silence between bombs, what 
should we hear but the chattering 
of birds in the flame trees round 
about. How could they sing ! 
They knew not fear ! Black 
crested mynas, a swarm of them,

Then 
cloud 
earth

swiftly through the 
a sudden BOOM !

of dirt spewed out of 
filling the air with 

“Pitkin is
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swelling their throats in reckless 
unconcern ! Swallows chattering 
and fluttering as though nothing 
had happened !

“Not a sparrow falleth-------.”
“Ye are of more value than 
many sparrows.” These words 
flashed through our minds and 
brought us peace where there was 
no peace !.........

After three more bombs the all 
■clear signal blew. The plane had 
exhausted its cargo of death and 
watching eyes had seen it return 
to the carrier in the harbor and 
telephoned the good newTs to the 
various signal stations. Some

THE CLOSING GATE.
“Honored Teacher: Please pardon this informal note but there 

is no time for more ! Our hearts are too sad for words. When we 
planned to take the entrance examinations for the senior middle 
school here who knew that it would be this way ? Only fifty students 
are to be received, and about forty places are being saved for the 
graduates of this school’s own junior middle school ! Relatives of 
the principal, friends of the teachers and those recommended by the 
government inspector will have first choice ! Girls are very few and 
so every girl who takes the examinations will be accepted whether her 
learning is deep or not, so our three girl classmates have no question 
about success. Alas ! Is the gate of learning to be forever closed to 
us? Farewell!”

This is a rather free translation of a despairing note received by 
Miss Moninger and signed by three Pitkin boys who were in Kachek 
taking the examinations. The three girls were received, and one of 
these three boys and one other Pitkin boy, so our school made five of 
the possible twelve places. The other four Pitkin boys who did not 
succeed are taking examinations for other schools and we hope will 
succeed. To date we know that nine Pitkin graduates (three from 
the class of the previous year) have passed the examinations for the 
Kheng-hai senior middle school, a privately established school in 
Kiungchow, and one graduate of the previous year has entered the 
normal school. Another graduate this summer expects to enter school 
in Hongkong. We are pleased that so many of our students are able 
to go on to senior middle school. One girl expects to enter the Hoi- 
how Hospital Nurses’ Training School.

times it has replenished its store 
of bombs (did the scrap iron that 
made them come from your old 
car in America we wondered ?) 
and made another visit but to
day we were spared. Everyone 
went back to work glad that the 
damage had been slight and that 
the soldiers had fled from the 
yamen so that not a life was lost.

We were interested to learn 
from Hongkong papers that came 
a few days later that “the 
Kiungchow government h e a d- 
quarters were completely wiped 
out” but nothing was said of the 
men who returned as soon as the 
attack wTas over !

A LA LIMKO

By Henry H. Bucher.
In recent years we have heard 

of endurance tests of all kinds 
differing from one another only 
in the degree of their absurdity. 
Recently at the Hau-lang Church 
about twenty-five miles northeast 
of Nodoa I accidentally initiated 
a new kind of endurance test— 
not absurd but certainly a supre
me test of one’s “sitability.”

A team of five of us went over 
to Hau-lang Church to conduct 
an eight day Bible Institute. 
Though the attendance was not 
as large as we had hoped that it 
would be, the instructors were 
all well-prepared and gave good 
“meat.” It was a success !

By the last day, which was the 
second Sunday of our stay there, 
our team had grown in numbers 
and by happy coincidence in
cluded three of the four active 
(and on the field) ordained min
isters of this Presbytery. As the 
official, though not resident, pas
tor of the Church I determined 
to take full advantage of the 
unusual circumstances and give 
each of the other two ministers a 
leading part in the day’s services.

At the suggestion of the elders 
we arranged to have the pastor 
of the Nam-kiang Church, Rev. 
Ngou Dau-nam, take charge of 
the main service and in lieu of 
the usual sermon make plain to 
the local Christians the essential 
differences between the Gospel of 
our Church, the Church of Christ 

of China, and that taught by the 
Roman Catholics and the Seventh 
Day Adventists. This was a 
much needed lesson as both of 
these groups are increasingly 
active in this area !

There were three newly elected 
elders awaiting ordination. We 
arranged to have the other pas
tor, Rev. Fu Vun-khai, the Mod
erator of this Presbytery (Dam- 
lim Pres.), take charge of a 
“short” ordination service, though 
pastor Ngou and I assisted him 
in the laying on of hands.

The third service, the Baptis
mal and Communion Service, I 
moderated with the able assist
ance of the other two pastors. 
One infant was baptized ; three 
adults, one man and two women, 
were baptized and received into 
the Church on first confession of 
faith. The congregation of eight 
or nine hundred had thinned out 
somewhat by the third of these 
successive services.

This plan was ambitious and 
comprehensive ; it was aimed at 
taking the fullest advantage of 
the unusual occasion. We feared 
such a succession of services 
might prove too long and weary
ing to the flesh, so each agreed to 
shorten his part to a minimum. 
However, every hymn seemed to 
have ten verses, every prayer was 
a sermon, and every announce
ment was twins. The address on 
Evangelical Christianity versus
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Catholicism and Seventh Day 
Adventism was masterful both in 
content and length. The ordin
ation ceremony proved very 
effective but lacking in terminal 
properties. “Anything that is 
good is even better twice as long 
drawn-out’** seems to be the 
Chinese maxim.

A baptismal service where all 
the charges and explanations 
have to be interpreted from Hai- 
nanese into Lim-ko can hardly 
possess the quality of brevity ; 
nor can a communion service be 
very short where several hundred 
people are served from two plates 
and one hundred odd wine-cups. 
Immediately after this com
munion service followed another 
period of announcements having 
to do with the Church finances.

The morning’s services started 
shortly after 10:30. There was a 
short intermission of five or ten 
minutes between each of the main 

Carts with rice brought in from villages ready to be 
taken to markets.

services. When it was all over 
and the smoke had cleared away 
it was 4:00 p.m. ! Several hund
red o'f the original congregation 
had sat patiently through this 
whole series of services. I was 
nearly worn out nervously my
self and felt very apologetic for 
my share of responsibility in 
making the women and children 
sit so long in one place, but I 
didn’t need to feel so. The Lim- 
kos one and all thought it was 
perfectly splendid, altogether the 
biggest day in their Church for 
many a year. And it was !

I was reminded of the response I 
once heard from a Siamese Chris
tian when it was suggested that 
a service was too long for com
fort. In substance it was this : 
“If we are going to take the 
trouble to get washed and dressed 
and come some distance to a 
Church service wTe want it to be 
good and long, long enough to be 
worth our while in coming.”

YE MUST BE BORN AGAIN

By Margaret R. Melrose.

before the 
church plant 
all sorts of

For some time 
autumn of '37 the 
at Nodoa suffered 
depredations at the hands of a 
gang of boys, whose homes were 
in this end of town. There were 
broken w indows and ruined trees, 
heaps of filth and rubbish left on 
steps and verandahs. When the 
caretaker attempted to interfere, 
catcalls and abuse greeted him, 
the gang rushed for the outside 
gate, and he was fortunate if he 
were not hustled or knocked 
about. These boys were between 
fourteen and sixteen, and some 
of them had been in our school. 
One was a son in a Christian 
family so they all knew some
thing about Christianity and 
were wont to revile it in a dread
ful way.

In September last year three 
of our Christian young people, 
two of whom were teachers in our 
primary school and the third a 
town girl, and two of whom had 
attended Pastor Soong’s meetings 
in Amoy, started evening meet-

ings in the home of one of them. 
They gathered in the street chil
dren and' taught them many 
choruses and hymns. The gang: 
at first stood outside the door but 
gradually they too went in and 
took part and remained for the 
whole meeting. In November a 
week of evening evangelistic meet
ings was held in the church. The 
children did a lot of singing 
followed by an evangelistic meet
ing in which the frequent theme- 
was “Ye must be born again.” 
Every member of the gang heard 
the call and was surely born of 
the Spirit, for now, almost a 
year later, this group of boys are 
always at church and other 
Christian services, and go on 
evangelistic trips as well as keep
ing up regular Bible study. I 
was speaking to a woman about 
the leader of this gang and she 
said, “We have heard evangelists, 
preach about being born again, 
but now we see A-chong and 
know just what it means.” For 
those born of the Spirit do mind 
the things of the Spirit.

IS IT NOTHING TO YOU?

A well known British religious leader according to the Chinese 
Recorder says; “The humilitating thing is that the Chinese resistance 
has been of direct assistance to the peace of Europe. ît is a humbling 
thing to reflect on what European peace may owe to the incalculable- 
sufferings of hundreds of thousands of Chinese peasants.”

ft
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PEACE
By Arthur E. French, Jr.

In all countries of the globe, 
among all races of men will be 
found those who at this season of 
the year will raise their voices to 
sing the familiar words, ‘‘Glory 
to God in the highest, and on 
earth peace among men in whom 
he is well pleased.” Yet in many 
climes, those living under differ
ent flags will cry out at this 
Christmas season, “How long, O 
Lord ?” We will talk peace and 
we will sing about peace and we 
will believe the words of the 
angels when they sang at the 
birth of our Saviour, “Glory to 
God in the highest, and on earth 
peace among men in whom he is 
well pleased,” and yet our eyes 
see and ears hear of wars and 
rumors of wars and our hearts 
take up the refrain, “How long, 
O Lord.” How long until, “He 
will decide the disputes of the 
nations and settle many a peo
ple’s case, till swords are beaten 
into plowshares, spears into 
prunning hooks.” Until, “No 
nation draws the sword against 
another,” and, “no longer shall 
men learn to fight.”

It. is not uncommon to hear 
that since the members of a cer
tain .village have accepted Christ 
and joined the church they quar
rel much less than formerly. 
Before disputes were common and 
now they are rare. If this is a 
true picture of the family and of 
the village, what about the larger 
family of nations ? Are the na
tions turning their backs to 
Christ? In some cases it would 
seem that we have elevated the 

individual and lowered the King 
of Kings. Nations are composed 
of families and villages. What 
happens in the village can hap
pen to the nations if which each 
shoulders his responsibility.

The total number of years spent 
for Christ on this Island number 
several hundred. Thousands have 
heard the Gospel story and many 
have accepted Christ as their 
Saviour. Yet above it all is heard 
the steady tramp of soldiers feet. 
We retire at night with the sound 
of soldiers’ voices in our ears and 
long before the break of dawn we 
hear the bugle call. War is in 
the air. Daily we can see the 
soldiers at bayonet practice 
learning the most efficient method 
to run through another human. 
And we cry, “How Long, O 
Lord?”

In spite of our yearning for 
peace, for world peace, we must, 
if we are honest, admit that we 
as individuals have done very 
little to bring it about. The 
soldier that fights is a hero. We 
still get a thrill as the parade 
passes along the street and the 
man with the gun we cheer. We 
cry, “Peace, peace,” when there 
is no .peace.

Only when nations bring all 
under the control of Christ will 
there be peace and that will only 
come about when you and 
I, in the place where we live, live 
and give Christ. When the peace 
that passeth all understanding 
dwells in the hearts of men,, then 
and only then will the peace of 
the world be assured. *

Hainan is only an island off 
the coast of China but war sha
dows fall here as in other parts 
even though they are but a sample 
of the darkness of the desolate 
war areas.

War refugees are here. But 
they have not been driven from 
their homes. They have been 
driven from their schools, shops 
and places of business in the war 
zones back to their native villages 
in Hainan. A Christian whose 
home home is near the Hum
mocks, the extinct volcanoes west 
of Hoihow, had a valuable bee 
farm in Nanking. When the 
Japanese attacked the capitol, he 
was compelled to abandon the 
farm and join the thousands who 
trekked up the Yangtse river 
some four hundred miles to Han
kow and thence down to Canton 
by rail and on to Hainan by 
boat. He said the government 
assisted the refugees, hundreds of 
thousands of them, by giving 
them food along the way or pro
vided them with twenty cents a 
day to buy it. He has lost sev
eral thousand dollars but seemed 
thankful to be well and alive in 
his native village after his har
rowing experience. However he 
seemed very anxious about the 
future.

Mission and government schools 
have been forced interior to 
escape the danger of bombing in 
Kiungchow since the Japanese 
planes have been making periodic 
visits for the past year to the

1»

WAR SHADOWS

By David S. Tappan.
coast cities. This is but a sanfple 
of hundreds of universities, col
leges and high schools all over 
China who have left their well- 
equipped plants to set up school 
in some out of the way temporary 
quarters in the interior. This 
has brought educational advant
ages to such districts that they 
have never had before.

Many wealthy Chinese have 
left their native homes for Bri
tish Hongkong or Singapore and 
will wait until the war is over to 
return for well they know the 
danger of personal enemies rising 
up at such a time to accuse them 
of being traitors, have them put 
in prison or pay thousands of 
dollars for their release.

Like Abraham of old, men, 
women and children are seeking 
new homes. I wonder if some 
warlike nation drove that father 
of the Jewish nation out of Ur 
of the Chaldees. Like him, they 
are men of faith looking forward 
to a time when their nation will 
be free and peaceful.

As a visitor leaves Hoihow to- 
drive to Kiungchow he will 
notice the ruins of the mayor’s 
office building. In Kiungchow he 
will also see the block of ruined 
homes near the military head
quarters. Near the fort west of 
Hoihow are shell holes the result 
of Japanese naval bombardments. 
This is merely a sample of what 
is happening in many parts of 
China. Only a few soldiers are 
killed but more civilians and
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r as Hainan is 
ilitary results of 

and/ naval bombard- 
asy6iothing compared 

te of money by the

women and children. Sometimes 
the bombs hit the mark but more 
often miss and the innocent 
suffer. The bombings do little or 
no damage to the military for 
they have already moved their 
headquarters to shaded villages 
which completely hide them from 
the skies, 
concerne 
air ra 
ments/are 
with/the w 
Jar/anese!

Hainan has been spared the 
shadow of seeing wounded sold
iers being brought in from the 
battlefield to overcrowded hos
pitals. But it was brought near 
when we attended the big memo
rial service for the aviator son of 
one of our Christian mothers who 
gave his life in one of the many 
air battles over Canton. This is 
but one of numberless services of 
this kind being held over China 
in honor of her brave defenders.

TarfesTViave been greatly in
creased and salvation bonds are 
lying continually issued to meet 
/ne expense of the war. This has 
caused great hardship to the 
small business man and shop 
keeper. A district official was 
promoted to Kiungchow because 
he was very successful in raising 
various loans and assessments. A 
Chinese friend remarked that it 
does not mean that he was a good 
official in the old sense of the 
word as being a just father-pro
tector of his people but only that 
he was skillful in getting money 
out of the people.

Eflliig exchange is one serious 
effectif the war. Until a few 
years ago we dealt only in silver 

dollars and copper pennies. 
Then the gov’t called in all the 
silver and issued national paper 
currency at a fixed rate of ex
change. The silver bullion was 
stored in gov’t banks and since 
the war shipped to Europe and 
America. This greatly streng
thened the gov’t’s financial po
licy. Paper money retained its 
value in relation to foreign ex
change with little variation. 
Thirty-one cents American money 
would purchase one dollar Chin
ese currency. In June the cur
rency began to drop in value until 
the middle of August, at the time 
of this writing, one American 
dollar is worth six Chinese dol
lars. Some say that government 
has fixed the rate so that Chin
ese will cease purchasing foreign 
goods and thus keep the money 
in the country. Others say there 
are new issues of paper money 
without adequate reserve. What
ever the cause it has greatly 
increased the cost of all foreign 
goods. A five pound tin of Klim 
costs twenty dollars in Hoihow 
to-day. Gasoline is $1.89 cents a 
gallon. Iron and cement, in 
fact all foreign goods, have al
most doubled in price. This has 
worked great hardship among 
the Chinese but does not affect so 
much the missionaries whose 
salaries are reckoned in Ameri
can money. Neither does it 
affect the wealthy Chinese who 
have their surplus funds in 
Hongkong banks which are in
dependent of the fall of Chinese 
exchange. But it does affect the 
small business men and shop 
keepers. Splendid harvests have . / 
prevented any unusual hardship y 

or want among the people of 
Hainan who are mainly rural. 
Should a typhoon destroy this 
year’s harvest there would be 
great suffering for the adverse 
exchange would make impossible 
the purchase of rice from Siam 
where Hainan buys in lean 
years. Because of bountiful har
vests a majority of the country 
people do not realize that their 
country is at war and things go 
on as in former years.

1
5 \re being conscripted 
army and we are awa- 
ily? long before daylight 
rijliing of new recruits, 
h to be unusually pro- 
aaterial judging from 
t air and good physi
que. lî Hainan is a sample of 
all China there will be no lack 
of man power to carry on the 

war indefinitely.

Tbemoral of the people is re- 
ma/k<üfle. They believe they will 
eventually win. They do not show 
hatred for the Japanese people 
but blame the military for ravag
ing their land. Japan has a

“The religious conception of the present Chinese youth has 
greatly changed, especially, since the outbreak of hostilities. They 
do not feel interested in mystical theological problems but in the 
social application of Christianity. They are not so much concerned 
over the questions about life after death as they once were, but their 
concerns are about the present National Crisis and international 
peace. At a students’ meeting at Ichang, they submitted more than 
fifty questions. Some of the typical questions are : “Can Christian
ity save China?” “Why does not God restrain the stronger nations 
from oppressing the weaker ones ?” “When both Chinese and Japanese 
Christians are praying for national victory, which will be heard?” 
“How can we find God ?” “How can we be sure that there is a Power 
who cares and with whom we can work?”

from a report by Rev. C. T. Tsai.

she hopes to

more than 
missionaries

tremendous task if 
exhaust China.

The Chinese are 
friendly to foreign 
and Christian workers. They 
flock to our mission compounds 
for refuge in times of bombing. 
But they still hold on to their 
ancient superstitions as we were 
reminded by the way the crowds 
have swarmed to the large idol 
fair which has been held the past 
three days in the temple over the 
wall from our compound. The 
fact that Christian nations are 
selling war planes, gasoline and 
shrapnel to enable Japan to 
bomb defenceless Chinese does 
not help the cause of the Prince 
of Peace. After a bombing it is 
hard to answer Chinese viewing 
the ruins when they ask why 
America helps Japan to do this? 
We find it difficult to say that 
America sells war materials to 
anyone who pays the price. 
When will Christian nations 
practice Christianity at home as 
well as send missionaries to 
China to preach it? Then only 
will there be peace on earth, 
good will toward men.
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AS THEY SAY IN CHINESE

By M. M. Moninger

REFLECTIONS OF A MISSIONARY DOCTOR
By Nathaniel Bercovitz, m.d.

Christmas gifts do not usually 
come in August, but it has been 
just like one this summer to have 
a little time to work at my 
favorite hobby, my flainanese 
Roman ized-Chinese character — 
English dictionary, with Mr. 
lap. It’s been a whole year 
since there has been any chance 
to work at it except to jot down 
material now and then, as words 
and phrases penetrated at last 
ears that had probably heard 
them several hundred times with
out really realizing the signifi
cance. It is strange how a word 
you suddenly really hear for the 
first time bobs up to meet you so 
casually right along afterwards 
and you come jco the conclusion 
that it has b^en there all the 
time. Some Chinese phrases are 
really very expressive, and Mr. 
lap has scores of them, it seems 
to me. Would you be interested 
in just a few. picket! at random I

A mosquito stabbing a buffa
lo’s horn.” How is that as 
a symbol of utter futility 
of effort !

“ The old cat fell off the idol
shelf”—where it had doubt
less walked innumerable 
times before. Even experi
enced ones can make a mis
take.

l' A toad in the bottom of a 
well”—is no more stolid 
than a person who will not 
keep up with the times.

“ Looking at the sky from the 
bottom of the well” of 
course gives a very narrow 
field of vision and a small 
outlook on life.

“ Sitting on the buffalo’s back 
and hunting for it —where 
we say we couldn’t see a 
thing that was right under 
our nose—or, “if it had 
been a snake it would have 
bitten you.”

“ A dumb person eating very 
bitter medicine”—a person 
forced to do a very hard 
thing without the privilege 
of complaining.

“ Putting the yoke on an un
trained cow”—breaking in 
a new worker at a strange 
task.

“ The greedy cat is eating the 
sun (or moon)’’ — so of 
course there is an eclipse.

“ Asking the evil spirits for ill
ness” isn’t so much differ
ent in actual connotation 
from our expression ‘Temp 
ting Providence’—and is a 
sad commentary too on the 
people who know only evil 
spirits and no loving Hea
venly Father.

I was sitting at my desk one 
particularly hot afternoon not so 
long ago. I had just prepared 
for the mail an order of certain 
things to be purchased in Ameri
ca. These included engine parts, 
screening, and some other items 
of hardware. The carpenter had 
just been in to see me about re
pairing some windows damaged 
by the typhoon of the day before. 
The cook had also been in to ask 
me to have the mason repair the 
kitchen stoves. I had on the 
desk beside me memos regarding 
the rise in prices of all drugs 
and supplies due to the great 
drop in exchange. As I ponder
ed those memos I was troubled 
because I know that I could not 
raise our small fees in the hos
pital because the people simply 
don’t have the money to pay 
more. I realized also .that the 
drugs and supplies had to be 
bought, but just what should be 
done was not clear. I was think
ing of various needs for equip
ment all over the hospital, and 
need for more nurses to care for 
the many patients which had 
been coming in—more acutely ill 
patients than we had had for 
years. I was thinking of our 
crowded conditions — especially 
the rooms and wards for women 
and children, built when the hos
pital was begun as a very small 
institution nearly 50 years ago. 
I was thinking also of several 
surgical cases in the hospital, 
especially in women, such as we 

had not seen in the early days of 
the work. And then my reveries 
were broken by the Superintend
ent of Nurses who told me we 
simply had to have some new 
patients’ clothes made—could we 
afford to have that work done- 
well, it had to be done anyway— 
we were happy to have so many 
patients, and they had to have 
clothes—

And then I said to myself— 
and this is missionary work ! 
Hardware, and masons, and 
drugs, and cost of supplies, and 
clothes for patients, repairing 
broken windows, and getting new 
screening wrhere people who had 
never seen a foreign building to 
say nothing of screens, had pok
ed fingers, or sticks through to 
see what would happen; new 
engine parts.

But just then I heard a wo
man’s voice singing. By no 
standard however charitable 
could the voice be called beauti
ful, altho the tune was carried. 
I slipped around to the ward 
and saw Miss Lai, the woman 
evangelist, the center of a crowd 
of women patients and their 
friends and relatives from the 
villages, thrilled as she sang the 
old Gospel song, and listening 
intently as she told them a Bible 
story from the chart she was 
holding in her hand. Passing 
another ward for women I saw a 
group gathered around an old 
lady from whom I had removed
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a large tumor some four months 
ago, and she too was telling them 
a Bible story. As I returned to 
my office my X-Ray technician 
was waiting for me. He is an 
elder in the church, and was 
there to tell me that since it 
would be Communion day on 
Sunday, he was going over to the 
church to help examine candi
dates for baptism, and he added 
that two of the nurses of 
hospital who had been with 
for some years were coming 
fore the session for baptism.

American Presbyterian Hospital, Hoihow.

the 
us 

be-

I sat alone by my desk and 
thought again for a time—and 
then 1 mailed my letter. The 
order for engine parts, for 
screening, the details of repairs, 
patients clothes, equipment, 
building problems, finances, they 
are all missionary work in a real 
sense. Because they are part of 
what is necessary to keep this 
large hospital going, and in this 
hospital men and women are 
hearing about Christ, and men 
and women are being brought to 
Christ.

Ifie three-man demonstrated by a student squad, 
at Christ Hospital, Kachek.

■. I

H (H I I VW II ospital.

Alr. R. C. Lee, Hi rector of Red Cross, Hainan, China, 
and 16 cases of Red Cross supplies ready for shipment to 
centres along coast and in princijial cities of Hainan. 

Supplies were prepared in Hoi How Hospital.
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VACATIONING IN HAINAN
By Louise Scott Bucher.

There are many ways to spend 
a vacation, 
mountains 
seashore at 
missionary 
Hongkong ; 
home-which 
red above the others. We did not 
deserve a vacation this summer. 
We have been back from Hong
kong only six months. However 
we knew if we did 
for a little change 
starts and the fall 
we would not get 
year. We did not choose any of 
the above mentioned places but 
decided a trip in Hainan would 
be interesting.

On Friday morning, very early, 
we got our little family together 
and started off to Hoihow. It was 
a beautiful day and the roads were 
not as bad as they can be. We 
stopped at “Deep Forest” village 
and had our lunch. While there 
we met a Filipino family on 
their way to Hoihow. They had 
been experimenting with sugar 
and rubber but were greatly dis
couraged because of the drought 
and the war conditions and were 
going back to the Philippines.

Our three days in Hoihow were 
spent in shopping and visiting. 
On Sunday we went back to our 
former home in Kiungchow and 
went to church. The Chinese 
seemed quite happy to see us and 
that made our hearts glad. We 
also had time to visit with all 
the missionaries.

the 
the 
the 
in 
at

We may go to 
at Lan-tau ; to 
Cheung-chau ; to 
home or hotel 

or we may stay 
is often to be prefer-

not get away 
before school 
work begins 
away for a

The following Tuesday we pre
pared for a trip to Kachek even 
though rain was threatening. 
Having rained hard the day be
fore the roads were slippery but 
there was no trouble. We should 
be as well prepared as one 
Chinese man we saw. In the 
distance was a big car that had 
slipped into the ditch beside the 
road. At first it looked as if it 
were deserted but on coming clo
ser we saw a collapsible cot 
placed in the shade of the car 
and the driver asleep on it. Why 
worry about a little thing like 
that ? About three o’clock in the 
afternoon we arrived in Kachek 
tired but happy. Our three 
days there were spent in visiting 
our missionary friends and re
newing our Chinese friendships. 
We had not been there for a year 
and, the Thomas family having 
just returned from furlough, we 
had not seen them for two years. 
Our Kachek compound is said to 
be the second most beautiful 
compound in our China Mission 
and it is truly a lovely spot. It 
seemed to me the coconut palms 
were unusually pretty this time.

Our visit drew to a close en
tirely too soon but we felt we 
must get back. We dared try a 
new road across country and 
make it back to Nodoa in one 
day. On Saturday morning we 
got an early start and although 
it was raining we still had hopes 
that we could make it. The 
scenery was lovely. I shall never

forget one view from a hill over
looking rice fields many feet 
below. We had to cross one 
river. Not knowing from which 
side the next boat would come, 
the ferry boat had been left in 
midstream. The boatmen got on 
a small boat and rowed over the 
deepest part and then waded to 
the boat the rest of the way. A 
new way to operate ferry boats, 
don’t you think? When we got 
on the other side we had to get 
into the water and wade ashore. 
Even the car had to go off in the 
water but it worked out all right. 
About half way home we had a 
little trouble with a short circuit 
in the self-starter of the car and 

HAINANESE BABEL.
At a recent Christian Endeavor Meeting on Nodoa Compound 

the leader spoke in Limko, one of the participants spoke in Mandarin, 
another who is Limko spoke in Hakka. Later speakers used Hakka 
and Mandarin. Not once during the evening was Hainanese heard.

On another occasion a young man who is a Limko was asked to 
preach. He could have preached in Hainanese, Limko, Hakka, 
Mandarin or English with equal facility, but he elected to use 
Cantonese !

Do you wonder that the Chinese in this area are natural linguists 
and that any foreigner who resides here needs the gift of tongues ?

SON OF GOD.
Did Mary, when she saw her son— 
Forgetting pain, the trip, the night 
When none could spare her room and light— 
Then deem his birth her duty done ?

Did Mary know that shed of sod 
A shelter gave the Son of God ?

Did Mary, rather, see her son— 
Rememb’ring pains, and wrongs and ills 
That spread o’er earth from Bethlehem’s hills— 
As what with God he might become ?

Did Mary guess that bricks or sod 
Whatever, shelter sons of God ?

E. W. French. .

had to change a tire. The child
ren liked the stops for they could 
get out and run around. We 
arrived in Nodoa around six 
o’clock in a tropical downpour 
but we were happy to see that 
for rain is sorely needed. How
ever we were glad it had waited 
until we neared home. We had 
had a lovely trip but we were 
happy to be home again.

Here I sit writing of vacations 
but by the time you get this it 
will be Christmas. We wish for 
all of you a very happy Christ
mas. May the coming of the 
Christ Child have a deeper 
meaning for you this year than 
ever before.

Î1,

1

»■
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FROM A FOREIGN KITCHEN
By Genevieve

“I must quit now and go home 
to rest and eat some medicine. 
My feet hurt heavily when I 
stand most of the day. I do not 
want to desert the work and will 
come back to help a little if 
something important comes up.” 
It is a few days before Christ
mas and 1 find myself without a 
cook.

I’m in the kitchen doing my 
own cooking. Bread must be 
made to-morrow and the yeast 
made to-night. I collect the po
tatoes, sugar, Hour, hops and 
starter and start in.—Early this 
morning 1 set the sponge, the 
dough has been kneaded, has 
risen and is ready for the oven. 
The stove, a “tau,” is made of 
brick and mortar. There are no 
lids for the fireholes so one cooks 
over the open fire. Charcoal is 
used. The oven, made of two 
kerosene tins, is placed over the 
fire, glowing charcoal put on top 
of the oven and the bread put in 
to bake.

The kitchen is a separate build
ing and one must waste many 
steps running up and down 
stairs, back and forth from the 
house to the kitchen. The shel
ves, pots and pans are covered 
with charcoal dust and fine ashes. 
The concrete floor is damp from 
the seeping earthenware water
jars, mosquitoes buzz up through 
the concrete drain of the impos- 
sible-to-get-clean concrete sink. 
As you see there is cleaning to 
do, so up roll the sleeves and I

forget for a 
not realizing 
the cook was 
be dean and

HAINANAGRAMS.

Burkwall, r.n. 
dive in. Don’t 
minute that I’m 
how handicapped 
when he tried to 
efficient.

Here comes the coolie, back 
from the market with a small 
chunk of pork strung on a bam
boo stick, three duck eggs, a big 
fat cucumber and a dozen bana
nas. They are all unwrapped, 
carried openly so the whole mar
ket can see what we are going to 
have to eat to-day.

Each summer we buy seeds 
from Australia, Hong Kong or 
the United States. They are 
planted in the fall and in 
December the plants begin to 
bear. Fortunately I can go out 
into the garden now and gather 
peas, beans, beets, carrots, lettuce 
and a few tomatoes. Soon there 
will be cabbage and corn. These 
simplify the food problem in the 
winter and spring. During the 
summer and fall we try to make 
the native vegetables palatable.

After a month • of searching 
here comes a prospective cook 
from a village. He knows noth
ing about foreign cooking but is 
anxious to learn. I ask him if he 
knows what these vegetables are. 
He has never seen them before. He 
has never used knives and forks 
and looks at them with curiosity. 
A handkerchief and table napkin 
are one and the same to him. I 
remember I was equally as 
ignorant about Chinese things 
when I first arrived.

1

I
1

Did the scrap iron that bombed Hainan come from your old car in 
America ? see page 14.

Like Abraham of old, men, women, and children are seeking new 
homes, see page 19.

The fact that Christian nations are selling war planes, gasoline and 
shrapnel to enable Japan to bomb defenceless Chinese does not 
help the cause of the Prince of Peace, see page 21.

We find it difficult to say that America sells war materials to anyone 
who pays the price, see page 21.

When will Christian nations practice Christianity at home as well 
as send missionaries to preach it ? see page 21.

Idol worshippers live in such fear of the power of spirits that they 
are willing to do anything to appease them, see page 5.

Water and sanitary systems will alleviate the servant problem, which 
is the worst trial to missionaries, see page 6.

We have heard evangelists preach about being born again, but now 
we see A-chong and know just what it means, see page 17.

“Anything that is good is even better twice as long draw-out” seems 
to be the Chinese maxim, see page 16.

“A toad at the bottom of a well”—is no more stolid than a person 
who will not keep up with the times, see page 22.

The order for engine parts, for screening ; the details of repairs, 
patients’ clothes, equipment, building problems, finances—they 
are all missionary work in the real sense, see page 24.

She was so frightened that she went to a fortune teller, who told her 
there were three things I must beware of—water, going up onto 
high places, and seeing the dead.” see page 8.

“In some cases it would seem that we have elevated the individual 
and lowered the King of Kings, see page 18.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GRAY

From

Secretary of g^ate, 

WaehingtonT

4, January 25, 9 a, m.

Preparations for a general

Tsinan via Tsingtao and 
N. R«

Dated January 25, 1939

Rec’d^ 7 »30 a. m,, 28 th*

in this part of Shantung have been evidenced during the 

past few days by a strengthening of Japanese forces and £he 

announcement in the press that effective January 23rd th© 

coast of northeastern Shantung would be blockaded* ex^^p^ 

for the navigating of third power vessels,, for ”£he çjpflÿ 

venience of operations of Japanese troops”.. It is under» 

stood that concerted drive on guerrilla strongholds in 

northeastern Shantung was launched at bases along the Tsing- 

tao Tsinanfu Railway on January 17th and the Japanese Haim 

the capture of latter on the 21st, Wu-ting-fu on the 22nd, 

Pinhsien and Yangtiokow on the 23rd, and Litsing on the

24thf Japanese planes are said to have participated par

ticularly against the retreating Chinese who felod the 

sparsely populated region north of Plphs^Len. The above> 

named cities were formerly holç| by guerrillas under Shen 

Hung Lieh the legitimate Governor of Shantung. c>*
... ■ .

The Japanese action in blockading the coast may indici 

that

793.94/ 
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MJD -2- No. 4, January 25, 9 a. m» from TAinanfu via 
Tslngtao

that they feared Shen might escape by sea or that they are 

landing troops from transports to cut off his retreat and 

surround him* In any case the present position of Shen 

and his followers appears extremely hazardous.

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking; by,mail to Tsing* 

tao.

HAWTHORNE

WC 
KLP
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HR TELEGRAM RECEIVED^
Peiping vià N| Ri

FROM Dated January 29$ 1939

Rec’d 7 ^im4

Secretary of State

Washington

57, January 29, noon

28, 2 p»m.

( far yOT m
JAN 30 m

^Department of Ste

Department’s 22/ January

Chefoo’s 9, January 28, noon, repeated to Tokyo under

date of January 29, 10 a.m»

True reading of Chefoo’s July

Tokyo by mail on July 2, and Tokyo

1, 10 a»m, sent to

so informed today hy

telegraph,

LOCKHART
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TELEGRAM^ received

JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (br)

From

Secretary of State,£i . ‘

Washington

January 30, 11 a.m

' !Rec’

Tientsin via N. R

Dat ed anuary 1939

department o'

Although, as stated, reports of troop movements in my

January 2y, noon, were obtained from a usually reliab]e 
source, subsequent inquiriesjconfirmed them and it now

appears they were much exaggerated.^

Sent to Peiping, Chungking.

CALDWELL
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Confidential CGhrïütWHAL

paraphrase

A telegram of January 30, 1939 from the American 

Consul General at Tientsin reads substantially as 

follows:
It seems now that the reports contained in the 

Consulate General's telegram of January 21 in regard to 

troop movements were much exaggerated although as stated 

in the telegram the information was obtained from a 

source which is generelly reliable and was confirmed by 

later Inquiries.

793.94/14660
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR
This te1egram must bE
closely paraphrased be- FROM 
fore .being communicatedz> 
to anyone, (br)

Chungking via
Dat Ed January 30, 1939

N. Re

6 a.m

Secretary of State

'Washington

jâidnYif “
CERN AFFAIRS

60, January 30, noon*

ft D: 
FAR ;

JpAN 30 1939n^
\j)apartment of

"7^3' 7
Last substantive paragraph Peiping’s 25, January 12( 

6 p.m.

British Embassy here has visaed for travel in Great 

Britain nonofficial passport issued by the Chinese Foreign 
Office to ,;ang Ching vrei. Before granting visa the British 
Embassy inquired informally of Chiang Kai Shek whether he 
would approve and ascertained that hE had specially 
intervened to make a foreign tour by v'ang possible.
Repeated to Peiping.

PECK

DDM:HTK T!
rn

’-O

793.94/14651
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 60) of January 30, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows :
A nonofficial passport issued to Wang Ching-wei 

by the Chinese Foreign Office has been visaed by the 

British Embassy in Chungking for travel in Great Britain. 

Upon Inquiring informally of the Generalissimo, prior to 

visaing Wang*s passport, the British Embassy learned that 

the Generalissimo had intervened especially in order to 

make it possible for Wang to travel abroad. In this 

connection, see the second substantive paragraph in the 

paraphrase of telegram No. 25 of January 12 from Peiping.

/y
 °)
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 895.00/14309 FOR_____

FROM____ ___________________________ .) DATED Jan 26, 1939

1—1127

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese situation.

Fifth Plenary Session of the Central Executive Committee.
Opening address by General Chiang Kai-shek on state of the 
country; China’s unity; the government’s solicitude for 
the people; Sino-Japanese conflict*

793.94/ 
I 4652
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REB
PLAIN

Chungking via M. R.

Dated January 26, 1939 

Rec ’ d 3 :53 p. m.

Secretary of State,

Washington,

53, January 26, 3 p« m.

The opening address by General Chiang Kai Shek at the 

inaugural session of the fifth plenary session of the 

Central Executive Committee was made public in Chungking 

on January 26.

Declaring that "the primary mission E.t present is to 

recognize the object and the conditions of Japan and 

ourselves and to be firm in our resolution and in our 

confidence," General Chiang reiterated his conviction 

that China must emerge victorious. He asserted that Japan 

would fail for the following reasons: (one) deviation 

from fixed program in continental policy; (two-) inability 

to achieve its aims of "conquest without war", "speedy 

decision through quick struggle" and "speedy conclusion 

of war through early compromise"; (three) failuTe of 
lu 

Japanese military strategy through ignorance of own situa- 0 

tion, seeking victory through ingenuity and lack and 

isolation of military forces through deep penetration 

into
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REB

2-#53, From Chungking, Jan.26,3p.m.

into China; (four) failure of political strategy in con

sequence of use of corrupt politicians in organization of 

puppet regimes, isolation of military forces resulting 

from contradictions in policy; and (five) failure to 

understand the history and the strength of the people of 

China and especially failure to recognize the special 

characteristics of the current age and of the development 

of the revolution in China.
\

General Chiang called for intensification of efforts 

in the struggle ahead declaring "we certainly must not at 

this stage compromise or yield." General Chiang emphasized 
"the development of international conditions is undoubtedly 

toward maintenance of justice and peace. The various 

democratic states are daily strengthening their preparations 

and determination to check aggression. We must follow this 

expanding road of justice and thoroughly carry out our 

policy of resistance to the end".

General Chiang went on to say that China must overcome 

Japan through use of national unity, development of agri

culture, practice of economy, war time construction and 

carrying out of San Kin Chui.
Repeated to Peiping. Peiping mail Tokyo. (END SECTION 

ONE)
PECK

DDK
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EDA PLAIN

CHUNGKING VIA N.R.

Dated January 26, 1939

Received 7;30 a.m. 27th 

Secretary of State 

Washington

53, January 26, 3 p.m. (SECTION TWO)

General Chiang asserted that in the course of hos

tilities Japan has suffered about seven hundred thousand 

casualties and incurred war Expenditures amounting to yen 

nine billion bringing in its wake poverty, dislocation 

of commerce and industry and social and political 

disorder. Japan he states had been forced to send twice 

as many troops to China as originally planned and 

Japanese casualties had exceeded thirty one per cent 

of her aggregate fighting forces.

General Chiang repeatedly declared that the Chinese 

nation had never been subdued and alluded to the fall 

of the Sung and Ming dynasties as the collapse of one 

family and one dynasty. Referring to the present day 

national spirit General Chiang said ’’the National Govern

ment of today is a revolutionary government and a 

government of the people. This revolutionary government 

will fight for the welfare of the nationzbecause that is

the
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EDA - 2 - #53, January 26, 3 p.m. from Chungking 
Section two 

the sole reason for its existence. We realize our duty and 

will not be intimidated. Our duty is to consumate the 

revolution and carry out the three people’s principles 

in defiance of armed agression. The resistance we 

have been putting up in a closely knitted and interrelated 

action sprung from the will, spirit and strength of 

the Government and the people".

Referring to the economic situation General Chiang 

declared that hostilities had not seriously impaired the 

financial structure of China because of China’s pre

dominantly agricultural character. Saying there is no 

want because of good crops last year and the frugal 

nature of the people, he went on "I am deeply convinced 

that wartime economy will not be much of a question".

In comments on Japanese diplomacy General Chiang 

said Japs had failed in attempting to appease Russia, 

in endeavoring to woo the friendship of the United 

States and in trying to avert the forming of a common 

front among the United States, Great Britain and France. 

In referring to world unrest, he alleged that the main 

subterranean trend was toward the maintenance of world 

faith and peace especially among the European and American 

democracies who were coping with the crisis with the 

greatest prudence.

Repeated to Peiping. Peiping mail Tokyo.

(END OF MESSAGE).
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JR
A portion of this tele* 
gram must bE clos Ely From 
paraphrased before bEing 
communieatEd to anyone* 
(A)

Tokyo via N« R

Secretary of State,

Washington*

51, January 30, 9 p,m.

DatEd January 30, 1939

Rec’d 11:25 a.m

FAR
sidn ofcx

STERN AFFAIRS

(GRAY) OnE. ThE following is a condensation of a

report which in various versions appeared simultaneously 
r. v'

in the papers this morning:

"Pressure against and restriction of Japan’s 

"new order in East Asia" on the part of England and the 

United States have become more and more apparent. In 

one section of the United States particularly there has 

been recently an intensification of the tendency toward 

anti—Japanese feeling. The former Secretary of State, 

Mr, Stimson, is the chairman of a committee organized 

for^non-participation by the United States in Japanese 

aggression. The Committee is making vigorous efforts 

to have Congress pass a bill prohibiting the Export of M 

oil, iron, Et cetera, to Japan. Further, with the 

Communist Party as the central figure, anti-Japanese 

propaganda is being spread among the people,‘‘ These 

and other movements are to be very carefully watched T|

for their Effect on the attitude of the United States -n

793.94/14653

towards
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5374

~2- #51, January 30, 9 p,m,e from Tokyo via N, R, 

towards Japan, It is said that Englund is engaged in 

the study of concrete plans for economic sanctions 

against Japan with the cooperation of America. France 

also is to enter this arrangement. These and other 

factors make it necessary to pay very careful attention 

to the movements of the democratic countries as they 

are directed against Japan.

Prime Minister Hiranuma and Minister for Foreign 

Affairs Arita have frequently since the opening of the 

Diet set forth their opinions concerning the policies 

of the Japanese Government with regard to the above 

situation. They have stated that the Japanese Government 

has made complete plans for successfully coping with 

economic sanctions of any sort v'hich may be undertaken 

and they have mads clear their determination to proceed 

apace with the realization of Japan’s aims. Further, 

the Imperial Government anticipating, in view of recent 

international conditions, that economic sanctions may 

soon be imposed on Japan, is engaged in the establishment 

of thorough going plans to meet every exigency.

It seems that at the five Minister meetings held on 

the 25th and 26th various important consultations 

particularly in regard to this point were held i.e. the 

Imperial Government on its part, even if economic sanctions

of
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5375

-3- #51, January 30, 9 p.m., from Tokyo via N. R,

of any sort by Great Britain and the United States 

should become a fact in the future, will not waver in 

the slightest degree in its determination and established 

policies and rejecting all interference will forge ahead 

rapidly in the establishment of a nevz East Asia”, 

(END GRAY).

Two. There are persistent rumors that a conference 

before the Emperor was held a few days ago on an 

unknown subject.

GREW

CSB
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A telegram (No. 51) of January 30, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Tokyo reads substantially as follows:

A few days ago a conference on a unknown subject 

was held before the Emperor according to persistent rumors.

The following is a condensation of a report which in 

various versions appeared simultaneously in the morning 

papers of January 30:

"Pressure against and restriction of Japan’s "new 

order in East Asia" on the part of England and the United 

States have become more and more apparent. In one section 

of the United States particularly there has been recently 

an intensification of the tendency toward anti-Japanese 

feeling. The former Secretary of State, Mr. Stimson, is 

the chairman of a committee organized for non-participa

tion by the United States in Japanese aggression. The 

Committee is making vigorous efforts to have Congress 

pass a bill prohibiting the export of oil, iron, et cetera, 

to Japan. Further, with the Communist Party as the central 

figure, antl-Japanese propaganda is being spread among the 

people. These and other movements are to be very care

fully watched for their effect on the attitude of the 

United States towards Japan. It is said that England is 

engaged in the study of concrete plans for economic sanc

tions against Japan with the cooperation of America. 

France also is to enter this arrangement. These and other 

factors
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factors make it necessary to pay very careful attention 

to the movements of the democratic countries as they are 

directed against Japan.

Prime Minister Hlranuma and Minister for Foreign 

Affairs Arita have frequently since the opening of the 

Diet set forth their opinions concerning the policies of 

the Japanese Government with, regard to the above situation! 

They have stated that the Japanese Government has made 

complete plans for successfully coping with economic sanc

tions of any sort which may be undertaken and they have 

made clear their determination to proceed apace with the 

realization of Japan's aims. Further, the Imperial Govern

ment anticipating, in view of recent international condi

tions, that economic sanctions may soon be imposed on 

Japan, is engaged in the establishment of thorough going 

plans to meet every exigency.

It seems that at the five Minister meetings held on 

the 25th and 26th various important consulat!ons particu

larly in regard to this point ware held i.e. the Imperial 

Government on its part, even if economic sanctions of any 

sort by Great Britain and the United States should become 

a fact in the future, will not waver in the slightest 

degree in its determination and established policies and 

rejecting all interference will forge ahead rapidly in 

the establishment of a new Fast Asia".

”3-’4Æ4’53
FEzE&ïzJFS &FE
i-3i-39
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Below are offered as of possible suggestive value 

some observations in regard to problems arising from the 

Slno-Japanese hostilities In the Far East:

Section I. Japan has occupied, through the suc

cessful exertion of military force, all of the main In

dustrial and trading centers of China, has assumed con

trol of all of the Chinese Government’s revenue-producing 

agencies in the occupied areas, and Is setting up machin

ery for the exploitation of those areas. The Japanese 

authorities, or Japanese nationals with the approval of 

the Japanese authorities, are assuming control over 

Chinese-owned railways, telegraph, cable, and radio 

communication facilities, coal and iron mines, steam

ships, shipping terminal properties, factories, and 

other goods, regardless of whether such goods are owned 

by private Chinese persons or concerns or by the Chinese 

Government. When the Japanese forces complete the pro

cess of clearing the area between Changsha and Canton 

of Chinese troops they will have control over the source 

of , 
“il 

r 0

793.94/14653 
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of a large proportion of the world* s supply of antimony

and tungsten. The Japanese are acquiring not only 

political domination of the occupied areas but also the 

main productive machinery of those areas which are the 

most highly developed regions of China.

With respect to what Japan intends to do in China, 

the following statements in the Japanese Foreign Of

fice* s reply to the Department’s note of October 6 are 

of interest:

"Japan at present is devoting her energy to 
the establishment of a new order based on genuine 
International justice throughout East Asia, the 
attainment of which end is not only an indispensable 
condition of the very existence of Japan, but also 
constitutes the very foundation of the enduring 
peace and stability of East Asia.

"It is the firm conviction of the Japanese 
Government that in the face of the new situation, 
fast developing in East Asia, any attempt to apply 
to the conditions of today and tomorrow inapplicable 
ideas and principles of the past neither would con
tribute toward the establishment of a real peace in 
East Asia nor solve the immediate issues.

"However, as long as these points are under
stood, Japan has not the slightest inclination to 
oppose the participation of the United States and 
other powers in the great work of reconstructing 
East Asia along all lines of^industry and trade; 
and I believe that the new régimes now being formed 
in China are prepared to welcome such foreign 
participation."

Some light as to the meaning of this official

statement is afforded by a telegram from Tokyo, Novem

ber 3, 1938, to the New York Times, in which it was said:

"Japan
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"Japan announced today that what she sought 
In East Asia was the complete coordination — 
political, economic, cultural and otherwise — of 
China and Manchukuo In the Japanese scheme of 
things. At the same time she served notice that 
she expected other powers to ’adapt their attitude 
to the new conditions prevailing In East Asia’." 

Much more specific were the Japanese Foreign Min

ister’s statements on November 19, 1938, to the Coun

selor of the American Embassy at Tokyo: He pointed out 

that the United States and the British Empire are self- 

contained economic as well as political entitles; that 

they have great wealth; that they possess most of the 

necessary raw materials; that each contains within it

self a large domestic market; and that each country can, 

therefore, regard with composure any attempt at coercion 

by other powers through economic or for that matter 

military sanctions. He went on to say that it is now 

the intention of Japan to place itself in a position of 

security against the possible application of sanctions 

either by the League of Nations or by nations inside and 

outside the League.

The main features of Japan’s action in Manchuria and 

China as immediately affecting American interests are 

summed up in the note presented on October 6, 1938, by 

the American Ambassador at Tokyo to the Japanese 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

Developments
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Developments during the past few years In Manchuria 

and in China south of the Great Wall remove any reason 

for thinking that Mr. Arita's definition of Japan’s aims 

might be an overstatement. It is now obvious that Japan t 

intends to preempt for itself East Asia; that any 

participation by western powers or their nationals in 

developments there must in effect, if Japan’s plans pre

vail, be in aid of and subordinate to Japan’s plans; and 

that any participation in the trade of that area by 

occidental countries must be subordinate to Japan’s 

requirements.

Section II. The next question that logically 

arises, from the viewpoint of American policy and ac

tion, is: What do these accomplishments and intentions 

mean to us? It is submitted that the following is a 

fair outline of what the successful execution of Japan* s 

intentions in China will cost the United States:

(1) Loss, in part at least, of investments in China 
totaling about U.S. $200,000,000.

(2) Loss of the right to trade with 400,000,000 
people on an equal footing with competitors.

(3) Loss of right to engage in freely managed 
financial enterprise in China.

(4) Sacrifice of nearly a hundred years of cultural 
effort in China.

(5) Impetus which will be given to international 
lawlessness by one more example of successful aggres
sion.

(6)
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(6) Acquisition by a totalitarian government in the 
Pacific area of new resources with which, if past ex
perience is any guide, to engage in further aggression.

Japan can now be fairly classed as a totalitarian 

state, and there would seem to be merit in the idea that 

items nos. 5 and 6 are the niost important of all the 

costs enumerated above. Totalitarian states are aggres

sive and, while there may not yet be sufficient basis 

for the statement that aggression is necessary to their 

continued success, they appear to feed and thrive upon 

successful aggression to an extent that makes reasonable 

the question whether democratic governments and totali

tarian governments can in the long run exist side by 

side in the same world. Is it not possible that, if 

totalitarian governments continue to exist and to en

croach, they will force democratic societies to grant 

to their governments dictatorial powers so that their 

governments may be in position to counter the ability 

of totalitarian states to make quick decisions and to 

take quick action in external affairs? And in connec

tion with Japan’s expression of totalitarianism there 

should be borne in mind the consideration that the 

Pacific area, as distinguished from Europe, is an area 

where we have assumed responsibilities and have tradi

tionally played a leading role. While we have a tradi

tional inhibition in regard to participation in European 

affairs — many of our forefathers came to America in

order
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order to have done with Europe and we fought two wars 

to the same end — we have no such inhibition in regard 

to Asia. An official expedition of the United States 

contributed materially to the opening of Japan to gen

eral intercourse with the Occident.

« Section III. If the political domination of Eastw ■
Asia by Japan merely meant the loss of equality of 

American financial and commercial opportunity in that 

area and the passing of the Philippines into Japanese 

hands, it might well be argued that a major effort on 

the part of the United States to prevent that develop

ment would not be warranted. Is there not, however, 

something more involved? Is not Japan giving expression 

f to what, coupled with German and Italian action, amounts

to international gangsterism that must sometime be 

checked unless all "order under law" is to be destroyed?

Up to now there has seemed the possibility that 

Japan would bog down in its attempt and that its lack 

of financial resources would result at least in a par

tial failure of its plans. There is some indication 

that Japan has encouraged this thought as a means of 

preventing or postponing action against it (see pages 1, 

Enclosure 2, and 3 of Mr. Vincent’s memorandum of his conversation 
no. 1 

with Mr. Frederick Moore who is listed with the Depart

ment as a paid Japanese propagandist). The plain fact

is
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is that Japan is seizing the existing means of produc

tion in China as its military conquest proceeds. And 

it will have at its command an unlimited supply of 

cheap labor. The writer is beginning to incline to the 

opinion that to continue to expect Japan to bog down 

for want of financial resources would merely be wishful 

thinking.

If we accept the thesis that Japan must be dealt 

with ultimately, is there any reason to believe that 

the task would be easier after Japan has consolidated and 

organized its acquisition of China’s productive machin

ery and resources than the task would be now? There is 

still a Chinese army in the field opposing Japan. Great 

Britain, so far as we know or have reason to believe, 

is still free from any commitment to Japan which would 

preclude her from giving assistance under our leader

ship. That situation will not continue indefinitely. 

Already, for some time past, the question of holding 

Great Britain in line with our own policy has been a 

matter of concern to the United States. If we wait 

much longer before taking action is there not a possi

bility that we will have to take such action alone 

against a stronger adversary than we would have to face 

now with substantial aid from two sources — Britain and 

China?

Looking
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Looking back from the present time it can be seen 

that resolute action by the United States and Great 

Britain in 1931 (at the time of Japan’s conquest of 

Manchuria) would probably have stopped Japanese aggres

sion with comparatively little danger of our involve

ment in war with Japan. Again looking back upon the 

beginning of the present Japanese military adventure it 

can be seen that if the United States and Great Britain 

had acted promptly and resolutely in cutting off sup

plies that Japan needed and in rendering financial as

sistance to China there would possibly be a 

vastly different military situation in China now, al

though the effort that would have been necessary on our 

part would probably have been greater than would have 

been needed in 1931.

Is it not possible that failure to take action now 

may in years to come be looked back upon as another 

lost opportunity — when the Chinese army has been 

further weakened or destroyed and when Great Britain 

has been driven by pressure in Europe to make with 

Japan the best bargain possible under the circumstances?

Looking at the matter from another angle it may be 

said that, from a political viewpoint, the world con

sists of a self-governing community whose members are

nations
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nations. Some of the community members are actively 

concerned with attempts to check a pronounced trend 

toward lawlessness amongst certain other members who are 

Increasingly prone to rob those of their neighbors not 

strong enough to defend themselves. Prominent amongst 

such lawless members are Germany, Italy, and Japan.

Just as would be the case in a self-governing com

munity of individuals, this habit of lawlessness will 

grow if it is not checked. In this connection the fol

lowing excerpt from a speech made by Mr. Hull before 

the National Press Club of Washington on March 17, 

1938, is of interest:

"To waive rights and to permit interests to 
lapse in the face of their actual or threatened 
violation — and thereby abandon obligations — in 
any important area of the world, can serve only to 
encourage disregard of law and of the basic prin
ciples of international order, and thus contribute 
to the inevitable spread of international anarchy 
throughout the world."

Amongst the stronger members of the world community 

which are interested in the maintenance of orderly pro

cesses and community order are the United States, Great 

Britain, and France. Possibly Russia might at present 

be grouped with the other three.

There is, however, lamentably little cooperation 

among these powerful members of the community. For 

example, Great Britain and France, who are working to

gether to some extent, are restrained from effective

action
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action to check their lawless neighbors in Europe be

cause if they became involved in Europe Japan would im

mediately take advantage of them in the Far East. They 

are restrained from attempting to stop Japanese depreda

tions in the Far East because if they became involved in 

an attempt to stop Japan their lawless neighbors in 

Europe would take quick advantage of them there.

The United States is the only strong law-abiding 

member of the community not restrained by threat of an 

immediate checkmate from another quarter, from attempt

ing to maintain order in the Far East which is a neigh

borhood where for a long time the United States has 

played a leading role. Up to the present the United 

States has not become sufficiently aroused to take ef

fective action toward the maintenance of order in the 

Far East. In some American quarters there has been a 
vague, wishful hope that some other member of the com

munity might do the job; in others there has been the 

fear that the United States might pull British "chest

nuts out of the fire"; in still others there has been 

the piece-meal thought that Korea wasn’t worth an ef

fort, that Manchuria wasn’t worth an effort, that in 

this particular instance what Japan is seizing isn’t 

worth an effort, and that perhaps Japan will be satis

fied with this particular seizure and won’t later reach 

for the Philippines, for Hawaii, and for the control of 

the Pacific.
The
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The United States is in a key position. Her com

parative inactivity in the maintenance of community order 

paralyzes British and French action both in Europe and 

the Far East. Thus, a strong argument in favor of ef

fective action by the United States in the Far East is 

that the firm establishment of law and order there would 

furnish a vigorous impetus toward the establishment of 

law and order in Europe. A concrete illustration of 

what is meant by this is afforded by the circumstances 

attending the recent seizure by Germany of a good part 

of the territory of Czechoslovakia. Great Britain and 

France (as embarrassed as they were by danger in the 

Far East) carried their objection to Germany’s lawless

ness to the point where, at least to the general public, 

war seemed almost inevitable. There is reason to be

lieve that if the United States had been in a position 

to deal effectively with Japan in the Far East during 

the past year, and had been so doing, Great Britain and 

France would have been able to restrain Germany. Upon 

this question of participation by the United States in 

world community affairs, the following excerpt from Mr. 

Hull’s speech at Nashville on June 3, 1938, is very 

much to the point;

"Deliberate
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"Deliberate renunciation by us of any participa
tion in international affairs would make for an easier 
triumph on this planet of lawlessness, brute force, 
and war. In a world growing internationally more and 
more disordered and chaotic, we would be compelled 
to increase our armed defenses on a scale that would 
impose a truly crushing burden on our people. And 
even so, we would have to live in constant danger 
that the rising wave of international anarchy would 
sooner or later reach and batter down our own walls 
and engulf us as well as the rest of mankind.

"In this respect a nation is not different 
from an individual. When a citizen declines to 
take an interest in the affairs of his community 
and refuses to cooperate in promotion and support 
of law and order, he helps to open the way for the 
forces of lawlessness to take control. Let us not 
forget that the present spread of lawlessness in 
international relations is a direct consequence of 
the recent drift toward national isolation."

Section IV. It is submitted that, if the United 

States should decide to act in the present emergency in 

the Far East, we should definitely choose between a 

course calculated to stop Japan and one designed merely 

to decrease the measure of Japan’s success in the pres

ent China venture. Unless we are prepared to make our 

action decisive, we would be well advised to limit our 

measures to steps that would not provoke thoroughgoing 

retaliation by Japan. Some Americans appear to hold the 

opinion that unless the United States is prepared to 

exert sufficient effort and pressure to cause a direct 

resolve on the part of Japan to abandon its effort in 

China, the United States should take no action (as dis

tinguished from representations) for the protection of

Amerlean
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Amerioan interests and the considerations upon which we 

place value. This attitude ignores the extensive field 

of action lying between a do-nothing policy and action 

having in mind possible resort to armed force. No 

reasonable person would contend, for example, that par

tial and incomplete restrictions upon Japan’s foreign 

trade would cause Japan immediately to modify its aims 

or to withdraw Japanese troops from China, but this 

does not mean that the application of such restrictions 

would not be worth while. The measure of the success 

of Japan’s venture will depend upon the extent to which 

Japan can, through employment of the military and economic 

forces at its command, overcome the military and economic 

forces opposed to that venture. If the United States 

takes measures which reduce Japan’s exports by say 

$10,000,000, Japan’s task becomes more difficult by 

reason of that reduction and Japan may fall short of 

its objectives correspondingly. Anything which tends 

to exhaust Japan’s resources may ultimately make possi

ble adjustments that more nearly approach our desiderata 

than would otherwise be possible.

It is thought that a decision to stop Japan need 

not necessarily lead to actual clash of our armed forces 

with those of Japan, particularly if the United States 

were prepared as a last resort to proceed to that

length
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length. It would be important, though, for the Govern

ment before beginning to act to envisage the possibility 

of war. To do so would immeasurably strengthen our 

hand in our dealings with Japan. It is, of course, 

realized that as a matter of practical procedure such 

possibility could not be publicly announced in the be

ginning and could only be led up to when and as 

public opinion would lend support to such a course. It 

is the writer's opinion that American public opinion, 

if properly led and informed, would keep step with and 

support necessary measures. To say that our Government 

could not take action predicated\upon an intelligent 

forecast of the development of public opinion would be 

to brand our form of government as one incapable of in

telligent planning in advance of courses of action 

vital in foreign relations.

Once the decision is made to stop Japan, the prob

lem is reduced to the matter of (a) defining our 

specific objectives in so doing and (b) ways and means.

With regard to (a) and (b), it is suggested that 

there might be created an interdepartmental committee 

consisting of high ranking, policy-forming officers of 

the State Department and officers of appropriate rela

tive rank in the War, Navy, and other interested depart

ments for the task of working out a detailed program of 

action.
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action. The problem should be worked out with the same 

meticulous attention to detail that is given by the War 

and Navy Departments in solving theoretical war problems.

Under the heading of (a) perhaps our main objective 

would be to check the thus far successful course of law

less aggression in the world and in particular to check 

the habit of lawless aggression on the part of Japan be

fore that habit reaches the point of the employment of 

Japanese resources in aggression against other regions 

of the Pacific area. But under this heading the follow

ing points suggest themselves as immediate and specific 
objectives: 'K

(1) Freedom for American cultural enterprise in 
China.

(2) Equality of financial and business opportunity 
for American citizens in China, as against all competitors, 
including Japanese.

(3) Preservation of the integrity of Chinese Govern
ment revenue-collecting agencies.

(4) Within the limits prescribed by the foregoing 
objectives, an attempt should be made to preserve Japan’s 
dignity and self-respect as much as practicable.

Realization of objective no. 2 above would entail 

the abolition of all Japanese monopolies and Japanese 

"special companies" in China, abolition of attempts at 

linking Chinese and Japanese currencies, of attempts at 

Japanese exchange control in China, and of Japanese in

terference with the Chinese Maritime Customs and other 

Chinese revenue-collecting agencies.

With
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With regard, to (b), the following points suggest 

themselves:

(1) Immediate notice should be served upon Japan 
of cancellation of the American-Japanese Treaty of 1911.

(2) Formal prohibition of the extension of any 
financial assistance to Japan or '’Manchukuo”.

(3) Withdrawal of the American Ambassador to Japan.

(4) Effort should be made to accomplish as com
pletely and as quickly as possible a paralysis of 
Japan’s foreign trade.

(5) Effort to persuade Great Britain, France, and 
the Netherlands, together with Mexico, Central and South 
America, and Cuba, to adopt measures as nearly similar as 
practicable to those adopted by the United States.

(6) Extension of further financial assistance to 
China.

It has been suggested that the steps mentioned in 

items 1, 2, 6, and possibly 3 might be taken without 

commitment as to further action. The reaction to such 

steps might assist in reaching a determination in regard 

to items 4 and 5.

In taking the measures suggested in items 4 and 5 

it would be necessary to envisage, amongst other things, 

that there would possibly arise through Japanese retalia

tory measures serious incidents involving Americans and 

American interests in the Far East. In this connection 

attention should be given to the position of the Philip

pines and to the question of withdrawing the small

American military detachments at Shanghai, Peiping, and

Tientsin
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Tientsin as well as the river gunboats in central and 

south China. There should also be envisaged problems 

in the United States resulting from the cessation of 

Japanese imports. The American Government would un

doubtedly be subjected to pressure by groups actuated 

by motives both of sentiment and business.

Nevertheless, it is believed that with resolute 

leadership American opinion would on the whole see the 

justice of and support the measures suggested in this 

memorandum.

FE:A< :es
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Washington.
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Peiping via N. R.

January 30, 1939

RecM 3:20 p.m.

0030. Marshall /upeifu will 
receive foreign

newspaper correspondents eleven hundred Tuesday, no 

information on character of interview. 1135,
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MARDET TIENTSIN

January 31, 1939

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: COMDR MARINE FORCES NORTH CHINA
CINCAF
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING

Rec’d 8:10

EfiW AFFAIRS
31 JQ90 

^apartment ol

0030. From dirEction TiEntsin WEEk Ending twEnty-ninth 

about sEVEn hundrEd JapanESE troops, fifty officErs, 

twEnty trucks, pass Ed through Chinwangtao and 200 woundEd 
placEd on hospital ships. 0900. ''X'
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ACTION: OPNAV 

INFO: CINCAF

0030. UnablE VErify or confirm your 1330 of la'?t~= 

WednEsday. ConsidEr improbablE. Only troop movEmEnt 

EstablishEd normal ExchangE units with possiblE slight 

excess going toward Manchukuo. PrESEnt EstimatE fiftEEn 

first linE divisions Manchurian and sECond ratE North 
China. 1030. \

DDM
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At yesterday’s meeting of the budget committee of ’ 

the Lower House the Minister of ’Jar was asked to comment 

on the opinion expressed by a private member that Japan’s 

plans for the development of China required that Japanese 

troops be stationed in China for a long period of time. 

Pertinent portions of the reply of the Minister are 

reported to have been as follows: "troops may be 

stationed abroad for various reasons, such as for purposes 

of national defense, to maintain order or for strategic 

military operations. I am not at liberty to discuss at 

length the period over which troops will be maintained, 

methods, extent, and other such details, but I believe 

that you may take it that in general troops will be stationed 

in China for a substantially long period. Accordingly* 

the army is giving consideration to plans to meet the 

maintenance of troops on a semi permanent basis («**) 

since the issuance of the official statement of December
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-2- #62, January 31, midnight, from Tokyo. '

a rumor has bEEn currEht that thE army”intEnds to withdraw 

thE forcES now in CEntrai and South China. This is 

shEEr propaganda. ThE army has no intEntion what Ever 

of taking any such action,”

By air mail to Shanghai for rEpEtitton to Chungking.

GREW

CSB
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u-K Die*** of Infarantion 
tiino-Jspaneae Uituatien 

January 13-19, 1»39

i. filitaky

a. No largo Mala operation* haw ooeurrei during the period endar 
«•nsidsratlon.

b. The Japan*»* clearing operation* 1» .•»*< .Shansi haw «one to a 
halt after registering aonsiderabl* adwn*e«, but without reaching the 
Yellow Rlwr throughout the sqm of adwnoe.

o. The Japan*»* haw lauaahed peeifleatimi end puaitiw operation* 
against Mat they «tat* ar* 90,000 Chinese troop* la Jhantung «nd Hopei 
to th* north and east of the Tein-Pn and XloTii hailwys.

d. Japanese pressure is apparent «long the Nantow—Iohang hi^wny»

*. The Japanese haw naâ* a United adwneo to the north of 
Canton.

f. Japanese aviation has boM«d the Tuaghwa^ii*» stwtoh of the 
Langbai Ito llway intensively.

g. chinas* pre«sure, ««tiwated a* light 1* intensity, contint*** 
against the Nangohow area.

h. Chinese guerrilla operations acmtims without notable ehang* 
is intensity.

1. The chiaeeo are apyrehansiw of * renewal of the offtnslw by 
the Japanese oa ewry front» ^peoifioally, Japamse adwaeee haw bean 
prudleted a* fOHowaii

^tow'M’&nÿwla 
Yunflhwa "Wm 
Brntitow ■Igimtg 
Toian~<<Nh&«h*n8 
C«nto»>«Yingtak 
Cantmw^eet Mrwr 
^M»l>*Nannlng«

<o 
£Q 
CO

I» *ff»*t this Ooeaui to man that each Chinese territorial headquarter* 
^1* alMMod in ita own jnrlodietien*

■' 
'A

i G J. It ie now «rident that the Jayaneeo haw hastily ralnfowei 
their Haaoburtan garrison with troopa from china proper* Anmmt of the
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relnforoeMKBt la estlmted at from three to fiv» divisions. Wplaccnent 
units estimated at about three divialens have gon» tn rMw. frta Japan. 
Th» novenmat to Uaacboukuo plus « reported aoneantsnUoa alan# the 
JW-i'Jui «limy senna to point toward preoautlonary Masures against 
imssi*. Thia in turn tend* to boar out leas reliable reports of an 
increase in Huselan porecnnel end materiel with th» Chinese armies 
in the northweot.

«•
a. On January I*» British Ambassador era!gin presented to Un 

Japanese Oovemaont • note of protost against infriiupnsnt ot third- 
power rights in China* la substance the note closely paralleled the 
American nota of Deceabcr 31. A nota of Blsilxr toner «»» traasnltted 
by the /ranch knbassy in Tokyo on January 19. The British note was 
greeted by a strong and hostile Japanese press reaction} while that 
accorded to ths French protest «us llgdit and frankly contemptuous in 
tone. Dy ccatmot, Japanese editorial ocoramt oa the American «orras» 
poadenoe oontinuwd sparse and unprovneatlve.

b. The Chinese UoTarmwat on January IB announced disoontimumeo 
of that proportion of their foreign loan service uTiich is secured by 
ouatoM revenues from ports now ia Japanese hands, amounting to sp- 
proxiantaly 88 per cent of the total bum» involved. The capital valus 
of the long tom debt assured by the customs is estimated at Yuan £,800, 
000,000. For sone tine past the Jajenese have insictad on the inpounfi- 
ing of the sustone collections un’sr their control and have refused to 
release the suae nsoossery for loss service although such a proe^dure 
was contemplated in an AnglWapiuMsa ouatons Rgmesant reached about 
a year a»». In th* «eantlwe the Chinese National ütmrnment has main
tained the complete loan servies out of its general revenues, a process 
which it is unable te continu». ïl-ie artificiality of the whole situa
tion is illiMinatad by an unofficial Japanese rejoindar, in which it 
is sleimed that th» loan-service funds have Men inpounded because the 
Chinese have refused to consent to the payment therefrom of installments 
on the Japanese portion of the Doner indmsnity. The action of the 
Chinese Jovemnsnt although clearly Indicating a growing financial 
stringency has affected Chinese bond prices only slightly in world 
Markets.

s. The >tate comwll of Maneboukuo announced an January Id the 
decision of that country to start negotiation» with Japan, Serrnmy end 
Italy for adherence to ths snti«CMalntom pact, ia view of tbs "■111- 
naco with Jcpan and Hanchoukuo»» fundemontal «salty toward <iamsani«n.’*

d. At the instaaoo of the ü. £. C. and with tbs ooBcent of 
*Doshl Kai", an organisation established for the esta of Japaneiie bonds 
in Hawaii, the District court at Honolulu lacund an injunction on Janu
ary 20 forbidding the salas in quwstien.
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o. Ths Japanese Diet convened for its first session under the 
KlraniMa premiership an Jonewy Bl. Addressee by the Freaiwr end 
Foreign Minister Artte revealed no new policies vls-a-vls î’Um or 
other foreign eeentriaa. The atmosphere of the Diet was elearly 
shauvialatie and spirited deonnda were made for a stiff policy toward 
those powers whisk appose Japes*e Asiatic venture.

f. The Central bjceeutlee and Control fsupnrvleory ceMnltteea of 
the KaoMntang hewn been in session at Chungking olnee January 81. No 
inf orna tien is available as yet ooneernlng the subjects of dioousaion.

g. ün Jftimsry 84 the postponed third session of the United 
UcraoMil of the Republic of China net at Pulping. It is understood that 
the Council approved the Aonoye pease tenu» of Doe«d»er &«, 19»8, and 
endorsed «ang Chtng>«M»i*o defection fro» ths Mtional OovumMsnt. Cer
tain eeotranie and fiscal iwcoansadatlona were also nade ot rooord. It 
la also reported that the Council took notion to request W ^»l-ftl to 
bead an ’’nnti-ooeomnist National ««Xvntlan Asseelstloa.” Thio is in 
line with other reports that W»s rosoieRpnoe is amin a subject of 
serions eonsiderstion.

1 Enclosure - Situation Map.

.1 T r\ -i y- t t <‘ ; : ; si TI A ’■
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Washington

SIR:

With reference to my telegram No. 8, January 17,

10

of

p.m., I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy 

the statement made by Dr. V.K. Wellington Koo

before the Council meeting of the League of Nations

on January 17, 1939.

Respectfully yours,

American Consul.

WGC/ew

Copy of Statement, 
as above.

Original and five copies to Dept, of State. 5

One copy to American Legation, Bern. !
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Endorate M* 
with «• V?/ «

STATEMENT OF H.E. DR. V.K. WELLINGTON KOO, 

AT THE COUNCIL MEETING OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

ON JANUARY 17TH, 1939.

Eighteen months of China’s determined resistance has 

brought the Japanese invasion to a halt on the banks of the 

Yangtze and near the mouth of the Pearl River. The evacuation 
of Canton and the Wuhan cities has been carried out in excellent 

order in accordance with a preconceived plan. Some fighting, 
however, is still continuing in the North, particularly in the 
bend of the Yellow River. The Chinese forces have been able to 

recapture a number of important cities and towns in the South-West 

part of Shansi Province.
As regards major military operations, there is indeed 

a lull at present, but this does not mean that hostilities are 

going to terminate in the near future. China is resolved to 
continue her resistance in defence of her political independence 

and territorial integrity. The spirit of the Chinese people 

remains undaunted. It is the firm conviction of the Chinese 
military command that if the Japanese armed forces leave the coastal 

region with its well developed means of transport and communication 

and penetrate into the mountainous region of Central and Western 
China, the advantages of their mechanised forces will diminish 
and inevitably give the Chinese troops full freedom of initiative 
and action. In the words of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, 
China’s main base in the war of resistance fundamentally does not lie 
in the coastal or river regions, but in the vast hinterland, especially 
in Western Provinces.

Meanwhile the activities of the Chinese r egular troops 
and the intensification of guerrilla tactics continue to reap success
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after success behind the Japanese linos in the territories nominally \ 
under Japanese occupation. Only a fortnight ago communications \
between Peiping and Tientsin were out and fighting broke out '

between the Japanese troops and Chinese irregular forces. The 

city of Hanchow, 120 miles South of Shanghai, and heavily garrisoned 

by the Japanese, is threatened by the attacks of the Chinese guer

rilla troops. Of the nine Provinces invaded and occupied by the 

Japanese army, less than 7 1/2 per cent of the ttotal number of 

administrative districts are effectively held by the Japanese, while 

in the other nearly 93 per cent of the districts Chinese administration, 

and control continue to function.

The present pause in major military operations by the

Japanese is only a lull. There are clear indications of the Japanese 

intending to push forward in order to cut the existing lines of 

China’s supply which are essential for the continuance of China’s 

resistance. To South China Japanese reinforcements are sent, with 

the evident object of frustrating the determination of the Chinese 

army to retake Canton.

On the other hand, Japanese air craft is continuing its
infernal work of mass slaughter of civilian population in China. 
Only two days ago the present capital of China, Chungking, suffered the 
heaviest bombing since hostilities began, with more than 300 people 
killed. As an instance of Japanese ruthlessness, lot me mention; the 

raid on the city of Ticngsheng in Suiyuan Province, when seven 

Japanese war ’planes dropped bombs on a temple fair in progress at 

that moment, killing and wounding nearly 400 civilians. It seems 

that neither the rules of warfare nor the condemnation of public 

opinion throughout the world has been able to produce any restraining 

influence upon the Japanese.

r ?
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The only effective measure to check this form of ruth

less attack on civilian non-combatants, on innocent women and 

children, is an embargo on aeroplanes and gasolene against Japan.
Last September I told the Assembly of the League of 

Nations that there were 30 million refugees of war as a result 
of the Japanese invasion. The seriousness of the problem of 

succour and relief has not become less 5 it calls more urgently 
than ever for a concerted international effort to deal with it. 
Sir Archibald Kerr, the British Ambassador to China, said in 

his latest appeal to the British China Relief Fund after making 
a trip to the Southern and Western Provinces :

"The journey that I am now taking in Central 
and Western China has shown me that the problems 
of providing for refugees remains as acute as ever. 
The Chinese Government and private citizens are 
doing all that is possible to alleviate the misery, 
but it is of such magnitude that the difficulty is 
without precedent."

One of the measures of relief contemplated by the 
Chinese Government is to provide work to put the able-bodied 
refugees to work. This desire, together with the needs of 
defence, has led the Government to adopt a reconstruction 
programme for the vast regions still under its control, especially 

in tho South-West, for tho development of natural resources and 
of the means of communication.

Tho success of this policy is strikingly illustrated 
in the recent completion of a motor road of about 1400 miles 
or 2250 kilometers in length from Chungking to Burma, which has 
been effected in a few months without the aid of modern machinery 
3&dentirely with Chinese labour and technical guidance, and which, 
in the words of tho American Ambassador to China who has just travelled 
over it, is "one of the most remarkable feats in road-building history."

Here again international aid is needed, especially of a financial 
character, in order that the scope of this form of relief work could 
be greatly extended.

In short, the situation' in the Far East, while major military 
operations are now at a standstill, is more grave than ever.
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The aim of the present all-powerful military leaders in 
Japan is nothing short of the conquest of China, subjugation of Asia 
and, ultimately, domination of the world. People of the Occident 
living in the twentieth century may consider this statement as 
fantastic and imaginary. But those who know the fanaticism of the 
Japanese militarists calling themselves the sons of God charged 
with a divine mission to rule the world cannot fail to understand 
its full significance. Six years ago, at the time of the Japanese 
invasion of Manchuria, responsible statesmen in Europe complacently 
assumed that Japan would stop after occupying that vast territory 
belonging to China and, in the face of repeated warnings from the 
Chinese delegation, refused to believe that she would one day march 
her fighting hordes across the Great Wall and try to conquer the 
whole of China. The salient truth, however, is that the fundamental 
objective of Japanese national policy has never departed from the 
so-called Continental policy of expansion first formulated by 
Emperor Meiji in the second half of the nineteenth century and further 
elaborated by the Tanaka Memorial a decade ago.

Several times in the past eighteen months, always after her 
attainment of a major military objective, Japan proffered peace, with 
conditions drastic in character but sugar-coated in the hope of luring 
China into ready acceptance. They are designed not for the purpose 
of ending a war of aggression on terms honorable to both but rather 
to give Japan a p^use in order to enable her to cash in so as to 
enjoy the fruits of her aggression and get ready for another step 
forward in her program of conquest and domination. This is particularly 
true of the latest offer, the so-called basis of peace outlined by 
Prince Konoye. The demand for political, economic and cultural 
co-operation appears natural to the unwary until its insidious 
character is realised by a study of the proposed applications. The
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proclamation of a now order in Asia with the demand that China should j 
join Japan and the so-called Manchukuo as a block means that Japan | 

should be recognized as lord and master in East Asia and that China I 
is henceforth to do her bidding as a vassal. For does not Japan ask 1 

in the same breath that Japanese troops should be stationed in V
designated places in China and that Inner Mongolia should be constituted 
a special anti-communist area?

Furthermore, these preposterous conditions, together with 
the additional demand that China should conclude an anti-Comintern 

agreement with Japan, really mean that China should accept Japanese 
dictation in her foreign policy and even act as a willing accomplice 
in her plot to make war on a friendly neighbour. In spite of Japanese 

propaganda, no sensible person can be hoodwinked into believing 
that China is faced with the danger of going communist. No such danger 

exists. China, like other countries in Europe and America, knows 
how to keep and actually keeps apart domestic from foreign policy, 
international co-operation from national ideology.

As to economic co-operation, it is a principle which China 
has always advocated and eagerly sought its application in her relations 

with other nations. But the Japanese conception of it means monopoly 
and preference, even against China and the Chinese. While China 
respects the open-door policy and maintains the equality of oppor

tunity for all nations with whom she has treaty relations, Japan 
seeks to make of China a special preserve for the exclusive benefit 

of the Japanese in'trade, industry, and the development of Chinese 
natural resources.

As for cultural co-operation, it is a fact that China has 
never refused it. Chinese art and literature, true to the fundamental 
conception of a genuine culture, transcend considerations of nation, 

race or creed. Chinese civilization is fundamentally universal in its 
spirit. It holds the view elucidated by Confucius that ’’Within the 
four seas all are brothers." For centuries Chinese children starting
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their school have boon taught that "the pen is mightier than the 

sword.1’ This spirit of humanity, this lovo of peace, and this 

worship of the letters are characteristics of the Chinese culture. 

There is no fire-eating, sword brandishing, and swashbuckling in the 

lore of Chinese classics. And it has always been ready to co-operate 
with those who partake of the same spirit.

Japan herself has greatly benefited by the wealth and beauty 
of the Chinese civilization as evidenced in her art, literature and 

institutions of the older order. But what Japan now asks of China 

is not cultural co-operation in the true sense of the term but the 
abject acceptance of Japanese domination in all domains of life - 

\ 
the moral, the intellectual, the artistic, and the beautiful. Mili
tarist Japan refuses to observe the true spirit of Chinese culture 
because she is unable to appreciate it, and wishes to enslave the 
Chinese people under the pretext of cultural co-operation.

But the Chinese people are accustomed to the enjoyment of the 
freedom of thought and speech, and cherish the highest ideals of 
peace and democracy. How can they be expected to welcome the primitiv 

culture of militarist Japan which worships might and believes in the 
arbitrament of force, which subjects thinking to regimentation, 
arrests and imprisons every month hundreds of individuals because 

of their so-called ’’dangerous thoughts" 5 which deliberately seeks to 
destroy all Chinese institutions of learning and education 5 which 

believes the Japanese race ordained by Providence to rule the world 
and the Chinese people destined to disappear or to be destroyed, and 
which therefore deliberately inundates China wherever her cohorts 

go in Chinese territory wi th all forms of drug and vice including 
opium, morphine, heroin, prostitution and gambling in order to debauch 

the Chinese people?
This is no mere assertion but a statement of fact repeatedly 

borne out by the impartial evidence of European and American residents 

and tourists in China. It is this brand of Japanese culture which
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Japanese militarists with the aid of their sword have been attempting 
to impose upon the Chinese people. It is this form of Japanese 
culture which the Chinese people refuse to accept. For to accept 
such cultural co-operation means suicide for the Chinese nation.

It is not co-operation for mutual benefit which Japan is seeking 

of China. If it was, Japan would not have sent a million troops 
to get it, for she knows she always could have had it for the asking. 

It is the conquest of China which she desires and this fact explains 
her armed invasion of a peaceful China in friendly relations with her 
and China's determined resistance in order to defend her sovereignty 
and independence.

The nature of the Japanese policy and^the menace which it means 

to the peace and security of of other nations is further illustrated 
by the acts and statements of Japan's agents and authorities with 

reference to the rights and interests of third Powers in China. The 
claim to establish a new order in East Asia has already been referred 
to. The deliberate attacks on foreign trade and investments by 

currency manipulation, exchange control, monopolies and preferential 
treatment for Japanese merchants 5 the denial of port facilities; the 

censorship of commercial mail and telegrams of foreign non-Japancse 
merchants; the interdiction of foreign navigation upon the Yangtze 
River, one of the largest navigable by ocean liners; the compulsory 

evacuation of important commercial centers by foreign residents and 
business men and the prohibition to return; the wanton seizure of . 
foreign properties regardless of their character, whether commercial, 
educational, religious or charitable,- these and other insidious 

measures have been enforced in flagrant violation of treaty obligations 

and the principles of international law and justice. The restrictions 
and prohibitions have formed the subject of repeated protests by various 

Governments, particularly of the United States, Great Britain and 
France. The time-honored open-door policy consecrated by treaty,
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especially that of the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington of 1922, has 

been openly challenged.

In its latest protest to the Japanese Government, that of

December 31, 1938, the American Government states in part:

"The people and Government of the United States 
could not assent to the establishment at the instance 
of and for the special purpose of any third country of 
a regime which would arbitrarily deprive them of long 
established rights, equal opportunity and the fair treatment 
which are legally and justly theirs, along with those of 
other nations.».

"In the light of these facts and in reference especially 
to the purpose and character of the treaty provisions 
solemnly agreed upon for the very definite purposes 
indicated, the Government of the United States deprecates 
the fact that one of the parties to these agreements has chosen 
to embark — as indicated both by the action of its agents 
and the official statements of its authorities — upon a 
course directed toward the arbitrary creation by that power 
and by methods of its own selection, regardless of treaty 
pledges and the established rights of the other Powers- 
concerned of a 'new order’ in the Far East."

The British Government, on its part, addressed a forceful

note to Tokio, which, after summarizing the pretensions of the

Japanese Government, states:

"His Majesty's Government are at a loss to understand how 
Prince Konoye's assurance that Japan seeks no territory, and 
respects the sovereignty of China, can bo reconciled with the 
declared intention of the Japanese Government to compel the 
Chinese people by force of arms to accept conditions involving 
the surrender of their political,economic and cultural life 
to Japanese control, the indefinite maintenance in China 
of considerable Japanese garrisons, and the virtual detachment 
from China of the territory of Inner Mongolia,

"For their part His Majesty's Government desire to make 
it clear that they are not prepared to accept or to recognise 
changes of the nature indicated which arc brought about by 
force.

"They intend to adhere to the principles of the Nine 
Power Treaty and cannot agree to the unilateral modification of 
its terms. They would point out that until the outbreak of 
the present hostilities the beneficial effects which the 
treaty was expected to produce were steadily being realised.

"The Chinese people were maintaining and developing for 
themselves an effective and stable government, and the 
principle of equal opportunity for the commerce and industry 
of all nations was bringing prosperity to China and to her 
international trade, including that with Japan.
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"His Majesty's Government therefore cannot agree, as 
suggested in Japan, that the treaty is obsolete or that its 
provisions no longer meet the situation, except in so far as 
the situation has boon altered by Japan in contravention of 
its terms."

The Japanese Government, on the pretext of defending its 

indefensible position, asks Europe and America to understand what 

it considers as the new situation created by her aggression and makes 

the veiled throat by saying that those who show "comprehension" of 

the changed situation will be exempt from the restrictions and 

prohibitions it has arbitrarily decreed. But people who realize the 

real objectives of Japanese policy know it only too well that by 

"comprehension" the Japanese really mean capitulation and complete 

abandonment of their legitimate rights and interests in China. 

Even those countries which are at present considered by the Japanese 

to show "comprehension" will one day find themselves pushed outdoors 

and loft in the cold, no differently from others who have had the 

foresight to lift their voice in protest. The experience of foreign 

nations in Korea and Manchuria in recent years should be sufficient 

warning to those who now feel themselves spell-bound by the charms 

of Japanese euphemisms but who will equally and inevitable become 

victims of Japanese manoeuvre. In this connection, it is to be 

pointed out, however, that past experience has clearly shown that it 

would be impossible to safeguard legitimate Western rights and interests 

in China unless the Chinese people remain masters of their own 

destiny. The Chinese door could not be kept open, if the Chinese 

people were not allowed to exercise thoir fullest and most unembarrassed 

control in their own house. In other words, respect for China's 

sovereignty and maintenance of the Open Door are the twin pillars of 

the Nine-Power Treaty signed at Washington. It is undoubtedly in this 

sense that the American note referred to above re-affirms the fact 

that this treaty is "an arrangement for safeguarding, for the benefit of 

all, the correlated principles on the one hand of national integrity 

and on the other hand of equality of economic opportunity."
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The time has come, and in fact, is long overdue, for the 

League of Nations to take effective action in order to restrain 

Japanese aggression. There are at stake the general interests of 

international peace and security, the achievement of which is one of 

the main purposes of the League consecrated by the Covenant. Until 

the understandings of international law as the actual law of conduct 

among Governments are firmly established and justice and a scrupulous 

respect for all treaty obligations in the dealings of nations are 

effectively maintained, there can be no assurance of general 

tranquility, order and progress in the world.

Those countries which have important territorial possessions 

and commercial and economic interests in thd Far East have an added 

obligation of defending them. Eighteen months of deliberate attacks 

by Japan upon their rights and interests in China along with the 

extension of the Japanese invasion have made it perfectly clear as to 

what is in store for them in future. Unless the interested Powers 

are prepared, - and it does not seem that they are - to abandon their 

treaty rights and established interests in China and abdicate their 

rightful position in East Asia and the Pacific, no time is to be lost 

by them to take concerted or parallel action to check the spread of 

the Japanese aggression. They have everything to gain by adopting 

a determined policy of action, to be promptly carried out.

The pre-eminent leader of that great Republic across the 

Atlantic Ocean, President Roosevelt, has spoken with statesmanlike 

courage and farsightedness against international aggression and has 

preferred the co-operation of the American people in support of the 

cause of democracy and peace. Permit me to quote a few sentences 

from his address before Congress of January 4, 1939;

"We as one of the Republicsreiterate our readiness to 
help the cause of world peace. We stand by our historic offer 
to take counsel with all other nations of the world to the end 
that aggression among them may be terminated, the race in 
armaments cease, and commerce be renewed.
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"But the world has grown so small and the weapons of 

attack so swift that no nation can be safe in its will to 
peace so long as any other single powerful nation refuses to 
settle its grievances at the council table... We have learned 
that the God-fearing democracies of the world who observe the 
sanctity of treaties and good faith in dealings with other 
nations cannot safely be indifferent to international lawless
ness anywhere.

"They cannot for ever let pass without effective protest 
acts of aggression against sister nations, acts which 
automatically undermine all of us. Obviously they must proceed 
along practical and peaceful lines. But the mere fact that 
we rightly decline to intervene with arms does not mean that 
we must act as if there were no aggression at all. Words may 
be futile, but war is not the only means of commanding a 
decent respect for the opinions of mankind.”

Is the Council, with its prescribed duties under the Covenant 

to promote peace and in the presence of the raging aggression in the 

Far East, not to take special notice of this most important declaration 

from the head of one of the greatest peace-loving nations in the world, 

and take appropriate action on its pert to check the aggression? 

Will the Member States remain indifferent to their respective obligations 

of membership of the League and be unwilling to co-operate in the 

adoption of effective measures for the purpose? The world in its 

present chaotic ;ondition needs all the forces of peace to work together 

and pursue a positive, active policy in common defence against disorder 

and aggression.

The League of Nations, founded for the guiding purpose of 

achieving international peace and security, is an established instrument 

for the organisation of peace. It is the embodiment of the fundamentally 

sound principle of collective security. With all its failures in the 

past, it is still, in the opinion of the Chinese Government, capable of 

serving the cause of peace, if the Member States, especially the most 

responsible ones, are willing and ready to extend full support to 

its efforts.

The real antidotes to war are not necessarily to be found in 

war itself. As President Roosevelt has said, there are measures short 

of war which are capable of exerting pressure upon the aggressor.
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Financial and economic measures of retaliation, for example, are 

peculiarly suitable for the purpose. They may be silent, slow end 

invisible, but they arc sure in their effect to exert a restraining 

influence upon the madness of conquest and the feverish preparations 

for renewed aggression. They are sure measures for those purposes, 

because they work to reduce with cumulative effect the means and 

resources upon which the elements of violence and disorder draw for 

their strength. Trade and finance which produce money and wealth arc 

sinews of war for conquest no less than for defence.

One of these measures is a boycott of the goods of the 
aggressor nation. In the present case a^rohibition direct or 

indirect to import Japanese goods will strike at the basis of Japanese 

economy in a short time. 80 per cent of the silk production in 

Japan is marketed in one country, while 45 per cent of her textile 

fabrics is normally sold in only three or four countries. Deprivation 

of this source of revenue to Japan will soon make her unable to purchas 

the necessary raw materials for her war industries, which she has been 

developing with ever increasing intensity, in order to carry on the 

war of aggression against China. Such a boycott has, in fact, been 

started voluntarily by the people in a number of countries. Therefore, 

it would not be difficult for the Governments to enforce it.

Another measure equally important is an embargo on supplies to 

Japan, particularly of the raw materials necessary for Japanese war 

industries. Certain vested interests may raise objections, but the 

raw materials which could be usefully prohibited are few in number and 

will call for only moderate sacrifices on the part of a few countries. 

In the defence of the great principles of peace and security of nations 

against violence and aggression, surely no one would claim that such 

contribution is out of proportion to the benefits to be gained.

In the case of aeroplanes and petroleum it is particularly 

essential that an embargo upon them should be recommended by the
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Council. Such a measure would be able, along with other measures, 

not only to hasten the termination of the aggression now raging, but 

also if not to prevent, at least to help reduce the cruel and 

ruthless bombing by Japanese aircraft of the civilian population in 

China.

So, in the interests of humanity, as well as for the cause 

of peace, a prohibition to supply these articles of indiscriminate 

slaughter should be recommended to the Governments of the countries 

which produce oil and manufacture aeroplanes.

The Chinese Government desires also that the Council

invite the Member States to carry out the terms of the resolutions 

adopted by the Assembly and the Council of the League, particularly 

that of the Assembly of October 6, 1937, providing for the

of aid to China and for abstention from taking any action which may 

render China’s resistance more difficult. To be more specific, the 

Chinese Government desires that the Council recommend that the Member 

States should extend financial and economic assistance to China, 

among other purposes, for the development and reconstruction of China's 

South-Western provinces and for the relief of the civilian refugees.

An assurance for facilities of transit and transport for 

Chinese war material is also necessary to the continuance of effective 

resistance to Japanese aggression. In the past eighteen months, the 

Chinese Government has encountered untold difficulties in arranging 

for such transport and transit, and the cause of resistance has suffered 
point

no little from these difficulties. The/ie to be stressed that China 

is entitled to such facilities not only by virtue of the resolutions 

referred to, but also by the terms of the Covenant and treaties to 

which she is a party.

In order that the measures taken by the Governments of 

States, whether Members or non-Members of the League, shall produce 

the maximum effect, whether they be of assistance to China or of 

pressure against Japan, the Chinese Government asks that the Council
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\ 
take steps to institute a Committee of Co-ordination. If a general 

Committee is considered unfeasible for the present, then the Chinese 

Government will welcome a limited Committee of Co-ordination to be 
composed of the representatives of the Governments particularly- 
interested in the Far East.

The foregoing concrete measures constitute ^her desiderata of 

the Chinese Government which earnestly requests the Council to adopt 

them. China is not asking the Member States to undertake impossible 

tasks in discharge of their obligations under the Covenant. She has 

proposed these modest measures which, in her opinion, are well within 
the ability of the Member States, particularly those directly concerned 
in the Far East, to carry out.

In view of the observations which I have made in the first 
part of my statement, it is not necessary to point out again that 

whatever action is taken to support the cause of China’s resistance 
cannot be considered as for China’s exclusive advantage. It will 

the principles of 
also benefit the general cause of upholding/international law and 

order. More than that, rights and interests of other countries directly 
concerned in the Far East willgain security by this legitimate.defence •

For the general body of membership of the League, the success of the 
Chinese cause will mean the triumph of the cause of peace.

International aggression has almost become an epidemic, and therefore 
the support of the League for China and whatever aid and assistance 
are rendered by other Member States to her in discharge of their 

obligations under the Covenant will have a salutary effect throughout 
the world.
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Hon. Stanley K. Hornbeck.^"" s 
Chief, Bureau Fax Eastern Affairs, 
Washington D. C. ' , 4

v
Dear Mr. Hornbeck, 

■> y'^/CATiOH5 jH -

I am enclosing herewith copy of a letter I have

written to Senator Key Pitman, which will be self explanatory.

It would.,please me greatly if you could find, yourself approving of 

my wish to see and. talk with Sehator Pitman.

I realize that I am in what looks like a hopeless minority 

in this case, but I do not like to give up without trying every 

possible moans of bringing to the attention of people who oan do

something, the aspects of the Sino-Japanese conflict which appareit 

ly have not received, consideration.

I have so far fopnd just one max who seems to see most of the 

relations of the case as I do. That is Mr. J.O.P.Bland. He 

realizes too that he is, as he puts it, n -preaching in the wilder^ 

neaa", but still he persists. He points out one of the items 
y 

which^have been urging, that the right advice to China in the mat* 

ter would probably have avoided the whole debacle.

Well, I am a very simple fellow, and the cost of having me 
TJ 

come to Washington would be comparatively small. I have no ul-g» 

terior motives to serve, wishing only to have the opportunity of je 

presenting the whole sequence of development which produced the |g 

present situation. I am profoundly oonvinoed that our Govern

ment is making a grave mistake. Here again Mr. Bland agr,g|LSw-^-- 

He points out how the Chinese staged a supreme effort of propagan

da to create a state of mind in America, and adds that they quite
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succeeded In their purpose. Whether I can do anything to bredc 

that atrangle hold romains to be seen. At all events, the fact 

that there is one man Who has seen praotioally the whole course of 

even ta which developed the situation, and ia firm in his belief 

that an injustice ia being done to a nation on at least technical 

friehdly terma with us, seems to make it worth while finding out 

why he holds such a belief.

Committing the matter to your hands. 

Yours respectfully,

From
T. J. League, 
114 Buiat Ave., 
Greenville S. C.
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Greenville S. C», Jan. 24th. IdOV.

Hon. key Pitman, ,
Chairman Com. of Foreign Eolations, 
U. 3. Senate, Washinton D. C.

Dear Senator Pitman, ,

I am again taking the liberty of addressing 

you on the matter of our relations to the Fax Eastern situation 

in the hope of being able to suggest Bom® things which may be of 

value in considering what course is best to pursue. Ï have had 

rather unusual opportunities of observing the course of develop

ments which produced the present situation, and I reel that there 

arc important angles and considerations of the whole case which X 

have not had. adequate attention.

There are two charges in the main against Japan. First 

that she has violated the integrity of Chinese territory, thus in

fringe ing the liellogg Pact and the Pact of Paris. Second, that 

she has violated the Sine fewer Treaty, guaranteeing the "Open hoar 

in China". ity observation of events, which extends from 1889 

to the present, leads me to the opinion, that there is evidence 

that Japan has not violated either the one or the other. It is 

some of this evidence which I wish to call to your attention.

Some days ago I had. occasion to prepare a short historical 

statement for our local news-paper, and I am enclosing that as pare 

of the evidence. You will see that the relations of Western 

powers with what is called China, were seriously affected by the 

misoonoepticn that before 1912 ."✓they were dealing with a "Chinese 

Empire". This misconception has thrown out of focus the whole 

problem of the Par East, and set our conceptions facing in the 
wrong direction.
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Up to 1912, China was a dependency, und neither a nation nor 

an empire. In all the history of China, she never held, any 

possessions nor th of the great «all. han the 1'anohu Dynasty 

which had ruled China from 1644 to 1912 "as conquerors", abdicated 

the rule of the tterritory called China, that aot gave no claim to 

the possession of Manchuria, "’hen Japan in 1931 restored the 

legitimate heir of the T'anchu Dynasty to the rule of the lar.d of 

his fathers, no infringement of C&iheSe territory was coujaittei, 
e 

and consequently no violation of yîther the liellogg F--ct, or the 

Pact of Paris. The hiatus between 1912 and 1931, during which 

time Manchuria existed under an independent control, oilers no Mk# 

sufficient evidence of any development which oan be urgeu as sus

taining the Chinese claim

By 1931, it hud become clearly manifest that Manchuria must 

be stabilized, not only for the protection of legitimate Japanese 

interests and developments, but to prevent a further serious con

flict with F.usaia. Japan to^k the entirely logioal and legiti

mate course of restoring tlanehu rule as above stated* Our 

State department, confused by Chinese claims, and laboring under 

the misconseption thhh prior to the Ilanohu abdication, we had been 

dealing with a Chinese Empire, refused to recognize an act which 

should have claimed their full approval. By refusing, our Gov

ernment encouraged the Chinese in their bogus claim to Manchuria, 

and abetted them in their unceasing anti-Japanese propaganda, and 

pin pricking boycotts, which had been in evidence since Japan had 

succeeded in gaining recognition as a"world power", and so became 

a pant of the Western bloc of nations holding China in the vassal

age of extraterritorial status so hateful to the Chinese,

Our news-papers, unrebuked by our Govern» nt have followed
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the lead of Chinese nroaganda by sneering references to "Puppet 

Kingdom"« I shall not enl0cre on that now, tut shall hope to 

hhve some future opportunity of following this idea up.

IX you have now followed me so far , and have also read the 

clipping enclosed, you will begiu to see why I say that Japan haft 

not infringe! the territorial integrity of China. That idea 

being assumed we may say, though I hope to convince you that it is 

true, wo are prepaxeu now to go on tc> examine tr.e Nine Power Treat' 

In xts relation to Japanese action, with tho yresumptio in its fa

vor that this latter treaty is still intact, so far uB the J a pane ® 

are ou no er neo. It may however appear that others are not so

guiltless.
Chinese propagandists have persuaded, our American news-papers 

that Chinese anti-Japanese boycotts began as a result of the Man

churia incident. This is a misleading error. The anti-Jap

anese boycott was in full swing at least twelve years before the 

Manchurian episode. At that tire we were living in Tsinanfu, 

the Capital of Shantung, and had experience from observation of 

the operations of that instrument. We/ saw processions of school 

boys marching out to the recreation grounds, as they expressed it- 

" - to hate the Japanese." Ve saw Chinese mercantile establish 

uents destroyed because they were suspected of stocking Japanese 

made goods. Those are two characteristic incidents, examples 

of the repeated acts,occurring in 1919» twelve years before the 

Manchurian episode.
uet's now note some contrasts. It is true that after the 

Manchurian episode, and the effect of T’e stern, particularly ^mericai 

reaction, bocaixs apparent in the fvinese attitude, ths boycotts 

ana other anti-Japanese practices increased in intensity. So 
first

much so that they clash in Shanghai, so excoriated in American news 
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papers, resulted. Before we go on now. let’s take a littdd 

look back at some other happenings* In 1925, industrial strikes 

were made against British textile mills in shanghai» In one 

of the demonstrations a Chi-nese watchman was killed» The stu

dent body of Shanghai too*, it up, and made demonstrations. They 

sorro mded the i ternational police barracks, and on orders of the 

british officer in charge, t're crowd was fired into, and a number 

killed and wounded. . Repercussions of this came from Canton, 

and there the British authorities killed some fifty odd and wounded 

iore than a hundred. In 1926, some anti-foreign disturbances

took place up the Yangtze River, and two british gun boats were 

sent to look after the matter. The town of ^anhsien was bom

barded and the Chinese reported, over two thousand people killed- 

men, women and children. Minimize that lar gey for U e Chinese pro

peasit to exaggerate, but there it is. In 1927, trouble again

arose, Shanghai seemed to be threatened. The British ordereu

twenty thousand troops to Shanghai in addition to the naval squad

ron on duty in that quarter. That blew over, but the reaction 

was there. In that same year, trouble arose at Ranking, and 

this time both British and American ships joined inline bombard

ment in which many Chinese were killed. How suppose tne chines 

had been in the humor, or had the determination to resist these va

rious demonstrations in force, it would have been necessary either 

to back down, or have a war ( declared or otherwise) on hand just 

as the Japanese have. Note the contrast. The Japanese had 

endured boycotts and other hostilities for at the least fifteen 

years before taking any overt action to counteract then. A Wes

tern power took immediate and drastic action for an infinitely 

smaller offence. The Japanese were excoriated without stint by 
American news-papers. The Nostern power was hardly if at all
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mentioned. WhyI Difference of race merely? Hardly.

AfVr the first Shanghai incident, it looked as if some under

standing might be arrived at, but the storm of execration hurled 

at Japan by the American press again abetted the Chinese in their 

anti-Japanese hostility, that of "crops for the moat part joining 

in the anti-Japanese tirade. So matterr went from bad to worse 

till the present confiions was precipitated. How, who has vio

lated the Nine Power Treatyl Note, that during all this time 

Japan has been making phenomenal progress In creating productions 

for world markets, and gaining much success in obtaining those 

raarketB. This has created in estern nations hardly less of 

jealousy of Japan than tlmt exhibited, by the Chinese, so instead 

of bringing to the attention of the Chinese, that according to the 

Mine ?ower treaty, thdy/ should not discriminate agalsnt any one 

nation, the Western Powere clearly show that they are rather pleaa^ 

tnsa otherwise at the course of events, and tacitly at least give 

approval of the Chinese attitude. Who is the violator| Not 

the Japanese certainly.

I can only touch on these matters in a letter, bWt I would 

llxe to offer a modest suggestion if you will pardon my apparent 

presumption. I could wish that instead of sending notes to Jap- 

an, insisting that Japan shall continue to confine China to the 

hated extraterritorial staus, so that the "open door" may be ma in

tai ne 1, a note might be sent to China suggesting that they oome to 

an amicable understanding with Japan, on the basis of China being 

accepted on equal terms for negotiations with the separate nations 

for the adjustment of all outstanding affairs, and the resumpt ion i 

of friendly relations with all concerned. My confidence is 

that such a note would put almost an instant end to the conflict 
and lead a stable peace in the Par £ast.
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I find myself wishing you might be sufficiently interested in 

what I have told and suggested, to be induceu to make it possible,/ 

for ae to see jou, and talk thia matter through with you, and with 

any other who may be concerned with the matter. I have absolute 

ly no axe to grind, I have never asxeu any favor of the novarn^nt. 

and have no intention of doing so. I am profoundly convinced 

that my long association with matters i<. the Far r,ast, with con

tact and observation over a period of fity years consecutively, 

have given me an angle of consideration that merits attention.
X

I had a good deal of correspondence - that 1er wrote letters to the 

State Department and received ^alite acknowledgments from the same^ 

some five years or more ago. I had the purpose them to try to 

influence to a recognition of «lanchukuo. Finally in the kutum 

of '34 I had occasion to pass trough Washington, and I took advan

tas e of i!ir. Hornbeck's previous permission of an interview if I 

should be in Washington, and had a most pleasant conversation with 

him.

I think I shall send a copy of this letter to ixr. Hornbeck, 

with the hope that he nay approve of my wish. I would ccne to 

Washington on my own, and ris# the chance of seeing you, but the 

simple truth is I cannot now a fiord the expense* 

Soliciting your sympathetic consideration.

Yours respectfully,

From
T. J. League,
114 Buist Ave.,
Greenville Sï C.
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January 30, 1939.

Dear Mr. League:

I have received your letter of January 25, 

1939, enclosing a copy of your letter of January 24 

to Senator Pittman in which you give expression to 

your views with regard to past and present develop

ments in relations between and among China, Japan, <0

and the western powers. •

I appreciate your courtesy in sending to me a 

copy of your letter to Senator Pittman.

Yours sincerely,

\

Stanley K. Hornbeck 
Adviser on Political Relations

I 466 0

MT. T. J. League,

114 Buist Avenue, 

Greenville, South Carolina.

iyjy PM

FE:JCV:REK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY

Tokyo

Dated February 1, 1939 
/i )

Rec’d 6:40 a.m.

63, February 1 5 p.m

Ditisiono
R ïJfôTERH AFFAIRS 

fT31~193jL 
üepsrrmenÉ of

»
The following reply is reported to have been made

yesterday by the Minister for Foreign Affairs at a 

meeting of the Budget Committee of the Lower House

ID 
OJ
(0

answering a question put by a member with regard to the

holding in Tokyo of an international conference to discuss

the situation in China: "The holding in Tokyo of an
0)
0)

international conference similar to those which at one

time after the great war so frequently occurred will

require very careful thought. The question definitely

arises whether just solutions to problems can be found

by delegates of a number of countries with varying degrees

of interests in the problems under discussion meeting in

confer enc e That is, I think, made clear by the exampj.es

set by the conference held after the European war, 8&L;

far as Japan is concerned we believe that more fruitfjjJ

results can be obtained by carrying on conversations

individually with the other countries concerned than by- T

attending

w

.il-?

exampj.es
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-2- #63, February 1, 5 p.m., from Tokyo.

attending an international conference. My personal 

feeling is, therefore, one of considerable doubt whether 

a conference held in Tokyo for the purpose of clarifying 

the situation in the Far East would achieve that purpose” 

Cipher text by air mail to Peiping for repetition to 

Chungking.

GREY
W,C:DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PAP TSINGTAO VIA N.R.
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be- Dated
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Br) Rec’d

Fe/bruary 1, 1939 
7 ft.m, February 2

Secretary of State
Washington

| -Vzl
FAR tJWrERN AFFAIRS

IÆTB 2- 193L1 
sjbepartment of WL/

26. February 1, 5 pun.
Reliable information received by the Consulate 

from an American resident in the interior to effect 
that the Japanese are definitely extending their con
trol in section of Shantung north of Tsingtao-Tsinan 
Railway with Weihsien as center and that considerable 
progress has already been made; see Consulate’s 
telegram dated January 18, 1 p.m., No. 13. It is re
ported that airfield has been made at Fangtze. Five 
thousand Chinese coolies are at work constructing a 
motor highway under the supervision of Japanese. 
This road will in all probability be extended to 
Tsingtao.

Two. As part of the drive on guerrillas, it 
is stated that as from Sunday last, any Chinese 
attempting to cross the railway in any direction 
without authorisation is liable to be shot at sight.

Three.

793.94/I 4662
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Three. Transportation of a large number of 
Japanese army motor vehicles on Tsingtao-Tsihan 
Railway has been noted;it is guessed that these 
trucks are intended for use in campaign in drive 
on Chengchow,. Honan.

Four. Informant states that while the 
Chinese are still hopeful as to successful 
outcome of struggle, all signs increasingly 
point to permanent Japanese hold on Shantung 
province.

SOKOBIN
WWC:DDM
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paraphrase

A telegram (No. 2®) of February 1, 1939, from the 

American Consul at Tsingtao reads substantially as 

follows:
A reliable American living in the interior has 

informed the Consulate to the following effect:
It is surroised that Japanese army motor vehicles, 

large numbers of which have been noticed in transit on 

the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway, are to be used in an attack 

on Chengchow in Honan Province. With Weihsien as the 

center the Japanese are widening their control in that 
part of Shantung Province north of the Tsingtao-Tsinan 

Railway. Already they have made a good deal of progress. 

In this connection reference is made to telegram No. 13 

of January 18 from Tsingtao. Although the Chinese still 

hope for a successful result of the struggle there are 

increasing Indications that Japan's hold on Shantung will 

be permanent. As from January 29, as a step in the drive 

on guerrillas, Chinese are liable to be shot at sight if 

they try to cross the railway in either direction without 
permission. Under Japanese supervision a motor highway, 

which will probably be extended to Tsingtao, is being 

built. Five thousand Chinese coolies are engaged in the 

work. There are reports that an airfield has been 

established at Fangtze.^
FE; ‘̂JlfjPS ^FE 793.94/14662
2-3-39 **7
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Chungking, January 12, 1939.

Subject: Report on War Conditions 
by Gene ral~Ho Ying-chin.

« * ..

The Honorable

Division 
FÂR EASTERN AFFAIRS

üepartment !

The Secretary of State,

jrny 4 _ 1Q39

7
 93•9

 4/I46
 6

 ô

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose as of possible interest 

1/ to the Department a copy of a Central News Agency release 

dated January 10, 1939, which contains what is purported 

to be the gist of a report made by General Ho Ying-chin, 

Minister of Military administration, at the weekly memorial 

service of the Central Kuomintang Headquarters at Chungking 

on January 9, 1939.

While the release is obviously general in character, 

as were vernacular reports on the subject, General Ho’s

allegations
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allegations concerning Japanese losses and. improvements 

in the Chinese military forces, as well as his predictions 

of the future course of hostilities, are believed to be 

worthy of scrutiny.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosu/e:

1/ Copy of Central News Agency release.

Original and four copies to Department .
(one copy by trans-Pacific airmail) gA*'*1 ' ' H-to. 

Copy to Peiping 
Copy to Tokyo.

710

ÜFDJMCL
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Enclosure No. 1
To despatch No. 
Dated Jan. 12, 1939.

CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY

January 10, 1939.

WAR MINISTER REVEALS TREMENDOUS LOSSES BORNE 
BY INVADERS IN LAST 18 MONTHS OF WARFARE

ON OTHER HAND, HO SAYS CHINESE ARMY HAS MADE 
GREAT PROGRESS SINCE HOSTILITIES STARTED

Chungking, Jan. 10: China has suffered much from 

the present war, but it has not been smooth sailing for 

Japan either for according to Gen. Ho Ying-chin, Minister 

of War (Military Administration), the invaders have 

borne losses far exceeding their original calculation.

General Ho made a report on tne improvement of the 

Chinese army yesterday at the weekly memorial service at 

tne Central Kuomintang Headquarters, in the course of 

which he revealed the following startling military losses 

incurred by the Japanese during the last one and half 

years:

"According to statistics, the Japanese military 

expenditure runs into ¥10,000,000 a day, or ¥300,000,000 

a month. Since the outbreak of hostilities, the Japanese 

casualties have reached a staggering total of 700,000.

"The number of. Japanese airplanes destroyed, insofar 

as definite proofs have been obtained, totalled 649, while 

Japanese planes damaged in air accidents already numbered 

2,202. Meanwhile, well-substantiated reports indicate that 

766 Japanese airmen have either been captured, killed or have 

deserted their ranks. Judging from intelligence reports 

coming in and the number of Japanese machines damaged, the

figure
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figure should be More than 1,900.

'•Japan’s Navy lias also suffered much at the hands of 

tne Chinese, the number of Japanese warships and launches 

sunk or damaged being 580.

’’One thousand two hundred Japanese motor lorries, armored 

cars and tanks have either been destroyed or captured by the 

Chinese. Other Japanese losses in'military equipment included 

842 cannons of various descriptions, 604 trench mortars and 

projectiles, 4,168 light and heavy machine-guns, and 72,592 

rifles."

Contrasting this, General Ho stated that the Chinese Army 

is growing stronger as the war progresses, principally because 

of the improved quality of the Chinese soldiers, the gradual 

expansion of the arms and equipment of the Chinese Army, and 

the standardization of the pay and allowances, personnel 

management and military training.

'•While busily offering armed resistance, we have not over

looked tne rebuilding of the Chinese Army. as a result, the 

fighting strength of the Chinese Army has been increased, 

while the quantity of Chinese arms is many times more than 

when the war first started."

War Minister Ho reported favorably on the progress achieved 

by China along the following lines during the period under 

review: reorganization of armies, replenishment of troops, 

establishment of munitions industry, and improvement of the 

personnel and training systems.

Troop replenishment should not be much of a question, 

announced General Ho, adding that there will be a continuous 

stream of trained recruits to fill the gap in the Chinese Army.

Neither will China experience any shortage of arms and 

ammunition, for the Military Affairs Commission has mapped out

a
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a comprehensive plan for the development of the munitions 

industry.

"Since the war began, all the armies of the entire nation 

nave unanimously participated in the campaign. A unified form 

of standardization has been applied to practically all the 

units, it being a rule rather than an exception. Even some 

local forces have asked that they be reorganized into the 

National Army and given the same training. This is an encourag

ing sign during the war of resistance, and is a concrete 

indication of real national unity and military progress."

Discussing the latest phase of the Sino-Japanese hostili

ties, the War Minister pointed out that the deeper the invaders 

penetrate into Chinese territory the longer will be their line 

of supply and the greater difficulties they will encounter in 

bringing up troops and supplies from their bases. Moreover, 

in future battles with the defenders, the effectiveness of the 

Japanese tanks and heavy artillery will be correspondingly 

reduced.

Neither is the topography favorable to the Japanese, he 

added. At the same time, the invaders have to reckon with the 

mobile warfare and gueerilla warfare engaged in by the Chinese 

forces behind their lines.

Although the various fronts have been quiet of late, 

General Ho said the fact is that both sides still engage 

each other in pitched battles. After the reorganization of 

the Japanese Cabinet, he predicted, the Japanese would inten

sify their military campaign and would resume their efforts to 

score a quick and decisive victory.

"However," emphatically declared the War Minister, "as 

long as the enemy fails to annihilate the entire Chinese 

Army, he will never succeed in subjugating China. From the 

experience of the last 18 months, it is obvious that the 

enemy can never crush the major forces of the Chinese Army."
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Division of far Eastern Affairs

February 7, 1939

Chungking's despatch no. 117 of Jan
uary 12 encloses, as "worthy of scrutiny", 
an outline of a report by General Ho Ying- 
chln which alleges that the hostilities have 
cost Japan ¥10,000,000 daily and the follow
ing:

Casualties 700,000
Planes known destroyed 649
Planes damaged in accidents 2,202
Airmen captured, killed, 

deserted 766 known
1,900 est'd.

Warships and launches sunk or 
damaged 580

Other losses:

Tanks and other motor vehicles 
Cannon
Trench mortars and projectiles
Machine guns
Rifles

1,200
342
664

4,168
72,592

The report also alleges that the Chinese 
Army has grown continually stronger as a 
result of reorganization, troop replenishment, 
standardization, expansion of equipment and 
improved personnel and training systems; that 
ample man power is assured, and also munitions 
supply, in consequence off a comprehensive plan 
for development of the munitions industry.!, that 
the Japanese will soon again try to score a 
decisive victory, but will be handicapped by 
topography, extended lines and guerrilla war 
and unable to"ftruBh’ithflo major forces of the 
Chinese Army”.
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No. 117.

Copy to the Department 
by airmail

Chungking, January lh, 1989.

Subject; Report on war Conditions 
by General Ho xing-chinï

*4 
ID 
W 
*<D 
•h

The xxonox-uble

The .>uoretury of abate,

Washington.

hir ;

have the honor to eu close as of possible Interesto

”ble the gist of

.ce of

to>the oepartoent a copy of a Central hews agency release 

1989, which contains wet is purported 

a report made by General Ho Ying-ohin 

grater of Lilitary administration, at the weekly memorial 

the central Kuomintang x^eadquarters at Chungking

on tannery 9, 1939

u n lie tiic release is obviously general in character

as v.’ere vernacular reports on the subject, Central Ho’s^tp fe

allegations

F/FG
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allegations concerning Japanese losses and improvements 

in the Chinese military forces, as well as his predictions 

of the future course of hostilities, are believeu to be 

worthy of scrutiny.

Respectfully yours

Willys It. leek, 
Chargé d’affaires ad Interim

enclosure:

1/ Copy of Central lews Agency release.

original and four copies to department 
{one copy by truns-racific airmail)

Copy to yelping
Copy to Tokyo.

710

a?D:LCL

■ IS Mui I
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.Enclosure ho. 1 
To despatch ho. 
Dated Jan. 1989.

Chijrrt.^ raws agency

J anuary 10, 1939.

hAR MINISTER REVEALS TRxMii-iDGUS LOSSES BURKE 
BY INVADERS IN LAST 18 MONTHS OF WARFARE

UN OTHLR HAND, HO SAYj CHIN Am, ARMY HAS MaDE 
GREAT PROGRASS SINCE HOSTILITIES STaRTED

Chungking, Jan. 10: China has suffered ria oh from 

the present war, but it has not been smooth sailing for 

Japan either for according to Gen. Ho Ying-chin, Minister 

of War (Military Administration), the invaders have 

borne losses far exceeding their original calculation.

General Ho made a report on the improvement of the 

Chinese army yesterday at the weekly memorial service at 

the Central Kuomintang headquarters, in the course of 

which he revealed the following startling military losses 

incurred by the Japanese daring the last one and half 

years:

"According to statistics, the Japanese military 

expenditure runs into ¥10,000,000 a day, or ¥300,000,000 

a month, Since the outbreak of hostilities, the Japanese 

casualties have reached a staggering total of 700,000.

"The number of Japanese airplanes destroyed, insofar 

as definite proofs have been obtained, totalled 649, while 

Japanese planes damaged in air accidents already numbered 

2,202. Meanwhile, well-substantiated reports indicate that 

766 Japanese airmen have either been captured, killed or have 

deserted their ranks. Judging from intelligence reports 

coming in and the number of Japanese machines damaged, the

figure
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figure should be more than l,yoo.

"Japan’s Navy has also suffered much at the hands of 

tne Chinese, the number of Japanese warships and launches 

sunk or damaged being 580.

"une thousand two hundred Japanese motor loi’ries, armored 

oars and tanks have either been destroyed or captured by the 

Chinese, other Japanese losses in military equipment included 

842 cannons of various descriptions, 6b4 trench mortars and 

projectiles, 4,168 light and heavy machine-guns, end 72,592 

rifles.'

Contrasting this, General Ho stated that the Chinese ^rmy 

is growing stronger as the war progresses, principally because 

of the improved quality of the Chinese soldiers, the gradual 

expansion ol‘ the arms and equipment of the Chinese mmy, and 

the standardization of the pay and allowances, personnel 

management and military training.

"While busily offering armed resistance, we have not over

looked tne rebuilding of the Chinese xsrmy. i*s a result, the 

fighting strength of the Chinese jcrmy has been increased, 

while the quantity of Chinese arms is many times more than 

when the war first started."

War Linister uo reporteu favorably on the progress achieved 

by China along the following lines during the period under 

review; reorganization of armies, replenishment of troops, 

establishment of munitions industry, and improvement of the 

personnel and training systems.

Troop replenishment should not be much of a question, 

announced General Ho, adding that there will be a continuous 

stream of trained recruits to fill the gap in the Chinese army.

Neither will China experience any shortage of arms and 

ammunition, for the military affairs Commission has mapped out
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a comprehensive plan for the development of the munitions 

industry.

"dines the war began, all the armies of the entire nation 

have unanimously participated in the campaign, a. unified form 

of standardization has been applied to practically all the 

units, it being a rule rather than an exception, nven some 

local forces have asked that they be reorganized into the 

National .^rmy and given the same training. This is an encourag 

Ing sign during the war of resistance, and is a concrete 

indication of real national unity and military progress."

Discussing the latest phase of the bino-Japanese hostili

ties, the war Minister pointed out that the deeper the invaders 

penetruie into Chinese territory the linger will be their line 

of supply and the greater difficulties they will encounter in 

bringing up troops and supplies from their bases. Moreover, 

in future battles with the defenders, the effectiveness of the 

Japanese tanks and heavy artillery will be correspondingly 

reduced.

Neither is the topography favorable to the Japanese, he 

added, ..t the same time, the invaders have to reckon with the 

mobile warfare and gueerllla warfare engaged in by the Chinese 

forces behind their lines.

.□.though the various fronts have been quiet of late, 

General Ho said the fact is that both sides still engage 

each other in pitched battles, ^fter the reorganization of 

the Japanese Cabinet, he predicted, the Japanese would inten

sify their military campaign and would resume their efforts to 

score a quick and decisive victory.

"However," emphatically declared the War Minister, "a* 

long as the enemy fails to annihilate the entire Chinese 

.xrmy, he will never succeed in subjugating China. From the

experience of the last 18 months, it is obvious that the 

enemy can never crush the major forces of the Chinese army."
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SEE 846g.00/39 for Tel #29, 9am

FROM Hong.Ko?.g____________ (Southard> DATED Feb. 1, 1939
TO name ,_1U7

REGARDING: Developments in Hong Kong during January, 1939, having relation 
to Sino-Japanese conflict: summary of - for Embassy at 
Peiping.
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JR GRAY

Hong Kong via N. R, 

Dated February 1, 1939 

Rec’d 7;15 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

29, February 1, 9 a.m.

The Department has instructed this office to send 

you monthly a brief telegraphic summary of developments 

and events at or near Hong Kong which have relation to 

China. The following is our summary for January.

One. Increasing junk piracy allegedly by Chinese 

soldiers in waters adjacent to Hong Kong. Same agents 

are reported to be committing many acts of brigandage 

in the immediate hinterland from which Japanese troops 

have been withdrawn.

Two. Number of refugees centralizing in Hong Kong 

territory is steadily being reduced by return of many 

refugees to their homes in the hinterland.

Three. Continued negotiation between British 

here and Japanese for opening of Pearl River. Local 

observers believe reopening has been recommended by 

Japanese headquarters at Canton and is held up by Tokyo 

owing to belief there that precedent thus created might 

be unfavorable to plans for Yangtze. An occasional

merchantship
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-2-#29, February 1, 9 a.m., from Hong Kong via N, R, 

merchantship is permitted to make round trip between 

either Macao and Canton or between Hong Kong and Canton. 

Gunboats continue to carry passengers and mail more or 

less regularly.

Four. Much discussion and belief here that 

Japanese attack and invasion at Pakhoi is imminent 

and inevitable.

Five. Japanese bankers from Shanghai have visited 

Hong Kong who are alleged in reliable local sources to 

be endeavoring unsuccessfully tosee T. V. Soong to 

discuss currency and exchange matters.

Six. Import and export trade over the land frontier 

between this colony and the hinterland is gradually 

increasing. Merchandise shipments of value over the 

frontier must be accompanied by armed guards against 

many Chinese soldiers turned to brigandage in the 

hint erland.

Seven. Economic and business prosperity of this 

colony so far appears to have been much less seriously 
Û 

affected by Japanese occupation of Canton than most 

observers passing through thought would happen. Sent 

to Peiping.

SOUTHARD

WC ;CSB
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pap TELEGRAM REC0VE©-1 via n.r.This telegram must be
closely paraphrased-bt------- Dated February 2, 1939
fore being communicated
to anyone. (Br) From Rec'd 1:30 p.m..

Embassy’s 619 December 24, 3.p.m.
In a conversation on February 1, a German mili

tary adviser who has remained with the Generalissimo 
stated to a member of the Embassy that the Chinese
Army is still undergoing reorganization and replenish
ment. This informant declared he believed that the 
Chinese Army is now prepared for at least another year 
of hostilities and expressed confidence that if supplied 
with war materials from abroad the Chinese could con-C,<■ V- 
tinue to wage war indefinitely.

Referring to the question of possible Japanese movementsmilitary /. the informant said that while he is 
cognizant of rumors of an imminent Japanese push into 
Shensi, he believes the Japanese will first strike at 
Kwangsi for the following reasons: (End Section One) 

Repeat to Embassy at Peiping.

PEG.’CSB
PECK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PAP
This telegram must bE 
clo^fely paraphrased be
fore being cpromunicatEd 
to anyonE (Br)

CHUNGKING VIA N^.R, 
V.' •Dated FEbruary 2, 1939

Rec»d 1:30 p.m.

Secretary of StatE
Washington

68, FEbruary 2, midnight (SEction Two-}

(ode) thE belief that a drivE in thE south will EnablE 
the Japanese Navy to fulfill its dEsirE to participatE 
in opErations and that such an advancE will bE possiblE 
without unduE forEign risk and (two) thE bEliEf that 
a drivE on Sian and toward Chengtu would amount to thE 
"turning of thE back” of thE Japanese army to SoviEt 
Russia, a position in which hE feels that thE JapanESE 
army would bE rEluctant to placE itsElf owing to thE 
parlous statE of JapanESE Russian rElations and thE 
shifting international situation,

ThE informant stated that Russian military ad
visers in China now number about two hundred and that 
they are serving in various advisory capacities with 
the Chinese Army. (END OF MESSAGE)

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK
HTM: PEG
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 66) of February 2, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows :

A member of the Embassy staff was informed on 

February 1 by a German military adviser who has remained 

with General Chiang Kai-shek that there are now approxi

mately two hundred Russian military advisers in China and 

that they are employed with the Chinese army in various 

capacities of an advisory nature.

Although this informant knew of the rumors to the 

effect that a Japanese advance into Shensi Province was 

about to begin, he was of the opinion that the Japanese 

attack will be directed first at Kwangs! Province. His 

reasons for this opinion were (a) his belief that an 

advance on Sian and in the direction of Chengtu would be 

equivalent to the Japanese army turning its back toward 

Russia which he feels the Japanese would hesitate to do 

in view of the changing international situation and the 

dangerous condition of Russo-Japanese relations and (b) 

his belief that an advance in the south will not entail 

undue foreign risk and will make it possible for tho 

Japanese Navy to satisfy its desire to take part in

operations
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operations. This informant expressed the opinion that 

the Chinese Army is ready now for another year at least 

of war and he was confident that the Chinese could wage 

war for an indefinite period if supplied with war mater

ials from abroad. He added that a process of replenish

ment and reorganization of the Chinese Army is gtill 

going on.

793.94/14665

FErfiwC: JTS 
2-6-39
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REB TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- CHUNGKING VIA N.R
fore;p]>eing communicated from 
to anyone, (br)

Washington.

Embassy’s No
Confidential

Office on February

Dated February 2, 1939
Rec’d 1:30 p. m.

Secretary of State

66, February 2,^9, a.
(Æ) January 30, noon.
An official of the Chinese Foreign

1 confirmed to a member of the Embassy 
» staff that Wang Ching Wei had been issued a passport at1^ 

the specific instructions of General Chiang Kai Shek$.
He interpreted this action on the part of the Generalis
simo (one) as an effort to maintain the friendly relations
that have hitherto existed between the two leaders and
(two) as a move to facilitate Wang Ching Wei’s departure
for Europe in order to lessen the chances of the latter’s
possible alignment with the Japanese or Japanese sponsored
regimes in China. This official expressed the view
however that Wang Ching Wei would not (repeat not)
participate in any Japanese movement for the formation
of new governments in the occupied areas.

Peng Hsueh Pei, Vice Minister of Communications and
a

793.94/I4S66 
F/FG

a?
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2-#66, From Chungking, FEb.2,9a.m.
Zu-
0) a former close adherent of Wang Ching Wei, has on . . 
two occasions told members of the Embassy that Wang^hastf 

no (repeat no) intention of working with the Japanese 
or their puppet organizations.

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A confidential telegram (No. 66) of February 2, 

1939, from the American Embassy at Chungking reads 

substantially as follows;

Members of the Embassy staff have been informed on 

two ocoasions by a Vloe Minister of Communioations (Peng 

Hsueh-pei) who was formerly a close adherent of Wang 

Chlng-wei that the latter does not intend to vmrk with 

the Japanese or with the puppet organizations set up by 

them. On February 1 an official of the Chinese Foreign 

Office expressed to one of the Embassy staff the opinion 

that Wang would not take part in any move by the Japanese 

looking toward the establishment of new regimes in the 

occupied territories. This official confirmed a report 

to the effect that at the Generalissimo's explicit in

structions a passport had been issued to Wang. He (the 

official) construed the Generalissimo's action in this 

regard as a move to assist Wang's departure for Europe 

so as to lessen the possibility of the latter aligning 

himself with the Japanese or with government in China 

sponsored by the Japanese and as an attempt to preserve 

the friendly relations hitherto existing between Chiang 

and Wang.

793
FE?
2-6

'14666
■JFS £
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ■PLAIN & GRAY

... FROMHankow via .N. R.
Dated February, 2, 1939
Rec’d 6 a.m./3rd.

Secretary of State, \/..
/V invisspirox AWashington. AFFAIRS |/3

^^18 3-1939 1
February 2, noon.
WUHAN PAO, Japanese controlled daily, has published 

purported joint proclamation by police and Finance 
Bureau of Wuhan Peace Maintenance Society, stating in 
brief that peace and order are improving daily in 
Wuhan and all trades are reviving. Beginning February 
first all vehicles in Hankow'’ must register and pay 
license fees quarterly. Table of license fees is 
published according to which private motor cars pay 
twenty dollars per quarter and trucks up to ninety dollars 
per quarter.

I presume similar fees are in effect in former 
Shanghai municipality and shall appreciate receiving 
information regarding advice if any given by your 'Sffice ■1 ’ w. 
to American owners of vehicles regarding payment of' p 
license fees. w

Sent to Shanghaif
Repeated to Chuhgking, Peiping.

JOSSELYN
DDM;HTM
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AttVlSÊ^^N POL'ITi’qAL RELATlOÎ^^rj^gy^V^

k ’ February <^5, 1939
*>011 ‘' 1939

384
mA

There are attached, be

by officers of the Division

^f«®Bf'^^ga*anda volunteered 

of Far Eastern Affairs on

various aspects of the ‘situation in the Far £<ast and

problems of American policy and action in relation there

to, as follows:
in

Memorandum by:
I

Of

Mr

Mr

Mr

Mr

these

Vincent, July 23, 1938;7^

Sturgeon, December 1, 1938; r7 '!

Adams, January 27, 1939;

Salisbury, January 30, 1939

officers, Mr. Adams and Mr. Vincent are

tn•J's.

•bi.
0)

W

”China” officers; Mr. Salisbury and Mr. Sturgeon are

’’Japan” officers

Mr. Adams and Mr. Vincent take positions to the 

effect that the United States could and should follow a

positive course in regard to the Far Eastern situation

Mr. Salisbury takes a position that we should at some time

act but the present is not the opportune moment. Mr.

Sturgeon takes a position that we are not in position to

act

Mr. Vincent

"H
g

-H

■ 'ife
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Mr. Vincent, writing seven months ago, expressed 

views, among others, as follows: ”1 believe .... that 

it is vitally important not only for China but for us 

and for other democratic nations that Chinese resistance 

not collapse...........................I cannot but earnestly recommend

that, within the limitations of our desire to avoid involve

ment .... we should overlook no opportunity now to 

bolster up Chinese will and ability to resist, and to 

embarrass the Japanese in their attempts to conquer China. 

To those ends I believe (a) that the doctrine of non

recognition should be unequivocally restated to apply in 

the present situation, (b) that as a corollary to non

recognition steps should be taken effectively to discourage 

loans or material credits to Japan or to Chinese regimes 

or agencies under Japanese control, (c) that the possibility 

of affording financial assistance to China should be 

thoroughly explored, (d) that our trade with Japan should 

be carefully examined with a view to withholding, either 

through export or import restrictions or both, assistance 

to Japan, and (e) that consultation and collaboration, if 

possible, with other interested governments in regard to the 

implementation of feasible measures should be undertaken.

”1 realize that some of these matters can only appro

priately be dealt with legislatively rather than administra

tively, but in so far as action may be taken administratively
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I feel that it should be taken, and where legislative action 

is required I think that the influence of the Department 
»• 

should be brought to bear.

Mr. Sturgeon, writing two months ago, took the position 

’’that retaliatory action on our part, if taken at all, 

should be strictly limited to such measures as would afford 

the least possible opportunity for the Japanese military 

authorities in China to make issues of them.” He favored 

watchful waiting. He brought his memorandum to a close with 

the statement, ”It is believed that our moves in this situa

tion should be made in such manner as (a) to leave the way, 

as well as the atmosphere, clear for the settlement of some 

of the questions at issue by the conference method and (b) 

to leave the way open for revision or adjustment of our 

Far Eastern policy to conditions which probably can only 

be correctly appraised after the Sino-Japanese hostilities 

may come to a definite conclusion.”

Mr. Salisbury, writing at the end of January, also 

advocated watchful waiting. He addressed himself especially 

to ”the question whether the United States ought to adopt 

an economic policy toward Japan and China intended to 

insure failure of Japan in its attempted conquest of China”; 

and he undertook ”to reach an answer to that question only 

in its relation to the welfare of the United States of 

America.” He stated his conclusion at the outset: ”to 

attempt at the present time to effect the failure of Japan’s

policy
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policy in China through economic measures will not serve 

the best interests of the United States”; and he stated 

it again at the end: "The conclusion arrived at in this 

memorandum is that the application of economic measures 

directed against Japan before the certainty of Japan’s 

success in China is established would invite the risk of a war 

between the United States and Japan which would be contrary 

to the best interests of the United States when, by waiting, 

risk of war with Japan may be eliminated through factors 

not originating in the policy of the United States.”

Mr. Adams, writing a month ago, gives account of Japan’s 

occupation in areas in China and setting up of machinery for 

exploitation; and of Japanese official statements of inten

tion. He says: "Developments during the past few years in 

Manchuria and in China south of the Great Wall remove any 

reason for thinking that Mr. Arita’s definition of Japan’s 

aims might be an overstatement. It is now obvious that Japan 

intends to preempt for itself East Asia; that any participa

tion by western powers or their nationals in developments 

there must in effect, if Japan’s plans prevail, be in aid of 

and subordinate to Japan’s plans; and that any participation 

in the trade of that area by occidental countries must be 

subordinate to Japan’s requirements." He than points out 

what a successful execution of Japan’s intentions in China 

might be expected to cost the United States. He states that

he
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he has begun "to incline to the opinion that to continue to 

expect Japan to bog down for want of financial resources 

would merely be wishful thinking." He Inquires whether it 

would be easier to stop Japan now than to deal with the 

situation which would exist were Japan to consolidate her 

position in China. He asks, "Is it not possible that 

failure to take action now may in years to come be looked 

back upon as another lost opportunity . . . .?" He discusses 

the question of cooperation among the powers toward checking 

"lawless neighbors". He points out that the United States 

is "the only strong law-abiding member of the community not 

restrained by threat of an immediate checkmate from another 

quarter, from attempting to maintain order in the Far East 

which is a neighborhood where for a long time the United 

States has played a leading role." He continues: "The United 

States is in a key position. Her comparative inactivity in 

the maintenance of community order paralyzes British and 

French action both in Europe and the Far East." .... 

"There is reason to believe that if the United States had 

been in a position to deal effectively with Japan in the 

Far East during the past year, and had been so doing, 

Great Britain and France would have been able to restrain 

Germany." He quotes, to the point, from the Secretary of 

State’s speech at Nashville on June 3, 1938. He submits

that
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that ”, . . .if the United States should decide to act 

in the present emergency in the Far East, we should 

definitely choose between a course calculated to stop Japan 

and one designed merely to decrease the measure of Japan’s 

success in the present China venture. Unless we are pre

pared to make our action decisive, we would be well advised 

t to limit our measures to steps that would not provoke thorough

going retaliation by Japan.” He discusses the ’’extensive 

field of action lying between a do-nothing policy and action 

having in mind possible resort to aimed force.” He believes: 

”. . . . that a decision to stop Japan need not necessarily 

lead to actual clash of our armed forces with those of Japan, 

particularly if the United States were prepared as a last 

resort to proceed to that length.” He suggests possible 

lines of procedure directed toward specified possible objec

tives (see pages 14-16).

As possible ’’immediate and specific objectives”, Mr. 

Adams suggests: (1) freedom for American cultural enterprise 

in China; (2) equality of financial and business opportunity 

for American citizens in China; (3) preservation of the 

integrity of Chinese Government revenue-collecting agencies; 

and (4) effort to preserve Japan’s dignity and self-respect. 

In the realm of possible action, Mr. Adams suggests: (1) 

notification of termination of the American Japanese commer

cial treaty of 1911; (2) prohibition of extension (by American

nationals)
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nationals) of financial assistance to Japan or to ’’Manchukuo”; 

(3) withdrawal of American Ambassador to Japan; (4) effort 

to accomplish promptly a paralysis of Japan’s foreign trade; 

(5) effort to persuade other countries to adopt similar 

measures; and (6) extension of further financial assistance 

to China.

Mr. Adams takes account of the possibility that the 

Japanese (or some Japanese) might retaliate by measures which 

would adversely and seriously involve Americans and American 

interests in the Far East.(He has expressed, however, the 

view that this need not necessarily lead to a clash of armed 

forces.)

Mr. Adams’ memorandum ends with the statement: ’’Neverthe

less, it is believed that with resolute leadership American 

opinion would on the whole see the justice of and support the 

measures suggested in this memorandum.**

I have submitted these memoranda to Ambassador Johnson 

and the Ambassador has made written comment on them as 

follows: ”1 have read these memoranda. I find myself more 

in sympathy with the statements contained in the memoranda 

submitted by Messrs. Adams and Vincent — especially Mr. 

Adams — than with the arguments of Messrs. Salisbury and 

Sturgeon which are of the nature of a non possumus. Salisbury 

at least recommends action but feels that the present is not

the
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the time. I for one feel that we must begin now to show 

our teeth and. that we must go forward from now on or we 

may forever find ourselves estopped from taking action. 

Some day we may have a Japan claiming everything west of 

the 180th meridian as Japanese sphere within which we may 

neither fortify nor enter without Japanese permission.”

Ambassador Johnson has also made express comments in 

regard to particular items, as follows: "Mr. Salisbury 

has marshalled all of the arguments against sanctions against 

Japan by the United States very well. He does not oppose 

ultimate use of this weapon but questions whether this is 

the time for such measures."

"I agree with Mr. Adams’ statement of Japanese aims 

in the Far East."

"We cannot afford to wait too long. Time is with China 

in its conflict with Japan but time is with the totalitarian 

states in their relations with the democracies."

"The British Empire is gone. In succession to its 

power and responsibility we have a community of independent 

States, Canada, Australia, South Africa, England and, more 

influential, the United States, which departed from the 

Empire earlier but with violence. The United States as the 

richer and more influential member of this community must 

take the initiative in preserving the ideals of international 

relations and the kind of a world which that Empire stood 

for and made possible."

In
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In this account of the contents of these memoranda, 

more attention has been given by the undersigned to 

Mr. Vincent’s and Mr. Adams’ memoranda than to Mr. 

Sturgeon’s and Mr. Salisbury’s memoranda, for the reason 

that Mr. Vincent’s and Mr. Adams’ memoranda are affirmative

in character; they urge that a new attitude be adopted and 

new steps be taken; and, on the principle that the burden 

of proof lies with the affirmative, they present the con

structive side of the case. Mr. Sturgeon’s and Mr.

Salisbury’s memoranda support an attitude which at present

prevails and advocate, generally speaking, persisting for

the present in that attitude,and therefore present the 

negative side as regards the question of ’’action”.

All four of these memoranda are well worth reading 

if time permits. The Secretary and the Under Secretary 

have already, some time ago, seen Mr. Vincent’s memorandum, 

but it is worth a re-reading.

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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MB •« FROM CHUNGKING VIA N.R.
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone (br)

Dated February 5, 1939
Rec’d 11: 25 a.m.

Washington

l«

Secretary of State

4*

75, February 5, 5 p.m*
The Embassy learns from an official source thatWanhsien and ^wSr^vn^e heavily bombed by Japanese planes

February 4. Casualities in the former city are esti
mated to total about 1000 persons while the number 
sustained in the latter city is unknown although it is 
reported that a large part of the city was destroyed by 
fire, including the Provincial Government building. 

The Embassy is without information of the status 
of American lives and property in these cities. 

Repeated to Peiping, Hankow, 
PECK

RR

7 A3. A4 / 
I 466

 R
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 75) of February 5, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows:

No Information has been received by the Embassy In 

regard to the status of American lives and property in 

Kweichow and Wanhsien which, according to information 

emanating from an official source, were bombed heavily on 

February 4 by Japanese airplanes. It is reported that 

the Provincial Government Building, together with a large 

part of Kweichow, was destroyed by fire, but the number 

of casualties in that city is not known. The casualties 

in Wanhsien are estimated at approximately one thousand

persons.

793.94/14668
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This trelegram was recEivefROM 
in Navy code and must be 
closEly paraphrased before 
being communicated to anyone

MARDET TIENTSIN
February February 6, 1939

ACTION OPNAV
INFO COM USMC FORCES NORTH CHINA

CINCAF
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING
0006. Approximately three

troops week ending yesterday from direction Tientsin
to Chinwangtao and there placed aboard hospital ship.
0905.

DEM

793.94/ 14669

0
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Division of far Eastern Affairs 
February 11, 1939

Tokyo's despatch no. 3606 of January 16, 
1939, encloses a copy of a published state
ment by Shlumsho, a reactionary organ in 
Tokyo, entitled "Japan's World Policy", in 
which it is stated that the Western policy 
of utilitarianism will bring destruction to 
civiligation, that the world policy of 
Japan, which is "the world, one household", 
will save civilization, and that nothing can 
block Japan in achieving her aims. The 
article is chauvinistic and fanatical. It 
is similar in tone to previous statements 
published by this organization.

FE:Sal •y:HJN
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Pf jg^jTOREIGN SERVICE
■: f A H T M UN r Gf S>Ta™E 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1959 FE8 6 pm 3 2?

AMERICAN EMBASSY
OiV. Of

J»!'-. ATIÛNS» Tokyo, January 16, 1938.
'■ !J0 RECORDS ’

No. 3606.

SUBJECT: ARTICLE PUBLISHED BY "THE SHIUNSO", 
"JAPAN’S WORLD POLICY".

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:
I'+Zlf

I have the honor to refer to despatch No. 3492, 

December 2, 1938, and as of possible interest to the 

Department to forward herewith a single copy of an 

English translation of an advertisement recently pub

lished by the SHIUNSO in the leading vernacular news

papers. The Embassy has been informed that this English 

translation has been widely circulated among the Japan-"; 

ese in the United States.

WSt/
710 V
Enclosure:

1/ As stated above.

I^pectfully^y^urs,

Joseph C. Grew.

1 1
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JAPAN’S WO
I, The first essential fact in deciding Japan's world policy 

is the clear recognition that the present China Incident is a 
great turning point from the ** modern era," which has been 
featured by the ugliest utilitarian confrontation struggle known 
to humanity, to a new era of co-existence of all nations and 
co-prosperity of humanity.

The guiding spirit of civilization in the modern age 
from the eighteenth century to the present—mainly the age 
of the European civilization—has been based on the idea that 
the manifestation of mutual utilitarianism, politically and 
economically, will bring progress and prosperity to the world. 
Thus nations as well as individuals engaged in utilitarian con* 
frontation struggles. Just as in the animal world, the strong 
preyed on the weak, but none thought it wrong.

The ravage of the World War, twenty years ago, was the 
Heaven's warning that has revealed most vividly to the peoples 
cf all countries how’ the guiding spirit of this modem age is 
contrary to the ideal of co-existence of all nations and co
prosperity of humanity.

But unfortunately, the evil fate of the modem people might 
have been too strong, and while they deeply shuddered in 
recollecting the miseries of the War, they did not learn any 
lesson from it and did not change the course of their civiliza
tion. On the contrary their utilitarian confrontation struggles 
were augmented, and they have proceeded blindly toward the 
destruction of the human life. Such has been the condition 
up to the present.

—Destruction by Material Progress—

II. The second essential factor in deciding Japan's world 
policy is to know that if the guiding spirit of civilization is left 
in the former utilitarianism, scientific discoveries and mechani
cal inventions which are bound to multiply in the future, will 
lead the human life in accelerated speed to utter destruc
tion.

It is quite evident that under the utilitarian civilization 
all mechanical devices to be brought about by the progress 
of material science will be utilized as tools for utilitarian 
struggles. Thus the application of such mechanical power 
may appear in form to show the brilliant progress of civiliza
tion, but viewed from a substantial standpoint, there is not a 
small tendency of leading the human life down to extreme 
materialism, and thus making human beings slaves to machi
nery’.

Actually human beings are now’ being enslaved by machine 
that should be used by them as a tool for the betterment of 
the human life.

By mechanical inventions and contrivances that arc being 
made every day, causes everywhere the reversal of values and 
sudden changes in conditions, to which the people have no 
time to adjust themselves to the new conditions. Look at 
the miserable plight of the human being now being dragged 
around by various machinery.

Therefore, the further progress of machinery under the 
former utilitarian civilization of Europe will clearly aggravate 
the utilitarian confrontation among the peoples and will lead 
the human life to its ruin at accelerated speed. But to trans
form such innumerable machineries to tools for betterment of 
the human life and for giving all necessities of human race 
and leisure moments for advancing the cultural life, there is no 
other way but to change the guiding spirit of modern civiliza
tion from the former utilitarianism to the spirit of co-existence 
of the nations and co-prospenty of mankind.

—‘The World, One Household*—

III. The Third essential factor in deciding Japan's world 
policy is to understand that ideal of ** The world, one house

hold " which has been its national principle since the found
ing of the Empire, means nothing but the wish to bring 
about an age of co-existence of all nations and co-prosperity of 
human beings, and to center all policies towards others in this 
ideal.

As long as Japan aims at materializing the ideal of "The 
world, one household” and possesses the great unselfish and 
unlimited love, all countries of the world are our friends, and 
all their peoples our brothers. Thus in the whole world 
there will be no nation nor people that Japan hates . Japan 
may sometimes strike at those who do not submit, but such 
will be only family affairs and punishment is given simply 
because we love them.

It must therefore be the meaning of the so-called "The 
world, one household” to make the whole world trust in 
Japan's great unselfish and unlimited love, and to change the 
direction of the former utilitarian civilization, and reversing 
(he present world condition of aggravating struggles of 
utilitarian confrontation to bring about the co-existence of 
all nations and co-prosperity of humanity.

—From ‘Isms* to ‘Way*—

Among the nations of Europe and America today it seems 
that some nations are making democracy their national spirit, 
others racialism, and again some totalitarianism and others 
communism. But all such “isms” are only the branches of 
utilitarianism born in the European utilitarian civilization.

None of them is based on the great unselfish love—all
embracing love—or the way of the Universe, absolutely free 
of utilitarianism or confrontation. Thus wherever any of 
those “isms” prospers there are constant struggles of utilitarian 
confrontation and there is never brought true peace to 
humanity.

(All that are called “isms” are something that mean con
frontation with others. But such are not the W ay of the 
Universe, which is ever true even extended to the limit of the 
universe and applied to all countries in the past, present and 
future. But what are known as “isms” cause contradictions 
and differences with others and harm to some parts when 
their application is extended to a wider circle.)

It is Japan's pride that the great love entirely tree of 
utilitarianism and confrontation—thought based on the way 
of the Universe, aiming at the happiness and welfare of the 
entire humanity without a single exception—is found only 
in the spirit of our national policy or our Divine Way (Kodo), 
in the whole w’orld. At the same time we feel sorry for other 
nations and their peoples, and sincerely desire that they will 
give up their insistent confrontation prniciples and will take 
all together the road to permanent peace and prosperity, hand 
in hand with us.

—Manifestation of Creative Power—

IV7. The fourth essential factor in deciding^Japan's' world 
policy is the realization that Japan aims at “ The world, 
one household " or an era of co-existence cf all nations and 
co-prosperity of human beings must manifest great creative 
pruver to bring peace and prosperity to all nations on the basis 
of her great love.

The creative power of human beings can be manifested 
unlimitedly when the aim is set at a great and noble object 
on the motive of unselfish love. Thus if the people of Japan 
manifest their creative power from the standpoint that the 
w'hole w’orld is one, on the basis of great law’ of life, with 
the premise of the great love sufficient to cover the entire 
universe (that is to say, to manifest creative power from the 
standpoint that by bringing prosperity of others, their own 
prosperity wall be naturally brought about), there is no doubt 
numerous plans wall be produced in Japan for bringing peace 
and prosperity to the world.

■HMBnHHMHMMMMMHMMMMnMMMHHNMHniUUlllllllllllllllll
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jssg ui uoijipuoa Mau aqj aziuSoaaj oj Suisnjaj jo 40 ‘saojq 
aimouoaa Suimioj pus ‘sjjbm gpej q^iq Suippnq ‘saa4nosa4 
jBjnjeu SuipEqaojq ‘uoijE48imuii 2upiqiqo4d jo saiaqod jiaqj 
aSusqa jou op suoijbu UBUEjqijn 4aqjo aqj sb Suoj sb euiq^) 
pus onjjnoqaUBj^ ‘usdsf jo Xuiouoaa aojq aqj uaqj8ua4js 

oj paaao4d jsnrn usdBf ‘Xjajajauoa aioui qsads oj;
‘paau sjaqjo 3B4M SuiXjddns XjjBnjnui ‘suoijipuoa 

jadojd japun saajnosaj jbjujbu ppoM aqj azqijn Xpajj 03 
ajqs ajB pus Xjuadsojd pus aauajsixa {Bnjnui jo juids aqj ui 
ajiun ppoM aqj jo suoijbu {{b uaqM saajnosaj {bjujbu 03 
pjsSaj ui itp|oqasnoq auo ‘ppoM aqj,,, jo a8s aqj jusaui si 
‘a[oqM b sb ppoM aqj joj Xauaiaqjnsqjas jo aSB jb3j8 aqj Xg

•tuniuiunu 
ajqtjpioMnm aqj 03 pajiwq aq p/noqs Xuiouoaa aojq papna-os 
aqj ‘ppom aqj fo suotytni ]jv Jiof fo 33d jnajS aqj
/o UO1JD3JLD aqj jn suiio UD<jvf sd jDqj uoijoiqnax aqj si 
pjxom SiUvÿvf Suippap ui jlojddJ jdiju3ss3 qj/j/ aqj,

—Xuiouoa^ 3<qa mnuitut^q—

•UOIJB3J3 JO J3MOd JBUOIJBJ JSOJ SBq oqM 
jooj aqj jo sj3B 3jb pus ‘uisiuBUBjijijn Xq Suiuosiod auiajjxa 
aqj jo asnsaaq asjSAiufj aqj jo Xb/^\ aqj jo Xbjjsb Xjajijua sjb 
‘sjaqjo jo aaijiJDBS aqj jb Xjuouadns umo Jiaqj 8uiuibjuibui 
joj jssd aqj jo suoijBU^japBAui jb3j8 omj jo auo Xq pasodojd 
saauajajuoa jBuoijBUjajui snopEA pus suoijBjq jo anSsaq 
aqj Xq ppoM aqj jo aasad aqj uibjuibui oj jduiajjs aqj jo ‘-auo 
sb ijb SuipjsSaj jo sapi aqj uiojj sauioa 3Bqj juids Xjuadsojd 
{Bnjnui aqj SuiSsjnoaua jnoqjiM ‘sjaqjo aqj sajnfui pus suoijbu 
uiBJjaa sjqauaq jo ajoqM aqj suiJBq pus sjJBd Xjuo sjqauaq jsqj 
uisiuBiJBjqijn uoijBjuojjuoa aqj jng ‘ajnjnj aqj ui XjiuBuinq 
jo Xjijadsojd-oa puB suoijbu jo aauajsixa-oa jo sja ub jnoqs 
SuiSuuq joj sasBa snoiauinu 03 paqdds aq Xbui juids siqj^

•UIEjd X43A SI JI ‘jEddds 
-sip {{IM ajaqdsouijB aAissaidap aqj Xpusjsui ‘sqasj 4aqjo aqj 
jsqM pus ssaaxa ui ssq auo jsqM ojui SuijsSijsaAui Xq jje jo 
spaau aqj SuiXjddns X|jEnjnm 4oj sajnssam juiof jdops pus 
XqnjqjiEj ajsjadooa jjim siomoj aqj ji jng ’uoissajdap ppoM 
aqj auioaaq jjim pajBAB488E ajoui aqj ‘sjaqjo jo aayuass aqj 
je sjaajja pAa sji uiojj saAjasmaqj oabs oj Xjj suoijbu jje ajom 
aqj ‘uoissajdap jBpusuy Pjjom Xue jo amp aqj je ‘uisSy

‘XpjojDBjspBS ssaiSojd qiM sjajjBui uaqj puB ‘asodjnd jsqj 
joj paziusSjo aq Xbui subSjo {Bnjnui auios ‘apnjpjB siqj jdops 
suoijbu {Bdiauud uaqM -pajBjapoui X{]b3j8 aq {(im uoijpaduioa 
apBJj ssajasn jo sapjnaqjip puB saijjoM aqj ‘juiodpusjs siqj 
uo JBaX Xj3A3 apBJj penjnui jo uopBJadooa pus juauijsnfpB 
uBjd pus ‘Xjqiqsjs ^sjaqjo jo umo Jiaqj aa3UBJBnS jou op 
aauBfsq {BuopBUjajui ui aSsjJoqs jo ssaaxa {Bnjnui jsqj azijBaj 
ppoM aqj jo SJ3MOJ aqj jy ‘sjuauiEuuB jo uojsupdxa osjb pus 
Xuiouoaa aojq ‘Suiduinp aiuiouoaa ‘sjjoaXoq ‘{OJjuoa aSusqaxa 
‘sBjonb jjoduii pus uodxa ‘Xaqod jjiJin qSiq jo junoaas 
uo Jajjns 03 aABq Xaqj ‘uisiusiJBjqijn qsqjas Supsapuuui 
‘aauBjBq {BuoijBUjajui ui uopisod jouadns b Xdnaao oj jduiajjB 
suopsu |{B asnsaag ‘aauBjsui joj suopBnjis appjj a>p\£

ADiioa aia

(s) J0 (a)!» p11® (s)C *°®s ‘z$9Ti *0*5^ «aaidissviosa
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The Embassy___ . , at 
fidential despatch 3591 of January 7, 1939, 
forwards a copy of a letter from the British 
Ambassador to Mr. Grew enclosing a copy of a 
secret memorandum by the British Embassy en
titled "Possibilities of Economic Counter 
Measures".

The British Embassy’s memorandum develops 7? 
the conclusion that the placing upon imports 
from Japan of an embargo by the United States, 
Great Britain, and France, which take between 
them 70 percent of Japan’s exports, would set 
in motion a process which must rapidly prove 
disastrous to Japan’s economy. In addition, 
the British Ambassador advocates the refusal 
by those three countries to purchase gold from 
Japan provided that arrangements can be made to 
prevent Japanese gold from reaching them through 
third parties.

Ambassador Grew, while indicating that he 
expects in due course to submit his comments on 
the British Ambassador’s memoranda yi, st at es that 
he has not modified his previous view disfavor
ing the imposition of economic sanctions against 
Japan unless the United States is prepared to 
resort to the ultimate measures of force, and 
he presents certain provisional views as follows:

The
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The opinion of the Ambassador’s diplomatic 
colleagues that Japan would prefer to modify 
its position vis-à-vis foreign interests in 
China rather than to face the consequences of 
economic sanctions by the United States and 
Great Britain does not take into account other 
factors, chiefly psychological, which render 
it doubtful that Japan would make concessions 
to those powers prejudicial to the success of 
its China policy in order that Japan’s present 
standard of living may be maintained. As a 
total cessation of trade with the United States 
and the British Empire would bring Japan’s 
total trade down to the average annual figure 
of total foreign trade during the period from 
1916 to 1920, it would seem a bold assertion_to 
contend that the adjustments which Japan would 
have to make to conform to the conditions pre
vailing twenty years ago would be so great that 
she would prefer to prejudice, if not to aban
don, her venture in China (Mr. Grew apparently 
has not taken into account that Japan’s foreign 
trade of today is expressed in yen which has 
been depreciated to a fraction of its value 
twenty years ago). While Mr. Grew’s colleagues 
attach importance to the complaints secretly 
expressed to them by Japanese businessmen,who 
are hard pressed by the present situation, the 
interests and desires of the capitalist class 
are unlikely to constitute a controlling con
sideration in an acute national emergency. 
These colleagues, who incidentally have been

predicting
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preditcting Japan’s economic collapse for the 
last two years, rest their case in regard to 
sanctions on facts and figures. However, the 
do-or-die spirit of the Japanese, their readi
ness to stake their national existence in war, 
and the loss of face that would be involved in 
defeat are factors which outweigh the logical 
calculations expected in Western nations.
While the prospects of sanctions being imposed 
might render Japan disposed to make unimportant 
modifications and even possibly to remove re
strictions upon trade, Japan would not be likely 
to make concessions amounting to a substantial 
restoration of the status quo ante.

793.94/14671

FE:B^llantine:JPS
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ECONOMIC REPRISAL AGAINST JABO5.
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The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington*

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose for the strictly 

confidential information of the Department a copy of 

a secret memorandum made available to me by the

British Ambassador and entitled “Possibilities of

Counter Measures."

JiVlo.CN
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In sending the memorandum to me, Sir Robert Craigie 

wrote :

"In my view we have now reached a point 
at which it is no longer merely a question of 
protecting this or that vested or trade interest 
in China but of preventing, while there is yet time, 
the formation in East Asia of a political and 
economic entity which may have serious repercussions 
on the destiny of every Pacific Power. The ambitions 
of the elements which today are dominant in Japan 
will be limited by the degree of resistance which 
they encounter - and by nothing else."

The memorandum examines Japan1s International trade 

position and points out that her exports to the United 

States, the British Empire, and France comprise approximate- 

ly 70 per cent of her total exports to those countries 

where foreign exchange necessary for the purchase of essen

tial raw materials can be earned. From such figures that 

are available, it would appear that Japan will not have 

on hand sufficient gold to make up its unfavorable trade 

balance in 1939. The conclusion is reached that if an 

embargo were placed on Japan’s exports to the United 

States, British Empire, and France, "the effect would 

set in motion a process which must rapidly prove disastrous 

for Japan’s economyÎ Refusal by the three nations above- 

mentioned to purchase gold from Japan is suggested as a 

first step if "arrangements could be made to prevent Japan

ese gold reaching those countries through third parties."

We are now studying this memorandum, and I hope to 

be in a position in due course to submit comment thereon. 

However, I wish to make it clear, in forwarding this paper, 

that I have not modified the view which I have expressed 

on several occasions - that I do not favor the taking by 

the
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the United States of any measure partaking of the 

nature of economic sanctions against Japan unless the 

United States is prepared to resort to the ultimate 

measures of force.

Virtually all of my colleagues who have discussed with 

me the possible effects of imposition on Japan of economic 

sanctions by the United States and Great Britain are of the 

opinion that, if markets in American and British areas 

for the important products of Japan were closed to that 

country and if, at the same time, the primary materials 

available in such areas were denied to Japan, the effects 

on her economy would be catastrophic, and that Japan would 

prefer to modify her position vis-a-vis foreign interests 

in China rather than to face the consequences of such sanc

tions. The fact that 65 per cent of Japan’s trade with 

countries outside the yen bloc is represented by her trade 

with the United States and British Empire areas is impressive 

However, it is from that point on that opinions cannot be 

conclusive.

My British, Belgian, Netherlands and other colleagues 

to whom I refer are confident that Japan could not face the 

loss, which these colleagues contend would have such far- 

reaching consequences to Japan, of the raw materials and of 

the markets which together represent the above-mentioned 

figure of 65 per cent. The arguments on the other side, 

which they discount, are largely - but not entirely - 

psychological. Japan has staked her entire future on the 

success of the China venture. Her defeat, not necessarily 

at the hands of the Chinese forces, but through the operation

of
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,of factors which consume Japan’s resources, would eventually 

bring about in successive stages her retreat from the whole 

of China and perhaps even from the continent of Asia. This 

process of contraction, ending with the throwing back of 

Japan into her legal territorial confines, would result 

certainly in her relapse into the status of a minor power 

and probably in social and political upheavals of a revo

lutionary character. The question presented, when reduced 

to its elements, is this: Is Japan likely to make any 

concession to the United States and Great Britain which 

would prejudice the success of her China policy in order 

that her present standard of living might be maintained? 

An affirmative answer to that question would entail writing 

off the capacity of the,Japanese people to discipline them

selves and to make sacrifices and laying emphasis on the 

supposed attachment of these people to a standard of living 

higher than that which their indigenous mode of living re

quires. And it must be remembered, in connection with the 

question of the effect on the standard of living of the loss 

of Japan’s trade with the United States and Great Britain, 

that the remainder of her trade vzith countries outside the 

yen bloc, added to her trade with North and Central China and 

Kanchuria, amounted in 1938 to a figure in yen equal to her 

total average foreign trade for the five years 1916 to 1920.

I cannot imagine that any intelligent Japanese contemplates 

with equanimity the prospect of economic sanctions by the 

United States and Great Britain. We have had instances 

where protests on the part of the American and British 

Governments have caused the correction by the Japanese of

conditions
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conditions in China which they themselves had created; 

but these conditions, such as the Menchiang oil monopoly 

and the embargo on the export of hides and skins, were not 

only illegal but of relatively small importance, and the 

concessions which the Japanese made could not- have affected 

in either direction the ultimate outcome of the conflict. 

I am, therefore, of the opinion that if economic sanctions 

were in definite prospect there might be an even greater 

disposition on the part of the Japanese military authorities 

in China, who seem to have so much say in these matters, 

to correct conditions which also would not influence the 

course of events. If, however, the objectives which would 

be sought by the laying down of sanctions were not to be 

confined to the correcting of conditions of relatively 

small importance, or even to the removing of all the res- 

strictions on the right to trade, but were to include a 

substantial restoration of the status quo ante, an optimistic 

prediction would be permissible only if one could posit the 

ultimate authority in Japan lying with the "big business” 

elements.

Many of my colleagues are disposed to attach a signifi

cance which I consider extravagant to the complaints pri

vately and secretly expressed to them by enlightened Japanese 

businessmen. The members of this group, along with others 

who are well-to-do, are being hard pressed. They are re

quired to continue to pay the wages of those of their 

employes who are with the colors, 30 per cent of the annual 

bonus of corporation executives - usually many times greater 

than their nominal salaries - are required to be paid in non- 

transfenable
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transferable war bonds, and taxes are being increased; 

so that, along with growing international complications, 

the discontent and pessimism of this element are natual 

and understandable. The progress toward national socialism, 

however, has taken too definite form to warrant the assumption 

that the interests or the desires of the capitalist class, which 

forms a small part of the population, would constitute a con

trolling consideration in the event of an extreme economic 

emergency. It has previously been pointed out that a total 

cessation of trade with the United States and the British 

Empire would bring Japan’s trade down to the average Annual 

figure of total foreign trade during the period from 1916 

to 1920. It would seem a bold assertion to contend that 

the adjustments which Japan would have to make to conform 

to the conditions prevailing twenty years ago would be so 

great that she would prefer to prejudice, if not abandon, 

her adventure in uhina.*

I have presented these thoughts somewhat provisionally. 

The subject herein treated is receiving our continuous and 

careful attention, and, although the existence of intangible 

and unknown factors presents difficulties, I hope that I shall 

be

!
* The effects on Japan’s capacity to carry on hostilities 
of being deprived of certain raw materials have not been 
examined for the reason that, as Japan’s stocks of most 
of these materials are unknown, any conclusions which might 
be reached would have to be conjectural.
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be in a position before long to submit to the Department 

my considered views on this important subject. Yet even 

in this provisional presentation I feel that certain 

psychological factors deserve a place, namely, that the 

Japanese are a hardy race, innured to personal and national 

sacrifice; that they have been accustomed throughout their 

history to meeting catastrophe and disaster; that in them 

the "do or die" spirit is more deeply ingrained than in almost 

any other people; that every one of their foreign wars has been 

a gamble as is the present one and that their spirit is to 

see the gamble through whatever the results, if only because 

the loss of face involved in defeat (other and more important 

consequences of defeat have also to be considered), a factor 

the potency of which can only be fully appreciated by those 

who have lived long in the Orient, would outweigh the logical 

calculations expected among western nations. For Japan to 

admit defeat in the present hostilities after pouring out 

so much blood and treasure in China, even though that defeat 

were brought about by the economic sanctions of third parties, 

and to return even approximately to the status quo ante, is an 

hypothesis which we in this Embassy find it very difficult 

to entertain. To support if not to prove this thesis by

i quoting figures and statistics is simple enough, and it is 
I,
i on the basis of figures and statistics that my colleagues 

\rest their opinions concerning the effectiveness of economic 

^sanctions. I should add parenthetically that these colleagues 

had been confidently predicting for the past two years that 

the economic collapse of Japan was about to occur»

I
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I do not think that they give adequate weight to the 

psychological factors herein set forth, and these factors, 

in my opinion, should be given the fullest consideration 

before we allow ourselves to reach conclusions.

/
/

Enclosure:

II. As stated above.

710.

JCG: 
EHD;C:R
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Respectfully yours, 

Joseph 0. Grew. X

. w. A r

1 Carbon copie3 

destroyed
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from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie to 
the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 

SECRET British Embassy,
Tokyo.

31st December 1938

My dear Grew,

As promised yesterday, I send you herewith 

Part II of the memorandum I handed you yesterday. 

J’ould you be so kind as to head the whole memorandum: 

•’Possibilities of Economic Counter Measures” and mark 

the part already in your possession: ’’part I - Merchandise 

trade"? Please also mark the whole memorandum "Secret".

In my view we have now reached a point at which 

it is no longer merely a question of protecting this or 

that vested or trade interest in China but of preventing, 

while there is yet time, the formation in East Asia of a 

political and economic entity which may have serious 

repercussions on the destiny of every Pacific Power. The 

ambitions of the elements which today are dominant in Japan 

xvill be limited by the degree of resistance which they 

encounter - and by nothing else.

I am sending this memorandum to my Government by 

an early safe opportunity and also telegraphing the text 

of the "Conclusions". I realise that you cannot possibly 

go into so complicated a question before the holidays, but 

you may like to let your Government know by your next pouch 

the recommendations I have made to His Majesty’s Government 

recommendations which incidentally, represent the considered 

view 
His Excellency

The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

for the United States of America 
at Tokyo.
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view of all the competent officials in this Embassy.

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,

R. L. CRAIGIE.
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Fart I - Possibilities of Economic Counter.Measures.

At any time since she began to develop industrially 

and to build up an army and navy, Japan’s progress in 
» 

these directions could have been checked if foreign 

countries, and particularly the U.S.A, and the United 

Kingdom and British territories, had declined to buy 

what Japan offered for sale or to sell to her what she 

needed to buy; including, for many years, the important 

item of technical knowledge. Japan? still depends on this 

exchange of trade with foreign countries for the mere 

maintenance of her industries and her armaments at thèir 

present capacities, and if, while maintaining these, 

she undertakes Increased industrial development in Manchuria 

and in addition embarks on industrial development in China, 

which is the task she has set herself, she must increase 

her purchases of certain essential materials from abroad; 

e.g. mineral oil, ores and metals, cotton, wool, rubber, 

wood-pulp, heavy chemicals. For these materials are, as 

to some of them, not obtainable, and as to others obtainable 

in insufficient quantities, in the Japanese territories 

and in Manchuria and China. The principal sources of these 

materials are still the U.S.A, and the British Empire.

Japan has for sale to foreign countries (1) merchandise 

(2) services (principally shipping), (5) gold. Her sales 

of all three, notwithstanding that she made large profits 

from merchandise trade and from shipping during the years 

of the Great War, did not provide sufficient funds to pay 

for .
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for what she bought from abroad during the years of 

industrial and military and naval development previous 

to 1937. She had to obtain additional funds by borrowing 

money abroad, and between 1918 and 1932 she raised loans 

in the U.S.A, and the United Kingdom amounting to U.S. dollars 

468 million and L52.3 million.

Since the beginning of 1937, and particularly since 

she embarked on her present adventure in China, Japan’s 

difficulties in finding funds to pay for her necessary 

imports from abroad have greatly increased. She has not 

been able to borrow money abroad since 1932, a penalty for 

the adventure she began in Manchuria in 1931, and there is 

no likelihood of her being able to borrow abroad in the near 

future.

Her receipts from services have been much reduced since 

July 1937. Profits from shipping, amounting in a normal year 

only to from 140 to 180 million yen, have fallen to a small 

figure owing to the requisitioning of a large number of 

merchant vessels for military requirements. Receipts from 

tourist traffic also are much reduced. As long as hostilities 

continue in China, there can be no returns from these sources 

large enough to help to any appreciable extent in providing 

funds for necessary purchases abroad. She has no large interest

earning investments in foreign countries. On the contrary, 

she has to pay abroad a considerable sum annually for interest 

on her foreign loans. She can for the present obtain the 

large funds she needs abroad only by selling merchandise and 

selling
In no
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In. no year from 1918 to 1936 have her sales of 

merchandise, to all foreign countries, Manchuria 

and China included, provided sufficient funds to pay for 

her imuorts of merchandise alone. The position as regards 

her account in merchandise trade in 1937 and 1938 is as 

follows :

During 1937 Japan paid to countries other than Manchuria 

and North China, i.e. she paid in foreign currencies, for 

merchandise alone, apart from armament material, 3386 million 

yen, and received from her sales of merchandise in foreign 

currencies 2625 million yen. Her debit, balance in foreign 

exchange for the year 1937 was thus 961 million yen. In the 
period January to November 1938, during which she greatly 

reduced her imports of non-essential materials in order to be 

able to pay for increasing imports of essential, materials, 

she paid in foreign currencies, for merchandise alone, 2058 

million yen and received from her sales of merchandise in 
foreign currencies 1636 million yen, so that her debit balance 

in foreign exchange was 422 million yen. The amounts paid 

for imports of armament material, i.e., direct government 
purchases of such material, are not ascertainable in Japan. 

They were probably considerable in 1937 and 1938, since Japan 
must maintain her stocks of war material in view of the risk 

of hostilities with Russia.

In 1937 Japan had to supply to Manchuria and North China, 

apart from armament material, merchandise exports exceeding 

by 325 million yen the value of the merchandise imports she 
received from these territories. For the period January to 

November 1938 the corresponding figure is 469 million yen. 

She has been finding it difficult to continue these exports,

which
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which do not earn foreign exchange, and has been trying 

to reduce them. But if they are reduced, the development 

programmes envisaged for these territories will be retarded. 

There is also development in Central China to be considered. 

Japan’s exports to Central China in 1937 exceeded her imports 

from Central China by 42 million yen. The corresponding 

figure for January - November 1938 is 77 million yen. If 

development is to proceed in Central China as proposed, this 

figure will have to be further increa.sed. In course of time, 

if she can carry out her China programme, Japan may be able 

to increase imports, of a few kinds of materials, from 

Manchuria and China, but until then she must continue to have 

what is really a debit balance in her merchandise trade with 

these territories.

Japan is at present making strenuous efforts to increase 

her sales of merchandise to countries where they can earn 

foreign exchange, in order to reduce the heavy debit balances 

of 1937 and 1938 and in order to be able to continue her 

foreign purchases of essential materials. She has been trying 

to obtain some of these materials on credit terms, but without 

appreciable success, and there is no prospect at present of 

her being able to better this position. She is finding it 

difficult to increase her sales of merchandise to foreign 

countries, for various reasons, among others the fact that 

exports of merchandise to Manchuria and China must be continued.

Of the total exports of merchandise, from Japan Proper, 

to countries where these can earn foreign exchange, the

percentages
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percentages taken by (1) the U.S.A, and her overseas 

territories, (2) the United Kingdom and the British Empire, 

and (3) France and her overseas territories, are as 

follows:-

(1) U.S.A, and overseas territories. 

Year £

1937 28.8

Jan.-Oct. 1938 28.8

(2) United Kingdom and British Empire. 

1937 36.2
Jan.-Oct. 1938 \,36.7

(3) France and overseas territories. 

1937 4.1

Jan.-Oct. 1938 4.6

The percentages taken by (1) and (2) together are;- 

1937 65 %

Jan.-Oct. 1938 65.5%

and by (1), (2) and (3) together they are:-

1937 69.1%

Jan.-Oct. 1938 70.1%

The U.S.A, and the British Empire are therefore in a 

strong position to prevent Japan obtaining, from her sales 

of merchandise, the funds she needs to continue her imports 

of necessary materials; and her need for these materials 

is so vital in the present stage of her China adventure, 

that even a slight reduction of her merchandise sales would 

have serious effects.
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Fart II - Funds obtainable from gold sales

To offset the debit balances in foreign exchange of 

961 million yen in 1957 and 422 million yen in January - 

November 1938, a total of 1383 million yen, and to pay 

for armament material imported, and interest on foreign 

loans, Japan exported to the U.S.A, gold to the value of 

876 million yen in 1937 and 670 million yen in 1938, (to 

December 28th), a total of 1546 million yen.

Japan made no gold exports in 1928 and 1929, but made 

very large exports in 1930, 1931 and 1932, using for these 

the accumulated production of gold in the Japanese territories 

in 1928 and 1929, and the production in 1930, 1931, and 1932, 

less the gold used in industry, and the gold added to the 

currency reserve, in these five years. The Japanese Govern
ment borrowed E12-1/2 million and U.S. dollars 71 million 

in 1930, and the South Kanchuria Railway, on the strength 

of a Government guarantee, borrowed E4 million in 1932. 

The Japanese Government would not have borrowed money abroad 
in these years at interest rates of 5^ and 5-l/2$a and at 

issue prices of 88 and 90 if it had been able to spare more 

gold for export, and it can be assumed that Japan had no 

gold reserves at the end of 1932, except the currency reserve, 

which was then valued at 428 million yen.

In 1933 gold was exported to the value of 21 million 

yen only, (representing approximately 7.875 million grammes 

at the then market price of pure gold in Tokyo), and there

were
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were no exports in 1934, 1935, or 1936. The accumulated 

production of these four years, together with the production 

of 1937 and 1938 on the estimates most favourable to Japan, 

(no accurate figures have been obtainable since July 1937), 

cannot have been more than 237 million grammes. It was not 

all exported, since in addition to the 7.875 million grammes 

exported in 1933, at least 30 million grammes went into 

industrial consumption between 1933 and 1937, and 15.75 

million grammes were added to the currency reserve before the 

latter was revalued in August 1937. Some went into industrial 

production in 1938, but the quantity is not known. .The quantity 
exported in 1937 and 1938 out of the total production of 

the six years 1933 to 1938 was therefore about 183 million 

grammes.

Most of the gold exported in 1937 and 1938 was exported 

after the revaluation of the gold reserves, at 290 milligrammes 

to the yen, in August 1937, Taking this valuation, Japan 
must have exported in 1937 and 1938, as the equivalent of 

1546 million yen, 448.340 million grammes of gold. This 
exceeds the amount available for export from the production 
of the six years 1933 to 1938 by approximately 265 million 

grammes, and these 265 million grammes must have been taken 

from sources other than production.

The gold reserves of the Bank of Japan, the Bank of 
Korea, and the Bank of Formosa, just before these were revalued, 

were returned at 466.8 million yen. At the then valuation of 750 

milligrammes to the yen they therefore amounted to approximately 
350
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350 million grammes of gold. So far as is known, Japan 

had at that date, August 1937, no other reserves of gold 

except gold in industrial use and in the form of luxury 

articles. According to a recent statement by a Japanese 

banker (Hr. Kashiwagi, of the Yokohama Specie Bank) neither 

the Army nor the Navy has a reserve of gold.

If the above 265 million grammes were taken from the 

currency reserves, the latter must have been reduced to 

65 million grammes (293 million yen) by the end of 1938. 

They are officially returned at 501 million yen worth of 

gold in the Bank of Japan only, th.e Banks of Korea and 

Formosa now holding no gold, but Bank of Japan notes, as 

their reserves of issue. 501 million yen at the existing 

valuation of 290 milligrammes per yen represents 145,290,000 

grammes of gold. It is possible that the difference between 

145,290,000 grammes and 85 million grammes (60,290,000 

grammes, equivalent to 208 million yen) has been made up 

as the result of the Government and press campaign to have 

the public sell, donate, or lend articles of gold or contain

ing gold to the Bank of Japan. This campaign and the several 

measures taken by the Government to stimulate the production 

of gold and keep it under Government control are evidence 

of the Government’s need for gold.

The above calculations are necessarily based, to a 

considerable extent, on estimates; but the estimates are very 

favourable to Japan, and it is difficult to see how Japan, 

unless she further reduces the quantity of gold held as her 

currency reserve, can dispose of any gold in 1939 other than 

the quantity that may be produced in the Japanese territories 

in that year. At a most favourable estimate to Japan 
this
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this cannot be more than 70 million grammes, which, if 

sold abroad, would realize, again at a favourable estimate 

of 145 shillings per ounce and an exchange rate of Is.2d., 

approximately 280 million yen.

The Bank of Japan reserve was returned at 801 million 

yen on July 16th, 1938, and at 501 million yen on July 30th, 

and it was announced that gold to the value of 300 million 

yen, out of the gold then being exported, was being used to 

provide a special foreign exchange fund to facilitate imports 

of materials that could be made into manufactured goods and 

re-exported. The money, it was expected, would thus revolve 

and eventually earn a profit. According to commercial informa

tion the fund has not so far been made full use of, because 

merchants have found it difficult to comply with the Government 

regulations governing its use. Part of it may not yet have 

been converted into merchandise^ but it is tied to the merchan

dise trade and, without damaging the latter, it cannot be 

restored to its former place as a part of Japan’s gold reserves.

Meantime the paper currency circulating in Japan, Korea, 

and Formosa, the notes of the North China Federated Reserve 

Bank, and the notes used by the Japanese forces and merchants 

in China, for all of which the gold security is the nominal 

501 million yen worth of gold in the Bank of Japan, are 

increasing in amount. The note issue of the Bank of Japan 

alone increased to 2806 million yen on December 30th, at which 

amount the gold security, if we admit that the Bank of Japan 

holds 501 million yen worth, was under 18 per cent. If the 

note issues of the Banks of Korea and Formosa and of theFederated
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Federated Beserve Bank are taken into account, the 

security percentage was under 15 per cent.

The amount at issue hy the Bank of Japan will probably 

decrease somewhat after the end of the year, but must increase 

again if the internal loan issues proposed for 1939, which 

are expected to aggregate about 6000 million yen, are carried 

out. Japan cannot further reduce her currency reserve without 

the risk of a loss of confidence in the stability of the 

currency.

In the circumstances it is obvious that, as in the case 
X.

of her sales of merchandise abroad, any reduction of Japan’s 

sales of gold abroad would have serious effects on her whole 

economy at the moment. Even if she is able to offer for sale 

abroad in 1939 gold of a greater value than 280 million yen, 

this will not assist her unless the gold, or its equivalent 

value, is accepted by those foreign countries that can supply 

the essential materials Japan requires.

Conclusions

(1) The currency reserve, which is given as 501 million 

yen worth of gold, is in fact probably well below that figure, 

since the balance remaining from the former gold reserve 

cannot be more than 208 million yen and it is doubtful whether
I

Japanese Government could have secured as much as 293 million 

yen through the acquisition of gold articles already in Japan. 

So far as we know, there are no undisclosed gold reserves.

(2)
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(2) A part of the special foreign exchange fund of 

500 million yen created last July may still be under Japanese 

control, but it is earmarked for the promotion of the 

merchandise trade and cannot be used for support of^the 

currency.

(3) Taking together the note issues of the Banks of 
» 

Japan, Korea and Formosa the gold cover for the currency is 

at the year-end under 15^o and can hardly be further reduced 

without risking loss of confidence.

(4) The highest estimate of the gold that Japan can 

dispose of during 1939 from new production is, at present 

prices, 280 million yen.

(5) Unless Japan can further reduce her imports or 

increase her exports she must expect next year a debit trade 

balance of 400 million yen, against which she can only set 

280 million yen worth of newly mined gold to balance her 

accounts. Japan could not impose further import restrictions 

of any magnitude without affecting vital raw materials, 

armament supplies and other necessities. (Above estimate 

of 400 million yen is based on figures of 422 million yen 

which is this year’s debit balance at November 30th in merchandise 
trade producing foreign exchange).

(6) If in such circumstances there were to be imposed 

even a relatively small restriction on Japan’s exports of 
merchandise or gold and if credits and loans were simultane

ously to be withheld, Japan’s economic situation would
immediately
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| immediately become critical. If an embargo were to be 

placed on Japan’s exports to the British Empire, U.S.A, 

and France (thus affecting 70>2 of her total foreign exchange 

producing trade), the effect would set in motion a process 

which must rapidly prove disastrous for Japan’s economy. 

Such devices as Japan might resort to, in co-operation with 

her totalitarian associates, would be quite inadequate to 

stem the above process. Even a drop in the value of the 

currency would not extricate Japan from her difficulties.

(7) The simplest and most effective first step would 

appear to be for Great Britain, United' States of America 

and France to refuse to purchase any further gold from Japan 

(assuming that arrangements could be made to prevent Japanese 

gold reaching those countries through third parties).

(No te: All Yen figures are at 14 pence).
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-^Reference, Tokyo’s No.,,3f>91 of January 7, 1939,

and current communications from Tokyo on the subject of 'll

possible economic pressures against Japan; and Mr

Ballantine’s digest of despatch and comments thereon

During the first forty years after Perry’s’Opening’

of Japan, the world looked upon the Japanese as a 
(0 

comparatively amiable, artistic and art loving, and 01
•

peaceful people who needed to be taught and could be (£)
^4. 

patronized. In 1895, the Japanese defeated the Chinese

in a ’’little” war. In 1905, the Japanese fought the 
CD

Russians to a standstill in Manchuria in a war in which

the Japanese gained a great reputation for bravery and

military skill but which was brought to an end, prematurely,

without a conclusive test of the "staying power” of either

belligerent. Since 1905, that is, for more than forty ' ..
’ip 

years past, Japan has enjoyed the reputation of being a p 
'£

great power and the Japanese Army and Navy have been con-
CO

sidered tremendously formidableThe estimates of Japan, 

both earlier and later, have been out of perspective. Q

Japan’s character is not what it was thought before y

1895 to be. Japan’s strength is not what it has been q'
CD

thought since 1905 to be. y

Over g'
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Over and over, since 1905, the world has, because 

of fear of Japan, acquiesced in aggressive predatory 

activities on Japan’s part. Steadily, the self-confidence 

of the Japanese, thus encouraged, has grown greater; 

and the determination of the Japanese to make of their 

country not a great power but the greatest of powers 

has become more deep-seated.

Step by step, Japan has moved forward; and step by 

step other powers have yielded ground to her. Thus far 

the only people who have offered forceful resistance to 

Japanese aggression are the Chinese.

There are three methods by which, toward defending 

their rights and interests, nations whose rights and 

interests are invaded or menaced by other nations may 

offer resistance: by moral opposition (including all kinds 

of argumentation), by economic opposition, and/or by 

military opposition.

The United States and other countries have over a 

period of a number (many) of years been attempting to 

defend their rights and interests, vis-à-vis Japan, in 

China, by processes of moral opposition (only). In the 

case of the United States, this procedure has perhaps to

some
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some extent retarded the destruction of our rights and 

interests by Japan, but it has not effectively safeguarded 

our rights and interests. Nor will it effectively do so.

This country might place in Japan’s way economic 

opposition, but it does not choose to do so. To every 

proposal that it should do this, there is made the answer 

that the Japanese are a determined, a militant and a 

powerful people — and that they might retaliate by an 
appeal to arms^Moral opposition not sufficing and 

economic opposition being not even tried, the prospect 

is that in the long run, barring unpredictable opposition 

to Japan by other countries, the situation will so develop 

that military opposition by this country will have to be 

offered.

StanlejM^f7Hornbeck

PA/H:SKH:2MK
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As you know, Tam currently engaged In checking

the various estimates of the gold reserves and exports

of Japan and In the preparation of an estimate of other 

potential sources of foreign exchange such as Japanese-

owned foreign currency securities. When these Investi

gations are completed, I shall be In a better position 

to comment In detail on the British memorandum on this

subject.

Even without this further Information, however, I 

should like to submit the following brief comment on 

the remarks of the American Ambassador and the conclu- 

slons of the British memorandum.

1

In regard to the comments by the American Ambassador 

it would appear to me that he gravely underestimates the 

economic consequences to Japan of the sanctions suggested 

by the British Ambassador to Japan. I do not believe 

that the question can legitimately be reduced to: "Is

Japan
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Japan likely to make any concession to the United States 

and Great Britain which would prejudice the success of 

her China policy In order that her present standard of 

living be maintained?*

If the only consequence of sanctions should be a 

reduction In the existing standard of living, sanctions 

would be ineffective ae a counter measure against Japan. 

If, however, sanctions might shake the Japanese economy 

from top to bottom and gravely impair the ability of 

Japan to obtain the abundant materiel which has so largely 

contributed to her military success In China, the threat 

of sanctions might be far more effective than envisaged 

by the American Ambassador. While I am not prepared to 

assert positively the degree to which economic sanctions 

would have these graver effects, I believe that far more 

than a mere reduction in the standard of living would be 

Involved, particularly during the crucial transitional 

years.

The American Ambassador also stresses the fact that 

even if sanctions eliminated the present Japanese foreign 

trade with the United States, the British Empire and 

France, the remaining foreign trade (Including trade with 

yen-bloc countries) would be equivalent In yen value to 

the average annual figure of total foreign trade during 

the period from 1916 to 1920.

The
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The statistical Inaccuracies inherent in comparing 

a given yen value of trade In 1938 with an equivalent yen 

value of trade in 1920 are obvious In view of the impor

tant changes In the value of the yen, other currencies 

and gold since 1920. Even ignoring this, however, it 

seems to me that such a comparison leads to a grave under

emphasis of the probable effect of sanctions on Japan. 

It completely Ignores the great strides In industrializa

tion that Japan has made since the World War. For 

example, I note that the horse power of prime movers In 

Japanese manufacturing Industries and central plants 

amounted to 1.5 million In 1920 as against 6.2 million 

In 1935. As Japan has become Increasingly Industrialized 

she has become Increasingly dependent upon Imports of 

certain Industrial raw materials and primary products. 

Since she cannot obtain many of these from China and 

Manchuria, particularly at the present time, It would 

seem that If she suddenly became unable to obtain Im

ports from the United States and the British Empire, 

her Industry would receive a serious shook. In a com

paratively short time I believe that her Industrial and 

perhaps more ta.™** ly her military efficiency would be 

impaired. It would certainly be no easy task to force 

the relatively more Industrialized Japanese economy of 

today

P
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today Into the simpler économie mold, of 1920.

I do not wish the foregoing criticism of the econ

omic analysis of the American Ambassador to be interpreted 

as an argument in favor of imposing sanctions on Japan. 

I believe, however, that whatever the decision on this 

matter may be, it should not be based on an under-estimation 

of the probable economic consequences of sanctions.

II

In regard to the conclusions stated on pages 5 to 7 

of Part II of the British memorandum, I would like to 

make the following comments, which are numbered to corres

pond with the numbers of the conclusions in the British 

memorandum.

1. Tentative estimates indicate that the reserve 

of the Bank of Japan of 501 million gold yen has not yet 

been impaired. In addition, Japan has approximately 132 

million gold yen of gold under earmark in the United 

States, which probably constitutes the remainder of the 

300 million yen exchange revolving fund except for a very 

small amount, not in excess of 17 million yen, which may 

still be held in Japan.

2. I do not agree that since the remainder of the 

exchange revolving fund has been earmarked for trade

promotion it cannot be used to support the currency. To
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the extent that the fund has been used, It has Increased 

the supply of foreign exchange available to Japan and 

has thus Indirectly been of material support to the yen.

3. I do not see why Japan could not dispense with 

a gold reserve altogether. If Germany could practically 

do so, even after Its people had experienced hyper-inflation 

I should think It could be done In Japan. In other words, 

I do not believe that the fact that the present reserve 

ratio of Japan Is 15 to 18 percent will prevent a further 

reduction In gold cover In order to obtain essential 

Imports. On the other hand, It Is possible that the 

Japanese may wish to keep a certain minimum war chest of 

gold against the eventuality of conflict with Russia.

5. I believe this overstates the exhaustion of 

Japanese gold reserves. Even If Japan loses as much 

gold during 1939 as she did during 1938, it would not 

exhaust her reserves and she could probably still carry 

on until the middle of 1940.

6. Even If the remaining Japanese gold reserves are 

considerably In excess of the British estimate, Japan 

would, of course, be severely injured if the United States, 

Great Britain and France refused to buy Japanese goods and 

Japanese gold. Unless these three countries could prevent

unknowingly
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unknowingly buying Japanese gold, however, the full 

effect of the sanctions would be delayed. My only dis

agreement with the British conclusion would be on the 

length of time that would elapse before the Japanese 

economic situation became critical, particularly should 

there not be a successful embargo on gold exports from 

Japan.

7. I am dubious of the conclusion that Nthe simplest 

and most effective first step would appear to be for Great 

Britain, United States of America and France to refuse to 

purchase any further gold from Japan ..." Since the 

United States holds so much of the world’s gold, It would 

not be to its Interest to take action which would make it 

less desirable for other nations to hold gold as an emer

gency reserve.

Hence I do not believe that an embargo on gold exports 

from Japan should be undertaken unless extremely drastic 

measures are contemplated, and the embargo on gold is 

undertaken simultaneously with an embargo on exports of 

goods from Japan. Before such drastic action as this is 

undertaken, It would appear to me more logical to try 

less extreme measures such as denunciation of our exist** 

Ing commercial treaty with Japan, or amendment of our 

tariff laws to provide for discrimination against countries 

which
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which are bringing about In third countries discrimina 

tion against United States trade.

ea:luthringer:eb
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Department of State

Division of far Eastern Affairs

February 15, 1939.^

I
Reference Tokyo’s 3591, the subject of 

which is "Economic Reprisal Against Japan". (0 
01

In his comments upon the British Ambassa,. 
dor’s memorandum Ambassador Grew on page four~ 
reduces the question to "its elements" and 
comments as follows: "Is Japan likely to mak,^ 
any concession to the United States and Great^ 
Britain which would prejudice the success of k 
her China policy in order that her present Qj 
standard of living might be maintained? An 
affirmative answer to that question would en-__ 
tail writing off the capacity of the Japanese 
people to discipline themselves and to make 
sacrifices and laying emphasis on the supposed 
attachment of these people to a standard of 
living higher than that which their indigenous 
mode of living requires. And it must be remem
bered, in connection with the question of the 
effect on the standard of living of the loss 
of Japan’s trade with the United States and 
Great Britain, that the remainder of her trade 
with countries outside the yen bloc, added toQ) 
her trade with Northland Central China and O 
Manchuria, amounted in 1938 to a figure in yeÿj 
equal to her total average foreign trade for ££ 
the five years 1916 to 1920." p’,

CD
In my opinion both parts of Ambassador 

Grew’s comment are thoroughly misleading. Thçf. 
Japanese may very well be able to sacrifice $ 
their standard of living and to discipline 
themselves but cutting off 70 percent of

Japan’s 
the Department. 1 believe, however, that the 
Department can produce more accurate informa
tion on Japan’s gold supplies than appears in
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Japan’s foreign trade, both imports and exports, 
would bring chaos to Japan’s economy and soon 
reduce drastically the effectiveness of her 
military forces. It seems to me that it is not 
a question of forcing the Japanese people to 
reduce their standard of living but actually 
of throwing the entire Japanese economy and 
military machine out of gear by starving them 
of materials. Ambassador Grew implies that in 
any case the cutting off of trade with the 
United States and Great Britain would not be 
so bad because it would cause the reversion of 
the Japanese standard of living only to the 
level of the years 1916 to 1920. This argument, 
in my opinion, is'specious. Since 1920 the 
population of Japan has increased by about 
25,000,000 people and Japan has undergone an 
industrial revolution. The Japanese economy 
and the military machine which it supports are 
infinitely more dependent upon foreign trade 
in 1939 than they were in 1920. Gutting off 
trade suddenly is therefore not a simple matter 
of reducing the standard of living: it would 
mean rather the abrupt cessation of Japan’s 
major industries, vast unemployment and inter
ruption of the flow of military and reconstruc
tion supplies to China.

I have examined Sir xiobert Craigie’s 
memorandum and in general I believe the infor
mation conforms to that already available to 
the Department. I believe, however, that the 
Department can produce more accurate informa
tion on Japan’s gold supplies than appears in
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the memorandum.

It is noted that the British memorandum 
raises the question of refusing to buy Japanese 
gold. Even if measures could be devised to 
identify Japanese gold and prevent its movement, 
I do not believe that the Treasury would ever 
agree, nor do 1 believe that it would be in the 
best interests of this country to do so, to 
take any step which would reduce the effective
ness of gold as an emergency war fund inasmuch 
as this country holds over half the world’s 
gold supply and gold has lost most of its use 
except as an emergency war fund.
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
February 17, 1939

Dear Mr. Grew:

Referring to your strictly confidential despatch 

No. 3591Jof January 7, 1939, on the subject "Economic 

Reprisals against Japan", I am sure that you will be 

interested in certain factual comment made by an officer 

of the Office of the Adviser on International Economic 
Rv\/.

Affairs in a memorandum prepared underrate February lb. 

I therefore enclose a copy of that memorandum. Inasmuch 

as the statements contained in the memorandum represent 

preliminary observations based on a study which has not 

as yet been completed, it is requested that the memoran

dum be made available by you only to Mr. Dooman and that 

the statements contained therein be not communicated to 

anyone else.

Sincerely yours, 

'y. 
Enclosure.

O 
p 

The Honorable £+»
p, 

Joseph C. Grew, ®
P

American Ambassador, c+s
Tokyo. *“

FE:MMH:EJL FE ®

793.94/ 1467 I
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON 

, c.j. .T '-c^VêO 
■ ’™EW’OFSÎATi February 4, 1939

Mr.
THE STATE DEPARTMENT

RECORDS *

FOR PREPARATION OF THE 

PROPER REPLIES.

F. D. R.

793.94/14672
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
Washington

January 30, 1939.

My dear Mr. President:

With reference to our conversation on the evening 

of January 22, I am enclosing herewith letters addressed 

to you and given to me the day of my departure from 

Chungking. The letters consist of one letter addressed 

to you in Chinese, with English translation attached, 

by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, and a letter in English 

addressed to you by Dr. H. H. Kung, President of the 

Executive Yuan and Minister of Finance. There is also 

attached a photograph of the Generalissimo which the 
\ 

latter desired that I convey to you. The Chinese inscrip

tion on the face of the photograph is to the effect that 

Chiang Chung Cheng (the Generalissimo’s familiar name) 

presents this photograph to President Roosevelt. It is 

dated December 11, 1938, or the 27th year of the Chinese 

Republic. I consider the photograph an excellent one of 

the Generalissimo as I saw him last.

Faithfully yours, 

(Signed) NELSON TRUSLER JOHNSON 

Enclosures.

The President,

The White House.
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C0PY:REK

Headquarters of the Generalissimo 

(TRANSLATION) 
Chungking, 
December 11, 1938.

Dear President Roosevelt:

The Chinese Ambassador at Washington 

has transmitted to me your kind message of November 10 

in reply to my telegraphic message of October 15. I have 

read your words with great pleasure and interest. I have 

since thoroughly discussed the situation in the Far East 

with Mr. Nelson Trusler Johnson, American Ambassador to 

China, and entrusted him to present my views to you in 

person when he arrives in Washington. I have also requested 

him to bring you a copy of my picture as a token of my 

admiration of your great ability and statesmanship.

With kindest regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) CHIANG KAI-SHEK

His Excellency
Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States, 
Washington, U. S. A.
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C0PY:REK
■ t

The Executive Yuan

Chungking, China. 
December 11, 1938.

PERSONAL

Dear Mr. President:

On the eve of Ambassador Johnson’s departure for 

Washington, I take great pleasure in sending this message 

of remembrance and greetings to you, sincerely hoping that 

it will find you in the best of health and cheer.

The spirit of the Season brings to me renewed apprecia

tion and pleasant recollections of the delightful visits I 

had with you last year as well as the kind reception which 

you were good enough to extend to me during my visit in 

your country. I wish to assure you that I remember them 

and am grateful to you for them.

I take this opportunity to reassure you of the deep 

appreciation which the Chinese Government and people feel 

for the sympathy and moral support which your Government 

and people have abundantly shown to us in our struggle for 

the rights of freedom and independence as well as for the 

cause of peace and justice. Though born of the people’s 

inborn hostility against aggression, our national resistance 

against the invader receives much encouragement from such 

unfailing friendship as America has shown us under your 

illustrious leadership.

No one is better qualified than Ambassador Johnson 

to present you full and authentic information concerning

the
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the effects of Japan’s aggression on American interests 

in China as well as the determination with which China is 

pursuing its campaign of resistance and reconstruction. 

It is my sincere hope that the progress of events in the 

Pacific will find our two Republics standing shoulder to 

shoulder and cooperating to the fullest possible extent 

in upholding and safeguarding those ideals and interests 

which we so dearly cherish in common.

Allow me to extend to you and Mrs. Roosevelt my best 

wishes for a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

I remain, Mr. President, 

Sincerely yours, \

(Signed) H. H. KUNG 

H. H. KUNG.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt
President of the United States of America
The White House
Washington, D. C.
U. S. A.
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February 13 1939

My dear Mr. President: y 2.

In response to your memorandum of February 4 there 

are enclosed for your consideration a draft of a letter 

to His Excellency General Chiang Kai-shek, Chairman, 

National Defense Council, in reply to his letter of 

December 11, 1938, and a draft of a letter to His Excellency 

Dr. H. H. Kung, President of the Executive Yuan of the 

Chinese Government, in reply to his letter of the same 

date.

If you approve of these draft letters, I would 

suggest that upon signature they be returned to thia 

Department for forwarding to General Chiang and to 

Dr. H. H. Kung through our Embassy In Chungking. The 

letters from General Chiang and from Dr. H. H. Kung, 

together with Ambassador Johnson's letter transmitting 

those letters to you, are returned herewith.

Faithfully yours,

Slumaer

(For enclosures, 
see following page.) 

The President, 

The White House.

793.94/14672
 

F/FG
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Enclosures:

1. Draft of letter to 
General Chiang Kai-shek.

2. Draft of letter to 
Dr. H. H. Kung.

3. From General Chiang to 
the President, December 11, 
1938, returned.

4. From Dr. H. H. Kung to 
the President, December 11, 
1938, returned.

6. From Mr. Kelson T. Johnson 
to the President, January 30, 
1939, returned.

0^ 1

FEîJCVîHJN
2/9/39
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Uy dear General Chiang:

I have received, through the courtesy 
of Ambassador Johnson, your kind letter of 
December 11, 1938, together with your photo
graph. 1 appreciate very much the sentiments 
expressed in your letter and I am pleased to 
have the photograph which Ambassador Johnson 
informs me is an excellent likeness.

In my conversations with Ambassador 
Johnson I have been very glad to hear of you 
and to obtain from him an expression of your 
views.

«ith kind personal regards, I am

Very sincerely yours,

His Excellency
General Chiang Kai-shek, 

Chairman, National Defense Council, 
Chungking, China.

FE:lpCV:JPS
2-9-39
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iiy dear Dr. Kung:
I have received, through the courtesy 

of Ambassador Johnson, your letter of Decam
ber 11, 1938, conveying your kind message of 
remembrance and greetings. Your reference to 
your visit in America has been read appre
ciatively and your sentiments in regard to 
our meetings at that time are reciprocated.

I have read with sympathetic interest 
your statements in regard to the attitude and 
purpose of the Chinese Government and people, 
and assure you that the situation in China is 
continuing to receive my close and solicitous 
consideration.

with kind personal regards, I am

Very sincerely yours,

Dr. H. H. Kung, 
President, Executive Yuan, 

Chungking, China.

. 9

FEFE:ÏCV:JPS
2-9-39
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My dear Dr. Kung:

h
February 14, 1939

I have received, through the courtesy of Ambassador 
Johnson, your letter of December 11, 1938, conveying your 
kind message of remembrance and greetings. Your reference 
to your visit in America has been read appreciatively and 
your sentiments in regard to our meetings at that time are 
reciprocated.

I have read with sympathetic interest your statements 
in regard to the attitude and purpose of the Chinese Govern
ment and people, and assure you that the situation in China 
is continuing to receive my close and solicitous considera
tion.

With kind personal regards, I am

Very sincerely yours,

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

Dr. H. H. Kung, 
President, Executive Yuan, 

Chungking, China.
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COPY:LAW:PR THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON

February 14, 1939

My dear General Chiang:I have received, through the courtesy of Ambassador 
Johnson, your kind letter of December 11, 1938, together 
with your photograph. I appreciate very much the senti
ments expressed in your letter and I am pleased to have 
the photograph which Ambassador Johnson informs me is an 
excellent likeness.

In my conversations with Ambassador Johnson I have 
been very glad to hear of you and to obtain from him an 
expression of your views.

With kind personal regards, I am

Very sincerely yours,

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

His Excellency
General Chiang Kai-shek,

Chairman, National Defense Council, 
Chungking, China.
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February 27 1939

KO.

Willys R. Peck, Esquire,

American Chargé d*Affaires ad interim, 

Chungking.

Sir:

There are enclosed herewith two letters addressed 

by the President to General Chiang Kai-shek and to Dr. 

H. H. Kung, in reply to communications which were delivered 

to the President by Ambassador Johnson^

Xt is requested that you transmit the President’s 

replies to General Chiang and to Dr. Kung by whatever means 

may seem appropriate.

Very truly yours,

For the jecrtUiy oi ...ate

793.94/14672

Enclosures:
Two letters from the 

President, with copies.

R. WALTON MOORE
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Department of State

DIVISION OF CONTROLS

ORANDUM

!9^lFEB 3 AM?Ç4I
February 1, 1939.

. v î •üiC-ji’Ofj,-

, Representative In Congress from the

26th District of New York, called me by telephone this after

noon. He said that he had just received a telegram from a 

very important person informing him that Sir Victor Sassoon 

of Shanghai, accompanied by Mr. Keith Trevor, Sir Victor's 

agent in Paris, was about to arrive in New York on the 

S3 NORMANDIE, and that the purpose of their mission in this 

country was to carry on propaganda with a view to involving 

the United States on the side of the Chinese in the con

flict now proceeding in China. He said that he was replying 

to the telegram, stating that he was taking the matter up 

with the Department of State and with the Labor Department.

v He spoke at some length of his objection to having foreigners 
. \\

come to this country to tell us what we ought to do, and he 

asked that Sir Victor and Mr. Trevor be Informed as soon as 

they landed in this country of the provisions of the Act 

requiring the registration of agents of foreign principals.

I explained briefly to Mr. Fish the provisions of the 

Act, which he apparently erroneously understands require » 

the registration of any foreigner carrying on any propaganda

in
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In this country. I said that I would look into the matter, 

but I refrained from making any statement as to just what 

action the Department would take in this case.

Joseph C. Green

Co:JCG:HWD
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VICE-CHAIRMAN

FRANK T. CARTWRIGHT. D.D.
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B. A. GARSIDE. M.A., L.^fiMMUNlt’Al SON .? 
150 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK (SITfY H p D fj < 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY-TR&BUjIeR* C vUhU»/

C. A. EVANS

CHENGTU, SZECHWAN. CHINA

Lincoln Dsang, Ph D., D.D.. president of the university

Joseph Beech, D.D., chancellor

150 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY

Board of Foreign Missions of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. (U. S. A.)

Board of Foreign Missions of the 
United Church of Canada

Woman’s Missionary society of the 
United Church of Canada

Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church

Woman's American baptist Foreign 
Mission society

ASSISTANT TREASURER

H. T. SILCOCK. M.A.
CHINA INSTITUTE. 91 GOWER STREET 
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SECRETARY OF BOARD

FRANK ANDERSON. M.A.. D.D.
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OFFICE OF THE TREASURER 

150 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY

1644 Greenleaf\^^BTf> I 
Chicago, Ill., zi ]L<J 
Feb. 6, 1939. (jU&ft Q

Honorable Cordell Hull 
Secretary of State, 
Washington, D.0.

f Division of*i 
' FAR EASTERH AFFAIRS

My dear Secretary Hull

gentry
I am enclosing some documents that I received ir 

in the city of Chengtu, Szechuan,some tiipe ago
eading

I hesitated to forward these to you, but events that have come 
to my notice recently impel me to write and express my appreciation 
of your attitude and labors in behalf of the suffering millions of 
the Chinese people, not alone from invasion, but bombing of defense
less cities from which people have fled in terror. When in New York 
recently I was informed that a junk dealer had purchased a Sixth Ave
nue Railway for $80,000. Since he was from the Pacific coast, I assumed 
that it had been purchased for shipment to Japan, and remarked to a 
friend/1 I shall not be surprised if I next see the Sixth Avenue ’U 
in Japan and perhaps I may get a splinter of it,on my return to Cheng- 
tu,dropped from American planes•” Thanks to your efforts that danger 
will decrease,progressively, from now forward.

I am sailing for China on the Matson Line, S.S. Lurline, February 
17th, Los Angeles;and from Honolulu on the Empress of Japan, February 
24th, expecting to enter West China via French Indo-China. 
that I shall be in much better countenance with the people 
I have served in China the 
them your gracious actions

I am sure 
for whom 

topast forty years, because I can publish 
on their behalf.

Respectfully yours,
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Chengtu, west China, July 30, 1938
Dear A*. ,

ïfe have heard of your activities in connection with the "China Week" or 
other endeavors on behalf of China’s suffering masses, some of you in raising 

funds for relief of wounded soldiers and of the millions of refugees from the 
war areas, and others in forwarding medical supplies and workers for plague pre
vention. This is indeed a token of the ties that bind humanity — especially 
all those with Christian aspirations for the cause of bortherhood and democracy 
— in a common fellowship for the amelioration of prejudice and the evils of 
perverted nationalism.

life/extend our most heartfelt thanks for the sympathetic interest you 
have manifested in China’s causx ana "crusv inat, you with us will continue to \ 
fight for righteous principles in national life. Will you put us still further 
in your debt by abstaining from purchasing goods from Japan or supplying that 
country with material essential for the conduct of her war with Chine? By this 
oo-operation you will contribute your share to the ultimate redemption of this 
land from the military and economic bondage contemplated by the war clique of 
Japan.

China wishes to oast in her lot with those who stand for democracy. 
Your help may be a factor in turning the scales in favor of a better world, 
one in which aggression will be frowned upon and tolerance and charity in 
cated. we hereby assert our desire for oneness with every endeavor to break 
down racial barriers and to join in the great comity of nations that ultimate!,, 
must take responsibility for the preservation of world civilization.

Signed on behalf of the gentry of Szechwan Province, ?rest China.

7?-----

Ù ‘Ms H .tst*

I4(# u'^-4
1 ' iT* I i ’

» r/t, H
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OPEN LETTER TO ALL FRIENDS OF CHINA

FROM THE GENTRY OF SZECHWAN PROVINCE.

We— representing 70,000,000 Szechuanese—appeal to the sympathetic and justice-loving nations of the 
world for practical support so that Japanese oppression may not attain its aim : the destruction of civilisation 
and attainment of world power.

Our Government realized from the outbreak of hostilities that Japanese ambition was not only endanger
ing our country but was also destructive of world peace. Therefore our determination is to encourage*our fellow
pitriots to resist to the end, regardless of cost, and we are fortunate that the nations of the world recognize our 
purpose.

It has been acknowledged in addresses by Madame Roosevelt, by the Archbishop of Canterbury, by Dr. 
Nathaniel Peffer and by Premier Blum that we are fighting for an issue that is nothing less than world peace, 
and that it is the duty of all peace-loving nations to help China. Such statements as these cannot but evoke our 
gratitude and stir us to still greater effort.

«

Rut we are impelled to go into greater detail. Japanese militarism is cruel and unscrupulous; thev will 
regard neither justice nor humanitarianism in the endeavour to attain their object—first, supremacy in Asia; 
next, in the world. Wherever their troops go civilians are killed and women aie raped. Canton—a city with
out anti-aircraft equipment—has been repeatedly bombed and great numbers cf our people have been killed or 
injured. Moreover, the Japanese destroyed the Yellow River dykes, thereby flooding Honan, Shantung and 
Anhwei, and causing great loss of life. Many colleges and institutions of higher learning have been ruthlessly 
destroyed. Vast quantities of opium are being bought from Persia and under Japanese protection forced on the 
Chinese people, serving the double purpose of destroying Chinese morale on the one hand, and on the other, 
serving as a source of income in lieu of war indemnities that the Japanese know cannot be collected in any other 
way. In all her doings Japan makes it very evident that she is not only the enemy of China, but of the human 
race.

The Chinese people are now completely under the leadership of Generalissimo Chiang—one and all 
determined from the vanguard to the rearguard on resistance to the foe,—even to death. To those sympathetic 
nations, who amid all the international confusion of interests have upheld righteousness and jjustice by material 
gifts to us, we can only offer our deepest thanks. We recall international events of the past few years, and see 
them as steps by which the present invasion has come about. The Japanese occupation of our four North-East
ern provinces was a direct step towards the later occupation of Abyssinia by Italy; in the same way Germany 
broke the Locarno Peace Treaty and sent troops to occupy the Saar. Next came the Lukuchiao incident, and 
this rear Germany has forced Austria under German control. These events have all been tolerated by peace- 
loving nations in the effort to avoid war. But, as the Chinese sage says, “A spark may fire a whole plain”. This 
Japanese invasion of China may well cause a fire that will extend over the world. For this reason we cannot 
but appeal to all the sympathetic nations of the wTorld to tolerate such outrages no more, but to adopt drastic 
measures to exterminate this dangerous fire in Eastern Asia. May the full force of the League of Nations be 
brought to bear on Japan, so that world peace and civilization may not be ruined by Japan. This is to secure 
not only the good of China, but of the entire world.

Signed by

D. K. Chow;
Hsu Hsiao Gang; 
Pen Lan Tsen; 
'Wang Bei Han; 
Liu Din Djwin; 
Hwang Ruen U; 
Li Ren Fu;

Su Djao Kwei;
S. C. Liao:
Pei Tieh Hsia;
Ho Bei Djong;
Pen Dji Hsien;
Su Djiao Hsiang; 
Hsu Hsiao Hwei; 
Gao Dzi Tsai.

Tang Dzong Yao 
Lo Chuen Si; 
Tsai Lan Djai; 
Feng I Pei;
Chen Dzi lu;
Djao Hsi Hsiang; 
Hsiao Bei Hao;

P. S.—Please circulate this letter amongst your friends.
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LETTRE OUVERTE des NOTABLES de la PROVINCE
du SE-TCHOUAN

à tous les AMIS de la CHINE.

Nous soussignés, représentant 70.000.000. de SE-TCHOUANAIS, en appelons à toutes les Nations, qui 
ont pour nous de la sympathie et qui aiment la justice, pour obtenir d’elles un appui pratique, afin que l’oppression 
japonaise ne puisse pas atteindre son but de destruction de la civilisation, ni réaliser son désir de domination sur 
le monde entier.

Depuis le commencement des hostilités, notre Gouvernement s’est rendu compte que l’ambition des 
Japonais ne mettait p*s seulement en danger notre pays, mais qu’elle tendait également à détruire la paix 
mondiale. C’est pourquoi nous sommes déterminés à encourager nos compatriotes à lutter jusqu’à la fin, sans 
considération pour les sacrifices nécessaires, et nous nous estimerons heureux si toutes les nations reconnaissent la 
légitimité de nos intentions.

Madame ROOSEVELT, l’Archevêque de Canterbery, le Docteur N ATHANIEL PEFFER et le premier 
ministre français Monsieur BLUM, dans leurs déclarations, ont admis que nous nous battons pour une fin, qui 
n’est autre que la paix du monde, et, que tous les pays, amis de la paix, doivent aider la Chine. De telles attesta
tions ont fait naître en nous la plus vive gratitude et nous poussent à faire encore de plus grands efforts.

Mais nous sommes obligés de donner de plus amples détails. Le militarisme japonais est cruel et sans 
scrupules. Il n’aura aucune considération pour la justice ou peur l’humanité tant qu’il n’aura pas atteint son but, 
qui est d’établir sa suprématie, d’abord sur l’Asie, et ensuite sur le monde entier. Partout où ses soldats arrivent, 
les civils sont tués et les femmes sont violées. Canton, ville ouverte et ne possédant aucun armement anti-aérien, 
a été bombardée à maintes reprises et un très grand nombre de nos concitoyens y ont été tués ou blessés. De plus, 
les Japonais ont fait sauter les digues du fleuve Jaune et ont ainsi inondé les provinces du HON AN du CHANTONG 
et du ANHWEI, causant d’innombrables pertes de vies humaines. Enfin un nombre incalculable de collèges et 
d’établissements d’enseignement supérieur ont été détruits par eux.

D’immenses quantités d’opium ont été achetées en PERSE et imposées au peuple chinois par force avec la 
protection des Japonais. En agissant ainsi, nos ennemis se proposaient un double but. D’abord ils voulaient 
affaiblir la moralité chinoise; ils voulaient, en second lieu, se procurer une sorte d’indemnité de guerre, sachant 
bien qu’il ne leur sera jamais possible d’en obtenir une autre. Par tous leurs actes les Japonais montrent, avec 
une indiscutable évidence, qu’ils sont non seulement les ennemis de ]a Chine mais également ceux de toute la race 
humaine.

Le peuple chinois est maintenant complètement uni sous la direction du Généralissime CHIANG. Tous 
jusqu’au dernier, nous offrons nos meilleurs remercîments aux sympathiques nations qui, malgré la confusion des 
intérêts internationaux, ont soutenu la droiture et la justice en nous accordant d’importants bienfaits.

Si nous évoquons les événements mondiaux de ces dernières années, nous ne pouvons nous empêcher de 
les considérer comme des étapes qui ont amené la présente invasion. L’occupation par les Japonais de nos quatre 
provinces du Nord-Est a été comme un point de départ qui a préparé la récente conquête de l’Abyssinie par les 
Italiens. L’Allemagne, de son côté, a rompu le traité de Locarno et a envoyé ses troupes dans le territoire de la 
Sarre. V int ensuite l’incident de LUKUKIAO, et, cette année, par un coup de force, l’Allemagne a absorbé l’Au
triche. Toutes ces choses ont été tolérées par les nations pacifiques dans leurs de efforts pour éviter la guerre. Un 
grand Sage chinois a dit: “Une étincelle peut enflammer toute une plaine”. Cette invasion de la Chine par les 
Japonais pourrait bien causer un incendie qui s’étendra au monde entier.

Pour ces raisons il nous est impossible de ne pas adresser un pressant appel aux nations, qui nous sont 
sympathiques, pour les prier de ne plus être aussi tolérantes et d’adopter des mesures énergiques afin d’éteindre ce 
dangereux incendie de l’Extrême-Orient. Que toute la force de la Société des Nations soit dirigée contre le 
Japon pour l’empêcher d’anéantir la paix mondiale et la civilisation. Ce faisant, on assurera non seulement le 
bien être de la Chine mais celui du monde entier.

Ont signé :

Chow Dao Gang; 
Hsu Hsiao Gang; 
Pen Lan Tsen; 
Wang Bei Han; 
Liu Din Djwin; 
Hwang Ruen U ; 
Li Ren Fu;
Gao Dzi Tsai.

Su Djao Kwei;
S. C. Liao;
Pei Tieh Hsia;
Ho Bei Djong;
Pen Dji Hsien;
Su Djiao Hsiang;
Hsu Hsiao Hwei;

Tang Dzong Yao 
Lo Chuen Si; 
Tsai Lan Djai; 
Feng I Pei;
Chen Dzi lu;
Djao Hsi Hsiang; 
Hsiao Bei Hao;

Prière de communiquer cette lettre à tous vos amis.
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In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/14675 -

My dear Dr. Beech:

The receipt ie acknowledged of your letter of 

February 6, 1938, with its enclosures, in regard to 

matters relating to the situation in the Far East.

The contents of your letter and its enclosures 

have been noted with care, and your courtesy in bring

ing to the Department’s attention the letters from the 

gentry of Szechuan Province is very much appreciated. 

The sealed envelope addressed to the Honorable Nelson T. 

Johnson, which was enclosed with your letter under 

acknowledgment, has been handed to Mr. Johnson.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

793.94/14675

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

The Reverend
Joseph Beech, D.D., 

1644 Greenleaf Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois.

FE:E»C:HJN 
2/11/39 - fe

3
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/ %/4'z 7
Hon. Stanley K. Hornbedlr. 
Chief, DiviaioÂFar Eastdyn Alfa: 
Washingtons D. C. ’ /<a TA-• 'S '/<'/„ CVG r*M' 

^z ft
Dear Mr. Hornbeak^

I am enclosing

Greenville

ivision uf

h. 1939

jaN 311939 j|

NT OFSj!^'

a copy of a second letter I wrote

to Mr. Walter Lippmann. My first letter had to do with the evi

dence as to the relations between China and Manchuria, and the 

misconception on whidh the popular notion of it is based. That 

part of it I had already discussed wl$h you. Mr. Lippmann*s 

article - ’’Foreign Policy ii^he Making", with his suggestion of a 

national naval policy which seems so sound, offered opportunity of 

calling definite attention to the fact that a different attitude 

on the part of our Government would have resulted in avoiding the 

huge naval expenditures Which a mistaken anti-Japanese sentiment/ - 

79Ô
. 94/ 1,4676

is entailing.

My opinion is thàt it is not too late now to remedy that er- 

ïot . If our authorities could, be convinced of the extent to 

Which they have been misled by Chinese propaganda, it would be pos

sible to approach the Japanese with a proposal of cooperation for 

stabilising the Far East which could have very far reaching bene£* 

fits. I have been unable to discover any serious reason, or 

even a fairly reasonable reason for doubting that Japan would be 

faithful to suoh an agreement» Japan has much to gain in that 

respect, and I am sure she would not be alow to realize it* Moat y* <, 
*** 

assuredly there would be enormous gain to ua, economically, commer- 0-*n 

oially and politically»

I am atill hoping for an opportunity to come to v aahington^—

Youra respectfully*
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Qroenville S. C., Jan. 30th. 1939.

Tx. ''’alter Lipomann,
Herald-',ribuhe, 230 W 41 at. St., 
New York r. Y.

Dear Er • Lipomann,

I had not intÆded writing to you again unless I 

heard Irau you favorably, but your comments or - ’’PORBIGt POLICY 

III Till ..IAKIN3", present an opportunity which I find it too diffi

cult to neglect. Yourreference to 'r. Stimson’s inconelstenci®

taring to uind vividly his glaring failure to take the wise course 

with reference to the recognition of Manchukuo. Its failure 

is accentuated by your statement of a foreign policy as - ” -to in

sist that the strategic points of controlin the Pacific and the 

Atlantic are either in our hands or in the henda of friendly powe» 

that we can trust." If ?îr. Stimson had taken the trouble to ex

amine the caae of Manchukuo, and treat it in the light of the e- 

venta and forces wh/oh made tta restoration to its hereditary rul

ers logical as ’”ell as necessary, we should, have been put in the 

way of having such a power as you visualize in the Far East - name

ly Japan, 

Unfortunately China had already succeeded in creating a bar

rage of anti-Japanese sentiment in America which Mr. Stimson had 

not the ability, or apparently the wish to penetrate. On the M# 

basis of their insane jealousy of Japan, the Chinese played on A- 

merioan fears of being shirt out of Eastern Markets by Japanese in

dustrial successes, and pointed to the closing of the "open door* 

in Manchuria an indicateon of Japan’s purpose to exclude all trade 

from /that quarter except her own. The Chinese adroitly caused 

Mr. Stimson to overlook the faut that the "Open door" was an inti-
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a
mute pax i. ux to hatou. extra terr it or ip. statue in which China is wfi 

................ .... ■
still head by tx.e Jest cm partners in the Hine lower Treaty. Sei- 

dom has a more adroit diplomatic expedient been iaade use oi. Chi

nese were quite willing to use the hat&u chains oi their own bon

dage, to mislead the party they wished, to influence in their favor, 
r. SJ^mson should nave seen that by recognizing Lienohukuo, he open

ed the way to negotiating valuable commercial treaties with that 

concern, much more important than any "open door policy” depending 

for its effectiveness fin China being held in the unhappy state oi 

a aeraidependency of the estern Powers concerned. as a matter

of fa t, it is of record that since the establishment of LLanchukuo 

American trade, in spite of the handicap of the refusal to recog-

. nize,has increased by some two hundred percent*

However the all important xtea in the case was the manifest 

situation of Japan as the only stable, and so the only dependable 
East er n

government on the) tlêbCeü shores of tae Western Pacific. Kot on- 

ly so, but surrounued aa she is by hostile and unstable neighbors, 

aa kussia and China, Japan should have appealer poweriuxly to Aner- 

ioan sympathy and cooperation. How would it benefit Amr^can 
and forceq 

interests either then or now to have these hostile 1 nfXuencesVdsm- 

age seriously Japanese national stability. It is just thâz da» 

ger which Japan has been facing ever since she begah to emerge in

to the realm of tue family of nations. It seems farily incredi

ble, Ar. Lippmann, that our Statesmen should not have recognised 
r

tnia when Japan appealed to Aiaèjloa and the others of tue bestern 

partners, to release her from disabilities of unequal naval devel- 

op me nt. Chinese propagahda vias ever ready with its insinua

tion of the otherwise unthinkable ambitions of Japan to enddnger 

American peace and tranquility with sn enlarged navy, and Anerlean
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news-papers responded avidly to t..e luxe. Sneering references 

to Japan’s'ooverweeming arrogance in her attempt to magnify her 

importance in the role of main tai ng peace and oruer in the lar EaStu 

characterised the entire press of this nation. The effect of 

thia was to abet the Chinese anti-Japanese hostility, and encourag 

its promoters to increasing demoi.stratiuna• Japanese attempts

to deal with the resulting difficulties were pursued to the world 

as aggression. Thu sole evidence for the charge the bald assump

tion that it is aggression, the assumption being thereafter treated 

as if it wore a thoroughly established fact. In ti e face of 

Japanese clearly stated objectives, tho least that could be expect

ed would be trie suspension of judgment till such time us the pre* 

vailix-g conflict shall itself ueclare its ultimate result.

it is a most unfortunate train of developments which has con- 
naval power

vertex the possibility of a stable ,ïriêndïÿ'p{Hfiÿ0$ in the pacific 

into a potential enemy against which it is definitely decided to 

spend biixions of dollars in creating an otherwise entirely superfluous

navy. Certainly we are paying a heavy price for our gullible 

acceptance of Chinese piopaganaa. a& I said to you in my pse- 

vioua rotter, Japan has received and oontinues to receive, a very 

raw usai.

the situation over agdhn Mr. hlppmann, particularly from 

I the time of the Sino-Japaneae Korean war, which really initiated 

I this wnole, episode. follow it through the circumstances ou 1ml*

nating in the I.usso-Japanese war; the annexation of Korea, with 

which compare the annexation by us of The Hawaiian Islands; Japan 

share in the '-orld ’ar; Japan’s restoration of the German inter

ests in Shantung to China; Japan's relations to Manchuria after

. the Mandhu abdication of the rule of China; note the rise of Chin- 

l nese anti-Japanese hostility, with the long continued endurance of
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this hostility by Japan; examine carefully the evidence as to the 

fac> that Han ch .ria was never a part of China, and was not surrend* 

dered by the Han ch u Dynasty; examine the course of events from the 

Manohu abdication to the restoration under Japanese sponsorship 

of oanchu rule to I'andhuria - do alll this very carefully with the 

certainty that the whole of Western dealings with the entity wrong 

ly called "The Chinese Empire”, was based on a serious misconcep

tion . I shall be greatly disappointed if you carefully do all

this, and do not agree with me that Japan has had a raw deal*

1 have not gone into the matter of the alleged "Twenty One De» 

mands", and I shall not now do so, omy to say, without now offer

ing the evidence to establish the assertion, they were not demands 

at all, but merely propositions for discussion and agreement*

i should liie to suggest to you now thepropriety of in some 

way having presented through the press something of the point of 

view set forth in these two letters to you. I think it is due 
to.give publicity to jthe fact

the importance of t?a issuesHihat there does exist in an entirely 
disinterested American quarter, a conception based on fifty years r 

of intimate contact, totally different from that sc universally 

prevalent in American news-papers. I have appealed to The Rew 

Republic, The Ration, Asia, ad of which publish continually anti- 

fapanese material, but with no success* Any unprejudiced exam

ination of the evidence should show that an egregious blunder is 

in the process of making by our Government and people. At the 

least some public opportunity should be given for the expression 

of t: e evidence on which that assertion rests. I have absolute-
-fJ-

no personal concern in the matter, apart fromyof futility at 

being forced to stand asade and look on a tragedy, which otherwise 

might be so easily avoided*

Soliciting your earnest attention,
fours sinoeroly.
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February 3, 1939.

My dear Mr. League:

The receipt is acknowledged with thanks of 

your letter of January 30, 1939, enclosing a copy 

of your letter of the same date addressed to Mr. 

’Walter Lippmann.

Your courtesy in sending me this material is 

appreciated, and I assure you that we give appropriate 

consideration to all data brought to our attention* 

Yours sincerely,

STANLEY K. HORNBECK

Stanley K. Hornbeck 
Adviser on Political Relations

Mr* T. J. League,

114 Buist Avenue,

793.94/14676
 

F/FG

, Greenville, South Carolina*

3 193» PM >
6 

?A/H:SKH:2MK P'S ,
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-üMMüRlCAÎJtfi^ingking, China. 
AND RECORDS0©ember 13-> 1938.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

As Ambassador Johnson is leaving Chungking for Washington 

to-morrow, I have great pleasure in taking this opportunity to send 

you through him this message of remembrance and greetings, trusting 

that it will find you in the best of health and cheer.

The spirit of the Season brings to me renewed appreciation 41^ 

of those delightful occasions which brought us together at your capital
.æ 4^ 

and New Haven, as well as of the hospitality which you were good enough 0}
-J

to extend to me, last year. My visit in America being, as it were, .1 
: ' . J 

a "home-coming" visit, it it recalled with most pleasant recollections, 

of which many are connected with our meetings.

No doubt, the development of the Sino-Japanese situation has 

been receiving your close attention. I take this opportunity to assure 

you of the deep appreciation which the Chinese Government and people 

feel for the sympathy and moral support which your Government and people ' 

have abundantly shown to us in our struggle for the rights of freedom 

and independence as well as for the cause of peace and justice. While 

our spirit of resistence to the invader is born of the people’s inborn 

hostility against aggression, it receives much strength and encourage- q 
ment from such unfailing friendship as America has traditionally5 shewn 

us, especially during our hour of trial and tribulation. And this 
çr < 

friendship, we are happy to note, has been greatly inspired andffortified 

through your illustrious leadership at the helm of America’s diplomacy.

Appalling
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Appalling as our national sacrifices and losses have been during 

the present hostilities, it is gratifying to find that our entire nation 

has risen to the occasion and is as one man in purpose and action, Altho 

we have so far been fighting the Japanese militarists single-handed, and 

altho greater sacrifices will yet be required of us, the American people 

may rest assured that China will continue to take an honourable stand 

against the forces of war and aggression which so imperil the peace and 

security of all Pacific peoples, 

jno one is better qualified than Ambassador Johnson to give ycur 

Government full and authentic information concerning the effects of 

Japan’s aggression on American prestige and interests in China as well 

as the determination with which China is pursuing its campaign of re- 

sistence and reconstruction. The ever-growing community of interests 

and ideals between America and China encourages me to hope that the two 

sister Republics will stand shoulder to shoulder against those forces 

which threaten the interests and Ideals held so dear by both of them.

I close with my best wishes for a very Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year to you and yours.
Sine erejy\yours,

/ H. H^/l^ng.
The Honourable Cordell Bill /
Secretary of State /

' Washington, D. C. /
U. 8. A. V
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January 30, 1939.

My dear Dr. Kung:

I appreciate very much receiving, through the 
courtesy of Ambassador Johnson, your letter of 
December 11, 1938, bringing to me your kind message 
of remembrance and greetings. I have been pleased 
to note your generous remarks in regard to your 
visit in America and assure you that I reciprocate 
the sentiments you express with regard to our 
meetings at that time.

Developments in the situation in the Far East 
are, as you surmise, receiving our careful and 
solicitous attention. The traditional friendship 
of the people of this country for the people of 
China, to which you make reference, has manifested 
itself in the attitudes and acts of the American 
people and the American Government over a long 
period of years, and that friendship remains alive 
and strong today. That a just and lasting peace 
shall be established in the Far East is my e&rnest 
desire and that of the American Government and 
people.

With all good wishes for the New Year, I am

Sincerely yours,

■‘Wl

Dr. H. H. Kung,
President, Executive Yuan, 

Chungking, China.

FE:JCV:REK
, •

FE P/f/) / ' 
h/ '
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THH executive yuan, 

JÏRTIOJ1RI* aoVHRNf«SHT, 

CUU*H*

personal

The Honourable Cordell Hull 

Secretary of State 
Washington, D. 0.

RwiHnasador Nelson T» JohnsonKindness of Amoaa -------:
-JO--**?
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February 2 19*9

/sv

Willy» R. Peck, Esquire,

American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, 

Chungking.

Sir:

There la enclosed a letter, together with a copy 

thereof, addressed to Dr. Kung in reply to his letter 

of December 11, 1938, which was handed to me by 

Ambassador Johnson. It is requested that you transmit 

the letter to Dr. Kung in such manner as you deem 

appropriate.

Very truly yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosure}

Letter to Dr. Kung, 
together with copy 
thereof.

793.94/14677
 

F/FG
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America’s Economic Policy in the Far East
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i There is at present under consideration the question

whether the United States ought to adopt an economic policy 

toward Japan and China intended to insure failure of Japan 

in its attempted conquest of China.

In this memorandum the writer has sought to reach an 

answer to that question only in its relation to the welfare 

of the United States of America; he has attempted to elimi

nate such influences as dislike of the Japanese military, 

dislike of authoritarianism, dislike of communism, sympathy 

for the suffering millions of Chinese, a desire "to do 

good", a desire to chastise "the bad", a desire to insure 

for the world some desirable but vague millenium in the not 

too distant future. The elimination of these influences 

has been attempted because such influences are emotional 

rather than reasoning and are apt to relegate the welfare 

of the United States to a secondary place.

x The answer arrived at in this memorandum is: to attempt

at the present time to effect the failure of Japan’s policy 

in China through economic measures will not serve the best

Interests of the United States.

The
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The danger of economic measures against Japan:

There are certain economic aids to China which we 

can give and certain economic checks to Japan which we 

can apply without serious risk of armed conflict between 

the United States and Japan. This has been shown by the 

recent indirect extension to China of a $25,000,000 credit 

and by the non-export of airplanes to Japan. How far such 

aid to China and such checks to Japan can be carried with

out serious risk of armed conflict with Japan is a question 

which cannot be answered definitely. This question is 

something like the question: ”How many ’Panays’ can Japan 

sink without creating war with the United States?” In both 

instances there is a limit beyond which peace cannot be 

maintained. The writer of this memorandum believes that 

that limit lies well this side of those economic measures 

which would be needed to insure the defeat of Japan’s 

China policy. (NOTE: The writer believes that to insure 

Japan’s defeat several other countries would need to join 

the United States in applying economic measures.)

Applying economic measures, the United States would 

not be the country to decide the questions whether there 

would be armed conflict and when there would be armed 

conflict. Those questions would be answered by the Japa

nese military governing at Tokyo or by a group of Japanese 

military in the field.

The
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The Japanese military are determined that their 

policy in China shall succeed. Increasingly the Japanese 

military believe that on the success of that policy hangs 

the future of Japan, that failure of that policy rowans 

the decline of Japan to a minor position among the nations 

of the world. This feeling is also apparent among many 

intelligent Japanese civilians; 18 months ago they were 

opposed to the military program against China; today, still 

disapproving of that program and fearful of Japan’s future, 

they are behind the military because they believe that it 

is too late to turn back now without disastrous results 

for Japan. The Japanese military are acutely conscious 

of the fact that southern Manchuria slipped from their 

grasp after the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95 through the 

interference of European powers: they are determined that 

the rewards of the present hostilities shall not be lost 

through the action of a third power or third powers.

In giving consideration to the possible future action 

of Japanese military, it should be constantly remembered 

that the Japanese are today in a highly abnormal state 

of mind and that even their present involvement with China 

and the ever-present threat of the Soviet Union would not 

deter the Japanese military in their present temper from 

taking action which would, under conditions where reason 

obtains, be improbable.

There
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There are several ways that war with the United 

States might be precipitated: the Japanese military 

directing policy at Tokyo might decide that Japan is 

sufficiently strong and the United States sufficiently 

irresolute to warrant strong measures resulting in armed 

conflict; those Japanese military, believing that Ameri

ca’s economic policy would cause the failure of Japan’s 

policy in China, might prefer defeat before the guns of 

a Great Power than before the rifles of the despised 

Chinese; or a group of hot-headed, ultra-chauvinistic 

"younger" officers might take direct action against Ameri

can nationals or American property which would so impugn 

American national honor or so inflame the American people 

or so strengthen those elements in the United States which 

desire war with Japan that the United States would find 

it necessary to resort to military action.

When a policy, such as economic measures intended to 

check Japan, contains the risk of war, even though it may 

be argued that the risk is slight, the very fact that the 

risk exists (and the degree of risk cannot be defined this 

side of experience) makes it inadvisable to adopt such a 

policy except for the most urgent and profound reasons.
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The objectives in applying economic measures:

There are two possible objectives aimed at by those 

advocating the application of economic measures to cause 

Japan to fail in China.

The first objective is protection of American interests 

in China. It is doubtful that more than a small percentage 

of those persons advocating economic measures advocate them 

solely for that reason. It is generally understood that 

our material interests (commercial, educational, and eleemo

synary) are of too slight monetary value to defend with a 

policy which involves risk of war. Our intangible inter

ests in China, that is, our treaty rights, are also scarcely 

worth the risk of war for the reason that treaty rights in 

other parts of the world are being too frequently impaired 

to make it reasonable to defend those rights in any one 

part of the world by a policy involving a risk of war.

It may be suggested here that a successful maintain

ing of our treaty rights in China would be a success 

primarily in technicalities as, whatever the outcome of 

the Sino-Japanese hostilities, our treaty rights in China 

will inevitably undergo significant change. If Japan 

wins, our treaty rights will suffer; if China wins, our 

treaty rights will also suffer. Chinese victorious 

against Japan will soon make short shrift of the "special

interests"
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interests** in China of Western powers.

The second objective of economic measures intended 

to bring about Japan’s failure in China is so to weaken 

Japan that, failing in China, she will not become a 

menace to American interests outside of China: the Philip

pines, Hawaii, Pacific Ocean trade, California. It is 

not argued here that, were Japan to succeed in conquering 

China, she would not then menace American interests out

side of China. She might or she might not. It is argued 

here that it is not to the best interest of the United 

States to run the risk of being plunged into war for the 

purpose of checking Japan when we do not yet know that 

Japan will succeed in her China program and when, in the 

opinion of the writer of this memorandum, it is likely 

that, left alone, Japan will become less potent militarily 

as a result of her China venture.

Japan’s position in China and at home today:

By not taking economic measures against Japan we 

avoid the risk of war at the present time. By not taking 

economic measures against Japan we may very likely be 

able to avoid war with Japan in the future because the 

factors which are at work today in the Far East are 

weakening Japan.

Following the seizure of Manchuria in 1931 by the 

Japanese military, certain Americans argued that the

United
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United States ought to apply sanctions and run the risk 

of war - or even actually go to war - to check Japan 

before she became so strong through conquest on the 

Asiatic Mainland that she might be too powerful to check 

later on, or at least much more difficult to check.

Today, seven years later, Japan is not so formidable an 

enemy militarily, economically, or financially as she 

was then. Today Japan is less well prepared to fight the 

United States than she was eighteen months ago. Today 

Japan’s armies are spread across vast and hostile stretches 

of China and cannot be withdrawn without the grave risk 

of losing Manchuria to Soviet Russia and of losing China 

south of the Great Wall to the Chinese. Financially and 

economically the structure of Japan is weaker today than 

it was eighteen months ago, is weaker today than seven 

years ago. Today only Japan’s fleet has not had its 

strength impaired.

(It is not being argued that in war with Japan today 

the United States would have an easy victory: it is being 

argued that Japan is, through the exhausting of her re

sources, becoming increasingly less formidable an enemy.)

Japan has not yet reached the nadir of her decline as 

a potential enemy. When she has reached that nadir, when 

and if she begins to make an upward turn and to rise through
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the red of liabilities in which her ventures in Chiha 

have at least temporarily mired her, and when and if it 

becomes clear that she is beginning to recoup her economic 

and financial losses and is beginning to arm her own 

people and the legions of China with eyes directed toward 

American interests outside of China, then will be the 

time seriously to consider the applying of economic 

measures to bring about Japan’s failure. Such measures 

will be as effective then as now; and they will involve 

less risk. To apply economic measures today, which 

contain the risk - if not the certainty - of war, in order 

to eliminate the possibility of future danger, does not 

seem to be to the best interests of the United States in 

view of the fact that at the present time Japan is becom

ing less able to protect herself militarily. It is 

submitted that it would be more in the American interest 

to wait and see whether Japan is going to begin to make 

a success of her China policy. The period of success has 

not yet begun. That period will begin if and when Japan 

completes her military victories in China, which are as 

yet uncompleted, and if and when she begins to strengthen 

her financial and economic structure through successful 

exploitation of the resources of China.

It is not being urged that Japan is about to collapse. 

It is merely being stated that Japan is at present deteri

orating militarily, financially, and economically. At 

least
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least the United States ought to wait until certain that 

the deterioration will not continue, should not run the 

risk of war with an enemy who may never achieve a position 

from which she can menace the interests of this country 

which lie outside of China. Only when Japan has consoli

dated her military position and has begun to exploit sig

nificantly China’s resources will we know whether she is 

to become a genuine menace to American interests outside 

of China. At present there exists the likelihood that 

Japan may never consolidate her military position and may 

never exploit China’s resources significantly.

\ 
The position of China and of Great Britain:

It is suggested by some observers that economic 

measures ought to be instituted soon for the reasons that 

China may in the near future be unable to resist Japan 

militarily and that Great Britain may swing over to Japan’s 

side and assist Japan in establishing herself as mistress 

of Asia. We have no information to show that China will 

not continue to resist Japan indefinitely and long. Our 

information shows that China’s man power is still tremendous 

that China’s morale is high, that China has on hand muni

tions to last a year or two (General Chiang Kai-shek told 

Ambassador Johnson recently "two years"), that China is 

developing
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developing new ways to obtain munitions from abroad in 

increasing amounts, and that China is developing industries 

in west China which will increasingly fulfill her needs. 

We have no evidence that China is going to cease those 

activities which so long as continued render it impossible 

for Japan to gain substantially from her China venture. 

Time is with the Chinese and is against the Japanese whose 

expenditures increase, whose casualties grow in number, 

whose gold reserves decline, whose exports decrease.

As for Great Britain, who can say with any certainty? 

Great Britain, ignoring international idealism, puts the 

interests of Great Britain first, regardless of what com

promises may be necessary. Today her future seems to 

lie parallel with that of the United States. She can 

scarcely afford to desert the United States in the near 

future for a policy of temporary gain in the Orient through 

association with Japan.

The gains and losses of war:

If we apply economic measures and the risk of war 

becomes a reality, what shall we gain? We ruin Japan, 

which would not be to our advantage unless we definitely 

knew that she was planning to take measures against our 

interests lying outside of China. We help to alleviate 

the suffering of millions of Chinese, which is not a

direct
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direct concern of ours nor associated in any way with 

our national duty. We preserve a Chinese government 

whose corruption, nepotism and inefficiency played a 

large part in bringing China to its present unhappy situ

ation. We preserve a Chinese government that will take 

steps to impair our interests in China as soon as the 

first flush of appreciation of American help has faded. 

(It is not being argued that the continuance of an inde

pendent China is not desirable; but it is not believed 

that our support should be of a nature which involves risk 

of war). We endanger the lives of an unpredictable number 
\

of Americans and cause the death of many. We expose to 

destructive forces an unpredictable amount of American 

property. We create a situation which may result in 

serious political change in this country as, with the 

virus of authoritarianism abroad in the United States, a 

government granted broad powers for prosecution of a war 

may refuse to relinquish those powers at the conclusion 

of that war.

Conclusion:

The conclusion arrived at in this memorandum is that 

the application of economic measures directed against 

Japan before the certainty of Japan’s success in China is 

established
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established would invite the risk of a war between the 

United States and Japan which would be contrary to the 

best interests of the United States when, by waiting, 

risk of war with Japan may be eliminated through factors 

not originating in the policy of the United States.

It is believed that we should use our influence 

against countries engaged in breaking down orderly proces

ses in relations between nations. The preservation of 

orderly processes is important to the United States. In 

employing that influence, it is believed that this Govern

ment should continue the policy which it has heretofore 

pursued; namely, in regard to Japan, approaches through 

the machinery of diplomacy, the withholding of aid to 

Japan, the withholding of assent to Japan's actions, and 

the taking of cautious measures of assistance to China 

which do not incur the risk of war.

FE ; Salisbury: JI’S
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

JR
This telegram must be Chefoo via N. R.
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated Dated February 8^ 1939
to anyone, (br)

Rec’d 6 a,m.

Secretary of State,. *
Washington. • À^TL.2 8•

* , (>î

I 14, February 8, 9 a.m. 444—*^"

. ' i Reference to Department’s telegram No* 22, 
January 28, 2 p*m.-,. to Peiping.

The Inspector General of Customs at Shanghai 
refuses to transfer Theodore W. Joyce who told me he 
will not (repeat not) obey any Japanese orders 
transmitted through the Commissioner of Customs.

The Commissioner has granted part of the Japanese 
demands by appointing effective February 1 the Japanese 
second officer as Acting Commander of the Chinese
Maritime Customs cruiser HAICHENG.

ROBERTS
HTM:DDM
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE----- for____________________________________________ .M®?10I,a5dum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division 

FROM--------------------------------------- Ballwitlne„„) dated Jan 7, 1939
TO NAME 1-1137

REGARDING: Materials used by Japan in the' conduct of the conflict in 
China.

Provenance of-,

FRG.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see 8?0 «00/189 for Memorandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division 

FROM( Salisbury j DATED Feb 2, 1939
TO NAME 1-U27

REGARDING: Situation in Far East. 

Developments for the past week.

793.94/ 
14680

FRG
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Tokyo
From t)QtE.^ February

Mr. Tsurumi, of the Foreign Affairs Section, Budget
Committee of the Lower House, in yesterday’s session stated CD 

Ci that the relations with the United States and Great Britain » 
CD 

represent a problem uppermost in the minds of the Japanese
people. He inquired whether it was not incorrect to con- —

-b elude at the present time that there exists common and O')
CO identic action on the part of the United States and Great —.

Britain; and asked whether they might not, following 
changes in the situation, act in perfect concert. Mr. 
Tsurumi is reported to represent a group favoring ’’peace 
diplomacy" toward the United States and "strong diplomacy" 
toward Great Britain.

\VatV\xv o
Our translation of Mr. Arita*3 reply as reported in 

the press this morning follows: ”As you are aware,MÉKe 
attitudes taken by the United States and Great Britain'”** 
toward problems in China since the outbreak of the inc iàént^

~ E "n 
have not always been identical. Recently with regard to * 'x, Ti 

certain 0
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FS 2-No. 82, February 9, 7 p,m. from Tokyo

certain problems, both countries have sent to this govern
ment notes, the contents of which were practically identi
cal, and the Ambassadors of both countries have made 
similar oral representations to the Japanese Government. 
However, as Mr. Tsurumi has said, I too believe that it 
cannot be said that the relationships, et cetera, of the 
interests in East Asia of the United States and England 
are always entirely identical. Accordingly, insofar as 
their interests are identical it is, of course, not 
impossible to imagine that they will take similar action. 
However, the statement is often made that the representa
tives of these countries are not nectssarily taking identic 
action as a result of consultations between the two 
countries•

If my memory is not at fault, there was a newspaper 
despatch from Paris early this year at the time France 
sent a note practically identical with the American and 
British notes which attributed to authoritative circles in 
the French Government the statement that although the pur
port of the note was identical with the American and Bri
tish note it was definitely not sent as a result of 
consultations with America and Great Britain—it merely 
happened to be the same. This was the statement appear
ing in the newspapers anà I believe that such may be the 
case, Nevertheless^ we believe that whether the United

States,
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States, Great Britain and France with regard to these 
problems, take action after mutual consultations, or 
whether even if such consultations, they happen to take 
actions which bring about similar results, it does not 
represent a situation w1 ich might be viewed with any 
particular seriousness by Japan."

PEG GREW
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Vt’SOJM ÎAX SOOETY

SUITE

ITKTÎ'TKO STAT»
INCORPORATED Cr 

(NON-PROFIT AND NON-PARTISAN) 4 
For the propagation and delense of straight, Loyal Amer 

, v mÇUTIVE OFFICES
444, pOUÇÎLAS èUILDING^/257 S. SPRING

<y. ' R?C’j.¥A*ity ’&•

Cordell Hull 
taT,y of State 

V’a s hi n g t o n D. C.

;on.

. b'V.'S'fjiV ■
C<^S '

r. Kilsoo Haan, 
League, who -wa.s

My Dear Hr. Hull : - 
On February 6th., 1"79, 
the Pino-Korean Deoole’s 
stand, officially in the emnloy of the Japanese masters 
and later in defense of his own oppressed neonle 
years a resident of Hawaii, will leave this city 
see you in ’"ashington, by appointment. ■

canism

ST., yOS

DiViSI
- 4

L '3 1939 $
en ting 

sorne \ I under-
of Korea 

encl for some 
on his way to

because of the attitude of the American Defense Society and or 
nlnne+nryan -toward such problems as that Presented by Janan and 
its definite and well known aspirations to dominate the Pacific 
area, and the unquestionable danger that if we are not aware of 
all the facts we might suffer serious consequences as a. result, 
I have made it my business to become acquainted'with Mr. Haan. He 
claims to have been personally acquainted in Hawaii with Alexander 
Hume Ford, of the Pan-Pacific Union, and with Lorrin Andrews, at 
that time the Attorney-General of the Territory, both of whom are 
members with us.

04

<D

I have heard hir. talk twice before public audiences. In one 
instance the C&’nese Consul was present on the nlatform thus giving 
him Chinese official recognition, and a program was presented by 
the local Korean group of highly respected residents of our city. 
On the other occasion he addressed a group of colored women, largely 

and other definitely loyal Americans, 
the

0) 
co 
M

wives of professional
This second opportunity to hear him was arranged for by 
American Defense Society.

In my opinion, backed by a personal acquaintance with the 
including Korea and its history, I incline to the opinion 
Mr. Haan deserves special consideration and should be given as 
much time as can be alloted to him. You may then think, as I don,iv 
that he should meet the President and present his facts before 
nrooer Coirr.it tee needing to have the information, or to hearjfrom 
an educated, English sneaking Korean, the viewpoint of his $goi * 
concerning the outlook in the Far Fast, and the local dangefto 
situation caused by Japanese propagandists in Los Angeles.

Again assuring you of our willingness to be of serv

Orient

THU AMERICAN DEFENSE SOCIETY 
And PLANETARYAN 

THE AMERICAN DEFENSE SOCIETY is committed to a program of education in A 
nism, Nazism, Fascism, and all subversive influences out of public affairs and office, s 
stitutional republic may endure and prosper. This program has 
attempts have been made to harrass our leaders, whose nam 
publishing their names. Enquiries will only be recognized 
Building, Third and Spring Sts. VAndike 9344.

D”. Nathaniel

*S
T|t?Oi 

cc

oüfced the bitter
wer

addre

, and to drive Commit 
s'free democracy in a con- 

rtain sections. Consequently 
e have therefore desisted from 

, Mr. Rex I. McCreery, 444 Douglas

TJ 
0

£
V,

» *
-k Ah.. •»

yr. I f
I» t Y*11 ' 
»..* ...y

Coirr.it
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“Address F^eply to* Planetaryan

NATHANIEL ABRAHAM DAVIS

MEMO

My dear Mr. Hull:-

I am enclosing a cony of one of our American 

Defense Society Song Sheets.

I have taken this liberty because I am well 

aware of your fine understanding of problems 

we are attempting to solve.

We realise the fact that no popular movement has 

ever been notably successful., unlesi expressed 

in songs that have thrilled the singers.

Therefore we are endavoring to meet this need. 

This particular group of verses hannen to be 

part of my own contribution to this program.

You will notice, marked on page 9, a

PAN-AMERICAN SONG

Music will be published in connection with it 

and if it goes over it will be translated into 

French, Portugese and Spanish.

Do you annrove of the idea ? a yK

tf.'y co: !y yours,

Dr. Nathanâ 
1947 W.5tlp 
Los Angeles

Davis
St.
...California
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SONG SUPPLEMENT NUMBER ONE

WITHIN THE U.S.A.
By NATHANIEL A. DAVIS 

Sung to Special Music

We want no Red Dictators, 
We want no Fascist Traitors, 
No Nazi Agitators. 
Within the U.S.A.
No "Shirts," no Ku Klux Klanners, 
Nor any with their manners 
To march beneath our banners 
Within the U b a.

No place have we for haters, 
For bitter, wild, debaters, 
For Uncle Sam beraters 
Within the U.S.A.
No rats who do not like us, 
No foes who long to strike us, 
No spies who want to spike us, 
Within the U.S.A.

If any sort of treason 
Unbalances your reason, 
Take this advice, in season, 
Get out, get out, and STAY.
If this land does not suit you, 
Well, let your own sort loot you, 
Or beat you up or shoot you, 
But, leave the U.S.A.

Then, when you've had your licking, 
If still alive and kicking, 
And, through with on us picking, 
You love the U.S.A.
We make no promise, no sir,
But if you prove that's so sir, 
We'll, may be, let you go sir 
Back to the U.S.A.

CHORUS:
Within the U.S.A.
Within the U.S.A.
We want true men, no others,
As citizens and brothers,

PAN-AMERICAN SONG
I By Nathaniel A. Davis
I HAIL THE AMERICAS! Hail, all hail!
I Free as the winds are free,

* Swept by the blasts of a stormy gale 
I Or laved by a calm blue sea.
J Two Continents, yet, in heart-beats ONE, 
| Sharing one holy name 

As we to all, beneath Earth's sun, 
• Our brotherhood proclaim.

Our fathers came from many a race, 
And many a distant land, 
That they might find this better place 
Upon this sacred strand.
No old-world lords in old-world roles 
Shall fill our souls with fear; 
No alien tyrants bind our souls, 
Or plague our children here.
Adamant, as our mountains are, 
Shall be our pacts maintained; 
Our banners, like a guiding star, 
Pledge all that we have gained. 
By every symbol we display, 
Within each sovereign State, 
We swear to hold, from day to day, 
Our freedom, firm as Fate.
REFRAIN
Twenty-one, but yet as ONE 
We guard earth, air, and sea, 
To keep that pact, unchanged, intact, 
AMERICAN and FREE.

AMERICA
By NATHANIEL A. DAVIS

Sung to “My Maryland" 
American Defense Society

Theme Song
America! Upon my heart
I place my hand, and by that sign
I pledge allegiance to thy cause, 
I pledge obedience to thy laws. 
America! America!
Protecting me, protecting mine.

America! America! America! America

America! Thy Flag I see
And, as I see that Flag, I stand 
While I salute that Banner bright, 
My only liege, my only land, 
America’ America’
Symbol of freedom, strength, and righL
America! America! America! America! Qh THOy whose perlect wisdom
America! Again I pledge,
Before the living and the dead, 
Before the Father of us all
To whom we pray, on whom we call, 
America! America!

OUR AMERICA 
By NATHANIEL A. DAVIS

Sung to “Aurelia'
We came across the oceans 
From many a distant clime, 
From countries whose traditions 
Are old as man and time, 
Because hope stirred within us 
That all we heard was true, 

> Expecting, in this haven, 
• To start our lives anew.

We left our old traditions 
Of sophistries and pride, 
Our bigotries and hatreds, 
Beyond the Great Divide. 
Sprung from a myriad races, 
We came that we might be 

X American in spirit,
One people, brave and free.

Your fathers are my fathers, 
Oh brethren of my heart! 
In all your ancient glories 
I claim and hold a part.
Yet, this, MY ONLY COUNTRY, 
I own in peace and strife, 
To serve with true devotion 
And all the strength of life.

Let no one dare divide us.
ONE PEOPLE . . . ONLY ONE 
Throughout this hallowed UNION 
From rise to setting sun.
One blest, star-spangled banner, 
UNHYPHENATED NAME, 
One heart, one soul, one spirit, 
One everlasting flame.

Makes ONE the sons of men, 
Protect and guide and bless us 
And haste that moment when, 
All hates and malice vanished 
From underneath the sun,

Clean, loyal, straight, no others, 
Within the U.S.A.

My loyalty till life has fled.
America! America! America! America!

Mankind shall all, united, 
In peace abide as ONE.
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THE AMERICAN DEFENSE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES. INCORPORATED 
Suite 444, Douglas Building, 257 S. Spring St., 

Los Angeles, California Telephone VAndike 9344
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J

for the United States of America.
CHARTER OF OUR RIGHTS

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA

We, the people of the United States, in order to form 
a more perfect union, establish justice, insure tranquil
ity, provide for the common defense, promote the gen
eral welfare and secure the blessings of liberty to our
selves and our posterity do ordain and establish this 
CONSTITUTION

THE
Sung to "Lancashire," commonly known as 

"Jerusalem the Golden"
Brave words are these, my brethren, . 
But not more brave than right. 
Born in an hour of triumph, 
Reflecting conscious might. 
The glories of the ages 
Gave us this guiding light 
To hold, which, we, the people, 
Must guard both day and night. 
For 1 
For 
For I 
That 
Might dare to mar our freedom 
Or 
Or 
Of 
By 
By 
By 
In

this we crossed the oceans.
this our fields were sown,
this our lives were given.

t no dictator's throne

take from us our own, 
reap the golden harvest 
all that we have grown, 
every blow for freedom, 
all our holy dead, 
all the ways of progress 
which we have been led, 

We vow to keep untarnished 
That 
And 
With 
This 
Must 
Of that which makes this nation 
Out-rival all the rest 
America, the peerless, 
Of all earth's lands the best, 
By all mankind respected, 
By man and heaven blest. 
That ye may stand together 
Forever in this way, 
Your faith, your trust, your passion, 
We pledge again today; 
And no one can stand with us 
Who dares to answer NAY; 
While those alone are worthy 
Who to our call say YEA.

wfiïch our Fathers said, 
never fail nor falter 
them that path to tread, 
sacred Constitution 
ever be the test

The entire contents of The Torch, Copyrighted, 1939 
By Nathaniel A. Davis, All Rights reserved

Read and study the song poems published in this issue of the Torch. Audiences appreciate them. Ask to 
have them sung before any group of which you may happen to be a leader or a member. Phil Gatch, our 
song leader, and his quartet are wonderful. Think this suggestion over. They are ready to serve you.
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Division 
FAR EASIER# AFFAIRS j f ’ 
fEB 4-1939
department of State

February 2, 1939.

My dear Mr. Davisî

By direction of Secretary Hull, I wish to 

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of January 

twenty-fifth, In which you state that Mr. Kllsoo 

Haan, representing the Sino-Korean People’s League, 

Is about to visit Washington to see the Secretary
<0by appointment and request that Mr. Haan be given
• 

as much time as possible in order to present hie (Q
4s. 

views concerning the situation In the Far East. v.
There would seem to be some misunderstanding 4.

O) 
regarding Mr. Haan's appointment to see the Secre- qj

N) 
tary, since no record has been found here regarding 

such an engagement. I may add that, because of the 

pressure of the many emergency problems with which 

the Secretary has to deal at this critical time, he

has

..Wifi 
Mr. Nathaniel A. Davis,.................................................................................................iaaa

American Defense Society of the
United States, Incorporated,

257 South Spring Street, -q
Los Angeles, California. \

T
G>
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has found It necessary to limit his appointments to a 

minimum for the time being. In these circumstances, It 

Is suggested that when Mr. Haan arrives In Washington 

he might care to call at the Division of Far Eastern 

Affairs and an officer of that Division will be pleased 

to receive him.

Sincerely yours, 
C. W. Gray

C. W. Gray, 
Office of the Secretary

FE:EGC:HES 
2-1

S CWG:HHR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR __________ _
This telegram must be Tokyo
clos Ely paraphrased be-
forE bElng communicated From Dated FEbruary 10, 1939 
to anyone» (br)/&. (C)

/ ' Z? nEc'd 11:25 a.m.

Secretary of Stat^^'^2)

Z°/> F4A ^ST£R Zff4lfis /
Washington. / f 1 0

'ilX?ent *
83, FEbruary 10, 5 p.m,

It is officially announcEd that at 3 o’clock this 

morning the Japanese navy and army landed troops and 

occupied the Island of Hainan. A statement issued later 

by the Foreign Office spokesman says that the action 

does not violate the Franco-Japanese agreement of 1907 

but beyond declaring that the operations are for the 

purpose of exterminating thE Chinese military forces 

on the island the statement contains no explanation 

relating to future policy in connection with the 

occupation.

Although the Japanese have for some time been in 

possession of the island of Waichow from which base A; 
$ 

the routes leading into China from Indo-China can be 3 J 

reached by aircraft without difficulty while traffic 

can be controlled in the Gulf of Tongking, the occupation 

of Hainan is of greater tactical and strategic importance

in

ft
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in connection with the present conflict and, if 

converted into a well Equipped naval and air base, 

this island will dominate the whole coast of the mainland 

between Hong Kong and the southern tip of the Indo-China 

peninsula. Its holders can check all traffic into and out 

of Hanoi if a blockade were desired and possession of it 

by the Japanese would have a great effect on the matter 

of control of the South China Sea between the mainland and 

the island of Luzon as well as limiting the sphere 

dominated by Singapore.

A further possible consideration is the relation 

which the occupation of Hainan may have on the Japanese 

southward advance policy.

In examining the political aspects of the occupation 

of Hainan this action while it may be an exaggeration 

to look upon it as a direct reply to the American, British 

and French notes of October and November last, can be 

considered as a perfectly sure indication of the 

indifference with which the Japanese regard the recent 

rumors of Anglo-American joint action against Japan.

My French colleague has merely informed his Government 

of the announcement and will take no action unless 

instructed.

GREW

CSB
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A telegram (no. 83) of February io, 1939, from the 
American Ambassador at Tokyo reads substantially as 
follove:

At 3i00 a.m. on February 10 troops were landed and 
Hainan Island was occupied by the Japanese navy and 
array, accordinp to an official announcement. The French 
Ambassador In Tokyo has simply informed the French Gw 
erm ent of the announcement and unless otherwise in
structed will take no action. Subsequent to the official 
announcement of the occupation the spokesman of the Japa
nese Foreign Of floe issued a. statement to the effect that 
thia action is not a violation of the agreement of 190? 
between Japan and France. The statement also declares 
that annihilation of the Chinese military forces in 
Hainan is the reason for the operations but it contains 
no further explanation in regard to what is planned for 
the future in connection with the occupation of the 

island.
Although it may be an exaggeration to regard the 

occupation of Hainan, in considering the political 
aspects thereof, as a direct answer to the notes pre
sented to the Japanese Government in October and November 
of 1938 by the American, British, and French Governments,

this
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this action can be looked upon as definitely showin? 

Japanese indifference to the rumors which have been 

beard recently of joint action against Japan by the 

United States and Great Britain.

«1 th the Island of '«aichcw, whloh has been in 

Japanese poesession for some time, as a base aircraft 

can easily reach the routes leading from Indochina in*° 

China and traffic in the Gulf of Tongklng can be con

trolled. However, In conneetion with the present 

hostilities, the occupation of Hainan is of more im

portance strategically and taotioally. If a blockade 

is desired those holding Hainan can stop all traffic to 

and from Hanoi, The sphere controlled by Singapore 

would be limited and the matter of control of the South 

Chin». Sea between the Island of Luson in the Philip

pine® and the mainland of Asia would be greatly affected 

by Japanese possession of Hainan. The entire coast of 

the mainland of Asia between the southern tip of the 

Indochina peninsula and Hong Kong will be dominated by 

this island if it le made into a well equipped air and 

naval base. The relation which the oocucation of the 

island may bear to the southward advance policy of 

Japan is also a possible considérâtion.

793.94/14683

FE : Chris tenson :HES 
2-15
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3. Japan.

a. Tientsin. Japanese activities of 

greatest Interest to Americans and other foreigners 

wore the restrictions imposed by the Japanese mili

tary authorities on the borders of the reach end 

British concessions in Tientsin described under 

"Greet Britain", herein*

Measures taken by the Japanese in the Third 

Bpeelal Area, allegedly for the suppression of sub

versive Chinese elements caused a very considerable 

Inconvenience to American interests, particularly the 

Gtandard-Tacuwa Oil Company and the Toxa® Company 

whose installations are situated in that area* Very 

large quantities of Japanese military supplies are 

stored in that area and during the past three months 

a considerable number of fires have occurred in these 

stores, which fires the Japanese military are report

ed to claim were of Incendiary origin* On thia ac

count the Japanese military have from time to time 

prohibited all access to the Third Special Area and 

throughout December limited traffic in the area to 

tli© main north and south road sad one other street 

loading from thia road toward the French barracks 

and on these road» restricted all traffic to daylight 

hours and placed very considerable handicaps on ©ven 
this
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this limited traffic such as requiring that all 

trucks or motoroars be neoonpanled by a Japanese 

and requiring thnt Americana moving on the road be 

In possession of Japanese military passes, which 

were unobtainable,

b. Japanese Troon dements, Reports 

were current In usually well-informed circles in 

Tientsin during the month of considerable Japanese 

troop movement» through Tientsin toward !ianchuria. 

It is impossible definitely to confins or disprove 

these reports on account of the secrecy maintained 

by the Japanese military. Certain foreign quarters 

who are usually well-informed, stated that more than 

20,000 Japanese troops arrived In Tientsin by the 

Tlentsln-Pukow Railway during the first two weeks of 

December and apparently stayed la this area. This 

doos not sewn probable, however, as these troops 

wore definitely not in evidence here and it would be 

difficult to conceal the presence of so many troops 

for any considerable period. It seems probable that 

a largo number of Japanese troops wore transferred 

from north China to Manchuria during December but 

their ultimate destination Is unknown,

e. Cagpalgn Against Guerrillas. Japan

ese military reporta published in the local newspapers 

claimed considerable successes against Chinese guerrll 

las in Hopei, Shantung and chansi. An American who 

followed in the track of the Japanese troops who were 

operating
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operating against the Chin®©» partisans on the Hopel- 

Shantung border to the west of Tehohow, reported that 

the Japanese operating In this area apparently ac

complished very little other than arousing the hatred 

of the Chinese and burning a considerable amber of 

Chinese houses. At only one point were the Japanese 

opposed by the Chinese nilltary and at this place the 

Japanese losses in killed and wounded ware apparently 

equal to, if not greater than, those of the Chinese.

An American resident of -hansi who is in a position 

to be conversant with such matters stated that in his 

opinion the Japanese were making little headway in the 

pacification of that province end no headway whatever 

in winning the goodwill of the Chinese inhabitant». 

His opinion In this regard was based on contemporary 

reports from all parts of the province with the except

ion of a small section of Horth Chanel. With regard 

to the constantly repeated reports from Japanese 

sources of an imminent attack on shenal province, he 

stated that the Japanese apparently did not have suf

ficient forces in Shansi to make such an attack and 

at the same time maintain their position in Shansi 

province.
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*• lapant
*• ionraoo à»ti-suerrIlla Campaign;

The leeal press continued to carry frequent detailed 
aeeount» of Japanese suceossss in the field of 

suppression, end while no Importent progress was Made in 
extending the authority in shantung of the Peiping regime 

on any permanent basis, si nee towns wore evacuated by the 

Japanese almost ae often as ©coupled by then, the Japanese 

are known to have not with no little success in the cap

ture and confiscation of fire aras so vital to a continuance 
of guerrilla activities. Furthermore, with the advent of 

cold weather, turncoats in the guerrilla ranks appear to 

have become more numerous.

It appears that once armed guerrilla bands declare 

allegiance to the new government they are permitted to 

retain their aras and pillage the country side. Thus an 
American in Tenghsien (4^ )» Shantung, wrote on Decem

ber £4t
"six hundred guerrillas were accepted by the 

Japanese as co-patrlots last week and sent back to
J8> 

1. Copies will be transmitted as soon as they can bo préparai
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their old haunt* araed «• they formerly were and, 
it is said, without soldlore* pey.”
fumer bandit«-supproaaion troops of han Ifu-ehu, 

BUMbering about 3,000 aad oowaandsd, as before, by 

lie <Teo»t*lng ( ^0» «re aw •eoeyomtlng" «iih
the Japanese, These dleaffoetod troops engaged In 
open robbery In the vleinity of ïsialag ( )
during Ooeenber, with the taelt approval of the Japanese 

garrison in oooupation of that plaee, and levied foes 
for ^jjrotaotion’’ on all business establishments, inelud- 
ing the Chiasse agent far the standard Vacuum oil Company. 
Among their robbery vie ties was a Chinese grain nerebant 
and dairyman, whose business premlsoo are owned by the 

American Presbyterian Mission, Twining,1 Those sene 

troops attempted to loot TUngp*ing )• northwest 
of Twining, during the month, but the local militia 
sueeesafully defended ths city against their attack,

1. the (tons uiaie was not raws a tai to iako any aeilen in 
connoetloa with this entry Mito Ameriean properly and the 
eonnlaslen of arnod robbery therein by Chinese troops for 
the sots of whieh it eonstdera Mm Jape esse responsible, 
possibly because the Mission authorities are aware that 
there enlats no legal authority for the use of Mission 
property in the interior for commercial purposes.

kvem in the fans of successive Japanese viator low 
and the untold hardships which they have boon forced to 

undergo as a result of the present oonfllet, tile Chinese 
uaMos in thin area are doternlnsd to resist, and Many 
appear confident of the ultimsto outcome, Howe of the 
American ant British loans to China should therefore bo 
onooursging, That they earn put up little Military 
reaistanee la true, but by passive resistance, sabotage 
aad arson they hope to prolong the struggle and to prevent
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the Japanese froc reaping • Urge WMMdi harvest fron 
the occupied territory. Indicative of the general 
feeling 1* the following enoorpt from a letter addressed 
te the Consulate en Deoenber 26 by an Auericsn resident 
of teihsion ( )*

*Tha people are determined to resist the 
Japanese, even to putting up with sone of ths 
guerrillas. They know they are bad but will 
pass on sone day, while the Japanese will not 
pass on. ao it is fight to We last as far as 
the Chinese nasses axe ooncamed. 1 go net 
taro to use ay ear even the the road to Changi 
is supposed to be repaired, as anytime the 
Japanese leave it will bo tern up again.*

4. 4hlh Yh»aani
àhlh Yu-san ( ) is reliably reported to

have resolved roenfor sonants and aras and ammunition 

frac Anhui, asking bin the nest powerful Coamander in 
Shantung opposing We Japanese, ho is understood to 

have been in the vicinity it Mate! ( ) and laiwu
)» in central shantung, with an amy 40,000 

non, until We latter place was attacked by the Japanese 
on Pooenber 12th, after which ho is said to have retreated 
northward, possibly, it wen thought, to Join forces with 

Shan Buag»lleh ( ^*î>» (forner Mayor of Tslagtao
end the preseat Central Oovornuent appointee as Oevemer 
of Shantung) norite of the Tsingtao-Tsinan Milway. It was 
subsequently reported and given credence in local Chinese 
elrcloa that Shih had been appointed Chaiman of Chahar, 
and that he had reached Kihalen (J|, ), Hopei, on

Beoonbor 80th, *d route to his new post.
o. liahth Mute drnri

Units of the Oth Mute Amy are reported to have boon 
active in carrying on propaganda work end to have undo an 
abortive attack an laiwu ) on Doecebor BBth.
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- ' Il. RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.

(a) China.
,,’VX 1. Military Operations.

aA
' Military operations during the month of December were

generally devoted to quiet consolidation of the territory occupied 
by the Japanese forces and attempts to pacify guerrilla bands.

___________________________ _____________________________________  In
* Embassy’s despatch No. 3536, December 22, 1938. .4* Tiiese representations were reported by the following despatches 

which are listed in the same order as the above American 
representations: Nos. 1135. December 6; 1136, December 8;
1140, December 10; 1151, December 10, 1142, December 10; 1145, 
December 12; 1149, December 20; 1152, December 29, 1938.
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In the regions of South Shansi and North Honor., various 

encounters were reported with the Chinese forces and some 

fighting in the mountains in those regions was indicated. In 

general, however, the military situation in Shansi and Honan 

seemed to he as unsettled as ever.

In the Wuhan area there were no engagements or troop move

ments of any importance. Some operations were carried out on 

the north brnk of the Yangtze in the foothills of the Tapieh 

Mountains around Macheng in an attempt to eliminate the remnants 

of the Chinese forces in that area. It was generally quiet in 

the vicinity of Yochow and the Japanese gave no indication of 

any intention to attack.

In South China after the finish of the campaign on the 

Kowloon Peninsula in November, the Japanese directed their 

attention to the delta of the West River south of Canton. The 

renewed reports from Chungking concerning the opening of a 

campaign to retake Canton were not followed by any active 

undertakings on the part of the Chinese. The military situation 

around Canton during the month of December was only slightly, if 

at all, changed. There were sone indications that the Chinese 

were fearful of an attack on the Indo-China supply route from 

landings near pakhoi or in Kwangchow Bey. There were also some 

indications that the Japanese in the event of a renewal of the 

positive campaign in South China might take Hainan Island. Along 

with the general lull in major operations there occurred a 

redoubling of the Japanese efforts against the guerrillas in 

the occupied area. Those operations were only dealt with in a 

fragmentary nature in the Japanese press and it is therefore 

difficult to accurately evaluate the extent of guerrilla opera

tions .

The
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The air force of the Army in North China devoted its 

activities principally to operations against the communist 

troops cressing the Yellow.River in North Shensi near Hoku and 

Paoueh. Some raids were also mode against the guerrilla forces 

near Tientsin and at jshiu in southern Shantung.

In Central China bombing operations in support of ground 

forces were carried out against Chinese forces to the south and 

west of Lake Tungting. Operations in South China were actively 

carried out in support of the ’’mopping up’’ operations in the delta 

west of the river and near the mouth of the East River. The 

Canton-Hankow- Railway was also raided at several points in 

Kwangtung.

In genera], the operations during the month of December 

indicated that the Japanese are now settling down into winter 

quarters with no further plans for an early extension of their 

holdings in military operations.* *

’’ General
* This section prepared with the assistance of the Military’ 
Attache’s office.

(2) General Relations.

On December 27 the CHUGAI SEOGYO newspaper published a 

rather long editorial on the departure of Mr. Wang Ching-wei 

from Chungking and his arrival at Hanoi. The editorial stated 

that while nothing definite was known at the time about the 

reasons for his desertion of the Chinese capital, it was obvious 

that he had broken with the present Chiang Kai-shek regime 

and was not entirely in sympathy with the policies being followed 

by that regime, The editorial seemed to express belief that 

Wang's departure indicated a further strengthening of the 

Communist position within the Nationalist Government and emphasized 

that the consequences of Mr. Wang's departure were to be watched 

with considerable interest.
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General spéculation was («rcisjâ whon, on December 29Mr. 

Wang’s statement advueating peace with japan based upon the 

principles set forth in Prince Emcycig statement of December 

22 was published. In view of th? pcseporement of the Premier's 

statement, it is quite possible t.-t the timing of these two 

statements may have been carefully planned. However, up to the 

end of the period under review there had been no concrete develop

ments resulting from this display of desire for peace on the part 

of a former prominent member of the Kuomintang party.

Relations with the occupied areas of China continued to be 

dominated by military activities and little or no progress was made 

towards the establishment or strengthening of new regimes in these 

areas. Lute in November the Cabinet announced that it had decided 

upon a fundamental policy for regulating Sino-Japanese relations 

in connection with construction of a new order in East Asia.*  This 

was followed by a secret conference in the presence of the Emperor 

at which time the Cabinet’s policies were reportedly approved. 

Public announcement of these basic policies was to have been made 

by the Premier in a speech at Osaka on December ?.!_ Owing to 

"ill health", the premier was unable to go tn Osaka and it was 

announced that the declaration was indefinitely postponed. On 

December 22 Prince Konoe issued an important statement embodying 

the conditions which Japan asserts that she demands of Chinn. 

(This statement is covered in another section of this report). 

Information received by the Embassy would indicate that the 

conference in the presence of the Emperor hud to do at least 
partially with efforts to establish a new regime in China.**  

It is believed that this regime was to have been headed by 

■Vn pei-fu. His refusal, however, blocked such plans as may have
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existed and the present plan seems to be for a loosely federated 

form of Government in Chinn, and the setting up of a single 

Government is not imminently expected.*

The china promotion Board was organized and began its 

activities on December 16.** This Board is to have the direction 

of all activities in China with the obvious exception of those 

of a military nature. On December 22 Mr. Otani, President of 

the North China Development Company stated on his return to 

Japan that the affairs of his Company in North China were pro

gressing satisfactorily and that he hoped in the fairly near 

future to establish the North China Communications Company, which 

is to be one of the most important subsidiary companies. It 

was announced on December 20th that the Cabinet Planning Board 

had completed the preparation of a comprehensive five-year 

industrial plan for Japan, "Manchukuo" and China. This was 

later announced as a three-year plan requiring a fund of some 

13 billion yen.
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60, February 7 3 p.m
(GRAY) One. The Japanese military recently sponsored

a trip by air to Taiyuan for the foreign
pondents in Peiping, the major object
form the correspondents with progress
in and around Taiyuan

Two. The Japanese claimed to be

prres corres
of
in

which was to in
industrialization

operating, or are
almost ready to operate, 42 industrial plants in that part
of Shansi, including 6 spinning mills, 12 flour mills, 4
coal mines, 2 iron works 10 electric light plants, 2 paper
mills, 1 tannery, 3 match factories, 2 powder mills, 1 brick
kiln, et cetera

Three. Operation of plants is almost entirely in the
hands of Japanese military although number
experts have been brought from Japan. The

of technical 
output of-the

going plants is diverted in the first instance to the use
of the Japanese military and surplus sold fop private usa^e 

Four. In addition to making the Japanese military
largely self supporting (in cotton goods, paper, bpicks

793.94/14687
 

F/FG

flour
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FS 2-No. 60, February 7, 3 p.m. from Peiping

flour, et cetera) a profit is being realized. It is stated 
that profit of about 3 million yen has already been made. 
(END GRAY).

Five. It is stated that the Chinese have invested in 
these industries but the Chinese Investment is probably 
inforced donation of their interest in these plants.

Six. While the unprejudiced foreign correspondents 
recognized typical Japanese propaganda in many of the state
ments made to them they observed a goodly amount of indus- 

\ trial activity which will be of material assistance to the
Japanese armed forces in that area. However, it is commented 
that the continued financial success of these enterprises 
is problematical as announced jjrofi^s are based on large

<\ amounts of confiscated which may not be available in
the future.

Seven. Repeated to Chungking. By mail to Tokyo, 
Shanghai, Tientsin.

RR.-CSB LOCKHART
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Confidential ..
-------------------------- ■

paraphrase

A telegram (no. 60) of February 7, 1939 from the 

American Embassy at Peiping reads substantially as follows: 

The Japanese military recently sponsored a trip by 

air to Taiyuan for the foreign press correspondents In 

Peiping, the major object of which was to infora the 

correspondents with progress In Industrialization In and 

around Taiyuan.

The Japanese claimed to be operating, or are almost 

ready to operate, 42 Industrial plants in that part of 

Shansi, including 6 spinning mills, 12 flour mills, 4 

coal mines, 2 Iron works, 10 electric light plants, 2 paper 

mills, 1 tannery, 3 match factories, 2 powder mills, 1 

brick kiln, et cetera. Although the Chinese are said to 

have invested in these Industries it Is probable that 

their Investment consists of forced donations of their 

interests in the industries.

Operation of plants is almost entirely In the hands 

of Japanese military although number of technical experts 

have been brought from Japan. The output of the going? 

plants is diverted In the first instance to the use of the 

Japanese military and surplus sold for private usage.

In addition to making the Japanese military largely 

self supporting (In cotton goods, paper, bricks, flour, 

et cetera)
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et cetera) a profit Is being realized, it is stated 
that profit of about 3 million yen has already been nade.

As announced profits are based on huge quantities of 
raw aaterials which were conf located and which in the 
future it nay not be possible to obtain, comment is mdo 
to tho effect that how long these enterprises will continue 
to be financially successful is problematical. In may of 
the statemnts made to the» the unprejudiced foreign press 
correspondents recognised propaganda which was typically 
Japanese in character. However, they saw a considerable 
estant of Industrial activity which will aid th» Japanese 
arraed forces in the Taiyuan area mterially*

793.94/14679

FE!WI,:HJN 
2/9/39
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1. Japan.
(a) Japanese Military Operations In hMoiKtunK* i

During December Japanese military forces In Kwungtung 

appeared to be concentrating chiefly upon the consolidation 

of their positions In the vicinity of Canton and along the 

Pearl Hiver, apparently finding it unnecessary to maintain 

a line of communications across eastern Kwangtung after 

the Pearl River was made navigable, the Japanese withdrew 

from the Bias Bay and salchow ureas to the vicinity of 

Tsengshlng about forty miles east of Canton.

They are reported also to have withdrawn th«<ir troops 
from the Canton-Kowloon railway south of Bheklung (^iti), 

which, at the end of the month, was occupied by the Chinese. 

From twenty to thirty miles north of Canton, Japanese lines 

extend westward from a point somewhat south of Taungfttf 
to the Canton-Eankow railway. Tsungfa and Fayuan(/?ù$|c), 

both north of Canton, were reoccupied by Chinese. To the 

west, Fatshan , Samehui and Kowkong (AjjX)

are held by Japanese troops. The surrounding countryside, 

however, and territory to the south of these towns,Including 

Kongmoon (/J-^), remln In the possession of the Chinese. 

South of Canton, in the delta region, Chinese Irregulars 

are in control, and the Japanese are believed only to have 

^Telegram of December 9, 6 p.m.} Despatch Eo'. 4 of December 
30 to the Department (Felplng, Chungking).
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landed store from time to time and to have ahalled

villages from the rixer. Information rwcoived early fai 

December indicated that there were five divisions of * sp

an» tie troops in the Canton area.

(b) Continued Japanese Aerial Operations in tiouth China: 

Japanese air-craft continued to raid areas in northern 

and western Kwangtung and the Principal cities of Kwangsi 

during December. It i® reported that particularly severe 

reids on Kweilin on the 24th and 29th, followed by fire, 

resulted in the destruction not only of mission property 

previously referrod to but also of large arene of the city, 

however, no further details of the damage caused by these 

attacks arc yet available.

(c) Visit to Canton of Japanese Imperial Messenger*

a Japanese "Imperial Messenger" visited Canton during 

the month. Although no announconent of the reason for hit 

visit was made, it is believed that ho, a member of the 

Japanese Imperial household, conveyed greetings from the 

Ihnperor to troops In Canton and vicinity.

^«tabllsliment OX. 
liaintenance Comission in Ganton"* ;

On December 20th, a "Kw&ngtung Peace Naintenanoe 

Commission" (J|) was established under 

Japanese auspices as the nominal civil government of Canton 

to succeed the "Preparatory Committee" formed in November. 

The new "Comission", which was inaugurated st a ceremony 

in the Sun Yut Sen Memorial Hall, attended by about five 

thousand

♦Telegram of December 21, 3 p.m.; Despatch No. 3 of Deoenber 
29, 1938.
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S thousand Chinese of the poorer classes, Is to consist of

ten members, seven of whom, obscure political figures, 

have been appointed. Divided into seven bureaus for 

administrative purposes, it is to have jurisdiction only 

Ln the city of dunton and not in other portions of K wang

ling îrovinoa. However, by the end of the month, the 

" Comission" had tot participated actively in the govern

ment of the city, Which remained under Japanese military 

rule.
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aEKVIGfc. ADMINS

- Hong Kong via N.R

r r

Washington

50, February 12, 8a

et* FROM^a^E<^ PEbru^ry 12^ 1939 
Rec’d. 5

ÜEPA«TM8NT GF

Secretary of State
/

5. ///>
The Commissioner of Chinese Maritime Customs here tells

me that he has authoritative first hand information that three
Japanese cruisers on the morning of February 9th bombarded
Hoihow on Hainan Island with probable heavy damage to property
and life. He is somrvhat concerned for the safety of the
Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner df Maritime Customs
there, both Americans, and has so far been unable to get in 
t.onoh with them. The Commissioner^Iraff-Smith whose wife is

with him and the Assistant Commissioner is H, E, Jackson

793.94/ 14689

United States addresses unknown to this 
formation about these Americans will be

office. Further in«-
telegraphed if and

when obtainable. Our efforts to obtain news of the other
Americans on Hainan have been so far unsuccessful because
telegraphic communication is practically suspended and
Japanese Naval units have not permitted normal daily commer'
cial ships to make their usual calls on the way up from the
south to Hong Kong. The USS ALDEN is scheduled to leave
Hong Kong for Haiphong on February 13 and presumably would

be available
H; k
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2 — #50, February 12, 8 a. m» from. Hong Kong

be available to call at Hainan en route for purpose 
investigating safety Americans» Repeated to Chungking 
Peiping and Canton»

SOUTHARD

DDM 
EDA
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Washington,
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AMERICAN CONSUL ~
- . /n U 

HONG KONG * v *

/7
Your 50, February 12, 8

Hoi How. 7^-3-

If you have not already 
to A;he Commander ill Chiefof

a.m., in regard to

done so/please'repeat 

the United States 7
Asiatic Fleet/your tele gram 'undeiGef erence.'

FE: m 
OD

F3

s 

(?Q> 

O 
00

793.94/14689
 

F/FG

Enciphered by__________________________

Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________ , 19------ -------------------------------------------

D. o. R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. £. GOVERNMENT PRINTINS OFFICE
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EDA PLAIN

FROM CHUNGKING VIA N.R,

Secretary of State

Washington

98, February 12, noon.

Dated February 12, 1939

Following is semi-official CENTRAL DAILY NEWS ver

sion of reported replies of General Chiang Kai Shek to 

interrogatories of foreign correspondents at Chungking 

on February 11 in regard to Japanese invasion of Hainan 

Island "question: What is the intention of the Japa

nese in effecting a landing of their troops at Hainan

Island? Answer: In order to applicate the significance 

of the Japanese landing at Hainan Island and its reper

cussions, we should consider the question of the Pacific 
■ Hainan

ocean as whole, /Island is an important strategical

point between the Pacific ocean and the Indian ocean.

Should the enemy occupy the island, not only would 

communications between Hong Kong and Singapore and 

also between Singapore and Australia be interrupted, 

but also the security of the Philippine Islands and 

Indo-China would be threatened. This would be the 

beginning of Japan’s naval dominance on the Pacific ocean.

When

793•94/I 4690
 

p/FG
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EIDA - 2 - #95, February 12, noon from Chungking

When the Island has come under Japanese control, 
the Japanese navy would be able to make its influence 
felt in the Mediterranean S ea to cut the connection 
between the American and British Naval bases in Singa^ 
pore and Hawaii. Therefore the present Japanese move
ment at Hainan Island in reality is in the nature of 
a reply to the visit of the American warships to Singa
pore last year.

Question: Why is it that the Japanese landing at 
Hainan Island is considered a prelude to Japan’s attempt 
at the control of the Pacific ocean? Answer: We all 
know that Japan has in mind three important strategic 
points in the Pacific: Saghalien Island in the north, 
Hainan Island in the west and Guam in the Ëast. With 
a view to her complete naval domination of the Pacific, 
she has been keeping a covetous eye on all of the 
three bases. Should all these fall into her hands, 
both Hawaii and the Philippines would be as good as 
Japanese occupied territory. Having got possession of 
one-half of Saghalien Island, Japan is now trying to occu
py Hainan Island in the hope of frustrating any possible 
concerted action that might be taken by the British and 
American navies in the Pacific, If such a scheme goes 
on unchecked, Japan will next attempt to place herself

in
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in a position to control Guam. Eventually she would be 
able not only to hamper the westward movement of the 
American fleet, but also to cut the line of communication 
with the Philippines.

For the furtherance of her southward expansion and 
the dominance of the Pacific, Japan for thirty years has 
been scheming to build a strategic triangle out of the 
three islands. In 1936, when she provoked the Pakhoi 
incident, her intention was to use this as a preted 
to establish herself on Hainan Island. For fear of 
international complications she dared not go any further 
than this. Nov/ Japan, regardless of consequences, has 
invaded the Island. This move is the last desperate 
military attempt at the conquest of China if it is «not 
for the purpose of inciting a world war. After several 
decades of hesitation, what Japan is now doing is the 
most important event since the commencement of the 
Chinese-Japanese hostilities, but it is also the 
turning point in the history of the Pacific ocean. 
Japan has thus revealed her inordinate ambition. I 
do not see how thosE countries which have vital inter
ests in the Far East can watch with unconcern these 
dangerous developments. To the Japanese navy Hainan

Island
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Island is the first line of advance in the Pacific in 
the west as Guam Island is in the east.

Questiôn: Where then is the second line of 
advance? Smiling, the Generalissimo said that the 
people in Europe would be able to answer the question 
and that particularly the Americans well kpow the answer» 

Question: To what extent would the Japanese 
occupation of Hainan Island affect peace in the Far 
East? Answer: The attempt of the Japanese to occupy 
Hainan Island on February 10,may be considered a coun
terpart of their occupation of Mukden on September 18, 
1931» In other words, by attacking the Island Japan 
has created another Mukden* outrage in the Pacific. The 
effect from this is the same irrespective of the fac# 
that one was committed on the land and the other in the 
sea»

It may be recalled that during the Mukden outrage 
all the statemen of the world with the exception of 
Colonel Henry L» Stimson, then American Secretary of 
State, failed to give it serious consideration. This 
•enabled the Japanese to extend its scope of invasion 
continuously. Eight years have passed, and during that 
period, Japan has created for herself a dominating posi
tion in the Orient and has hypnotized herself into the 

belief
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belief that she is able to conquer the world. Should 
she be permitted to hold Hainan Island following the 

invasion of it, I believe that in a short time the 
foundation for her planned new air and naval base will 
be laid. As a consequence the international situation 
in the Pacific would undergo a great change. Even if 
France should then wish to establish a naval base in 
Indo-China, and the United States of America should de

sire to defend Guam, I fear that they would not have 
the needed time for doing so, \

In making the present southward move Japan does 
not intend to use it for the termination of the Chinese- 
Japanese hostilities, but obviously she has made up her 
mind to run the risk of sowing the seeds for a war in 
the Pacific, 

Question: What defensive measures has the Chinese 
Government taken in the Island? Answer: Because of her 
lack of naval forces China has not given much considéra*» 
tion to the defense of her coast line, but her land 
forces have made sufficient preparations and would do 
their utmost to prevent the enemy occupying the Island, 
As to the possible Japanese attack on Pakhoi, we have 
taken necessary precautionary measures and are ready to 
offer strong resistance. All military observers hold
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the same opinion that the Enemy*a attack on Pakhoi would 
only lead to it being placed in a more disadvantageous 
position without compensating benefits in its war of 
aggression.

Question: What is the effect of the Japanese 
landing at Hainan Island on the Chinese-Japanese hos
tilities? Answer: No, it has little effect on our war 
of resistance. The issue will be fought out on land. 
The occupation of an island is inconsequent”.

The Chinese prgss on Fgbruary 11 commented at 
length on these moves of Japan professing to see there
in an added threat to the position of Great Britain, 
France and the United States in.the Far East and call
ing for positive action on the part of these powers 
to check this activity. The SAO TANG PAO regards the 
invasion of Hainan as a step in Japan’s southward 
expansion policy while the SIN HUA JIH PAO believes 
it was undertaken with a desire to prepare a base for 
attacks on Kwangsi. The CHINA TIMES says Japan’s move 
on Hainan has three motives being: (one.) to control 
Tongking Bay and threaten communications between Hong 
Kong and Singapore and incircle the Philippines as a 
"prelude to a diplomatic blackmail"? (two) to intima- 
date France and force the latter to suspend transportation

facilities
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facilities through Indo-China to Chinaj and (three) 

the hope of severing one of China’s international 

communication lines under the allusion that this will 

bring Japan one step nearer to scoring a speedy victory» 

Repeated to Peiping*

PECK

EDA :DDM
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February -M, 1939

AMEM BASSY,

PEIPING (CHINA). (aÂ

INFO: AMEMBASSY, CHUNGKING (CHINA).

S O
Reference Chungking’s 98, February 12, noon.

y Unless you have already done so, please send to

Embassy at Tokyo by airmail a copy of Chungking’s telegram 

under reference.

Repeated to Chungking»

FE:RCM:HJN

Enciphered by —

793.94/14690
 

F/FG

Sent by operator---------------------- M. 19___

D.O.S.—No. JO 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

SMfEB 13 1933 'J<
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GRÀY

Dated February 11, 1939
From Pari 3

Eulogies of Pius XI and expressions of regret

s

that his restraining influence should be lost at this 

particular time have limited the space available in 

the press this morning for editorial comment on the 

occupation of Hainan. However, this sinister sign of 

the times as it is characterized by a number of the 

commentators has not been entirely crowded out of the 

editorial columns particularly in those newspapers 

which are habitually critical of the so called policy 

of appeasement. HUMANITE POPULAIRE OEUVRE ORDRE and.,.. / 
EPOQUE find in this "latest move of the anti-Komintern 

Bloc further" support for their contention that the un- 

willingness of the democracies to make a definite stand v’ 
against the totalitarian states merely strengthens the to & 

latter for the war "that they will precipitate shortly",- 

Even the Right press manifests nervousness over Hainan, 

For example this morning’s JOURNAL says that "France 

must be vigilant and take precautions, and that this Tj

duty is also incumbent on England." (END SECTION ONE) 

DDM : WC ' BULLITT
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR
This telegram must br 
clos Ely paraphrased b 
fore being communient 
to anyoneJ (B)

e— Paris
Ed p

Dated February 11, 1939

Rec’d 11:55 a|mj
j üi.¥îo!GN OF

I ê'.T'JFUN Af^w.lHS
Secretary of StatE^

Washington.

263. FEbruary 11, 10 p.m, (SECTION TWÔ)"im™ENT w

Last night a pEssimistic view of thE matter was 

expressed to us by Lagarde who, as Chief of thE Levant 

SECtion of thE ForEign Office, is closely in touch 

with the Mediterranean problem* Lagarde said that in 

his personal opinion thE occupation of Hainan constitutes 

the most sinister sign of recent weeks* He interprets 

this move by the Japanese, who he believes are well informed 

as to the Berlin-Rome time-table, as one of the final 

steps preparatory to the precipitation of events by 

Mussolini. He said that the French Government would 

probably make a strong protest jointly with the British 

Government but that as France has weakened her naval 

forces in the Far East to strengthen her position in the 

Djibouti area shE could not at this time hope to speak 

to Japan with any effect.-

(END MESSAGE)

BULLITT

KLP
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JR ___
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated From Dated February 11, 1939 . /
to anyone. (C)

• 79
cfd 11:45 a.m.

lv;h hVWWEUSecretary of Sta
F LB 1 i 1939

Washington*

Divi

^Wment

264., February 11, 2 p.m. (SECTION ONE)

nr/r-SS** *».«,

n

We inquired this morning at the Foreign Office 
concerning the French reaction to the occupation of 
Hainan by a strong Japanese naval force, Hoppenot 
informs us that the seizure came as a brutal surprise 
to the French who were given no advance notification nor 
have they since been informed by the Japanese of the 
reasons for the action, Hoppenot referred to the informal 
understanding of over a year ago between the French and 
the Japanese which contemplated a status quo in Hainan 
on condition that the French would not permit the shipment 
of munitions over the Indo-Chinese Railroad to China,.
Hoppenot maintains that the French have faithfully 
observed their obligation under the arrangement and that 
there has been no shipment of munitions to the Chinese 
of âny importance via Indo-China during the intervening 
months. Under the circumstances the French obviously 
regard the agreement with Japan concerning the transit _ 
of munitions across Indo China as terminated. (END SECTION
ONE)

BULLITT 
MKLP
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jr TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must t>E Paris - 1
closely paraphrased be- 
fore being communicated Dated February 11, 1939
to anyone. (C) from

from RECtd 12.48 p>m,

i l, :; 3 ns is or |
Secretary of State, | AffAins /

j A.- ?
Washington, ....J1'- ■

i OUFARÏMENT SÏATE j
264, February 11, 2 p.m. (SECTION TW0)T* —J

He believes that the Japanese action was taken at this 

time principally to rekindle the waning enthusiasm in 

Japan for the continuance of the war in China. The 

fact that Germany and Italy received advance notification 

is disturbing to the French who are not sure what 

interpretation should be placed upon it. He said that the

French Embassy in Tokyo is being instructed to submit 

an energetic protest and that similar action will be 

taken by the British, According to Hoppenot’s information 

the British situation is identic with that of the French 

in that the former have not been consulted in advance 

nor advised of the reasons for the Japanese action. Other 

than this diplomatic step no other demarche is contemplated 

at the moment. Hoppenot said that effort wasl being made 

to obtain further details of the occupation but 

communication with the French Consul in Hainan had 

apparently been cut.

(END OF MESSAGE)

BULLITT

EMB:ROW
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Washington,
February 13, 1939

'r

AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO (Japan)

Strictly Confidential. 
« / ‘

A telegram of February 11 from 
/ d 7which is7 repeated for your strictly

L ;
the Embassy at Paris

confidential information

reads as follows: QUOTE (Telegraph Section: Please insert

here text of Paris’ 264, February 11, 2 p.m., sections one

and two, which is attached hereto) UNQUOTE

further reference to this subject the Embassy at

Paris in another telegram of the same date reporting views 

communicated to the Embassy””'by^Lagffrdef Chief of the ^Levant 

Section of the Foreign Office*? stated inzpart as follows*??/

QUOTE Lagarde said that in his personal opinion the occupa-

tion of Hainan constitutes the most sinister sign of recent

weeks. He interprets this move by the Japanese, who he

believes are well informed

as one of the final steps preparatory to the preqipjtation

of events by Mussolini. UNQUOTE

Enciphered by

Sent by operator

as to the Berlin-Rome time-table,

19..

1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

FEfJWB:JPS

D. O. R.—No. 50

SB
FEB 13 1

793.94/14692
 

F/FG

%
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793.94/ 14693

FRG*
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1. Japan.

a. Planes reappear. As If only to 

acoontuate the faot that Foochow had gone for five 

months without a single visit from Japanese aeroplanes, 

two of them appeared over the city on December 9, leav

ing again after reconnoitering over it for a quarter 

of an hour and dropping a few handbills but no bombs. 

The handbills were confiscated by the police, and the 

planes themselves were quickly forgotten by Foochow’s 

populace.

b. Campa Um for conscription. The 

week beginning December 19 end closing on Christmas 

Day was in Foochow dedicated to a propaganda campaign 

to popularize military conscription. The campaign was 

inaugurated by a mass meeting, reported to have been 

largely attended, and which was climaxed by the 

production by the Magistrate of Minhou Hslen of the hero 

of the occasion in the person of the young man who 

had sold his patrimony to subscribe money to the war 

and then offered his own services as a soldier in the 

ranks.

°* Oh*en answers his critics. The 

various newspapers published in the South Sea Islands 

by overseas Fukienese, most of whose editors are very 

critical of General Ch*en I, have recently been attacking 

him
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him for attempting to restrain the members of a war
time service corps functioning in southern Fukien, 
and who were believed to be questioning the loyalty 
of the commanders of the 75th Division. In a lengthy 
and not very convincing telegraphic reply to his 
critics, the Chairman asserted that the organization 
of propaganda corps of whatever kind should of right 
be controlled by the Government.
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Mr.Hornbeck:

I started out to give you a 
brief summary, in line with our 
conversation of several days ago, 
of the discussion at the recent 
Foreign Policy Association meet
ing. I have carried on, however, 
with an expression of my own 
thoughts, stimulated by the dis
cussion at the meeting, in regard 
to the Far Eastern situation, 
which may be of some use to you.
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DIVISION OF FAR EASTER

Dear Dr. Hqafnbeck:

DEPARTMENT OF*ST A

NôTèD

* MR. Hûf^BECK

JAN 2 11939 
ôffairs az 

&Mnt

WN 3G 1939

In as much as you were unable to be

..vlgjtoi
hji f ASTERH AFFAIRS

AM 3 0 1939
pre seriV - 

throughout the Foreign Policy Association meeting last 

Friday (the 13th) evening at the Cosmos Club, you may

be interested in a brief summation of the discussion.

After Major George Fielding Eliot had spoken for •M
<D 

about half an hour on the "military consequences of 04•
Munich", concluding his remarks with a plea for greater <D 

4^ 
military preparedness on our part, x^here ensued the in- 

evitable discussion of the "background of Munich". One 4s-
O) 

of Major Eliot’s major points was that the threat by <0
Hitler to use his superior air force constituted a form 

of "international blackmail" which was effective in 

causing Chamberlain and Daladier to capitulate on the 

Czechoslovak issue rather than risk war. In reply to 

Senator Barkley’s question as to why England and France 

had permitted Germany to attain such superiority in the 

air, Major Eliot explained that they had apparently not 

appreciated the seriousness of the situation and further 

that the willingness of Germany to risk war coupled with s 

the fact of the greater vulnerability of English cities, U-j
T1 

as compared with German cities, might have been decisive V»

fact ors 6^
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factors in determining Chamberlain’s attitude, even 

though England had been prepared in the air.

At this point Louis Fisher (American journalist 

for many years in Europe) came forward with a refuta

tion of the theory that the threat of a German air of

fensive had been decisive at Munich. He cited the 

historical precedents of Manchuria, Ethiopia, and Spain 

to indicate that England, or the British Government, 

had been willing to sacrifice principle to expediency 

(expedient adjustments) when a threat of an air attack 

was not a consideration. Mr. Fisher referred to the 

statement in the President’s message to Congress to the 

effect that the instinct of self-preservation should 

warn us that we ought not to permit neutrality laws to 

operate to give aid to an aggressor and deny it to a 

victim, and in conclusion he (Mr. Fisher) advocated the 

Removal of the embargo against shipments to the Spanish 

Government as one of a number of measures which would 

give definite and effective encouragement to the European 

nations that were opposed to the fascist states. Jerome 

Frank (SEO) undertook to point out that the situation 

in Europe, with special reference to British policy, did 

not seem to warrant the sanguine prediction with which 

Mr. Fisher had concluded his remarks.

Dr.
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Dr. William Johnstone (George Washington University) 

asked Major Eliot if he thought that the proposed forti

fication of Guam implied pursuit of more than a defensive 

policy in the Pacific, to which Major Eliot replied to 

the effect that he hoped it did not.

Barnet Nover (special writer for the Washington 

Post) and Jay Allen (American journalist who has spent 

much time in Spain) advocated the use of financial and 

economic pressures to strengthen the position of the 

democratic nations and curtail the aggressive actions 

of the fascist nations. Mr. Allen developed the thesis 

that reliance by the United States solely upon military 

weapons for defense (weapons which the fascist powers 

were prepared to employ offensively) while neglecting 

to employ economic and financial weapons (weapons which 

the fascist powers were not in a position to employ ef

fectively) was shortsighted and lacking in perspicacity.

The discussion with regard to an American defense 

program might be summed up as one revolving around the 

question as to whether our defense should be simply 

against possible military aggression directed against 

the western hemisphere or whether we should not en

deavor to defend ourselves in advance against the de

velopment of situations in other areas which would 

probably bring this country into war; in short, whether 

a
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a plan of military defense should not be coordinated 

with a foreign policy the purpose of which would be the 

prevention of developments likely to lead us into war. 

My estimate is that a large majority of those present 

were of somewhat the same mind as Mr. Nover and Mr. 

Allen, that is, that the majority opinion of the gath

ering was in favor of a plan for coordinated military 

and foreign policy defense as outlined above.

The general feeling of the gathering was neither 

isolationist nor internationalist. Rather, it seemed to 

take a middle course, favorable to international co

operation when feasible and in line with this country’s 

policies and interest, favorable to the employment of 

economic pressure, carefully gauged so as not to lead to 

hostilities,when cooperation proves futile, and favor

able to an increased national military defense as a 

necessary, albeit stupid, safeguard and alternative to 

international cooperation.

Although the situation in the Far East was men

tioned only incidentally in connection with the general 

discussion of defense, it appeared evident to me that 

the employment of "economic weapons" in that area would 

meet with the approval of at least the majority of those 

present.

From
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From my point.of view, it is in the Far East, as 

distinguished from Europe, that we should give primary 

consideration to the employment of our "économie weap

ons" for it is there that this country has an opportu

nity, without undue risk of involvement, to weaken the 

vicious circle of fascist aggression, to circumscribe 

the extension of a system of government which is inimical 

to our system of government and to our principles and 

interests, and to give encouragement to the powers in 

Europe whose objectives are in many respects similar to 

ours. It is not unreasonable to anticipate that a Japan 

in control of China would be an element of strength to 

the fascist powers in Europe, especially to Germany 

vis-h-vis Russia; that a Japan which had consolidated 

its military position in China would, under the impul

sion and guidance of the military group holding the 

reins of government, seek very soon to expand southward. 

The latter development might readily take on a character 

and assume proportions menacing to us. "Japan," Walter 

Lippman points out correctly in a recent article, "has 

indicated that as an expanding empire she does not 

limit her ambitions to the Asiatic continent." 

Mr. Lippman further states that,

"They (the Japanese) are pointed southward 
through the Pacific Ocean toward the Philippines 
and the Dutch East Indies; . . .

"Now
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"Now it is one thing for the United States to 
consent to the conquest of China; it is a wholly 
different thing for the United States to consent 
to the creation of a great maritime empire, so 
formidable and so aggressive. The American people 
... would not care to have to build a navy ade
quate to defend the American position in Hawaii 
against the kind of navy Japan could create if she 
controlled the resources of the East Indies, 
dominated Australia, had pushed Great Britain and 
France out of the Pacific Ocean, and had a strangle 
hold on the supply of rubber.

HFor what the Japanese army does in Asia does 
not concern us vitally. But what the Japanese 

\ navy does, and what it may become, must be a matter 
| of great concern at all times.”

It may of course be argued that the Japanese will 

not succeed in consolidating their position in China or 

that, even though the army secures its military position 

in China, the task of administering and developing China 

will keep the Japanese occupied, to the exclusion of 

other ventures, for many years to come. The latter 

argument was used in 1931 in the case of Manchuria and 

I believe exercised considerable influence in forming 

British policy at the time. Events have all too soon 

proved its fallacy. It cannot be too often and too 

strongly emphasized that the Japanese military is an 

aggressive force which is motivated by a passion for 

conquest and is not influenced, except in cases of ab- 

solute necessity, by consideration of economic forces 

and consequences. With regard to the argument that the 

Japanese may not succeed in consolidating their position 

in
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in China, is it not reasonable to suggest that, in view 

of the serious consequences that might flow from a 

Japan successful in China, it would be shortsighted in 

formulating policy to gamble on the chance that Japan 

will be unsuccessful in China, shortsighted to refrain 

from endeavoring to neutralize the advantages and cir

cumscribe the scope of Japan’s aggressive program in 

the hope that time will take care of the problem, in 

the hope that a situation actually menacing to us will 

not grow out of the present potentially dangerous 

situation? Is it not probable that Japan can succeed 

in China if aided financially by England and America; 

that Japan may succeed in China without aid from America 

and England; that Japan cannot succeed in China to an- 

extent that will make possible further aggression, if 

America and England wisely employ the economic weapons 

at their disposal?

-i Mild measures of economic pressure to be applied to 

j Japan have been frequently discussed and readily occur 

■ to mind: abrogation of the 1911 Commercial Treaty, de- 

I niai of financial assistance to Japan, modification of 
Ï
5 Section 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930 to allow for re- I
I strictions upon Japanese imports into this country be- 

I cause of discriminations against us set up by Japan in 

Manchuria
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I Manchuria and Ohina, curtailment of shipment of certain 

| war materials to Japan, et cetera.

( The question naturally arises: Can these — would 
I these — measures get Japan out of China? The,answer is

J no. It is believed that nothing short of def eat.,in war 

would, within the foreseeable future, "get Japan out of 

China". But the objective of the measures contemplated 

is not to "get Japan out of China", as desirable an ac

complishment as that would be. The objective is to pre

vent Japan from consolidating her position in China and 

drawing sufficient strength therefrom to allow for further 

aggressive action in other fields which would seriously 

menace our interests and probably lead us to war.

Also to be considered in connection with the meas

ures contemplated and their objective is the very great 

i importance of there being kept in existence an independent

Chinese Government and an independent Chinese domain.

independent of Soviet Russia as well as of Japan, which 

would furnish the support and stimulus to continued

Chinese resistance and serve to make insecure Japan’s 

position in the portions of Ohina under its control

and which would prove distinctly troublesome to Japan

should she become involved elsewhere. Financial assistance

to the Chinese Government, in the form of rehabilitation

loans, material credits, et cetera, would contribute

substantially toward that end.

The
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The employment of economic pressure raises of course 

the question of Japanese retaliation. The field of 

Japanese commercial retaliation is admittedly limited. 

Japan is now purchasing from this country only those 

commodities which are necessary to her and it is unlikely 

that she will stop making those purchases, unless pre

vented from doing so by us or by financial inability. 

In so far as action directed against American trade and 

interests in China is concerned, that trade and those 

interests are now receiving scant consideration and may 

be expected to receive less and less consideration, ir

respective of action taken by us, as Japan becomes surer 

of her position in China. With regard to the fear that 

Japan might risk war with us — might attack the Philip

pines — in retaliation for economic measures taken 

against her, I find little in the situation to support 

such a fear. If Japan could find in the Philippines the 

means to counteract the losses occasioned by economic 

pressures; if the Japanese military were not fairly well 

occupied in China; if Japan did not have a potentially 

hostile Russia north of Manchuria — then a fear of war 

mig^rt be warrantably entertained, but it seems to me 

that, the situation being what it is, the very slight 

chance of involvement with Japan is one which we could 
■ • * .... **

and should take in order to attain the objectives^out- 

lined; that is, prevention of the development of a

situation
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situation in which the chances of our becoming involved 

with Japan "would be measurably greater than would be 

the chanoes of our becoming involved in the present 

conflict were we now to render reasonable assistance 

to China"* and adopt measures to decelerate the Japanese 

aggressive movement.

I believe that, in adopting the non-military 

economic measures envisaged, limited in scope and 

character to conform to our desire to avoid involvement 

in the conflict in China, we would, without danger and 

with small relative cost to ourselves now, be further-
X

ing objectives dictated by an enlightened national 

self-interest.

♦ My memorandum of July 23, 1938, addressed to you.

FE:Vincent:HEB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA ----------
This telegram was received MARDET TIENTSIN 
in Navy cipher and must befrROM ?closely paraphrased before /
communicated to anyone /

ACTION OPNAV F4fl£4Sr«*4FF4|fi$

13 1939kINFO COM MAR FORCES NORTH CHINACINCAF yWmenttf;
FOURTH MARINES /'//PCS»
ALUSNA PEIPING

0013* No movements Jap troops or wounded reported 
through Chinwangtao during past week. 0830*

HPD

793.94/14695

T1

CD

WR® WP ................. '
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA ----------  GRAY

From
HONG KONG VIA N.R,

/ ■-
DatEd FEbruary 13, 1939
REOElVEd :30 a.m*

Secretary of State ’ ■
Washington

51, FEbruary 13, 11 a.m,

" Division or ''k 
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
hFEB 1 3 1939'

No* 19 of February 12, 
79 31 p.m., thE information contained in my February 12, 8

RefErring to Department’s
a.m»

has already been convEyed directly to the Commander of 
the South China Patrol who has just now informed me 
that he is leaving today at 4 o’clock on the USS JOHN 
D EDWARDS for Hoihow-* We have so far no further re
liable nEws from Hainan.- For the next several days 
there will likely be no naval vessel at Hong Kong and 
I accordingly suggest that any priority messages for a 

d 
this office during the period be sent via commercial 
cable* In the absence of a naval vessel at Hong Kong, 
this office will presumably not be able to relay with 
facility the considerable number of telegrams which 
normally come to it from various offices in China for 
that action* Repeated to Canton, Shanghai, Chungking, 
Peiping,

Shanghai please transmit to Commander-In-Chief

/d
 

96
9V

 1
/7

6'
 £

61

Asiatic Fleet,
SOUTHARD

DDM tWWC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED 
EDA GRAY

TOKYO /
From f
Dated February g.4, 1939 
Received 3; 17 Xa*---

y® Division ofiKSecretary of State / f.fi aSTBW Nr FMI» |
Washington E- 81 4

X. Oepartment of
88, February 14, noon, ' ."ta \

Acting under instructions from their respective 

governments the French Ambassador yesterday and the 1 £

British Ambassador today inquired orally of the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs as to the purpose, character and dura

tion of the occupation by Japanese forces of Hainan. The 

Minister replied that the purpose of the occupation was 

to intensify the blockade of the South China coast, that 

the character was military and that the duration would 

depend upon military considerations*

CONFIDENTIAL* Arita added to Craigie that the 

occupation would not (repeat not) be permanent,

GREW

RR



JR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PLAIN
From

Shanghai via N* R,
Dated February 14* 1939

Rec’d 7 a.m*
Secretary of State

Washington

118, February 14, 11 a,m,
Following is a summary of editorials appearing in thC

local papers concerning Japanese occupation of Hainan
Island:

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS referring to the assurances
given by the Japanese Government concerning the temporary 
nature of the occupation remarks "this temporary ' ’’H
occupation will have about it that degree of permanency' 
which will be wholly unacceptable to either Great Britain
or France". This journal expresses the belief that while
these two powers are now preoccupied there will come a
day of reckoning in the Far East. It also sees in the
occupation of Hainan a "useful device to maintain the
interest of the Japanese public in a war which is 
beginning to -f-sri-i upon them*"

The EVENING POST and MERCURY says "the Hainan
invasion is a rather daring adventUhe from the international
point of view” and continues "there is a real possibility
of a serious clash with France which walks softly but

793.84/14698
 

F/FG

carri es

«

1/
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carries a big stick”•

The CHINA PRESS is of the opinion that "Japan’s 

invasion of Hainan is undoubtedly meant to be a test 

to see whether France, Britain and the United States 

are ready to stand together"•

The Chinese press believes that the significance 

of the Japanese action is international and aimed directly 

at the British and French lines of communication in the 

Far East,

The Japanese papers stress theystrategic importance 

of Hainan and hint that it was occupied because the 

"French Government has been turning a deaf ear to repeated 

Japanese protests concerning the use of Annam as a 

military supply base for the Kuomintang". One Japanese 

daily roams further afield and urges Japan to demand 

the withdrawal of French troops from the Paracel Islands 

which France is described as having illegally seized.

Repeated to Chungking and Peiping.

By mail to Tokyo.

GAUSS

DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR fromgrAy

Peiping via N

Secretary of State

Washington

82, February 14 2 p.m

1939Pated February

Rec’d 7 a*m.

4

R

Divi
FAR EA

Department of Sfc

«» AFFAIRS )£
FEB 14 193Q

February 1J regarding the forwarding 

by air mail to Tokyo of Chungking’s 98, February 12, noon, 

subject of Chiang Kai Shek’s

Department’s 30

to the Department, on the

interview with the press Chungking’s telegram in question

was forwarded by air mail to Tokyo February 13

In order that the Department may know the customary

793.94/I 4699

procedure here in handling incoming telegrams, this

office forwards to Tokyo either by telegraph or air

true readings or code texts of all such messages in

mail'

which

it would appear that Tokyo might be concerned or

, : f >

, <1 -4 %

interested, on subjects relating to the present Sino- 

4- Japanese situation, especially telegrams of a political

nature and those affecting American persons* rights and

interests. This does not apply to messages repeated to

Tokyo by the office of origin and so designated 

Repeated to Chungking.

LOCKHART
WC ;DDM
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Mr. ’Secretary

U.
Mr.

FE
Mr illton:

ADVISER ON POLITICAL RELATIONS

r.EB 2 “ 1939

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

■VOTED
7 ? i ■ *7 w

Tokyo’s telegrams 41 and

Reference,

I’.ibion of

311939
, *'apartment ef State

anuary 27, l^STF*’”""'"’^

3 G 1939
^cRtiARr

JAN 30 E39

42 January 24,

10 a.m. and 3 p.m. (copies attached)

My reaction to the "information" given the British 

Ambassador at Tokyo, as reported, by Mr. Kodama, is that 

we should be more skeptical of its value than the Embassy, 

as indicated in paragraph four of telegram No. 41, appears 

to have been. Mr. Grew says, "The foregoing observations, 

as reported to me, lack precision but they at least indicate 

the way in which the wind appears to be now blowing in 

central China." To me, the "observations" made to the British 

Ambassador by Mr. Kodama merely reflect the attitude, feeling 

and hopes of an individual. Mr. Kodama (who is a gentleman 

of the now less influential pro-Anglo-Saxon school) was 

apparently trying to do what so many prominent Japanese over 

a long period of time have sought to do in conversations 

with "foreigners", especially influential personages: namely, 

to dispel apprehension and impart an optimism, which they 

themselves perhaps sincerely feel — that, Nature taking its 

course,

793,94/14700
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course, everything will soon be "all right” — but 

which indicate not ”the way in which the wind” is blowing 

but the way in which they as individuals feel it to be 

blowing or hope it will blow.

Stanley K. Hornbeck

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br) '

FROMChungking via N. R

Dated February 14, 1939

Secretary of State
"'Vr

'b7
Washington*

:c’d 7 a

101, February 14, noon

Divgjion of 
FAR FASŒRN AFFAIRS Y^

Oapartment ei

The Embassy learns from a Chinese military source

that one division of ten thousand Chinese regular troops 

from Kwangtung is on Hainan Island and that in addition 

upwards of one hundred thousand local militia are available

for military use. Informant stated that military supplies 
no?

on Hainan Island are adequate that there is no ( r )

thought of withdrawal of Chinese forces from and 

that guerrilla warfare will be waged from the mountains 
on the island.

Repeated to Peiping.

PECK

HTMjKLP
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Confidential

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 101) of February 14, 1939 from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as 

follows :

A Chinese military source has Informed the Embassy 

that there Is no thought of withdrawal from Hainan Island 

of Chinese troops; that adequate military supplies are 

available there; that, using the mountains as a base, 

guerrilla warfare will be waged; that local militia to 

the number of more than 100,000 are available for military 

use besides one division of Chinese regular troops which 

Is on the Island. This division numbers 10,000 men and 

Is from Kwangtung Province.

793.94/14701

FE: :P:HJN
2/15/39
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be
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communicated to anyone, 
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this tele 
clos ely

’.Tashington

FROM

Peiping via N. R;

Dated February 14, 1939

Secretary of State

cleared southwestern

Shansi of guerrillas and troops formerly under Yen Hsi 

but whether their occupation will be permanent or only

February 14, 3 p.m. (GRAY)

Embassy’s 18, January 11, noon

One. The Japanese claim to have

temporary as in the past remains to be seen. Continuing

attempts to cross the Yellow River from Fenglingtu

Shansi, to Tungkuan, Honan have failed as have attempts

to cross in Shensi from southwest Shansi near Yumenkou.
There have been repeated artillery duels at the Tung^jian,»]

crossing and, according to reports from Chinese circles 

have beenthat the defenders of Szechuan (EHD GRAY)

reinforced by heavy artillery and gunners from Sovi et

Rus s i a part of their campaign to cut the route of

Chinese supplies from Soviet Russia via Sinkiang and

Shensi Japanese planes have been bombing Sian, Lanchow

and other places. Air raids against Tungkuan have

reportedly been comparatively unsuccessful because of

793.94/14702
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-2* #83, February 14, 3 p,m., from Peiping, 

high range Russian antiaircraft guns there.

(GRAY) Two, While the Japanese have for several 

months kept East Hopei clear of guerrillas there appears 

to have been no diminution of guerrilla activities in 

south and central Hopei and northern Honan. According 

to a foreign traveller the Pinghan Railway from Chengchow, 

Honan, south to Kwangshui Hupeh (a distance of 110 miles) 

has been entirely removed by Chinese, the road bed 

ploughed into fields and the rails and sleepers used to 

extend the Lunghai westward. A foreigner coming recently 

from Paoting states that guerrilla attacks upon the south 

suburb of that city continue at night as do attacks 

upon the Pinghan Railway especially south of Paoting, He 

scales that the Japanese troops at Paoting are clearing 

the v»estern territory of Chinese, presumably to accommodate 

an increased garrison and to prepare for the projected 

establishment there of the puppet Hopei Provincial 

Gov ei’nment

Three. There have been no attacks on the Reining 

Railv/ay since January 11 (Embassy’s 26, January 13, 9 a,m,, 

and 23, January 12, noon, paragraph 4). Repeated to 

Chungking. Text by mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

WC :HTM
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Confidential

ç‘ 
PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 8?) of February 14, 1939 from the 

American Embassy at Peiping reads substantially as follows:

The Japanese claim to hare cleared southwestern Shansi 

of guerrillas and troops formerly under Yen Hsl-shan, but 

whether their occupation will be permanent or only temporary 

as in the past remains to be seen. Continuing attempts to 

cross the Yellow River from Fenglingtu, Shansi, to Tungkuani 

Honan have failed as have attempts to cross In Shensi from 

southwest Shansi near Yumenkou. There have been repeated 

artillery duels at the Tungkuen crossing and Soviet Russian 

gunners and. heavy artillery^have, according to reports 

from Chinese circles, been reinforcing the defenders of 
zThe use of 

Szechuan./ Russian anti-aircraft guns of high range has>■, 

according to reports, rendered comparatively unsuccessful 

air raids against Tungkuan. Lanchow, Sian end other 

places have been bombed by Japanese planes. This bombing 

has been carried out as a part of the Japanese campaign to 

cut the Soviet Russian-China supply route which goes by 

way of Shensi and Sinklang.

■#ille the Japanese have for several months kept 

East Hopei clear of guerrillas there appears to have been 

no diminution of guerrilla activities in south and 

central Hopei and northern Honan. According to a foreign 

traveller the Pinghan Railway from Chengchow, Honan,

south
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south to Kwangshul Hupeh ( a distance of 110 miles) has 

been entirely removed by Chinese, the road bed ploughed 

Into fields and the rails and sleepers used to extend the 

Lunghal westward. A foreigner coming recently from 

Paotlng states that guerrilla attacks upon the south 

suburb of that city continue at night as do attacks upon 

the Pinghan Railway especially south of Paotlng. He 

states that the Japanese troops at Paotlng are clearing 

the western territory of Chinese, presumably to accommodate 

an Increased garrison and to prepare for the projected 

establishment there of the puppet Hopei Provincial Govern

ment.

There have been no attacks on the Pelnlng Hallway 

since January 11 (In this connection see Embassy’s 26, 

January 13, and 23, January 12. )

793.94/14702

FE:JKP:HJN
2/15/39
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___ ______ GRAY

Canton Via N.R,
From
Dated. February 14, 1939

73'^' Reference Hong Kong’s 50 and 51/'Februarj 12, 8 a.m.

and. February 13, 11 a.m.

The Japanese Consul General has just informed me that

word has been received from 

in Hoihovz and Kiungchow are 

Repeated to Chungking,

Hainan that all foreigners 

saf e •

Peiping, Hong Kong.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

893.00/14325 FOR____ Tel #6; 9pm

_ _ Tsinan FROM__________
TO

( Hawthorne dated 
NAME 1—1127 • »«

Shih Yu San withdrawn from Shantung because of his intention 
REGARDING: to throw his lot with Japanese. General Yu Hsueh Chung, com

manding troops in southeastern Honan, is ignoring Chiang’s 
orders, awaiting opportunity to declare allegiance to the 
Peiping Government. Foregoing according to allegations of 
Japanese.

FRG.

795.94/ 
|47O

4 
H
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tion of Hainan Island on February 10, which was offi

cially confirmed in a statement issued by the Japanese

Foreign Office spokesman who said, inter alia, that the 

action did not violate the Franco-Japanese agreement of 

1907 and that the operations were for the purpose of 

exterminating the Chinese military forces on the island. "4 
10 

The following brief summary indicating the diplomatic W
background of French interest in Hainan Island may be of O
interest: In 1897, in reply to a communication from the 'X

French Minister to China in regard to the desire of

France that the Island of Hainan be not alienated or O
01

ceded by China to any other foreign power, the Chinese

Office of Foreign Affairs stated: "Our Yamen (Office) 

considers Kiung-chou (Hainan) as belonging to the ter

ritory of China which consequently exercises over it 

right of sovereignty. How could it cede it to foreign 

nations? ... 11 In 1907 an agreement between France 

and Japan provided that "the French and Japanese Govern

ments . . . undertake to support each other mutually^n 

order to assure peace and security in these regions ^ofn 

the Chinese Empire in the neighborhood of territories o “0 
0 

where

‘A
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where they have rights of sovereignty, protection, or 

occupation), with a view to maintaining the respective 

situation and the territorial rights of the two High 

Contracting Parties on the Asiatic Continent." (Trans

lation from the French.)

It does not appear that the American Government 

has ever recognized any special French interest with 

regard to Hainan Island. The island is Chinese terri

tory and the alienation of the island by Japan (or any 

other power) would, in our opinion, constitute an im

pairment of the territorial integrity of China.

In our view, the question of the occupation of 

Hainan is one bound up with the larger issue of Japanese 

occupation of Chinese territory. On September 14, 1937, 

in connection with reports that the Japanese planned to 

occupy Pratas Reef in the neighborhood of Hainan Island, 

the Department authorized Mr. Grew to make an approach 

to the Japanese Government and to express confidence that 

it was not the intention of the Japanese Government to 

alienate Chinese territory. In May 1938 the question 

again arose of Japanese occupation of Chinese 

islands and at that time the British and American Am

bassadors in Tokyo were agreed that representations to 

the Japanese Government would serve no useful purpose.

In
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r,
In Turns., however, Great Britain and France are reported 

to have informed the Japanese Government that occupation 

of Hainan Island by the Japanese would be likely to cause 

undesirable complications. With regard to the present 

occupation of the island, we do not know as yet whether 

the British and the French contemplate making representa

tions to Japan.

In connection with the occupation it is understood 

that very little fighting took place and that the Americans 

who are mostly missionaries, have suffered no harm.

There is attached an excerpt from a report prepared 

by the Office of Military Intelligence, War Department, 

which is of interest in connection with the occupation 

of Hainan Island. ’’z/S

Attachment :
Excerpt from report of 
Office of Military In
telligence, War Depart
ment (G-2).

FE : Vincent : HES : REK
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EXCERPT FROM

G-2 Digest of Information 
Sino-Japanese Situation 

January 27 - February 10, 1939.

1. MILITARY OPERATIONS

a. On February 10 official announcement was made in 
Tokyo that a landing had been made at an undisclosed point 
on the island of Hainan by Japanese military and naval 
forces. Subsequent news reports indicate the capture of 
the port of Hoihow on the northeast coast of the island. 
This event was in sequence to the announced occupation of 
Waiohow Island, 35 miles south of Pakhoi on January 31, 
on which a landing field was installed, and the reported 
presence in that vicinity of a water-borne 
expedition, estimated by some sources to be as large as a 
division and a half. It is believed that the maximum size 
of the military expedition is one division. The Chinese 
garrison of Hainan Island is estimated at one division. 
The island is large, comparable in size to Formosa, and 
has a population estimated at 3,000,000. Its topography 
is mountainous, with a single central range sloping down 
in all directions to a coastal plain, which is largely 
devoted to the growing of rice. Hoihow, the principal 
port, is the outlet for the produce of that section of the 
plain which is widest and most Intensively cultivated. 
In June, 1938 it was announced in the British Parliament 
that Great Britain and France had Informed the Japanese 
Government that a Japanese occupation of this island would 
be "likely to cause undesirable complications."

Comment: Militarily the Hainan expedition is a 
dispersion of force. Politically it may mark the adoption 
to some extent of. the policy advocated by the Japanese 
Navy of advance to the South. Even more important 
politically are the implications vis-a-vis Great Britain 
and France. Hainan has long been claimed by the latter 
country as coming within her sphere of influence. The 
island effectively blocks the Gulf of Tongking and lies 
on the flank of the communications line: Singapore— 
Hong Kong. It is most likely that the invasion has as 
one of its objects the intensification of pressure on 
France to prevent the importation of munitions into China 
through Indo-China. It is possible that the operation 
is a portent of other pressure about to be exercised 
against Great Britain and France by the axis powers.
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X. BLACK 
PRESIDENT idv^RENCE H- newton 

oft V^^^ECRETARYTREASURER

THE CHEJTORaJÇIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT CO 
’ çJ^TOPA, KANSAS - > /

’^FEB lr Feb. 13, 1939
J «' 2 03V

Hon. Cordell Hull.j 
Secretary of StatfeVA//,,.
Washington,. D.C. AN[) p-'’* 1 Az*

Dear Sir:

“Sss-;?.

Recent AP dispatches from the Orient have brought us the news 
that the Japanese have at last landed troops and apparently taken posses
sion of the "strategic" island of HAINAN off the south coast of Kwang
tung province, China. The writer of this letter lived for twenty years 
in Hainan in connection with the American mission there. I made many 
trips to all parts of the island and did considerable route surveying 
visiting the towns and villages of the interior including the parts 
occupied by the aboriginal tribes, also exploring the harbors and in
lets on the coast.

On one occasion, some twenty years ago, a note was received from 
the American admiral, in command of our fleet in South China waters at 
that time, asking for information about the east coast and asking if 
it would be possible to land sailors there, and if it would be possi
ble for the boats to get up the river as far as the mission station of 
Kachek.

Just before the war I led an expedition into the interior occu
pied by the tribes of wild aborigines. This party consisted of 
consul Pearson from Hoihow, and an English officer of the R.G.A. Hong
kong, a Lt. Simonds, when in Hongkong some months later I was surprised 
to learn from Simonds that they had given my name to the military intel
ligence department authorizing them to call upon me for information 
at any time and for assistance in case they should want to do any more 
exploring. As I left so«n after that I was never called upon.

I have taken the liberty to write to you wondering if in case of 
possible developments in the situation out there I might have any in
formation in my possession which could be of possible use to your de
partment. By way of identification let me state that I was a college 
classmate of Ed Duffield, Gen. Dick Coulter and Jesse Lynch Williams 
of Princeton, am president of the Board of Education *f Chetopa, am a 
member of the local Chamber of Commerce, and general manager of our 
small oil field near this place.

14706
 

F/FG
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February 2© 1939

In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/14706 -

My dear Mr. Newton:

The receipt le acknowledged of your letter of 

February 13, 1939, In which you refer to your long resi

dence in Hainan and suggest that you may have In your 

possession Information which would be useful to the 

Department In the event of possible developments In the 

situation In that area.

The contents of your letter have been noted with 

care and your kind offer of assistance In case necessity 

therefor should arise Is very much appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. Clarence H. Newton, 

r < Secretary-Treasurer, The Chetopa 
FEB 18 Ï939 PM and DeveiOpment Company,

Chetopa, Kansas.

FE^C^'niJN 

2/18 FT

793.94/ 
14706
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EDA

From

LEGAL ADVISER
FEB 21 *933 ]

DEPARTMENTOFSWr

Thia telegram was received 
in Navy cipher and must be 
closely paraphrased before

6IN0AF

being communicated to anyone FEbruary 16, }939
/ Received 7:13 a.m

ACTION OPNAV
INFO CINCAF ADMIN 

CQMS0PAT

,W16.m view of warning by Japanese navy that 
after sunset February 17 all foreign vessels must clear
area within thirty miles Haimen in Chekiang or accept 
risks involved, it ."is probable that military operations
against Haimen and Wenchow are contemplated in near 
future. 0325.

793.94/ 14707

DDM

3
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EDA

ORO From SHAIJftHAI via n.r.
Dated February J6, 1939
Received 10 ;55 a.m.

Secretary of State
J® DiviHixfcubfSt x 

j UR EASTERN AFFAIRS LA 
* |/^B1 6193^T

letter dated February 15, addressed by^tHt Japanese

Washington

124, February 16, 1 p,m,

Consul General to the Senior Consul quotes the following
notic e received by him from the Japanese naval authorities

"The Imperial Japanese Navy has decided to start
shortly an operation at at Taichow Bay Chekiang

A

Province and its vicinity. It is therefore requested
that all the vessels of third powers now at or near Haimen
should evacuate by sunset on the 17th of February 1939 
to a distance sufficient to avoid danger, at least outsid 
a radius of 30 nautical miles of Haimen

The Imperial Japanese Navy will not hold themselves 
responsible for any loss or damage sustained by any vessel 
remaining within the aforesaid region after the specified 
time."

Interested American firms notified.
Repeated to Chungking, Peiping and Tokyo,

GAUSS
KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA
This telegram must be Chungking via n.r.
closely parapherastd
before being communi- From Dated E'fbruary 16, 1939 
cated to anyone (br)

(.♦apartment olS

Secretary of State

Washington

105* February 16,

A foreign military adviser yesterday informed 

the Assistant Military Attache that he had reliable 

information that the Japanese now have 40 four-engined 

Junkers type bombers divided between Nanking and Hankow 

possessing much greater cruising range than bombers 

hitherto employed» The Adviser deduced that the Japanese 

intend to depend more on bombing raids against various 

centers in West China for the suppression of Chinese 

resistance than on land operations.

RfipeatMC to Peiping. (END SECTION ONE)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR -----------
This telegram must bE Chungking via Ni R.
closEl^oparaphrased bE- FROM 
fore being communi cat Ed Dated February 16, 1939
to anyonE. (br)

Rec ’ d 7:15 a.m.

Secretary of StatE, 

Washington.

105, FEbruary 16, 10 a.m. (SECTION TWO).

The gEnEral imprEssion among forEign obsErvErs hErE 

is that the ChinESE are unwilling to Employ forEign 

fliErs to pilot dEfEnsE planES against JapanESE bombErs 

(prEsumably bEcausE such forEign fliErs would subject 

ChinesE fliErs to unfavorablE comparison) and that ChinESE 

fliErs arE rEluctant to EngagE in dEfEnsE operations 

against JapanESE planES, ThE popular Expectation hErE is 

therefore that whilE the JapanESE havE recently bEEn 

fairly activE in bombing ExpEditions the advEnt of clear 

spring weather will see Chungking, ChEngtu and other 

cities subjected to intensified air attacks.

Repeated to Peiping. (END MESSAGE)

PECK

WWC :DDM
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( CONFIDENTIAL) K'V V; M.

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 105) of February 16, 1939, from the 

American Embassy at Chungking reads substantially as foil are:

There exists generally among foreign observers in Chung

king the impression that Chinese aviators are loath to take 

part in defense activities against Japanese airplanes and 

that the Chinese are not willing to use foreign aviators to 

pilot defense planes against Japanese bombing planes. The 

reason for this unwillingness is, it is assumed, that foreign 

aviators would by comparison place Chinese aviators in an un

favorable light. Therefore, it is generally anticipated in 

Chungking that, although lately there has been a fair amount 

of activity in bombing expeditions by the Japanese, Chengtu, 

Chungking, and other cities will be bombed more intensively 

with the coming of clear weather in the spring. The American 

Assistant Military Attaché was informed on February 15 by a 

foreign military adviser that he was reliably Informed to the 

effect that at the present time there are forty Junker type 

Japanese bombing planes, with four engines each and having 

much greater cruising range than bombing planes used in the 

past, divided between Hankow and Nanking. The foreign mili

tary adviser Inferred that it is the intention of the Japanese 

to rely more on bombing attacks against various West China 

centers than on land operations to put down resistance of the 

Chinese. 

793.94/14709

FE:EQP:HES 

2-17-39 1 '
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EDA ..O From
A portion of this telE- HONG KONG VIA N.R.
gram must be closely
paraphrased before being Dated February 14, 1939
communicated to anyone (BR)

Secretary of State

Washington

February 14,

"February 13,

r. 0 Received^:30 a*m.,16th

(GRAY) Local press editorials of yesterday emphasize 

increasing uneasiness of the French here due to the 

occupation of Hainan and possiblg-threat to the commerce 

of French Indo-China and Kwangchow. Occupation described 

as step toward another forced Munich agreement to the 

detriment of French prestige and interests in the Orient, 

Concerning reported instructions received by the Japanese 

navy to refrain from all action which might strain French- 

Japanese relations. High Government officer stated to 

me today Japanese Government had assured French Ambassador r.
Tokyo last year that Hainan would not be occupied. Well 
informed opinions here are that strategic advantage gained r 

by the Japanese might have been obviated had France made 

timely public declaration that such would not be tolerated 

when it became evident following Japanese attacks on 

Yunnanfu, Nanning and Pakhoi that objective of Japanese 

military authorities was to close commercial routes to

793.94/14710
 

F/ A

Kwangs!
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EDA - 2 - February 14 from Hong Kong

Kwangs! and Yunnas» High Government officers emphasize 
necessity of material moral support of France and England 
by the United States to obviate further encroachment by 
Japan pending solution of conflict. Governor General of 
Straits Settlements flew from Saigon to Hue by French 
military airplane February 10 to confer with the Governor 
General of French Indo-China, Admiral in command French 
war ships in the Orient now at Saigon. Information con
tained in the telegram from the^Consul at Yunnanfu to the 
Department January 23, 6 p.m», still unconfirmed. Press of 
yesterday reported V/ang Chings Wei at Dalat, Governor of 
Cochin China could not confirm the report today", (END GRAY) 

Saigon requests that the Department furnish a confi
dential mi which is considered necessary there. 
Relaying of this message has been delayed because no 
United States naval vessel is now in Hong Kong, 

Repeated to Chungking,

SOUTHARD
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(COOXDKmAL)

PARA ? H R > 8 B

A telegram of February 14, mg, fyom the American 

Consul General at Hong Kong quotes a telegram of Febru

ary 13 from the Consul at Saigon which read® substan

tially ae follows^

Editoriale in the Saigon press of February 13 em

phasize increasing uneasiness of the French at 3alg«m 
u, 

due to the occupation of Hainan and possible threat to 

the co;<y-.erce of French Indochina and Kw&npchcw. Occupa— 

tion described as step toward another forced Munich "?s 
agreewnt to the detriment of french prestige and inter- -< 

este in the Orient. Concerning reported instructions 

received by the Japanese navy to refrain from all action 

which might strain French-Japanese relations, A high 

Government official stated to the Consul on February 13 

that the Japanese Government had «.seared the French Am

bassador at Tokyo laet year that Hainan would not be 

occupied. Well informed opinions at Salgcm are that 

strategic advantage gained by the Japanese might have 

been obviated had France made timely public declaration 

that such would not be tolerated when it became„evident 

following Japanese attacks on Yunnanfu, Msnaing, and 

Pakhol that objective of Japanese military authorities 

was to close commercial routes to Kwangs! and Yunnan.

High Government officers emphasise necessity of material 

moral
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moral support of Franco and England by the United Gtatee 

to obviate further encroachment by Japan pending solu

tion of conflict. Governor General of Straits Settle

ments flew from Saigon to Hue by French military air

plane February 10 to confer with the Governor General 

of French Indochina. Admiral in command of French war

ship» in the Orient is now at Saigon, There le still 

no confirmâtion of the report of January 23 from the 

Consul at Yunnanfu to the effect that Obing-wei 

and General Doihara had been seen together in the hotel 

at Tans octo about the middle of ^January. The newspapers 

of February 12 reported «rang Ching-wel at Dalat. The 

Governor of Cochlnohina could not confirm this report 

on February 13.

793.94/14710

FE;Christenson:HES 
2-17
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